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Abstract and Keywords
This chapter introduces UíWL literature in Brajbhasha and outlines the premises of 
the book. One aim is to expose some of the fault lines in the historiography of 
premodern Hindi literature. One reason that Brajbhasha court literature has not 
attracted the kind of deep, sympathetic study it merits is because literary 
historians have been too quick to stamp the stigma of decadence on late 
precolonial traditions. The study of UíWL literature has been trapped in stale 
paradigms of Mughal decline that have long been discredited in other 
disciplines. This chapter proposes a new approach to classical Hindi literature 
that recognizes the value of this early modern archive both as literature and for 
UHFRQVWUXFWLQJ�HOHPHQWV�RI�,QGLDއV�VRFLDO��LQWHOOHFWXDO��DQG�SROLWLFDO�KLVWRU\�
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5íWL Literature and its Discontents
Imagine an English-literature classroom in which Milton was derided for 
retelling a story using the classical epic form. The remonstrating teacher would 
shake her head and scold the poet for imitating Virgil, dismiss his Latinate 
vocabulary and style as pure pedantry, and wonder why he did not derive his 
subject matter from personal observation, writing poems that expressed his 
inner feelings in the language of everyday speech. Or imagine reading a history 
of French literature that privileged fourteenth- and fifteenth-century hymnals or 
VDLQWVއ�OLYHV��GHFU\LQJ�JUHDW�VHYHQWHHQWK�FHQWXU\�SOD\ZULJKWV�OLNH�&RUQHLOOH��
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Racine, and Molière on the grounds that their work is inadequately spiritual, too 
elaborate and contrived in its classical allusions, and morally reprehensible 
because it is the product of a dissolute aristocratic milieu. Whereas these 
scenarios are scarcely possible to envision in the context of European literary 
history, it is an actual and alarming fact that Indian courtly literature from the 
same period exhibiting similar classicizing tendencies has been shunned by 
modern Hindi scholars. An astonishing number of discussions of classical Hindi 
literature, by which I mean the UíWL (high-style) texts produced in Indian courts 
from the late sixteenth century until well into the nineteenth, center on the 
DXWKRUVއ�GLVWDVWH�IRU�LW��RU�GLVDSSURYDO��DQG��PRVW�H[DVSHUDWLQJ�RI�DOO��WKHLU�VHQVH�
that it fails to live up to the standards of a literature composed in another  (p.4) 
WLPH�DQG�SODFHނPRUH�RIWHQ�WKDQ�QRW��JLYHQ�,QGLD
V�FRORQLDO�OHJDF\��9LFWRULDQ�
England.

,Q�KLV�ZRQGHUIXOO\�VDUGRQLF�HVVD\ފ�+RZ�1RW�WR�:ULWH�WKH�+LVWRU\�RI�8UGX�
/LWHUDWXUH�5ދ�DOSK�5XVVHOO�ZD[HV�DXWRELRJUDSKLFDO�DERXW�KLV�HDUOLHVW�HQFRXQWHUV�
with Urdu literary historiography. The gist of his complaint closely mirrors my 
sentiments about the modern reception of classical Hindi literature:

,I�\RX�GRQއW�WKLQN�PXFK�RI�8UGX�OLWHUDWXUH��SOHDVH�GRQއW�JR�WR�WKH�WURXEOH�RI�
writing a history of it. You are under no obligation to do so, and it would be 
much better for all concerned if you spared yourself the labour and your 
readers the disappointment.1

Like Russell, I began the study of my subject with an acute bout of 
disappointment. As a graduate student with a keen interest in both Hindi and 
Sanskrit, I was excited to learn of the existence of a classical courtly Hindi 
literary tradition. I remember the dismay I felt when I began to learn more about 
it. No one, it seemed, could recommend the subject to a prospective researcher. 
The scholars to whom I turned, first in English and later in Hindi, proclaimed 
that UíWL was a decadent literature. It was completely unnatural. It was 
mannered. It was derivative. It was shockingly sensual and thus morally suspect. 
It was, above all (or so the line of reasoning generally went), the product of a 
declining late-medieval culture. This decline was variously attributed to a 
generalized Indian cultural fatigue in the lead up to colonialism; feudal social 
conditions; the supposed depredations of Mughal rule, particularly from the time 
RI�WKH�HPSHURU�$XUDQJ]HE��Uށ�������������WKH�ZHDNHQLQJ�RU�HYHQ�FRUUXSWLRQ�RI�
religious sentiments after the glorious bhakti (devotional) period had played 
itself out. The reasons varied somewhat, but the story was largely uniform: a tale 
of literary disaster.

It is difficult to forget my first impressions of Keshavdas (fl. 1600), Hindi 
literature's preeminent classicist, afforded by K. B. Jindal's A History of Hindi 
Literature, the first source I happened to consult. Sanskrit, the classical 
literature par excellence, provided a defining frame of reference for virtually all 
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early South Asian vernaculars,2 and had become foundational to courtly Hindi 
literature in particular from the late sixteenth century. Here is how Jindal views 
this legacy:

In vain one seeks for originality in Keshav[das]. We can always find 
Sanskrit parallels for Keshav's verses, while most of them are verbatim 
WUDQVODWLRQVޔ��)RUWXQDWH�IRU�RXU�ODQJXDJH��WKH�ODZV�ODLG  (p.5) down by 
.HVKDY�ZHUH�QRW�IROORZHG�LQ�DOO�SDUWLFXODUV�E\�KLV�VXFFHVVRUVޔ� .DYLSUL\Ã is 
almost a vernacular rendering of Dandin's Sanskrit work .ÃY\ÃGDUVvDޔ��
Thirteen chapters are devoted to hairsplitting differences between the 
YDULRXV�ILJXUHV�RI�VSHHFK�7ޔ�KH�DYHUDJH�UHDGHU�LV�EDIIOHG�E\�WKH�ORQJ�OLVW�
RI�TXDOLWLHV�ZKLFK�VKRXOG�PDUN�D�JRRG�SRHPޔ��:KHQ�.HVKDYGDV�FDQ�ULG�
himself from the trammels of scholastic training, he can be very 
H[SUHVVLYHޔ��+DG�.HVKDY�KDG�DV�PXFK�LQVSLUDWLRQ�DV�KH�KDG�EUDLQV��KH�
would have ranked among the greatest. As it is, his poetry lacks that 
genuine religious glow which took Sur and Tulsi far beyond their 
contemporary.3

In the following chapters, a less judgmental reading of Keshavdas and other UíWL
poets, engaging seriously with their preference for classicism and trying to make 
sense of it for their literary world, will prove these statements to be false. But it 
is not a simple question of correcting a few inaccuracies in the scholarly record. 
If only such extremes of expository tactlessness could be dismissed as the 
cantankerousness of a single unsympathetic literary historian. Instead, Jindal's 
discussion of Keshavdas epitomizes a constellation of larger hermeneutic 
problems in the field of Hindi studies. Consider for a moment the judgment that 
.HVKDYGDV�ODFNV�WKHފ�UHOLJLRXV�JORZދ�RI�7XOVL�DQG�6XU��%\�ZKDW�\DUGVWLFN�LV�D�
��D�QHFHVVDU\�LQGLFDWRU�RI�SRHWLF�DFKLHYHPHQW�DQG��LI�LW�LV��ZKRދUHOLJLRXV�JORZފ
established this measure, and when? Nobody would dispute that religious genres 
are an important component of the premodern Hindi canon, but this vast, and 
vastly interesting, canon encompasses far more than devotional songs. I share 
the frustration of an anonymous colleague at a conference on Keshavdas in 
,QGLD��ZKR�RQFH�TXLSSHGފ��:K\�PXVW�GLVFXVVLRQV�RI�.HVKDYGDV�DOZD\V�EHJLQ�E\�
DSRORJL]LQJ�IRU�WKH�IDFW�WKDW�KH�LV�QRW�7XOVL"ދ��1RERG\�VHHPV�WR�PLQG�WKDW�
Tulsidas, a revered bhakti poet, recycled classical materials himself.)

In the very same century in which Keshavdas (and Tulsi) mined Sanskrit poetry 
and literary theory for subject matter and stylistic protocols, French poets, too, 
returned to the classics and experimented with creating modern vernacular 
versions. It was quickly understood that vernacular writing need not be just a 
rustic idiom, a paltry substitute for Latin texts. Just as the North Indian poet 
Keshavdas felt emboldened to leave behind the Sanskrit of his forefathers to 
develop a beautifully, sophisticated form of Hindi writing, early modern French 
writers moved out from under the shadow of their own classical tradition and 
realized that its cultural dominance could now be challenged. Sophisticated 
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vernacular literatures became not only possible but also much acclaimed in 
courtly circles in both Europe and India. The point is not that the trajectories of 
French and classical Hindi literary history should be  (p.6) unreflectingly 
assumed to be analogous, although tracing cross-regional parallels in the early 
modern period is instructive. But it is cause for consternation that whereas 
Corneille and Racine were and remain celebrated in the French literary canon, 
Keshavdas and his fellow UíWL poets, once similarly celebrated, have become 
objects of routine denigration in modern Hindi literary criticism and 
KLVWRULRJUDSK\ނH[DPSOHV�RI�ZKDW�ZHQW�ZURQJ�ZLWK�,QGLDQ�FXOWXUH��UDWKHU�WKDQ�
what went right. It is unthinkable that European literary historians could subject 
seventeenth-century French poets to the treatment that Jindal and others have 
meted out to Keshavdas. A French department where new research on Racine or 
Corneille was not encouraged would be acknowledged as deficient; a library that 
possessed unpublished manuscripts of theirs and left them to molder would be 
denounced.

What are the peculiar historical conditions that enable one culture to despise 
and largely forget their literary heritage while others embrace theirs? This book 
is, in part, an exploration of this question but it is, more centrally, an act of 
memory. I seek to recover the story of UíWL literature and to understand the vital 
cultural economy that gave rise to it. I want my readers to understand the rich 
aesthetic worlds of classical Hindi, as well as the vibrant scholarly lives and 
dynamic social histories of the poets who dignified the courts of early modern 
India with their literary achievements.

Introducing 5íWL Literature in Brajbhasha
,Q�WKH�FRQWH[W�RI�WKLV�ERRN��WKH�WHUPފ�+LQGLދ�GRHV�QRW�VLJQLI\�WKH�ODQJXDJH�RI�
Khari Boli (current speech) that would much later be enshrined alongside 
English as one of independent India's two official languages. In the early modern 
period examined here, Hindi looked altogether different. Absent the 
standardizing imperatives of the modern nation-state, the linguistic terrain of 
old Hindi was populated by many dialects, and the poets who cultivated 
vernacular literature did not as a rule write the same language they spoke. 
Literature, particularly of the type composed in courtly settings, was considered 
a special arena of culture: it was formal, often tradition-bound, and could only be 
written in languages that, by a complex process, earned the dignity of being 
considered literary. UíWL poets, regardless of their birthplace or native idiom, 
wrote their Hindi texts in a specific literary dialect today called Brajbhasha 
(language of Braj) or, more informally, Braj, which has a story of its own in need 
of telling.

Around the turn of the seventeenth century, a convenient if not absolute 
beginning point for UíWL literature, Brajbhasha was a newly ascendant form of  (p.
7) Hindi. The social and religious processes, however, that would give rise to 
both the literary language and its name had been underway for more than fifty 
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years. Communities of North Indian Vaishnavas (devotees of the god Vishnu) had 
been garnering a massive following throughout the sixteenth century, laying 
claim to the sites mythopoetically associated with the Braj region, the locus of 
the deeds of Vishnu in his Krishna avatar.4 Master poets such as Surdas, as well 
as the extraordinarily successful Tulsidas (he attained more spectacular fame, 
however, for his 5ÃPFDULWPÃQDV in the Avadhi or eastern dialect of Hindi), 
crafted works of deep piety in a vernacular that had at the core of its literary 

imaginaire the childhood of Krishna, his boyhood antics amid the cowherds of 
Vrindavan, and his love games with the JRSís, the milkmaidens of Braj.

The religious developments that helped to underwrite Brajbhasha's rise to 
success coincided with a larger political process: the consolidation of Mughal 
UXOH�GXULQJ�WKH�ORQJ�UHLJQ�RI�(PSHURU�$NEDU��Uށ�������������$NEDU
V�HDUO\�
capital at Fatehpur Sikri and the adjacent Mughal stronghold of Agra were 
situated near the sacred Hindu sites of Vrindavan and Mathura (often 
collectively labeled the Braj PD֖אDO or cultural sphere), the locus of a 
burgeoning bhakti piety. Rajput rulers who had been recently incorporated into 
the Mughal imperial system, including one of Keshavdas's patrons, Bir Singh 
'HR�%XQGHOD�RI�2UFKKD��Uށ�����������ZHUH�PDMRU�VSRQVRUV�RI�WHPSOHV�LQ�WKH�%UDM 
PD֖אDO, and Akbar's IDUPÃQs (imperial commands) on behalf of Vaishnava 
communities further augmented the cultural status of the region.5 This 
conjuncture of Vaishnava fervor with Rajput and Mughal patronage of the Braj 
built environment helped to foster a new interest in the language of the place. 
Whatever its name may suggest about its origin in Hindu communities, however, 
Brajbhasha was from the beginning a highly versatile poetic idiom that appealed 
to many people: used by Vaishnavas as a vehicle for devotion, it was transformed
�LQWR�DނDQG��WKH�KLVWRULFDO�UHFRUG�VXJJHVWV��VXGGHQO\�DQG�ZLWK�JUHDW�«FODWނ
major court language from Akbar's day. It was the literature produced in 
Brajbhasha and specifically in courtly environments that has come to be called, 
through a historiographical consensus forged only in the modern period, UíWL.

While the terms Brajbhasha and UíWL are not entirely satisfactory descriptors for 
North India's most important literary vernacular and the courtly texts that 
comprise a large volume of the language's heritage, we cannot get by without 
terminology. Premodern Hindi literature is complex and highly variable in both 
literary and social register; it has a vast, and vastly confusing, geographical 
domain in comparison to other Indian vernaculars. Moreover, nobody can 
particularly agree on what exactly Hindi is, when its literature began, and what 
its most salient features are. Uses of Hindi can be tracked from the 
northernmost reaches of Hindustan to the Deccan, from Gujarat to  (p.8) 
Bengal, and each place Hindi went it was marked by regional touches, a fact 
reflected in the perplexing array of names that accrued to the language (if 
indeed it can be unproblematically seen as one language). Avadhi, Brajbhasha, 
Gujri, Rajasthani, Pingal, Dingal, Sadhukkari, Hindustani, Dihlavi, Purbi Zaban, 
Dakani and Rekhta are just a sampling of terms referring to some kind of proto-
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Hindi (or the closely related proto-Urdu) literary culture, and attempting to 
understand what these names meant to all the people who used them over the 
last half millennium or more is a losing proposition.6 If some poets saw their 
vernacular from a very local perspective, naming it after their town or region, 
others were completely unconcerned with labels, and when they did bother with 
naming they used only generic expressions such as Hindavi (Indian/Hindu) or 
simply Bhasha (the spoken language).7

$OWKRXJK�ZLGHO\�XVHG�WRGD\��WKH�DFWXDO�WHUPVފ�%UDMEKDVKDދ�DQGފ�%UDMދ�KDG�
surprisingly little currency before the modern period.8 An early, if not the 
earliest, overt statement of classical Hindi's connection to the Braj region 
appears in a Persian text written by an Indo-Muslim enthusiast of Indian 
literature in the late seventeenth century. In his 7X֮IDW�DO�KLQG (Gift of India, c. 
1675), Mirza Khan defines what he calls Bhakha (i.e., Bhasha) as ]DEÃQ�L�DKO�L�
birj (the language of the people of Braj), and goes on to explain the Braj area's 
boundaries and proximity to Mathura with reasonable geographical accuracy.9
While no one has been able to survey the thousands of extant Brajbhasha works 
VWLOO�LQ�PDQXVFULSW��WKH�WHUPފ�%UDMEKDVKDދ�LWVHOI�GRHV�QRW�VHHP�WR�EH�DWWHVWHG�
before the late seventeenth century.10 The language was instead widely 
designated by other terms. Mirza Khan's approximate contemporary Faqirullah, 
a high-ranking administrator under Aurangzeb, speaks of the literary vernacular 
of the day as the Language of Sudesha (the fine country), and his description 
maps well against the general territory of the Braj PD֖אDO.11 Also in circulation 
was Madhyadesh ki Boli (dialect of middle India), and its variant 
Madhyadeshiya.12 Another well attested name is Gvaliyari or, as was the 
parlance in Persian circles, Zaban-i Gvaliyar (language of Gwalior).13 How and 
ZKHQ�WKH�VSHFLILF�WHUPފ�%UDMދ�JDLQHG�FXUUHQF\�LV�QRW�HQWLUHO\�FOHDU��EXW�WKH�ZRUG�
naturally suggests the agency of the Vaishnava communities who had been 
actively appropriating the religious cachet of the Braj PD֖אDO since the sixteenth 
century.

Not wanting to get waylaid too long in this terminological thicket, let me state 
IRU�WKH�UHFRUG�WKDW�LQ�WKLV�ERRN�,�HPSOR\ފ�%UDMEKDVKDދ�EHFDXVH�LW�KDV�
considerable salience for the classical literary culture it purports to describe, 
and because it is the name that stuck. It suffers from a definitional impairment 
that the Sanskrit tradition would call DY\ÃSWL (insufficiency of scope): many 
things are written in Brajbhasha that have nothing whatsoever to do with Braj, 
either geographically or conceptually; yet I see no reason to insist upon another 
name,  (p.9) which would in any case be bound to have its own deficiencies. 
Still, let me at the same time register that the name Brajbhasha not only is 
somewhat anachronistic for this period but also reinforces the dominant 
Vaishnava orientation on the Hindi past that this book seeks to recalibrate. To 
conceptualize that past in terms of a specific domain of Hindu religiosity 
obscures far too much that was part of the corpus, for Hindi writers of the 
Mughal period operated in a religiously pluralistic landscape and served varying 
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clientele. Brajbhasha was extremely popular at the Mughal court, and an 
extensive network of itinerant poets connected the imperial centers of the day 
with diverse Rajput, Vaishnava, and mercantile communities. Brajbhasha is also 
the language of some of the poems that were beginning to anchor the Sikh 
religious community from the sixteenth century, eventually to coalesce in 
scriptural form as the Guru Granth Sahib.14 Thus, maintaining some awareness 
RI�WKH�UHOLJLRXV�DQG�FXOWXUDO�GLYHUVLW\�WKDW�D�+LQGXFHQWULF�WHUP�OLNHފ�%UDMދ�PDVNV�
is indispensible for historians of early modern Hindi texts.

Like the name Braj, the word UíWL is attested only infrequently as a distinct 
literary category prior to the modern period, and one could adduce all kinds of 
objections to using a twentieth-century term for describing a pre-twentieth-
century corpus. Despite its modern pedigree, the word is entirely appropriate for 
the courtly literary culture it has come to designate because it signals the UíWL
SRHWVއ�IXQGDPHQWDO�LQWHUHVW�LQ�DGDSWLQJ�ROGHU�6DQVNULW�SUDFWLFHV��SDUWLFXODUO\�
courtly genres, to the vernacular literary culture of their own day. One good 
translation of the term UíWL �ފJRLQJދ��IURP�WKH�6DQVNULW�URRW פ��LVފ�PHWKRGދ��DV�LQ�
the phrase, well attested in the writings of UíWL poets, NDYLWWD�Ní�UíWL (poetic 
method).15 Questions of method were central to the community of vernacular 
court intellectuals that came into its own during the early modern period. While 
Vaishnava bhakti poets generally employed a less formal mode of writing, one 
well suited to the bhajan (devotional song) performance context and the intimate 
relationship with divinity they sought to express, the new courtly patronage 
milieu encouraged the development of an elevated form of vernacular language 
and textuality. Sanskrit had the prestige of centuries behind it, and its literary 
heritage was supremely well-equipped to provide appropriate models. The 
predominantly Brahman class of UíWL authors assiduously took to writing treatises 
on topics from classical poetic theory, giving rise to a new Brajbhasha 
embodiment of the old Sanskrit discipline of DODNÃUDĝÃVWUD (rhetoric).

If there is one genre that epitomizes the principal literary and intellectual trends 
of UíWL authors it is the Brajbhasha UíWLJUDQWK (book of method). A UíWLJUDQWK is 
basically a poetics manual in which the author both defines and illustrates the 
primary concepts from Sanskrit rhetoric, such as rasa (literary emotion),  (p.10)
QÃ\LNÃEKHGD (catalogues of female characters) or DODNÃUD (figures of speech). 
Some UíWL writers were principally interested in the method, while others cared 
more about the poetry; the most learned and versatile writers were astute at 
both theory and practice. These combined works of rhetoric and poetry, which 
have been known to bewilder modern readers for their melding of scholarly and 
literary features, became astoundingly popular in Hindustan from the 
seventeenth century. Evidence of extensive patronage can be found in Mughal 
contexts, in the Rajput courts of central and western India, and also, albeit more 
sporadically, as far south as the Deccan. In fact, as the patronage patterns of the 

UíWLJUDQWK genre show, the circulatory sphere of this literary culture maps very 
well against the territorial aspirations of the Mughal Empire, for reasons that 
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will become clear over the course of this book (see map 2). Most kings of the day 
commissioned UíWL literature. And throughout the early modern period the 

UíWLJUDQWK in particular was the premier genre cultivated by Hindi court poets 
and intellectuals, though many writers served the needs of various patrons by 
diversifying their oeuvres with other offerings, including courtly epics, religious 
poetry, and historical ballads. Hundreds, if not thousands, of UíWL works are 
extant, but scholarly understanding of these texts is in inverse proportion to 
their quantity, their quality, and their historical significance for the development 
of Hindi.

What Happened to 5íWL Literature?
With the consolidation of British colonial rule, the production of UíWL texts began 
WR�GLPLQLVK��,W�GLG�QRW�FHDVH�RYHUQLJKWނLPSRUWDQW UíWL works were produced in 
the Indian princely states well into the 1840s and even the so-called founder of 
ÃGKXQLN �PRGHUQ��+LQGL�OLWHUDWXUH��%KDUDWHQGX�+DULVKFKDQGUD��ށ���������ZURWH�
countless poems that could justifiably be termed UíWL. But the nineteenth century 
witnessed far more disruptions than continuities. British civil servants in tandem 
with reform-minded Indians reengineered many features of North Indian 
linguistic, literary, and intellectual life. The standardizing of Indian languages, 
suddenly perceived as too chaotic; the spread of printing presses and new 
educational methods; and the promulgation of radically different ideas about the 
very point of literature, were just some of the cultural byproducts of the colonial 
political machinery. New themes and genres from modern European literature 
were transplanted into Indian soil. The traditional patronage networks that had 
supported Indian learning and belles lettres for centuries were also displaced, or 
radically reconfigured. 5íWL works and the courtly institutions that had supported 
them became relics of the past.

 (p.11) It is not just that UíWL works one day ceased to be produced, however. 
Their death was orchestrated. From a colonial perspective, the Hindi literature 
of the late Mughal-period was made to play a central role in the myth of India's 
FXOWXUDO�GHFOLQH�DQG�FRQVHTXHQW�QHHG�IRU�WKHފ�FLYLOL]LQJ�LQIOXHQFHދ�RI�FRORQLDO�
rule.16 Later, during the early twentieth century, heartland intellectuals who 
were hard at work forging Hindi literature into a modern academic discipline 
drew upon nineteenth-century reformist logic in combination with newer 
currents in nationalist thought and radically transformed Hindi, seeking to shape 
a literary and scholarly agenda suitable for an aspiring nation. In the hands of 
0DKDYLU�3UDVDG�'YLYHGL��ށ����������DQG�5DPFKDQGUD�6KXNOD��ށ�����������
among other founding fathers of Hindi studies, both the language and its 
literature were conscripted into the service of nation building, liberating India 
from the shackles of a VÃPDQWYÃGí (feudal) past and the patanonmukh (decadent) 
literature that, it was now felt, characterized it. The new emphasis was on 
creating a socially useful literature for the people, with the result that Hindi's 
aristocratic literary heritage suddenly became suspect.
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Many aspects of Indian culture came to bear the stigma of decadence by this 
period, but UíWL literature fared particularly poorly under the new epistemological 
regimes of colonialism and nationalism. First, UíWL literature stemmed from the 
by-now-reviled epoch immediately preceding the colonial era, and thus was 
inextricably associated with the supposed cultural weakness that had made India 
susceptible to colonization. Second, the subject matter of the literature no 
longer seemed relevant: chronicles of politically emasculated rajas and the 
trumped-up glories of their erstwhile kingdoms, erotically charged court poems, 
and poetics treatises that appeared to look backward in time to classical 
Sanskrit themes rather than forward to the needs of the nation. Third, change 
was everywhere in the air. New ideas were imported from the West, displacing 
the old, and writers began to embrace new aesthetic norms, eschewing the 
conventionality of classical Indian poetry in favor of the more naturalistic motifs 
that had been popularized by European Romanticism. In short, a constellation of 
factors led to a reevaluation of the Hindi literary past and an endorsement of 
new criteria for literary excellence that would help India to become both more 
modernized and more civilized.

The Persistence of Colonial-Period Paradigms
It is not in the least surprising that there should have been radical changes in 
the way Hindi literature was produced, consumed, and conceptualized during 
the colonial and nationalist periods, which were characterized by dramatic  (p.
12) upheavals on many fronts. What is surprising is the unflagging endurance of 
colonial-period paradigms more than sixty years into political independence. 
That assertions about India's medieval decadence can still be made despite the 
ULVH�RI�SRVWFRORQLDO�VFKRODUVKLS�ZLWK�LWV�KHDOWK\�VXVSLFLRQ�RI�WKH�FRORQL]HUVއ�YLHZ�
of the world and an overall academic climate favorably disposed toward 
understanding India's cultural structures and knowledge formations on their 
own terms, suggests how necessary and timely it is to completely reassess 
everything to do with classical Hindi literature.17

One component of Hindi literary historiography that is prime for 
reconceptualization is the standard periodization, which has been entrenched 
for more than three-quarters of a century. Since the publication in 1929 of 
Ramchandra Shukla's +LQGí�VÃKLW\D�NÃ�LWLKÃV (History of Hindi literature), the 
foundational work of modern Hindi literary history, it has been common to 
characterize the literature produced between the fourteenth and mid-nineteenth 
centuries as PDGK\DNÃOíQ (medieval). Typically, this period is further subdivided 
into an earlier EKDNWLNÃO �HUD�RI�GHYRWLRQށ�������������YDXQWHG�LQ�+LQGL�OLWHUDU\�
histories as the high point of achievement for poets, and a later UíWLNÃO (era of 
KLJK�VW\OHށ�������������XQLYHUVDOO\�FRQVLGHUHG�LQIHULRU��(YHQ�D�VXSHUILFLDO�JODQFH�
at this periodization should prompt the question of how a medieval era can 
extend all the way into the mid-nineteenth century, when the expiration date for 
DQ\WKLQJ�WKDW�FRXOG�UHDVRQDEO\�EH�FDOOHGފ�PHGLHYDOދ�KDG�ORQJ�SDVVHG�LQ�WKH�
West, to say nothing of the increasingly compelling arguments that the years 
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�����WR������PDUN��JOREDOO\��WKHފ�HDUO\�PRGHUQދ�HSRFK�18 The idea that Hindi 
literature (like India) could only achieve modernity with the advent of the British 
is an unexamined relic of a colonial worldview rather than a sound classificatory 
principle for literature.19

+LQGL�OLWHUDWXUH�RI�WKH�0XJKDO�SHULRG�LV�QRWފ�PHGLHYDOދ�HLWKHU�WHPSRUDOO\�RU�LQ�
terms of its ethos. Although UíWL literature doubtless evinces a complex 
relationship to both Sanskrit classicism and newer cultural currents of the early 
modern world, uncritically importing that term from Western intellectual history 
has obstructed a rigorous investigation of the specificities of the Indian case. 
$QRWKHU�SUREOHPDWLF�FRPSRQHQW�RI�6KXNOD
V�FRQFHSWXDOL]DWLRQ�RIފ�PHGLHYDOދ�
Hindi is his bifurcation of bhakti and UíWL literature. The idea is only nascent in 
Shukla's work, but a historiographical consensus grew out of it that religious 
literature of the bhakti era degenerated into a courtly style during the Mughal 
period. This is tantamount to conceptualizing Hindi literary history in terms of a 
long-outdated paradigm of late Mughal decline.20 ,Q�UHFHQW�\HDUV��WKH�QDWXUHނ
DQG�HYHQ�WKH�YHU\�LGHDނRI�,QGLD
V�HLJKWHHQWK�FHQWXU\�GHFOLQH�XQGHU�WKH�0XJKDOV�
has been rethought.21 A pivotal building block of imperial and nationalist 
historiography for far too long, this model continues to hold sway in  (p.13) 
Hindi scholarship, with damaging consequences for our understanding of the 
period.

Another concern about the state of early modern Hindi literary study is the 
almost complete dearth of research on non-religious topics, particularly in the 
West. This may be because much of humanistic teaching and research about 
SUHPRGHUQ�,QGLDނDW�OHDVW�LQ�1RUWK�$PHULFDނKDV�KLVWRULFDOO\�WDNHQ�SODFH�LQ�
departments of religious studies instead of literature or history programs. A 
WULHQQLDO�LQWHUQDWLRQDO�PHHWLQJ�LQ�(XURSH�NQRZQ�DVފ�WKH bhakti FRQIHUHQFHދ�ZDV�
for nearly twenty-five years the only regular scholarly gathering for premodern 
Hindi studies.22 A substantial body of scholarship has now emerged on North 
Indian bhakti traditions, and an interested Western reader or college teacher can 
pick from among several good translations of canonical poets such as Kabir.23

Other scholars have naturally turned their attention to the social registers of 
bhakti, a topic given immediacy by the astounding success of Dalit movements, 
the political mobilization of the historically oppressed groups once known as 
��LQ�WKH�+LQGX�FDVWH�V\VWHP��DQG�FRQVHTXHQWO\�'DOLW�OLWHUDWXUH��LQދXQWRXFKDEOHVފ
contemporary India.24

A less welcome consequence of the trends I am outlining is that the research on 
this period has been almost entirely skewed toward the history and sociology of 
religions. Very little has been written in a language other than Hindi on any of 
the classical UíWL poets, let alone on any of the fundamental social, political, and 
intellectual questions that their literary culture prompts us to investigate. A 
surprising number of UíWL WH[WV�UHPDLQ�XQSXEOLVKHGނD�FRQVHUYDWLYH�HVWLPDWH�LV�
���SHUFHQWނDQG�PRVW�UHPDLQ�XQWUDQVODWHG�DQG�WKXV�FRPSOHWHO\�LQDFFHVVLEOH�WR�
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the non-Hindi-reading public.25 The neglect of UíWL literature may be partly 
explained in practical terms. 5íWL is a learned idiom, and a more difficult corpus 
to master than its bhakti counterpart. It requires years of training in Sanskrit, 
Brajbhasha, and Indian literary theory, skills more easily acquired by Indian than 
Western scholars, who generally are only able to start their training in South 
$VLDQ�ODQJXDJHV�DV�DGXOWV��2QH�IHDUV��KRZHYHU��WKDW�:HVWHUQ�VFKRODUVއ�VWDUWOLQJ�
lack of interest in Hindi court literature may stem from a more insidious bias 
that puts religious questions at the heart of any study of Indian premodernity, 
UHLQIRUFLQJ�D�ORQJ�HQGXULQJ�2ULHQWDOLVW�WRSRV�RI�,QGLD�DVފ�WKH�VSLULWXDO�(DVW26ދ�

The tide has recently begun to turn, however, with several important new 
studies that engage the multiple cultural streams that fed the Hindi past.27

Although Hindi literary history written in India as a rule holds UíWL literature in 
less esteem than its bhakti counterpart, at least Indian scholars have not ignored 
it. They have considerably improved the general state of knowledge about UíWL
poets and the courts they frequented. Many (but by no means all)  (p.14) 
important works have been edited. Still, most scholarship on this corpus was 
produced in a flurry of activity in the decades immediately after India's 
independence; shockingly few significant studies have been published in the last 
thirty years. A few books continue to trickle out due to the painstaking efforts of 
Hindi professors at regional universities where Hindi monolingualism prevails, 
but it is difficult to divine in these publications much awareness of global trends 
in postcolonial research, much less the kinds of reconceptualization that this 
important archive merits.28

There is some justification for intellectual conservatism in Hindi studies. 
Whereas scholars working in English can be expected to know the major critical 
interventions that have transformed South Asian studies in recent decades, 
Hindi scholars in the regional cities and towns of north India do not necessarily 
have the facility in English, library resources, or travel opportunities to 
familiarize themselves in any significant way with Western research trends. 
There is an irony here that persistently troubles me. Indian scholars have been 
among the most significant contributors to the field of postcolonial studies, and 
yet the field is dominated by Indians writing in English, either in universities 
outside of India or in metropolitan India. Their findings do not easily reach the 
researchers working principally in the Hindi language,29 who are naturally the 
authors of most works of scholarship in a specialized area of research like 
Brajbhasha literature. The field of Hindi in the West remains miniscule, and 
scholars there have perhaps not done enough to promote international 
collaboration with Indian colleagues.

Whereas most English scholarship long ago discarded notions of India's 
PHGLHYDOފ�GHFOLQHދ�DQG�FXOWXUDOފ�GHFDGHQFHދ��WKHVH�UHPDLQ�IRXQGDWLRQDO�WR�
current conceptualizations of Hindi court literature. The tyrannies of orientalism 
and nationalism may have been toppled in many disciplines, but they reign 
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unchecked in the study of precolonial Hindi literature, which risks asphyxiation 
in a stranglehold of clichés: Hindi scholars celebrate India's religious character 
through its bhakti literature; they see in UíWL OLWHUDWXUH�D�UHIOHFWLRQ�RIފ�+LQGX�
,QGLD
Vދ�ODWH�PHGLHYDO�GHFOLQH�XQGHU�0XVOLP�UXOH��WKH\�LPSOLFLWO\�VLQJ�WKH�JORULHV�
of the colonial state for bestowing upon India the novel and other facets of 
literary modernity. An extreme formulation of this problem would be to suggest 
that in the early twenty-first century, the voice of the postcolonial speaks in 
English, whereas the Orientalist voice is still alive, and speaking in Hindi.

Another troubling manifestation of critical disjunction is the production of 
SRVWFRORQLDO�VFKRODUVKLS�IURP�VTXDUHO\�ZLWKLQ�D�PRGHUQLVW�IUDPHZRUN��3DVWVނnot 
MXVW�SUHVHQWVނZHUH�FUHDWHG�GXULQJ�WKH�FRORQLDO�SHULRG��DQG�WKH\�PXVW�WKHUHIRUH�
be an important part of postcolonial reconstructions. Knowledge is  (p.15) too 
HDVLO\�FDUYHG�XS�LQWR�WKH�GLFKRWRPRXV�FDWHJRULHV�RIފ�PRGHUQދ�YHUVXV�
��DQG�LWV�SUDFWLWLRQHUV�DUH�WRR�RIWHQ�LJQRUDQW�RI�GHEDWHV�RQ�HDFKދ�SUHPRGHUQފ
other's side of the colonial divide. How can scholars claim to know that 
colonialism irrevocably changed traditional Indian ways of being, a fundamental 
tenet of postcolonial theory, if they fail to investigate, or adequately to theorize, 
ZKDW�WKRVHފ�WUDGLWLRQDO�ZD\Vދ�DFWXDOO\�ZHUH"

2QH�DLP�RI�WKLV�ERRN�LV�WR�LQYHVWLJDWH�D�VHW�RI�WUDGLWLRQDO�OLWHUDU\�ZD\VނWKDW��
upon closer scrutiny, prove to be not so much traditional as newly and 
GHOLEHUDWHO\�FUHDWHG�LQ�UHVSRQVH�WR�HDUO\�PRGHUQ�FRQGLWLRQVނWKRVH�RI�,QGLDQ�
courtly intellectuals writing in Brajbhasha from 1600 to 1850. I am 
predominantly concerned with how the cultural complex of UíWL literature was 
invented and functioned prior to the nineteenth century, but of necessity I also 
discuss the ruptures that brought it to an end during the colonial era, and the 
history subsequently invented for it by the agents of those ruptures. This is the 
history in which the study of UíWL literature remains trapped. The time has come 
to establish a fresh paradigm for understanding the courtly traditions of 
precolonial North India, one that does not prejudge them from the outset as 
failures.

Developing new approaches requires us to perform a critical reading of the 
narratives that have crystallized about Hindi literary history, but it also 
necessitates that we move beyond a critique of colonial epistemology toward 
historical reconstruction. This requires a sincere engagement with the literary 
and intellectual values of precolonial India. My study of UíWL begins from a 
location of profound interest in and respect for classical Hindi writers. The 
animating premise is that the poets who constituted the tradition were not lost 
in a medieval fog; they acted with purposefulness and intelligence. Their poetry 
and scholarship were at once popular and prestigious in their own day, and it 
behooves modern literary and cultural historians to try to understand why. If we 
are to appreciate the world of UíWL literary culture, we must attempt to see it from 
the point of view of the people who created it. And this means in some sense 
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leaving behind our very selves, or at least our own literary socialization, to 
experience another culture's ways of being literary.

Discomfort with Courtliness
Anachronism has loomed large in the reception of Indian literature. We need to 
be wary of unreflectively measuring premodern poetry in terms of the Romantic 
(and Protestant) cultural values imported to India in the colonial period.30

Another form of socialization that merits greater self-awareness is a presentist 
discomfort with both courtliness and a high culture produced by  (p.16) 
Brahman intellectuals. The last thirty years have witnessed a trend toward the 
study of history from below, as epitomized by the rise of subaltern studies and, 
more recently, the interest in Dalit archives. While recovering the voices of non-
elites is an invaluable contribution to historiography and literary study, to which 
Hindi texts have much to add, is it possible for the pendulum to swing too far? In 
recent conversations with dozens of students and colleagues at Jawaharlal 
Nehru University in Delhi and the Indian Institute of Advanced Study in Shimla, 
I was struck that not a single researcher worked on Hindi's courtly past. Several 
people even felt the need to chide me for my choice of research topics. The 
spiritual supremacy of earlier bhakti literature and the moral degeneracy of its 
later UíWL counterpart have been such unchallenged literary-historical 
presuppositions since the nationalist period that the only premodern texts 
apparently considered worth studying today are those of the bhakti tradition. It 
takes nothing away from the greatness of bhakti poetry to acknowledge that it 
has sometimes been uncritically romanticized as the great precursor to today's 
Dalit movements, the voice of freedom in a proto-democratic struggle against 
Brahmanical hegemony. Some (especially QLUJXא) bhakti communities were 
indeed outspoken opponents of the caste system, but there were also plenty of 
Brahman bhakti poets. In modern democratic India's climate of anti-casteism, 
ZKDW�FRXOG�EH�PRUH�UHWURJUDGHނRU�VR�VHHPLQJO\�UXQV�WKH�ORJLFނWKDQ�WR�VWXG\�
the UíWL OLWHUDWXUH�RI�%UDKPDQ�LQWHOOHFWXDOV�SURGXFHG�LQ�WKH�FRXUWV�RIފ�IHXGDOދ�
India? According to the unrelenting orthodoxy of vulgar Marxism, it is as though 
even to study the literary production of the higher castes automatically marks 
one as a reactionary.31 Granted, a full account of Indian history is impossible if 
we consider only the sources produced by and for the ruling powers, but we 
cannot have anything approaching a reasonable account without them. A literary 
history of India without Brahmans and courts is as absurd as a literary history of 
France that ignores aristocrats and Paris.

Still, in the modern world where democracy has emerged as the supreme form 
of polity, it has become more of a challenge to insist that courts need to be taken 
seriously as cultural institutions. Courts were the major political and cultural 
centers and the financial basis of much of premodern life the world over, but 
they carry a lot of baggage these days, perhaps nowhere more than in India, 
where there were just so many of them. Courts are now mostly dead as an 
institution, and this gives rise to a vexing historiographical problem. Ian Copland 
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in his work on Indian princes in the lead-up to independence has drawn 
attention to the teleology of failure that suffuses discussions of Indian courts in 
the modern period.32 In a post-courtly world, it is not easy to find the right 
vocabulary and analytical models for discussing courts and court culture. 
Another problem is that monarchy is today considered direly  (p.17) unmodern 
or, worse, extravagant and socially exploitative. Some of the very structures and 
associations built into the English language disclose a deep ambivalence about 
courtliness. A casual glance at any thesaurus reveals how courtliness is 
positively valued in terms such as politesse, civility, and elegance, but 
simultaneously conjures up an entirely different semantic range, whose 
synonyms include flattery, obsequiousness, and sycophancy.33 A similar 
uneasiness surrounds the idea of luxury, which is arguably one of the defining 
attributes of courtly life. Whereas a few glosses, such as splendor, affluence, 
pleasure, and elegance, are positive, most are not only blatantly negative, but 
even outright judgmental: excessiveness, indulgence, self-indulgence, hedonism, 
sybaritism, immoderation, and intemperance.34 Have Protestant values so 
permeated the modern English language that we cannot even speak of courtly 
splendor without dooming it to decadence and excess? Words are not, after all, 
mere words. They encode the very history and thought structures at the core of 
a culture.35

A similar, and similarly modern, discomfort often attends the very idea of Indian 
court poetry and the professional writers who produced it. Under nineteenth-
century Romanticism, court poetry began to be stigmatized as too lavish and too 
slavish, too elaborate and too learned. The traditions of Brahmans, who wrote 
most of this poetry, have come to be synonymous with pedantry and rhetorical 
excess.36 7KH�YHU\�ZRUGފ�SXQGLWU\ދ��ZKLFK�ZHOO�LQIRUPHG�UHDGHUV�NQRZ�WR�EH�
derived from Sansrkit SD֖אLWD (scholar), in English carries the association not of 
intellectual achievement but of caviling. In a related vein, it is also too readily 
assumed that court poets were employed merely to flatter a king and to 
underwrite his political legitimation, which precludes any nuanced 
understanding of the complexities of court life.37 In the course of this book, 
there will be many occasions to observe the varied roles that poets played in the 
knowledge economy of the Indian court. 5íWL littérateurs could be, among other 
things, teachers, advisors, historians, political commentators, diplomats, and 
military men. They were essential not only to the literary culture, but also to the 
society of their day; that courtly modes of cultural behavior are obsolete today 
does not mean they were unimportant in their own era. On the contrary, 
understanding them is mandatory for anybody who wishes to be proficient in 
Indian cultural history. Given the sophistication of scholarship on the courtly 
texts of a comparable realm such as premodern East Asia, and the attention still 
lavished on the Confucian and Japanese classics by modern intellectual and 
literary historians,38 one feels a bit silly needing to spell these matters out for 
India, but court culture remains so underdeveloped a domain of Indian historical 
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and literary study, particularly in the field of Hindi, that one is in fact driven to 
the brink of silliness.39

 (p.18) Organization of the Book
A natural entry point into the world of UíWL literature is the time and place where 
it began, with Keshavdas Mishra at the court of Orchha toward the end of the 
sixteenth century. Although traces of practices that could justifiably be called UíWL
are found slightly earlier, a particularly compelling case can be made for 
Keshavdas as the first UíWL poet. His particular social history and the political 
history of the court that patronized him are helpful for gauging the kinds of 
innovations that mark the beginnings of UíWL literary culture. Keshavdas's distant 
forefathers had been Sanskrit pandits at Gwalior, a thriving cultural and political 
center of pre-Mughal North India, before they relocated in the early sixteenth 
century to Orchha, a then-obscure polity emerging in the frontier zones of 
Bundelkhand (in what is today Madhya Pradesh). Although Keshavdas took up 
the same vocation of court pandit as his father, Kashinatha Mishra, he did 
something strikingly unconventional at the same time by abandoning Sanskrit as 
his primary medium of expression and declaring himself a Bhasha (vernacular) 
poet. Keshavdas was not the originator of the Braj UíWLJUDQWK, but he was the 
most significant early exponent of the genre, writing two lengthy treatises on the 
subject of classical poetics as well as a shorter one on metrics, and in the 
process laying the foundations for a vernacular systematization of rhetoric that 
would be further developed by later generations of writers. He also dramatically 
expanded the expressive range of Braj literature, which in his day was largely 
limited to devotional songs and translations of the %KÃJDYDWDSXUÃאD, a 
celebrated tenth-century Sanskrit scriptural work.

These significant shifts in language and literary practice were exactly 
contemporaneous with a major political shift: during Keshavdas's own lifetime, 
the kingdom of Orchha came under Mughal dominion. Although in general 
Keshavdas did not depart radically from classical literary models, his writing, 
particularly later in life, evinces fascinating traces of his exposure to the Mughal 
court. Chapter 1 provides an overview of Keshavdas's oeuvre and the political 
context in which he lived and worked, both of which are paradigmatic for UíWL
literature.

If an introduction to Keshavdas can be considered an introduction to UíWL
literature, it is still only a partial one. This literature is so little known to 
scholars, especially in comparison to the visual repertoires of Rajput painting 
and architecture, which were commissioned by the same courts and are to a 
large extent products of similar mentalities, political developments, and cultural 
processes, that I felt it essential to devote the following chapter to a survey of its 
genres and poetic sensibilities. 5íWL was a hybrid tradition shared by multiple 
communities, and, though rooted in a larger pan-Indic system of courtly  (p.19) 
literature, it also has distinct features that stem from its Vaishnava antecedents 
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and UíWL SRHWVއ�FRQWDFW�ZLWK�WKH�3HUVLDQDWH�FXOWXUDO�RUGHU��7KH�DLP�LV�WR�KLJKOLJKW�
some of the attractions of Brajbhasha poetry, which were so extraordinary that 
connoisseurs of various persuasions sought to partake of its beauty and cachet 
by patronizing scores of Braj poets across much of early modern Hindustan.

Chapters 3 through 5 are concerned with the intellectual, political, and social 
spaces in which UíWL authors operated, with a special focus on the long 
seventeenth century. I examine the writings and career trajectories of 
representative authors with a view to documenting their literary orientations 
and worldviews. Like other court professionals of the period, poets moved 
between Mughal and regional courts. A few writers were associated with a 
specific court; others were part of a more diffuse patronage circuit, attracting 
the notice of multiple rulers, members of the local gentry, and merchant 
communities. All of this made for a widespread network of both texts and 
literary personnel.

Chapter 3 is more narrowly focused on questions pertinent to intellectual 
history: the UíWL tradition as a new branch of vernacular scholarship. Not all UíWL
poets were literary theorists in the manner of Sanskrit greats like Dandin or 
Anandavardhana (from the seventh and ninth centuries, respectively), but most 
wrote at least one UíWLJUDQWK. What I want to understand here is why this literary 
JHQUHނE\�QR�PHDQV�DQ�REYLRXV�FKRLFHނEHFDPH�VR�SURPLQHQW�LQ�WKH�FRXUWO\�
circles of early modern India. Taking cues from UíWL writers themselves, I also 
investigate what it meant to traverse the frontier between Sanskrit and Hindi in 
an era of vernacular self-determination. 5íWLJUDQWKs fulfilled a variety of needs: 
they were modes of intellectual expression for the Sanskrit-trained but Braj-
writing literati of the period; they were textbooks for aspiring poets as well as 
showcases for poetic creativity. 5íWL authors also felt themselves to be continuing 
and to some extent renewing a venerated tradition of Sanskrit literary theory 
extending back a thousand years, by giving it a new vernacular impress that 
made sense amid the changed cultural conditions of Mughal India.

Chapter 4 turns to specific conditions at the Mughal court that were pivotal for 
the rise of UíWL poetry and scholarship. Although today considered the self-evident 
patrimony of Hindus, Braj literature would never have attained the status it 
came to enjoy without the sponsorship of Mughal patrons. While the major court 
language of the Mughals was Persian, a surprising number of Braj musicians, 
poets, and poeticians worked at the court. The very idea of Hindus and Muslims 
broadly sharing a literary culture has come to seem unthinkable in modern 
South Asia, and thus a special value attaches to  (p.20) learning about a cultural 
system where strikingly different conditions of pluralism obtained.

Chapter 5 shifts to the UíWL tradition as cultivated in greater Hindustan, with a 
special focus on the adoption of these new cultural styles by Rajput courts. 
Although there was naturally some overlap between poets and genres in vogue 
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at Mughal and Rajput courts, the patronage extended by the latter was far more 
extensive, especially in the domain of Braj scholarship. As an emergent 
vernacular community striving for recognition in a courtly arena once dominated 
by Sanskrit writers, UíWL poets felt a sense of kinship with their classical 
forebears, but they were also in dialogue with one another as they participated 
in the learned assemblies of their day. They often speak of themselves as 
constituting a kavikul (family of poets), and mapping out this social network 
teaches us about the literary culture of the period as well as the mentalities and 
aspirations of early modern intellectuals. We also stand to learn about the 
aesthetic and political programs of the Rajput patrons who underwrote so much 
of UíWL literature.

The sixth chapter begins at the point where UíWL literary culture came to an end 
under the profoundly transformative circumstances of colonialism. It traces how 
the widespread cultural changes effected by the British influenced conceptions 
of both the Hindi literary past and its desired future. I outline the processes by 
ZKLFKފ�bhaktiދ�DQGފ�UíWLދ�ZHUH�QHZO\�FRQFHLYHG�DV�OLWHUDU\�KLVWRULFDO�FDWHJRULHV��
and how religious literature come to be placed on a pedestal while courtly styles, 
widely viewed as decadent, were newly cast as shameful, and even hateful, relics 
of the past. As evident from the citations of Jindal and other literary scholars 
noticed above, the tradition never recovered from its treatment at the hands of 
early nationalists, and this has had dire ramifications for the study of classical 
Hindi today. With the interpretive lens reoriented by the book's preceding 
chapters, I suggest some new ways forward in a brief conclusion.

Toward New Intellectual Formations of the Hindi Past
Although UíWL literature has much to recommend it to the student of Indian 
poetry, whether or not I succeed in leading readers to share my deep 
appreciation for it is of less concern to me than that they come to learn 
something about it. Why is this material not better known? Why has everybody 
heard of Kabir and Mirabai, whereas the name Keshavdas draws a blank? 
Literary preferences change. Canons change. Some literary trends are long-
lived, others fall by the wayside. These are the ineluctable consequences of  (p.
21) interpretive communities responding to the complexities of historical 
change. Modernity has begotten new world-literary genres like the novel that 
appear especially suited for expressing the needs of our times. I am of course 
not advocating anything as absurd as a return to the courtly styles of India's 
past. What I do aim to do, however, is to eliminate the huge amount of 
conceptual static that prohibits us from even tuning in to centuries of literary 
heritage. With modern Hindi scholarship so committed to the view that 
premodern courtly literature is inane and irrelevant, with the very study of this 
literature virtually nonexistent in the West and vanishing even in India itself, the 
ability to understand the world and work of a literary culture that was North 
India's glory before colonialism and nationalism destroyed it has been almost 
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completely foreclosed. This book aims to provide some critical tools that can 
help restore both scholarly balance and access.

Restoring access to more than two centuries of Hindi and its superb courtly 
culture is a project of interest to all those who care about Indian literature as 
well as those who would like to see the debates of postcolonialism engage more 
substantially with precolonialism. It also has the potential to open up new vistas 
on the social, intellectual, and even political history of the early modern period. 
Understanding the dynamics of secular modes of social formation, such as how 
courts functioned, or how literary and intellectual groups were constituted, is a 
useful complement to the scholarship that has already been done on bhakti
UHOLJLRXV�PRYHPHQWV��0RGHUQ�W\SHV�RI�FXOWXUDOނSDUWLFXODUO\�QDWLRQDOނEHORQJLQJ�
are assumed, for instance, to have been enabled through the technology of print 
FXOWXUH��%XW�WKH�HYLGHQFH�XQGHU�FRQVLGHUDWLRQ�KHUHނ%UDMEKDVKD�SRHWV�ZHUH�
extremely self-aware about their literary identity, and some manuscripts 
FLUFXODWHG�ERWK�UDSLGO\�DQG�LQ�DVWRQLVKLQJ�QXPEHUVނVXJJHVWV�WKH�QHFHVVLW\�RI�
bringing the precolonial evidence into dialogue with the findings of modern 
social science theory.40

Given that UíWL literature was commissioned primarily by Rajput and Mughal 
courts, the field of early modern history also benefits from more attention to 
classical Hindi sources, which can considerably augment the range of what we 
know from Persian and European writers of the same period. Many questions of 
critical importance to the cultural history of this period are only beginning to be 
asked.41 :H�QHHG�WR�PRYH�EH\RQG�WKH�EDVLF�SROLWLFDO�DQG�HFRQRPLF�LVVXHVނWKH�
processes and personnel of state formation, catalogues of military conquests, the 
vicissitudes of extracting agrarian surplus, which have been the unstinting focus 
RI�0XJKDO�KLVWRULDQV�IRU�GHFDGHVނWR�XQGHUVWDQG�WKH�FRQFHSWXDO�XQGHUSLQQLQJV�
of early modern life. This requires knowing much more about the texts people 
read, modes of connoisseurship, and the aesthetic but also political valences of 
sponsoring particular types of literary  (p.22) culture. We understand early 
modern India better the better we understand the social worlds and cultural 
choices of its inhabitants. 5íWL writers were primarily poets, to be sure, but they 
also have something important to tell us about politics (such as Rajput-Mughal 
relationships), mentalities (what really mattered to these writers and why), and 
modes of social intercourse (such as courtly protocols and early modern 
inflections of multiculturalism).

The mixed patronage climate for classical Hindi literature is particularly 
stunning. 5íWL poets were certainly concerned with transmitting Sanskrit poetry 
styles into Bhasha, a fact that is rightly stressed by Hindi scholars, but to focus 
solely on that would be to miss something important about their complex 
mission and literary identity. Mughal patronage was indubitably central to the 
development of the UíWL tradition in its early days and, prior to the rise of Urdu in 
the eighteenth century, this literary culture always had a sizable contingent of 
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Indo-Muslim connoisseurs and poets. Courtly Brajbhasha served as a middle 
ground between Sanskrit and Persian and the Hindu and Muslim cultural 
sensibilities that they generally represented. And it was a hospitable ground that 
welcomed many from different worlds.

Let us now try to take ourselves back to a time when UíWL poets were at the very 
center of North Indian literary life. We turn our looking glass toward the 
moment when UíWL literature may be said to have begun, with the poet Keshavdas.

Notes:
(1.) Russell 1999: 39.

(2.) Pollock 2006����ށ�����

(3.) Jindal 1993��ZLWK�VSHOOLQJ�DQG�SXQFWXDWLRQ�OLJKWO\�HPHQGHG�IRU�WKH����ށ����
sake of clarity).

(4.) Vaudeville 1996����ށ���

(5.) Entwistle 1987: 161; also see the references noted in Pauwels 2002: 239.

(6.) A useful review of this nomenclatural morass in quest of Urdu's literary 
beginnings is Faruqi 2003���ށ�����

(7.��0XVOLP�DXWKRUV�LQ�SDUWLFXODU�RIWHQ�FDOOHG�WKHLU�YHUQDFXODUފ�+LQGDYLދ��)RU�
them the operative distinction was that the language was not Persian (or 
$UDELF���7KH�WHUPފ�%KDVKDދ��IRU�LWV�SDUW��JHQHUDOO\�KLJKOLJKWV�D�FRQWUDVWLYH�
relationship to Sanskrit.

(8.) Hariharnivas Dvivedi proposes that the term Brajbhasha may have come into 
currency during the seventeenth century due to the agency of Bengali 
Vaishnavas, who had developed their own poetic idiom, Brajbuli, imagined to be 
the speech of Krishna and Radha. Dvivedi 1955�������ށ

(9.) 7X֮IDW�DO�KLQG, p. 54.

(10.) See the two couplets excerpted in Kishorilal (1971����RQH�RI�ZKLFK���ށ����
is also briefly referenced in chap 3, note 63.

(11.) For Faqirullah, the region of Sudesha includes Gwalior and Agra and is 
bordered by Mathura to the north, Etawah to the east, Orchha to the south, and 
Bhusawar and Bayanah to the west. 7DUMXPDK�L�PÃQNXWĭKDO�YD�ULVÃODK�L�
UÃJGDUSDQ��SS����ށ���

(12.) The first is attested in the $UGKNDWKÃQDN (Story of half a life, 1641), v. 7. On 
Madhyadeshiya, see Dvivedi 1955. Delvoye (1991: 158) raises related issues 
about how to name the literary language of this period.
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(13.) The UíWL poet Chintamani Tripathi praised the language of the Mathura 

PD֖אDO and Gwalior in his Kavikulkalptaru, 4.6; 4.9 (a passage discussed briefly 
in chapter 3). The term Zaban-i Gvaliyar was used by the Persian poet 
Banvalidas to designate the language of the Braj poet Nanddas. McGregor 1984: 
36 n. 92. The term Gwaliyari was apparently first used by Jaykirti in 1629. See 
Kishorilal 1971: 473 (citing Agarchand Nahta).

(14.) See Mann 2001: 5.

(15.) Some attestations of the term UíWL were helpfully compiled by Sudhakar 
Pandey (1987� V�XVHG�E\�%UDMEKDVKD�SRHWV��WKH�WHUP UíWL is unrelated to$�����ށ���
the literary system of three UíWLs or regionalized literary styles (Vaidarbha, 
*DX֖D��DQG�3Ã³FÃOD��DUWLFXODWHG�E\�WKH�6DQVNULW�SRHWLFLDQ�9DPDQD��F�������

(16.) Many other venerable literary traditions, including those of Urdu, Bengali, 
and Telugu, endured a similar fate.

(17.) Some foundational critiques of colonial knowledge formations and their 
interactions with local systems include Said 1978; Inden 1992; Breckenridge and 
van der Veer 1993; Chatterjee 1993b; Cohn 1996. One recent study of early 
modern South Asian intellectual history that takes its cues from the traditions 
themselves is Pollock 2011.

(18.) The deferment of modernity until the nineteenth century is part of a 
broader trend in Indian literary history. For the case of Bengali, see Seely 2004: 
���2Q�UHFRQFHSWXDOL]LQJ�WKH�SHULRG�IURP������WR������DVފ�HDUO\�PRGHUQދ��VHH�
Richards 1997 and Subrahmanyam 1998.

(19.) The perception that Indians were static inhabitants of a culturally depleted 
medieval realm (a depletion often blamed on Muslim rule) prior to the arrival of 
the British is a staple of colonial and nationalist discourse. See Chatterjee 

1993a�������ށ�

(20.) Typical is Ahmad 1972��DUO\�PRGHUQ�+LQGL�LV�QRW�WKH�RQO\�PDMRU)���ށ��
literary tradition that has been stigmatized by the rhetoric of decline. On the 
general scholarly disdain for Arabic literature of the same period, see Toorawa 

2008��������ށ

(21.��(DUO\�LQWHUYHQWLRQV�LQ�WKHފ�GHFOLQHދ�PRGHO�ZHUH�%D\O\ 1983; Alam 1986; 
Washbrook 1988. Also see Alam and Subrahmanyam 1998����ށ����$ODYL 2002; 
Brown 2003��0���ށ���DUVKDOO 2003.

(22.) This conference generated a regular series of publications. For some of the 
most recent ones, see McGregor 1992; Entwistle and Mallison 1994; Entwistle 
and Salomon 1999; Offredi 2002; Callewaert and Taillieu 2002; Horstmann 2006.
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(23.) Select contributions to our understanding of Hindi bhakti literature from 
the point of view of scholars writing in English are McGregor 1973; Bryant 1978; 
Hess and Singh 1983; Hawley 1984, 2005, 2009; Hawley and Juergensmeyer 

1988; Lutgendorf 1991; Snell 1991b; Callewaert and Friedlander 1992; 
Vaudeville 1993; Pauwels 1996 and 2002; Rosenstein 1997; Horstmann 2002; 
Dharwadker 2003.

(24.) An analysis of the social and political dimensions of premodern bhakti is 
Lorenzen 1995; for a Dalit perspective on Kabir, see Dharmvir 2008.

(25.) There are several translations of the couplets of the most famous UíWL poet, 
Biharilal (Grierson 1896; Holland 1969; Bahadur 1990; Choudhary 2002; Snell, 
forthcoming). Bahadur has also translated the 5DVLNSUL\Ã (1972) and parts of the
5ÃPFDQGUDFDQGULNÃ (also known as 5ÃPDFDQGULNÃ ) (1976) by Keshavdas; 
Ramanand Sharma and Harsha Dehejia have recently prepared an anthology, 
H[TXLVLWHO\�LOOXVWUDWHG��RI�YHUVHV�E\ފ�IRUJRWWHQދ UíWL poets, translated into both 
English and Modern Standard Hindi.

(26.��)RU�D�ZHOFRPH�FULWLTXH�RI�6RXWK�$VLD�VFKRODUVއ�XQUHIOHFWLQJ�WHQGHQF\�WR�link 
much of premodern Indian cultural history to religious currents, without 
considering the role played by courts and political formations, see Pollock 1998: 
�����ށ

(27.) Articles by Bahl (1974) and Schokker (1983) on the 5DVLNSUL\Ã made some 
inroads into our understanding of Keshavdas, but both pieces were intended as 
preludes to more in-depth studies that never materialized. More recent work on 

UíWL literature by Rupert Snell (1991b, 1994b, forthcoming), Imre Bangha (1999, 
2000, 2005), Heidi Pauwels (2005), Stefania Cavaliere (2010a), and Sandhya 
Sharma (2011) are welcome indications of a more balanced trend in Hindi 
scholarship, where non-bhakti literature is given its due. New research by early 
modern historians, such as Sreenivasan 2007 and Talbot 2009, is also increasing 
the range of scholarly questions being asked of the premodern Hindi corpus.

(28.) For a few exceptions, see chapter 6, n. 130.

(29.) For some indication of the differential prestige and gatekeeping factors 
pertinent to Hindi and English literary institutions in contemporary India, see 
Orsini 2002a��6���ށ���DGDQD 2007.

(30.) On Romanticism and the hermeneutics of Urdu literature, see Pritchett 
1994����ށ�����IRU�D�GLVFXVVLRQ�RIފ�SURWHVWDQW�SUHVXSSRVLWLRQVދ�LQ�WKH�
reconstructing of India's cultural past, see Schopen 1991.

(31.��7KXV��D�UHFHQW�GLVFXVVLRQ�RI�-RKQ�6WXDUW�0LOO�FODLPV�WKDW�KLVފ�ORYH�RI�SRHWU\�
and music and art also led him toward conservative thought. Aesthetes always 
EHQG�WR�WKH�ULJKW�7ޔ�R�ORYH�ROG�DUW�LV�WR�KRQRU�ROG�DUUDQJHPHQWVދ��*RSQLN 2008: 
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86). On the pitfalls of a literary history driven by identity politics, with a 
particular concern for how modern critics have tried to rescue Kabir from 
Brahmanical appropriation, see Agrawal 2009b.

(32.) Copland 1997����ށ���

(33.) Rodale 1986: 237 (and this is only a partial list).

(34.) Ibid., 691.

(35.) Lakoff and Johnson 1980.

(36.) Cohn 1996��RPSDUH�%URQQHU 2010&����ށ���������RQ�WKH�JHQHUDOL]HGށ
distaste for the complexities of classical Sanskrit poetry among Western readers.

(37.) On the simplemindedness of such an approach, see Islam and Russell 1998: 
�0��ށ�HLVDPL 1987����ށ���

(38.) A magisterial work of intellectual history by a historian of China who 
seriously engages a wealth of textual materials is Elman 2000; on The Tale of 
Genji, see Shirane 2008; a useful comparative study of European and East Asian 
court culture is Knechtges and Vance 2005.

(39.) Recent books by Rao, Shulman, and Subrahmanyam (1992), Ali (2004), and 
Pollock (2006) epitomize the kind of sophisticated, fine-grained history that one 
can do by taking seriously the literary archives produced at premodern Indian 
courts.

(40.) Pauwels (2002, 296) examined the precolonial record and found the 
Andersonian model of print culture largely irrelevant. Dimock and Stewart 
(1999� �KDYH�VWUHVVHG�WKH�PDVV�FLUFXODWLRQ�DQG�VWDQGDUGL]DWLRQ�RI�WKH���ށ���

&DLWDQ\DFDULWÃPפWD in Gaudiya circles long before modernity. On Vallabhan 
community formation, see Barz 1976 and Shah 2004.

(41.) On the need to widen the net of inquiry in Mughal research, cf. 
Subrahmanyam 2001: 10; Aquil 2007������7KLV�LV�QRW�WR�VD\�WKDW�VFKRODUVKLS�RQށ��
Mughal-period culture is entirely lacking. Some fields, like the visual arts and 
architecture, are relatively well served (eg., Beach 1992; Asher 1995a; Seyller 

1999; Koch 2001). Important studies of Indian music as a domain of Mughal 
culture include Delvoye 1991 and Brown 2003. Persian literature of the period 
has been explored in Losensky 1998; Alam 2003��������ށ�.LQUD 2008. Some 
advances in Mughal social history and in conceptualizing the cultural 
XQGHUSLQQLQJV�RI�0XJKDO�SRZHU�LQFOXGH�2އ+DQORQ 1999, 2007a; Alam and 
Subrahmanyam 2004; Lal 2005; Alam 2009. On Mughal engagements with 
specifically Hindi literary culture, see Phukan 2000 and 2001.
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Abstract and Keywords
Chapter 1 provides an overview of the works of Keshavdas and the political 
context in which he lived and wrote, both of which are paradigmatic for UíWL
literature. The Bundelas of Orchha were forced to submit to Mughal authority 
during the reign of Madhukar Shah (1554-92), which occasioned a new concern 
ZLWK�VWDWXV�DQG�FXOWXUDO�SDWURQDJH��7KH�%XQGHODVއ�FRPSHWLWLRQ�ZLWK�RWKHU�5DMSXW�
polities that had entered Mughal service became pronounced under King Bir 
Singh Deo (r. 1605-27), who was a famously generous patron of both literature 
and architecture. Keshavdas wrote eight major works over the course of his 
career. Several, including the 5DVLNSUL\Ã��.DYLSUL\Ã, and 5ÃPFDQGUDFDQGULNÃ, 
are hailed as classics of the UíWL tradition. This new turn towards classicism in 
Hindi literature can be linked to broader trends in Rajput and Mughal court 
culture.

Keywords: b Keshavdas, 5DVLNSUL\Ã, .DYLSUL\Ã, 5DPFDQGUDFDQGULNÃ, Bundelas, Orchha, Madhukar Shah 
Bundela, Bir Singh Deo Bundela, Mughal Rajput

In a family where even the servants did not know how to speak the 
vernacular, Keshavdas became a slow-witted Hindi poet.

DYLSUL\Ã, 2.17.ނ

A Slow-Witted Hindi Poet
Nothing illustrates more powerfully the literary transformations that were 
underway in India around the turn of the seventeenth century than the words of 
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Keshavdas Mishra, whose career marks a decisive milestone in North Indian 
literary culture. When he introduces himself to his readers in chapter two of his 

.DYLSUL\Ã (Handbook for poets, 1601), the poet insists that even the servants in 
KLV�IDPLO\�GLG�QRW�NQRZ�KRZ�WR�VSHDN�+LQGLނEHFDXVH��ZH�DUH�WR�LQIHU��WKH\�VSRNH�
Sanskrit. His was a lineage of pandits, which made his linguistic defection all the 
more remarkable.

More precise details about the poet's family can be assembled from various 
clues sprinkled throughout his oeuvre. His distant ancestors Dinakara Mishra 
and Tribikrama Mishra had both earned the Sanskrit title SD֖אLWDUÃMD (king 
among scholars) from the Tomar kings, who were based in Delhi and later 
Gwalior; the poet's great-great grandfather Shiromani Mishra was an authority 
on the six canonical philosophical systems; more recently, his grandfather 
Krishnadatta Mishra had been employed by the founder of Orchha, King 
5XGUDSUDWDS��Uށ�����������DV�D�VFKRODU�RI�WKH SXUÃאDs (lore of (p.24) past 
times); Keshavdas's father, Kashinatha Mishra, was a master of the Sanskrit 
ĝÃVWUDs (sciences) honored at the court of Rudrapratap's younger son, Madhukar 
6KDK��Uށ�����������7KLV�LV�D�PRVW�GLVWLQJXLVKHG�IDPLO\�KLVWRU\�1 Coloring 
.HVKDYGDV
V�HYLGHQW�SULGH�LQ�KLV�DQFHVWRUV�6އDQVNULW�SURZHVV��KRZHYHU��LV�D�sense 
of disquiet about not continuing the tradition. Hence his self-deprecating 
LGHQWLILFDWLRQ�DV�Dފ�VORZ�ZLWWHGދ�+LQGL�SRHW�

Let us not take him too much at his word. Indeed, this chapter will prove 
Keshavdas's self-characterization to be entirely false. The poet's posture of 
literary infirmity, one much resorted to by vernacular writers, highlights the 
anxiety that attended early vernacular literacy.2 Central to Keshavdas's couplet, 
and a salient characteristic of the UíWL tradition more broadly, is an awareness 
that abandoning Sanskrit in favor of Brajbhasha was a monumental step. As he 
carved out a path for elevated styles of courtly vernacular writing, the poet 
evidently felt the imposing grandeur of the Sanskrit past towering over him. And 
it has a way of casting a long shadow.

Sanskrit literature, nurtured by the luminaries of Indian courts since early in the 
first millennium, is one of the most brilliant and erudite traditions the world has 
ever seen. Alongside a formidable body of Sanskrit poetry evolved a complex 
field of rhetoric, widely known as DODNÃUDĝÃVWUD. In dozens of authoritative 
treatises, not to mention an entire subdiscipline of learned commentary, Sanskrit 
intellectuals had debated and dictated the protocols of literary expression for 
centuries, probing fundamental questions about the very purpose of literature. 
They developed powerful theories about aesthetic response and the mechanics 
of facilitating it through the careful manipulation of literary cues and 
FRPSRVLWLRQDO�HOHPHQWV��'R]HQV�RI�GLIIHUHQW�ILJXUHV�RI�VSHHFKނWHUPHG DODNÃUDs 
RUފ�RUQDPHQWVނދKDG�EHHQ�WKHRUL]HG��ZKLFK�DGGHG�OD\HUV�WR�D�KLJKO\�FXOWLYDWHG�
metadiscourse on aesthetic experience. To be a court poet, or indeed any kind of 
poet, was to participate in this elaborate Sanskrit literary system. And no such 
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system existed for Hindi poetry. The very thought would have struck many as 
preposterous.

To be sure, Hindi poets of various types had been using the vernacular creatively 
long before Keshavdas wrote his first word. The mystical utterances of naths 
(spiritual seekers) and yogis had been on the lips of itinerant religious men for 
generations; narratives in early Hindi's signature GRKÃ�FDXSÃí meter had been 
cultivated by Sufi writers in the East and Jains in the West from the fourteenth 
century; odes in the UÃVR (martial ballad) style were being declaimed by 
Keshavdas's own contemporaries, the bards of Rajasthan; Hindi songs were 
performed in stunningly diverse communities and venues: by Sants (holy men), 
Jains, Vaishnavas, and Sufis, in informal gatherings, temples, NKÃQTÃKs (Sufi 
residential communities), and courts. Keshavdas was thus heir to a rich  (p.25) 
array of expressive possibilities in Hindi, albeit more of it still in oral rather than 
in written form.

Cultural attitudes militating against formal vernacular NÃY\D (poetry) remained 
deeply entrenched, however, particularly in pandit communities.3 From the 
perspective of one firmly rooted in a Sanskrit worldview, the movement between 
classical and vernacular languages was unidirectional, and that direction could 
only be downward. To be a vernacular writer was to exhibit both a linguistic and 
an intellectual failing. The hierarchies involved are implicit at the most basic 
lexical level. Vernaculars were by definition DSDEKUDD (corrupted) languages, 
and their low status may be divined from the fact that they did not even merit 
their own names; they were often just called EKÃÃ (language). The word 

VDVNפWD (i.e., Sanskrit), in contrast, denotes (and connotes) the height of 
GLJQLW\��LW�PHDQVފ�SHUIHFWO\�H[HFXWHG�6ދ�DQVNULW�ZDV�DOVR�ZLGHO\�YHQHUDWHG�DV�WKH
GHYDYÃאí or VXUDYÃאí �ODQJXDJH�RI�WKH�JRGV���+RZ�FRXOG�D�+LQGL�SRHWނ
SDUWLFXODUO\�RQH�RI�.HVKDYGDV
V�%UDKPDQLFDO�EDFNJURXQGނIHHO�DQ\WKLQJ�RWKHU�
than diffidence in the face of a language that claimed for itself not only 
perfection but divine status?

$QG�\HWފ�VORZ�ZLWWHGދ�+LQGL�ZULWHUV�GLG�WDNH�XS�WKH�FKDOOHQJH��DGRSWLQJ�YDULRXV�
stances toward the authority of their classical predecessors. In carving out a 
space for themselves within a literary arena historically dominated by Sanskrit, 
they usually needed to stake some kind of a claim for the validity of their less 
UHILQHG�FRPSRVLWLRQV��2QH�GHIHQVH�RI�WKH�YHUQDFXODUނDQG�RQH�IUHTXHQWO\�
mounted by bhakti ZULWHUVނZDV�WR�KLJKOLJKW�WKH�IUHVKQHVV�RI�DQ�LGLRP�
unencumbered by tradition. A popular verse attributed to Kabir (fl. 1450?) likens 
Hindi to a flowing stream, contrasting it with the stagnant well waters of 
Sanskrit.4 As a weaver on the bottom rung of the social ladder whose 
opportunities for education would have been slight at best, Kabir could hardly 
have written in Sanskrit even if he had wanted to. More complicated is the 
FKRLFHނIRU�LW�PXVW�EH�VHHQ�DV�D�FKRLFHނRI�D�%UDKPDQ�SRHW�VXFK�DV�7XOVLGDV��DQ�
early contemporary of Keshavdas who by all indications could have written in 
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Sanskrit.5 Tulsidas instead pretends ignorance of the entire Sanskrit literary 
apparatus, wearing his putative inexpertness almost like a badge of honor:

,�DP�QRW�D�SRHW��,�DP�QRW�FOHYHU�ZLWK�ZRUGVނ
I am completely devoid of artistry and knowledge.
Words and meanings abound,
and endless are the ornaments of speech.
Multiple are the discourses on meter
(FKDQGD�SUDEDQGKD�DQHND�YLGKÃQÃ),
 (p.26) Endless are the categories of literary emotion
(EKÃYD�EKHGD�UDVD�EKHGD�DSÃUÃ),
Equally varied are the flaws (GRD) and virtues (JXאD) of poetry.
,�ODFN�HYHQ�D�PRGLFXP�RI�SRHWLF�VNLOOނ
I just write the truth, on the blank page before me.6

In this brief manifesto, in which Tulsidas employs an array of technical 
vocabulary from the domain of Sanskrit DODNÃUDĝÃVWUD, the poet asserts the 
primacy of innate expressive talent, which trumps the systematic training 
considered a sine qua non of participation in classical literary culture. Of course, 
one would not want to subject the venerable Tulsi to the indignity of having his 
principles of counter-aesthetics too closely scrutinized, for his claims to 
ignorance of the ĝÃVWUDs are certainly spurious. Despite its avowed vernacular 
simplicity, his 5ÃPFDULWPÃQDV is a carefully crafted work informed by both the 
thematics and pragmatics of age-old literary systems.7 But many bhakti poets 
such as Kabir and Tulsi presented themselves as rebels against classical literary 
norms. This insurrectionist stance was one common means of circumventing the 
Sanskrit shadow in the early modern era.

Keshavdas took another, historically highly consequential approach. Utterly 
belying his professions of slow-wittedness, he proved himself to be a vernacular 
SRHW�ZLWK�D�YHU\�VSHFLDO�VHW�RI�VNLOOVނIRUHPRVW�DPRQJ�WKHP��SDUDGR[LFDOO\��KLV�
deep knowledge of Sanskrit. Instead of rejecting Sanskrit literary authority, he 
embraced it fully by cultivating a new, self-consciously classicizing idiom of 
+LQGL��%\�ZULWLQJ�ODUJHO\�6DQVNULW�EDVHG�ZRUNV�LQ�D�KLJKO\�FRPSOH[ނDQG�
VSHFWDFXODUO\�LQQRYDWLYHނ%UDMEKDVKD�VW\OH��KH�VKRZHG�WKH�ZRUOG�WKDW�WKH�
vernacular was a versatile, even elegant, literary medium and helped to set the 
stage for its acceptance as a major court language.

Bhakti Literature in the Braj 0D֖אDO
In making the claim that Keshavdas is in an important sense the founder of the 
cultural phenomenon we now call UíWL literature, it will be essential to highlight 
what he did and did not found, that is, where measurable newness exists, and 
where antecedents are in need of a footnote. The second half of this chapter is 
devoted to a discussion of Keshavdas's wide-ranging literary accomplishments, a 
necessary backdrop to which is an overview of the types of religious, political, 
and poetic cultures that he inherited. The first matter to consider is the dramatic 
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rise of Brajbhasha as a literary language in the preceding two generations. By 
the middle of the sixteenth century, a number of important Braj poets can be 
traced to the bhakti centers of Vrindavan and Mathura, all connected to new  (p.
27) forms of Krishna worship that were coalescing in the region as part of an 
intense effort on the part of devout communities to reclaim Vaishnava heritage 
sites.8 The Hindi dialect of the Braj region took on a special resonance for 
worshipers because it was imagined to have been spoken by god himself during 
his sojourns on earth as the Krishna avatar of Vishnu.

At a time when theological and formal literary texts were still largely being 
written in Sanskrit, pioneering authors such as Hit Harivamsh, Svami Haridas, 
Hariram Vyas, and Surdas were avidly composing beautiful devotional songs in a 
vernacular genre known as the pad �ފIRRWދ�RU�YHUVH���$�ZDYH�RI�LQWHUHVW�LQ�WKH 

%KÃJDYDWDSXUÃאD, a revered bhakti scripture originally composed in Sanskrit 
and a popular source for Krishnaite poetry, was also beginning to generate 
vernacular versions of its hallowed tales. Vaishnava poets memorialized 
Krishna's exploits in a variety of aesthetic moods, in some cases interweaving 
fervent religiosity with the motifs of Sanskrit DODNÃUDĝÃVWUD. They drew not only 
on the legends of Krishna as laid out in the %KÃJDYDWDSXUÃאD, but also on 
classical traditions of ĝפJÃUD�UDVD (aestheticized love) in both its sambhoga (love 
fulfilled) and vipralambha (frustrated love) forms. Particularly cherished was the 
theme of the JRSíVއ��HVSHFLDOO\�5DGKD
V��SDVVLRQ�IRU�.ULVKQD�GXULQJ�KLV�
adolescence, and their virahaނLQWHQVHO\�SDLQIXO�ORQJLQJ�IRU�KLPނDIWHU�KH�
departed from their village of Gokul to attend to his adult responsibilities in the 
city of Mathura.

Celebrating Krishna's deeds through the collective singing of pads was a 
powerful medium of religious experience for various emergent Vaishnava 
communities, whether Gaudiyas, Vallabhans, Radhavallabhans, or Haridasis.9
Temples sprang up across the region, sporting new architectural configurations 
that could accommodate this demand for congregational singing. In some cases
 WKH pads ofނWKH�PRVW�IDPRXV�H[DPSOH�EHLQJ�6XUGDV�DQG�WKH�9DOODEKDQVނ
popular poets were appropriated into the liturgy of a devotional community, and 
stories were later invented to naturalize the association.10 Precise biographical 
and historical details about many foundational religious figures and poets from 
Braj have for the most part been irretrievably obscured by a voluminous 
hagiographical tradition and competing sectarian claims. Still, it is beyond doubt 
that by the second half of the sixteenth century, Vaishnava impulses were 
transforming the aural and architectural landscape of Braj, giving voice and 
shape to an exciting new vernacular literary tradition.

The Braj efflorescence was not a product solely of the Braj PD֖אDO, as the region 
encompassing Vrindavan and Mathura is known. Centers farther to the west in 
today's Rajasthan, like Fatehpur, where the most significant collection of early 
Braj pads was inscribed in 1582,11 and Galta, a Ramanandi center and spiritual 
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home of the nascent Dadupanth, were both attracting communities of 
worshipers and fostering the creation of new textual communities. It was in  (p.
28) Galta at the turn of the seventeenth century that Nabhadas wrote his 
acclaimed %KDNWDPÃO (Garland of devotees), a celebrated text that memorialized 
the deeds of influential Vaishnavas and thus inspired others to become part of 
the movement.12

Developments in Bundelkhand to the east also played an important role in the 
crystallization of new forms of religious and literary expression. Aside from 
Keshavdas, the poets Kriparam and Hariram Vyas have been linked to Orchha. 
Little is definitively known about Kriparam, whose +LWWDUDJLQí (River of love) 
mentions the Betwa River, a tributary of the Yamuna that flows through the 
kingdom, the rationale for the entirely reasonable assumption that he was based 
there.13 The +LWWDUDJLQí, if indeed it dates from 1541 as the chronogram that 
caps the work suggests, would be the earliest Braj UíWLJUDQWK, anticipating some 
of the achievements of Keshavdas by a full fifty years, perhaps at the very same 
court.14 Like the 5DVLNSUL\Ã, discussed in detail below, the +LWWDUDJLQí is a 
treatise on the courtly topic of QÃ\LNÃEKHGD with a distinctly Vaishnava ethos, a 
hybrid product of the earlier Sanskrit literary heritage and sixteenth-century 
religious fervor. Like so much about him, Kriparam's precise sectarian 
affiliations are unknown, but his repeated use of the word hit (love) both in his 
title and throughout the text evinces a sensibility that bears comparison 
(although not necessarily direct affiliation) with other specimens of early 
9DLVKQDYD�SRHWU\��QRWDEO\�WKDW�RI�WKH�%UDM�SRHW�+LW�+DULYDPVK��ށ������"���
revered as the founder of the Radhavallabhan VDPSUDGÃ\.15

Also suggestively connected to Orchha is Hariram Vyas, a member of the first 
generation of settlers in Vrindavan and an early exponent of the pad genre. 
Although Vyas is held to have spent most of his life in Vrindavan, several sources 
OLQN�KLP�WR�WKH�2UFKKD�UXOHU�0DGKXNDU�6KDK��Uށ�����������ZKR�ZDV�KLPVHOI�D�
famous bhakta. As is so often the case with the foundational Brajbhasha bhakti
poets, the evidence is not definitive, but three of Vyas's poems mention 
Madhukar Shah directly, and Vaishnava hagiographies from the seventeenth 
century confirm his association with the Bundela king.16 The presumed 
patronage relationship here between a religious devotee and a king is also 
consistent with the court's apparent conversion to Vaishnavism around the 
middle of the sixteenth century.17 Vyas wrote pads in the manner of many early 
bhakti writers but he is probably the first to have written a Braj 
5ÃVDSD³FÃGK\Ã\í, the five chapters of book ten of the %KÃJDYDWDSXUÃאD that 
recount the story of Krishna's round dance with the JRSís, a genre that was 
adopted by other Braj writers, including Nanddas (fl. 1570) and Bhupati (fl. 
1687).18 This keen interest in the vernacularization of Sanskrit source texts, 
albeit in this case generally religious ones, would surface later as a major 
concern of Keshavdas and other UíWL poets.
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 (p.29) Here Come the Mughal Armies
If the cultural legacy of bhakti was a vital condition for the emergence of new 
literary styles during Keshavdas's long and distinguished career at the Orchha 
court, political factors were no less crucial. A reader familiar with central Indian 
geography may be wondering how an influential polity and a major literary 
tradition could just spring up out of the badlands of Bundelkhand in the 
VL[WHHQWK�FHQWXU\��$OWKRXJK�.HVKDYGDVނHYHU�WKH�GXWLIXO�FRXUW�SRHWނZRXOG�WUDFH�
the lineage of his patrons back to Rama, scion of the solar dynasty, as well as to 
more historically traceable kings like the Gahadavalas, Orchha was founded only 
in 1531, when Rudrapratap exploited the political instability of the late Lodi 
period for territorial gain and moved from the fortress of Garhkundar to 
establish a new capital on the banks of the Betwa River.19

Urgent political concerns put severe pressure on the next two generations of 
Orchha rulers. Rudrapratap died the year his capital was founded, and the 
VXFFHVVLRQ�SDVVHG�WR�KLV�HOGHU�VRQ��%KDUDWLFKDQG��Uށ�����������:KHQ�
Bharaticand died without an heir, it fell to Rudrapratap's younger son, Madhukar 
Shah, to maintain the family's hegemony in Bundelkhand. A major political 
threat came from the Sur dynasty, an upstart group of Afghan warlords. Sher 
Shah Sur had ousted no less than the Mughal Emperor Humayun in 1540, 
prompting his flight to Persia and a subsequent fifteen-year exile from India. 
Although successful in warding off Sher Shah's son Islam Shah, Orchha was 
again subject to attack during the reign of Akbar.20 By the 1570s, the Bundela 
principality could not continue to hold its own.21 Madhukar Shah capitulated to 
the superior Mughal forces in the manner of so many regional kings of the 
period: by agreeing to accept tributary status and inducting himself, his sons, 
and his troops into Mughal service.

This process coincides notably with the rise of Keshavdas as a poet, and the rise 
to courtly grandeur of the Brajbhasha literary tradition. As Mughal power took 
root, the regional rulers of central and western India did retain a restricted form 
of sovereignty, which, if almost indiscernible in the Persian historical record, can 
be traced in the cultural achievements, particularly the literary and visual 
records, of their own courts. Here is where Keshavdas comes crucially into the 
picture. He contributed immeasurably to the prestige of the Orchha house, 
serving in various capacities during the reign of Madhukar Shah and his sons. 
Keshavdas was a friend, advisor, and guru to the Orchha kings, but he was also a 
consummate poet and intellectual. He wrote a total of eight significant works on 
a wide range of subjects, many of which were completely unprecedented in the 
field of vernacular writing.22 His extraordinary oeuvre gave voice at once to his 
own aspirations as a poet and scholar and to the cultural,  (p.30) religious, and 
political aspirations of his patrons at a critical turning point in North Indian 
history.
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The 5DWQDEÃYDQí (Fifty-two verses about Ratna), undated but generally 
FRQVLGHUHG�.HVKDYGDV
V�ILUVW�ZRUN��LVނHQWLUHO\�ILWWLQJO\ނD�PDUWLDO�WDOH�WKDW�
centers on the Mughal takeover of Orchha. The hero of the story is Ratnasena 
Bundela, the fourth of Madhukar Shah's eight sons,23 who valiantly leads the 
Orchha troops in a doomed battle against Akbar's army. Keshavdas is silent 
about the work's patron, but it does not strain credulity to suppose that it was 
commissioned by Madhukar Shah in the years when Orchha was first subject to 
Mughal incursions, during the late 1570s or early 1580s.

Although the precise date and patronage circumstances of the 5DWQDEÃYDQí are 
obscure, the text can be contextualized somewhat by its genre. It has strong 
affinities to the western Indian UÃVR, with the addition of unmistakable Vaishnava 
inflections. The work is written in chappays (sextets), one of the favored meters 
of the UÃVR poets; its language is replete with the Prakrit-style archaisms that are 
consistent with the genre and in marked contrast to the more Sanskritized NÃY\D
works that would characterize the poet's mature idiom. If the text's language is 
opaque in places, its message is crystal clear: Prince Ratnasena is a brave 
Kshatriya, and Vishnu is his stalwart champion. In a passage that mirrors, albeit 
with a surreal twist, Arjuna's encounter with Krishna on the eve of the 

0DKÃEKÃUDWD battle, a VYDUĭSD (incarnation) of the god Rama disguised as a 
Brahman appears to the prince as he sets out to battle.24 Promulgating exactly 
the opposite message of QLNÃPD�NDUPD (selfless action) that is the hallmark of 
the %KDJDYDGJíWÃ, Rama tries to convince Ratnasena to surrender, flee the 
battlefield, and save his skin, while summing up Orchha's pathetic plight in the 
face of the Mughal invasion in the following words:

When the Pathan forces are upon you,
who will stay by your side and fight?
Listen, Ratnasena, son of Madhukar Shah,
how will you avoid humiliation?25

These remarks prompt an intense debate between Rama and Ratnasena, a lively 
instance of the VDYÃG (dialogue) style for which Keshavdas would become justly 
famous. Each of Rama's attempts to forestall Ratnasena's virtually certain death 
in battle is introduced by the Sanskrit phrase YLSUD�XYÃFD (the Brahman said), 
further underscoring a connection with the exhortatory ambience of the *íWÃ, in 
which the term XYÃFD is similarly used to introduce dialogues of momentous 
import. The good Rajput, predictably, will have none of it, furnishing vehement 
rejoinders to the Brahman/Rama's self-preserving but pusillanimous rhetoric:

 (p.31) I am the son of Madhukar Shah, who uprooted his enemies,
I am the brother of Ram Shah, crusher of armies.
My valiant troops wipe out evil enemy kings on the battlefield.
My battalion is fierce and able to destroy our foes.
Lord Rama, the deity revered by our lineage, killed Ravana.
Now his glories are sung in this world.
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,�DP�5DWQDVHQD��MXQLRU�SULQFH�RI�WKH�>2UFKKD@�FODQނ
why should I do what others do, and flee the battlefield?26

It turns out that god has just been testing Ratnasena. When he is satisfied with 
the prince's Kshatriya integrity, he rewards him by revealing his divine form. 
Again, intertextual resonances loom large, for who could read such a passage 
without recalling how Krishna famously revealed his YLĝYDUĭSD (universal form) 
to Arjuna in the eleventh chapter of the *íWÃ? Other deities from on high then 
magically appear and compose eulogies to the prince, saluting his brave resolve 
to fight. In the end, however, Rama's predictions all come true. Ratnasena's 
troops are indeed overwhelmed, and the young prince dies a heroic death in 
combat, his self-sacrifice prompting the admiration of even Emperor Akbar, who 
makes a cameo appearance at the end of the work.27

There is some uncertainty about how to interpret the 5DWQDEÃYDQí, especially its 
bearing on the history of Orchha-Mughal political relations.28 Should the text be 
seen as a mouthpiece for the warlord ethos that characterized pre-Mughal 
Orchha, or is it a more complex commentary on the events that attended the 
court's transition to Mughal tributary status? The Persian sources do outline 
some details about the Orchha submission to the Mughals, often with an 
imperialist slant, but nowhere is Ratnasena's last stand mentioned.29 Keshavdas, 
for his part, conveniently omits the fact that Ratnasena fought on the side of 
$NEDU�LQ�WKH�%HQJDO�FDPSDLJQV��+H�SUHIHUUHG�WRފ�LPSURYH�RQ�KLVWRU\ދ�LQ�KLV�
account of the Mughal invasion, stressing a single battle that showcases how the 
Bundelas admirably resisted the enemy instead of cravenly capitulating.30

Whatever we may say about Keshavdas's credentials as a historian, the 

5DWQDEÃYDQí is a poignant celebration of Bundela valor even in the face of 
defeat, and in operationalizing the ethos of Kshatriya dharma, often called 
simply pat or pati (honor), it betokens the court's participation in an evolving 
system of pan-Rajput values, connecting it to other regional polities that were 
critically embroiled in Mughal power dynamics, such as the Kachhwahas of 
Amber and the Ranas of Mewar farther to the west. Keshavdas skillfully musters 
a range of literary resources to his political task: the militancy of the UÃVR; 
bhakti's theology of intimacy and self-surrender; the epic grandeur of the  (p.32)
%KDJDYDGJíWÃ. Even his first poem shows him to be a master at reworking 
classical themes and infusing them with the local perspectives for which a 
vernacular language like Brajbhasha was eminently suitable. Keshavdas's 
account of Ratnasena's putative heroism and lord Rama's avowed support must 
have had great resonance, and perhaps even provided some solace, for this 
newly defeated, and newly Vaishnavized, principality.

The Birth of Hindi Classicism
In the works to come, Keshavdas would not return to either this genre or the 
anti-Mughal political stance to which it gave voice.31 The next phase of his 
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career, spanning the years 1591 to 1602, marks a strong departure, propelling 
the poet, and by extension the Brajbhasha literary tradition, in a more scholarly 
direction. Now Keshavdas would begin to exhibit his skills as a literary theorist 
and teacher, tasks to which his pandit background made him eminently well 
suited. It is in this period that he wrote his three UíWLJUDQWKs, the 5DVLNSUL\Ã, 
.DYLSUL\Ã, and &KDQGPÃOÃ, which together constitute the first comprehensive 
vernacular statement on classical aesthetics theory in North India. With these 
works, some of the defining features of UíWL literature come into focus: a strong 
engagement with Sanskrit ĝÃVWUD and a new stress on vernacular erudition in a 
courtly setting.

Raja Indrajit, the fifth son of Madhukar Shah, was Keshavdas's patron during 
this phase of his career. Indrajit, who maintained a court at Kachova, never 
achieved the political stature of his more famous brothers Ram Shah and Bir 
Singh Deo (on whom more below), but he did garner some prestige as an 
intellectual and seems wholeheartedly to have shared the scholarly proclivities 
of the poet he sponsored. Indrajit is known to the Braj tradition for his Bhasha 
commentaries on the great Sanskrit poet Bhartrihari, two of which survive. Like 
his famous court poet, the king fashioned works of Braj scholarship from a 
Sanskrit template; he also expressed himself in a high, Sanskritized register, 
which was certainly encouraged by the source text of his commentaries. Indrajit 
was also a poet, at least an occasional one. Even if he did not leave behind a 
major literary work, he has been credited with some verses under the FKÃS, or 
SHQ�QDPHފ��'KLUDM�1DULQG32ދ�

While Indrajit's learned expositions of Bhartrihari are of a secular bent, 
Keshavdas's scholarship reveals important ties to recent bhakti trends, 
particularly in the first of his UíWLJUDQWKs, the 5DVLNSUL\Ã (1591), a work of 
aesthetic theory loosely based on Rudrabhatta's Sanskrit ĜפJÃUDWLODND
(Ornament of passion, written in perhaps the eleventh century). Aesthetic theory 
was a staple of  (p.33) courtly NÃY\D traditions in Sanskrit and a natural subject 
for this pioneering Braj poet to take up, but his rendition has a markedly 
different character because of its reverential stance toward Radha and Krishna. 
Although in brute chronological terms not the first Braj UíWLJUDQWK (this 
distinction goes to the +LWWDUDJLQí of Kriparam), the 5DVLNSUL\Ã is the most 
influential of the genre and serves as a good introduction to the concerns of UíWL
literary culture.

Several impulses compete in this work. The first is the desire to explicate 
principal ideas from Sanskrit literary theory: defining rasa and its corresponding 
emotional and physical states, the types of QÃ\LNÃs and QÃ\DNDs (female and 
male characters), as well as the canonical aspects of love in union and love in 
separation. This emphasis on the essentials of poetry according to a Sanskrit-
based literary model explains the general structure of UíWLJUDQWKs. The works 
have the appearance of poetry textbooks, consisting primarily of two types of 
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verses: definitions and examples. The ODNDא (definition) verses are carefully 
crafted GRKÃs (couplets) that encapsulate the most essential features of a given 
Sanskrit literary topic. But a scholarly exegesis of classical literary theory is only 
one focus. Interspersed with the definition verses are original poems (usually 
quatrains in either the VDYDL\Ã or the kavitt meter) that illustrate the theoretical 
propositions. Given the predilection of Braj poets for bhakti themes, most 
LOOXVWUDWLRQ�YHUVHVނRU XGÃKDUDאV�DV�WKH\�DUH�NQRZQ�LQ�+LQGLނIHDWXUH�HSLVRGHV�
from the love story of Krishna and Radha.

This emphasis on at least ostensibly religious subject matter constituted a major 
departure from earlier Sanskrit tradition. The poems of Sanskrit DODNÃUDĝÃVWUD
texts, tending to center on erotic themes, were as a rule peopled by more 
generic QÃ\DNDs and QÃ\LNÃs and directed at courtly audiences. During the 
sixteenth century, however, a strain of new Vaishnava theology was forged in 
dialogue with ancient canons of aesthetic theory when Sanatana and Rupa 
*RVYÃPLQ��IO��������OHIW�WKH�VHUYLFH�RI�+XVDLQ�6KDK�RI�%HQJDO��U�������WR�����ށ�
take up residence in the Braj PD֖אDO (fewer than two hundred miles northwest 
of Orchha), contributing substantially to the development of Gaudiya scripture. 
Keshavdas may have had at least a passing knowledge of texts like Rupa 
*RVYÃPLQ
V %KDNWLUDVÃPפWDVLQGKX (Nectar-ocean of the devotional sentiment) or 

8MMYDODQíODPDאL (Brilliant sapphire), which similarly applied the terminology of 
classical aesthetics to bhakti spirituality.33 Whatever may be the case, ĝפJÃUD or 
passion, long enshrined as the primary rasa in Sanskrit court literature, became 
associated with passionate yearning for god, and would now be frequently 
instantiated through the love story of Radha and Krishna. These new sixteenth-
century developments in Vaishnava aesthetics contributed substantially to the 
development of the Braj UíWLJUDQWK genre.

 (p.34) A brief excerpt from the discussion of love in separation from chapter 
eight of Keshavdas's 5DVLNSUL\Ã illustrates how the textual dispositions of 
scholasticism, passion, and devotion interplay. Keshavdas begins the chapter 
with a series of scholarly ODNDאs that outline the general categories of this 
foundational literary motif:

Definition of frustrated love

When lovers are separated a particular emotion arises,
which the master poets define as frustrated love.
Four types of frustrated love have been clearly laid out.
The first is a separation after love's initial infatuation (SĭUYÃQXUÃJD);
other categories concern a sorrowful incident (NDUXאÃ),
when the lovers quarrel (PÃQD),
or a journey away from home (SUDYÃVD).34
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The definition verses in a UíWLJUDQWK generally adapt ideas from Sanskrit sources, 
with the poet retaining the technical vocabulary, or some Braj adaptation of it 
that conforms to vernacular metrics. Often the poet signals, as Keshavdas does 
here with the phrase baranata kabi siramaura (the master poets define), his 
reliance on classical authorities. The operative principle is that each aspect of 
the literary topic needs to be treated with taxonomical and exegetical precision 
in keeping with the ĝÃVWUDs. Accordingly, Keshavdas proceeds to discuss each of 
the subtypes of love in separation, beginning with the first adduced: 
SĭUYÃQXUÃJD. He defines the concept, following up with a poem that serves to 
explicate it further:

Definition of a separation after love's initial infatuation

Love arises in the couple after seeing each other's beauty. Then they feel 
SDLQ�ZKHQ�WKH\�FDQQRW�PHHWނWKLV�LV�ZKDW�WKH\�FDOO�D�VHSDUDWLRQ�
subsequent to love's initial infatuation.

Example of Radha's hidden suffering after love's initial infatuation
'RQއW�VKRZ�PH�IORZHUVނZLWKRXW�+DUL�WKH\�DUH�RSSUHVVLYH�WKRUQV�
Take away the garland, it upsets me as though it were a snake.
'RQއW�IDQ�PH�ZLWK�IO\�ZKLVNV�RU�IDQV�
Keshav says, a fragrant breeze maddens me like a whirlwind.
'RQއW�DSSO\�VDQGDO�SDVWH��LW
V�DNLQ�WR�VFRUFKLQJ�P\�ERG\�
,�GRQއW�ZDQW�WKH�YHUPLOLRQ�SRZGHU��LW
V�D�ILUH�WR�P\�OLPEV�
$QG�GRQއW�IHHG�PH�DQ\�EHWHO��IULHQGނLW
V�SRLVRQ�WR�PH�35

 (p.35) The last verse is the XGÃKDUDא, in which a UíWL poet had greatest scope 
for creative expression. Here Keshavdas focuses on Radha's longing, leading the 
reader beyond a scholarly delineation of literary conventions to craft a poignant 
poem about the torments that separated lovers endure. This particular poem 
draws on the tradition of the YLUDKLאí (a woman separated from her lover), a 

QÃ\LNÃ found in the repertoire of religious, courtly, and more popular poetry.36

All the accoutrements of her toilette bring pain in the absence of her lover. 
Sandal paste, which is supposed to have cooling properties, burns with the heat 
of her lovelorn body. A breeze, instead of soothing her, has the perverse effect of 
fanning the flames of her passion. Much of the verse's imagery is generic, but 
the explicit mention of Radha and Hari (an epithet of Krishna) allows for a 
devotional interpretation. Is the 5DVLNSUL\Ã an example of scholarship or erotic 
poetry or an invitation to religious experience? All three concerns are skillfully 
interwoven.

The very title of the work cleverly hints at these multiple uses. It literally means 
��SURPLVLQJ�SRHWLF�GHOLJKW��,Q�9DLVKQDYD�FRQWH[WV��WKHދ�GHDU�WR�FRQQRLVVHXUVފ
word rasik carries the extended meaning of not just connoisseur but devotee, 
DOORZLQJ�WKH�VDPH�FRPSRXQG�WR�EH�LQWHUSUHWHG�LQ�WKH�VHQVH�RIފ�FKHULVKHG�E\�
GHYRWHHV37ދ� To add yet another rich layer of signification, rasik is a synonym for 
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Krishna and SUL\Ã (with the feminine long-Ã ending) would then mean his 
��5DGKD��)URP�WKLV�DQJOH��WKH�ZRUN�SUHVHQWV�LWVHOI�DV�D�9DLVKQDYDދEHORYHGފ
meditation upon god and his lover.

Keshavdas does not insist that we commit to a single interpretation. Indeed, 
many passages in the 5DVLNSUL\Ã skillfully merge the terminology of classical 
aesthetics with the idiom of spiritual practice. In his opening address to his 
UHDGHUV��ZKRP�KH�FDOOVފ�rasikaVދ���WKH�SRHW�SUHVHQWV�.ULVKQD�DV�WKH�GHLW\�ZKRVH�
salvific activities span all nine rasas and establishes him as the underlying 
foundation of all aesthetic experience:

When it came to the daughter of Vrishabhanu [i.e., Radha],
he displayed his erotic mood (ĝפJÃUD).
When he stole the JRSíVއ�FORWKHV�
he exemplified the comic sentiment (KÃVD).
When his mother bound him to the mortar,
the sorrowful sentiment (NDUXאÃ ) was in evidence.
When it came to the demon Keshi,
he was unrelentingly fierce terrifying (raudra).
When he killed the evil demon Vatsa,
he was the embodiment of the heroic sentiment (YíUD).
 (p.36) When he consumed the forest fire,
it was fear (bhaya) that predominated.
When he sucked the life out of the demoness Putana,
he manifested the repugnant mood (EíEKDWVD).
When he conjured up the hidden cows,
Brahma was overcome with wonder (adbhuta).
Krishna's heart is always in a state of quiescence (ĝÃQWD).
Keshavdas says, O rasikas, the lord of Braj
embodies all nine rasas (navarasamaya�ނ
worship him (sevahu) unceasingly in your hearts.38

This verse telescopically retells key incidents from the Krishna legend, using 
semantically charged language from both Sanskrit literary theory and the 
theology of devotion. Each of Krishna's exploits illustrates a classical rasa, while 
the imperative to worship the deity is a call for spiritual action.

$�VLPLODU�UHSXUSRVLQJ�RI�DHVWKHWLFVއ�WHUPLQRORJ\�RFFXUV�LQ�FKDSWHU three of the 

5DVLNSUL\Ã, which outlines the main subtypes of female lovers, the VYDNí\Ã and 

SDUDNí\Ã (one's own wife and the wife of another, respectively).39 The final verse, 
which simultaneously brings the section to a close and sets the stage for the 
next chapter, runs as follows:

I, Keshavdas, have described the heroine of the world's hero.
Now I will speak of their rapture in beholding each other.
Listen to the different types, both secretive and out in the open.
-DJDQÃ\DND�Ní�QÃ\LNÃ��EDUDQíކ�.HVDYDGÃVDއ�
7LQDNH�GDUVDQD�UDVD�NDKDX��VXQDX�SUDFKDQQD�SUDNÃVD.40
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Here the poet's veneration of Radha as MDJDQÃ\DND�Ní�QÃ\LNÃ �ފKHURLQH�RI�WKH�
ZRUOG
V�KHURދ��SOD\IXOO\�DOOXGHV�WR�WKH�PDMHVW\�RI�WKH�GLYLQH�FRXSOH�LQ�WKH�
language of Sanskrit poetics. When he uses the term darsana rasa in the next 
line, quite apart from elucidating the technical subject under discussion, he 
subtly references the Hindu practice of GDUĝDQ, a devotee's intimate engagement 
with an icon in a temple.

It will be clear that the 5DVLNSUL\Ã is thoroughly imbued with the fervent 
Vaishnava spirituality that inspired many a Braj poet in the sixteenth century. 
What is new, however, is the text's sustained interest in the science of NÃY\D. 
Keshavdas was a scholar of literature and profoundly concerned with 
classificatory rigor in a way that sets his work apart from that of his 
predecessors.41 He also saw himself as serving the needs of a new class of 
writers who, like the poet himself, were now choosing to express themselves in 
Braj instead of  (p.37) Sanskrit. His mission is effectively conveyed in a 
valediction to his readers from the colophon:

In this manner, Keshavdas has pronounced his opinions on success and 
failure in the expression of emotion in literature. May the community of 
poets (kavikula) correct him where he has erred. All vernacular poets 
would be lost (EKÃÃ�NDEL�VDEDL�KíQD) without the 5DVLNSUL\Ã, as lovers pine 
when days go by without a glimpse of the beloved.42 If you have regard for 
the 5DVLNSUL\Ã, both your passion and your wisdom will grow. You will 
come to know the ways of rasa (UDVDUíWL). You will attain both worldly 
(VYÃUWKD) and spiritual (SDUDPÃUWKD) goals.43

Keshavdas here positions himself squarely within a nascent community of 
Bhasha poets and calls upon posterity to recognize the importance of his work. 
Posterity responded quickly. The 5DVLNSUL\Ã became an instant classic among 
scholars, poets, and Krishna devotees. Countless manuscripts and several 
commentaries are still extant today in archives throughout India.44 The work 
was also a popular subject for painters. In fact, the first known illustrated 
manuscript of the 5DVLNSUL\Ã, executed in the intriguing style known to art 
KLVWRULDQV�DVފ�SRSXODU�0XJKDOދ��KDV�EHHQ�GDWHG�WR�Fށ����������UDLVLQJ�WKH�
possibility that it was commissioned during the poet's own lifetime. This 
important manuscript, fashioned in accordance with the vertically oriented 
Persian book format rather than the horizontally oriented Indic SRWKí, bears 
signs of contemporary Mughal painting styles (figure 1.1). By the 1630s, 
illustrated manuscripts of the 5DVLNSUL\Ã were also being commissioned at major 
Rajput courts including Malwa, Amber, and Mewar (figure 2.2).45 Before long, 
Keshavdas's classic Braj treatise on poetics became a must-have in the libraries 
of all self-respecting Rajput kings.
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The Courtly Vernacular
Keshavdas's third work, the .DYLSUL\Ã (Handbook for poets, 1601), proved to be 
similarly influential. Written a full decade after the 5DVLNSUL\Ã, it is in many 
UHVSHFWV�D�VLPLODU�HQWHUSULVH�DQG�WKH�WH[WVއ�SDUDOOHOV�DUH�KHLJKWHQHG�E\�
analogous names and sixteen-chapter formats. Whereas his first UíWLJUDQWK took 
up the subject of rasa theory, the second is devoted to the complementary 
subject of DODNÃUDs, or figures of speech. Another way of framing the distinction 
is to say that the 5DVLNSUL\Ã HPSKDVL]HV�LQWHUSUHWDWLRQނD rasika's or 
FRQQRLVVHXU
V�SHUVSHFWLYHނZKHUHDV�WKH .DYLSUL\Ã is geared toward 
FRPSRVLWLRQDO�SULQFLSOHVނD�SRHW
V�WRROV��7KH�WZR�ZRUNV�QRQHWKHOHVV�VKDUH�WKH�
fundamental objective  (p.38)
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figure 1.1  Heroine who sets out to meet 
her lover out of pride (JDUYÃEKLVÃULNÃ�
QÃ\LNÃ), from a Popular Mughal 
manuscript of Keshavdas's 5DVLNSUL\Ã, c. 
���ށ����

Courtesy of Kanoria Collection © Asian 
Art Archives, University of Michigan

 (p.39) of making the literary 
values and systems of Sanskrit 
poetry accessible to a new 
community of vernacular literati. 
The .DYLSUL\Ã teaches poets how 
to infuse Brajbhasha with 
classical, and courtly, dignity by 
adopting and adapting the 
expressive functions of Sanskrit.
The .DYLSUL\Ã hardly lacks the 
Radha-Krishna verses that were 
ubiquitous in the 5DVLNSUL\Ã, 
but the tone noticeably shifts. 
The overall ambience of the 
work is far more worldly. A 
sense of the poet's intense 
engagement with court culture 
in particular comes across 
dramatically in the opening 
chapter on the UÃMDYDĝD (royal 
lineage). The 5DVLNSUL\Ã
contained only the briefest 
mention of anything to do with 
kings or kingship, even largely 
ignoring Raja Indrajit himself, 
the presumed patron of the 
work. In contrast, the .DYLSUL\Ã
goes into lavish detail about 
Indrajit's family history, the 
story of the founding of Orchha, 
and contemporary affairs at 
court. Not content just to 
provide the usual eulogistic 
flourishes and plodding details 
of royal genealogy (King A 
begot King B, who begot King C, and so forth), the poet also gives a lengthy and 
vibrant account of contemporary courtly culture, typified by his description of 
six SÃWXUDs (courtesans) who brought musical and literary refinement to the 
assemblies hosted by Indrajit.

Navrang Ray is adept in the arts of womanly comportment.
Captivating like a swing, she constantly unsettles her lover's heart.
Nayanbicitra has mastered the Bhairav and Gauri UÃJs,
and delights in sexual pleasure.
She is as lustrous as the moon in Shiva's hair.46ޔ
Clever Tantarang has immersed herself in the ocean of UÃJs,
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becoming a veritable wave of melody.
Beholding the full-moon face of her lover,
the tide of her music expands.47

The fingers of Rang Ray are the epitome of expertise.
As soon as she touches the drum,
WKH�URRP�FRPHV�WR�OLIH�ZLWK�VRXQGޔ�
The experts have expounded every theoretical aspect (aJD) of 
music,
but Rangmurti reigns over them all,
embodying perfection in her dance poses.48

These courtesans are skilled in dancing, singing,
and playing the EíQ.
They are all studious (SDפKDWL�VDED),
and the incomparable Pravin Ray even composes poetry.
Pravin Ray's EíQ delights the hearts of sophisticated connoisseurs.
Rival lute players despair of their own talents, to say nothing of those 
less gifted.49

 (p.40) This passage is filled with double and even triple entendres. Particularly 
virtuosic is Keshavdas's manipulation of the word SUDYíQD, which he uses in the 
VHQVH�RI�ERWK�WKH�SURSHU�QDPH�3UDYLQ�5D\�DQGފ�ULYDO�OXWH�>SOD\HU@ދ��SDUD�EíQD).50

7KH�EDVLF�PHDQLQJ�RI�WKH�ZRUG��KRZHYHU��LVފ�VNLOOHGދ��XQGHUVFRULQJ�WKH�QHZ�
emphasis in the .DYLSUL\Ã on courtly expertise and connoisseurship. Although 
OLWWOH�LV�NQRZQ�DERXW�WKH�RWKHU�ZRPHQނWKH�YHU\�SUHVHUYDWLRQ�RI�WKHLU�QDPHV�LV�
VRPHWKLQJ�RI�D�IHDW�LQ�WKH�DQGURFHQWULF�DQQDOV�RI�SUHPRGHUQ�KLVWRU\3ނUDYLQ�5D\�
was a famous courtesan, a lover of the king, and a student of Keshavdas.51

While both the 5DVLNSUL\Ã and the .DYLSUL\Ã are written in the textbook format 
that undergirds all UíWLJUDQWKs, the latter in particular gives the impression that 
it was actually used for instruction. It was almost certainly used to teach Pravin 
Ray, for whom, according to the poet's explicit statement, the .DYLSUL\Ã was 
composed.52 :KHQ�KH�IXUWKHU�HODERUDWHV�WKH�REMHFWLYH�RI�KLV�ZRUNނWKDWފ�JLUOV�
DQG�ER\Vދ��EÃOÃ�EÃODNDQL) come to understand the depth of literary traditions 
(SDQWKD�DJÃGKD�ނKH�JRHV�RXW�RI�KLV�ZD\�WR�LQFOXGH�D�IHPLQLQH�QRXQ�LQVWHDG�RI�D�
generic masculine plural, as though he wanted especially to stress that girls 
were among the objects of his pedagogical concern.53 He also exhibits a 
penchant for the vocative SUDYíQD, which could mean just any intelligent person 
(thus being intended as a general address to his audience), but is in all 
likelihood a nod toward his charismatic female student. She seems to have 
learned her lessons well, for Keshavdas is manifestly proud of her 
accomplishments when he singles her out as a gifted poetess in his opening 
passage on the Orchha UÃMDYDĝD.54

The subsequent section of the .DYLSUL\Ã, which concludes the preamble, singles 
out another poet of the court: Keshavdas himself. Apart from proclaiming to the 
world his slow-wittedness in the now-famous verse that heads this chapter, this 
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section is devoted to Keshavdas's own NDYLYDĝD (poet's lineage). A rare self-
introduction by a Braj poet, albeit in places a cryptic one, it furnishes important 
clues about the circulation of court professionals in this period. In recording his 
family history, Keshavdas makes clear that his earliest ancestors were in the 
service of the Tomar kings, first in Delhi and later in Gwalior, but by the time of 
his grandfather Krishnadatta, mentioned above as a puranic scholar, their 
residence had shifted to Orchha. Since the poet provides no context for the 
sudden move, we have to read between the lines. The most likely scenario is that 
his family was displaced from their traditional service to the Tomars when 
Gwalior was conquered by Ibrahim Lodi in 1518. The court's pandits, musicians, 
architects, and literary figures are assumed to have dispersed to various locales, 
including Delhi, Agra, Orchha, and Rewa in Baghelkhand (the southeastern part 
of today's Madhya Pradesh).55 Recall that Rudrapratap established his new court 
in Orchha in 1531, which would have required the recruitment of suitable 
SHUVRQQHOނULWXDO�VSHFLDOLVWV��DVWURORJHUV�  (p.41) scholars, poets, and the like. 
In juxtaposing his own NDYLYDĝD to the UÃMDYDĝD in chapter one, Keshavdas 
seems to suggest that his own story merited equal weight. His unusually 
sustained interest in recording his genealogy may also stem from the still-fresh 
memory of the violent historical events that had uprooted his family.

By the time Keshavdas was writing two generations later, Orchha was well on its 
way to becoming an important regional power and a major center of cultural 
innovation. The ability to compose sophisticated Braj poetry was soon to become 
a standard measure of connoisseurship and courtliness throughout greater 
Hindustan, to no small degree due to the proliferation of texts precisely like the 

.DYLSUL\Ã, which teaches mastery of this courtly craft. The work deals with the 
specific building blocks of poetry at the level of composing individual verses: 
basic rules of metrics, rhetorical tropes (similes, metaphors, and many other 
complex subtypes dreamed up by earlier Indian authors), poetic conventions, 
DQGނRI�QHYHU�HQGLQJ�FRQFHUQ�WR�IOHGJOLQJ�SRHWVނGRDs (flaws). Although the 
norm today is to think of poetry as an expression of one's inner feelings, 
traditional Indian NÃY\D operates according to a different logic. Poetry must 
follow well-established rules. Not to write by the rules is not to write poetry.

This principle is particularly well illustrated by Keshavdas's notion of a VÃPÃQ\D�
DODNÃUD �FRQYHQWLRQDO�WURSH���7KH�SRHW�GHYRWHV�IRXU�IXOO�FKDSWHUVނD�TXDUWHU�RI�
WKH�ERRNނWR�WKLV�WRSLF��ZKLFK�LV�VXEGLYLGHG�LQWR�VHFWLRQV�DERXW�FRORUV��WKH�
properties of objects, the natural world,56 and the accoutrements of a court.57

One might suppose that the color of an object or its characteristic property 
would be a simple matter of realistic representation, hardly requiring sustained 
reflection over entire chapters. Not so in this poetic universe. Certain principles 
must be followed when describing the outside world from a poet's perspective, 
DV�LQ�WKH�IROORZLQJ�OHDUQHG�GLVFRXUVHV�RQފ�\HOORZދ�DQGފ�IOHHWLQJދ�

An account of yellow (DWKD�SíWD�YDUאDQD)
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[When writing poetry, some things are conventionally described as yellow 
yuga.] These include Vishnu's mount Garuda, Lord Brahma, Shiva's matted 
hair, Parvati,58 turmeric, orpiment, campaka flowers, lamps, the heroic 
sentiment, Jupiter, honey, Indra, Mount Meru, the earth, mineral 
ointments, cow urine, FDNUDYÃND birds, the GYÃSDUD, baby monkeys, lotus 
calixes, Vishnu's robes, saffron, auspicious gold, the face of a mynah bird, 
lightning, pollen, and brass.

 (p.42) Example
Lord Brahma fashioned turmeric out of Parvati's fair-hued body
so they share the name PDJDOí (auspicious one).
He took the brightness of her body and created lightning that 
flashes,
singeing the clouds in the sky.
From her fragrance he created various ointments,
campaka and other flowers.
Slightly soiling her fair color with the hue of gold, he created the 
lotus calix.59

An account of fleeting (DWKD�FD³FDOD�YDUאDQD)

Cantering horses, a herd of deer, monkeys, the leaves of peepal trees, the 
hearts of greedy people, jackals, children, the passage of time, women of 
easy virtue, oblique sidelong glances, hearts, dreams, youth, fish, wagtail 
birds, bees, elephant ears, wealth, lightning, and the wind. (Pravin,60 these 
are to be described as fleeting.)

Example
,�GRQއW�XQGHUVWDQG�ZKDW�\RX�VHH�LQ�.ULVKQD�
You stand there speechless, staring at him, that
pleasure palace of good looks and enchantment.
He is just a bee flitting about in the vines,
seeking the nectar of beautiful young women.
He's about as steady as a wagtail bird on land
or a fish in water.
He is a transient dream:
though you try to grasp him, he slips through your fingers.
'RQއW�EH�IRROHG�E\�KLV�ZRUGV�
they yield nothing but bitter fruit.
He dazzles like lightning flashing through the sky.
His love lasts as long as the leaves on a pipal tree.61

One might suppose that following the rulebook must make for stilted poetry, but 
the rules just as often served as a generative force for creativity. Here 
Keshavdas has crafted a beautiful poem that highlights a VDNKí
V (girlfriend's) 
chiding of a vulnerable, lovelorn JRSí. The theme is a universal one: love is 
dangerous, yet utterly irresistible to those in its thrall.
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In some cultures, the literary consensus remained tacit. In India, however, the 
grounds of literary consensus were much more explicitly enunciated in the  (p.
43) richly developed field of DODNÃUDĝÃVWUD. When Keshavdas undertook to 
write four chapters on VÃPÃQ\D�DODNÃUDs he did so because an elaborate system 
of conventions was recognized by the kavikul, the community of poets, and the 

rasikas who participated in literary culture. One of Keshavdas's more striking 
��ZKLFK�RFFXSLHV�WKH�ZKROH�RI�FKDSWHU�HLJKW��FRQFHUQV�WKHދ�FRQYHQWLRQDO�WURSHVފ
subject of UÃM\DĝUíEKĭDאD�YDUאDQD (descriptions of the ornaments of royal 
luster)ނin other words, how to write poetry about a court. Keshavdas shares the 
following tips:

A poet should portray the ornaments of royal luster by describing the king, 
queens and princes, the priests, generals, messengers, ministers, and the 
advice they give. The launching of a campaign should be mentioned, along 
with the war horses, elephants, and unique battle feats. Recount the 
hunting expeditions, enjoying a swim, the winning of brides in marriage 
contests, the longing for an absent lover, and the joys of sexual union.62

With the taxonomical punctiliousness that would become the hallmark of UíWL
authors, Keshavdas develops the theme of courtly description at great length, 
diligently providing definition and illustration verses for each topic. Notably 
absent from this discussion, especially considering the historical specificity of 
chapters one and two of the .DYLSUL\Ã��in which a host of contemporaries and 
ancestors are named), are any details about Keshavdas's own court. He keeps 
the entire discussion in the abstract realm of classical poetic ideals. Indeed, the 
illustrative verses overwhelmingly feature the paradigmatic king Rama.

The concern with the paradigmatic makes good sense for a poet who is, after all, 
teaching a lesson in poetry composition. Still, in invoking the principles of 
5ÃPUÃM\D, or the utopian reign of King Rama, Keshavdas may have had in mind 
far more than a mere poetry lesson. No doubt he considered it his duty as a poet 
to instruct his charges and royal patron in kingly ethics. For centuries Sanskrit 
(and Persian) poetry had been deeply invested in the preservation of the moral 
and political order, an ethos amply evident in Braj courtly literature, as well.63

Keshavdas's manifestly classicist approach to literary matters may have been 
RSHUDWLQJ�RQ�PRUH�WKDQ�RQH�OHYHO��$V�PXFK�DV�WKH�SRHW
V�VÃPÃQ\D�DODNÃUDV�DUH�
an induction into the Sanskrit aesthetic universe, they also speak to the self-
fashioning strategies of the Bundela kings, an arriviste clan that was starting to 
come into its own under Mughal rule. The Indian tradition produced no more 
potent symbol of political authority than 5ÃPUÃM\D, making the adoption of this 
imagery into one's aesthetic program an obvious choice for kings, and their 
court poets. The erasure of contemporaneity in favor of the mythic may also 
have been a face-saving measure for a court that was still struggling with its loss 
of independence during the previous generation.
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 (p.44) 5ÃPUÃM\D and 5ÃPEKDNWL
Keshavdas's third and least known UíWLJUDQWK, the &KDQGPÃOÃ (Garland of 
prosody, 1602), rounds out the poet's interest in literary theory with a 
particularly avid focus on timeless 5ÃPÃ\DאD themes. The short work, 
comprising just two chapters, covers the two basic metrical subdivisions of 
YÃUאLN and PÃWULN (in technical terms, the syllabic and moraic forms of prosody) 
in a series of definitions, illustrating each one with a verse, usually about 
Rama.64 It is the first known treatise on Brajbhasha metrics.65 Keshavdas 
attempted a systematic classification of the meters, dramatically expanding the 
repertoire of vernacular verse forms. Perhaps he wrote the work as a series of 
lectures for Indrajit, Pravin Ray, or another student. His educational mission is 
FOHDUO\�VWDWHG�LQ�WKH�RSHQLQJ� ÃNDYL) to be ableEKÃ���ZDQW�DOO�YHUQDFXODU�SRHWV,ފ�
to understand readily the complexities of metrics. That is why I wrote this 
EHDXWLIXO�ERRN66ދ� The &KDQGPÃOÃ is fully consistent with Keshavdas's overall 
mission to refine Brajbhasha so that vernacular poets would be able to speak as 
elegantly as their classical predecessors.

It has been proposed that the &KDQGPÃOÃ served as a companion work to 
Keshavdas's 5ÃPFDQGUDFDQGULNÃ (Moonlight on Ramacandra), a remarkable Braj 
5ÃPÃ\DאD completed during the previous year.67 More than half of the 
&KDQGPÃOÃ's example verses are taken verbatim from the epic. The 

5ÃPFDQGUDFDQGULNÃ, for its part, evinces a profound interest in new metrical 
forms, strengthening the connection between the two texts. Whereas Tulsi's 
slightly earlier and more famous 5ÃPFDULWPÃQDV was composed predominantly 
in familiar GRKÃs and FDXSDíVɦ��.HVKDYGDV�XVHG�PHWHUV�WKDW�KDG�QHYHU�EHIRUH�
been seen in Hindi literature (and some have never been seen since). In the 
LQWURGXFWRU\�FKDSWHU�WKH�SRHW�VWDWHV�KLV�PLVVLRQ�H[SOLFLWO\��8VLQJ�DQ�DEXQGDQFHފ�
of meters, I will describe the moonlight of Lord Rama, whose constant radiance 
DQLPDWHV�WKH�ZRUOG�DW�ZLOO68ދ�

The introduction to 5ÃPFDQGUDFDQGULNÃ contains further clues about the poet's 
approach to his subject matter. Valmiki, the famed author of the Sanskrit 
5ÃPÃ\DאD, appears to Keshavdas in a dream. When asked about the secret to 
happiness (VXNKDVÃUD), Valmiki instructs Keshavdas in the benefits of chanting 
Rama's name. The Braj poet then becomes a devotee of Rama (karyo 
UÃPDFDQGUDMĭ�LD) and is inspired to write his own vernacular 5ÃPÃ\DאD. This 
episode seems to signal both a religious epiphany and a literary one. The events 
described also constitute an almost-classic topos of vernacular inauguration, 
with Keshavdas's Braj 5ÃPÃ\DאD being authorized by the premier poet of the 
Sanskrit tradition. One ÃGL�NDYL (first poet) passes the baton to another.69

 (p.45) Keshavdas shows himself to be fully worthy of Valmiki's charge. Already 
VWULNLQJ�IRU�LWV�SURVRGLF�LQQRYDWLRQނDV�ZDV�9DOPLNL
V�RZQ 5ÃPÃ\DאD, which 
DUWIXOO\�SXUSRUWHG�WR�LQYHQW�YHUVLILHG�ODQJXDJH�DV�VXFKނWKH 5ÃPFDQGUDFDQGULNÃ
is the work of a master poet able to manipulate rasas and DODNÃUDs to beautiful 
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and sophisticated expressive effect. Keshavdas has taken a page out of his own 

UíWLJUDQWK, so to speak, and here Brajbhasha literature is enriched with the 
fullest complement of Sanskrit aesthetics. The 5ÃPFDQGUDFDQGULNÃ can be 
considered the first major Braj experiment with the Sanskrit PDKÃNÃY\D (courtly 
epic) style. There are certainly lively, action-packed scenes where Keshavdas 
moves the plot forward, but he also takes his time over the course of thirty-nine 
cantos, pausing to describe a forest or a moonrise in prodigious detail, or to 
linger lovingly over Rama's divine form in a ĝLNK�QDNK (head-to-toe description). 
This is rasa-filled poetry of supreme beauty.70 It manages to be distinguished like 
Sanskrit while preserving the immediacy and vigor of a more colloquial style. 
Keshavdas ranges across different meters and registers, giving the work a rich 
texture characteristic of the greatest Sanskrit court poetry.

The 5ÃPFDQGUDFDQGULNÃ was something entirely unprecedented in Brajbhasha, 
and yet this text's newness is in harmony with the perspectives and themes of 
the poet's earlier UíWLJUDQWKV��,W�LVނDQG�WKLV�VHHPV�WKH�RQO\�FRUUHFW�WHUPނD�
neoclassical work, which reflects Keshavdas's consummate scholarship and 
deliberate cultivation of a refined style based on Sanskrit models. Although the 

5ÃPFDQGUDFDQGULNÃ is suffused with the exemplary royal themes that the Valmiki
5ÃPÃ\DאD epitomizes, it is at the same time a powerful work of bhakti literature. 
Valmiki's instruction to Keshavdas that he worship Rama clearly did not go 
unheeded. Whatever personal inclinations the poet may have had, a directive 
from the work's probable patron Raja Indrajit, known to have been a devotee of 
Rama, was also no doubt an important factor in Keshavdas's choice of subject 
matter.71 The realms of NÃY\D and bhakti are far from incompatible, as 
Keshavdas had already established in his 5DVLNSUL\Ã.72

The 5ÃPFDQGUDFDQGULNÃ naturally invites comparison to Tulsi's 5ÃPÃ\DאD, 
written in Avadhi (Eastern Hindi) nearly thirty years earlier, when Braj had not 
yet become the dominant literary language (Tulsi would himself show a 
preference for Brajbhasha later in his career). Whether or not the poets ever 
met, the Hindi literary tradition, which recorded various supposed conversations 
between the two famous authors, clearly feels they should have.73 Although not 
QHFHVVDULO\�GRFXPHQWLQJ�VRPHWKLQJ�WKDWފ�UHDOO\�KDSSHQHGދ��VXFK NLYDGDQWL\Ã
(folk legends), as they are called in Hindi, comprise a domain of cultural memory 
that evokes contestations within different vernacular literary spaces during this 
generation. While the two epics do have bhakti in common, their aesthetic 
profiles and intended audiences are distinct. Tulsidas hardly eschews  (p.46) 
rhetorical finery in the manner that he claimed, but he is less interested in NÃY\D
as art than in conveying a profound spiritual message to holy men and devotees. 
Keshavdas's rendition of the Rama story, in contrast, is foremost a literary 
enterprise intended for delectation by a king, albeit a devout one.
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A New Kind of Politics
Keshavdas's next work, 9íUVLKGHYFDULW (Deeds of Bir Singh Deo,74 1607) is 
another monumental poem in the author's signature PDKÃNÃY\D style. Here the 
poet exhibits extraordinary versatility, shifting from the timeless mytho-epic 
landscape to a new concern with aestheticizing contemporary kingly grandeur. 
The title of the work proclaims its affiliation with the genre of the courtly carita, 
an idealized biography of a king or other exemplary figure. In this case, the king 
was Keshavdas's new patron, and Orchha's new ruler, Bir Singh Deo Bundela.

The late sixteenth-century Mughal takeover of Orchha had catapulted the 
kingdom into a new constellation of political relationships. The Bundela rulers 
ZHUH�KHQFHIRUWK�H[SRVHG�QRW�RQO\�WR�WKH�0XJKDOV�3އHUVLDQDWH�ZD\V�EXW�DOVR�WR�D�
transregional Rajput courtly culture that was evolving in dialogue with the 
Mughal imperial system. No longer a frontier outpost in the tribal lands of 
central India controlled by spurious Rajputs (as western Rajputs and, in later 
days, the British characterized them) or jungle robbers (as Badauni, the 
famously crotchety historian of Akbar's reign, viewed them), Orchha had begun 
to garner more recognition as a courtly center.75

After Madhukar Shah died in 1592, his eldest son Ram Shah was entitled to the 
throne in accordance with primogeniture, while the other brothers, such as 
Keshavdas's earlier patron Indrajit, were to maintain their apportioned estates. 
But Orchha's royal succession did not unfold according to an orderly plan. Bir 
Singh Deo, the sixth of Madhukar's eight sons, rebelled repeatedly against Ram 
Shah and Ram Shah's overlord, Emperor Akbar himself. When at the turn of the 
seventeenth century Prince Salim became estranged from his father, Akbar, he 
sparked his own rebellion of sorts, setting up a competing court in Allahabad. At 
this juncture, Bir Singh strategically threw in his lot with the younger 
generation, and he earned the future emperor's undying gratitude in 1602 for 
his assassination of Abu al-Fazl, a close friend and advisor of Akbar, and a 
powerful courtier who Prince Salim feared was a direct impediment to his 
political success. When Akbar died in 1605 and Salim acceded to the throne as 
Emperor Jahangir, he was now in a position to reward the Orchha rebel. Bir 
Singh effectively usurped the throne from his elder brother Ram Shah, not as an 
illegitimate jungle robber but with the backing of an imperial edict.

 (p.47) Whereas Raja Madhukar Shah had resisted Mughal authority to the 
point of frequent insurrection, his son Bir Singh Deo Bundela became an active, 
and more reliable, player in the new PDQDEGÃUí system, the now-dominant 
Mughal political and military regime of service to the emperor.76 Having 
arrogated to himself the Orchha throne under unseemly circumstances, Bir 
Singh set about refurbishing his reputation in a variety of ways. In fashioning his 
royal self-image he drew upon the classical past, but his political aesthetic also 
included a judicious assemblage of new Vaishnava, Mughal, and pan-Rajput 
styles. His court maintained the interest in bhakti that had been cultivated under 
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his father. This reached its apogee in 1614, when the king embarked on a stately 
pilgrimage to the Braj PD֖אDO, which he marked with great fanfare by the 
ancient kingly ritual (a practice also recently adopted by the Mughals) of 
distributing his weight in gold.77 Known more as a builder than a bhakta, Bir 
Singh was far more ostentatious than Madhukar Shah, sponsoring major 
architectural projects at Orchha, the new city of Datiya that he founded, and 
further afield. His Keshavdev temple in Mathura was described by Jean-Baptiste 
7DYHUQLHU��D�(XURSHDQ�YLVLWRU�WR�WKH�0XJKDO�FRXUW�LQ�WKH�QH[W�JHQHUDWLRQ��DVފ�RQH�
RI�WKH�PRVW�VXPSWXRXV�EXLOGLQJV�LQ�DOO�,QGLD78ދ� He was also heralded in other 
Mughal-period sources for his munificence at the site of the famous 
Vishveshvara temple in Banaras.79

Bhakti was both a spiritual and a political resource for many Rajput kings. 
Building monuments at home, such as the Chaturbhuj temple begun by 
Madhukar Shah and renovated by Bir Singh Deo, or the VDPÃGKL (memorial) 
erected by the latter to the bhakti poet Hariram Vyas in 1618, was an important 
public gesture of piety that served a local constituency; undertaking lavish 
architectural patronage in the Braj region was an active commitment to the 
idiom of empire, one completely new to the age (it was notably absent from the 
reign of Madhukar Shah). In building at Mathura, Bir Singh adopted a type of 
royal behavior consistent with expectations for elite officers in the Mughal 
PDQDEGÃUí system as typified by Man Singh Kachhwaha, Akbar's leading Rajput 
ally. During this period, Rajput kings frequently sponsored architectural projects 
that gave visual shape to the imperial presence.80 Akbar's commitment to 
religious pluralism meant that Hindu places of worship in the Braj PD֖אDO were 
also supported by the Mughal state, as in the case of Man Singh's most famous 
building, the Govindadeva temple at Vrindavan (1590), which despite being a 
Hindu house of worship drew on the visual vocabulary of Akbar's recent 
constructions at Fatehpur Sikri, linking a Vaishnava monument to the very seat 
of power.81 The Chaturbhuj temple at Orchha, to which Keshavdas devotes an 
entire canto in his 9íUVLKGHYFDULW, is in a related architectural style that shows 
awareness of Mughal registers (figure 1.2).82 Vaishnava  (p.48)

architecture, whether built on 
one's own territory or far away, 
was a statement not only about 
piety but also, and profoundly, 
about politics. Bir Singh Deo 
Bundela acclimated fully to the 
new expectations for PDQDEGÃUs 
under Mughal rule, even, it has 
been suggested, usurping some of 
the considerable limelight that 
had accrued to the Kachhwaha 
dynasty of Amber under Man 
Singh.83
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figure 1.2  Chaturbhuj temple, Orchha

Courtesy of Edward Rotharb

While the Orchha court of Bir 
Singh's day is relatively well 
known for its architectural 
contributions to the 
KGHYFDULWhis reign also has a literary legacy. The 9íUVL 84ދ�WRSRJUDSK\�RI�SRZHUފ
that he commissioned from Keshavdas was an extraordinary literary assignment, 
executed at an extraordinary political moment. The date of the work closely 
coincides with Bir Singh's formal accession to the Orchha throne.85 It is an 
elaborate literary, moral, and political argument about Bir Singh's fitness to rule, 
conceived at a time when this claim would have seemed most dubious to a 
FRQWLQJHQW�RI�KLV�%XQGHOD�FRPSDWULRWVނDQG��DV�ZH�RFFDVLRQDOO\�GHWHFW�LQ�WKH�
narrative, to the poet himself.

Whatever his occasional misgivings about his subject matter, Keshavdas took to 
his writerly task with dedication, composing thirty-three cantos about his new 
patron in the type of NÃY\D style he had been honing to perfection in the 

5ÃPFDQGUDFDQGULNÃ, while also drawing on a long tradition of SUDĝDVWL (political 
poetry) from Sanskrit. The work is also one of the earliest examples of  (p.49) 
Braj historical poems that can be traced to the Mughal period: roughly the first 
third comprises a fairly factual account of known historical events, with a special 
emphasis on the competition between Bir Singh and Ram Shah for the Orchha 
throne. That Keshavdas was actually a witness to much of what he describes is 
not in doubt. In several places he inserts himself into the narrative as a 
spectator and even as a political advisor.86

What immediately strikes a modern reader is that the reality of Orchha politics 
was far from consonant with the classical ideals of kingly literary representation 
WKDW�.HVKDYGDV
V�JHQUH�UHTXLUHG��KLVފ�KHURދ�%LU�6LQJK�GLG�QRW�DOZD\V�EHKDYH�VR�
heroically, nor were the ostensible villains (his elder brother, Ram Shah, and 
Emperor Akbar) so unequivocally villainous. Whereas the 5ÃPFDQGUDFDQGULNÃ
featured none other than Rama, the paragon of kingly behavior, it must have 
been considerably more challenging to transpose the treachery and bloodshed of 
recent Orchha history into the utopian domain of classical courtly NÃY\D. As 
though precisely to set the stage for making sense of this moral confusion, the 
poet's frame story features a VDYÃG between the personified character traits of 
'ÃQD (Generosity) and Lobha (Greed). The dialogue foreshadows the impropriety 
of brotherly strife and the greed for political power, which become as recurring 
problems in the 9íUVLKGHYFDULW just as they had in the Bundela kingdom. These 
issues are first raised by Greed, and appropriately so:

I am all confused upon hearing of this new kind of politics
(UÃMDQíWL�\DKD�QDí)87.
One hears that a father may bear two sons,
and both may grow to be law-abiding and dutiful.
%XW�,އYH�QHYHU�KHDUG�RI�D�FDVH�ZKHUH�ERWK�VRQV�FDQ�EH�NLQJ�
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([SODLQ�WR�PH�ZKDW�KDSSHQHGނZKR�ORVW��DQG�ZKR�HPHUJHG�
victorious?88

In writing of the struggles between Ram Shah and Bir Singh, Keshavdas is 
constantly forced to confront tensions between describing the imperfections of 
the political intrigues he observed and adhering to the idealizing modes 
demanded by the carit genre. The text is replete with telling inversions of NÃY\D
ideals. Keshavdas's manipulation of traditional 5ÃPÃ\DאD imagery is a case in 
point: instead of evoking the moral perfection and adulation of epic themes, it 
often creates a sense of dramatic irony.

Brotherly VHYÃ (service) is one of the core moral concerns of Valmiki's epic, as 
when Lakshmana follows Rama to the forest, or Bharata adamantly refuses the 
Ayodhya throne upon hearing of his mother Kaikeyi's deception.89 Keshavdas's 
rendering of the power struggle between Ram Shah and Bir Singh draws 
unmistakably upon the dramatic section of his 5ÃPFDQGUDFDQGULNÃ in which 
Bharata  (p.50) meets his revered elder brother shortly upon the latter's exile. 
When Bharata goes to find Rama in the forest, he is accompanied by a full 
retinue, and Rama's party at first thinks that the younger prince has come with 
hostile intentions. In the classical 5ÃPÃ\DאD story, the misconception is quickly 
cleared up. The brothers are happily, if briefly, reunited before Bharata agrees to 
act as Rama's regent and dutifully takes his elder brother's sandals with him 
back to Ayodhya as token of the rightful king's royal presence. This is where 
Keshavdas's 9íUVLKGHYFDULW diverges crucially from the epic, a narrative 
departure that would have been lost on no one hearing the text in Orchha. 
Keshavdas describes the younger brother Bir Singh approaching Ram Shah's 
palace in almost exactly the same terms as in the Bharata-Rama scene of the 

5ÃPFDQGUDFDQGULNÃ.90 But, in a complete inversion of the 5ÃPÃ\DאD storyline, 
the junior Orchha prince incites war against his elder brother and succeeds in 
usurping the throne. For Keshavdas, classical literary modes were a powerful 
vehicle for processing contemporary historical events and measuring them 
against the sanctioned cultural models of the past. The parallels he draws 
throughout this scene between his own kings and Rama and Bharata (or, 
perhaps more accurately, the contrasts he highlights) serve as a telling comment 
on the power relations of his own day.

This problem of contemporary politics conflicting with lofty literary ideals is 
similarly pronounced when Keshavdas recounts Bir Singh's gruesome 
assassination of Abu al-Fazl, the eminent Mughal intellectual and adviser of 
Akbar. It is true that high NÃY\D norms prescribe a QÃ\DND who is a fearsome 
opponent on the battlefield. But in no UíWLJUDQWK is it written that he should be an 
assassin. Keshavdas, ever the masterful writer and tactful courtier, handles this 
hitch in the real-life story through deft characterization and careful manipulation 
of the emotional tenor of the relevant scenes. In a prefatory dialogue, Bir Singh 
tries to dissuade Prince Salim from insisting on this rash and abhorrent 
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undertaking, allowing Keshavdas's hero to accrue some readerly goodwill.91

When the inevitable murder scene takes place, the poet glosses over it as 
quickly as possible, and a string of eulogies divert attention away from the 

QÃ\DND, emphasizing Abu al-Fazl's noble demeanor, his bravery in battle, even 
KLV�VXSSRUW�IRU�%UDKPDQVނDOO�WHUPV�RI�KLJK�SUDLVH�LQ�WKH�FODVVLFDO�OLWHUDU\�
imagination. This temporary moral elevation of Abu al-Fazl above Keshavdas's 
own patron culminates in an entire subsequent canto devoted to Akbar's grief at 
the loss of his dear friend.92

When Keshavdas celebrates the dignity and bravery of Sheikh Abu al-Fazl or 
lingers over Akbar's sorrow, he skillfully builds narrative tension and drama, but 
one suspects that far more is involved here than simply issues of literary mood 
or compositional strategy. Were these poetics a critique of his patron's  (p.51) 
politics? Or was the poet giving voice to a terrible disquiet Bir Singh himself may 
KDYH�IHOW�ZKHQ�IRUFHGނDQG�DV�D�VXERUGLQDWH�ZKR�GHSHQGHG�RQ�WKH�JRRGZLOO�RI�
WKH�HPSHURU�WR�EH��KH�PXVW�KDYH�IHOW�IRUFHGނWR�FDUU\�RXW�WKH�DVVDVVLQDWLRQ"�
What is certain is that the text's probing, almost-modernist manipulation of 
traditional themes, its rejection or at least undercutting of the more typological 
NÃY\D characterizations, are perfect for bringing to the fore the complex moral 
shades demanded by a new kind of politics.

Royal Affirmation
Beginning in canto fifteen of the carit, Keshavdas takes a new tack. He abandons 
his concern with emotionally layered realism to embark on a different type of 
literary mission: illustrating through lush poetic imagery the proposition that Bir 
Singh is, in fact, a perfect king. Notably absent are the moments of authorial 
ambivalence that cast their shadow over the earlier part of the work. It is as 
though Bir Singh's definitive victory over his brother Ram Shah and Jahangir's 
support for the junior Orchha prince require a new, unambiguous tone of royal 
affirmation.

We are returned to the frame story: Generosity and Greed set out to visit Bir 
6LQJK
V�FDSLWDO�DW�2UFKKD��QHZO\�QDPHGފ�-DKDQJLUSXU93ދ� and hundreds of verses 
on the king's realm and moral perfection follow. As these two characters stroll 
through the Bundela territories, they praise everything in sight, beginning, it 
bears mentioning, with Bir Singh's architectural achievements. While 
Keshavdas's text is not devoid of realism in its detailing of Bir Singh's well-
known contributions to the built environment of Bundelkhand,94 the emphasis is 
generally not so much on specific details as on pure, aestheticized description. 
Consider the following account of Bir Sagar, the man-made lake constructed by 
the king (and keep in mind the ferocious heat of an Indian summer):

When Generosity and Greed set out to visit Jahangirpur [Orchha]
WKH\�VDZ�D�KXJH�DUUD\�RI�IRUWV��WRZQV��DQG�YLOODJHVނ
how could I possibly recount all their names?
They saw gladdening lakes and rivers as they approached Bir Sagar.
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Seeing the magnificent lake,
they sought the right terms for describing it.
It gives such pleasure on earth, this body of water!
It is marvelous, clear, vast, and profound in its depths.
 (p.52) It is home to blossoming flowers,
as though lighting up the sky with stars.
It is a place of sheer coolness,
where the heat of summer is forbidden entry:
abode of scents, a place of beauty, effacer of the world's cares,
like the goddess Chandika in its dark hue.
The tall waves are a cluster of clouds
releasing their spray in the wind;
at sunset the water takes on a red quality,
waves shimmering like lightning, dispelling the sorrow of men's 
hearts.
Night and day peacocks dance in all directions,
animated by the mist of the lake;
WKH�ORWXVHV�EORRP��WKHLU�ZKLWH�OXVWHU�OLNH�PRRQOLJKW95ޔ�

Although Keshavdas's poetry commends a real-life charitable action on the part 
of the king in the domain of waterworks,96 the larger argument of the text is that 
Bir Singh's kingdom is paradisiacal. It is a protective realm where all 
unpleasantness, like the grueling hot summer of the Indian midlands, is filtered 
RXW��LW�LV�D�MR\IXO�SODFHފ��HIIDFHU�RI�WKH�ZRUOG
V�FDUHVނދD�SUHFLVH�DQDORJXH�RI�WKH�
expectations the subjects would have for the efficacy of Bir Singh's rule.

The same logic informs the poet's expansive treatment of the king's daily 
routine, a small portion of which is excerpted here:

Bir Singh bathed in Ganges water and honored all the gods.
He heard the SXUÃאDs recited, and gave the gift of a cow
before taking his meal.
After eating, he went into the women's quarters to take pleasure.
He then climbed to the jewel-studded terrace,
looking out in joy at the forest expanse.
Bir Singh saw the mango trees in bloom, and felt the gentle Malabar 
wind as it picked up.
The budding mangoes were like the limbs of the god of love
or a fluttering banner woven of rope.
The charming clove vines swayed,
alive with bees stirred in their passions.
The beautiful cuckoos cooed gently,
as though delivering a message from spring.
Then the king looked over at the festival pavilion,
and accompanied by beautiful women he went to hear the special 
program.
 (p.53) The drums of Kamadeva resounded in victory,
DOO�ZHUH�VWHHSHG�LQ�ORYH
V�PDJLF97ޔ�
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The poet expatiates almost reverently upon a combination of his patron's 
religious duties (listening to didactic recitations, the donation of a cow to a 
Brahman) and the idyllic vinoda (royal diversions) that foreground his personal 
EHDXW\�DQG�FKDULVPD��7KLV�GHSDUWXUH�IURP�WKH�VWRU\OLQHނIURP�DQ\�UHDO�IRFXV�RQ�
WKH�DFWLRQV�DQG�FRQYHUVDWLRQV�RI�WKH�FKDUDFWHUVނLQ�IDYRU�RI�SXUH��RUQDWH�
description has a long history in Sanskrit PDKÃNÃY\D and, as in Keshavdas's own 

.DYLSUL\Ã, poets are enjoined to dilate upon the perfections of a king's 
personhood and dominions not necessarily in terms of what they observe with 
their own eyes but with time-tested imagery that draws on an established 
rhetoric of royal description.98

Since the invention of Sanskrit NÃY\D early in the first millennium, kingliness had 
always evoked, and perhaps required, an elaborate idiom; poetry was the 
rhetorical embodiment of moral and political competence. Similarly, in 
Keshavdas's vernacular poem, canto after canto celebrates in painstaking detail 
every aspect of the majesty of King Bir Singh and the bounty of the land over 
which he rules. Following immediately upon the more action-packed, realistic 
opening, these leisurely descriptive cantos construct a perfect king in 
accordance with classical norms, from whom the stains of an earlier political 
coup and murder have been washed completely. The point is driven home at the 
very end of the work by a long excursus into UÃM\DĝUí and UÃMDGKDUPD, royal 
luster and royal norms, where a healthy dose of Sanskrit verses helps to 
underscore the political message.99

It can take real effort for a modern reader to understand how and why this type 
of poetry works and matters. The complexities of UíWL literature, with its reliance 
on Sanskrit expressive techniques and classical courtly imagery, are often 
shunned as ornate and overdone. We miss the point entirely, however, if we 
cannot understand how critical it is to the logic of this text that these cantos are 
here, and that their form (and what may appear to unaccustomed modern 
readers as an almost painful wordiness) is inseparable from their content. For 
this section, far from being a superfluous addition pasted into the narrative or a 
mere sycophant's participation in the distasteful legitimizing of political power, 
is a rich, sensory celebration of the kind of courtliness the Bundela kings were 
aspiring to cultivate in this period. The question of cultural cachet was indeed no 
small one for the Bundelas, whom other Rajputs initially spurned as low-caste 
upstarts. Tapping into the prestige of the Mughals through strategic alliance, as 
Bir Singh Deo so adroitly did, was one method of redressing their social 
disadvantages. Sponsoring art, literature, and intellectual life was  (p.54) 
another. Nor was Keshavdas the sole participant in the king's multi-staged royal 
self-fashioning. The 9íUDPLWURGD\D, which at a verse count of two hundred 
thousand is twice the size of the 0DKÃEKÃUDWD and the largest work of 
GKDUPDĝÃVWUD ever composed, was produced slightly later at the same court by 
Mitra Mishra, a Brahman whose family, like that of Keshavdas, had recently been 
drawn to Orchha from Gwalior.100 Whether proclaimed through architecture, in 
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a Brajbhasha literary work, or in a Sanskrit treatise on religious and social 
behavior, this prodigious interest in the classical codes of kingship and a 
penchant for cultural superlatives proclaimed Bir Singh's status both at home 
and in greater Hindustan.

The Wisdom of Old Age
Bir Singh, like his famous court poet, was a man of wide-ranging ability and 
taste. If the products of his patronage are any sure guide, he was a real 
connoisseur of architecture and literature, versed in the classical law books of 
kings, but also keenly interested in spirituality. His public displays of bhakti in a 
royal idiom have already been mentioned, but some of his commissions were 
also evidently for more private consumption. Such is the case with Keshavdas's 

9LM³ÃQJíWÃ (The rise of wisdom moon), a Braj adaptation of Krishna Mishra's 

Prabodhacandrodaya (Rise of the moon of enlightenment), a Sanskrit allegorical 
play originally written at the Chandella court in the eleventh century.101 The 
9LM³ÃQJíWÃ is a staid work, a mouthpiece for the Indian philosophical system of 
Vedanta distinctly different in tone from the lighthearted treatment of Krishna 
and the JRSís in the 5DVLNSUL\Ã or the royal majesty that infuses the 

5ÃPFDQGUDFDQGULNÃ. Contributing to the sober atmosphere is a liberal sprinkling 
of untranslated Sanskrit quotations from powerhouse texts like the %KDJDYDGJíWÃ
and <RJDYÃVLKD. As in the 9íUVLKGHYFDULW, when the poet needs to get serious 
about dharma, Sanskrit is the medium of choice.

Despite the unmistakably learned style, here too the pandit does not fail to 
signal his identity as a vernacular writer, this time mixing his familiar posture of 
GLIILGHQFH�ZLWK�D�PRUH�IRUWKULJKW�VWDWHPHQW�DERXWނDOPRVW�D�GHIHQVH�RIނKLV�
choice:

He [Kashinatha Mishra] had a son named Keshavray,102 a slow-witted 
Hindi poet, who created the Discourse on Wisdom, source of highest bliss. 
Gods compose in the language of the gods [Sanskrit] and Nagas in the 
language of serpents [Prakrit]. Since I am a man, I wrote the Discourse on 
Wisdom in the language of men, drawing on the  (p.55) authority of the 

*íWÃ (QDUD�KRL�QDUDEKÃÃ�NDUí�JíWÃ�M³ÃQD�SUDPÃQL). I have written in Bhasha 
so that even a fool can grasp the hidden doctrine, measureless, 
unfathomable, without end. May the learned forgive any offense.103

Once again, the poet's assertions about his own slow-wittedness are not very 
FUHGLEOH��0DQ\�OHDUQHG�LQGLYLGXDOVނWKH�JRGV�6KLYD�DQG�6DUDVYDWL��WKH�VDJHV�
$JDVW\D�DQG�9DVLVKWKD��MXVW�WR�QDPH�D�IHZނIHDWXUH�LQ�WKH�QDUUDWLYH��EXW�
Keshavdas evidently considers his own advice to be far from trifling, writing 
himself into the story in the role of guru to the king. Bir Singh looks to 
Keshavdas for spiritual and moral guidance, some of which is dispensed through 
the poet's signature VDYÃGs, here staged between the gods as well as 
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personified character traits like PDKÃPRKD (Great Delusion) and viveka
(Discrimination).

We need not pause too long over the content of the text, which is essentially an 
encyclopedic work of wisdom literature directed toward the edification of his 
patron. But the 9LM³ÃQJíWÃ does serve as a useful reminder about the expressive 
range of not just Keshavdas but also the Brajbhasha language. By 1610, it was 
no longer primarily a medium of devotional songs; it had become the vehicle for 
the full range of literary forms, including scholarly treatises on aesthetics, the 
elevated themes of NÃY\D, local history, theology, and philosophy. The 9LM³ÃQJíWÃ
also helps to round out our knowledge of the multiple roles that Keshavdas 
played at the Orchha court. As the leading writer of his day, he was naturally 
called upon to celebrate the valor and worthiness of the Orchha kings; he taught 
the princes and courtesans the skills of poetry writing and connoisseurship; he 
EHDXWLILHG�HYHU\GD\�OLIH�ZLWK�KLV�YHUVHV��KH�FRQWULEXWHG�WR�KLV�SDWURQVއ noblesse
and royal self-presentation, a kind of early modern equivalent of a public 
relations manager; he reminded the king of his duties to his subjects with 
learned disquisitions on UÃMDGKDUPD; he also served as a spiritual mentor.104 In 
short, Brajbhasha poets, like their Persian and Sanskrit counterparts, were vital 
to the larger cultural economy of a court. The best poets were well-rounded 
literati who could write on diverse subjects and assist their patrons in various 
capacities.105

The 9LM³ÃQJíWÃ marks the end of Keshavdas's period of service to the Orchha 
dynasty. If the subtle criticisms of his patron that we detected in his 

9íUVLKGHYFDULW DUH�DQ\�LQGLFDWLRQ��SHUKDSV�KH�KDG�KDG�HQRXJK�RI�WKHފ�QHZ�NLQG�
RI�SROLWLFVދ�WKDW�KDG�VZHSW�WKURXJK�KLV�NLQJGRP�LQ�UHFHQW�GHFDGHV��2U�SHUKDSV�
he was just feeling the weight of his years and was ready to retire after a 
successful career spanning nearly three decades. This is the impression he gives 
in the closing of his work when he requests, and is granted, both the leave  (p.
56) DQG�WKH�UHVRXUFHV�WR�WDNH�XS�UHVLGHQFH�RQ�WKH�EDQNV�RI�WKH�*DQJHVނD�
retirement package of sorts, according to classical Hindu thinking.106

Keshavdas's Contact with the Mughal Court
Keshavdas did not retire at once, however. He stayed active long enough to write 
one more work: the -DKÃQJíUMDVFDQGULNÃ (Moonlight of the fame of Jahangir, 
1612). Clearly much had changed since he first took up the vocation of poet. 
While Keshavdas's 5DWQDEÃYDQí featured an Orchha prince leading his troops 
against the Mughals on the battlefield, his last work is a panegyric to the 
Mughal emperor set in Agra, the imperial city.

This text, like so much else in Keshavdas's life and works, naturally prompts the 
question of how much the poet had been exposed to Mughal court life. Bir 
Singh's close connections to Jahangir and to the imperial political establishment 
are well documented by Keshavdas, contemporary Persian writers, and the 
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figure 1.3  Jahangir Mandir, Orchha

Courtesy of Edward Rotharb

architectural record of his reign. One of the principal palace structures at 
Orchha, the Jahangir Mandir, is named after the emperor, and local residents 
today avow that the structure was built for an imperial visit (figure 1.3).107 Like 
other PDQDEGÃUs, Bir Singh was also often resident in Agra, where he built a 
house on the banks of the Yamuna River. Less clear is the extent of Keshavdas's 
own direct involvement with the Mughal court, and what evidence of such 
involvement might mean for how we understand the early development of UíWL
literature. Let us now weigh the available evidence.

Keshavdas does not directly reveal who commissioned the -DKÃQJíUMDVFDQGULNÃ, 
but despite the text's name, it was probably not the emperor himself. The most 
likely patron is a Mughal courtier, Iraj Shahnawaz Khan, which is suggested by 
the opening praise poems to Iraj; to his father, the famous general (and Hindi 
poet) Abdurrahim Khan-i Khanan; and to Iraj's grandfather Bairam Khan, who 
had served as Akbar's regent.108 A special relationship between Keshavdas and 
Iraj Khan is intimated in the introduction when the young amir approaches the 
wise elder poet seeking guidance.109 Further evidence from outside the text 
lends itself to a more precise hypothesis about its provenance. Knowing that 
-DKDQJLU�IDYRUHG�,UDM�ZLWK�WKH�WLWOH�6KDKQDZD]��ފVRRWKLQJ�WR�WKH�HPSHURUދ��.KDQ�
in 1612,110 the same year the -DKÃQJíUMDVFDQGULNÃ was written, suggests he 
commissioned the work as a way of showing his gratitude. If so, we need to 
seriously qualify our understanding of the place of Braj at the Mughal court and 
rethink the standard assessment about the exclusivity of Persian poetry in that 
milieu.111

 (p.57)

Select poems from the .DYLSUL\Ã
and the 9íUVLKGHYFDULW, in which 
Keshavdas mentions the Mughal 
aristocrat Birbal, a leading 
courtier of Akbar, are also 
pertinent to this discussion. The 
ZD\�WKHVH�DUH�SUHVHQWHGނLQ�FORVH�
proximity to verses about Raja 
Indrajit of Orchha, a known patron
�VXJJHVWV�D�VLPLODU�UHODWLRQVKLSނ
obtained in the case of Birbal:

And one day while they were 
in Prayag, Indrajit told 
Keshavdas to make a 
request. The poet said, 
�RUWXQDWH�RQH��VKRZ�\RXU(ފ
JUDFH�VR�WKDW�,�PD\�SDVV�P\�GD\V�ZLWKRXW�ZRUU\ދ�
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And Birbal, too, told Keshavdas to ask for his heart's desire. Keshavdas 
UHTXHVWHG0ފ��D\�QR�RQH�EORFN�PH�DW�FRXUWދ���PÃJ\R�WDED�GDUDEÃUD�PH�
�ދPRKL�QD�URNDL�NRLފ

Indrajit showed him kindness, considering him his guru. He washed his 
feet, and bestowed upon him twenty-one villages.112

Although his request of Indrajit was honored at once through a generous land 
grant, we do not know if Keshavdas ever got his wish from Birbal. But the nature 
of the wish itself is of interest: the poet's desire to have access to the court. In 
another cluster of verses from chapter six of the .DYLSUL\Ã that showcases the 
subject of GÃQD (generosity), he again mentions Birbal and Indrajit in tandem. 
The section concludes with SUDĝDVWLs to both, with the former eulogized as 
follows:

 (p.58) When Birbal passed away, there was a jubilee in Poverty's 
court.
The SDNKÃYDM drums of Evil began to play,
the conch shells of Grief resounded exuberantly, and kettledrums 
blared.
The house of kaliyuga was merry with the songs of Falsehood,
the tambourines of Fear, the pipes of Discord,
and the gongs of Disgrace.113

A later verse from the 9íUVLKGHYFDULW similarly commemorates Birbal's 
generosity.114 In an incident reported in the +LQGí�QDYUDWQD (Nine jewels, 1910), 
a work of Hindi literary criticism written a century ago by authors who gave 
more weight to oral traditions than many scholars of today, Keshavdas is said to 
have gone to Agra when Akbar became enraged with the poet's patron Indrajit, 
whereupon Birbal interceded to have a fine of 10 million rupees waived. As often 
with such NLYDGDQWL\Ã, it is difficult to access the factual truth of this episode 
(although one suspects that 10 million rupees is a rather inflated number for the 
late sixteenth century), but another kind of truth may lie buried in the very 
linkage between Indrajit and Birbal and, by extension, Keshavdas and Birbal.115

Since Birbal died in 1586, Keshavdas would have had to meet him at the very 
outset of his career, before he wrote even an early work like the 5DVLNSUL\Ã in 
1591. This is not impossible, of course, and the references to Birbal are real and 
need to be explained. And yet, if their acquaintance had been in any sense long-
lived or transformative, it would be hard to account for why there should 
otherwise be so very little in Keshavdas's extensive corpus to suggest Mughal 
contact.

Another vexing problem, albeit one hardly unique to Keshavdas's oeuvre, is how 
to construe his poetic signature. Hindi poets frequently signal their authorship 
by inserting their name, or some variant of it, into their verses. Keshavdas does 
not always include a signature, particularly in short verses such as the GRKÃ, 
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which do not leave much space for extraneous material. The FKÃS may be used to 
mark emphasis or to signal an ardent belief of the writer. Occasionally the FKÃS
DGGV�D�VSHFLDO�VHPDQWLF�UHVRQDQFH��DV�ZKHQފ�.HVKDYދ��ZKLFK�PHDQV�9LVKQX��
stands for both the poet and Krishna. As already mentioned, sometimes 
Keshavdas is himself present as a character in his own stories, and in such cases 
it can be hard to decide whether his poetic signature is intended to signal his 
actual speech or participation in events. To make matters more difficult, a 
leading PDQDEGÃU of the period who was routinely involved in Orchha-Mughal 
political negotiations was named Keshavdas (Maru), and sometimes the poet's 

FKÃS refers to him instead. At a heated moment during the Orchha succession 
struggle, for instance, when Bir Singh Deo is on the run and Indrajit is called to 
court, Keshavdas completes a GRKÃ  (p.59) ZLWK�WKH�SKUDVHފ�JDH�ÃJUH�
NHVDXGÃVD�7ދ�KLV�FRXOG�PHDQ�.HVKDYGDV��WKH�SRHW��ZHQW�WR�$JUD��2U�LW�FRXOG�
mean the PDQDEGÃU Keshavdas Maru went to Agra. Or the first two words, 
��FRXOG�VLPSO\�EH�WDNHQ�ZLWK�WKH�VXEMHFW�RI�WKH�SUHYLRXV�OLQHV��ZLWKދ�ZHQW�WR�$JUDފ
��EHLQJ�RQO\�D�VLJQDWXUH��,W�LV�QRW�DOZD\V�SRVVLEOH�WR�GHFLGH�WKHVHދHVKDYGDV.ފ
matters definitively; only when Keshavdas includes his surname Mishra (which 
he rarely does) is it an unambiguous indicator of his participation in the 
events.116 One thing is clear: the poet hardly foregrounded his experiences at 
the Mughal court. The very fact that it is so difficult to tell if he was even there 
suggests that either his life was not much touched by it, or he did not want to 
talk about the matter.

Nor is it easy to trace significant levels of Mughal exposure through his work. If 
he did spend some of his days surrounded by Persian writers or hearing the 
poetry of Rumi and Hafiz, he does not seem to have imbibed very much from 
WKHP��&HUWDLQO\�QRW�RQH�WR�HVFKHZ�OLWHUDU\�FKDQJHނDIWHU�DOO��FKRRVLQJ�WR�ZULWH�LQ�
%UDM�LQVWHDG�RI�6DQVNULW�ZDV�QRWKLQJ�LI�QRW�D�PRPHQWRXV�VKLIWނ.HVKDYGDV�ZURWH�
most of his SUDĝDVWL poetry, including his poetry to Iraj Khan and the emperor, in 
the same classicizing style he had cultivated in earlier NÃY\D works. Indeed, to 
look for an obvious measure of stylistic or thematic difference that would set 
DSDUW�OLWHUDU\�UHSUHVHQWDWLRQV�RI�D0ފ�XVOLPދ�(PSHURU�OLNH�-DKDQJLU�DQG�D�
 �NLQJ�OLNH�5DPD�RU�%LU�6LQJK�'HR�LV�WR�ORRN�LQ�YDLQ�117 The poet mostlyދLQGX+ފ
NHHSV�WR�WLPH�WHVWHG�LPDJHU\ނDV�ZKHQ�-DKDQJLU�LV�OLNHQHG�WR�5DPD�LQ�D�
somewhat-tired literary maneuver that underscores heroism and kingly 
perfection:

Seeing the moonlight of his deeds,
the generals of other emperors lose their courage.
The dread of Akbar's invincible son Emperor Jahangir
terrifies even Ravana.118

In keeping with Keshavdas's own prescriptions for kingly description, the 
emperor's realm is depicted not in terms of specific physical features like the 
ornamental gardens or architecture for which the Mughals were famous, but 
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through a range of stock literary tableaux and ancient Sanskrit-style rhetoric 
that conjure up the image of an almost-perfect moral commonwealth:

In Jahangir's cities the only thunderous sound is that of a storm 
rolling in
[i.e., never that of an attacking army].
 (p.60) There is no fear of calamity;
the only concern is to protect the populace from poverty and 
instability.
There is no illicit sex with improper women;
the only sneaking around is to attack an enemy fort.
The only inconstancy is in literary representations of emotion.
7KH�RQO\�WKHIW�LV�RI�RWKHUVއ�SDLQ�
The only land-grabber to be seen is Sheshanaga, holding up the 
earth.
The people are all able-bodied,
says Keshavdas,119 the only deformities
are the mazes of impenetrable labyrinthine fortresses.
On hilltops, all you see are temples [i.e., never warring rivals].
Jahangir's rule is ideal in every respect.

This last verse had appeared earlier with very minor variations in the .DYLSUL\Ã
(in the UÃM\DĝUíEKĭDאD section, where he instructs poets in constructing literary 
images of kingly glory). The original poem in the .DYLSUL\Ã had been about 
Rama, but in adapting the verse to his new Mughal context, Keshavdas 
FRQYHQLHQWO\�VXEVWLWXWHG�WKH�ZRUGފ�-DKÃJíUDދ�IRU5ފ�DJKXEíUDދ��KHUR�RI�WKH�
Raghu clan, an epithet of Rama).120 Modern Hindi critics are prone to viewing 
WKLV�NLQG�RI�OLWHUDU\�PDQHXYHU�DV�WKHފ�SUREOHP�RI UíWLދ�UXQ�DPRN��IDXOWLQJ�WKH�
laziness, conservatism, or shameless sycophancy of the Indian court poet. But to 
do so is to miss an all-important point: Keshavdas constructed, or could 
construct, images of Jahangir in this poetically rich, classicizing fashion because 
Mughal rule had become fully routinized and was entirely comprehensible to the 
poet within the traditional Sanskritic episteme of Hindu dharma and kingship.121

Despite its subject matter and its setting, the -DKÃQJíUMDVFDQGULNÃ is at its core a 
Hindu-centric text, even when it comes to depictions of Muslim lawmakers and 
Sufis. When a qazi (Islamic judge) gives Jahangir a benediction, it is to procure 
victory in the manner of Rama's sons Kusha and Lava; a sheikh likens the 
emperor's fierce might to that of the goddess Kali.122 The same scene has 
Jahangir engaging in SĭMÃ (ritual obeisance) to Hindu deities; for a brief moment 
it is as if the emperor stands before an idol in a Vrindavan temple rather than 
before his court in Agra: he lights incense, performs ÃUDWí (worship), and feeds 
and adorns the gods who have just manifested themselves in his presence.123

Quite apart from the fact that such a portrayal flies in the face of a report of a 
YLVLW�-DKDQJLU�LV�NQRZQ�WR�KDYH�SDLG�WR�9ULQGDYDQނLQ�ZKLFK�DOO�KH�FRXOG�GR�ZDV�
complain about the smell of the bats124ނVRPH�RI�WKH�0XVOLP�FRXUWLHUV�PLJKW�QRW�
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entirely have approved of these verses, which contravene the most basic Islamic 
proscriptions against idol worship. If Keshavdas knew something about Islam, it 
cannot be gauged from his writing.

 (p.61) There are only a few places in the -DKÃQJíUMDVFDQGULNÃ where 
Keshavdas's imagery diverges from the boilerplate styles with minor, yet telling 
adjustments to his habitually Sanskritized linguistic repertoire, providing a 
foretaste of the hybridity and multiculturalism that would become one of the 
defining features of later UíWL literature.125 Interlaced with the manifold Sanskrit 
epithets typical of NÃY\D are some unusual strings of Perso-Arabic words, as 
when Jahangir is addressed as ÃODPD�SDQÃKD�NXOOL�ÃODPD�NH�ÃGDPí (shelter of the 
world, man of the whole world), or his son Prince Khusrau is described as 

NKDODND�Ní�NKĭEí�NR�NKDMÃQR (treasure house of all earthly good qualities).126

These and other Persianized phrases did not flow naturally from Keshavdas's 
pen; in the context of his corpus, they are anomalous and seem carefully studied. 
The skilled manipulation of Perso-Arabic vocabulary, a gesture toward a new 
kind of Persianized Braj SUDĝDVWL VW\OH��KDV�WKH�HIIHFW�RI0ފ�XJKDOL]LQJދ�WKH�WH[W�

These smidgeons of Persian evoke the Mughal courtly environment, but they still 
do not say much about the extent of Keshavdas's involvement with Persianate 
culture and, again, they appear very late in his career. The poet does mention 
the GíYÃQ�L�NKÃV and GíYÃQ�Lކ�ÃP, assembly arrangements for elite and general 
members of the court, respectively. The text also includes SUDĝDVWL verses to 
more than twenty known princes, rajas, and members of the nobility.127 When 
8GD\��RQH�RI�WKH�PDLQ�FKDUDFWHUV��PDNHV�UHPDUNV�VXFK�DVފ��:KR�LV�WKH�
KDQGVRPH�NLQJ�WR�WKH�OHIW�RI�0DQ�6LQJK��WDONLQJ�WR�>3ULQFH@�3DUYH]"ދ�RQH�LV�
inclined to believe that Keshavdas did see with his own eyes some of what he 
describes. Perhaps Birbal granted his wish, after all.

Particularly tantalizing are a couple of verses at the very end of the work where 
Keshavdas inserts himself into the narrative. In a similar speech to the one in 
the 9LM³ÃQJíWÃ, the poet once again expresses his desire to retire to the banks of 
the Ganges and pursue a life of meditation. Jahangir tells Keshavdas that he is 
pleased with the compositions (WXYD�NDYLWÃ�VXNKD�SÃ\D) and rewards him 
handsomely.128 Should we see the doubling of these passages in works written 
just two years apart as mere literary formula, the poet's wishful thinking, or 
further corroboration of his retirement plan? As it turns out, Keshavdas was 
never to be heard from again.129 Perhaps he did indeed perform his poetry at the 
Mughal court and receive an emolument from the emperor (and Bir Singh Deo 
before him) sufficient to support some kind of retirement.

Conclusion
Keshavdas is rightly recognized as the first UíWL poet. This chapter has shown the 
extent to which his literary orientation supports such an assessment. To  (p.62) 
be sure, a major courtly vernacular tradition did not just come out of nowhere, 
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and a number of precedent factors contributed to the success of Keshavdas in 
this period. One condition of possibility was a long-standing tradition of Sanskrit 
NÃY\D WKDW�FRXOG�DFW�DV�D�ODQJXDJH�RIފ�VXSHUSRVLWLRQދ��E\�SURYLGLQJ�WKH�PRGHOV�WR�
emulate and the air of dignity that afforded a fledgling vernacular literature 
credibility.130 Keshavdas's family background made him the perfect candidate 
for establishing a new tradition of vernacular NÃY\D. The dispersal of the Tomar 
court by 1523 led his ancestors to Orchha, and he grew up immersed in the 
Sanskrit traditions that would help him to bring incomparable luster to both 
Hindi and the regional court that he served.

This was a heritage in which Keshavdas took considerable pride, even if he did 
QRW�FRQWLQXH�WKH�IDPLO\�WUDGLWLRQ��6DQVNULW�OHDUQLQJނSDUWLFXODUO\�OLWHUDU\�WKHRU\
�ZRXOG�LQIXVH�KLV�ZRUN�GHHSO\��EXW�VRPHWKLQJ�PXVW�KDYH�WULJJHUHG�LQ�.HVKDYGDVނ
the idea to write in Bhasha instead of the language of his forefathers. Access to 
the new bhakti styles that were popular in Vrindavan is certainly one 
explanation, particularly given the court's conversion to Vaishnavism and the 
association of Madhukar Shah with the pioneering Braj poet Hariram Vyas. 
While much of the earlier Braj corpus consisted of songs, several more formal 
texts anticipate the work of Keshavdas by a few decades. The +LWWDUDJLQí of 
Kriparam and Nanddas's 5DVPD³MDUí, two forerunners of the UíWLJUDQWK genre, 
had already paved some of the way toward the classicization and elaboration of 
Hindi literary culture that would characterize the oeuvre of Keshavdas, even if 
their work lacks the complexity and scale of his more comprehensive initiatives. 
Nanddas and his senior contemporary Hariram Vyas had adapted bhakti
scripture, especially the %KÃJDYDWDSXUÃאD, for new vernacular audiences, 
contributing to the development of Brajbhasha as a medium of formal writing. 
Hit Harivamsh, another Braj pioneer, used a heavily Sanskritized style for his 

pads, but the fact that he wrote some of his works in Sanskrit suggests that he 
did not place full confidence in Bhasha for all of his expressive needs.131

Keshavdas may have been familiar with two remarkable vernacular epics 
produced by Vishnudas in Gwalior during the fifteenth century: the 3Ã֖אDYFDULW
(Deeds of the Pandavas, 1435) and 5ÃPÃ\DאNDWKÃ (Ramayana tale, 1442). 
Although these texts bear no direct connection to Braj works of the sixteenth 
century and seem to have been mostly forgotten until the modern period, it is 
arresting to find more than a century before Keshavdas evidence of poetry in a 
similar Hindi dialect at the very court known to have been frequented by his 
ancestors.132 Nothing indicates that Keshavdas's forefathers ever wrote a word 
in the vernacular, but perhaps some latent sense of the potential for refined 
vernacular expression traveled with the Mishra family from Gwalior to its new 

 (p.63) home at the Orchha court, and helped to make the choice of Braj 
possible for Keshavdas in the late sixteenth century.
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Another domain of Gwaliyari heritage closely connected to forms of Brajbhasha 
courtly expression, although one of less relevance to Keshavdas specifically, is 
PXVLF��7KH�FRXUW�RI�0DQ�6LQJK�7RPDU��Uށ������������LV�DFFODLPHG�DV�WKH�SODFH�
where the prestigious genre of vocal music known as dhrupad was invented, and 
LWV�WUHPHQGRXV�DSSHDO�ZDV�D�PDMRU�IDFWRU�LQ�WKH�0XJKDO�UXOHUVއ�IDVFLQDWLRQ�ZLWK�
Brajbhasha and its literature.133 These same dhrupad styles have an early 
connection to bhakti singing traditions, too. In fact, a counterclaim ascribes the 
invention of dhrupad to Svami Haridas, already mentioned as one of the most 
important Braj authors of the early Vaishnava community. He is said to be not 
only its progenitor but also a teacher of Tansen, Akbar's famous court musician. 
$FFRUGLQJ�WR�RQH�VFKRODUފ��:KDW�VHHPV�PRUH�SUREDEOH�LV�WKDW�WKH\�ZHUH�
contemporaries who had, directly or indirectly, learned to sing dhrupad from 
PXVLFLDQV�DVVRFLDWHG�ZLWK�WKH�FRXUW�RI�WKH�7RPDU�UXOHUV�RI�*ZDOLRU134ދ� Whatever 
the truth about the origins of dhrupad, it is certain that the Tomar court was a 
fertile environment where new cultural possibilities were generated, with 
considerable relevance to both music and poetry of the period. Even if the 
compositions of Keshavdas never became a music tradition in the manner of 
bhakti songs, it is worth recalling how the poet celebrates the musical culture of 
Indrajit's court in the opening of his .DYLSUL\Ã.135

The rise of Mughal power is also partly responsible for creating new 
opportunities for vernacular court poets, and whatever antecedents one could 
trace in Gwalior or the Braj PD֖אDO, there is much more support for the idea that 
the Brajbhasha courtly style is a specifically Mughal-period enterprise. The 
second half of the sixteenth century during which Keshavdas came of age 
witnessed Akbar's long reign, helping to create the conditions under which Braj 
court culture could flourish. The trajectory of Keshavdas's career illustrates how 
Brajbhasha literature became a major presence in a widening arena of courtly 
life. It was making its debut as a cosmopolitan idiom, borrowing from Sanskrit 
but articulating courtliness in a new Bhasha mode. Keshavdas's Bundela patrons 
were an upwardly mobile dynasty concerned with asserting their status in an 
evolving Mughal state system. Their intense investment in the idiom of royal 
classicism, particularly in the case of Bir Singh Deo, spoke to these new cultural 
and political aspirations. Although still only inchoate in this period, UíWL literature 
signaled a new way of asserting Rajput values in a vernacular, if still largely 
Brahmanical, idiom. This Braj classicism was a courtly repertoire that dovetailed 
well with the cultural needs of the Bundelas circa 1600, and it would be 
cultivated by many a PDQDEGÃUí court later in the seventeenth century.136

 (p.64) To insist on a single beginning point for UíWL poetry is probably a fool's 
game. On the time line of Hindi literary history, its commencement is not a 
pinpoint but a longish line. Keshavdas himself might not have been in a position 
to state exactly what was new about his work and, as I stressed in the case of 
both the 5DVLNSUL\Ã and 5ÃPFDQGUDFDQGULNÃ, some of his poetry can be 
appreciated for both its bhakti and UíWL sensibilities. Nonetheless, to speak of 
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beginnings has some heuristic value; there are unquestionably elements in 
seventeenth-century Braj literary culture that were not there in the sixteenth 
century whether measured in formal features such as metrics or tropology or in 
genres, the larger ethos of the corpus, or the diversity of patronage contexts.

Nor can we discount the less measurable qualities of personal genius and 
creativity. Why is it that Keshavdas's works were avidly read and collected by the 
literati of early modern India while his brother Balabhadra Mishra, who was part 
of the same cultural environment and produced a couple of minor works in 
Brajbhasha, was largely forgotten?137 None of Keshavdas's ancestors was a poet. 
They were Sanskrit priests and scholars. It is not simply the availability of 
cultural resources like Sanskrit learning, the historical memory of courtly life at 
Gwalior, or Braj bhakti traditions that made Keshavdas's poetry possible; it is 
what he did with them. Orchha offered special intellectual resources, and 
Keshavdas drew upon them to extend literary culture in new directions.

This chapter has been primarily concerned with literary developments at the 
provincial kingdom of Orchha. In the wake of Keshavdas's innovations and 
without doubt in consequence of them, the world of Brajbhasha poetry expanded 
vastly. This is true in a geographical sense: UíWL poetry quickly became a desired 
commodity at courts throughout greater Hindustan. It is also true of 
Brajbhasha's expressive range, to which we now turn: to explore how the 
aesthetic power of this language, the cultural resonances it evoked, and the 
discursive spaces it enabled made it so suitable a vehicle for the tastes and 
aspirations of courtly patrons and poets across the wide expanse of Mughal 
India.

Notes:
(1.) The main sources for details about Keshavdas's ancestors are .DYLSUL\Ã, 
chap. 2; 5ÃPFDQGUDFDQGULNÃ, 1.4; 9LM³ÃQJíWÃ, 1.5.

(2.) R. S. McGregor is surely right to point out that Keshavdas's self-deprecating 
UHPDUNV�DUHފ�RQO\�QRPLQDOދ��������������,QGHHG��.HVKDYGDV�HOVHZKHUH�
contradicts his own professions of slow-wittedness, calling himself sumati (wise). 
See, for example, 9íUVLKGHYFDULW, 1.3. Other instances of this widespread Indic 
topos of literary incompetence are discussed in Pollock 2006: 320 n. 67, 395; 
Yashaschandra 2003: 578 n. 19. Examples by Keshavdas's contemporary 
Tulsidas include 5ÃPFDULWPÃQDV 1.9, 1.10, 1.100, 1.103 (the first of these is cited 
below).

(3.) Busch 2004.

��6HYHUDO�YDULDQWV�RI�WKLVދ�NĭSDMDOD��EKÃNKÃ�EDKDWÃ�QíUD (MÃQL\D��VNLULWD6Dފ��.4)
saying exist. For a published version inflected by Khari Boli, see Prakash 2006: 
55.
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(5.) Tulsi begins each canto of his 5ÃPFDULWPÃQDV with a series of prayers in 
Sanskrit. He also drew inspiration from the Sanskrit $GK\ÃWPDUÃPÃ\DאD. Other 
SRVVLEOHފ�GHYDYÃאíދ�VRXUFHV�LQFOXGH�WKH 3UDVDQQDUÃJKDYD and perhaps even the 

%KÃJDYDWDSXUÃאD for episodes pertaining to Rama's childhood. Lutgendorf 1991: 
7.

(6.) 5ÃPFDULWPÃQDV, 1.9. Cited by Vijaypal Singh (1998: 51); cf. Lutgendorf 1991: 
8. According to the authoritative Tulsi commentary 0ÃQDV�3í\ĭ (p. 190), the 
reference to writing on a blank page (NÃJDG�NRUH) carries the sense of a solemn 
oath made with a pure heart.

(7.) Alongside the Sanskrit precedents for Tulsi's oeuvre were two centuries of 
Sufi writing in Avadhi demonstrating a complex engagement with Indian 
aesthetic theory, which need to be seen as contributors to the intellectual and 
spiritual conversations that were giving rise to new modes of bhakti expression. 
See Entwistle 1987����ށ����GH�%UXLMQ 2005; Behl 2007.

(8.) On the reclamation of Braj and invention of many Vaishnava traditions in the 
sixteenth century, see Entwistle 1987��9���ށ����DXGHYLOOH 1996���JRRG$����ށ���
introduction to the early Braj literary milieu is Pauwels 2002����ށ��

(9.) The manuscript traditions of early Braj authors overwhelmingly attest to 
their use in performance (such signs are almost entirely lacking for UíWL texts). 
The primary organizing structure of the &DXUÃVí�SDG (Eighty-four verses) of Hit 
Harivamsh, for instance, is the UÃJ and the penchant for quatrains in a portion of 
the work points toward a connection to dhrupad (Snell 1991b: 312, 329 n. 1); on 
Sur, see Hawley 1984����ށ����RQ�+DULUDP�9\DV��VHH�3DXZHOV 2002��\����0DQށ���
hymns from the Sikh tradition are also associated with UÃJs (Mann 2001: 5).

(10.) On the Vallabhan appropriation of Surdas, see Hawley 1984����ށ��

(11.) Bryant 1982.

(12.) See Pinch 2002.

(13.) See +LWWDUDJLQí, v. 308 (noted in McGregor 1984: 124). Sudhakar Pandey 
(1969� 1999: 141) have also argued that���DQG�8PDVKDQNDU�3DWKDN���ށ���
Kriparam hailed from Orchha.

(14.) The chronogram yielding the figure 1541 has been disputed but, as R. S. 
McGregor notes, no argument has definitively disproven this early date (1984: 
124). A recent discussion of the dating of this text is Yadav 2008���ށ����

(15.) Pandey 1969: 43, 60.

(16.) Pauwels 2002�����ށ�������ށ� 'R�VDX�EÃYDQ�YDLאDYDQ�Ní�YÃUWÃ��SSށ�������� 
%KDNWDPÃO, p. 731.
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(17.) McGregor mentions both Gaudiya and Radhavallabhan influences (1984: 
������.ROII�VHHV�WKLV�SURFHVV�DV�DWWHQGHG�E\�D�QHZ�OHYHO�RIފ�SDUWLFLSDWLRQ�LQ�DOO�
,QGLD�FRQFHUQVދ�������������

(18.) Niemann 1983; Pauwels 1996. An even earlier vernacular %KÃJDYDWD in 
Avadhi is attributed to Lalach Kavi. See McGregor 1984����ށ����,�DP�JUDWHIXO�WR�
Francesca Orsini for the reference.

(19.) Entwistle 1987: 175; Gupta 2001���ށ���.ROII 2002: 121; Rotharb 2009: chap.
1.

(20.) Skirmishes between the Orchha ruler Bharatichand and Islam Shah Sur (r. 
���ށ�������DUH�PHQWLRQHG�E\�.HVKDYGDV�LQ .DYLSUL\Ã���ށ����

(21.) Madhukar Shah was forced to cede territory to the Mughals first in 1577 
and then again in 1588 (Entwistle 1987: 175, drawing on $NEDUQÃPDK). Badauni 
mentions him as a rebel from 1583 (0XQWDNKDE�DO�WDYÃUíNK������ށ������

(22.) There is some confusion about the exact number of Keshavdas's works, 
largely because the EÃUDK�PÃVD and QDNK�ĝLNK from the .DYLSUL\Ã (which form 
part of chapters 10 and 14, respectively) sometimes circulated independently. 
Keshavdas is credited with an additional ĝLNK�QDNK, a minor composition of 
twenty-eight verses, which Vishvanathprasad Mishra included in his 

.HĝDYJUDQWKÃYDOݸí, for a total of nine published works. See Mishra 1959a���ށ��

(23.) Ratnasena is described as the fourth son of Madhukar Shah in 

9íUVLGHYFDULW, 2.42. (The two places where Keshavdas lists the Orchha princes, 
9íUVLGHYFDULW������������FRQWDLQ�VRPH�GLVFUHSDQFLHVށ���������DQG .DYLSUL\Ãށ

(24.��5DPD�LV��VWUDQJHO\��FDOOHGފ�*RSDODދ�DW�ILUVW�DSSHDUDQFH� 5DWQDEÃYDQí, v. 8.

(25.) 5DWQDEÃYDQí, v. 9.

(26.) Ibid., v. 17.

(27.) Akbar commends Ratnasena's bravery in v. 52.

(28.) Heidi Pauwels (2009) has recently made a good case for correlating the 
events of the 5DWQDEÃYDQí FORVHO\�ZLWK�WKH�0XJKDO�LQYDVLRQ�RI�2UFKKD�RIށ�����
78, as reported in chapter 41 of Abu al-Fazl's $NEDUQÃPDK. McGregor (1984: 
�����ZDV�FRQWHQW�WR�VHH�WKH�ZRUN�DVފ�D�SRHWLF�H[HUFLVHދ�WKDW�GLG�QRW�DLP�IRU�
congruence with historical fact; Vijaypal Singh also viewed the work as more 
imaginative than realistic and an excellent specimen of poetry in the traditional 
YíUD�UDVD or martial style (1993: 64). Also see Gupta 2001����ށ����%XVFK 2005: 
���ށ��
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(29.) Like the $NEDUQÃPDK, the 0DއDVˑLU�DO�XPDUÃ �����GLVUHJDUGV���ށ���
Ratnasena.

(30.) Cynthia Talbot remarks that improving on history is one of the strategies of 
the 3פWKYíUÃMUÃVR, a renowned Rajput tale from western India (2007: 25).

(31.) On the UÃVR DV�Dފ�FRXQWHU�HSLFދ��WKDW�LV�WR�VD\�Dފ�+LQGXދ�UHVSRQVH�WR�
.�FRQTXHVW��VHH�$KPDG 1964ދ0XVOLPފ

(32.) For a few details about Raja Indrajit's scholarship, see McGregor 1968�ށ��
15. On his poetry, see 0LĝUDEDQGKXYLQRG, 1:404.

(33.) Haberman 1988���ށ�����'HOPRQLFR 1998.

(34.) 5DVLNSUL\Ãށ��������.HVKDYGDV�IROORZV�WKH�6DQVNULW�DHVWKHWLF�WUDGLWLRQ�LQ�
differentiating the pathos of love in separation (NDUXאÃ�YLUDKD) from a truly 
tragic situation (NDUXאD�UDVD���KHQ�DOO�KRSH�LV�ORVW�RI�D�KDSS\�RXWFRPH��WKHQ:ފ�
WKH�FRPSDVVLRQDWH�HPRWLRQ�DULVHV5 ދ�DVLNSUL\Ã, 11.1.

(35.) Ibid.���7ށ�����KLV�LV�RQO\�RQH�RI�WKH�H[DPSOH�YHUVHV�RQ SĭUYÃQXUÃJD. In the 

5DVLNSUL\Ã, Keshavdas normally provides four examples for each set of 
definitions: two about Radha and two about Krishna, exhibiting their love in both
pracchann (secretive) and SUDNÃĝ (out in the open) forms.

(36.) The classic account in the Krishna tradition is Hardy 1983.

(37.) The collocation UDVLNWUD\í (triad of devotees) was commonly used to 
designate Hariram Vyas, Hit Harivamsh, and Svami Haridas, three of the most 
important early settlers in Vrindavan. See Pauwels 2002: 2.

(38.) 5DVLNSUL\Ã, 1.2 (drawing on Surati Mishra's commentary, -RUÃYDUSUDNÃĝ, pp. 
���ށ��

(39.) The topic of QÃ\LNÃEKHGD is further elaborated in chapter 2 of this book.

(40.) 5DVLNSUL\Ã, 3.74.

(41.) Chapter 3 of this book explores Keshavdas's contributions to Indian 
aesthetic theory in further detail.

(42.) This phrase can also refer to Krishna being separated from Radha.

(43.) 5DVLNSUL\Ãށ����������

(44.) Vishvanathprasad Mishra (1959b: 6, 1970) has discussed some of the 
important manuscripts and commentaries.

(45.) See (respectively) Desai 1984���ށ�������ށ����'DV 2000: 4; Dehejia 2009: 
178.
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(46.) .DYLSUL\Ãށ����������GUDZLQJ�RQ�WKH�LQVLJKWV�RI�0DKDUDR�%DNKWDYDU�6LQJK�
from his unpublished .DYLSUL\Ã�Ní�íNÃ). The second verse is an example of ĝOHD, 
a figure of speech in which words are construed doubly. For instance, in the case 
of Nayanbichitra, bhairau-jut and JDXUí�VDMXW PHDQފ�DORQJ�ZLWK�WKH�%KDLUDY�DQG�
Gauri [UÃJV@ދ��LQGLFDWRUV�RI�KHU�PXVLFDO�WDOHQW��WKH�VDPH�ZRUGV�FDQ�DOVR�EH�
LQWHUSUHWHG�DVފ�DFFRPSDQLHG�E\�%KDLUDYD�DQG�*DXUL��RQH�RI�6KLYD
V�FRPSDQLRQV�
DQG�DQ�HSLWKHW�RI�6KLYD
V�ZLIH�3DUYDWL��UHVSHFWLYHO\��7ދ�KH�FRPSRXQG 

VXUDWDUDJLQí can be split two ways: applied to the courtesan, it means surata-
UDJLQí (delighting in sexual pleasure) but in the case of Shiva the correct 
reading is VXUD�WDUDJLQí (possessing the celestial river [i.e. Ganga]), 
referencing the well-known legend that the Ganges river flows from Shiva's hair.

(47.) Ibid., 1.51. The poet plays on the two parts of the courtesan's name: WÃQ
means melody; WDUDJ means wave.

(48.) Ibid., 1.53, 1.55. In the latter verse, Keshavdas ingeniously uses the word 

DJD in the double sense of branches of technical knowledge and the physical 
limbs of Rangmurti, the dancer.

(49.) Ibid.����7ށ������KHUH�LV�VFRSH�IRU�GLIIHUHQW�LQWHUSUHWDWLRQV�KHUH��,Q�KLV 
3UL\ÃSUDNÃĝ commentary, Lala Bhagvandin suggests that the lutes of rival 
players are disconsolate because they do not have a gifted musician like Pravin 
Ray playing them. Additionally, if one includes the FKÃS (poet's signature), the 
first half of the last line can be taken in a self-deprecatory fashion consistent 
ZLWK�WKH�SRHW
V�SRVWXUH�RI�VORZ�ZLWWHGQHVV��WR�VD\�QRWKLQJ�RI�WKH�XQWDOHQWHGފ�
.HVKDYGDVދ��,�DP�JUDWHIXO�WR�,PUH�%DQJKD�IRU�WKLV�LQVLJKW�

��LV�SRVVLEOH�GXH�WR�WKH�OH[LFDO�IXGJLQJ�WKDW�LV�D�VSHFLDOދ5LYDO�OXWH�SOD\HUފ��.50)
feature of vernacular language. Such techniques are discussed in greater detail 
in the next chapter.

(51.) Further details about Pravin Ray can be assembled from elsewhere in the 
work. See .DYLSUL\Ã, 1.46; 1.61; 3.1; 7.15 (this last verse is a stylized poetic 
description of her garden, which can still be seen in Orchha today. See figure 

2.1). On her poetry, see chap. 4, n. 6. Tantarang has been credited with a work 
on music, the 6DJíWÃNKÃפÃ (Assembly for music), in Pathak 1999: 157.

(52.) .DYLSUL\Ã, 1.61.

(53.) Ibid., 3.1.

(54.) One of Pravin Ray's purported poems is discussed in chapter 4.

(55.) Dvivedi 1955�
OVR�QRWH�KRZ�.HVKDYGDV�UHIHUV�WR�KLV�JUDQGIDWKHU$���ށ��V�
taking up residence in Orchha as a SUDEÃVD�VR�QLYÃVD (dwelling as if in exile) in 

9LM³ÃQJíWÃ, 1.5.
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(56.) This chapter is briefly discussed in Stasik 2005.

(57.) Otherwise more generally indebted to Dandin's .ÃY\ÃGDUĝD (Mirror on 
poetry, seventh century) in the .DYLSUL\Ã, Keshavdas here builds upon a 
framework established in two other Sanskrit texts: the .ÃY\DNDOSDODWÃYפWWL (Vine 
of poetic imagination with extended commentary, c. 1250) of Amaracandra Yati 
and the $ODNÃUDĝHNKDUD��Crown of figuration) of Keshava Mishra, written in 
Delhi in the generation preceding Keshavdas.

(58.) Reading KDUÃ for KDUí, as does Lakshminidhi Chaturvedi in his edition of the
.DYLSUL\Ã (p. 48).

(59.) .DYLSUL\Ãށ���������

(60.��2Uފ�FOHYHU�SHRSOHދ�

(61.) .DYLSUL\Ãށ���������

(62.) .DYLSUL\Ãށ�������

(63.) On Sanskrit, see Pollock 2001b.

(64.) VÃUאLN meters are governed by the Sanskrit JDאD system, using invariant 
combinations and counts of long and short syllables. 0ÃWULN meters (such as the 
popular GRKÃ) derive from Apabhramsha and are freer in form: a prescribed total 
number of measures is prescribed for different segments of the verse, but there 
are no restrictions on the overall number of syllables. On the various Sanskrit, 
Apabhramsha, and Prakrit antecedents that Keshavdas would have been drawing 
on, see Bhatnagar 1991����ށ����

(65.) It is not clear what relationship might obtain between this text and the 

3LJDOĝLURPDQL, a work of prosody acclaimed by Dimgal poets that is said to date 
from the sixteenth century. See Kamphorst 2008: 90 n. 163.

(66.) &KDQGPÃOÃ, 1.3.

(67.) The suggestion that this work may have been an afterthought upon 
completing the 5ÃPFDQGUDFDQGULNÃ is that of Satyadev Chaudhari 1973: 234.

(68.) 5ÃPFDQGUDFDQGULNÃ, 1.21.

(69.) 5ÃPFDQGUDFDQGULNÃ����2ށ�����Q�VLPLODU�WRSRL�DVVRFLDWHG�ZLWK�YHUQDFXODU�
beginnings, see Pollock 2006��������ށ

(70.) A recent exploration of select NÃY\D elements in the 5ÃPFDQGUDFDQGULNÃ is 
Cavaliere 2010b. A good general discussion of the text in light of the Hindi 
5ÃPÃ\DאD tradition is Stasik 2009����ށ����
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(71.) That Indrajit was a devotee of Rama is evident from the opening words of 
KLV�FRPPHQWDU\�RQ�%KDUWULKDUL���VDOXWH�/RUG�5DPD���6HH,�ދĝUíUÃPÃ\D�QDPD֮ފ�
McGregor 1968: 17. Madhukar Shah's chief queen (and presumably Indrajit's 
mother), Ganesh De, was also a celebrated devotee of Ram. See %KDNWDPÃO, pp. 
������ށ

(72.) The critical interplay between NÃY\D and bhakti during the early modern 
period is discussed further in chapter 3.

(73.) Encounters between the two famous poets are recorded by 
Vishvanathprasad Mishra (1966: 420) and Vijaypal Singh (1993�����ށ���

(74.) I adopt the English spelling Bir Singh Deo because it is standard in history 
books today. Bir Singh is a tadbhava (vernacular derivative) of the more classical 
VSHOOLQJ�XVHG�LQ�.HVKDYGDV
V�WLWOH��9íU�D�VLKDފ��OLRQ�DPRQJ�ZDUULRUVދ�

(75.) Kolff 2002��������ށ��� 0XQWDNKDE�DO�WDYÃUíNK, 2:378.

(76.) For insight into Madhukar Shah's complex position as an older-style Rajput 
warlord who did not fully acclimate to the expectations of the new regime, see 
Kolff 2002�.���DQG�3DXZHOV 2009ށ����

(77.) Entwistle 1987����ށ����

(78.) The temple was later destroyed by Aurangzeb, and its idols buried under 
the steps of Jahanara's mosque in Agra (ibid., 176, 181).

���ށ�����DQORQ 2011+އ�2�.79)

(80.) Asher 1995b.

(81.) Case 1996 is a multi-faceted investigation of the temple's historical and 
artistic context.

(82.) On the Bundela architectural program, see Asher 1995a�����DQGށ����
Rotharb 2009.

(83.) Kolff 2002: 133.

(84.) The apt phrase is that of Monika Horstmann (2005: 21), who uses it in 
relation to the religious and political dynamics of the Jaipur built environment 
XQGHU�6DYDL�-DL�6LQJK�,,��Uށ����������

(85.) Note the description of Bir Singh's coronation in the last canto.

(86.) See, for instance, 9íUVLKGHYFDULWށ����������
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(87.��.HVKDYGDV
V�UHPDUNV�DERXW�Dފ�QHZ�NLQG�RI�SROLWLFVދ�QRW�RQO\�DUH�D�FOHDU�
reference to the contemporary struggle for the throne that the poet witnessed 
but also lend credence to the findings of Dirk Kolff (2002����QDPHO\�WKDW����ށ���
the Orchha kingdom was undergoing a transition from the codes of an earlier 

SĭUEí\D mode of warlord politics to the newer PDQDEGÃUí system under the 
Mughals.

(88.) 9íUVLKGHYFDULWށ��������$OVR�QRWH�WKH�VLPLODU�VHQVH�RI�IRUHERGLQJ�UHJDUGLQJ�
the problem of more than one claimant for power in 5ÃPFDQGUDFDQGULNÃ, 10.26.

(89.) The 9ÃOPíNL�5ÃPÃ\DאD epitomizes the new social and political structures 
that came into being in the classical period, which mandated that younger 
brothers submit to older ones. See Pollock 2005b����ށ���

(90.) Compare 9íUVLKGHYFDULWށ����������ZLWK 5ÃPFDQGUDFDQGULNÃށ����������

(91.) 9íUVLKGHYFDULWށ���������

(92.) A more detailed analysis of this striking episode is Busch 2005����ށ���

(93.) It would be difficult to think of a more potent sign of the new Mughal 
hegemony than the renaming of this Bundela stronghold after the emperor.

(94.) Canto 15 is on Bir Sagar; 16 is on the Chaturbhuj temple; subsequent 
FDQWRV�FRQWDLQ�\HW�RWKHU�GHWDLOVނVRPH�VW\OL]HG��VRPH�SHUKDSV�PRUH�UHDOLVWLFނRI�
the Orchha environs, including the layout of the bazaar in canto 17, a nagara-
YDUאDQD (description of the city) in 18; the polo grounds in 19; the palace in 20.

(95.) 9íUVLKGHYFDULWށ��������

(96.) Bir Singh's waterworks project is mentioned in a nineteenth-century 
Bundela clan history (Kolff 2002: 129).

(97.) 9íUVLKGHYFDULWށ����������

(98.) Sanskrit PDKÃNÃY\D is notorious for its seemingly extraneous set pieces 
and other conventionalized diversions from the main narrative, such as a 
couple's MDOD�NUí֖Ã (frolicking in the water). Prabha 1976 is a good overview of 
the genre. The convention, to my mind, persists even today in the mountain and 
meadow backdrops of the song interludes of modern Bollywood films.

(99.��6HH�FDQWRVށ������

(100.) Pollock 2005a����ށ���

(101.) This work had tremendous appeal in both bhakti and courtly contexts. In 
the words of the Prabodhacandrodaya
V�UHFHQW�(QJOLVK�WUDQVODWRU6ފ��WDUWLQJ�ZLWK�
its impact within Sanskrit literary culture itself, the play became established as a 
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touchstone for the form of the allegorical drama, and more specifically a model 
IRU�OLWHUDU\�LQVWUXFWLRQ�LQ�SKLORVRSKLFDO�PDWWHUVދ��.DSVWHLQ 2009: xliv). The text 
generated a substantial number of Braj renditions and even a Persian translation 
by Banwalidas, a writer closely connected to the Mughal prince Dara Shikoh. On 
the Prabodhacandrodaya's literary life in Braj, see Agraval 1962; the Persian 
version is entitled *XO]ÃU�L�֮ÃO (Rose garden of gnosis, c. 1662).

(102.) Keshavray is one of the poet's FKÃS or poetic signatures. It was possibly a 
title bestowed by one of his patrons in the manner of NDYLUÃ\ (the latter 
frequently awarded to Hindi and Sanskrit poets by Shah Jahan). According to 
Vijaypal Singh (1993: 49), UÃ\ is also a title found in the Bhat community.

(103.) 9LM³ÃQJíWÃށ��������:H�WUXVW�WKDW�.HVKDYGDV
V�XVH�RI�WKH�ZRUG PĭפKD (fool) 
was merely a convenient partner in rhyme to JĭפKD (hidden) and does not reflect 
WKHފ�.HVKDYGDV
Vދ�DFWXDO�VHQWLPHQWV�DERXW�KLV�SDWURQ�

(104.) That he had also been the UÃMJXUX (royal preceptor) to Indrajit is made 
clear in .DYLSUL\Ã, 2.20 (cited later in this chapter); cf. 5DVLNSUL\Ã, 1.10.

(105.) The social complexities of the vocation of a Brajbhasha poet at the Mughal 
court are discussed in Busch 2010a and chapter 4.

(106.) 9LM³ÃQJíWÃ����������ށ

(107.) On this monument, which marks a turning point in Bundela palatine 
architecture, see Rotharb 2009: chap. 3.

(108.) -DKÃQJíUMDVFDQGULNÃ��YYށ�����

(109.) Ibid.��YY������ށ

(110.) -DKÃQJíUQÃPDK, Thackston trans., p. 123.

(111.) A wealth of further evidence is discussed in chapter 4.

(112.) .DYLSUL\Ãށ���������

(113.) Ibid., 6.76.

(114.) 9íUVLKGHYFDULW, 1.64. Birbal is here considered a friend of Dana, in 
contrast to Todar Mal (responsible for raising taxes), who is said to be an 
accomplice of Lobha.

(115.) +LQGí�QDYUDWQD��SS����7ށ�����KH�0LVKUD�EURWKHUV�GR�QRW�JLYH�D�VRXUFH��
Also see the legends concerning Keshavdas in Mughal contexts referenced by 
Vijaypal Singh (1993�����ށ���
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(116.) The text's recent editor and commentator, Kishorilal, seems more 
confident than I am about routinely construing the word Keshavdas to mean the 
poet as eyewitness and actor. See, for instance, 9íUVLKGHYFDULW��SSށ�����������ށ
20.

(117.) The use of scare quotes is to signal that these religious categories were 
far less clearly defined in the early modern period than they have become today.

(118.) -DKÃQJíUMDVFDQGULNÃ, v. 32. In line two Keshavdas puns on the word 

FDNUDYÃND, which means both general and a bird famous in Indian poetry for 
pining at night for its beloved.

(119.) This is a good example of the poet's FKÃS being used in a merely 
declarative sense without adding other semantic layers.

(120.) Compare -DKÃQJíUMDVFDQGULNÃ, v. 35 with the only slight variant in 

.DYLSUL\Ã, 8.5. The change from 5DJKXEíUD to -DKÃJíUD in this verse (along with 
a few other minor word substitutions) is simple to execute without affecting the 
integrity of the kavitt structure, for which only the total number of (31 or 32) 
syllables counts rather than syllable weight.

(121.) Cf. Chattopadhyay 1998����ށ���

(122.) -DKÃQJíUMDVFDQGULNÃ��YYށ�������

(123.) Ibid., v. 163.

(124.) Entwistle 1987: 173.

(125.) See chapter 2.

(126.) -DKÃQJíUMDVFDQGULNÃ��YYށ����������Y������+HUH�.HVKDYGDV�KDV�HPSOR\HG�
Braj forms of the Persian words ކÃODP (world), SDQÃK (shelter), kul (whole), ÃGDPí
(born of Adam, i.e., man), khalq (earth/creation), NKĭEí (good quality), and 

NKL]ÃQDK (treasure).

(127.) Ibid.��YYށ��������,W�LV�QRWDEOH�WKDW�Y������ZKLFK�LV�LQ�KRQRU�RI�%LUEDO
V�VRQ�

�DJDLQ�VKRZFDVHV�%LUEDOދ�KLUDGKDUX'ފV�JHQHURVLW\�

(128.) -DKÃQJíUMDVFDQGULNÃ��YY��������ށ�

(129.) Keshavdas's exact date of death is not recorded in any contemporary 
source, but Vijaypal Singh, a leading scholar of his work, suggests the year 
������)RU�DQ�RYHUYLHZ�RI�YDULRXV�OLWHUDU\�KLVWRULDQVއ�SURSRVLWLRQV�DERXW�
Keshavdas's dates, see Singh 1993����ށ������ށ���

(130.) Sheldon Pollock sees superposition as an important stage in South Asia's 
YHUQDFXODU�OLWHUDUL]DWLRQ���������ށ������
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(131.) For a discussion of the register preferred by Hit Harivamsh and a brief 
outline of his Sanskrit oeuvre, see Snell 1991b: xiii, 5.

(132.) Only the final portion of Vishnudas's version of the 0DKÃEKÃUDWD, the 

6YDUJÃURKDאD, had much currency in early modern manuscripts. An obscure 
vernacular %KDJDYDGJíWÃ by one Theghnath and Manik's adaptation of the 9HWÃOD�
SD³FDYLĝDWL into Braj FDXSÃís also originated in Gwalior, probably at the court 
of Man Singh Tomar. McGregor 1984: 103, 122.

(133.) Nayak Bakshu, one of the most acclaimed practitioners of his day, took the 
tradition from Gwalior to Gujarat, and his compositions would later be 
anthologized in the Sahasras at the instigation of the Mughal Emperor Shah 
Jahan. Delvoye 1994b: 270.

(134.) Entwistle 1987: 156.

(135.) .DYLSUL\Ãށ���������

(136.) See chapter 5.

(137.) Although he never attained the same stature as his brother, Balabhadra 
Mishra did not go completely unnoticed. Several manuscripts of his 5DVYLOÃV and 
a ĜLNK�QDNK are preserved in the Rajasthan Oriental Research Institute, and his 
work was sought out enough to generate at least two commentaries, by Pratap 
Shah and Gopal Kavi. McGregor 1984: 130, 192. Also see Pandey 1992.
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Abstract and Keywords
This chapter introduces the most important genres and themes of UíWL literature. 
Selections of poetry are analyzed to showcase the techniques of Brajbhasha 
writers from early modern India. Some of UíWL literature is deeply embedded in 
classical traditions of Indian poetics, such as rasa theory, DODNÃUDĝÃVWUD, and 

QÃ\LNDEKHGD. Other components, notably the concern with bhakti, satire and 
new forms of historical poetry, are closely connected to contemporary cultural 
DQG�SROLWLFDO�GHYHORSPHQWV��5íWL�ZULWHUV�H[SHULPHQWHG�ZLWK�WKH�H[SUHVVLYH�
potential of vernacular language, blending Persian, Sanskrit, and local words in 
highly innovative ways. Absent the grammatical standardization that would later 
be imposed on Hindi in the colonial period, Brajbhasha was a flexible idiom that 
could speak to a variety of communities.

Keywords: b Indian poetics, rasa, DOD�NÃUDĝÃVWUD, QÃ\LNDEKHGD, historical poetry, satire, Brajbhasha, 
bhakti

All people of developed sensibility agree about the beauty of Brajbhasha.

KLNKDULGDV%ނ

Reading 5íWL Literature
The previous chapter's treatment of Keshavdas's oeuvre and his milieu outlined 
some of the basic characteristics of UíWL literature. But the workings of 
premodern Braj courtly culture are almost wholly unknown to modern readers, 
necessitating a more in-depth account of the tradition's genres and registers as 
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ZHOO�DV�VRPH�RI�LWV�WKHRUHWLFDO�XQGHUSLQQLQJVނLWV�UHODWLRQVKLS�WR�FODVVLFDO�VW\OHV�
and its significant departures from them. This and the following chapter give a 
detailed, if necessarily incomplete, account of UíWL aesthetic principles and 
scholarly concerns.1

5íWL literature was infused with the ethos of earlier Sanskrit court poetry. Braj 
poets were especially drawn to compositions in the ĝפJÃUD (erotic) style, while 
some eulogized their patrons with that other staple of the Sanskrit literary 
assembly, SUDĝDVWL (panegyric). Most UíWL writers were deeply grounded in 
classical DODNÃUDĝÃVWUD, the formal systems of Sanskrit poetic theory. But there 
were also specifically vernacular concerns of UíWL literary culture. As evident from 
the literary profile of Keshavdas, Vaishnava devotion was a vital spiritual and 
poetic inspiration for many courtly authors. (p.66) With respect to genres, UÃVR
(martial ballad) literature from Rajasthan, the eastern reaches of which are 
contiguous with the Braj PD֖אDO, further enlivened the repertoire. Not unrelated 
to UÃVR or to the earlier Sanskrit poems foregrounding the YíUD�UDVD (martial 
sentiment) was a heightened interest in historical genres in this period, which 
must be viewed as a new cultural inclination of the Mughal-period vernacular 
polity. Stylistically, the tendency to incorporate Persian and Arabic vocabulary in 
some UíWL poetry, already evident in the late compositions of Keshavdas, 
increased with increased exposure to Indo-Muslim court culture and became a 
defining feature of early modern Hindi style. In short, the UíWL aesthetic was a 
unique blend of the old and the new, the familiar and the unfamiliar, the 
cosmopolitan and the regional. This chapter simultaneously demonstrates 
elements of the UíWL SRHWVއ�FODVVLFLVW�VWDQFH�DQG�WKHLU�FDSDFLW\�IRU�EOHQGLQJ��
mixing, and reinventing traditions. These features, at first glance contradictory, 
are some of the chief characteristics of Braj courtly literature as well as factors 
that contributed to its tremendous appeal.

In the modern Euro-American cultural complex, particular beliefs have evolved 
about what constitutes good poetry. It is often taken for granted that poetry 
should emanate from deep within the human psyche and give voice to a writer's 
personal emotional yearnings. In approaching UíWL literature, the modern reader 
should discard this notion immediately. This seemingly self-evident standard of 
literary excellence is born of a specific moment in European cultural and 
intellectual history: nineteenth-century Romanticism. An aetiology of poetry 
lacking a long pedigree even in the West should not be taken to be of global, 
transhistorical relevance. As in the Rome of classical antiquity or seventeenth-
FHQWXU\�)UDQFHނLQGHHG��WKURXJKRXW�PXFK�RI�ZRUOG�KLVWRU\ނFRPSOH[�SURWRFROV�
governed the composition of literature in premodern India and conditioned its 
modes of reception by contemporary readers and listeners. For instance, past 
literary authorities were admired, and it was fully expected that they should be 
LPLWDWHG��7KXV��RULJLQDOLW\ނDQRWKHU�OLWHUDU\�REVHVVLRQ�RI�PRGHUQVނZDV�QRW�D�
prerequisite for successful poetry. Although UíWL poets were demonstrably 
innovative, they were crucially in dialogue with tradition, and sometimes 
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circumscribed by it. Several prescriptions militating against new poetic motifs 
can be found in one of the tradition's foundational texts: Keshavdas's .DYLSUL\Ã.2
Another modernist preconception that may hinder more than help is the 
assumption that poetry should be simple, shorn of rhetorical excess, and not too 
 5íWL poetry is lost on anybody who is not willing to engage with its ދ�OHDUQHGފ
elaborate poetic flourishes and literary techniques.

Unfortunately, UíWL poetry has been lost on many a reader in the modern period, 
especially Indian literary historians. A common complaint is that its  (p.67) 
famed DODNÃUDs (ornaments) are a burden rather than an enhancement, and the 
poetry SÃ֖אLW\DSĭUא (recherché) rather than heartfelt.3 Poor Keshavdas has been 
stigmatized by none other than the founding father of modern Hindi criticism, 
Ramchandra Shukla, as KפGD\KíQ �WKH�SRHW�ZKR�GLGQއW�KDYH�D�KHDUW��DQG�E\�D�
host of subsequent scholars as NDKLQ�NÃY\D�NÃ�SUHW (the devil of difficult 
poetry).4 A GRKÃ (couplet) of uncertain provenance circulates apropos of this 
latter attribute:

When a king wanted to avoid awarding a prize to one of his court 
poets,
he would ask him to explain a Keshavdas verse.5

Keshavdas's high literary style, with its complex and famously inscrutable 
imagery, elicited the awe of early modern connoisseurs for its elegance and 
rhetorical flourish. It now invokes among some readers feelings of bewilderment 
or, worse, disdain.

Although modern Hindi critics regularly forget this, it cannot be stressed too 
much that Romantic simplicity was never the point of UíWL literature. These poets 
were indeed learned, and their verse was designed to demonstrate deep learning 
through the use of ornaments and allusive (and sometimes elusive) meanings. It 
is no accident that the entire discipline of Sanskrit (and Braj) literary theory is 
known as DODNÃUDĝÃVWUD, the science of ornamentation. Even if a strong 
emphasis on complexity and literary adornment is a poetic principle 
fundamentally different from our own, we owe Keshavdas and other writers of 
premodern India the interpretive charity to approach their work first on their 
terms, not ours.6

This problem of hermeneutical distance from UíWL literature has a complicated 
history dating to the colonial period, and it has been further exacerbated by a 
more generalized estrangement of many Hindi speakers today from their 
precolonial literary heritage. Colonialism brought not only political but also 
aesthetic tyranny to India from distant shores.7 New criteria for poetic merit 
were enshrined by the colonial state and Indian reformist groups alike, who 
advocated for the primacy of social utility in literature. Another new concern 
was that poets should seek an experiential basis for their work rather than 
adhering to traditional formalistic criteria. I will return at the end of the book to 
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consider this major epistemological overhaul and the discrediting of Brajbhasha 
literary traditions under colonialism and in particular nationalism. But it is worth 
PHQWLRQLQJ�WKH�DGGLWLRQDOނDQG�IRU�VRPH�UHDGHUV�SHUKDSV�XQDQWLFLSDWHGނ
linguistic fact that mastery of modern standard Hindi does not qualify one to 
read UíWL literature in Brajbhasha. The distance between the two dialects is 
appreciable, as is the gulf between their two literary systems.

 (p.68) Just as we appreciate Shakespeare better the more deeply grounded we 
are in his language and Elizabethan poetic norms, so reading Braj poetry with 
any understanding means educating ourselves about its conventions and 
practices. In addition to being self-aware about the literary biases we bring to 
poetry of the past, we need to be attentive to some general principles of literary 
history. Take classicism, which has been an important factor in the development 
of many vernacular literary cultures across the globe. Leaving aside the case of 
India for a moment, how did Japanese literature come about? Through a deep 
engagement with classical Chinese traditions. How was Roman literature born? 
In imitation of the Greeks. What lent credibility to Italian and French luminaries 
like Dante and Corneille, as each forged new vernacular styles at turning points 
in European literary history? Their reliance on poetic models from the ancient 
world. From the Renaissance well into the nineteenth century, poets and artists 
regularly looked to classical writers for artistic nourishment, and even many of 
the literary paragons like Aeschylus, Sophocles, and Euripides themselves 
refashioned stories fully familiar to their audiences. Nobody would have thought 
to accuse Shakespeare of plagiarism for going back to classical themes from 
Plutarch.8 Freshness did not invariably mean rejecting what came before. 
Freshness, to the extent that it was a literary value, could consist in new 
approaches to earlier subjects.9 Keeping this point in mind will go a long way 
toward helping modern readers to appreciate the techniques and concerns of 
the Hindi UíWL tradition.

Some Basic Principles of Indian $ODNÃUDĝÃVWUD
Most UíWL writers, particularly the pioneering ones, adopted the genres and 
literary systems of classical poetry.10 This was practically inevitable, given the 
prestige of Sanskrit and the typical sociocultural profile of the authors: they 
were almost exclusively Brahmans, a class generally well versed in Sanskrit 
traditions. While the reflex is to think of vernacular texts as simplifications of 
classical forms, they can also be spectacularly erudite. Keshavdas's signature 
contribution to literary history was to find ways of writing vernacular NÃY\D
without sacrificing Sanskrit elegance. Not all UíWL literature exhibits the 
complexity of his texts, but some Braj authors did embrace his high style, 
particularly in technical works on literary theory and in lengthy NÃY\Ds that drew 
heavily on classical precedent.
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An important classificatory principle that derives from Sanskrit but is of 
continuing relevance to theorizing UíWL textual culture is the distinction between 
longer narrative works known as SUDEDQGKD�NÃY\D and the shorter muktaka, or 
freestanding poem. The word prabandha simply means a connected narrative, 
(p.69) and the blanket term encompasses several different subgenres like 

PDKÃNÃY\D (courtly epic), carita (idealized biography of an exemplary figure), 
various forms of drama, and indeed any vernacular rendition of a classical work. 
Prabandhas are the high genre of UíWL literary culture. These texts belong to a 
world of carefully crafted NÃY\D and are frequently composed using complex 
meters and dense figuration. Not all Braj authors took up the prabandha form. 
Many confined themselves to muktakas, which were well suited for performance 
in a literary assembly. Muktakas were also appropriate for illustrating the 
classical literary precepts of central importance to the UíWLJUDQWK genre.

Whether poets wrote longer works or more compact freestanding verses, an 
elaborate series of conventions governed the creative process. In the context of 
,QGLDQ�SRHWU\ފ��FRQYHQWLRQDOދ�VKRXOG�QHYHU�EH�WDNHQ�DV�V\QRQ\PRXV�ZLWK�
uncreative. One function of literary convention is to guide a reader toward the 
goal of rasa or aestheticized emotion. Treatises on classical Indian aesthetics 
held that there were eight possible rasas: the erotic, the comic, the sorrowful, 
the heroic, the terrifying, the fierce, the wondrous, and the disgusting. Later in 
the medieval and early modern periods additional sentiments were included in 
the canon, notably the ĝÃQWD, YÃWVDO\D, and bhakti rasas, which centered 
(respectively) on quiescence, tenderness, and devotion. The point of rasa poetry 
is to create a sustained emotional experience in the reader. While experiencing 
the emotional impact of poetry is desirable to readers everywhere, in Indian 
literature the process was held to unfold according to highly structured 
protocols. A rasika (connoisseur or, more literally, an emotionally attuned reader) 
fully conversant with the system would know how to interpret the cues and clues 
that the poet deliberately embedded in the text.

To begin with the favorite subject of Sanskrit and Braj court poets alike, ĝפJÃUD
poetry had as its ÃODPEDQD�YLEKÃYD (underlying cause) the QÃ\LNÃ (heroine) who 
was pursued by a QÃ\DND (hero). Although the boy meets girl scenario is a 
universal literary formula, in Indian NÃY\D the criteria for aesthetic 
representations of love were painstakingly spelled out. The characters should be 
delineated according to particular moral and social parameters. They must be 
youthful, attractive, and of noble birth.11 Once the main characters are 
introduced, love is sparked, often because the QÃ\DND first hears of or lays eyes 
on the QÃ\LNÃ.12 In the case of a prabandha narrative, where there is 
considerable scope for literary elaboration, the rasa is generally heightened by 
detailed descriptions of the QÃ\LNÃ that afford a chance for the poet to expatiate 
on the beauty of his heroine and deepen the mood of ĝפJÃUD�UDVD. But just as 
premodern Indian portraiture does not typically function according to realist 
modes, the poet was expected to portray his heroine in terms of accepted codes 
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of beauty.13 In a luminous Braj retelling of Kalidasa's ĜÃNXQWDOD, the UíWL poet  (p.
70) Nevaj at first stresses the idyllic ashram of Shakuntala's adoptive father, 
Kanva, and the childish innocence of his heroine. Then, in order to build the 
mood of ĝפJÃUD, he recounts step by step the stages of her coming of age, as 
with the following kavitt, the longest of the quatrain styles preferred by UíWL poets 
and a meter eminently suited to poetic elaboration:

She has begun to shed the innocence of childhood,
her girlfriends conspire to impart knowingness.
Her glances have narrowed, and now she moves more slowly.
A few sighs rise up from that chest of hers.
Youth shines forth from her body, and slowly her childish form is 
chiseled away.
Her waist has slimmed, giving her a curvy shape.14

She is a rare beauty, like a two-day-old moon,
whose loveliness will now be burnished in the waxing.15

Very little of what is beautiful in this verse is a function of its newness. The basic 
imagery is entirely expected. The WLUFKÃ (crooked) glances of an adolescent girl 
and her increasingly slow gait (which, as all rasikas know, is not simply because 
she has forsaken childish games but because her hips and breasts have become 
heavy) are the stuff of thousands of Sanskrit and Braj poems in the ĝפJÃUD style. 
Nor is the reader likely to be surprised by plot twists. What Indian connoisseur 
did not already know the story of Shakuntala? Familiarity is no bar to literary 
success, however. On the contrary, it frees the reader to immerse himself in the 
mood of the poem and to relish a given author's variations on an older theme.16

A common means of intensifying the erotic mood was to write a ĝLNK�QDNK or 
��GHVFULSWLRQ�RI�WKH�KHURLQH��4XLWH�DSDUW�IURP�WKH�IDFW�WKDW�FRXUWދKHDG�WR�WRHފ
poets did not necessarily have a chance to meet the women of the royal harem, 
stylized description was the preference. The QÃ\LNÃ's hair is supposed to be jet 
black; it is usually braided; the poet should not neglect to mention her sparkling 
forehead ornament, her arched brows, her full lips red like bimba fruit, the 
downy hair that graces her midriff, and all her other alluring features down to 
her ankleted and hennaed feet. A few verses from one of the more 
comprehensive Braj ĝLNK�QDNKs serve as an introduction to the genre. Here is 
how Keshavdas begins a passage on the women who adorn the harem of Bir 
Singh Deo Bundela:

Their hair shimmered with an intense shine, and gave off a beautiful 
scent.
The king's heart was enslaved upon seeing it.
Their braids had been woven meticulously,
resembling a sword in the hand of King Beauty.

 (p.71) Are these braids swords to guard the lover's affection,
warding off that rival, Deceit?
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Or are they pleasing rivers of passion, carrying off in their streams 
all disloyal acts?

2U�DUH�WKHVH�EUDLGVނLQWHUOHDYHG�ZLWK�JROGHQ�RUQDPHQWVނ
staircases to the realm of erotic delight?
Or carpets of sumptuous beauty designed to welcome love?

The splendor where their hair is parted dazzles the heart,
like lightning flashing amid storm clouds.
The vermilion-filled parts are luminous, crowned with a string of 
pearls.

It is as though the Ganges and Sarasvati Rivers have united and
burst forth from the Yamuna waters.17

Their heads are adorned with gem-encrusted ornaments,
their parted hair glitters with splendid jewelry.

Woven into their braids are the finest garlands,
upon their foreheads are bindis of ruby and gemstones.
Their twelve hair ornaments light up the night,
gracing the city like twelve suns.

Their arched brows are expressive.
The rubies on their foreheads sparkle intensely.
7ZR�GHFRUDWLYH�OLQHV�RI�PXVN�DXJPHQW�WKH�VSOHQGRUޔ���

The glow from their pearl-brightened noses enchants the whole 
world.
Their beauty offers up a ritual lamp to the red forehead ornament,
as though performing sun worship.

The eyes plunge for these nose-pearls hat look like stars at sunrise
or flowers in a vine of bliss, scented like the moon's nectar.

Their perfect, round, fair cheeks are delicately molded
with beauty and playfulness.
They are spectacularly lovely, an oasis to the eyes.

 (p.72) %HKROG�WKHLU�HDUV�EHGHFNHG�ZLWK�RUQDPHQWVނWKH\�ORRN�OLNH�
the sun's one-wheeled chariot. Their dangling earrings sparkle, 
IOXWWHULQJ�OLNH�JROGHQ�EDQQHUVޔ�

Shiny curls frame their foreheads,
which are bathed in a fine black radiance.
The dark night of their hair is graced by light from the lamp of their 
nose pearls.18

The poet continues in this vein for some twenty more verses, but the technique 
is already more than clear. Again, the point is not so much to astound the reader 
with a new approach to describing women as to innovate within a set genre. 
Keshavdas cannot invent any new body parts, but his rendition is original and 
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figure 2.1  Pravin Ray's garden, Orchha

deeply satisfying in other respects. His color and light imagery add a dramatic 
visual layer to his poetic description. The braid motif also delightfully carries 
KLP�DZD\��:KHQ�WKH�SRHW�ZRQGHUV�LI�WKH�UR\DO�ZRPHQ
V�EUDLGV�DUHފ�SOHDVLQJ�
ULYHUV�RI�SDVVLRQފ�ދ�VWDLUFDVHV�WR�WKH�UHDOP�RI�HURWLF�GHOLJKWދ��RUފ�FDUSHWV�
GHVLJQHG�WR�ZHOFRPH�ORYHދ��KH�HPSOR\V�WKH VDQGHKD�DODNÃUD (ornament of 
doubt) to interesting effect. This is just one of the many ingenious figures of 
speech developed by Indian writers. The conceit centers on the poet's avowed 
confusion about the object of his gaze: he claims to be so astonished by the 
beauty of the braids that he cannot even ascertain what they are.

Here we have barely touched on a few approaches to handling the ÃODPEDQD�
YLEKÃYDVނSDUWLFXODUO\�ZRPHQނLQ�FODVVLFDO�,QGLDQ�OLWHUDWXUH��7KH�SRHW�ZDV�DOVR�
enjoined to invoke XGGíSDQD�YLEKÃYDs (kindling elements) in order to heighten 
the rasa. A description of the springtime is an attractive option. Perhaps the 
cuckoo birds are out singing, or the mango trees have started to blossom. As in 
the case of a ĝLNK�QDNK, Indian literary theorists laid out precise codes for how a 
poet should handle descriptions of beautiful settings. Keshavdas, for instance, 
suggested:

A garden should be enticing. Mention the hanging vines, beautiful trees 
and flowers, the sweet cooing of cuckoos and peacocks, the bees buzzing 
all around.19

Keshavdas does proceed to describe a real-life garden in the accompanying 
H[DPSOH�YHUVHނWKH�JDUGHQ�RI�KLV�VWXGHQW��WKH�FRXUWHVDQ�3UDYLQ�5D\��ILJXUH 2.1)
�EXW�YHULVLPLOLWXGH�LV�QRW�KLV�SUHIHUUHG�VW\OH��,Q�D�FRXUWO\�VHWWLQJ��JDUGHQVނ
redound to the builder's honor. Descriptions of them should also stir up emotion 
because fostering emotion is one of the primary goals of NÃY\D.

 (p.73)

In a scene that leads up to the 
consummation of Shakuntala's 
affair with King Dushyanta, the 
poet Nevaj heightens the mood of 
ĝפJÃUD with his own focus on 
spectacularly enticing imagery:

7KH�NLQJ�FRXOGQއW�ZDLW�
to see her. He rushed 
to the bank of the 
Malini River.
The lotuses were in 
bloom, the peacocks 
cried,
a cool breeze swayed 
gently, peacocks 
pranced, cuckoos cooed.
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Courtesy of Edward RotharbThe lushly laden 
branches of the trees 
sank down low,
sheltering with cool, dense shade a bed of lotus petals.20

Nevaj's images are not something he invented out of whole cloth, but are instead 
FUDIWHG�IURP�D�UHSHUWRLUH�RI�FRQYHQWLRQV�IRU�PD[LPXP�HURWLF�HIIHFW��3HDFRFNVނ
DVVRFLDWHG�ZLWK�WKH�UDLQ\�VHDVRQނDUH�D�PHWRQ\P�IRU�GHVLUH�LQ�,QGLDQ�SRHWU\��DQG�
lush trees help to conjure up both eros and fertility. The poet's apt choice of the 

FDXSÃí meter, whose very structure helps to suggest forward motion and is thus 
perfect for leading up to an urgent crescendo, almost propels the reader into the 
forest arbor along with Dushyanta. Such lavish descriptions of beautiful settings 
are marshaled to heighten the EKÃYD (feeling)  (p.74) of rati (passion), which, 
according to classical thinking, is a prelude to the development of full-blown 

ĝפJÃUD�UDVD.

This is just a sampling (necessarily simplified) of an intricate complex of literary 
codes that relate to VDPEKRJD�ĝפJÃUD (love fulfilled). Yet other codes are 
relevant when it comes to conveying the pathos of YLSUDODPEKD�ĝפJÃUD
(frustrated love). A poignant NX֖אDOL\Ã verse from Narottam Kavi's 0ÃQFDULW
(Biography of Man Singh, c. 1600) reports the deleterious effects of a beautiful 
garden on separated lovers:

The lovelorn, stricken with separation, visit the beautiful garden.
The jasmine scent, a breeze in the arbor, a conflagration sparked in 
the body.
A conflagration sparked in the body, how can it be quenched?
Listening to melodies intensifies the pain.
The scented breeze keeps blowing through the garden.
Not bearing to look at other women, they flee, the lovelorn.21

This verse uses XGGíSDQD�YLEKÃYDs like jasmine, music, and the breeze to focalize 
the devastating condition known as viraha (anguished separation from one's 
lover). Here we see the flipside of the beauties of a garden. It brings joy to 
lovers, but unbearable suffering to those cursed to experience it alone. The 
formal features of the NX֖אDOL\Ã underscore the inescapable pain of separated 
lovers with the mirroring effects of the repeated opening and closing phrase je 
ELUDKí (the lovelorn) and the structured repetitions in lines two and three, which 
are defining features of the meter.

A much-anthologized kavitt by Keshavdas can serve as a final illustration of the 
function of XGGíSDQD�YLEKÃYDs in the depiction of ĝפJÃUD�UDVD.

Oh, my friend, keep out the cooling breeze
DQG�GRQއW�OHW�PH�VHH�WKH�PRRQOLJKW�
They only dampen my spirits.
Cast away the flowers, brush off the camphor,
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ZDVK�DZD\�WKH�VDQGDOZRRG�SDVWHނ
my heart just blazes all the more.
I languish like a fish out of water,
not to be revived with a mere sprinkle.
'RQއW�\RX�XQGHUVWDQG�ZKDW
V�ZURQJ"
Why do you persist with these cooling remedies?
My body's fire can only be quenched by the fire of my beloved.22

Grasping the meaning of this poem is contingent on knowledge of two related 
conventions. One is already familiar from Narottam's verse: unrequited love is 

 (p.75) a fire. The second is that specific substances such as moon rays, 
camphor, and sandalwood are held to soothe the body with their cooling effects. 
Here the fire of separation is so strong that it renders all such remedies futile. 
Passion is likened to a bout of crippling fever, which only the presence of the 
beloved can cure.

9LSUDODPEKD�ĝפJÃUD has many different causes, and these too merited full 
description and analysis on the part of Indian pandits. 0ÃQD (jealous rage) and 
its corollary PÃQD�PRFDQD (reconciliation) were much theorized, and much 
poeticized, subjects. And when a QÃ\LNÃ's lover goes abroad a particularly 
protracted period of viraha ensues, meriting expression in a popular genre 
known as EÃUDK�PÃVD (lament over twelve months).23 This was both a stand-
alone genre and a stylized subgenre that was skillfully incorporated into Hindi 
prabandha texts to contribute to the development of ĝפJÃUD in its vipralambha
form. Yet another method for elaborating on vipralambha was to invoke the 
system of ten GDĝÃs (states) that a lover would pass through in grief over a 
beloved's absence: intense longing, worry, cataloguing the lover's virtues, 
remembrance, agitation, lamentation, madness, anguish, apathy, and ultimately 
death. The Indian tradition not only understood deeply but also attempted to 
articulate with unparalleled sophistication the way emotion works in literature, 
and the nuances of how a connoisseur experiences it.

All literary cultures generate meaning by working with tacit cues available to 
their members, but the Indian system was far more explicitly codified than most.
.ÃY\D was a complex art, and it was based on science. The prodigious talents of 
hundreds of Sanskrit poetry virtuosos writing over a millennium gave rise to a 
commensurably erudite body of literary theory adopted, with creative 
modifications, by the Braj court poets of the Mughal period. The uniquely Indian 
concept of rasa originated in the dramaturgical tradition of classical India, but 
rasa theory was later complemented (and complicated) by intensely 
philosophical thinking on poetry as a special domain of language that required 
sustained attention to its formal features and its own systematic discipline: 
DODNÃUDĝÃVWUD.
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The Sanskrit term DODNÃUDĝÃVWUD is used in two senses. It can refer to any work 
of rhetoric (whether or not it is restricted to the topic of DODNÃUDs) and can thus 
encompass rasa or any other domain of Indian poetics. In its narrower sense, 
however, DODNÃUDĝÃVWUD UHIHUV�WR�WKH�VXEGLVFLSOLQH�RI�WURSRORJ\ނILJXUHV�RI�
speech such as similes and metaphors. In Braj, as in Sanskrit, some writers of 
DODNÃUDĝÃVWUD took up the subject of tropes exclusively. Other authors treated 
them as one of many elements of poetic composition, devoting just a chapter or 
two of a larger book to the matter. Some writers, most famously the Sanskrit 
theoretician Anandavardhana (fl. 850), criticized an DODNÃUD-centered approach 

 (p.76) WR�SRHWLFV�DV�PLVVLQJ�WKHފ�VRXOދ�RI�SRHWU\��DQG�KH�DGYRFDWHG�LQVWHDG�D�
focus on the art of dhvani (suggestion), the subtler semiotic powers of 
language.24 But whether DODNÃUD was the primary focus of literary attention or 
just a subsidiary domain, whether one advocated its use or minimized it, all 
poets and readers needed to be conversant with the science of literary 
ornamentation. In the words of Keshavdas,

A woman may be noble, she may have good features. She may be shapely, 
beautiful, and passionate. But without ornaments, my friend, there is 
something missing. The same goes for poetry.25

Some of the literary devices that Indians theorized as DODNÃUDs are of course 
known to other poetry traditions, but the finesse of Sanskrit and Braj poets is 
unsurpassed. With the ĝOHD�DODNÃUD, for instance, writers took punning to 
VSHFWDFXODU�OHQJWKV��FRPSRVLQJ�YHUVHV�DQGނLQ�H[WUHPH�FDVHVނHQWLUH�ZRUNV�WKDW�
tell two or more stories at the same time.26 In addition to the usual similes and 
metaphors, there are dozens of ingenious categories such as sandeha
(expressing a doubt), ananvaya, (incomparability), XWSUHNÃ (extended parallel), 
vyatireka (exceeding expectation), Y\ÃMDVWXWL (praising while blaming), just to 
name a few, bringing an extraordinary complexity and detailed classificatory 
rigor to the enterprise.

Braj courtly authors exhibited a special flair in the domain of DODNÃUDĝÃVWUD, 
lovingly defining and illustrating hundreds of bhedas (types) of ornament in their
UíWLJUDQWKs. The following definition of a Y\ÃMDVWXWL complete with XGÃKDUDא by 
Matiram Tripathi, one of the leading UíWL poets from the second half of the 
seventeenth century, is a beautiful example of the motif. He begins with a GRKÃ
that defines the figure of speech and, as is typical, follows with a quatrain (in 
this case a kavitt) that exemplifies the theoretical point.

'HILQLWLRQ�RIފ�SUDLVLQJ�ZKLOH�EODPLQJދ
Praise is indicated through blame, or blame through praise.
All the clever poets call this Y\ÃMDVWXWL.
Example
You lawlessly steal the hearts of those you behold,
never to return them.
Your sidelong glances, sharper than Kamadeva's arrows,
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pierce the heart and dig themselves in deep.
Your eyes have tussled with wagtails, fish, and deer,
snatching away their beauty.
I have caught your eyes engaged in these cruel acts,
and yet everybody sings their praises.27

 (p.77) In this poem, the QÃ\DND inveighs against his beloved's eyes, accusing 
them of every sort of destructive behavior, and yet the net effect of the verse is 
of course to pay her a compliment. Here Matiram may rely on conventional 
LPDJHU\ނJODQFHV�OLNH�DUURZV��H\HV�OLNH�GDUWLQJ�ILVK��DQG�VR�RQނEXW�KH�FOHYHUO\�
subverts these tropes in the punch line. 5íWL writers theorized many other types 
of unusual figures of speech, often playing with convention in inventive ways.

In the following example by Keshavdas of a VDEKÃYDKHWX�DODNÃUD, a trope 
SUHGLFDWHG�RQފ�D�FDXVH�GXH�WR�SUHVHQFHދ��WKH�ORYHORUQ QÃ\LNÃ waiting patiently 
IRU�KHU�ORYHU�WR�DUULYH�LV�VWULFNHQ�E\�D�EUHH]H�WKDW�KDVފ�VWROHQދ�LWV�VFHQWV�LQ�
various encounters along the route, also plundering her ability to wait for her 
lover's return.

Definition of a cause

All the master poets speak of two types of cause. Keshavdas illustrates 
them here: one is a cause due to presence, the other due to absence.

Example of a cause due to presence
First it took on a thick coat of sandalwood,
then rubbed up against lotus pollen.
It grazed the jasmine vines and roses,
fondling how many pine flowers?
It was tinted yellow in a field of champa flowers,
and embraced the banana tree along the way.
The gentle breeze, crisp and fragrant, was cooled by a waft of 
camphor.
It blew right by her and carried off her composure, too.28

Here the reader becomes a companion on the breeze's journey, whisked along by 
the momentum of the poem, swept up in the brisk, choppy cadence of the 

VDYDL\Ã meter. Keshavdas masterfully creates suspense by not unveiling the 
P\VWHULRXVފ�FDXVH�GXH�WR�D�SUHVHQFHދ�XQWLO�WKH�YHU\�HQG�RI�WKH�SRHP��WKH 

QÃ\LNÃ's suffering at the hands of the cruelly enticing breeze. The pain of 
unrequited love is universal, but these examples by two of the UíWL tradition's 
most renowned poet-scholars illustrate how DODNÃUDĝÃVWUD served as a 
specifically Indian tool for both theorizing and actualizing sophisticated poetic 
nuances.

Some UíWL writers continued to improve on the classical systems, as we shall see 
in the next chapter, but many took the theory as given, without exerting too 
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much effort to develop it in new directions. The major Sanskrit ÃODNÃULNDs had 
operated differently. Their primary concern was articulating precise and 
intellectually rigorous definitions that either contested or more subtly modified 
the  (p.78) formulations of past authorities. They were not, for the most part, 
inspired poets. For their example verses, Sanskrit writers usually excerpted 
poetry from famous classics such as the ĝDWDNDs of Amaru or Bhartrihari rather 
than composing their own.29 In contrast, for the UíWL author, writing original 
poetry was the essence of the matter.

In some cases, UíWL writers turned the theory itself into an opportunity for poetic 
expression. The %KÃÃEKĭDא (Ornament to the vernacular, c. 1660), attributed 
to the Marwar king Jaswant Singh, is a superbly concise UíWL work in which the 
author cleverly combines definitions and examples in a striking display of poetic 
virtuosity. The majority of UíWLJUDQWK authors use the GRKÃ (couplet) only for the 

ODNDאs, employing either the kavitt or the VDYDL\Ã for the XGÃKDUDאs. In the 

%KÃÃEKĭDא, Jaswant Singh uses only couplets, as though setting himself a 
special expository and poetic challenge. A measure of artistic success in the 

GRKÃ form is the ability to telescope a narrative into just two brief lines. In the 

%KÃÃEKĭDא, an already-challenging task becomes doubly challenging when the 
poet combines ODNDא and XGÃKDUDא in a single couplet.30 Imagine the theorical 
and poetic mastery required for the composition of verses such as this one on 
the Jĭ֖KRWWDUD (sly answer) DODNÃUD:

7KHފ�VO\�DQVZHUދ�RFFXUV�ZKHQ�DQ�DQVZHU�LV
given with an ulterior motive.
�7KHUH�LV�D�VWUHDP�RYHU�WKHUH�E\�WKH�JURYH��WUDYHOHUފ
SHUIHFW�IRU�UHVWLQJދ�
*ĭפKRWWDUD�NDFKX�EKÃYD�WH��XWWDUD�GíQKH�KRWD
8WD�EHWDVDWDUX�PH��SDWKLND��XWDUDQD�OÃ\DND�VURWD31

This terse GRKÃ of necessity draws on a repertoire of extra textual meanings. The 
VXEWH[W�IRU�WKHފ�VO\�DQVZHUދ�LV�WKDW�WKH QÃ\LNÃ finds the traveler attractive and 
wants to meet him alone in the grove. To onlookers (her family, etc.), she would 
innocently be giving helpful directions to a wayfarer looking for a place to halt 
for the night. But whereas the QÃ\LNÃ
V�IDPLO\�GRHVQއW�JHW�LW��WKH�UHDGHU��ZKR�IRU�
a titillating moment becomes the traveler being addressed) does understand her 
suggestive message. The %KÃÃEKĭDא is, in terms of genre, a UíWLJUDQWK, but it is 
SULPDULO\ނHYHQ�LQ�WKH�FRQVWUXFWLRQ�RI�LWV�WHFKQLFDO�YHUVHVނD�ILQHO\�ZURXJKW�
poetic creation.

Hundreds of Brajbhasha treatises on DODNÃUDs were produced in the courtly 
milieu of early modern India. Such UíWLJUDQWKs were showcases for poetry as well 
as a resource for budding writers and connoisseurs who took pride and pleasure 
in their knowledge of the fine points. And this beautifully conceived discourse on 
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ornaments was just one of the sophisticated knowledge systems cultivated by 
Braj literati.

Let Me Count the Ways
 (p.79) A subdiscipline of DODNÃUDĝÃVWUD known as QÃ\LNÃEKHGD, a typology of 
different female characters, was particularly well developed in Brajbhasha. As 
noted, the QÃ\LNÃ is the foundation of ĝפJÃUD�UDVD, considered its ÃODPEDQD�
YLEKÃYD or underlying cause. Traditional Sanskrit theoreticians generally 
subsumed QÃ\LNÃEKHGD within the larger discipline of rasa theory, but in the 
early modern period this subject became a new discipline in its own right.

Love cannot arise in classical Indian poetry without a woman, but not all women 
are the same. A particular fascination of UíWL literary theorists was to produce the 
perfect catalogue of female characters. What are their different qualities, and 
how do they show their love? More importantly, how should a writer portray 
them in all their nuances? For example, in the case of a VYDNí\Ã (one's own wife), 
the consensus was that a poet should emphasize a woman's modesty, as the 
famous Mughal poet Rahim (fl. 1600) does in the following couplet:

A shadow of a glance hovers at the corner of her eye.
:KHQ�VKH�PRYHV�\RX�FDQއW�HYHQ�KHDU�KHU�DQNOHWV�32

A subcategory of VYDNí\Ã and a favorite of poets was the QDYRפKÃ�QÃ\LNÃ (new 
bride). Such a woman refuses a lover's sexual advances in bed by struggling to 
keep her blouse done up or locking her thighs tightly together. Some poets set 
their sights on even younger women, such as the PXJGKÃ (innocent), the girl just 
entering puberty. Part of this series is the DM³ÃWD\DXYDQÃ�QÃ\LNÃ, a still-
unmarried girl who is so naղve that she does not even know about puberty or 
lovemaking yet. She typically panics upon first noticing her budding breasts, 
thinking she has contracted some kind of disease until a girlfriend or nanny 
explains to her the ways of the world.33 Braj poets, like their Sanskrit 
predecessors, were also intrigued by racier types of passion. Many a bheda was 
forged in describing the dynamics of a liaison with a SDUDNí\Ã (the wife of 
another man). In some cases, love is directed toward a courtesan. 
Unsurprisingly, there is a name for that, too: the VÃPÃQ\Ã�QÃ\LNÃ RUފ�ZRPDQ�
DYDLODEOH�WR�DOOދ�

Indian theorists of QÃ\LNÃEKHGD seem to have had a penchant for threefold 
typologies. Aside from the triplet VYDNí\Ã�SDUDNí\Ã�VÃPÃQ\Ã is a tripartite 
division according to stages in the relationship. After a woman gains some 
experience in love she ceases to be PXJGKÃ. She qualifies for promotion to 

PDGK\Ã (somewhat knowledgeable) and eventually to the status of SUDX֖KÃ
(mature). A SUDX֖KÃ�QÃ\LNÃ is wise in the ways of the world and in full command 
of an arsenal of feminine wiles. She enjoys sex and knows how to manipulate her 
lover in manifold ways (these two attributes have also been  (p.80) theorized as 
subtypes: the UDWLSUL\Ã and VYÃGKíQDSDWLNÃ). Another triple division hinges on 
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whether a woman is XWWDPÃ, PDGK\DPÃ, or DGKDPÃ (best, middling, and worst, 
respectively). The principal metric here is how quick a woman is to anger. The 

XWWDPÃ does not mind too much if her lover strays; the PDGK\DPÃ can be 
appeased after an indiscretion, but the DGKDPÃ unleashes a jealous tirade.34 The 
issue of PÃQD��RU�MHDORXV�UDJH��WHFKQLFDOO\�D�VXEWRSLF�RIފ�IUXVWUDWHG�ORYHދ��ZDV�
also subject to the classification of pandits (PÃQD can be light, middling, or 
severe), giving us yet another favorite bheda: the PÃQLQí (indignant woman). 
Even a woman's style of expressing anger was subject to a threefold scheme. An 

DGKíUÃ (volatile) woman lashes out indiscriminately at her man. A GKíUÃGKíUÃ
(sometimes self-possessed, sometimes volatile) woman has learned to 
occasionally control her temper toward strategic ends. The GKíUÃ woman is the 
canniest: she knows that the best way to get back at him may be to give him the 
silent treatment or to let loose with a few well-timed sarcastic remarks.

To the unaccustomed observer this may seem like a surprising or even excessive 
degree of categorization, but it is just the tip of an iceberg in the ocean of 
QÃ\LNÃEKHGD. There is also a well-known eightfold system called 

DDQÃ\LNÃEKHGD, a detailed exploration of the emotional landscape of women in 
love.

1) VYÃGKíQDSDWLNÃ (has her lover under control)
2) XWNÃ (anxious)
3) YÃVDNDVDMMÃ (waiting, having decorated her bed)
4) DEKLVDQGKLWÃ (stubborn)
5) NKD֖אLWÃ (reproachful; see figure 4.2)
6) SURLWDSDWLNÃ (sad because her lover has gone far away)
7) YLSUDODEGKÃ (sad because her lover did not keep the rendezvous)
8) DEKLVÃULNÃ (setting forth boldly to meet her lover; see figure 1.1)

This and the other systems just outlined can be combined in various ways to 
generate yet additional systems, and subsystems, and sub-subsystems. Some UíWL
authors took special care to put their own stamp on the subject by modifying the 
existing bhedas. For instance, in his 5DVLNSUL\Ã, Keshavdas augmented the 
traditional wisdom on the DEKLVÃULNÃ�QÃ\LNÃ with the addition of a new category: 
the SUHPÃEKLVÃULNÃ RUފ�ZRPDQ�ZKR�JRHV�IRUWK�EROGO\�WR�PHHW�KHU�VZHHWKHDUW�RXW�
RI�ORYH35ދ�
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Keshavdas additionally divided QÃ\LNÃs into prachhanna (secretive) and SUDNÃĝD
(out in the open), the operative distinction being whether the affair is a private 
matter known only to the lovers and perhaps a close VDNKí (confidante),  (p.81) 
or is common knowledge. This single classificatory move effectively doubled the 
number of QÃ\LNÃs as exemplified by the poet's dual exposition of the XWNÃ
(anxious), which begins with a definition followed by twinned verses that 
LOOXVWUDWH�ERWKފ�VHFUHWLYHދ�DQGފ�RXW�LQ�WKH�RSHQދ�

Definition of anxious

.HVKDYGDV�VD\V�WKDW�WKHފ�DQ[LRXVދ�LV�D�ZRPDQ�ZKRVH�ORYHU�GRHV�QRW�VKRZ�
up for some reason, causing her heart to brim with sorrow.

$Q�H[DPSOH�RI�WKHފ�VHFUHWLYH�DQ[LRXVދ
Is it some matter at home?
Or did his cowherd friends detain him?
Is he fasting today?
Did he fail to pay a debt?
Did he get into a fight?
Has he suddenly taken a religious turn?
Perhaps he is unwell?
Or his love for me is false?
Did he see the clouds and hesitate to come in the middle of the 
night?
Or is he testing my love?
$JDLQ�WRGD\�KH�KDVQއW�FRPH�
What could be the matter?

,Q�WKLV�H[DPSOHނQRWH�WKH�XVH�RI�WKH VDQGHKD�DODNÃUD (the QÃ\LNÃ cannot decide 
RQ�WKH�H[DFW�UHDVRQ�IRU�KHU�ORYHU�QRW�VKRZLQJ�XS�ނWKH�ZRUU\�WKDW�WKH�KHURLQH�
feels is entirely private. A second poem in which the QÃ\LNÃ shares her concern 
with another woman (but not a close confidante, in which case the category of 
 �ZRXOG�VWLOO�DSSO\��GLVWLQJXLVKHV�WKH SUDNÃĝÃ (figure 2.2) from theދVHFUHWLYHފ

SUDFKKDQQÃ�XWNÃ:

$Q�H[DPSOH�RI�WKHފ�RSHQO\�DQ[LRXVދ
Did he just forget?
Or has somebody cast a spell on him?
Has he lost his way?
Is he afraid of someone?
Perhaps he's met another woman more beautiful than I.
He may have left already.
Or it could be that he's just arriving now, or will arrive at any 
moment.
0\�IULHQG��FRPIRUW�PHނ
1DQGD
V�VRQ�LV�GHOD\HG��DQG�,�GRQއW�NQRZ�WKH�UHDVRQ�36
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figure 2.2  Openly anxious heroine 
(SUDNÃĝÃ�XWNÃ�QÃ\LNÃ), attributed to 
6DKLEGLQ��0HZDU��Fށ���������

Courtesy of Jnana-pravaha, Varanasi

 (p.82) Whether Keshavdas explores the emotions of an anxious QÃ\LNÃ talking 
to herself or to another, the anguished urgency of her viraha state comes 
through powerfully, evoking the rasa of YLSUDODPEKD�ĝפJÃUD in the reader.

 (p.83) The various 
permutations of QÃ\LNÃs are 
many. They can add up quickly, 
even exponentially. Keshavdas 
calculated a total of 360 
possibilities in his 5DVLNSUL\Ã, 
and even higher counts have 
been registered.37 And this tally 
does not include all the other 
women who show up in 
literature and can therefore be 
classified, such as the QÃ\LNÃ's 

VDNKís and GXWís (messengers), 
not to mention a raft of servants 
including the midwife, barber's 
wife, gardener's wife, and so on. 
The male characters, QÃ\DNDs, 
also merited categorization, but 
they were never treated with 
anything approaching the same 
zeal. Indian poetry may often 
have a female voice, but it has a 
male gaze.

Why so Much Ado about 
Typology?
The existence of so many 

QÃ\LNÃEKHGD works has perplexed many modern readers. Those who lack 
training in Indian poetic theory might also assume that the immense number of 
rules could only produce some kind of stilted and inferior literary experience. Or 
a person sensitive to gender issues might wonder whether all this QÃ\LNÃEKHGD is 
some kind of bizarre testosterone-driven fantasy, the male gaze on overdrive. 
One modern interpreter of Braj poetry, who has identified poetic features that 
traditional Indian scholars, for all their systematizing, ironically never 
addressed, is correct to point out that Indian aesthetic theory can be too limiting 
an interpretative system.38 5íWL styles have usually been derided as emblematic 
of Hindi literature's mannerist phase, in which poets were supposedly so busy 
typologizing that they neglected to write good poetry. When the crudest of 
historical analyses collided with colonial and nationalist discourse in the early 
twentieth century, genres like QÃ\LNÃEKHGD came to be considered evidence of a 
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decadent (not to mention oversexed) culture that had lost its classical vibrancy 
and sunk to new lows of repetition and staleness.39

While rejecting the traditional literary categories out of hand is easy, the 
intellectually rigorous approach is to try to understand what these categories 
meant to the people who used them, and why they mattered so much. European 
epistemological and aesthetic regimes have come to dominate the globe since 
colonial times, obscuring and discrediting the sophisticated literary disciplines 
and interpretive codes of other cultures. Postcolonial literary theory has done 
much to articulate cogent critiques of the travesties of imperialism, but the focus 
in India has been largely on modern texts. The precolonial literary past must 
also be read postcolonially. And any such reading must begin by sincerely 
engaging with the literary values of Indian premodernity.

Questions worth posing when studying premodern culture generally concern the 
shape of innovation in conservative genres. What were the markers of  (p.84) 
poetic beauty in a world of literary systematicity? Where was the author's 
chance to display originality when so much had been prescribed? Does an overly 
prescriptive system hinder rather than enhance the potential for poetic 
creativity? In fact, infinite creative possibilities were always available at the 
level of an individual verse, and constraint creates its own exquisite forms of 
freedom. Occasionally poets proposed a new bheda of QÃ\LNÃ, but even when 
they wrote about the same time-tested ones, there was still scope for newness. 
Sometimes UíWL poets sought the small twist on an old theme or a beautiful turn 
of phrase. It has become commonplace to note that there are hundreds of 
5ÃPÃ\DאDs in southern Asia, but each was told with different emphases and 
outcomes.40 The fact that everybody already knew the story did not detract from 
the experience. On the contrary, prior knowledge enhanced enjoyment, as when, 
WR�XVH�D�PRGHUQ�DQDORJ\��OLVWHQHUV�KHDU�D�IDYRULWH�ROG�VRQJ�EHLQJފ�FRYHUHGދ�E\�D�
newer band. The UíWL themes that were crafted from the template of 
DODNÃUDĝÃVWUD by the members of the Braj kavikul (community of poets) 
functioned in a similar way. New emphases were always being dreamed up, 
testament to the vibrancy of the tradition.41

UíWL SRHWVއ�SHQFKDQW�IRU�K\SHU�V\VWHPDWLFLW\�DOVR�KDV�WR�EH�XQGHUVWRRG�LQ�LWV�RZQ�
cultural environment. India had always been a culture of ĝÃVWUD producers. 
Virtually no domain of cultural, social, or political practice went untheorized. In 
many fields, including GDUĝDQD (philosophy), YÃVWX (architecture), VDJíWD (music),
JDאLWD (mathematics), M\RWLD (astrology), and even NÃPD (sex), Indians did it by 
the book. Whether or not one followed it to the letter (and, to be sure, many did 
not), there was a deep-seated belief that theory made practice more efficacious. 
In the classical Sanskrit thought-world, theory was even held to be an 
epistemological necessity, one that preceded practice.42
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In the knowledge system of DODNÃUDĝÃVWUD, crucial principles of literary 
hermeneutics were also at work. 5íWL literary theory is a highly structured 
semiotic system that enabled the production, performance, and interpretation of 
Brajbhasha court poetry. Intelligibility and literary success in courtly venues 
depended on poets and audiences being conversant with the principal 
components. 5íWLJUDQWKs were an important means of enabling these social and 
communicative processes. We do not know nearly as much as we would like 
about the performance conditions of UíWL poetry, but it is certain that bhakti
poetry in the pad genre was a sung tradition, as was dhrupad, a style that 
became spectacularly popular in Mughal circles.43 It is easy to envision a 
context, much like the PD֮ILO associated with Urdu literary culture, in which a 
poet presented his couplets or quatrains to a specialized audience of 
connoisseurs. One corroborating clue about courtly performance in the 
seventeenth century comes from Jayarama Pindye's 5ÃGKÃPÃGKDYDYLOÃVDFDPSĭ
(Love play of Radha and Krishna,  (p.85) c. 1650), a collection of mixed Sanskrit 
and vernacular poetry produced under the patronage of Shahaji Bhonsle in the 
Deccan. The work documents a VDPDV\ÃSĭUWL (extemporaneous composition) 
competition in which the poets in Shahaji's assembly were asked to present 
verses that could elucidate the difference between QÃ\LNÃs of the M³ÃWD\DXYDQÃ
and DM³ÃWD\DXYDQÃ types (conscious and unconscious of the arrival of puberty) 
according to the Sanskrit rhetorician Bhanudatta's description of them.44 This 
kind of situation, in which QÃ\LNÃEKHGD was a basis for performance as well as a 
subject of debate among connoisseurs, is probably generalizable to UíWL contexts, 
as well.45 The very structure of a UíWLJUDQWK, predicated upon proposing a 
definition and composing a suitable example verse, may be seen as a textual 
embodiment of the oral practice of VDPDV\ÃSĭUWL from the courtly VDEKÃ
(assembly).

Thorough immersion in DODNÃUDĝÃVWUD would have been essential for the 
appreciation of muktakas. Unlike the verses of a prabandha work, a muktaka is 
not part of a larger narrative. The charm of this verse style is that the reader or 
listener steps into the middle of a story. The full story is never told in the poem 
itself, especially in the case of a GRKÃ, where there is room for only the sparsest 
narrative detail. Consider the literary infrastructure that must be in place for a 
couplet like the following one by Bihari to generate meaning:

:K\�GR�\RX�GULYH�PH�FUD]\�ZLWK�DOO�\RXU�OLHV"�<RX�FDQއW�KLGH�WKH�
truth.
Your eyes, dripping with redness, tell the tale of last night's 
pleasures.46

The speaker, the addressee, and the subject of the conversation are nowhere 
directly enunciated. As far as the minimal narrative content of the poem goes, all 
we are told is that upon seeing somebody's red eyes another person gets angry. 
But the metadiscourse of QÃ\LNÃEKHGD allows us easily to fill in the rest of the 
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story. In the most likely reading of the verse, Bihari is depicting an encounter 
between a NKD֖אLWÃ�QÃ\LNÃ (reproachful beloved) and a ĝDKD�QÃ\DND (unfaithful 
lover). According to the conventions of UíWL literature, red eyes in a man are a 
clue that he has been up all night making love to another woman. His eyes may 
be red either from lack of sleep or, more extremely, because during the heat of 
passion things got a little messy and betel juice stained his face. The verse would 
then be about his angry girlfriend taking him to task for his infidelity.

However, such a reconstruction of the context does not begin to exhaust the 
interpretive possibilities of this poem. We cannot know for certain how a given 

UíWL�PXNWDND was interpreted by its many readers and listeners in early modern 
India, though the possibilities are circumscribed by the formalized literary 
systems just outlined. Fortunately, commentators afford valuable clues. For the 
poem just cited, Lallulal (fl. 1800) suggests two other potential readings  (p.86) 
in his /ÃOFDQGULNÃ commentary on the %LKÃUíVDWVDí. Instead of recording the 
harsh words of a woman whose lover has cheated on her, this muktaka of Bihari 
may also be taken as a conversation between two girlfriends. In this case, the 

QÃ\LNÃ is of the bheda known as ODNLWÃ (found out), and the verse has a less shrill 
tone: the VDNKí, the QÃ\LNÃ's girlfriend, is teasing her about her red eyes with a 
wink and a nudge that suggest she knows all about her friend's naughty 
escapades with her lover. But if the speakers are reversed, and these are the 
words of the QÃ\LNÃ instead of the VDNKí, an altogether different scenario arises 
from within the framework of QÃ\LNÃEKHGD: that of the DQ\DVDPEKRJDGXKNKLWÃ, a 
jealous QÃ\LNÃ who is furious at her girlfriend for spending the night with the 

QÃ\LNÃ's own lover.47 In short, the mere seventeen words of this short GRKÃ
produce an array of interpretations from within a structured grid of possibilities, 
DQG�WKH�UHDGHU
V�SX]]OLQJ�RYHU�WKHPނLQGHHG��KLV�DELOLW\�WR�FUHDWH�QHZ�
SRVVLELOLWLHV�E\�KLV�PDVWHU\�RI�WKH�SRHW
V�XQLTXH�JUDPPDU�RI�ORYHނLV�SUHFLVHO\�
one of the joys of experiencing UíWL poetry. Bihari's GRKÃs have frequently been 
celebrated for their quality of being JÃJDU�PH�VÃJDU (a small pot that contains 
the ocean). The reason this UíWL poet can say so much in so few words is that a 
centuries-old system of literary shorthand serves as a potent mechanism for 
signification and connoisseurship.

The encoding of pointed images by skilled poets and its corollary, the existence 
of a sophisticated audience attuned to the fine points of classical theory, were 
the critical underpinning of this literary culture. It is through immersion in the 
system that we can identify the newly married QÃ\LNÃ from the Rahim poem 
excerpted above: her sidelong glances suggest a woman too modest to look 
directly at her husband, and her quiet anklets bespeak a woman so unassertive 
as to make no sound when she moves. An uninitiated reader would feel mystified 
as to why a female character appears sad about the harvesting of the sugarcane, 
but those in the know understand her to be an DQXĝD\DQÃ (apprehensive) QÃ\LNÃ, 
DQG�WKH�FDXVH�RI�KHU�FRQFHUQ�WKH�GHVWUXFWLRQ�RI�WKH�KLGLQJ�VSRWނVXJDUFDQH�
JURZV�WDOOނZKHUH�VKH�KDG�EHHQ�DEOH�WR�PHHW�KHU�ORYHU��WKHLU�DIIDLU�WKXV�
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undetected. Connoisseurs of Indian poetry know that an DGKíUÃ�QÃ\LNÃ is prone 
to lashing out in anger, and that the cure for JXUXPÃQD (a woman's most extreme 
form of jealous rage, sparked by a lover's infidelity) is SUDאDWL (the man's bowing 
down at her feet). The system of QÃ\LNÃEKHGD encodes thousands of possible 
exchanges between lovers in poetry, allowing the kavikul to bypass the need for 
cumbersome background detail.

Besides these elements of UíWL literary culture that derive primarily from 
Sanskrit, much was new in the world of Brajbhasha textuality. For one thing, 
bhakti was a major concern, even for court poets. For another, earlier genres 
from Sanskrit could be given a new vernacular twist. Occasionally more 
pronounced  (p.87) LQQRYDWLRQV�DUH�HYLGHQW��DV�LQ�%UDM�ZULWHUVއ�H[SORLWDWLRQ�RI�
uniquely vernacular registers or their penchant for rhymed poetry. We also find 
hybrid poetic styles that draw upon the resources of Persian. I turn now to 
explore some of these departures.

5íWL Poets and Bhakti
In the modern period, the Sanskrit language is too readily equated with religious 
life, obscuring the sophisticated, worldly side of its intellectual and political 
culture.48 The ĝÃVWUDs, prabandhas, and muktakas discussed above, the principal 
genres of the courtly VDEKÃ, had largely been secular matters for the Sanskrit 
pandits of premodern India. But while UíWL poets shared their Sanskrit 
SUHGHFHVVRUVއ�LQWHUHVW�LQ�WKHVH�DQG�WKH�FRXUWO\�VW\OHV�RI ĝפJÃUD, SUDĝDVWL, and 
scholasticism, their works were also profoundly informed by more recent bhakti
trends.

A number of courtly genres may well have originated in Sanskrit but upon being 
WUDQVSODQWHG�LQWR�%UDMEKDVKD�ZHUH�SXW�WR�PRUH�UHOLJLRXV�XVHނRU�DW�OHDVW�VXEMHFW�
to simultaneous readings as both courtly and religious. As explored in the 
previous chapter, Keshavdas's 5DVLNSUL\Ã is profoundly imbued with bhakti. 
Recall how the figure of Radha is cast in UíWL imagery that is simultaneously 
reverential, as the MDJDQÃ\DND�Ní�QÃ\LNÃ, heroine of the world's hero (i.e., 
.ULVKQD���7KH�ZRUNV�RI�SURWRށUíWL poets like Kriparam and Nanddas are primarily 
devotional in orientation even if their formal features affiliate them with UíWL�
ĝÃVWUD. Later Braj rhetoricians such as Chintamani Tripathi (fl. 1650) and 
Bhikharidas (fl. 1740) would revise earlier Sanskrit theories to bring them in line 
with bhakti; many other UíWL authors, even while elucidating scholastic points 
from Sanskrit poetics, explicitly depicted love scenes about Radha and Krishna, 
allowing for both spiritual and secular interpretations. This ambiguity was 
particularly exploited by Rajput and Pahari painters, who generally signal that 
the QÃ\DND of their painted poems is Krishna by using blue pigment for the male 
character (see figure 4.2). The Krishna in question may be a sumptuously 
dressed courtier as opposed to a cowherder playing his flute in a grove in 
Vrindavan, but it is Krishna nonetheless, and for some viewers the experience 
ZRXOG�QRW�KDYH�EHHQ�DV�PXFK�FRXUWO\�GHOHFWDWLRQ�DV�UHOLJLRXV�UHYHUHQFHނRU�
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perhaps both at the same time.49 Some of the longer SUDEDQGKD�NÃY\Ds were 
also influenced by the new Vaishnava currents of Mughal-period India. 
Keshavdas's 5ÃPFDQGUDFDQGULNÃ is a bhakti-infused prabandha on the life of 
Rama, although otherwise very much in the style of Sanskrit high NÃY\D. The 

6XGÃPÃFDULWD (Life of Sudama), based on Vaishnava lore about Krishna's 
indigent childhood friend  (p.88) Sudama, became a popular subject with Braj 
poets.50 The infusion of earlier court genres with Vaishnava bhakti is just one of 
the new hybrid styles in this period.

Braj Historiography
Another textual domain that drew from several sources, including Sanskrit, is 
that of Brajbhasha historiography. Although it was never a major focus of 
Sanskrit writers, Bana's +DUDFDULWD (Biography of Harsha, c. 640), the 

9LNUDPÃNDGHYDFDULWD (Biography of Vikramanka Deva, c. 1080) of Bilhana, and 
the 5ÃMDWDUDJLאí (Genealogy of kings, 1148) of Kalhana are important instances 
of historical literature from the classical tradition. Early UíWL writers showed an 
affinity for the genre, which inhabits an interstitial space between history and 
literature, with its elements of quasi reportage intermingled with less realistic 
scenes of great rhetorical flourish. Many local cultural streams also fed into Braj 
historical writing. Although the YíUD or heroic sentiment was a foundational 
component of the Sanskrit literary repertoire, the UÃVR was a specifically western 
Indian genre that became prominent from the sixteenth century. We noted that 
the UÃVR must have been a model for Keshavdas's early 5DWQDEÃYDQí and such 
ballads remained current in Rajput courts of the Mughal period. This was a time 
when the oral, bardic traditions of Rajasthan were giving way to a new cultural 
preference for formal written texts.51

One new and pervasive phenomenon of early modern India that markedly 
affected Braj historiographical developments was Mughal power. Several UíWL
works are significant articulations of historical events for a local readership, 
composed in the genres that had currency in their own communities. As noted in 
chapter 1, the first portion of Keshavdas's 9íUVLKGHYFDULW is a detailed account 
of Mughal-Orchha political relations around 1600, in which Keshavdas 
chronicles the key events almost as if he were a court historian and with a 
specificity that had been rare in Sanskrit NÃY\D. In later cantos of the work, 
however, he departs from this historical approach, interweaving elements of 
elegant NÃY\D and political sermons that derive from the Sanskrit textual past. 
To invoke the formulation of a recent book on South Indian historiography from 
the same period, an attuned reader can differentiate between the poetic and 
KLVWRULFDOފ�WH[WXUHV52ދ�
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Narottam Kavi's 0ÃQFDULW is another paradigmatic example from the Kachhwaha 
court at Amber. The following chappay evinces the poet's interest in recording 
Mughal genealogy as well as reporting on recent political events:

 (p.89) Babur, lord of the earth, conquered countless territories.
Humayun challenged many rulers,
and increased the boundaries of the kingdom.
The kingdom was strengthened by mighty Akbar,
glory be upon him.
The nobility and Afghans serve him in the imperial court.
Chaghtais hold sway over the four corners of the earth,
their laws are obeyed.
But everybody says the sword of Man Singh
is instrumental to their power.53

The poet here projects a dramatic vision of local sovereignty within the imperial 
system: the Mughals may rule the earth, but it is only because of Rajputs like 
Man Singh that they can do so. Elsewhere in the work, Narottam assiduously 
catalogues the many battles where Man Singh made himself indispensable to 
Akbar. He was a major force in removing the threat of Akbar's half-brother Mirza 
Hakim in Kabul; he lead a battalion against Rana Pratap Singh of Mewar at the 
battle of Haldighati; he castigated the Yousufzais who had taken the life of Birbal 
in a murderous ambush. Not all the battle descriptions are in keeping with the 
rigorous annalistic approaches and evidentiary standards that have become 
GHILQLQJ�IHDWXUHV�RI�KLVWRU\�LQ�WKH�PRGHUQ�VHQVH��1DURWWDPނDQG UíWL poets across 
WKH�ERDUGނIHOW�IUHH�WR�HPEHOOLVK�KLVWRU\�ZLWK�SRHWLF�IORXULVKHV��+H�ZDV�especially 
fond of constructing long onomatopoeic passages that conjure up the aural 
landscape of war. A few lines from a description of Man Singh arraying his 
forces for the battle of Haldighati give a feel for his style:

The forces assembled, platoons merging into a vast army.
The troops donned full body armor,
shields at the ready, their many-hued ensigns
streaming into a colorful tableau.
The kettle drums blared, a deafening din
drowning out tablas and drones.
5DWWOHV�DQG�JRQJV�DQG�ZDU�GUXPV��WUXPSHWV�DQG�EXJOHV�VRXQGHGޔ
FD֖Kí�VHQD�VHQÃ�ML�VHQÃ�VDPÃKD��VDMH�DJD�DJHQL�DJH�VDQÃKD,
֖KDOí�֖KÃOD�OÃODWL�KÃODWL�VHWH��PLOí�UDJD�UDJHQL�YDLUDNKNKD�SíWH
EKD\H�֖KLPD֖KLPDݷ�ML�֖KROD�QLVÃQD�WDEDOOH�QD�WDGĭUD�MÃQDWL�
NÃQD
EDMDL�MKLMKL�MKDOOHUL�PפGGDJD�WHWH��VDKDQQÃL�EKHU\H�UX�QDSKSKíUD�
kete54ޔ

 (p.90) Narottam's biography of Man Singh is a form of what I would call 
enriched history, in which poetry played an important role. The poetic punch of 
this verse in the EKXMDJSUD\ÃW meter stems from the writer's facility with YDLאD�
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VDJÃí (kindred sounds), an alliterative technique perfected by the bardic 
performers of Rajasthan.55 The structured assonances and onomatopoeia evoke 
the sounds of war drums and the bustle of an army, bringing history alive for his 
audience.

Whatever the poetic medium, the tremendous currency of Mughal political 
themes in Brajbhasha courtly texts compels us to see this kind of writing as a 
new and significant, if as yet undertheorized, trend in Hindi literary history. 
Perhaps some awareness of the Indo-Persian WÃUíNK (royal chronicle) tradition 
was seeping into the consciousness of UíWL authors, who themselves occasionally 
spent time in residence at the Mughal court, and whose patrons regularly did. 
Some works, including Vrind's 6DW\DVDUĭSUĭSDN and the -DQJQÃPÃ of Shridhar 
(both from the early eighteenth century), which respectively recount the wars of 
succession between Aurangzeb's sons Muazzam (the victor and future emperor 
Bahadur Shah) and Azam Shah in 1707 and Jahandar Shah and Farrukh Siyar in 
 ����UHDG�OHVV�OLNH NÃY\D than as chronicles of epoch-making historicalށ����
events. The &KDWUDSUDNÃĝ (Light on Chatrasal, 1710) by Lal Kavi of the Panna 
court, a retrospective account of the political career of the Bundela leader 
&KDWUDVDO������ ��DGRSWV�D�VLPLODU�DSSURDFK��$OUHDG\�D�FRPSRQHQW�RI�WKH�����ށ

UíWL tradition even in the early days of Keshavdas and Narottam, historical 
genres, although present in Sanskrit, took on a new importance in the Braj 
PLOLHX��ZLWK�VRPH�LQSXW�IURP�5DMDVWKDQL�QDUUDWLYH�SRHWU\�DQGނLW�VHHPV�OLNHO\ނ
the Mughal documentary state.

Brajbhasha Register and Rhyme
7KH�GHYHORSPHQW�RI�QHZނRU�DW�OHDVW�UHIXUELVKHGނOLWHUDU\�JHQUHV�ZDV�FUXFLDO�WR�
the success of Brajbhasha poets in the early modern period. So was their ability 
to manipulate the register of their vernacular literary language in exciting new 
ways. This is also an area where Sanskrit and Brajbhasha decisively part ways. 
6DQVNULW�ZDV�QRWLRQDOO\�D�IL[HG�ODQJXDJH�DQGނDW�OHDVW�LQ�WKHRU\ނD�FORVHG�
system, the rules of which had been codified in antiquity by famous 
grammarians such as Panini and Patanjali (fourth and first century BCE, 
respectively).56 Brajbhasha, in contrast, was highly adaptable. The precursor to 
modern Hindi-Urdu, which shares the same flexibility, Brajbhasha's broad 
spectrum of lexical registers contributed in powerful ways to its poetic charm; it 
also helped to foster a literature that could be appreciated by multiple 
communities.

 (p.91) Some writers were predisposed toward a particular style; others tapped 
into more than one register or dialect, freely employing whatever word or 
phrase seemed best depending on the needs of a specific poem or context or 
patron. And these choices were made with forethought and flair. To use a 

tadbhava word like NÃQKD or its diminutive kanhaiya, for instance, instead of 
NאפD, a tatsama (pure Sanskrit word), conjures up feelings of intimacy and 
rusticity that are especially appropriate for expressing the longings of the village 
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maidens who are at the center of this Vaishnava narrative cycle. In a poem that 
features a JRSí taking Krishna to task, her speech is best reported in a lively 
FROORTXLDO�VW\OH�VXFK�DVފ�FKÃפDKX�EROLER�EROD�KDVDXKDL (stop it already with 
\RXU�SOHDVDQWULHV��ދ�UDWKHU�WKDQ�LQ�D�PRUH�IRUPDO�UHJLVWHU�57

%DWWOH�VFHQHV�IROORZ�D�FRPSOHWHO\�GLIIHUHQW�OLQJXLVWLF�ORJLF��,Q�VRPH�FDVHVނDV�LQ�
1DURWWDP
V�GHVFULSWLRQV�RI�0DQ�6LQJK
V�DUP\�DW�+DOGLJKDWL5ނDMDVWKDQL�WH[WXUHV�
contribute just the right mood to a martial poem. Other poets simulate an 
almost-Prakrit archaicism, as in the opening lines of a chappay by Padmakar (fl. 
1800) with its highly marked repetitions of cha, ka, and dha:

The sky is adorned with weapons all the way to the horizon.
Behold the beauty of the imperial parasols affording shade!
Panic spreads in all directions, the terrified enemies become 
flustered.
&KLWL�DWL�FKDMML\D�DWUD��FKDWUD�FKÃKDQD�FKDEL�FKDNNL\D
FDKXYD�FDNND�GKDNDSDNND��DULQD�DNDEDNND�GKDUDNNL\D58

Padmakar's studied repetition of dissonant sounds invokes both the clamor and 
the terror of a battlefield, while fostering the experience of YíUD�UDVD in the 
audience.

Tatsama language also retained its importance in select UíWL contexts. Since early 
Braj writers were indebted to Sanskrit authorities for the composition of their 
works on DODNÃUDĝÃVWUD, it makes good sense that the technical vocabulary in 
the ODNDא portions of UíWLJUDQWKs would be Sanskritized. Raised in a traditional 
pandit family, Keshavdas in particular had tremendous facility with tatsama
style. (His occasionally heavy doses of Sanskrit vocabulary did not help the 
cause of his famous inscrutability.) When delivering a sermon to a royal patron 
on moral conduct or spiritual matters, as he does in the final cantos of his 

9íUVLP֮GHYFDULW and throughout the 9LM³ÃQJíWÃ, he deploys tatsama language in 
full force. Both of these works also contain pure Sanskrit quotations that 
contribute to the stately, elevated tone he sought. In the opening verse of the 
latter work, which is of a broadly vedantic bent, Keshavdas cultivates ĝÃQWD�UDVD
with long, almost incantatory, strings of quasi Sanskrit, apparently mobilized in 
an attempt to express the inexpressible nature of the divine:

 (p.92) Know [god] to be a light without beginning or end, 
immeasurable, wondrous, formless, renowned as the greatest bliss 
on earth, and, moreover, as full effulgence.
-\RWL�DQÃGL�DQDQWD�DPLWD�DGEKXWD�DUĭSD�JXQL
3DUDPÃQDQGD�SXKXPL�SUDVLGGKD�SĭUDQD�SUDNÃVD�SXQL59

A few words, such as puhumi (earth, from Sanskrit EKĭPL) and puni (moreover, 
from Sanskrit SXQD֮), signal that the 9LM³ÃQJíWÃ is in fact a vernacular text, but 
just barely.
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Another verse that comes as close as is conceivable to Sanskrit without actually 
being so is this remarkable kavitt from Keshavdas's -DKÃQJíUMDVFDQGULNÃ, an 
almost-classic instance of SUDĝDVWL, or panegyric:

See how the emperor Jahangir is as astonishing as the god Indra.
In his court are poets and generals,
skilled artists and discerning scholars,
warriors, officers, stable masters, sheikhs, masterminds,
the clever, the glamorous, the lustrous,
a range of entertainers and their companions.
There are beautiful songs, haunting to the soul.
.HVKDYGDV�VD\V��-DKDQJLU�LV�D�FDSDEOH�UXOHU�LQ�HYHU\�UHVSHFWނ
he is kind to the deserving and
harsh toward those who break the law.
.DYL��VHQÃSDWL��NXVDOD�NDOÃQLGKL��JXQí�JíUDSDWL
6ĭUD��JDQHVD��PDKHVD��ĝHD� EDKX�ELEXGKD�PDKÃPDWL
&DWXUÃQDQD��VREKÃQLYÃVD��ĝUí�GKDUD��YLG\ÃGKDUD
%LG\ÃGKDUí�DQHND��PD³MX�JKRÃGL�FLWWDKDUD
WL�FKDPD�VDED�EKÃއ�NHVDYDކ�L�DQXJUDKD�QLJUDKDQL�MXWD�NDKLפ'
,PL�MDKÃJíUD�VXUDWÃQD�DED�GHNKDKX�DGEKXWD�LQGUD�VDPD60

The Brajbhasha employed here is almost pure Sanskrit (with due allowance 
PDGH�IRU�VWDQGDUG�%UDM�FRQYHUVLRQV�RIފ�ĝDދ�WRފ�VDދ�DQG�WKH�OLNH��DQG�WUDGLWLRQDOO\�
Indic in its imagery, with the Mughal emperor Jahangir compared to Indra, king 
of the Hindu gods.

Nonetheless, closer scrutiny reveals an interesting twist. The verse can be read 
as an extended ĝOHD, in which all the terms of the SUDĝDVWL apply equally to 
Jahangir and to Indra.61 Barely perceptible in the presence of such hyper-
Sanskritized style, it turns out, is a multilingual pun that hinges on two possible 
SURQXQFLDWLRQV�RI�WKH�ZRUGފ�ĝHDދ�LQ�OLQH�WZR��5HDG�DV�D�6DQVNULW�ZRUG�LQ�
relation to Indra's court, it means Sheshanaga, the serpent companion of Vishnu. 
%XW�WKH�VDPH�ZRUG��ZKHQ�SURQRXQFHG�LQ�WKH�%UDM�PDQQHU��VRXQGV�OLNHފ�VKHLNKދ� 
 (p.93) allowing it to double as the Arabic word for a venerated religious 
leader.62 Despite being rooted in a Sanskritic thought-world, the verse subtly 
divulges its Mughal provenance.

The connection of UíWL authors to Indo-Muslim court culture sparked many 
instances of literary hybridity at the level of register. The .DYíQGUDNDOSDODWÃ
(Wish-fulfilling vine of Kavindra, c. 1650) of Kavindracharya Sarasvati, a 
Brajbhasha work written for Jahangir's son Shah Jahan, contains fascinating 
variations on classical panegyric styles that are made possible precisely by the 
judicious manipulation of Perso-Arabic words. At first glance, many of his verses 
seem like quite standard fare, the kinds of encomia Sanskrit poets had been 
writing for centuries. However, the fact that the poet writes in Brajbhasha, and 
addresses the Mughal emperor rather than Bhoja or some other Hindu king of 
old, makes several of his verses far from standard, as when Kavindra celebrates 
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the emperor's multicultural competency with the following lines extracted from 
one of his kavitts:

+H�NQRZV�WKH�4XUއÃQ�DQG�WKH�3XUÃאDV�
he knows the secrets of the Vedas.
Say, where else can one find so much connoisseurship,
so much understanding?
He gives a Mount Meru worth of gold,
he gives this world and the next.
.XUÃQD�SXUÃQD�MÃQH��YHGDQL�NH�EKHGD�MÃQH,
(Wí�UíMKD�HWí�EĭMKD�DXUD�NDKR�NÃKL�KDL
6XPHUD�NR�VDXQR�GHWD��GíQD�GXQí�GRQR�GHWD63

The pairing of NXUÃQD��D�%UDM�SURQXQFLDWLRQ�RI�4XUއÃQ��ZLWK�3XUÃאD�GHIWO\�
underscores Shah Jahan's ecumenism: rhyme has a magical way of 
demonstrating the ontological unity of things otherwise thought to be completely 
separate. This literary technique would have been virtually impossible in 
Sanskrit, where rhyme was rare. The use of Braj instead of Sanskrit also allows 
Kavindra to tap into the Muslim thought-world with the Arabic concepts GíQ�GXQí
[i.e., GXQL\Ã, religion and worldly life]. Similarly, in celebrating the emperor's 
military prowess the pandit-poet is free to use the Perso-Arabic word IDWX֮
(victory) rather than the more typical Sanskritic vijaya:

No sooner have the victory poems of the last battle been composed,
than more battles have already been won.
-DX�ODX�SÃFKLOí�IDWĭKD�NR�NDYLWWD�NDUH�
7DX�ODJL�IDWĭKD�DXUD�DXUH�NíML\DWL�KDL64

These adjustments in vocabulary no doubt aided comprehension in a 
SHUIRUPDQFH�DWWHQGHG�SULPDULO\�E\�VSHDNHUV�RI�3HUVLDQނEXW�WKH\�ZHUH�DOVR  (p.
94) effective aesthetically, rhetorically, and, by all indications, politically.65 The 
key point is that Brajbhasha poets had a distinct advantage over Sanskrit in 
certain contexts because their language could interact with the Persianate world 
of Mughal India in ways that were foreclosed by classical tradition.

With the addition of Perso-Arabic possibilities and the freedom to manipulate 
words in unusual ways, UíWL poets reveled in mixed-register rhyming patterns and 
other poetic exuberances. Take this line by Jaswant Singh:

The dense clouds darken. A sweet girl in the bloom of youth.
:LWK�KHU�ORYHU�DEURDG��VKH�LV�DQ[LRXVނ
why has he not sent any message?
$WL�NÃUí�EKÃUí�JKDÃ�S\ÃUí�EÃUí�EDLV
3L\D�SDUDGHVD�DGHVD�\DKD�ÃYDWD�QÃKL�VDQGHVD66

In this ultra-concise rendition of a typical viraha theme, the two Sanskrit-derived 
words paradesa (foreign country) and sandesa (message) are expertly linked with 
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a modified form of the Persian word DQGíVKDK (anxiety) to create beautiful 
alliterative effects and internal rhyme.

The oeuvre of the Mughal poet Rahim is particularly rich in rhyme and clever 
word play. His 1DJDUĝREKÃ (Lament for the city) is a series of vignettes about the 
traits of Indian women of different castes. The genre he employed was distinctly 
3HUVLDQ1ނDJDUĝREKÃ has much in common with the VKDKUÃVKĭE (disturber of the 
city), conventional poems that celebrate the exquisite charms of a particular 
FLW\
V�KDQGVRPH�\RXWKނEXW�KLV�ODQJXDJH�LV�TXLQWHVVHQWLDOO\�YHUQDFXODU�67 He 
modifies both Sanskrit and Persian words freely to create interesting end 
rhymes. The mahout's wife, who proudly rides atop an elephant while her 
husband drives, is eulogized as follows:

The young woman donned bright yellow armor,
holding a quiver of arrows.
Indiscriminate in their destruction were
the arrow-glances of that haughty one riding alongside her lover.
3íWD�NÃFL�ND³FXND�WDQDKL��EÃOÃ�JDKH�NDOÃED
-ÃKL�WÃKL�PÃUDWD�SKLUDL��DSDQH�SL\D�NH�WÃED68

Here the Persian word WÃE (generally heat, but also pride or passion) becomes 

WÃED in conformity with the target language's metrics. More striking is how the 
Sanskrit word NDOÃSD (quiver) is cavalierly converted into NDOÃED so that it can fit 
the rhyme scheme.69 7KH�SULQFLSOH�LQ�HYLGHQFH�KHUH�LVފ��LI�WKH�ZRUG�GRHVQއW�ILW��
PDNH�LW�ILWދ�

In Rahim's barvai (short couplets) on the subject of QÃ\LNÃEKHGD, he takes 
another approach, cherry-picking words and forcing them into unusual linguistic
 (p.95) DQG�SRHWLF�PROGV��7KH�DGGLWLRQ�RI�WKH�VXIIL[ފ�YDދ��VRPHWLPHV�
accompanied by a shortening of the preceding vowel, produces a diminutive 
effect in eastern Hindi dialects, but sounds highly incongruous in its repeated 
DSSOLFDWLRQ�WR�KLJKIDOXWLQ�6އDQVNULWLF�FRPSRXQGV��DV�LQ�WKLV�LOOXVWUDWLRQ�RI�WKH 

PDGK\Ã�YLSUDODEGKÃ�QÃ\LNÃ (middling type of woman who is sad because her 
lover did not keep the rendezvous, a subset of the DDQÃ\LNÃ system referenced 
above):

She did not see Nanda's son in the pleasure-house.
Sighing long and hard, she became restless.
'HNKL�QD�NHOL�EKDYDQDYÃ��QDQGDNXPÃUD
/DL�ODL�ĭFD�XVDVDYÃ��EKDL�ELNDUÃUD70
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Forming a diminutive from a tatsama OLNHފ�kelibhavanaދ��SOHDVXUH�KRXVH��LV�D�
rather ludicrous thing to do, and the literary impact of the poem lies precisely in 
this lexical play. Regal Sanskrit words are suddenly made cute. Nor are Persian 
ZRUGV�VSDUHG��DV�LQ�WKH�WUHDWPHQW�RIފ�JXPÃQދ��SULGH�KDXJKWLQHVV��LQ�WKLV�
example of an DGKDPÃ�QÃ\LNÃ (irascible woman):

2K�ZRPDQ��GRQއW�JR�DQG�JHW�LQ�D�KXII�DOO�WKH�WLPH�
remaining angry until I shower you with rubies and pearls.
Berihi bera JXPDQDYÃ� MDQL�NDUX�QÃUL
0ÃQLND�DX�JDMDPXNXWÃ��MDX�ODJL�EÃUL71

These unusual modifications of words to produce the impression of eastern 
language are highly structured poetic effects that were no doubt encouraged by 
the need to generate the right metrical weight in each part of the tightly 
controlled and ultra-concise barvai line.72 They are also the delightful 
adventures of a prominent member of the Persian literati in the new territory of 
vernacular poetry, a domain eminently suited to hybridity and experimentation.

Political Satire
Some instances of Brajbhasha's signature lexical hybridity are highly polemical. 
A case in point is the Braj style adopted by Bhushan Tripathi, court poet to King 
6KLYDML��Uށ�������������%KXVKDQ��OLNH�.HVKDYGDV��LV�SHUIHFWO\�FDSDEOH�RI�XVLQJ�
recherché tatsamas, Sanskrit compounding techniques, and all manner of 
classical poetic devices when he wishes, but several examples of fascinating 
wordplay hinge on his manipulation of Persian words to devastating ironic effect. 
The ĜLYUÃMEKĭDא (Ornament to King Shivaji, 1673), his magnum opus written 
shortly before the Maratha ruler's coronation, is ostensibly a UíWLJUDQWK on the 
subject of figures of speech, but the work doubles as a eulogy in which  (p.96) 
the example verses recount Shivaji's successes in battle and the laments of his 
beleaguered enemies. Partly a celebration of the military feats of Bhushan's 
famous patron, the ĜLYUÃMEKĭDא also trenchantly articulates Shivaji's 
disillusionment with the Mughal political establishment under Emperor 
Aurangzeb.

A few stunning multilingual puns illustrate the unique ability of select Braj 
words to be read simultaneously in both Sanskrit and Persian registers, which 
here generate bitterly sarcastic effects. Note the play on SíUD in these lines:

Shivaji, son of Shahji, struck such terror in the hearts of Muslim 
nobles
that even the bravest lost their nerve.
Their affliction grew, causing them to forget the teachings of the 
Sufis.
6ÃKLWDQDL�VLYDUÃMD�Ní�GKÃNDQL��FKĭٔ�JDí�GKפWL�GKíUDQDKĭ�Ní
0íUDQD�NH�XUD�SíUD�EDU֮í�\DX��MX�EKĭOL�JDí�VXGKí�SíUDQDKĭ�Ní
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This punning technique depends on the repetition of a single word in multiple 
senses, a figure of speech theorized as yamakaފ��WZLQQLQJދ��LQ�WKH�FODVVLFDO�
tradition.73 But here the effect is dramatically different from the doubling of 
sheikh with Shesha(naga) in the verse from the -DKDQJLUMDVFDQGULNÃ cited above. 
The first usage of the word SíUD yields the Sanskrit meaning Sí֖Ã (affliction); in 
the Persian lexicon, the same word as it is typically written in Braj can also mean 
a Sufi SíU. A similar bilingual mocking of Shivaji's enemies is evident in:

There is no one in the world as merciful to the oppressed as you
And yet you wipe out the faith of the barbarians [here Muslims].
'íQDGÃ\DOX�QD�WR�VR�GXQí�DUX�POHFFKD�NH�GíQDKL�PÃUL�PLÃYDL74

Here GíQD ILUVW�RFFXUV�DV�SDUW�RI�D�6DQVNULWL]HG�FRPSRXQG�PHDQLQJފ�PHUFLIXO�WR�
WKH�RSSUHVVHGދ��DQ�HQWLUHO\�DSSURSULDWH��LI�DQRG\QH��NLQJO\�HSLWKHW�IRU�6KLYDML��
The second half of the line, however, is anything but anodyne when we suddenly 
realize that the same word, GíQD, has been used in the Arabic sense of religious 
faith, which Shivaji is said to be obliterating. Here Bhushan with his signature 
virtuosity inverts the stereotypical image of Aurangzeb's razing of Hindu 
temples, highlighting that in his view a true Hindu king's concern with the 
oppressed entails the oppression of the Muslim oppressor.

Another powerful instance of Bhushan's derisive multilingual wordplay is his 
thematically brilliant but etymologically corrupt handling of Emperor 
Aurangzeb's name. In Persian, the word DXUDQJ]íE is a flattering title, meaning 

Q�%KXVKDQ,�ދ�DGRUQLQJ�WKH�WKURQHފV�KDQGV��WKH�ILUVW�SDUW�RI�WKH�FRPSRXQG�  (p.
�FFRUGLQJ�WR�%UDM$�ދ�JDDYDUDފ�WKURQH���LV�WUDQVIRUPHG�LQWR� ދDXUDQJފ (97
phonetics, this is a plausible enough pronunciation of the emperor's name, but it 
also invokes the combination of the Sanskrit lexemes ava and UDJD, which 
WRJHWKHU�PHDQ�VRPHWKLQJ�OLNHފ�VLFNO\�SDOHނދD�SRLQW�WKDW�ZRXOG�KDYH�EHHQ�
immediately apparent to a Sanskrit-trained Brahman like Bhushan or to 
members of the Maratha court.75 This deliberate Sanskritization of the 
emperor's Persian name suggests Aurangzeb's overwhelming trepidation in the 
face of Shivaji, transforming his exalted title into a source of derision.

Another example of a Brajbhasha yamaka, this one a milder form of satire 
ingeniously conceived by Lal Kavi, historian cum poet of the Panna court in 
Bundelkhand, takes a different tack, Brajifying two distinct Persian words to 
sound the same. Lal recounts how Mirza Raja Jai Singh enlisted the Panna ruler 
Chatrasal Bundela and his brother Angad to fight in the Mughal army:

Chatrasal met with King Jai Singh and then summoned his brother 
Angad.
Both were granted a PDQDE and were happily reunited.
They remained with the Kurma Raja (Jai Singh)76

like the Pandavas in the realm of King Virata.
Even though the PDQDE was not appropriate,
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their hearts rejoiced.
0LOLNDL�QפSD�MD\DVLPKD�VDX��DQJDGD�OLH�EXOÃL
Manasiba EKD\DX�GXKĭQD�NDX��UDKH�VDQJD�VXNKD�SÃL
5DKH�VDQJD�NĭUDPD�NH�DLVH��QפSD�YLUÃD�NH�SD֖אDYD�MDLVH,
Yadyapi manasiba manasiba77 QÃKí��6DED�WDL�XPDJL�DGKLND�PDQD�
PÃKí78

It is impossible to capture in translation the finesse of line four of the original 
Braj text with its play on the Perso-Arabic words PDQDE (Mughal administrative 
unit) and PXQÃVLE (appropriate). In Persian, these two words are completely 
unrelated (the s's are written with the distinct letters 5 VÃG and 3 VíQ, 
respectively), but that is irrelevant to the poet. The vowel character and length 
can also be fudged in Brajbhasha, allowing PXQÃVLE magically to become 

manasiba and resulting in a clever pun based on two invented homonyms.79 The 
choice of Brajified Persian words creates a Mughalizing effect appropriate to a 
scene in which two Rajput leaders are recruited into the Mughal army. Lal Kavi 
simultaneously takes a potshot at the PDQDEGÃUí system, a crucial component of 
the Mughal political establishment that was fraying by the late seventeenth 
century.80

Political unrest is also at the heart of a satirical verse from the -DQJQÃPÃ of 
Shridhar, another instance of the historicism that infiltrated the early modern 

 (p.98) Braj corpus. This heavily Persianized Braj poem centers on the battle 
between Farrukh Siyar and Jahandar Shah for the Delhi throne that led to the 
ousting of the latter in 1713. Here is how Shridhar intimates his low opinion of 
Jahandar Shah just at the turning point of the narrative:

One day Moizuddin [Jahandar Shah] was sitting,
intoxicated with wine.
He was filled with the urge to celebrate Navroz, so he gave the 
order.
Just then he got the news that Farrukh Siyar had reached Kannauj,
and Aizuddin [Jahandar Shah's son] had fled,
taking the whole army with him.
,ND�URMD�EDLKH�PDXMDGí�PDGLUÃ�ED֖KÃ\R�PDXMD�NR
8WVÃKD�VR�FLWD�FÃL�EKDUL�NDUL�KXNXPD�QDYDURMD�NR
7HKL�EíFD�Ãí�NKDEDUL��ÃH�IDUXNK�VKÃKL�NDQRMD�NR
$UX�HMXGí�EKÃJH�ODH�KDPDUÃKD�VLJDUí�IDXMD�NR81

Shridhar's satire depends on contrived rhymes, such as his inimitable pairing of 
the Persian New Year festival Navroz with the Indian city of Kannauj, as well as 
his deft manipulation of register. The name Moizuddin (a.k.a., Jahandar Shah), 
which is supposed to be an elevated Arabic title (0RއL]]�DO�'íQފ��VWUHQJWKHQHU�RI�
WKH�IDLWKދ���LV�KXPRURXVO\�ODPSRRQHG�E\�UHGXFLQJ�LW�WR�0DXMXGGLQ��VXJJHVWLQJ�
that the emperor is a drunken playboy caught up in mauj-masti (frivolous 
pleasure) and unfit to rule.
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Vernacular Lawlessness in the Face of Modern Linguistic Regimes
The lexical variety of Braj poetry came under attack during the modern period 
when the older style of Hindi was superseded by a revamped form of 
Sanskritized Khari Boli that could be disciplined by grammar. In the manner of 
so many things Indian under colonialism, Brajbhasha was constructed as faulty, 
disorderly, and fatally medieval. The flexibility in usage we have been outlining 
was decried as unsystematic WRפ�PDURפ (bending and twisting) rather than 
appreciated for its expressive potential or its literary beauty.82 Braj's lack of 
codified grammar was now taken metonymically to signify a pressing Indian 
cultural lacuna. And for staunch Hindi and Hindu nationalists, Persianization 
would come to symbolize the taint of Islamic conquest.

Like so much colonial and nationalist discourse, decrying Brajbhasha's 
ungrammaticality as some worrisome Indian deficiency is profoundly misguided. 
The workings of the Sanskrit language had been brilliantly studied and theorized 
by ancient Indian grammarians, giving birth to the sophisticated  (p.99) field of 
Y\ÃNDUDאD (language analysis). However, while of utmost importance to 

GHYDYÃאí, the language of the gods, grammar was not universally applicable to 

QDUDEKÃÃ, the language of men. On just two occasions prior to colonialism had 
it been considered necessary to write a grammar of Brajbhasha. The first 
instance is a seventeenth-century text written for a Persianate audience: the 

7X֮IDW�DO�KLQG (Gift of India, 1675) by Mirza Khan.83 The second, a 
%KÃÃY\ÃNDUDא (Grammar of the vernacular, 1717) attributed to Kavi Ratnajit, 
hails from Gujarat.84 The technology of grammar was available to Indians. It was 
simply not implemented for the Braj language (or any other North Indian 
vernacular in premodernity85), presumably because it was considered 
unnecessary or somehow unsuitable for a Bhasha.

The variability of Braj was never a liability in the judgment of early modern 
Indians. Its inherent potential for diversity was in fact celebrated, even within 
the relatively conservative paradigms of the UíWLJUDQWK genre. In his .ÃY\DQLUאD\
(Critical perspective on literature, 1746), Bhikharidas spoke enthusiastically of 
Brajbhasha as a literary language beautifully mixed with Sanskrit and Persian.86

It is an arresting irony that some of Braj's literary power stems from its very 
WKH�RQH�IHDWXUH�WKDW�6DQVNULW�E\�GHILQLWLRQ�GRHV�QRW�KDYH�87ނދFRUUXSWHGQHVVފ

Some traditional Indian theorists were deeply suspicious of the truth value of 
YHUQDFXODU�XWWHUDQFHV��EHOLHYLQJ�WKDWފ�DSDEKUDD [i.e., non-Sanskrit] language 
communicates meaning only by reminding the listener of the original, 
predialectal [i.e., Sanskrit] word from which the DSDEKUDD word was presumed 
WR�KDYH�EHHQ�FRUUXSWHG88ދ� As late as the seventeenth century, the Sanskrit 
philosopher Khandadeva, facing a radically changed sociolinguistic environment 
but reluctant to give up on an older thought-world, argued that the language of 
the mlecchas (barbarians, often Muslim speakers of Persian or Arabic) was not 
even capable of signification.89 Meanwhile, Brajbhasha poets were adopting 
mleccha words with great abandon. For a UíWL writer, literary elegance was 
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possible in both Perso-Arabic and Sanskrit registers, and there was not only flair 
in mixing them, but also a very wide range of new meanings and poetic 
possibilities that could be explored.

Conclusion
To observe the rise of Brajbhasha court poetry in the Mughal period is to 
observe a powerful new hybrid literary tradition in the making. It is to observe 
Hindi in the process of becoming Hindi. The courtly writers of early modern 
India wrote in bhakti and ĝפJÃUD modes (often in the same poem). They crafted 
martial ballads, some in the high NÃY\D registers long associated with Sanskrit 
SUDĝDVWL, and others in the more vernacular UÃVR idiom. They wrote histories,  (p.
100) scholarly works, and intricately wrought multi-canto SUDEDQGKD�NÃY\Ds. 
Their concerns were both timeless and topical, and their corpus resists any 
straitjacket that literary historians might try to fit on it.

Perhaps most important, UíWL literature developed an extraordinary capacity to 
speak across cultural barriers to a wide variety of people in a way that neither 
Persian nor Sanskrit could ever do. Although UíWL literature's most obvious textual 
antecedents were from the classical Sanskrit world, it also successfully 
addressed contemporary Indo-Muslim communities, sometimes in their own 
idiom. I do not want to give the impression that Braj writers suddenly started 
churning out ghazals or PDVˑQDYís, two of the hallmark literary genres of the 
Persian tradition. Some responded enthusiastically to the new poetic possibilities 
of their multicultural world. Some responded enthusiastically but satirically, and 
some hardly at all. Indeed, despite the close contact of a significant number of 
early UíWL writers with Indo-Muslim court culture, it remains surprising how few 
Persian genres, motifs, and verse forms made it into the Braj repertoire. 
Exposure to the WÃUíNK tradition may have encouraged Braj authors to 
experiment with new forms of historical writing, as suggested above. Rahim's 

1DJDUĝREKÃ resonates with the Persian tradition of VKDKUÃVKĭE. And there are 
certainly a few ideas from Persian poetry in UíWL poetics, as when Rasnidhi (late 
seventeenth century?) invokes the paradigmatic lovers Laila and Majnun or 
Bodha (c. 1760?) adopts the dual Sufi framework of ކLVKT�L�PDMÃ]í versus ކLVKT�L�
֮DTíTí (loosely: worldly versus spiritual love, respectively).90 It is also very likely 
that the importance of rhyming couplets, and perhaps rhyme in general, to 
Brajbhasha owes a debt to Persian literary culture.91 But the ability of Braj poets 
to embrace newness had its limits; it is best to think of UíWL literature as a cultural 
arena with permeable but not completely open boundaries.

While UíWL poets used the resources of Brajbhasha in variable and skillful ways, 
they were especially amenable to lexical innovation. Responding creatively to 
different contexts, they exploited the literary potential of their comparatively 
ODZOHVV�YHUQDFXODUފ��EHQGLQJ�DQG�WZLVWLQJ�6ދDQVNULW�DQG�+LQGL�ZRUGV�DQG�
introducing Persian ones. Some Braj writers opted to Sanskritize or Persianize in 
accordance with the needs of a particular genre or patron. In writing a SUDĝDVWL
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to a Mughal emperor, Sanskritized style made good sense because of its long 
history of underwriting royal authority, but Persianized language gave 
contemporary rather than classical inflections to political rhetoric. In some 
cases, the choice to Persianize reinforces an aesthetics of cultural 
rapprochement, as when Kavindracharya stresses the ecumenicism of Shah 
Jahan. In other cases, most dramatically in the poems of Bhushan, Mughal 
politics and an unpopular emperor are handled with scathing reproach. For 
some UíWL (p.101) poets, however, politics was irrelevant; their goal was simply 
to fashion the most beautiful verse possible with the best ingredients from any 
language available.

Despite all the innovations in UíWL poetry, the tradition remained profoundly 
marked by its inheritance from Sanskrit, particularly the systems of aesthetic 
moods, catalogues of female characters, and figures of speech so punctiliously 
expounded in the UíWLJUDQWK, which in terms of sheer abundance was the most 
important genre of Hindi courtly culture. Whether written in Sanskrit or in Braj, 
DODNÃUDĝÃVWUD was a scholarly apparatus that calibrated aesthetic experience, 
theorizing how it works in terms of both how poets produce it and how 
audiences feel it. This is not to suggest that every reader, writer, or listener of 
UíWL poetry carefully studied a rulebook before stepping into an assembly, but the 
existence of the system was a fundamental underpinning of literary practice. At 
stake in these vernacular UíWLJUDQWKs was the continuation of an ancient and 
normative set of both compositional and interpretative principles for poetry. The 
vernacularization of an ancient domain of Indian ĝÃVWUD was also a significant 
development in Indian intellectual history.

Notes:
(1.) For more information about the formal features of Brajbhasha poetry, Snell 
1991a is an excellent resource.

(2.) See the discussion of his conception of GRDs (flaws), especially the 

DQGKDGRD (flaw of blindness), in the next chapter.

(3.) Typical such formulations are by Satyadev Chaudhari (1973: 237) and 
Sudhakar Pandey (1999����ށ��

(4.) Vijaypal Singh (1998: 10) and Kishorilal (1993: 9), both important scholars 
of Keshavdas, rue this misguided assessment of the Braj tradition's pioneering 
classical poet.

(5.) Cited by Anandnarayan Sharma (1970: 41).

(6.) On the philosophical necessity of allowing for the truth claims of others, an 
idea that can perhaps be loosely extended to the hermeneutics of aesthetic texts, 
see Davidson 2001.
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(7.) Pritchett 1994 is an excellent account of the tyranny of Romanticist 
aesthetics in the reform of Urdu literature during the colonial period.

(8.) Recall K. B. Jindal's criticism of Keshavdas for drawing on Dandin, cited in 
the opening pages of this book.

(9.) Cf. Losensky 1998����ށ����

(10.) Although my focus here is the interface with Sanskrit, some UíWL genres like 
the VDWVDí (collection of seven hundred poems) also have roots in Prakrit. On the 
complex literary antecedents of the %LKÃUíVDWVDí, a UíWL masterpiece, see Holland 

1969��ށ�����

(11.) Keshavdas defines a QÃ\DND DV�IROORZV���KHUR�LV�VHOI�FRQILGHQW��ZLOOLQJ�WR$ފ�
sacrifice, young, and skilled in the arts of love. He should be charismatic, 
WROHUDQW��KDQGVRPH��ZHDOWK\��ZHOO�JURRPHG��DQG�DOZD\V�IURP�D�JRRG�IDPLO\ދ� 
5DVLNSUL\Ã, 2.1.

(12.) The initial meeting of lovers is called SĭUYÃQXUÃJD, which was also 
described in accordance with specific literary codes. For a brief discussion of 
this concept, as well as a general introduction to the structure of a UíWLJUDQWK, 
see chapter 1.

(13.) On the Indian portrait traditions that were more or less contemporary with 
the UíWL literature commissioned at Rajput courts, see Aitken 2002.

(14.��/LWHUDOO\ފ�FXUYHG�OLNH�D�SRWދ��UHIHUHQFLQJ�WKH�FXUYHG�VKDSH�RI�D�WHUUD�FRWWD�
container that women carry on their heads.

(15.) 6DNXQWDOÃ�QÃDN, v. 28.

(16.) A careful reader of Nevaj will certainly appreciate some of his variations on 
the classical story (he dispenses with the YLGĭDND or buffoon character, for 
instance) as well as the pleasing rhythms and clever word play of the original 
Braj, such as his pairing of the phrases EÃODSDQD�NR�D\ÃQDSD and sakhina so 
VD\ÃQDSD.

(17.) This verse extends the imagery of the previous lines by likening the 
women's dazzling white pearl ornaments and their (vermilion-filled red) part on 
a backdrop of black hair to the WULYHאí or confluence of three rivers in Prayag. 
(The Ganges River is conventionally white in color, the Sarasvati red, and the 
Yamuna black.)

(18.) 9íUVLKGHYFDULW��YYށ��������������������������ށ

(19.) .DYLSUL\Ã, 7.14.

(20.) 6DNXQWDOÃ�QÃDN, v. 67.
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(21.) 0ÃQFDULW, v. 117.

(22.) .DYLSUL\Ã, 6.38. The same verse also occurs as an example of UÃGKLNÃ�NR�
SUDNÃĝD�YL\RJD�ĝפJÃUD (Radha's manifest love in separation) in 5DVLNSUL\Ã, 1.25.

(23.) This important Hindi genre, shared across folk, bhakti, Sufi, and courtly 
contexts, has been elucidated by Charlotte Vaudeville (1986); Shyam Manohar 
Pandey (1999); and Francesca Orsini (2010).

(24.) On Anandavardhana, see Ingalls 1990 and McCrea 2008. Some Braj 
writers, notably Bhikharidas in his .ÃY\DQLUאD\, also treat dhvani theory.

(25.) .DYLSUL\Ã, 5.1. In fact, according to an earlier verse (.DYLSUL\Ã, 3.7), 
Keshavdas considered poetry without DODNÃUDV�WR�EHފ�QDNHGދ�DQG�WKHUHIRUH�
flawed.

(26.) A masterful study of the Sanskrit ĝOHD tradition is Bronner 2010. A few 
examples of Keshavdas's use of ĝOHD that occur in his verses about courtesans in 
the .DYLSUL\Ã were noted in chapter 1. Also see below for a ĝOHD poem that is 
simultaneously about the Mughal emperor Jahangir and the Hindu god Indra.

(27.) /DOLWODOÃP��YYށ��������

(28.) .DYLSUL\Ã��� ����SUHIHUULQJ�WKH�UHDGLQJ kari for saba and VíUR for MíUR, asށ���
printed in Lala Bhagvandin's 3UL\ÃSUDNÃĝ.

(29.) Although there are a few notable early exceptions such as Dandin and 
Udbhata, the general practice from the ninth century until c. 1500 was for the 
theoretical and literary function to remain separate. Pollock 2009��[[LYށ[[Y�

(30.) There were Sanskrit precedents for this masterful conciseness. The 

.XYDOD\ÃQDQGD (Joy of the water lily, 16th century) of Appayya Dikshita and the 

&DQGUÃORND (Moonlight, 13th century) of Jayadeva are two well-known examples. 
Another from the later Braj tradition is Dulah Trivedi's .DYLNXONDאKÃEKDUDא
(Necklace of the community of poets, 18th century).

(31.) %KÃVÃEKĭDא, v. 177. This verse is comparable to .XYDOD\ÃQDQGD, v. 153, 
although Jaswant Singh has modified both the name of the DODNÃUD and the 
example verse. The example verse has elements of the vastudhvani or 
��FRPSDUH���WKHRUL]HG�E\�$QDQGDYDUGKDQDދVXJJHVWLRQ�ZLWK�UHIHUHQFH�WR�FRQWHQWފ
for instance, 'KYDQ\ÃORND, p. 71), but Jaswant Singh, apparently following 
Appayya Dikshita, has preferred to theorize such scenarios as literary ornaments 
rather than giving credence to dhvani theory. On Appayya Dikshita's 

.XYDOD\ÃQDQGD as a response to the domination of dhvani-centered poetics, see 

Bronner 2004����ށ���

(32.) %DUYDLQÃ\LNÃEKHG, v. 6.
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(33.) The QDYRפKÃ and DM³ÃWD\DXYDQÃ�QÃ\LNÃ are illustrated in ibid., v. 11 and v. 9, 
respectively.

(34.) As explicated in 5DVLNSUL\Ãށ���������

(35.) 5DVLNSUL\Ãށ���������

(36.) 5DVLNSUL\Ãށ��������$FFRUGLQJ�WR�WKH�FRPPHQWDWRU�6XUDWL�0LVKUD��WKH�UHDVRQ�
we know this verse outlines a case of SUDNÃĝÃ�XWNÃ is that the VDNKí is given the 
epithet VXNKDGÃí (giver of comfort or pleasure), signaling a servant's role. 
-RUÃYDUSUDNÃĝ, p. 185.

(37.) 5DVLNSUL\Ãށ��������������LV�D�W\SLFDO�FRXQW��DFFRUGLQJ�WR�6�.��'H��1988: 
271, cited in Hawley 2005: 170). Bhanudatta even raises the possibility of 1152 
permutations but rejects it. See Pollock 2009: xxxv.

(38.) Bryant 1978����ށ���

(39.) The disparagement of UíWL literary styles by Hindi writers of the nationalist 
period is a major theme of chapter 6.

(40.) The classic formulation is Richman 1991.

(41.) A comparable situation obtains for Persian and Urdu poetry of the early 
modern period. See this chapter, n. 9 and Faruqi 1999.

(42.) Pollock 1985.

(43.) R. S. McGregor (1984: 118) proposes that the characteristic UíWL�NDYLWWs and 

VDYDL\ÃV�ZHUHފ�FKDQWHG�RU�VXQJދ�

(44.) 5ÃGKÃPÃGKDYDYLOÃVDFDPSĭ, p. 233.

(45.) At least one UíWL poet, Chintamani Tripathi, was patronized by Shahaji 
Bhonsle. A few related details about the performance of Chintamani's poetry in a 
Mughal PD֮ILO are discussed in chapter 4.

(46.) %LKÃUíVDWVDí, v. 11.

(47.) /ÃOFDQGULNÃ, p. 36.

(48.) Sheldon Pollock (2006��KDV�UHFHQWO\�GHPRQVWUDWHG�KRZ�WKHފ�ODQJXDJH�RI�
WKH�JRGVދ�KDG�D�GLVWLQFWO\�PRUH�XUEDQH�H[LVWHQFH�LQ�WKHފ�ZRUOG�RI�PHQދ�

(49.) On the blurring of such distinctions, see Dehejia 2009. Some modern 
commentators on the UíWL tradition have disapproved of this boundary-crossing 
between ĝפJÃUD and bhakti forms, seeing UíWL as a corrupted form of bhakti, 
whereby Radha and Krishna began to be depicted in terms of courtly luxury 
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rather than with appropriate reverence. See, for example, the remarks by 
Sudhakar Pandey (1999����ށ��

(50.) Snell 1992.

(51.) New (or in some cases retooled) Rajasthani genres like the vigat and NK\ÃW, 
as well as more transregional Braj styles, were adopted by courts whose patrons 
were developing an interest in history. See Ziegler 1976 and chapter 5.

(52.) Rao, Shulman, and Subrahmanyam 2003.

(53.) 0ÃQFDULW, v. 122.

(54.) ibid., v. 219. The English translation is only an approximation of the Dingal 
(laced with Marwari) text, which contains many onomatopoeic words that are 
difficult to render literally.

(55.) The techniques of YDLאD�VDJÃí, a staple of Dingal poetry, are helpfully 
elucidated in Kamphorst 2008��������ށ

(56.) Deshpande 1993 discusses some of the gaps between theory and practice. 
Bronner and Shulman 2006 make a powerful case for the influence of region on 
the usages of Sanskrit poets. Also germane to the UíWL context is the work of 
Truschke (2007), who illustrates how Persian words are occasionally adopted by 
Sanskrit writers in Mughal texts. One example by Rahim is .KHD�NDXWXNDP. See 
Das 1997.

(57.) 5DVLNSUL\Ã, 3.66.

(58.) +LPPDWEDKÃGXUYLUXGÃYDOí, v. 76. Onomatopoeic renditions of battle scenes 
are, of course, attested elsewhere in Sanskrit and Hindi literature. See 
Lutgendorf (1991: 31) for a powerful line by Tulsi in a similar vein.

(59.) 9LM³ÃQJíWÃ, 1.1

(60.) This interpretation is based on the modern Hindi translation of the verse by 
Kishorilal. -DKÃQJíUMDVFDQGULNÃ, v. 114. A second translation of the verse from the 
Indra SDND (perspective):

See how the emperor Jahangir is as astonishing as the god Indra.
In his court all kinds of wise deities are present:
Venus and Karttikeya, the clever moon, learned Jupiter,
the sun, Ganesha, Shiva, Sheshanaga,
Brahma, Kamadeva, Vishnu, the Vidyadharas and their lovers,
and the apsaras like Manjughosha to captivate a man's heart.
,QGUD�LV�D�FDSDEOH�UXOHU�LQ�HYHU\�UHVSHFWނ
he is kind to the deserving, and harsh toward those who break the 
law.
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(61.) The deliberate conflating of a king with divinity is a typical use of ĝOHD. See 
Bronner 2010: 6, 85.

(62.��,Q�%UDM��WKH�6DQVNULW�SKRQHPHފ�Dދ�LV�URXWLQHO\�SURQRXQFHG��DQG�RIWHQ�
ZULWWHQފ��NKDދ�

(63.) .DYíQGUDNDOSDODWÃ, p. 4, v. 8.

(64.) ibid., p. 6, v. 13.

(65.) Kavindra's political intercessions with Shah Jahan are discussed in chapter 

4.

(66.) %KÃVÃEKĭDא, v. 204. This verse is an example of XSDQÃJDULNÃ�EפWWL��RU
ދ�VRSKLVWLFDWHG�UHSHWLWLRQފ

(67.) The Indo-Persian VKDKUÃVKĭE, is discussed by Sunil Sharma (2011).

(68.) 1DJDUĝREKÃ, v. 131 (here taking NÃFL from the verb NÃFQÃ, to wear); there 
is a lovely play on the word kañcuka, which means both armor and blouse; 
NDOÃSD is construed in the sense of arrow/quiver, as attested in Apte 1957: 546. 
The context for this terse couplet is set by the previous verse.

(69.��,Q�1DVWDOLT��WKH�OHWWHUVފ�EHދ�DQGފ�SHފ�DUH�QRW�DOZD\V�GLVWLQJXLVKHG��ZKLFK�
would make this a more legitimate rhyme in Persian script than in Nagari.

(70.) %DUYDLQÃ\LNÃEKHG��Y������&RPSDUHފ�JXODEDYÃދ��URVH��LQ�Y�����DQG�
��5����DQJHU�KRXVH��LQ�Y��ދNRSDEKDYDQDYÃފDKLP
V�GLVWLQFWLYH�XVH�RI�$YDGKL�
diminutives has also been remarked by McGregor 1984: 122 and Snell 1994a: 
382.

(71.) %DUYDLQÃ\LNÃEKHG, v. 5. The subtext is that the QÃ\DND has been with 
another woman, causing the QÃ\LNÃ to contract a case of JXUXPÃQD or serious 
jealous rage, a remedy for which is a significant investment in jewelry.

(72.) An informative discussion of the barvai, with its distinctively short nineteen
PÃWUDV per line, is Snell 1994a.

(73.��7KH�DSW�WUDQVODWLRQފ�WZLQQLQJދ�LV�WKDW�RI�%URQQHU 2010: 21.

(74.) ĜLYUÃMEKĭDא, vv. 110, 167.

(75.) See, for instance, ĜLYUÃMEKĭDא, vv. 58, 74, 113. In this last the satire is 
further heightened by the paired rhyme EDGDUDJD (ill-colored, from Persian 

badrang).

(76.) I believe Lal Kavi here references the Kachhwaha title Kurma (as used by 
Narottam in 0ÃQFDULW).
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(77.��,�KDYH�VWDQGDUGL]HG�WKH�SULQWHGފ�manasivaދ�WRފ�manasiba�3ދ�RVVLEO\�WKH�
text's editor was reproducing a tendency in the original, and one attested in 
PDQ\�%UDM�PDQXVFULSWV��QRW�WR�GLVWLQJXLVK�WKH�FKDUDFWHUފ�EDދ�IURPފ�YDދ�

(78.) &KDWUDSUDNÃĝ, p. 79. As reported in the fourth book of the 0DKÃEKÃUDWD the 
Pandavas spent their last of thirteen stipulated years in exile in disguise at the 
court of King Virata, who gave them shelter.

(79.) This is not unlike Bhushan's fudging of the word SíUD, discussed above. Also 
recall from chapter 1 Keshavdas's play on the word SUDEíQD/SDUDEíQD, which 
means Pravin Ray, clever person, and rival lute player.

(80.) Tensions in the PDQDEGÃUí system are generally held to be a factor in the 
weakening of the Mughal state under Aurangzeb. Asher and Talbot 2006�ށ����
36.

(81.) -DQJQÃPÃ, v. 201.

(82.) Ramchandra Shukla singled out Bhushan in particular as a culprit. See 
Shukla 1994���������ށ����

(83.) Grammar is only one of many topics of this fascinating work, which also 
contains the most important early discussion of Braj rhyme. Some premodern 
efforts to regulate the lexicography of Braj are explored in McGregor 2001.

(84.) Mallison 2011: 174 (citing the edition by Bhayani and Patel).

(85.) Notes on the Grammar of Tulsidas by Edwin Greaves makes for amusing 
reading today because of the stark mismatch between the British colonial 
approach to standardizing Indian languages and the delightful lawlessness of 
premodern poetic practice. Greaves gamely tried to explain the famous poet's 
EHZLOGHULQJ�DUUD\�RI�$YDGKL�XVDJHV��HYHQ�LI�KH�KDG�WR�DGPLW�WKDWފ�DQ\�DWWHPSW�WR�
voice all the modifications and changes to which a word is liable in the hands of 
7XOVL�'DV�ZRXOG�EH�TXLWH�YDLQދ�����������

(86.) .ÃY\DQLUאD\, 1.14. Bhikharidas's theorizations are discussed more fully in 
the next chapter.

(87.) See chapter 1.

(88.) Pollock 2006: 309.

(89.) Pollock 2007����ށ����

(90.) On Rasnidhi, see Shukla 1994: 189; on Bodha, see Prakash 2003: 81.
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(91.) Holland 1969: 105. Holland also traces some of Biharilal's themes to 
SUHFHGHQWV�LQ�3HUVLDQ�SRHWU\��VXFK�DVފ�WKH�VDWLULFDO�GHVFULSWLRQ�RI�EHDXW\ދ�DQG�
ދ�\WKH�H[DJJHUDWLRQ�RI�IHPDOH�GHOLFDFފ
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Abstract and Keywords
This chapter surveys the archive of Brajbhasha scholarship on poetics with 
special reference to the 5DVLNSUL\Ã of Keshavdas (fl. 1600), the Kavikulkalptaru
of Chintamani Tripathi (fl. 1650), and the .ÃY\DQLUאD\ of Bhikharidas (fl. 1740). 
5íWL�VFKRODUO\�WUDGLWLRQV�KDYH�EHHQ�ZURQJO\�GHULGHG�DV�GHULYDWLYH�RI�FODVVLFDO�
works and the corpus, like too much of premodern Indian intellectual history, 
ignored. A fine-grained reading of both primary works and commentaries reveals 
the crucial interplay between innovation and tradition that was at the heart of 
the UíWL enterprise. Different ways of viewing and marking change are explored, 
as are the techniques and worldviews of early modern scholars. Another major 
theme is vernacularization, the process by which Brajbhasha began to supersede 
Sanskrit as a language of poetry and intellectual life, with major consequences 
for the rise of Hindi as we know it today.

Keywords: b intellectual history, vernacularization, Keshavdas, 5DVLNSUL\Ã, Chintamani Tripathi, 
Kavikulkalptaru, Bhikharidas, .ÃY\DQLUא�D\, commentaries

Everybody says Brajbhasha is equivalent to the language of the gods.

ULVKQD�.DYL.ނ

Vernacular Scholarship in Early Modern India
Now acquainted with the most important poetic contours of the UíWL tradition, 
including elements of the Sanskrit systems that helped to shape it, in this 
chapter we look more closely at the characteristics of UíWLJUDQWKs themselves as 
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documents of early modern intellectual life. A new community of Bhasha writers 
that was garnering unprecedented attention in the courtly circles of early 
modern India, UíɦWL poets were positioning themselves as new authorities on 
literary practice. Key to this effort was the development of a knowledge 
infrastructure: a new vernacular domain of ĝÃVWUD, or systematic thought. While 
a comprehensive understanding of the vernacular intellectual topography of this 
period would require far more investigation than is possible here, reasonably 
satisfactory data are available for the field of DODNÃUDĝÃVWUD, which was at any 
rate the principal scholarly concern of Brajbhasha writers.

Works of poetic theory in the UíɦWLJUDQWK genre have come down to us in 
astonishing quantities from this period. Since many texts by lesser authors (and 
even some by famous ones) remain unpublished, nobody really knows how many 
of them exist, but a conservative estimate based on surveying some of the most 
important manuscript (p.103) catalogues is five hundred independent treatises, 
and the actual number may well be over a thousand. Nearly every Brajbhasha 
court poet penned a UíWLJUDQWK; some authors, such as Keshavdas and Surati 
Mishra, wrote multiple works addressing the major topics.1 These UíWLJUDQWKs 
were for the most part fairly straightforward treatises on female characters, 
figures of speech, and metrics. Some, however, are more extensive reworkings 
of Sanskrit ĝÃVWUDs, and a few were by all appearances written with the intention 
of contributing new insight to centuries-old Indian literary debates. This massive 
commitment to rhetoric of early modern Braj writers was partly underwritten by 
the patronage of Rajput courts. The fascination of some Indo-Muslim 
connoisseurs with India's poetic heritage was another factor in the tradition's 
broad appeal. The rise of UíWL scholarship also reflects the diligent efforts of an 
increasingly vernacular kavikul, or community of poets, to keep alive an ancient 
system of literary science.

One goal of this chapter is to understand the precise nature of Brajbhasha 

DODNÃUDĝÃVWUD. The concerns of UíWL writers were in some respects fundamentally 
different from those of their Sanskrit counterparts. From the seventh century 
(Bhamaha) to the seventeenth (Jagannatha), Sanskrit culture continued to 
update new theory with impressive regularity, expounding new theories of 
literary signification, renouncing or reconfiguring the older ones, or debating 
the locus and method of producing rasa. By contrast, Braj authors were 
generally not interested in tackling the big theoretical questions in the same 
way.2 The UíWL DSSURDFK�WR�WKH6ފ�DQVNULW�VKDGRZދ��WKH�LQIHULRULW\�FRPSOH[�WKDW�
disquieted early vernacular writers, was not to rebel against it but actively to 
engage with it, tapping into the cultural cachet of a major classical literary 
tradition.3 Sanskrit predecessors were invoked by both direct and indirect 
quotation; foundational classics were translated and reworked. As noted, 
Keshavdas based his 5DVLNSUL\Ã in large part on an earlier Sanskrit text, the 

ĜפJÃUDWLODND of Rudrabhatta. In composing his .DYLSUL\Ã, he worked closely 
with three different Sanskrit source texts: Dandin's .ÃY\ÃGDUĝD (Mirror of 
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poetry, seventh century), Amaracandra Yati's .ÃY\DNDOSDODWÃYפWWL (Vine of poetic 
imagination with extended commentary, c. 1250) and Keshava Mishra's 

$ODNÃUDĝHNKDUD (Crown of figuration, c. 1560). Chintamani Tripathi (fl. 1650), 
the elder brother of Matiram and Bhushan, whose poetry we have already 
encountered, was indebted to the great Sanskrit theoreticians Mammata, 
Vidyanatha, Dhananjaya, and Appayya Dikshita. Some UíWL poets (like 
Chintamani) acknowledged their debt, whereas others (like Keshavdas) 
remained completely silent about their sources.4 Regardless, it can often be 
conclusively demonstrated that one or more Sanskrit sources hovers some 
where in the background of a given UíWL text. This emphatically does not mean, 
however, that UíWL writers should be dismissed  (p.104) as mere plagiarists. For 
starters, the modern notion of plagiarism carries assumptions about authorship 
and individuality that are not generally pertinent to India during this period.5 
5íWL authors employed a highly nuanced form of appropriation. Still, it is fair to 
say that the scholarly practices of UíWL intellectuals were largely based in a 
Sanskrit worldview.

While Sanskrit DODNÃUDĝÃVWUD is a well studied set of knowledge practices, 
researching its Braj counterpart presents challenges. Premodern commentaries, 
a staple of Indic literary hermeneutics, are almost invariably printed in editions 
of Sanskrit texts, but this never became a habit in Hindi publishing. Of all the 
Indian regional languages, only Brajbhasha has a substantial commentarial 
tradition, and that we know so little about it constitutes a major scholarly 
lacuna. Braj commentaries merit a far more extensive analysis than can be 
attempted here, but where possible I draw on this important corpus, a window 
onto the precolonial kavikul and the workings of the UíWL textual enterprise. Of the 
numerous extant works of UíWL scholarship, a representative sample, drawn 
especially from leading theorists such as Keshavdas, Chintamani, and 
Bhikharidas, affords substantial insight into how UíWL intellectuals understood 
their roles as scholars and littérateurs. Their own perspectives are often 
fundamentally at odds with modern conceptions of the UíWL tradition, which 
suggests the need to reassess this intellectual culture. Throughout this chapter, 
the emphasis is on accessing the premodern Hindi tradition's own procedures, 
hermeneutics, and literary canons, because the goals are to learn to see from 
the vantage point of the writers who participated in it and to analyze the idioms 
in which vernacular pioneers like Keshavdas found the voice to speak. In trying 
WR�XQGHUVWDQG�WKH�UDLVRQ�Gއ¬WUH�IRU UíWL traditions and in developing hypotheses 
about the period's conceptual landscape, one is forced to piece together snippets 
RI�GDWDނD�IHZ�LQWURGXFWRU\�OLQHV�KHUH��D�FRORSKRQ�WKHUHނWHDVLQJ�RXW�WKHLU�
implications. Sometimes it is seemingly by accident that an author reveals how 
he perceived his place in the intellectual life of his day, why he undertook the 
project of writing a ĝÃVWUD RU�FRPPHQWDU\��ZKDW�KLV�PHWKRGV�ZHUH��DQGނRI�
SDUWLFXODU�LQWHUHVW�LQ�WKH�IRUPXODWLRQV�RI�WKLV�FKDSWHUނZKDW�LW�PHDQW�WR�KLP�WR�
now be using Brajbhasha instead of Sanskrit.
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The Paradox of Vernacular Newness
The implications for Indian intellectual history of a centuries-old tradition of 
literary scholarship in Brajbhasha are not well understood, but a few painstaking 
studies of select works of UíWL�DODNÃUDĝÃVWUD do exist. Refreshingly, rather than 
seeing the enterprise as marking a lamentable decline from Sanskrit,  (p.105) 
several scholars have undertaken to identify the contributions of UíWL
rhetoricians, arguing for both the ÃFÃU\DWYD (intellectual merit) and the PDXOLNWÃ
(originality) of their treatises on poetics.6 I take my cue from them, operating 
from the premise that Braj writers grappled in meaningful ways with their 
classical heritage, seeking to move it forward in new directions.

In the last chapter, it was proposed that modern literary values such as prizing 
originality and despising conventionality are hindrances to a culturally 
appropriate hermeneutics of Braj court poetry. What will be helpful in the 
discussion of DODNÃUDĝÃVWUD here is a willingness to recognize forms of 
intellectual virtuosity and change that are small rather than grandiose in scale. 
Surveying the corpus of UíWL scholarship as a whole makes it clear that Braj 
rhetoricians felt the tradition they inherited to be largely still relevant and thus 
not in need of a complete overhaul. Indeed, the very thought that ancient 
classical norms should be questioned, much less rejected, would have struck 
many scholars of the day as profoundly misguided. And yet change did prove 
necessary. More than a millennium had passed since the foundations of Sanskrit 
poetic theory had been laid. The mere fact that Keshavdas abandoned the path 
of his ancestors to begin a career as a vernacular scholar and poet meant that 
he, and those who followed in his footsteps, would embrace tremendous change. 
Brajbhasha writers responded to the Sanskrit tradition by making painstaking 
and deliberate alterations to the ancient ĝÃVWUDs, alterations that on occasion 
require a comparable degree of attentiveness and deliberation to excavate. But 
this archaeological expedition, at times deeply philological and perhaps even 
arcane to the non-specialist, is necessary to demonstrate how Braj pandits 
thought and worked.

For all their apparent radicalism in eschewing the time-honored language of 
courtly intellectual life, and even in some cases trumpeting their vernacular 
works as new theorizations, most Brajbhasha scholars also seem keen to insist 
that they have not departed from existing Sanskrit traditions. This somewhat 
paradoxical nature of vernacular newness is well illustrated by the logic and 
concerns of chapter three of Keshavdas's .DYLSUL\Ã. After preliminary chapters 
about his court and himself, the author embarks upon his treatment of 
DODNÃUDĝÃVWUD with the much-discussed subject of GRDs, literary flaws that mar 
the beauty of poetry. In composing this compendium of introductory literary 
principles, Keshavdas does not strictly follow Dandin's .ÃY\ÃGDUĝD, otherwise a 
major Sanskrit source for the .DYLSUL\Ã. His opening gambit is instead to lay out 
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several entirely new categories of GRDs by analogizing flawed poetry to various 
forms of physical impairment:

 (p.106) Flaws are a serious liability in poetry, women, and friends. A tiny 
drop of liquor renders the whole jug of Ganges water impure. They say 
never to make a Brahman one's dependent (QHJí), to make friends with 
fools, or to serve an ungrateful master. Also avoid flaws in poetry. The wise 
pronounce poetry flawed when it is blind, deaf, lame, naked, or dead 
(PפWDND�ފ��%OLQGދ�SRHWU\�FRQWUDYHQHV�WUDGLWLRQ��ELURGKí�SDQWKD�NR), and 
��SRHWU\�LVދDPH/ފ���SRHWU\�KDV�QR�VHQVH�RI�WKH�KDUPRQ\�RI�ZRUGVދݷGHDIފ
XQPHWULFDO1ފ��DNHGދ�SRHWU\�ODFNV�RUQDPHQWDWLRQފ��'HDGދ�SRHWU\�LV�
meaningless. So says Keshavdas. Listen, clever people.7

So far the discussion is completely new. Upon closer investigation, however, the 
poet's innovation would appear to be not only measured but seriously 
compromised. The first flaw, the DQGKDGRD (flaw of blindness), an entirely 
original Keshavdasian category, proscribes poems that violate tradition. Now, the 
very act of forging a new vernacular style and writing some of the earliest 
treatises on Brajbhasha poetics means that in some important sense Keshavdas 
did question the supremacy of Sanskrit and thereby violated tradition. Yet the 
QHZފ�IODZދ�RIފ�FRQWUDYHQLQJ�WUDGLWLRQދ�KHOSV�WR�FDSWXUH�WKH�YHU\�VSHFLDO�
character of Braj poetic theory, which sought energetically to maintain the 
validity of the classical Indic literary system even while transgressing it.

As is the standard procedure in a UíWLJUDQWK, Keshavdas reinforces his definition 
of the DQGKDGRD with an example verse that develops his point. This takes the 
form of a parody and serves as a warning about the potential aesthetic disaster 
that lies in wait for an inexperienced poet striking out on his own:

Seeing her soft lotus-like breasts in bloom,
the moon face of her lover beams in delight.
Her eyes dart quickly like monkeys,
the corners red like Sindur powder.
Her lower lip is sweet like butter.
Seeking metaphors for her beauty, Keshavdas despairs.
There she stands, that desirable woman,
OLNH�OLJKWQLQJ�RU�D�URDPLQJ�GHHUނ
she moves slowly like an elephant.8

The mixed metaphors and infelicities in this verse are painfully obvious to any 
experienced reader of Sanskrit poetry. Note how the most egregious errors 
concern the flagrant disregard for tradition. First of all, a woman's breasts 
should be firm like lotus buds, not soft like blooming lotuses. The images in the 
next line are a precarious combination because according to classical literary 

 (p.107) thinking the moon causes certain lotuses to wither. In line three, 
.HVKDYGDV
V�LPDJLQDU\�FOXPV\�SRHW�JHWV�RQH�LPDJH�ULJKWނWKH�SDUW�DERXW�
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ZRPHQ
V�H\HV�GDUWLQJ�TXLFNO\ނEXW�ZKHQ�LW�FRPHV�WR�WKH XSDPÃQD (standard of 
comparison), he makes a serious blunder in choosing the animal: in Sanskrit 
poetry beautiful women are PפJD�QD\DQíނdoe-eyed, not monkey-eyed. 
Furthermore, when it is a question of the movement of eyes, the PíQD (fish) or 

khañjana (wagtail) are preferable images because they are consecrated by 
tradition as metaphors for fast-moving objects.9 In line five, the hapless poet has 
bungled things again. Lower lips are indeed soft and sweet, but they should be 
compared to the red bimba IUXLWނQRW�WR�SDOH�\HOORZ�EXWWHU��7KH�PHVVDJH�DQ\�
would-be poet takes away from this opening passage of the .DYLSUL\Ã is that 
vernacular composition must be rooted in classical imagery. In short, 
Keshavdas's foundational premise of vernacular poetics automatically constrains 
its potential for innovation. This striking of a careful balance between innovation 
and adherence to tradition is not peculiar to Keshavdas; it continued to define 
the scholarly comportment of many Brajbhasha intellectuals.

Chintamani Tripathi, one of the most important Braj theorists of the mid-
seventeenth century, expresses a similar logic about the nature of vernacular 
newness in the opening to his Kavikulkalptaru (Wish-fulfilling tree for the family 
of poets, c. 1670):

I, Chintamani, have carefully considered the precepts of books written in 
the language of the gods [i.e., Sanskrit], and I am expounding a theory of 
YHUQDFXODU�OLWHUDWXUHޔ��,�GHVFULEH�WKH�V\VWHP�RI�YHUQDFXODU�OLWHUDWXUH�
according to my intellectual ability (EXGKD�DQXVÃUD).10

If his word choices have the significance I think they do, Chintamani viewed 
himself not so much as a translator of his Sanskrit source texts but as a scholar 
engaged in a new YLFÃUD (theorization) of EKÃÃ�NDYLWD (vernacular literature). 
7KH�VWDWHPHQWފ�DFFRUGLQJ�WR�P\�LQWHOOHFWXDO�DELOLW\ދ�IXUWKHU�VXJJHVWV�QRW�MXVW�WKH�
poet's modesty, but also that he is providing his own perspective. Evidently, the 
very enterprise of writing new literary theory in Brajbhasha was not only 
complicated but also epistemologically fraught. That it could be done only upon 
consulting Sanskrit precepts reveals a core dependency on the classical 
language. This dependency is in evidence throughout the work. Far from 
trumpeting some new vernacular theory, the Kavikulkalptaru is mostly 
concerned with laying out the fundamental structures of Sanskrit theoretical 
discourses on literature. Chintamani's style is to mix and match key treatments 
of particular topics from various Sanskrit authors. And yet for all the work's 
intellectual debts, it is ultimately a successful, rigorous example of Braj ĝÃVWUD. 
Rarely is the  (p.108) discussion of any given topic taken wholly from one 
author. Chintamani chooses the treatments he considers most cogent, 
reconfiguring them into a new synthetic account. The Kavikulkalptaru is 
pervaded by the implicit logic that Brajbhasha intellectuals saw their literary 
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culture as a continuation of Sanskrit practice rather than an entirely separate 
sphere.

A similar emphasis on tweaking and rearranging past theories is attested 
throughout the UíWL corpus. Kulapati Mishra, an exact contemporary of 
Chintamani who served the Amber court, reworked Mammata's authoritative 

.ÃY\DSUDNÃĝD (Light on poetry, eleventh century) in his major UíWLJUDQWK, the 

Rasrahasya (The secret of literary emotion, 1670). In the process of transmitting 
Mammata's theories about literature to his early modern Braj readers, Kulapati 
did not hesitate to add a few ideas of his own. One of Mammata's most famous 
verses is his .ÃY\DODNDאD (definition of poetry).  (p.109) Kulapati is careful to 
cite this in the opening to Rasrahasya, but he prefaces it with a definition of his 
own making:

Poetry consists of sound and sense. It affords wondrous rapture in 
this world.
I fashioned this definition after mastering numerous works.
-DJDWDL�DGEKXWD�VXNKDVDGDQD, ĝDEGDއUX�DUWKD�NDYLWWD
<DKD�ODNDQD�PDL�QH�NL\R, samujhi grantha bahu citta11

Like Chintamani, Kulapati tells us that he has consulted many books before 
arriving at his own position, suggesting, again, the weighty influence of the 
Sanskrit past on a new vernacular domain of scholarship. But this did not 
preclude the possibility of new knowledge. On the contrary, when Kulapati 
presents his definition of poetry he not only puts it ahead of Mammata's but also 
boldly foregrounds his own authorship (mai ne kiyo). His colophon also contains 
a revealing statement about how he conceptualized his scholarly mission:

I have presented the categories succinctly, according to my own 
understanding.
Poets and connoisseurs, read them thoroughly and consider them.
I have presented figures of both sound and sense in accordance with 
Mammata,
giving definitions and example verses of all the tropes at great 
length.
.DKH�EKHGD�VDNHSD�VR��DSDQí�PDWL�DQXVÃUD,
.DYL�VXKפGD\D�VDED�SÃUD�NDUL��LQD�NR�NDUR�YLFÃUD
Sabda artha aru duhuna ko, PDPÃD�PDWL�DQXVÃUD
.DKH�ODN\D�ODNDQD, VDNDOD�DODNÃUD�YLVWÃUD12

Kulapati's paired phrases DSDQí�PDWL�DQXVÃUD and PDPÃD (i.e., Mammata) mati 
DQXVÃUD perfectly encapsulate how Brajbhasha UíWLJUDQWKs are new and old at the 
same time, the creative products of early modern writers who were deeply 
immersed in classical thought.
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ދFFRUGLQJ�WR�0\�2ZQ�8QGHUVWDQGLQJ$ފ
Premodern indexes of literary and intellectual change are not always easy to 
gauge. Such markers often have to be excavated, and we risk missing the signs 
if we adhere too closely to the paradigm of how change looks from the viewpoint 
of Western modernity. Keshavdas's 5DVLNSUL\Ã is a particularly good instantiation 
of how early vernacular scholarship manifests newness. At first glance, the work 
appears to be a very close adaptation of the ĜפJÃUDWLODND (Ornament of 
passion), composed by the Sanskrit rhetorician Rudrabhatta in perhaps the 
eleventh century.13 Keshavdas takes up most of the same subjects (and mostly in 
the same order) as his source, and when he uses identical vocabulary in the 
definition verses, his reliance on Rudrabhatta is proven beyond a doubt. Looking 
no further than these obvious similarities, it would be easy to conclude, 
erroneously, that Keshavdas simply appropriated the theories of his Sanskrit 
predecessor. The reality is much more interesting. The ĜפJÃUDWLODND may be 
Keshavdas's guide through the principles of DODNÃUDĝÃVWUD, but as often as not 
he veers off on his own detours.

One such detour is to invent variations on his predecessor's bhedas or 
organizing categories, particularly in places where the original Sanskrit text 
handles its subject in a cursory, even desultory fashion. Take the ĜפJÃUDWLODND
V
treatment of PLODQD�VWKÃQD �ORYHUVއ�PHHWLQJ�SODFHV���5XGUDEKDWWD�OLVWV�D�IHZ�
RFFDVLRQV�IRU�ORYHUVއ�UHQGH]YRXV�EULVNO\��LQ�D�VLQJOH�YHUVH��DQG�WKHQ�FRQVLGHUV�the 
subject closed, not bothering to furnish even one example. Keshavdas, seizing an 
opportunity for creative ramification, develops the kernel of Rudrabhatta's idea 
into a significant component of an entirely new chapter on the courting of lovers, 
adding many original example verses as well as proposing entirely new 
categories of his own.14 In this verse, Keshavdas presents the ingenious idea of 
an atibhaya ko milana, meeting during an emergency (figure 3.1):

Hearing that the house next door to Vrishabhanu15 had caught fire,
the residents of Braj fled, scattering in all directions.
Pandemonium reigned, as men and women jostled,
confounded, calling out in grief.
Seeing the commotion, Kanha rushed to free the parrot and mynah 
bird
and woke up Radha and the other young women.
 (p.110) Radha, delicate like a FDPSÃ garland, looked wide-eyed at 
Lal
as he took her into his arms and stole a kiss.16

As though to hold up a signboard proclaiming his innovations, Keshavdas closes 
this particular chapter with a statement that proves to be the refrain of UíWL poet-
LQWHOOHFWXDOV��KDYH�FRPSRVHG�WKLV�SDVVDJH�DFFRUGLQJ�WR�P\�RZQ,ފ�
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figure 3.1  Meeting during an emergency 
(atibhaya ko milana), from Keshavdas's 

5DVLNSUL\Ã, Mewar c. 1660

Freer Gallery of Art, Smithsonian 
Institution, Washington, D.C.: Purchase, F 
1998.309

 (p.111) XQGHUVWDQGLQJ17ދ�

However else one might view 
Keshavdas's relationship to 
Sanskrit tradition, in the writer's 
own estimation, he intended to 
create new knowledge.
In the poem just cited, 
Keshavdas also localizes his 
theme to a specifically Braj 
milieu, for if classical Sanskrit 
DODNÃUDĝÃVWUD was his main 
wellspring, early modern bhakti
styles also contributed in 
significant ways to the shaping 
of his scholarly approaches. 
Rudrabhatta happens to have 
been a Shaiva, not a Vaishnava, 
but religion was in any case 
irrelevant to his theorization of 
literature. The focus on god in 
the ĜפJÃUDWLODND occurs just 
where one would expect it to: in 
the opening PDJDOÃFDUDאD
(invocation) and nowhere else. 
In the 5DVLNSUL\Ã, in contrast, 
Radha and Krishna are 
omnipresent, with nearly every 
definition in the work followed 
by alternating sequences of example verses lovingly devoted to each deity.

Keshavdas's reverence for Radha and Krishna underpins numerous points of 
theoretical divergence from his Sanskrit predecessor. Not all of Keshavdas's 
innovations are in the service of his bhakti, but many are. For instance, whereas 
neither he nor Rudrabhatta approves of literary representations of lovers who 
pine so much for their beloved as to reach the point of death (PDUDאÃYDVWKÃ), 
Rudrabhatta eschews the category on wholly aesthetic grounds, because such 
poems lack beauty (DVDXQGDU\ÃW); for Keshavdas, in contrast, the crucial point is 
that his poems are about a god, and he could not possibly describe the death of 
an immortal deity.18

When it comes to the three broad types of QÃ\LNÃs that had been recognized by 
Sanskrit theoreticians from time immemorial, Keshavdas entirely omits one of 
the categories, the VÃPÃQ\Ã�QÃ\LNÃ (courtesan), again trumpeting the decision as 
a deliberate departure from tradition based on his own reasoning:
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And as for the third type of QÃ\LNÃ, why should I describe her here? The 
best poets have said that one should not ruin good poetry by including 
tasteless (birasa) subjects. Here I have described all the QÃ\LNÃs according 
to my own understanding of them.19

The omission of the VÃPÃQ\Ã�QÃ\LNÃ makes perfect sense in Keshavdas's more 

bhakti-oriented universe: in a text where Radha is the principal QÃ\LNÃ, it would 
hardly have been possible to treat the morally questionable figure of the 
courtesan.20 Radha's central role as the QÃ\LNÃ could be construed as a radical 
new Vaishnava approach.

A devotional orientation toward Krishna and Radha informs Keshavdas's 
treatment of the domain of rasa theory, as well. In the opening to 5DVLNSUL\Ã, he 
argues that Krishna is navarasamayaނWKDW�LV��WKH�GHLW\�HPERGLHV�DOO�QLQH  (p.
112) rasaVނZKLFK�KLV�HLJKWHHQWK�FHQWXU\�FRPPHQWDWRU�6XUDWL�0LVKUD�FDPH�WR�
consider one of the major postulates of the work.21 In his treatment of the 
various canonical EKÃYDs and KÃYDV��HPRWLRQV�DQG�ORYHUVއ�FRTXHWULHV��WKDW�
interplay to contribute to the full complement of ĝפJÃUD�UDVD, the love of Radha 
and Krishna is posited as the substratum:

Passion arises from the love of Radha and Krishna. From the force of their 
emotion arises my theory (ELFÃUD��DERXW�ORYHUVއ�FRTXHWULHV�22

In this case, too, Keshavdas's new formulation of his subject matter is absolutely 
deliberate, as is evident from the way he concludes the discussion:

Keshavdas has described the various gestures of Radha and her lover 
according to his understanding of them. May master poets forgive his 
audacity.23

Keshavdas again foregrounds his recasting of tradition, although in this case (if 
we are to take him at his word), his otherwise bold assertion of independence 
from the Sanskrit source material is tempered by a qualm about whether his 
proposed changes are too daring. Indubitably, the Sanskrit authorities were 
foundational for Keshavdas and not to be transgressed lightly, but these are not 
the words of someone mindlessly following tradition.24

Although Keshavdas takes an unusual approach in developing the idea, the 

5DVLNSUL\Ã also restates an important doctrinal position from Sanskrit 
DODNÃUDĝÃVWUD: ĝפJÃUD is the paramount rasa, and the others may be subsumed 
within it. In the opening to his book, he proclaims outright that ĝפJÃUD is the 
preeminent literary emotion25 and devotes the first thirteen of the sixteen 
chapters to topics that develop this point. The remaining rasas are treated only 
very briefly in a single chapter (fourteen). The ODNDאs of this chapter are 
unremarkable, explaining the comic, sorrowful, heroic, and other emotions in 
perfunctory fashion, but when it comes to the XGÃKDUDא verses, all the subsidiary
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rasas are rallied to the task of confirming Keshavdas's basic tenet on the 
supremacy of ĝפJÃUD, losing their theoretical precision as separate rasas. To 
appreciate his method, consider how this verse on Radha's manifestation of YíUD�
rasa (the heroic sentiment) converts the conventional battlefield filled with 
clashing swords and headless trunks into a UDWLUDאD (battlefield of passion):

Radha set out for battle, deploying the war elephant of her gait.
For cavalry she had her beauty,
for infantry her feelings.
Her various gestures were a chariot,
her sweet smile was her sword.
 (p.113) Says Keshavdas, Her breasts were warriors,
her nails spears to her lover's back.
She conquered shame and fear,
and worry over what people might say.
She drew the bow of her eyebrows,
then shot piercing glance-arrows.
She had put on the armor of love,
and courage was her companion.
Today she conquered Gopal on the battlefield of passion.26

In the case of Krishna's adhbuta or wondrous qualities, which are not difficult to 
demonstrate since he is a deity, Keshavdas clinches the argument with a 

ĝפJÃULN point: he loses all composure in the presence of Radha (figure 3.2):

H�VWHDOV�EXWWHU��KH�VWHDOV�JKHH��KH�VWHDOV�FXUG�DQG�PLON+ފ
and then vanishes unseen.
But as soon as anybody lays eyes on him, he steals their heart.
:K\�GR�WKH�3XUÃQ�DV�DQG�WKH�VDJHV�RI�ROG
VSHDN�RI�KLP�DV�WKH�SULPDO�EHLQJ"ދ
So wondered the wives of the gods in their perfect wisdom.
QG�QR�VRRQHU�GRHV�KH�VHH�WKH�JDLW�RI�D JRSí$ފ
then he forgets his own nature.
+RZ�FDQ�RQH�VR�KDSOHVV�EH�KHUDOGHG�WKH�VDYLRU�RI�WKH�KRSHOHVV"27ދ

A similar technique is adopted for the other rasas: an example of raudra
(terrifying) rasa depicts a Radha so ruthless and fierce with the animals of the 
forest that she plunders their various attributes, hence her doe-like eyes, 
elephant-like gait, and so on; an example of EKD\ÃQDND (fearsome) rasa features 
a Radha so terrified by rain during a storm that she clings to Krishna in a tight 
HPEUDFHނDJDLQ��WKH�GRPLQDQW�HWKRV�LV�ORYH�UDWKHU�WKDQ�IHDU��(YHQ sama (more 
commonly known as ĝÃQWD, the quiescent) rasa, which epitomizes the Indian 
ideal of detachment from the world, paradoxically takes on carnal hues when 
Keshavdas portrays Krishna as so enamored of Radha's sweet lips that he has 
become indifferent to all other sweet things in this world.28 Chapter fourteen of 
the 5DVLNSUL\Ã��ZKLOH�VWULNLQJ�RQH�XQV\PSDWKHWLF�PRGHUQ�FULWLF�DVފ�XQVFLHQWLILF�
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figure 3.2  Krishna's wondrous qualities 
(Krishnaju ko adbhuta rasa), from 
Keshavdas's 5DVLNSUL\Ã, Bundi, c. 1725

Courtesy of Asian Art Archives, 
University of Michigan

DQG�ULGLFXORXV29ދ� is actually making a powerful Vaishnava argument about 
aesthetic response.

 (p.114)

 (p.115) Keshavdas's 
theorizations and the example 
verses he designed to 
substantiate them make perfect 
sense for a devout Krishna 

bhakta. In an unambiguous 
proclamation of his literary 
values, he would later classify 
poets according to the following 
threefold system:

Poets may be considered 
best, middling, and worst. 
The best are steeped in the 

rasa of Hari. Middling poets 
honor men. Clever girl, the 
worst write verses filled with 
flaws.30

Keshavdas's hierarchy of 
subjects was a common one in 
the early modern period. His 
commentator Surati Mishra 
recalls being introduced to the 
Mughal Emperor Muhammad 
6KDK��U��������DV�IROORZV���ށ�
�L�H���6XUDWL�0LVKUD��GRHV��H+ފ
not usually write poems about 
men but has written much on 
the subject of god. Since 
everybody speaks of kings as 
being incarnations of god he 
has, to the best of his ability, 
FRPSRVHG�VRPH�SRHPV�DERXW�WKH�HPSHURU31ދ� .HVKDYGDV�ZDV�OLNHZLVHފ�VWHHSHG�
in the rasa RI�+DULދ��WKRXJK�ZH�KDYH�VHHQ�WKDW�KH�ZURWH�PDQ\�SRHPV�KRQRULQJ�
all-too-human kings. Even if the poet does not always overtly link his bhakti to 
his intellectual positions, the obsessive parallelism of the 5DVLNSUL\Ã, in which 
nearly every single literary concept has to apply to both Radha and Krishna, may 
stem from Vaishnava values such as VPDUDא (remembering the deity) and OíOÃ
( play of the divine couple).32 Moreover, rewriting Sanskrit ĝÃVWUD in a manner 
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that insists on its theoretical relevance to both Radha and Krishna leads to other 
truly major departures from the classical norms. An example is when Krishna is 
made to display what previous Indian thinkers considered a quintessentially 
female trait: PÃQD (jealous rage). Rudrabhatta's perspective, and that of the 
6DQVNULW�FRXUWO\�WUDGLWLRQ�LQ�JHQHUDO��LV�WKDW�RI�WKHފ�PDOH�JD]Hދ�IRFXVLQJ�LQ�XSRQ�
a QÃ\LNÃ
V actions.33 In Sanskrit poetry, women experience but never inspire 
anger; PÃQD is the exclusive preserve of a QÃ\LNÃ who has been wronged by her 
lover. Keshavdas's chapters on PÃQD and its corollary, PÃQD�PRFDQD
�UHFRQFLOLDWLRQ���QHYHU�IDLO�WR�IL[�WKH�JD]H�RI�5DGKDނD�ZRPDQ
V�JD]HނRQ�
Krishna, as well.

The QÃ\DND's and QÃ\LNÃ's emotions are understandably manifested in different 
ways, and gender norms prevent true parallelism in many of the example verses. 
Sometimes the very rules of the game are different for men and women. For 
instance, JXUXPÃQD, the most serious form of jealous rage in a woman, is 
sparked when she suspects her lover has been unfaithful:

Keshavdas says,

When the QÃ\LNÃ sees evidence of another woman, or when she hears 
another woman's name, it is natural to experience intense anger.

Keshavdas's insistence on applying every literary concept to Radha and Krishna 
becomes a theoretical challenge when he then needs to compose a 
complementary verse about Krishna's anger. What are the grounds for Krishna's 
getting angry? With the JRSís an arguable exception, in Indian poetry women do 
not stay out all night and then swagger home bleary-eyed in the morning after 

 (p.116) making love to a paramour on the sly. That is what men do. Keshavdas 
thus has to invent a whole new scenario for why Krishna might get angry enough 
to lash out at his beloved. Here is his ODNDא:

When a woman speaks harsh words that go beyond all sense of 
decorum,
intense anger arises in her lover's heart.

In describing how to appease a lover, again Keshavdas has to retool his inherited 
theoretical apparatus to come up with gender-specific rationales for SUDאDWL:

A woman falls at the feet of her beloved out of great love, but never out of 
passion or because she has committed a serious mistake. To describe such 
things would ruin the aesthetic experience.34

Far from slavishly imitating his Sanskrit models, Keshavdas's method is to take 
cues from them, while frequently offering his own perspective on individual 
topics and in some cases going off in highly original directions.
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These intellectual processes and attitudes are widely applicable to both bhakti
and UíWL authors (at times distinctly overlapping categories, as the case of 
Keshavdas well illustrates) who engaged with their classical heritage. It requires 
meticulous research, and familiarity with both Brajbhasha and Sanskrit, to 
understand the mentality of vernacular writers of the early modern period, but 
every scholar who has taken the time to read a Braj text in tandem with its 
Sanskrit source(s) has arrived at the same conclusion: vernacular writers sought 
WR�UHVKDSH�WKH�FODVVLFDO�WUDGLWLRQފ�DFFRUGLQJ�WR�WKHLU�RZQ�XQGHUVWDQGLQJ�0ދ�RUH�
often than not, they even tell us that this is what they are doing. A few additional 
examples will suffice.

One major concern of the bhakti poet Nanddas (fl. 1570), active in the 
generation before Keshavdas, was to make Sanskrit texts available to a growing 
Brajbhasha reading community. He produced Bhasha versions of the 

5DVDPD³MDUí of Bhanudatta, the 5ÃVDSD³FÃGK\Ã\í (Five chapters on the round 
dance, from the %KÃJDYDWDSXUÃאD), and the Prabodhacandrodaya of Krishna 
Mishra; his 0ÃQDPD³MDUí and $QHNÃUWKDPD³MDUí, two much-consulted Braj 
dictionaries, were based on the $PDUDNRĝD.35 Not one of these is a mere 
translation of a Sanskrit source. The 5DVDPD³MDUí, for instance, is imbued with 
Krishna bhakti and marks a significant change from the version of Bhanudatta, 
who, although not ignoring god entirely in the manner of Rudrabhatta, does not 
give him pride of place. In this particular case and more generally, Nanddas 
demonstrably uses his own mati; furthermore, he announces it with his typical 
signature, QDQGD�VXPDWL�\DWKÃ (Nanddas, in keeping with his judicious 
understanding).36

 (p.117) Hariram Vyas, an approximate contemporary of Nanddas, was also 
demonstrably creative in his approach to vernacularizing the 5ÃVDSD³FÃGK\Ã\í
segment of the %KÃJDYDWDSXUÃאD. Heidi Pauwels has done a close comparison of 
the Braj and Sanskrit texts, and for all that they are supposed to tell the same 
story, the two versions in some respects hardly resemble each other.37 Vyas felt 
himself at liberty to skip some of the chapters and to add one that was not in the 
RULJLQDOނQR�WULYLDO�PDWWHU��VLQFH�WKH�FDQRQLFDO�VHJPHQW�RI�WKLV�9DLVKQDYD�
scripture has only five chapters. The substance, not just the form, also 
underwent a radical transformation. Radha, who was never named as a JRSí in 
the Sanskrit %KÃJDYDWD, is accorded a dramatic new role as Krishna's chief love 
interest. In another major departure, Vyas proves uninterested in viraha, the 
pain of separated lovers, which in some ways is the core aesthetic mood of the 
6DQVNULW�RULJLQDOފ��:KDW�MR\�LV�WKHUH�LQ�WKH�VWRU\�RI�VHSDUDWLRQ"ދ�KH�DVNV�38 The 
emphasis on VDPEKRJD�ĝפJÃUD (love fulfilled) is consistent with the new 
Vaishnava focus on PÃGKXU\D, the sweetness of Radha and Krishna's amorous 
play in the groves of Vrindavan.
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Another example from the UíWL tradition of reworking a staple from the Sanskrit 
thought-world to fit with new Vaishnava doctrines is Chintamani's treatment of 
the classical subject of JXאDs (phonological principles) in the opening of his 

Kavikulkalptaru. At first glance, Chintamani's ideas appear mostly to mimic 
those of a Sanskrit predecessor, Mammata's .ÃY\DSUDNÃĝD. Much of his 
technical terminology is taken from this work, and both the manner and the 
order in which he treats the JXאDs conform to Mammata's approach.39 But 
closer scrutiny reveals a new take on the subject matter.

Chintamani does not merely repeat verbatim Mammata's literary propositions. 
He elaborates on competing systems from other Sanskrit masters, laying out the 
basic concepts and points of debate. In some cases, he composes original poetry 
to illustrate categories omitted by Mammata. And some of this thinking is 
completely new, notably Chintamani's theorization of PÃGKXU\D�JXאD. We can 
appreciate this newness best by studying the relevant passages side by side.

Chintamani:
In the case of love in union a pleasurable experience melts the heart.
This is called PÃGKXU\DނWKH�YHU\�HVVHQFH�RI�SRHWU\�
-R�VD\RJD�VLJÃUD�PDL�VXNKDGD�GUDYÃYDL�FLWWD
6R�PÃGKXU\D�EDNKÃQL\DL�\DKDL�WDWWYD�NDYLWWD40

Mammata:
0ÃGKXU\D is that which produces joy. It is the underlying reason for 
PHOWLQJ�LQ�ORYH��KH�FRQWLQXHV�ZLWK�D�JORVV��E\�WKH�H[SUHVVLRQފ�LQ�ORYHދ�
,�PHDQފ�GXULQJ�ORYH�LQ�XQLRQދ�DQG�E\�PHOWLQJ�,�PHDQފ�GLVVROYLQJދ��
 (p.118) ÃKOÃGDNDWYD�PÃGKXU\D�ĝפJÃUH�GUXWLNÃUDאDP
(ĝפJÃUH�DUWKÃW�VDEKRJH�GUXWLU�JDOLWYDP�LYD)41

These two definitions are demonstrably similar. With the special prerogative of a 
YHUQDFXODU�SRHWނ%UDM�SRHWV�GLG�QRW�KDYH�WR�IROORZ�ULJLG�JUDPPDU�UXOHVނ
Chintamani can even coin a Braj verb (GUDYÃYDL, ފPHOWVދ��WR�H[SUHVV�0DPPDWD
V�
concept of the druti (melting) that attends a connoisseur's deep immersion in a 
poem. But in Chintamani's verse he unexpectedly declares PÃGKXU\D to be the 

tattva, the very essence of poetry. No Sanskrit theorist had ever singled out any 
one JXאD DV�VXSHULRU�WR�WKH�RWKHUVނFHUWDLQO\�QRW�WR�GHFODUH�LW�SRHWU\
V�HVVHQWLDO�
feature. In isolating PÃGKXU\D as a special poetic property, Chintamani subtly 
yet tellingly offers a new assessment of vernacular literature, and one very much 
in dialogue with recent debates in the Vaishnava community.42 In what we can 
now confidently recognize as a larger trend among UíWL intellectuals, Chintamani 
does not allow his revised treatment of the Sanskrit JXאD systems to go 
XQUHPDUNHG��+H�SURFODLPVފ��&HUWDLQ�FDWHJRULHV�RI JXאDs were theorized by the 
ancients, and I am writing about all of them here according to my own 
XQGHUVWDQGLQJ43ދ�
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A close comparison between Mammata and a later Braj author on another 
typical topic of DODNÃUDĝÃVWUD clinches the case for the originality of Braj 
scholars. Bhikharidas, a major eighteenth-century ÃODNÃULND from the Avadh 
region who was unusually detailed in his discussions of literature, literary 
theory, and literary persons, emended Mammata's definition of the NÃY\D�
prayojana (purposes of poetry) from the .ÃY\DSUDNÃĝD in a way that foregrounds 

bhakti:

Bhikharidas:
Some acquire religious merit,
such as the spiritual masters Tulsi and Sur.
Others seek wealth, in the manner of
Keshavdas, Bhushan, and Birbal.
There are the Rahims and Raskhans
who concern themselves with fame alone.
Says [Bhikhari] Das, Discussing poetry is
in every case pleasing to scholars.
(NDL�ODKDL�WDSDSX³MDQL�NH�SKDOD�M\R�WXODVíɦ�DUX�VĭUD�JRVDíɦ,
(NDL�ODKDL�EDKXVDSDWL�NHVDYD�EKĭDאD�M\R�EDUDEíɦUD�EDפÃíɦ,
(NDQL�NR�MDVD�Kí�VR�SUD\RMDQD�KDL�UDVDNKÃQL�UDKíPD�Níɦ�QDíɦ,
'ÃVD�NDELWWDQL�Ní�FDUDFÃ�EXGKLYDQWDQL�NR�VXNKDGDL�VDED�KDíɦ44.

Mammata:
 (p.119) Poetry is for the sake of fame, wealth, practical knowledge, 
warding off illness,
for the aesthetic rapture that arises suddenly (upon hearing a poem),
DQG�IRU�LQVWUXFWLQJނWKH�ZD\�D�EHORYHG�GRHV�
.ÃY\D�\DĝDVHއ�UWKDNפWH�Y\DYDKÃUDYLGH�ĝLYHWDUDNDWD\H
6DG\D֮�SDUDQLUYפWD\H�NÃQWÃVDPLWDWD\RSDGHĝD\XMH45

It is beyond doubt that here and elsewhere in his .ÃY\DQLUאD\ (Critical 
perspective on literature, 1746) Bhikharidas bases many of his arguments on 
those of Mammata.46 But whereas for Mammata NÃY\D was (or was generally 
presented as) a largely secular pursuit, Bhikharidas considered spiritual gain 
one of the three primary rationales, and it is the one he places first in his list 
when he invokes the bhakti poets Tulsi and Sur. That he took the trouble to 
rewrite Mammata's well-known NÃY\DSUD\RMDQD verse dramatically underscores 
this crucial shift in conceptions of the literary between Sanskrit in the eleventh 
century and Brajbhasha in the eighteenth.47

Bhikharidas's .ÃY\DQLUאD\ contains several other passages of interest to those 
seeking to understand the conceptual world of Braj intellectuals, reminding us 
that not all the important theoretical shifts in UíWL are related to bhakti. Some 
new arguments derive from the literary and linguistic specificities of Brajbhasha. 
Bhikharidas was the first UíWL author to treat rhyme, one of the hallmarks of the 
Hindi vernacular transformation (as it was in the changeover from Latin to 
Romance languages48), and he views it as a specifically vernacular stylistic trait. 
He devotes all of chapter twenty-two of .ÃY\DQLUאD\ to the subject, opening with 
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WKH�SURFODPDWLRQފ��)LUVW�RI�DOO��LQ�D�YHUQDFXODU�FRPSRVLWLRQ�UK\PH�LV�SDUWLFXODUO\�
GHVLUHG49ދ� Still, it is arresting that attempts to theorize such a new and 
essentially vernacular subject did not appear until one hundred and fifty years 
after UíWL scholarship had begun (and Hindi poets themselves had been using 
rhyme much longer than that). The chapter is admittedly short, consisting of a 
mere seventeen stanzas, but the mission is entirely new. As always, the point for 
Braj intellectuals was not to present a radical overhaul of classical theory but to 
make relatively minor adjustments within the older paradigms.

$QRWKHU�LQQRYDWLRQ�RI�%KLNKDULGDVނZKLFK�PXVW�KDYH�EHHQ�IRUFHG�E\�UHDO�
FKDQJHV�LQ�ODQJXDJH�XVHނLV�KLV�LQWULJXLQJ�LI�HQLJPDWLF�GLVFXVVLRQ�RI�OLQJXLVWLF�
register. Sanskrit had always been theorized in the Indian tradition as a pure, 
unchangeable language (the facts of the matter are different but irrelevant to 
the dominant language ideology). Clearly this conception of language could not 
PDNH�WKHRUHWLFDO�VHQVH�RI�%UDMEKDVKD��ZKLFKނDPRQJ�RWKHU�VLJQDWXUH�K\EULGLWLHV
�H[SRVXUH�WR�3HUVLDQ��,Q�WKH  (p.120)އEHDUV�QXPHURXV�OH[LFDO�WUDFHV�RI UíWL SRHWVނ
first chapter of .ÃY\DQLUאD\, Bhikharidas presents Brajbhasha as a language 
that is mixed to its very core, and beautiful precisely for being so.

All people of developed sensibility agree about the beauty of Brajbhasha. 
Braj may be mixed with Sanskrit, and also Persian, but it still remains 
altogether clear. Braj, Avadhi, Sanskrit, Prakrit, Arabic, and native Persian 
are found (or mixed, another meaning of milai�ނWKH\�VD\�WKDW�SRHWU\�LV�RI�
six different types.

%KÃÃ�EפMDEKÃÃ�UXFLUD��NDKDL�VXPDWL�VDED�NRL
0LODL�VDVDNפWD�SÃUDV\DX��SDL�DWL�SUDJDD�MX�KRL
ÃQLMD�PÃJDGKí�PLODL�DPDUD��QÃJD�MDPDQD�EKÃפ%
6DKDMD�SÃUDVíKĭ�PLOH��DDELGKL�NDELWD�EDNKÃQL50

This passage does not yield its meaning easily. It is not clear, for instance, 
whether the term PÃJDGKí means Apabhramsha or Avadhi. Nor is the intended 
distinction between jamana (i.e., yavana, Arabic? Turkish?) and VDKDMD�SÃUDVí
(native Persian?) transparent.51 What is not in doubt is that three of the literary 
languages (Braj, Jamana, and Persian) mentioned by Bhikharidas were not part 
of any classical thinking from the NÃY\D tradition. As with his treatment of 
rhyme, here was a chance to say something completely new about literature. Did 
Bhikharidas take it?

Yes and no. To write Braj scholarship in this period was a delicate balancing act. 
It is emblematic of the epistemological complexities of preserving a revered 
scholarly tradition while incorporating new developments that Bhikharidas 
articulated radical linguistic change using an archaic, typologizing scheme. 
Instead of trumpeting a bold new insight, he conceptualized Brajbhasha register 
as DYLGKÃ (sixfold), a term that had been used long before by the Sanskrit 
theorist Simhabhupala to designate the non-Sanskrit literary languages Prakrit, 
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Shauraseni, Magadhi, Paishachi, Chulika Paishachi, and Apabhramsha.52

Although half of the components of Bhikharidas's proposed sextet of NÃY\D�
EKÃÃs are a clear break with tradition, the retention of a sixfold frame means 
that this otherwise highly inventive vernacular writer must have felt it necessary 
to theorize literary language not in accordance with his lived experience but in 
terms of established categories. To be valid, vernacular innovation needed to be 
authorized by the writers and systems of the classical past or even, on occasion, 
disguised. Sudipta Kaviraj has usefully distinguished between modern and 
SUHPRGHUQ�PRGHV�RI�FXOWXUDO�FKDQJH��0RGHUQ�UHEHOOLRQV�DQQRXQFH�WKHPVHOYHVފ�
even before they are wholly successful; revolutions in traditional cultures tended 
WR�KLGH�WKH�IDFW�RI�WKHLU�EHLQJ�UHYROWV53ދ� Brajbhasha intellectuals were waging a 
revolution, to be sure, but it was a surreptitious one.

 (p.121) 6XUDYÃאí and 1DUDYÃאí
Conservative or not, as Brajbhasha poets encroached on the cultural space that 
Sanskrit had occupied for some 1,500 years, they managed to dismantle the 
traditional conceptions about its preeminence. Several poets hint at this 
GUDPDWLF�XSHQGLQJ�RI�FHQWXULHV�RI�6DQVNULW�OLWHUDU\�PRQRSROL]DWLRQނHYHQ�LI�WKH\�
do so with very little drama. Chintamani's NÃY\DODNDא (definition of poetry) from 
the opening of his Kavikulkalptaru is a case in point:

Literature is defined as expression replete with aesthetic sentiment. In 
Sanskrit, literature is twofold: prose and poetry. A composition in meter is 
FDOOHGފ�YHUVHދ��DQGފ�SURVHދ�ODFNV�PHWHU��*RRG�SRHWV�GHULYH�SOHDVXUH�IURP�
hearing verse composition in the vernacular.54

$W�ILUVW�JODQFH�KLV�ELIXUFDWLRQ�RI�OLWHUDWXUH�LQWR�WKH�FDWHJRULHV�RIފ�SURVHދ�DQG�
��PD\�DSSHDU�WR�EH�D�EDQDO��PHFKDQLFDO�UHLWHUDWLRQ�RI�RQH�RI�WKH�PRVWދ\SRHWUފ
basic tenets of Sanskrit literary thinking. But upon closer reflection, two points 
of great significance come into focus. First, Bhasha poetry is associated with 
SOHDVXUHނQRW�6DQVNULW��6HFRQG��SURVH�LV�QRW�PHQWLRQHG�DV�D�FRQFHUQ�RI�
vernacular writers. Chintamani does not overtly rule out the idea of Bhasha 
prose (and indeed Braj writers, including Chintamani, did use prose from time to 
time), but the theoretical point is that, for this ÃODNÃULND, chandanibaddha
(versified) literary discourse was the special purview of vernacular writing.

Another telling conceptualization of Brajbhasha's relationship to Sanskrit is 
found in Chintamani's treatment of GRDs. Like Keshavdas before him, 
Chintamani was not in the least reticent about proposing new flaws, indicating 
that for vernacular poets the proliferation of subcategories was one important 
mechanism for creative self-expression. His NÃFíGRD (flaw of unripeness) plays 
on the imagery of the harvest to critique unpolished language:

Language that does not follow the usage of good poets is known as 
��WKH�DUHD�HQFRPSDVVLQJ�0DWKXUD�DQG�*ZDOLRU@ݷ7KH�ODQJXDJH�RI<�ދ�XQULSHފ
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�L�H���%UDMEKDVKD��LV�FRQVLGHUHG�IXOO\�ULSHޔ��$QG�VRPH�VD\�WKH�>ODQJXDJH�RI�
WKH@�0DWKXUD�*ZDOLRU�UHJLRQ�LV�WKHފ�ODQJXDJH�RI�WKH�JRGVދ�

-R�QDKL�SURJí�VDW�NDYLQD��NÃFí�EKÃVÃ�MÃQD
0DWKXUÃ�PD֖אDOD�JYÃUL\DL�JYÃUL\DUD"��Ní�SDULSDND�EDNKÃQD ޔ��
0DWKXUÃ�PD֖אDOD�JYÃUL\DUD�Ní�VXUDYÃQí�NRL55

Of interest here are some ideas that prove to be far more radical than the 

upabheda (subcategory) in which they are couched. Quite apart from proscribing 
another type of inferior poetry, Chintamani is striving to articulate the special 
 (p.122) VWDWXV�RI�%UDMEKDVKD��%UDM�LV�WKHފ�ULSHދ�VWDQGDUG�DJDLQVW�ZKLFK�
��ODQJXDJHV�IDLO�WR�PHDVXUH�XS��(YHQ�PRUH�H[WUDRUGLQDU\�LV�WKH�QRWLRQދXQULSHފ
that, due to its literary excellence, Brajbhasha can now be designated by the 
term VXUDYÃאí, a long-standing reverential epithet for Sanskrit and for Sanskrit 
alone.

The idea that Brajbhasha was on some level becoming equivalent to Sanskrit can 
be found even in Sanskrit works of the early modern period, notably the 

ĜפJÃUDPD³MDUí (Bouquet of passion, c. 1670) of Akbar Shah, a member of the 
Indo-Muslim literati from the Golkonda court.56 Both the work's textual history 
and its modes of argumentation proclaim that perceptions about the validity of 
vernacular texts were altering irrevocably by the late seventeenth century. In a 
momentous reversal of the normal trajectories of source and target language, 
the work was first composed in Telugu (ÃQGKUDEKÃÃ), and only then translated 
LQWR�6DQVNULW��VXUDYÃאí). It was the Sanskrit version, not the Telugu one, that 
Chintamani translated into Brajbhasha during his stay at Golkonda.57 That 
Sanskrit is not the language of the original composition is one testament to the 
new status of the vernacular as a medium of scholarly writing. Another is the 

ĜפJÃUDPD³MDUí
V unprecedented mentioning of Brajbhasha authors in the same 
FRPSDQ\�DV�6DQVNULW�OLWHUDU\�DXWKRULWLHVނDV�WKRXJK�WKH\�ZHUH�QRZ�SHUFHLYHG�WR�
be intellectually comparable. Keshavdas's 5DVLNSUL\Ã is one of two Braj texts to 
share the designation pramukhagrantha (principal text) with such illustrious 
Sanskrit works as Dhananjaya's 'DĝDUĭSDND, Mammata's .ÃY\DSUDNÃĝD, and 
Bhanudatta's 5DVDPD³MDUí, betokening the erosion of age-old language 
hierarchies.58

Although it never became very common for Sanskrit ÃODNÃULNDs to refer to their 
Braj counterparts, we have evidence that they were reading them. Venidatta 
Bhattacharya, a Bengali scholar and poet writing in the eighteenth century, cites 
Keshavdas's definition of a EKÃYD (emotion) in his Rasikarañjana (Delighter of 
connoisseurs), a commentary on the 5DVDWDUDJLאí (River of emotion, c. 1500) by 
the Sanskrit theorist Bhanudatta. Intriguingly, he translates the definition into 
Sanskrit rather than quoting the original Braj.

As stated in the 5DVLNSUL\Ã,
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A mental event can be manifested by way of facial expressions, or 
the eyes,
RU�ZRUGV��7KDW�YHU\�WKLQJ�LV�ZKDW�LV�NQRZQ�DVފ�HPRWLRQދ��ZKLFK�
sensitive people turn into an object of their own experience. All 
power to it.
7DWKÃ�FRNWD�UDVLNDSUL\Ã\Ã
0XNKDQHWUDYDFDQDPÃUJDL֮�SUDNDíEKDYDWL�PÃQDVLNDSDGÃUWKD֮
6D�HYD�EKÃYR�YLM³DL֮�VYÃQXEKDYDYLD\íNפWR�MD\DWL59

The Sanskrit does not quite scan as a recognizable meter, an awkwardness that 
perhaps stems from the linguistic transplantation. Nor is the last quarter of the 

 (p.123) verse quite an exact translation. This Sanskrit pandit may have been 
doing something that Braj authors had long known to do: invoking a literary 
authority in a manner that was simultaneously DSDQí�PDWL�DQXVÃUDފ��DFFRUGLQJ�WR�
KLV�RZQ�XQGHUVWDQGLQJ60ދ�

Citations of Keshavdas by Akbar Shah and Venidatta Bhattacharya are only some 
of the evidence that points to a shared community of Sanskrit and Bhasha 
intellectuals in this period. The great Sanskrit ÃODNÃULND Jagannatha Panditaraja 
(fl. 1650) was the revered guru of Kulapati Mishra, the UíWL writer from the 
Amber court whose Rasrahasya and other works were thoroughly in dialogue 
with Sanskrit. Jagannatha, for his part, is thought to have been influenced by 
contemporary trends in Bhasha poetry.61 It was not uncommon for Braj writers 
(Narottam and Keshavdas, for example) to pepper their vernacular works with 
Sanskrit ĝORNDs. In his Braj commentary on Jaswant Singh's %KÃÃEKĭDא, 
Haricharandas moves freely between Braj and Sanskrit, citing sometimes a GRKÃ
by Biharilal, at other times a ĝORND by Appayya Dikshita. He proposes corrections 
to some of Jaswant Singh's Braj ODNDאs, but when he does so it is on the 
authority of a Sanskrit text, Jayadeva's &DQGUÃORND.62 The kavikul consisted of 
both Sanskrit and Braj writers and, even if there had been historically 
asymmetrical relations between them, this situation was now changing and they 
began to influence one another, whether or not they acknowledged that this was 
the case.

The existence of Sanskrit commentaries on UíWL works, little studied though they 
are, offers yet further confirmation that these literary cultures overlapped to 
some degree. Samartha, author of a Sanskrit commentary on the 5DVLNSUL\Ã
entitled 3UDPRGLQí (Giver of gladness, 1698), announced in his colophon that he 
KDGފ�JUHDWHU�DIIHFWLRQ�IRU�%UDM�WKDQ�IRU�WKH�ODQJXDJH�RI�WKH�JRGV63ދ� Krishna 
Kavi, writing during the next generation, echoes Samartha's sentiments in his 
exegesis of the %LKÃUíVDWVDí:

Everybody says Brajbhasha is equivalent to the language of the gods 
(VXUDYÃאí).
So say all poets, knowing it to be the foundation for great aesthetic 
enjoyment.64
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Braj writers had come a long way since the days of Keshavdas with his 
professions of slow-wittedness.

Yet, if the confidence of Brajbhasha intellectuals increased over time as 
vernacular texts on DODNÃUDĝÃVWUD gained tremendous currency in courtly 
venues and beyond, many UíWL writers continued to express deference to their 
classical predecessors and voiced apparent anxieties about their own ability to 
contribute new ideas. Bhikharidas, one of the greatest vernacular rhetoricians 
that the Indian tradition produced, felt compelled to say:

 (p.124) I studied the Sanskrit texts &DQGUÃORND and .ÃY\DSUDNÃĝD.
I understood them and made their ideas beautiful in the vernacular.
From other sources, too, I adopted the path of poets (kabipatha�ޔ���
But even though I may express my own opinions,
I still feel anxiety about that which I have created myself (rahai 
VYDNDOSLWD�VDND).
7KHUHIRUH��,�KDYH�PL[HG�P\�RZQ�RSLQLRQV�ZLWK�FODVVLFDO�SUHFHSWVނ
may poets forgive any faults.65

A century and a half after Keshavdas had shown scholars of systematic literary 
thought that such systematicity was not only possible but also necessary in the 
vernacular, did the very execution of the project remain doubtful? Bhikharidas 
may instead be simply outlining his scholarly method. To write Bhasha ĝÃVWUD
meant to mix newer ideas with older ones, not to compose new theory from 
scratch (svakalpita).66 This is consistent with earlier statements by Keshavdas 
and Chintamani, who stressed the necessity of classical precepts to the 
vernacular scholarly enterprise.67

In the very same chapter of Bhikharidas's .ÃY\DQLUאD\, however, are 
unmistakable indicators that classical authority was less important than he 
avowed. Once again, we observe the intricate balancing act of trying to give 
both older authorities and newer ones their due. Bhikharidas opens his work 
with a NDYL�SUDĝDVÃ (ode to past poets), a genre of particular value to modern 
literary historians for retrieving the literary self-understanding of premodern 
writers.68 Bhikharidas does give Sanskrit authors pride of place in his opening 
verses, but he mentions only two, Jayadeva and Mammata, while he 
memorializes more than two dozen Brajbhasha kavis.69 Thus, whatever anxiety 
may have attended the production of vernacular scholarship in the early modern 
period, there is unmistakable evidence of the increasing self-assurance that the 
consolidation of a tradition can instill.

A similar discrepancy between avowing the greatness of the Sanskrit past and 
the reality of contemporary Braj achievements can be found in the 6XMÃQFDULWUD
of Sudan, an approximate contemporary of Bhikharidas who served the kings of 
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Bharatpur. He frames the very existence of the Bhasha tradition as a decline 
necessitated by the waning of intelligence in the kaliyuga:

As the kaliyuga became overweening, intelligence waned.
The poets of today speak Bhasha, and even still their grasp is 
incomplete.70

Clearly the older ideas about Sanskrit supremacy and Bhasha degeneracy 
lingered on. And yet, whatever he might say about vernacular incompetency, 
Sudan's own NDYL�SUDĝDVÃ, like that of Bhikharidas, attests to the unmistakable 
strength of Braj literary culture. Braj writers outnumbered their Sanskrit  (p.
125) counterparts by a very large margin: whereas Sudan devotes a single 

chappay to the Sanskrit past, fully six are needed to account for the important 
Bhasha writers of recent centuries.71

In the 6DWNDYLJLUÃYLOÃV (Play of the language of true poets, c.1750?72) of Baldev 
Mishra, a UíWLJUDQWK commissioned by Raja Vikram Shah of Charkhari in 
Baghelkhand (in today's southeastern Madhya Pradesh), is yet another kavi-
SUDĝDVÃ. This time, Sanskrit poets have been completely omitted. Writers of 
WKLV�SODFH�DQG�WLPHނMXVW�D�GHFDGH�RU�VR�ODWHU�WKDQ�%KLNKDULGDVނDSSDUHQWO\�QR�
longer felt the need to look back reverently to major Sanskrit thinkers like 
Mammata. More recent Braj luminaries such as Keshavdas had taken their 
place. Baldev says,

Taking definitions and example poems from the pioneering poets 
Keshav[das], [Chinta]mani, Matiram, and Sukhdev, and those who are 
discriminating when it comes to rasa, I have mixed in my own ideas to 
describe the nine rasas and characters both male and female, bringing 
intellectual delight.

NHVDYD�PDQL�PDWLUÃPD�NDEL��VXNKDGHYÃGL�DQHND
LQKDL�ÃGL�NDYL�DXUD�MH�UDVD�PDL�VDKLWD�YLYHND
WLQDNH�ODNDQD�ODN\D�ODL�ÃSDQL�XNXWL�PLOÃL
EDUQR�QDYD�UDVD�QÃ\DNÃ�QÃ\DND�PDWL�VDUDVÃL73

7KH�SKUDVHފ�ÃSDQL�XNXWL�PLOÃLދ�UHLQIRUFHV�WKH�LPSRUWDQFH�WR�WKHVH�DXWKRUV�RI�WKH�
now-familiar compositional strategy of mixing the old with the new. Also note 
how Baldev Mishra is simultaneously concerned with composing and 
anthologizing the most popular poems of what could finally be seen as a 
Brajbhasha canon. The Braj tradition possessed its own classics now, and poets 
could dispense with Sanskrit authority altogether. The process of 
vernacularization was coming to a close.

Conclusion
The scholarly methods of early modern writers working in Brajbhasha are barely 
charted terrain, and this discussion has raised just a few questions of interest for 
a single field.74 At stake are important concerns for Hindi scholars but also, 
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more generally, for intellectual historians, including our ability to understand the 
conceptual world of Indian pandits before the transition to colonialism. The 
relatively conservative stance of Brajbhasha writers even in a highly developed 
vernacular field such as rhetoric merits a more nuanced analysis than it has 
attracted so far. The degree to which these writers based their  (p.126) 
DODNÃUDĝÃVWUD discourse on Sanskrit models has usually been interpreted as a 
sign of deficiency, sometimes explained by a decline in India's intellectual 
vibrancy, a result of medieval stagnation during the late precolonial period.75

$OWKRXJK�ZH�VKRXOG�UHMHFW�ERWKފ�PHGLHYDOދ�DQGފ�VWDJQDWLRQދ�DV�GHVFULSWLRQV�RI�
WKLV�LQWHOOHFWXDO�FXOWXUHނRQH�LV�DQ�XQUHIOHFWLYH�LPSRUW�IURP�(XURSHDQ�
intellectual history, the other a judgmental reaction to an epistemological system 
WKDW�GRHV�QRW�KDYH�SURJUHVV�DV�D�FRUH�YDOXHނLW�LV�SHUIHFWO\�QDWXUDO�WR�ZRQGHU�
why vernacular writers were committed to subtly reworking Sanskrit literary 
concepts rather than to forging a bold new literary system. In certain cases, the 
purpose of the UíWLJUDQWK genre was not necessarily to propose new theory: some 
of these works had an educational mandate, while others were more of a poetic 
enterprise.76 But a number of UíWL writers were seriously interested in being 
theoreticians, and it remains something of a puzzle that their intellectual style 
was so unassuming because matters could, of course, have been different. 
Brajbhasha authors, some of whom worked at the Mughal court or were 
otherwise firsthand witnesses to political and cultural conditions very different 
from the Sanskrit VDEKÃs where NÃY\D began, developed entirely new aesthetic 
practices like multilingual punning by infusing Persian words into the language. 
Despite being an important site of difference from Sanskrit, the new Perso-
Arabic lexical streams (which still characterize spoken Hindi today) were never 
taken as a basis for dramatic new conceptualizations of language use; nor was 
rhyme, another specifically vernacular domain. Bhikharidas, almost alone of UíWL
scholars, called attention to some elements of change, but in a surprisingly 
EODQG�PDQQHU�WKDW�VHHPV�WR�GLVJXLVH�UDWKHU�WKDQ�KLJKOLJKW�LQQRYDWLRQ1ݷݷ�RZKHUH�
in his oeuvre can we find a radically new theory of Brajbhasha literature. Why 
should this have been the case across the spectrum of the hundreds of works of 
UíWL�ĝÃVWUD?

One widespread theory that became current during the nineteenth century 
stresses Brajbhasha's innate expressive limitations as a linguistic medium, 
particularly the UíWL DXWKRUVއ�SUHIHUHQFH�IRU�SRHWU\�RYHU�SURVH��5HWDUGHG�
development in the area of prose is just one of a litany of complaints lodged 
against Braj and other premodern Indian vernaculars from Bengali to Tamil. 
Since it is rooted in colonial bias rather than any serious engagement with 
Indian intellectual history, it can be safely dismissed. Numerous works in both 
Hindi and Sanskrit demonstrate amply that prose is not a requirement for 
reasoned argument. The GRKÃ meter of Hindi, like the Sanskrit ĝORND, could be 
prose-like in its function. Even in Sanskrit, whose intellectual merits as India's 
preeminent classical language are less disputed than those of Brajbhasha, prose 
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was never used in the field of DODNÃUDĝÃVWUD until the time of Vamana in the 
early ninth century (and Vamana's contemporary Udbhata still wrote verse). 
When two  (p.127) generations later Anandavardhana adapted the more 
complex style of philosophical prose to the discipline, many authors continued to 
compose Sanskrit definitions in verse. Verse was an entirely legitimate medium 
of formal scholarly expression in precolonial India. Regardless, it is erroneous to 
state that Brajbhasha lacked a prose tradition. Countless plays were written in 
Brajbhasha prose, as was a vast corpus of Vaishnava YÃUWÃs, quasi-historical 
hagiographies. Some UíWL authors, notably Chintamani and Bhikharidas, used the 
exact same YפWWL (expository prose style) as their Sanskrit predecessors.77 The 
Braj commentarial tradition occasionally referenced above is another important 
corpus of vernacular prose. And some Braj commentaries, such as those on 
Bhartrihari written by Keshavdas's patron Indrajit of Orchha, are of a complexity 
that makes it impossible to argue that the language was somehow inherently 
unsuited to subtle reasoning.78 Brajbhasha prose existed; Brajbhasha 
intellectuals simply did not avail themselves of it for writing DODNÃUDĝÃVWUD. The 
reasons for UíWL ZULWHUVއ�ODFN�RI�LQWHUHVW�LQ�GHYHORSLQJ�UDGLFDOO\�LQYHQWLYH�SRHWLF�
theory need to be sought elsewhere.

An intellectual propensity for neoclassicism is one good reason, and was a 
broader trend in both intellectual and social history. 5íWL theorists were animated 
by the mission of both continuing and updating the erudite traditions of their 
Sanskrit forebears; they were also in the process of constituting themselves as a 
major literary community. The members of this Braj kavikul were in dialogue 
with one other but also with their Sanskrit predecessors, who had crafted a well-
defined theoretical system eminently suited to the type of vernacular 
cosmopolitanism cultivated by UíWL poets.79

The disavowal of the old is generally a more modern cultural value, and 
H[SHFWDWLRQV�WKDW�ZULWHUV�VKRXOG�H[KLELWފ�RULJLQDOLW\ދ�ZHUH�QRW�WKH�VDPH�LQ�
SUHPRGHUQLW\ނQRW�LQ�,QGLD��DQG�QRW�HOVHZKHUH��0DQ\�IRUPV�RI�YHUQDFXODU�
literature could only be deemed literary to the extent that they encapsulated the 
literary values of the past. In an Indian context, neoclassicist writings were 
sometimes theorized as PÃUJD, a term that precisely encodes those traditional 
values, and contrasted to more localized, idiosyncratic GHĝí styles.80 Elsewhere 
in world literary culture, as already signaled, imitation of the classics was an 
important precondition for the rise of French literary culture (and Italian, and 
many other European languages). By appropriating the very features that made 
Latin elevated, French writers associated with the early modern courts lent 
dignity, majesty, and reason to their works. A comparable process, unfolding 
according to its own local logic, was underway nearly contemporaneously in UíWL
OLWHUDWXUH��%\�DGRSWLQJ�6DQVNULW�SURWRFROV�DQG�JHQUHVނD�6DQVNULWL]HG�KLJK�VW\OH
 UíWL authors imparted dignity to the vernacular and made it suitable for anނ
evolving courtly setting that was no longer the exclusive preserve of  (p.128) 
classical poets. This was a deliberate decision on the part of rational people and 
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should not be seen, as it too often is, as evidence of mannerism or a failure in 
scholarly creativity. In short, the widespread imitation of classical authority is 
universally recognized as a critical stage in the vernacularization process 
elsewhere in the world and should be recognized as such for India, as well.81

Still, Brajbhasha scholarship cannot just be reduced to a feeble recapitulation of 
Sanskrit norms. Furthermore, though based on Sanskrit sources, these texts 
differ from translations in the modern sense of the term. As discussed by A. K. 
Ramanujan and, more recently, John Cort, the tendency in premodern India was 
DOZD\V�WRZDUGފ�LQGH[LFDOދVW\OHV�RI�WUDQVODWLRQ�UDWKHU�WKDQ�WKH�ZRUG�IRU�ZRUG�
 �PHWKRG�GRPLQDQW�WRGD\�82 Indexical translation signals a complicatedދLFRQLFފ
engagement with the source text and stems from radically different ideas of 
authorship and newness. This was the method used by many UíWL authors, a style 
of scholarship both creative and derivative, for Braj authors did not fail to 
imprint their own stamp upon the material even while working in classical 
genres. And they often stated precisely this, using the clear, if unassuming 
SKUDVHފ��DFFRUGLQJ�WR�P\�RZQ�XQGHUVWDQGLQJ83ދ�

The claim that UíWL authors were expressing their own opinion should be taken 
seriously. These are not sporadic, insignificant assertions: they are frequent and 
central not only to Braj theorizations of rhetoric but also to the identities of the 
poet-intellectuals who constituted this cultural world. The act of translating core 
Sanskrit ideas into the vernacular was only part of the UíWL intellectual enterprise. 
These poet-theorists also subtly reworked the ĝÃVWUDs, modifying Sanskrit 
themes and localizing them to a specifically Brajbhasha milieu. In some cases, 
bhakti impulses were driving new theorizations. Why the UíWL writers never 
embraced the idea of a bhakti rasa, a radical new concept embraced by Sanskrit 
theologians of the Gaudiya Vaishnava community in the sixteenth century, 
remains an enigma, when so much else about their poetry and theory shows the 
influence of Krishna bhakti. Perhaps it was just too much of a departure to add 
another entirely new rasa, or was it that Jagannatha Panditaraja's indignant, 
traditionalist rejection of the idea in the middle of the seventeenth century held 
sway?84 Whatever may be the case, UíWL intellectuals adhered to a much older 
idea from the Sanskrit tradition, championing the primacy of ĝפJÃUD, the 
aesthetics of love, even for devotional poetry.

For moderns, it is not always easy to appreciate the significance of what at first 
glance appear to be mere micro-refinements of preexisting theories, as in many 
of the examples presented here. This is not because newness is not there, but 
because our modernist minds are not well attuned to the value of such subtle 
gradations. In early modern India, newness was interwoven into older systems.85

This innovation through renovation may have been far more than an  (p.129) 
act of deference to tradition. Affiliation with the dignity and power of a classical 
literary culture of the past helped to ensure Brajbhasha's intellectual and 
aesthetic success in the present. Perhaps this helps solve the paradox of 
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vernacular newness as epitomized by Keshavdas's proscribing the flaw of 
 �LQ�WKH .DYLSUL\Ã. The enriching of Bhasha literary cultureދEOLQGQHVV�WR�WUDGLWLRQފ
with Sanskrit ideas may actually have been a discerning power play on the part 
of UíWL poets. Keshavdas and his many successors in seventeenth- and eighteenth-
century India contributed to a larger intellectual-historical process by which 
Brajbhasha began to encroach upon the cultural space that Sanskrit had once 
monopolized, eventually to usurp its place. By appropriating Sanskrit style, 
Brajbhasha appropriated Sanskrit space, rendering the classical language 
increasingly irrelevant.

Focusing on UíWL DXWKRUVއ�LQWHOOHFWXDO�UHODWLRQVKLS�WR�WKH�6DQVNULW�SDVW��DV�,�KDYH�
done in this chapter, risks projecting the idea that Brajbhasha courtly literature 
was exclusively the domain of Hindu pandit communities. It was not. It is time to 
focus more fully on the important issue of how UíWL writers interfaced with more 
contemporary styles of Indian culture across wide social domains. One 
particularly important group of connoisseurs but also writers of UíWL literature 
was the Persianized Mughal elite. Their engagement with Brajbhasha was not 
just one factor among many in the rise of UíWL literary culture: it may have been 
decisive.

Notes:
(1.) On Surati Mishra's contributions to Braj DODNÃUDĝÃVWUD, see the study by 
Ramgopal Sharma (1975).

(2.) The special features of Sanskrit DODNÃUDĝÃVWUD, including its complex 
developmental trajectories and the tradition's own dialectic between 
conservatism and innovation, are discussed in Bronner and Tubb 2008; on the 
rather different aims and scope of the Braj tradition, see Chaudhari 1992���ށ��

(3.) See chapter 1. We did observe, however, that in the case of Keshavdas 
deference to classical authors may have been more of a posture than a heart-felt 
sentiment.

(4.) Keshavdas does reveal that he was familiar with various positions in the field 
of Sanskrit literary theory in .DYLSUL\Ã, 3.2. Although he never names any 
6DQVNULW�WKHRUHWLFLDQ��KLV�PHQWLRQ�RIފ�RQH�PDVWHU�SRHWދ��HND�NDELUÃMD) in 

.DYLSUL\Ã, 3.51 must be a reference to Dandin.

(5.) For some methodological perspectives on authorship in the domain of bhakti
texts, see Hawley 1988; Novetzke 2003.

(6.) Careful, sympathetic studies of UíWL intellectual traditions include those by 
Vishvanathprasad Mishra (1959a, 1959b, 1972, 1994); Sudhakar Pandey (1969); 
Kishorilal (1971); Kumvar Ray (1979); Vidyadhar Mishra (1990); Renu Bhatnagar 
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(1991); Satyadev Chaudhari (1992); Ramanand Sharma (1998, 2003, 2004); 
Vijaypal Singh (1998).

(7.) .DYLSUL\Ãށ��������%KDJYDQGLQ�WDNHV QHJí differently: as GKDQ�VDPSDWWL�NÃ�
SUDEDQGKNDUWÃ (administrator of finances). See 3UL\ÃSUDNÃĝ, p. 15. The last 
phrase, VXQDKX�SUDEíQDފ��OLVWHQ��FOHYHU�SHRSOHދ�PD\�DOVR�EH�WDNHQ�DV�DQ�
invocation to Keshavdas's student Pravin Ray.

(8.) .DYLSUL\Ã, 3.8.

(9.) This is a point the author himself makes in his discussion of cañcala
(fleeting) in the same work, which was excerpted in chapter 1. The commentator 
Bakhtavar Singh also objects to the idea that a beautiful woman's eyes should be 
described as red, a color that is associated with anger. .DYLSUL\Ã�Ní�íNÃ, folio 
16a.

(10.) Kavikulkalptaru, 1.3, 1.6.

(11.) Rasrahasya, folios 2a-b. Unfortunately, Kulapati Mishra's work is mostly 
unpublished, making his ideas difficult to access. Vishnudatt Sharma's study 
(1970) provides a helpful overview. Also see Ray 1979.

(12.) Rasrahasya, folio 84a (lightly emended for clarity).

(13.) Similarities between the 5DVLNSUL\Ã and ĜפJÃUDWLODND have also been noted 
by G. H. Schokker (1983).

(14.) Compare 5DVLNSUL\Ãށ���������ZLWK�5XGUDEKDWWD
V�RULJLQDO�GLVFXVVLRQ�LQ 

ĜפJÃUDWLODND, 2.38.

(15.) Vrishabhanu is Radha's father.

(16.) 5DVLNSUL\Ã, 5.31.

.5DVLNSUL\Ã, 5.41 ދ�DKH�DSDQí�PDWL�DQXVÃUD.ފ��.17)

(18.) Compare the arguments in ĜפJÃUDWLODND, 2.28, with those of 5DVLNSUL\Ã, 
8.54.

(19.) 5DVLNSUL\Ã���������ށ

(20.) It is easy to see how the figure of the courtesan would have seemed 
problematic to Keshavdas when moral debates raged in contemporary bhakti
circles on the question of the SDUDNí\Ã status of the JRSís. See Kinsley 1975�ށ���
38 n. 59. On the special status of the SDUDNí\Ã in Gaudiya Vaishnavism, see 

Haberman 1988����ށ���
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(21.) 5DVLNSUL\Ã, 1.2 (this verse has already been translated in chapter 1.) See 

-RUÃYDUSUDNÃĝ��SS����7ށ����KH�FRQFHSW�RI navarasamaya does have an analogue 
in Rudrabhatta's idea of Shiva as VDUYDUDVÃĝUD\D֮ in ĜפJÃUDWLODND, 1.1.

(22.) 5DVLNSUL\Ã, 6.15.

(23.) Ibid., 6.57.

(24.) Indian cultural theory has yet to develop an adequate framework for 
understanding the complex and thoughtful ways that premodern writers 
engaged with their models. The use of tradition is not simply retrenched 
FRQVHUYDWLVP��LW�KDV�PDQ\�QXDQFHV��$�XVHIXO�DSSURDFK�WRފ�WKH�LQWHOOLJHQFH�RI�
WUDGLWLRQދ�LQ�5DMSXW�SDLQWLQJ�LV�$LWNHQ 2010.

(25.) 5DVLNSUL\Ã, 1.16. This was also the position of Rudrabhatta, and 
subsequently elaborated by Bhoja in the eleventh century, as well as many later 
theorists working in both Sanskrit and Braj. As signaled by the choice of title for 
his most important UíWLJUDQWK, 5DVUÃM (King of rasas), Matiram also avows the 
supremacy of ĝפJÃUD�UDVD.

(26.) 5DVLNSUL\Ã, 14.25.

(27.) Ibid., 14.36. In the last line of this kavitt, Keshavdas uses the word gati four 
times in an untranslatably brilliant way: GHNKL�JDWL�JRSLNÃ�Ní�EKĭOL�MÃWD�QLMD�JDWL��
DJDWLQD�NDLVH�GKDX�SDUDPD�JDWL�GHWD�KDL.

(28.) Ibid., 14.22, 14.28, 14.39.

(29.) Chaudhari 1973: 231. Jindal (1993: 144), for his part, finds this approach a 
mark of Keshavdas's immaturity. Pollock has noted a similarly dismissive 
UHDFWLRQ�E\�PRGHUQ�.DQQDGD�VFKRODUV�WR�FODVVLFDO�DXWKRUVއ�DSSURSULDWLRQ�RI�
Sanskrit categories, an attitude that led them to completely misunderstand the 
WKHRUHWLFDO�VLJQLILFDQFH�RI�QHZ�YHUQDFXODU�ORFDOL]DWLRQV�����������ށ���

(30.) .DYLSUL\Ã, 4.2. Again, the word SUDEíQD can refer to Pravin Ray, as I 
translate it, or simply mean a clever person in general.

(31.) (1DKí�PÃQXí�NDELWD�NDUDWD, DUX�SUDEKX�NH�EDKXWD�EDQÃ\H, SDL�VDEDKí�NH�
PDWD�PDL�QפSDWL, SUDEKX�NDX�UĭSD�EDNKÃQ\R��WÃWH�SÃWLVÃKD�NH�NDELWD�VX�
NL\H�\DWKD�PDWD�ÃQ\R5 .(DVJÃKDNFDQGULNÃ, folio 1.

(32.) Recall from discussions in chapter 1 how celebrating the acts of Radha and 
Krishna in various moods was conceptualized as both an aesthetic and religious 
experience.

(33.) The classic statement on the male gaze as applied to cinema, which has 
elements that can be extended to literature, is Mulvey 1988.
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(34.) 5DVLNSUL\Ã, 9.3, 9.6, 10.18.

(35.) McGregor 1973; 2001; 2003������ށ��

(36.) McGregor 1971: 493. According to McGregor, Nanddas employs this and 
other similar phrases specifically to signal that he is reworking a passage from a 
Sanskrit source. Other variants include QDQGD�VXPDWL�DQXVÃUD; PDL�\DKD�NDWKÃ�
\DWKÃPDWL�EKÃÃ�NíQí �1ފDQGGDV��DFFRUGLQJ�WR�KLV�MXGLFLRXV�XQGHUVWDQGLQJދ��,ފ�
WUDQVODWHG�WKLV�VWRU\�LQWR�%UDMEKDVKD�LQ�NHHSLQJ�ZLWK�P\�XQGHUVWDQGLQJދ��

(37.) The information in this paragraph is based on 3DXZHOV���������ށ����

(38.) Ibid., 165.

(39.) The comparable passages on the subject of JXאDs are from Kavikulkalptaru, 
�URDGO\�VSHDNLQJ��&KLQWDPDQL%����ށ���������DQG�0DPPDWD� .ÃY\DSUDNÃĝDށ����
follows Mammata closely in endorsing the threefold set of JXאDs, and not the 
tenfold set espoused by early Sanskrit theorists such as Vamana.

(40.) Kavikulkalptaru, 1.14.

(41.) .ÃY\DSUDNÃĝD, 8.68.

(42.) Vidyadhar Mishra has discussed this particular innovation of Chintamani's 
(1990: 152, 161).

(43.) Kavikulkalptaru, 1.30.

(44.) .ÃY\DQLUאD\, 1.10.

(45.) .ÃY\DSUDNÃĝD, 1.2.

(46.) Bhikharidas specifically mentions Mammata's .ÃY\DSUDNÃĝD as one of his 
sources in .ÃY\DQLUאD\, 1.5.

(47.) I am indebted to Yigal Bronner, Whitney Cox, and Larry McCrea for 
alerting me to the importance of Bhikharidas's critical engagement with 
Mammata on this point.

(48.) See Pollock 2006: 472.

(49.) %KÃÃ�EDUDQDQD�PH�SUDWKDPD��WXND�FÃKL\H�ELVHL, .ÃY\DQLUאD\, 22.1. The 
importance of Bhikharidas's theorization of rhyme has also been noticed in 
McGregor 2003: 941 and Shukla 1994: 130.

(50.) .ÃY\DQLUאD\ށ���������
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(51.) For just a few interpretations of these two verses, see Chaturvedi 1962: 7; 
Shukla 1994: 132; McGregor 2003: 942; Prakash 2006: 55. Alternative readings 
of a few key words, such as so for pai �ފWKDWދ�LQVWHDG�RIފ�EXWދ��DQG avara for 

amara �ފDQGދ�LQVWHDG�RIފ�LPPRUWDOދ��L�H���6DQVNULW���FRPSRXQG�WKH�SUREOHP��
There is also some tension in the last two lines, and one that cannot be resolved 
grammatically, about whether Bhikharidas is trying to indicate that Braj is one of 
six languages for NÃY\D or whether he is really continuing an idea raised in the 
first two lines, that Braj can be used in many different registers, mixing in words 
from Avadhi (or Apabhramsha), Prakrit, Sanskrit, and so on.

(52.) See 5DVÃUאDYDVXGKÃNDUD, 3.306. According to Chaturvedi's modern Hindi 
commentary on .ÃY\DQLUאD\ 1.10 (1962: 7), a similar concept, that of D֖EKÃÃ
(six languages), was invoked by Chand Bardai in the 3פWKYíUÃMUÃVR, who was 
referring to Sanskrit, Prakrit, Apabhramsha, Rajasthani, Braj, and Avadhi.

(53.) Kaviraj 1992: 35.

(54.) Kavikulkalptaruށ�������

(55.) Kavikulkalptaru, 4.6, 4.9.

(56.) Akbar Shah was the son of Shah Raja, teacher to Sultan Abul Hasan Qutb 
6KDK�RI�*RONRQGD��U��5���ށ������DJKDYDQ 1951: 7.

(57.) See ĜפJÃUPD³MDUí (ed. Mishra). Look to chapters 4 and 5 for further 
discussion of Chintamani's remarkably peripatetic career and what it means for 
the circulation of the Brajbhasha courtly ethos in the seventeenth century.

(58.) The other was Sundar's 6XQGDUĝפJÃU (Sundar's love poems, 1631). See 

ĜפJÃUDPD³MDUí (ed. Raghavan), p. 2.

(59.) Rasikarañjana, folio 25, recto, line 11. I am grateful to Sheldon Pollock for 
the reference.

(60.��7KH�%UDM�UHDGVފ��ÃQDQD�ORFDQD�EDFDQD�PDJD��SUDNDDWD�PDQD�Ní�EÃWD�WÃKí�
VR�VDED�NDKDWD�KDL��EKÃYD�NDELQL�NH�WÃWD5 ދ�DVLNSUL\Ã, 6.1. Completely absent 
IURP�WKH�%UDM�LV�9HQLGDWWD�%KDWWDFKDU\D
V�LGHD�RIފ�VYÃQXEKDYDYLD\íNפWR�MD\DWLދ��
which shows that he was improvising.

(61.) A Brajbhasha pad purported to have been composed by Jagannatha is 
excerpted in Athavale 1968: 420. Jagannatha's penchant for rhyme is in all 
likelihood due to the influence of Bhasha; he may also have adopted the practice 
of writing his own poetry (instead of merely excerpting that of earlier writers) 
from Bhasha poets. The relationship of his oeuvre to contemporary Braj styles 
has been mentioned by Vishvanathprasad Mishra (1959b: 57) and Sheldon 
Pollock (2001a: 408).
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(62.) %KÃÃEKĭD�אíNÃ, folio 1a.

�\�4XRWHG�Eދ��KHWDÃ�VR�DGKLND�KDL, EUDMDEKÃÃ�WH6XUDEKÃފ��.63)
Vishvanathprasad Mishra (1970: 230); cf. Kishorilal 1971: 474.

�í�VDPD�WĭOD��WÃKL�EDNKÃQDWD�VDNDODאDWD�VDNDOD��VXUDYÃÃ�EKÃUDMDEKÃ%ފ��.64)
NDYL��MÃQL�PDKÃUDVD�PĭOD�4ދ�XRWHG�LQ�.LVKRULODO 1971: 474.

(65.) Excerpted from .ÃY\DQLUאD\ށ�������

(66.) The term svakalpita had earlier been used disparagingly by Sanskrit 
authors to describe idiosyncratic theoretical and literary concepts that were not 
VDQFWLRQHG�E\�WUDGLWLRQ��6HH�-DJDQQDWKD��2QFH�ZH�KDYH�HVWDEOLVKHG�WKDW�RQO\�Dފ�
SDUWLFXODU�NLQG�RI�ODQJXDJH�XVH�FRXQWV�DV�WKLV�HQWLW\ފ�SRHWU\ދ�FDQ�ZH�SURSHUO\�
SURFHHG�WR�GHILQH�SRHWU\��ZH�GR�QRW�GHILQH�Dފ�SRHWU\ދ�WKDW�ZH�KDYH�MXVW�LQYHQWHG�
RXUVHOYHV��ޔ QD�WX�VYDNDOSLWDV\D�NÃY\DSDGÃUWKDV\D�5 ދ�DVDJDJÃGKDUD, p. 6.

(67.) Persian authors of the early modern period adopted a similar strategy of 
improving on earlier treatises. Katherine Brown (2003���REVHUYHV���ށ������ށ���
that many enthusiasts of Indian music, such as Faqirullah and Mirza Khan, relied 
heavily on Abu al-Fazl's discussion of Sangit in the ÂއíQ�L�DNEDUí (without 
necessarily acknowledging the source), adapting it with minor tweaks. Clearly 
different conceptions of scholarship were in play from those of the present day, 
when invoking the textual authority of a past work was sometimes more 
important than recording contemporary practice.

(68.) A useful methodology for approaching the NDYL�SUDĝDVÃ genre has been 
outlined in Pollock 1995.

(69.) .ÃY\DQLUאD\, 1.5, 1.8, 1.10, 1.16, 1.17.

(70.) 6XMÃQFDULWUD, 1.3 (M\DX�M\DX�NDOL�XGGKDWD�EKD\R��W\DX�W\DX�JKDL�JDí�
EXGGKD�DED�NH�NDYL�EKÃÃ�NDKDWD��WDĭ�QD�VDPDMKDWD�VXGGKD).

(71.) Ibid., ށ����������

(72.) Little was known about this text until the recent edition by Shivgopal 
Mishra.

(73.) 6DWNDYLJLUÃYLOÃV, v. 46.

(74.) The holdings of Indian manuscript libraries reveal that Braj writers, in fact, 
produced many types of ĝÃVWUD in the early modern period, including works on 
astronomy, erotics, physiognomy, medicine, and equestrian science, but virtually 
none of this material has been published, let alone studied, making it difficult to 
assess its character or importance. A preliminary overview of the scope of early 
modern Braj textual culture is Busch 2003����ށ�����FI��3ROORFN 2007��������ށ
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(75.) The classic case is Ramchandra Shukla's treatment of the UíWLJUDQWK genre, 
discussed in chapter 6.

(76.) The variable uses of the UíWLJUDQWK are discussed in Busch 2004����ށ���

(77.) See the ĜפJÃUPD³MDUí �HG��0LVKUD��DQG�WKH�SDVVDJHV�GHVLJQDWHGފ�WLODNދ�LQ�
Bhikharidas's .ÃY\DQLUאD\.

(78.) Indrajit's Brajbhasha is highly sophisticated with its predilection for 

tatsama (pure Sanskrit) lexical forms. See McGregor 1968 and 2003�����ށ���

(79.) The concept of a cosmopolitan vernacular is that of Sheldon Pollock, who 
has critiqued the long-held scholarly consensus that Indian vernacularization 
should be seen as a primarily demotic or religious imperative driven by the aim 
of speaking simply in the idiom of the people. It was often, on the contrary, a 
profoundly erudite literary enterprise marked by superposition or intensive 
ERUURZLQJ�IURP�6DQVNULWނLWV�OH[LFRQ��WKHPHV��DQG ĝÃVWUDVނDQG�RQH�FORVHO\�WLHG�
to courtly centers. Pollock 2006����ށ��������ށ����

(80.) On the relevance of the categories PÃUJD and GHĝí in Telugu literature, see 
Rao 1995; for Kannada, see Pollock 1998����ށ���

(81.) In his influential sixteenth-century Défence et illustration de la langue 
françoise (Defense and refinement of the French language), Joachim du Bellay 
enjoined French poets to classicize their literature by imitating the great works 
RI�/DWLQ�DQG�*UHHN����������ށ�����I��)XPDUROL 1984&�����ށ���

(82.) Ramanujan 1991����ށ����&RUW 2009.

(83.) These types of tags are everywhere in premodern intellectual culture, if 
one only knows how to spot them. For instance, Bronner and Tubb have noted 
that both Appayya Dikshita and Jagannatha use the phrase vastutas tu (but 
really) to signal that they are offering their own opinions (2008: 626, 628).

(84.) 5DVDJDJÃGKDUD��SSށ�������

(85.) A powerful example of this from the Sanskrit intellectual milieu is the 

.XYDOÃ\ÃQDQGD of Appayya Dikshita, a complex engagement with the thirteenth-
century &DQGUÃORND. See Bronner 2004.
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Abstract and Keywords
This chapter looks at the lives and texts of important Brajbhasha writers who 
were associated with the Mughal court. Although this court is most often linked 
to Persian literature, a surprising number of Brajbhasha poets also attracted the 
notice of Mughal patrons. Their achievements have been largely lost to the 
historical record; thus, uncovering the nature of the social, political and cultural 
interactions that the Mughal patronage of Brajbhasha represents opens up new 
SHUVSHFWLYHV�RQ�WKH�SHULRG��%UDMEKDVKD�ZULWHUVނSURPLQHQW�ILJXUHV�LQFOXGH�
.DYLQGUDFKDU\D�6DUDVYDWL��6XQGDU��DQG�9ULQGނSHUIRUPHG�D�YDULHW\�RI�IXQFWLRQV�
for the court. They could be teachers, poets, musicians, even ambassadors. 
Some members of the Mughal political establishment, such as Rahim, also tried 
their hand at Hindi literary composition. Contrary to conventional wisdom, this 
pattern continued into the reign of Aurangzeb and beyond.

Keywords: b Mughalcourt, Brajbhasha, Akbar, Jahangir, Shah Jahan, Aurangzeb, Kavindracharya 
Sarasvati, Sundar, Rahim, Vrind

This language contains poetry full of colour and sweet expressions of the 
praise of the lover and the beloved, and is much in vogue among poets and 
people of culture.

0LU]D�.KDQނ
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Mughal-Period Hindi and its Archival Disarray
One way to study the beginnings of UíWL literature, and the approach adopted in 
chapter 1, is to look closely at the figure of Keshavdas in relation to the cultural 
forces that converged at Orchha in the second half of the sixteenth century. A 
newly Vaishnava court, in a newly Mughal realm, created highly favorable 
conditions for literary experimentation, albeit experimentation that was crucially 
in dialogue with the Sanskrit past and the Persianate and bhakti present. 
Chapters 2 and 3 explored courtly Brajbhasha as a textual tradition: its poetics 
and scholarly profile. Now we turn to the subject of royal patronage, without 
which little of this would have been possible. What transpired in North Indian 
courtly communities during the heyday of Mughal rule such that by 1650, Braj 
poets were in demand in all the places that mattered in the empire? In other 
words, how was Brajbhasha literature transformed into a poetry of kings? Here 
and in the next chapter, we will learn more about the JXQís, the court 
professionals who enlivened the assemblies of early modern kings, and the 
important roles that Braj poets played in their society. While (p.131) 
emphasizing the function of UíWL texts in their courtly contexts, these chapters 
continue to highlight key features of the poetry itself.

A central theme of chapter 1 was the shifting political culture of Orchha during 
the consolidation of Mughal hegemony and some of its traces in the work of 
Keshavdas. This chapter returns to tracking the decisive interfaces between 
political and literary history, shifting the focus from the sidelines to the very 
center of empire. The oeuvre of Keshavdas is with good reason considered a 
crucial beginning point for UíWL literature, but a nearly parallel career of 
Brajbhasha can also be traced at the Mughal court. The Mughal patronage of 
Braj poets, although challenging to document, was early, copious, and critical to 
the consolidation of Hindi's courtly style. Brajbhasha's rise to success and 
indeed its entire lifespan as a literary language were largely contemporaneous 
with Mughal rule, and this was no mere coincidence. We must first trace the 
Mughal part of the story in order to understand the deeply interconnected 
subject of the phenomenal proliferation of Braj poets and texts in Rajput courts 
throughout Hindustan, which is treated in chapter 5.

To attempt even a partial reconstruction of the role of the Mughals and Indo-
Muslims more generally in the history of Braj literary culture is truly daunting. 
First of all, there are enormous holes in the data. Many Braj poets said to be 
associated with the Mughal court are only shadowy figures whose biographies 
were never recorded. Some Mughal Braj texts have been lost; others molder 
unpublished in scarcely accessible archives. Even when published texts are 
available, most Braj poets prove uncommunicative about matters beyond their 
immediate literary and scholarly aims. Recall just how little we know for a fact 
about Keshavdas's exposure to Mughal court life even after carefully combing all 
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eight of his major works. And we know a lot about Keshavdas in comparison with 
other Braj poets, whose biographies are often startlingly scant.

These very real practical difficulties have been compounded by conceptual 
obstacles, which must be faced if we are ever to achieve a post-nationalist 
history of Hindi literature. In modern times, the tendency has been to see 
anything connected with Brajbhasha as centrally Vaishnava, and thus inherently 
Hindu, in orientation. This is a gross anachronism. Mughal literary culture, to 
the small extent that it has been studied, has too often been approached as 
though the only language that counted at the court was Persian.1 The Mughal 
sponsorship of Braj musicians is somewhat better understood.2 There are also 
isolated monographs in Hindi on individual Braj writers, such as Vrind and 
Sundar, who are known to have commanded Mughal patronage.3 But we do not 
yet have anywhere near a satisfactory picture of what the Mughal literary 
landscape looked like.

 (p.132) It has not helped that too often Hindi literary historians have been 
severely critical of Brajbhasha's courtly tendencies, seeing them as emblematic 
of a wrong turn that the Hindi language took on its developmental path. 5íWL
authors, known especially for their SUDĝDVWL poems to kings and their penchant 
for erotic subject matter, are frequently unfavorably compared to their more 
spiritual bhakti counterparts, who kept themselves at a remove from courts with 
their attendant politics and pleasures. In modern India, the stigma of decadence 
is too quickly stamped on writers associated with Mughal courtly life. Another 
commonplace in the narrative of literary waywardness is the idea that UíWL
literature with its emphasis on DODNÃUDs is characterized by untoward 
showiness, a FDPDWNÃU (flashiness) that is felt to have its analogue in the same 

\XJ�Ní�SDULVWKLWL\Ã (conditions of the age) that produced the Taj Mahal and 
other opulent symbols of Mughal grandeur. This paradigm, while at least 
DFNQRZOHGJLQJ�%UDM�SRHWVއ�DVVRFLDWLRQV�ZLWK�WKH�0XJKDOV��ILQGV�WKDW�FRQWDFW�LQ�
large part to have been a corrupting one, with UíWL poetry considered long on 
style but short on substance.4

Another historiographical concern is whether to admit evidence drawn from oral 
tradition as well as Hindi's copious heritage of poetry anthologies. Over the 
centuries, oral forms of literary culture circulated through sophisticated local 
mechanisms in tandem with written streams, generating a robust corpus of 
legends about Hindi literati, their personas in some cases accruing countless 

SKXNDO (miscellaneous) verses that are not necessarily well attested in 
manuscript traditions.5 Take, for example, the popular genre of stories about 
%UDM�SRHWVއ�HQFRXQWHUV�ZLWK�0XJKDO�HPSHURUV�WKDW�DUH�RIWHQ�UHSURGXFHG�LQ�
modern scholarship. One such tale concerns the poetess Pravin Ray, the 
courtesan of Raja Indrajit of Orchha and a student of Keshavdas. Akbar, hearing 
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of her legendary beauty, purportedly summoned her to appear at his court. 
Pravin Ray defiantly sent the emperor the following couplet:

Pay heed, wise emperor, to what Pravin Ray has to say.
Only low-caste people, crows, and dogs eat off plates used by 
others.6

Dozens of such tales chronicling encounters between Braj poets and Mughal 
emperors have come down to us. A famous example from the &DXUÃVí�YDLאDYDQ�
Ní�YÃUWÃ (Tales of eighty-four Vaishnavas, seventeenth century) relates that Akbar 
visited Surdas in Mathura and became enchanted with his pads. Surdas, for his 
part, was considerably less enchanted with Akbar. He could have commanded 
DQ\�UHZDUG�IURP�WKH�HPSHURU�EXW�LQVWHDG�WROG�KLP3ފ��OHDVH�GRQއW�HYHU�VXPPRQ�
RU�YLVLW�PH�DJDLQ7ދ� Many such narratives may not be true in a historically 
positivist sense, but their sheer abundance suggests a larger composite truth 
about the acclaim for Brajbhasha poetry at the Mughal court. The fact that  (p.
133) in the two instances just cited the poets wanted nothing to do with the 
court adds a layer of meaning about resistance to Mughal power during an age 
when most of North India had come under its sway. The various legends about 
Braj poets and the pithy, if unverifiable, verses ascribed to them form a parallel 
domain of cultural and historical memory that, while subject to a truth regime at 
odds with the methodologies of modern scholars, cannot be entirely discounted.8

The problem is how to get at some approximation of the more conventional 
historical truth that hovers behind various tales, undated texts, and ghostly 
DXWKRUVނLQ�VKRUW��WKH�DUFKLYDO�PHVV�WKDW�FRQVWLWXWHV�WKH�KLVWRULFDO�UHFRUG�RQ UíWL
literature as an arena of Mughal cultural life. Mughal texts are not the only part 
of the Hindi corpus that poses historiographical challenges.9 We would have to 
WKURZ�RXW�PDQ\�FHOHEULWLHV�RI�WKH�+LQGL�FDQRQ6ނXUGDV��.DELU��DQG�0LUDEDL��IRU�
VWDUWHUVނLI�ZH�LQVLVWHG�RQ�ELRJUDSKLFDO�SUHFLVLRQ��LI�HYHU\�YHUVH�DWWULEXWHG�WR�
them had to be authenticated, Hindi literary study would grind to a halt. Given 
the limitations of the archive, then, reconstructing the story of Braj poets at the 
Mughal court is an imperfect science, and at times requires a creative approach. 
I will in some cases be piecing together circumstantial evidence, or relying on 
informed conjecture made possible by following the faint but tantalizing tracks 
some poets left behind in their texts. If too often the documentation is 
XQVDWLVIDFWRU\ނSDUWLFXODUO\�IRU�WKH�HDUO\�0XJKDO�SHULRGނWKHUH�DUH�PRUH�
traceable, datable texts and individuals that can help to anchor this 
investigation, particularly when the more conventional Hindi sources are put in 
dialogue with the historical memory of the Persian tradition. A multilingual 
archive, in fact, proves critical to understanding India's prenationalist literary 
past, in which Hindi connoisseurship had very little to do with being Hindu.
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Literary Choices in a Multilingual World
In the early modern period, literatures in both classical and vernacular 
languages occupied variable positions in a complex cultural system. In the 
courts of western India, textual traditions in Sanskrit, Braj, and Rajasthani were 
at times simultaneously accorded patronage; but since many Rajput kings were 
also elite PDQDEGÃUs in the Mughal administration, they were familiar with 
Persian culture, as well. Persian was especially dominant in the court circles of 
the Mughals and the Deccan sultanates, but other languages, notably Sanskrit, 
%UDM��'DNDQL��DQG�7HOXJX��ILJXUHނVRPHWLPHV�VXEVWDQWLDOO\ނLQ�WKH�OLWHUDU\�
histories of these same courts.10 Yet another choice for the Mughal emperors, 
(p.134) ethnically a Timurid clan that hailed from Central Asia, was Chaghtai 
Turkish, at least in the early generations. This is the language in which Babur (r. 
 ��WKH�ILUVW�RI�WKH�0XJKDO�HPSHURUV��ZURWH�ERWK�WKH %ÃEXUQÃPDK, his���ށ����
memoirs, and a GíYÃQ (poetry collection).

Mughal language and literary practices shifted over time. Babur's son Humayun 
�Uށ����������\�FRQWLQXHG�WR�KRVW�7XUNLVK�SRHWV�EXW�ZDV�DOVR�LQVSLUHG�E���ށ�����
the Persianate ways of the Safavid court, where he spent part of a lengthy period 
of exile from 1540 to 1555.11 There is also evidence that his court sponsored 
some Hindi singers, and even, it has been suggested, the little-known Braj poet 
Narhari, who had been one of several vernacular poets to attract the patronage 
RI�,VODP�6KDK�6XU��Uށ����������GXULQJ�WKH�6XU�LQWHUUHJQXP�DQG�ZKR�LV�WKRXJKW�
to have become a court poet of Akbar.12 Akbar inherited the Persophilia of his 
father but was also profoundly attracted to vernacular songs and poetic 
compositions. The practices of the Sur court perhaps influenced his literary 
tastes. The court of Islam Shah Sur in particular was by all indications a 
congenial place for Hindi writers. Two towering figures were the Avadhi poet 
Manjhan (author of 0DGKXPÃODWí, 1545) and the Afghan nobleman Shah 
Muhammad Farmuli, whose vernacular poems are fondly remembered by 
Persian literary biographers.13 In the middle of the sixteenth century, Braj was 
still not the dominant idiom for Hindi poetry, but it would begin to eclipse Avadhi 
toward the end of Akbar's reign. Braj was already well established in bhakti
circles, however. It was also a major language of music.

Akbar was a fervent connoisseur of music, especially dhrupad songs composed in 
Brajbhasha. His celebrated court musician Tansen needs no introduction here.14

The ÂއíQ�L�DNEDUí (Edicts of Akbar, c. 1595)  (p.135) of Abu al-Fazl, one of the 
leading intellectuals and historians of Akbar's court and a dear friend of the 
emperor, takes special note of music and also includes a section on localiz 
singing styles, including dhrupad and bishnupad (songs about Vishnu).15

Nonetheless, it is puzzling that Abu al-Fazl does not mention any of the 
numerous Hindi poets now associated with Akbar's court. His lengthy discussion 
of poets is entirely devoted to Persian writers. Despite this silence (part of a 
larger pattern in Persian historiography, compounding an already-daunting 
archival challenge), the names and even a few purported compositions of some 
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Hindi poets routinely appear in Hindi literary histories. One such figure is 
Karnes, to whom, incredibly, three UíWLJUDQWKVނWKH .DUאÃEKDUDא, ĜUXWLEKĭDא, 
and %KĭSEKĭDނאKDYH�EHHQ�DWWULEXWHG��1RQH�VXUYLYHV��$QRWKHU�QDPH�
frequently encountered is Manohar Kachhwaha.16 In his memoirs, Akbar's son 
does mention that Manohar composed poetry, but it was in Persian.17

Distinguished Mughal courtiers such as Todar Mal, Akbar's revenue 
administrator, and Faizi, Akbar's Persian-language poet laureate (and brother of 
Abu al-Fazl), are occasionally credited with writing Braj poetry.18 Akbar himself 
LV�DOVR�DVFULEHG�D�IHZ�FRPSRVLWLRQV��,Q�WKH�ZRUGV�RI�$EX�DO�)D]O7ފ��KH�LQVSLUHG�
nature of His Majesty is strongly drawn to composing poetry in Hindi and 
Persian, and he exhibits a subtle understanding of the finest points of literary 
FRQFHLWV19ދ� Although one could certainly wish for more corroborating evidence, 
there is no good reason for Abu al-Fazl to have mentioned Akbar's abilities in 
Hindi poetry if that poetry were not a part of Mughal court culture.

That Akbar, for all his Timurid ancestry and much-touted Persophilia, was fully 
conversant with Hindi is not in question. As Derryl MacLean has noted, 
transcriptions of religious debates that took place at Fatehpur Sikri between 
Sheikh Mustafa Gujarati, a Mahdavi leader, and members of Akbar's court 
 UHYHDO�D�FRQJHQLDO�LI�VOLJKWO\�GLP�ZLWWHG�DQG�QDղve Akbar who delights inފ
exemplary tales and poetry, especially dohras (i.e., GRKÃV��LQ�WKH�YHUQDFXODUދ��
Apparently, the only Hindi portions of these transcriptions occur in sessions 
where Akbar is present; whereas the Arabic portions were translated into 
Persian for the emperor's benefit, Hindi needed no such mediation.20

A major political imperative of Akbar's period was to build consensus with local 
Rajput kings who were not yet Persianized and spoke various Hindi dialects. In 
forging new Rajput-Mughal alliances, the emperor began to accept Rajput 
princesses as brides, bringing Hindi into the heart of the Mughal harem. Akbar's 
son Salim and grandson Prince Khurram (the future emperors Jahangir and 
Shah Jahan, respectively) were born to Rajput mothers, which means that Hindi 
was literally becoming the mother tongue of the Mughal princes even if Persian 
was the primary public language and ties to Turkish were maintained.21 This 
must undoubtedly have been a factor in the court's interest in vernacular poetry.

Religious developments are also relevant to the story of Brajbhasha at the 
Mughal court. Fatehpur Sikri, Akbar's early capital built on lands adjacent to 
Agra, was situated close to the Braj heartland of Vrindavan and Mathura, the 
locus of new Vaishnava communities that were gaining power with both Mughal 
and Rajput support. Important members of Akbar's administration such as Todar 
Mal and Man Singh were major patrons of Vaishnava monuments and 
institutions. By 1580, Mathura had become part of the ĭEDK (administrative 
province) of Agra.22 The Braj dialect would not have been too distant from the 
type of Hindi spoken in Agra; it would have been readily comprehensible to the 
Mughals, especially compared to Avadhi, which, as its name indicates, originated 
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farther east. At any rate, the new types of song and poetry emerging from a 
major Hindu cultural center backed by members of his own elite circle, in such 
close proximity to the capital, naturally would have been of interest to the 
emperor. Persian literary patronage betokened the Mughal  (p.136) UXOHUVއ�
participation in a cosmopolitan Islamicate world; listening to Braj poetry and 
music was a means of engaging with the local. This would have been at once a 
political and a cultural choice.

Major Braj Poets Associated with Akbar and Jahangir
The association of some Braj poets with the Mughal court during Akbar's reign is 
less speculative, even if we are still reduced to speculating about the poets 
themselves. One widely known to, if today little studied by, Hindi scholars is 
Gang. He apparently did not write any prabandha works, but hundreds of Braj 
muktaka poems survive with his FKÃS. They were widely anthologized in the 
early modern period; their popularity in diverse communities is evident from the 
numerous manuscripts that survive in royal libraries and, in at least one case, a 
Sufi NKÃQTÃK of the Chishti order.23 A century and a half later, Bhikharidas not 
only included him in his NDYL�SUDĝDVÃ but crowned him one of two VDUGÃUs 
(masters) among Hindi poets, the other being Tulsidas.24 If Gang could be 
mentioned in the same breath as Tulsi, then we can feel quite confident of his 
high status in the precolonial Braj tradition. Such confidence is bolstered by the 
remarks of Tarinee Churun Mitra and William Price, who in a grammar book 
written for British military recruits in 1827 noted that Gang was among the half 
dozen most celebrated Hindi literary figures.25 Since then the Hindi tradition 
seems to have suffered from an astonishing case of literary amnesia.

Although the authenticity of the verses today attributed to Gang is not always 
easy to gauge, there is no doubt that Gang existed, that some of the surviving 
poems are actually his, and that he performed them for Mughal patrons.26 His 
work exhibits a fairly typical UíWL profile: bhakti and ĝפJÃUD YHUVHVނVRPH�LQ�WKH 

QÃ\LNÃEKHGD VW\OHނDUH�ZHOO�UHSUHVHQWHG��DQG�WKHUH�DUH�PRUH�WKDQ�VHYHQW\�ILYH�
praise addresses to Mughal princes, emperors, and members of the nobility, 
including Akbar; his leading general and governor Abdul Rahim Khan-i Khanan 
�RIWHQ�VLPSO\�NQRZQ�DV5ފ�DKLPދ���WKH�ODWWHU
V�VRQV�,UDM�6KDKQDZD]�DQG�'DUDE�
Khan; Prince Salim (the future Jahangir); Prince Daniyal (Salim's brother); Man 
Singh Kachhwaha; and Birbal.27

The scholarship on Gang is a prime example of the methodological and 
interpretive problems that beset the study of Mughal Hindi poets. In addition to 
the uncertainty of his oeuvre, almost nothing is known about his biography that 
can be verified or confidently asserted.28 All signs point to his close contact with 
the Mughal court, yet no Persian source mentions him.29 Hindi cultural memory, 
however, considers him not just a fine poet but also a political critic. He is 
thought to have voiced opposition to an alleged act of  (p.137) cruelty condoned 
E\�-DKDQJLUނWKH�NLOOLQJ�RI�%UDKPDQV�LQ�WKH�WRZQ�RI�(NQDXU�E\�RQH�=DLQ�.KDQނ�
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for which Jahangir had the poet crushed to death by an elephant. Or at least so 
say the Hindi NLYDGDQWL\Ã (folk legends) that have coalesced about him.

Was Gang truly a vociferous critic of Jahangir, a poet-hero willing to face death 
rather than allow an injustice to stand? Or was he, perhaps in the manner of 
Pravin Ray and Surdas, simply the vehicle for a popular genre that has been 
DSWO\�FKDUDFWHUL]HG�DVފ�WDONLQJ�EDFN�WR�HPSLUH30"ދ A generic signature line such 
as NDKDL�NDYL�JDJD �ފVR�VD\V�WKH�SRHW�*DQJދ���IRXQG�LQ�PDQ\�RI�WKH kavitts 
attributed to him, is easily interpolated, and it is not hard to see how poetry 
attributed to Gang could have become the carrier of anti-Mughal attitudes that 
became prevalent only much later. Jahangir, often stereotyped as a dissolute, 
ineffective ruler, is an especially vulnerable target.31 The alleged Eknaur 
massacre is not referenced in the -DKÃQJíUQÃPDK (Jahangir's memoirs) or any 
other Persian text. Badauni mentions Zain Khan Koka's love of Hindi music 
(VÃ]KÃ�L�KLQGí); he also refers to one Malik Nahv Tuhfa, who (in the words of his 
QLQHWHHQWK�FHQWXU\�WUDQVODWRU�ފ�LQIOLFWHG�FRQGLJQ�SXQLVKPHQW�XSRQ�WKH�LQILGHOV�RI�
(WDZDK�>WKH�GLVWULFW�ZKHUH�(NQDXU�LV�ORFDWHG@32ދ� But this event occurred in the 
fifteenth century. The eighteenth-century Persian historian Shah Nawaz Khan 
stresses Zain Khan Koka's love of Hindi kavitts and UÃJs (=DLQ�.KDQ�ELNDYLWW�ĭUÃJ�
VKíIWDK�EĭG), as well as mentioning the nobleman's fondness for elephants.33

Non-Mughal sources, for their part, are unanimous that Gang met a sorry end 
under the feet of an elephant. And yet many versions of the tale omit the name 
of Jahangir; here it is a more generic royal figure (sometimes a nawab, 
sometimes a raja) who pronounces the cruel sentence. The 

%KÃQXFDQGUDJDאLFDULWD (Biography of the mendicant Bhanuchandra), the Jain 
ascetic Siddhichandra's Sanskrit biography of his guru Bhanuchandra written 
during the reign of Jahangir, mentions that Jahangir threatened the monk with 
death by a ferocious elephant if he refused to give up his celibate ways.34

Although not related to Gang specifically, Siddhichandra does attest to the motif 
of the cruel emperor and the elephant. Another twist on the legend, this one in 
the 0ĭO�JRVDí�FDULW, a spurious late biography of Tulsidas, has Gang insulting 
not Jahangir but Tulsidas, resulting in his being cursed to be killed by an 
elephant.35 Perhaps these various details about a pre-Mughal massacre of 
Hindus, a courageous Braj poet, a Mughal notable's engagement with Hindi 
poetry (combined with his large stable of elephants), and a mercurial emperor 
too quick with the sentence of death-by-elephant, were conflated in popular 
memory. Although none of this evidence feels very trustworthy as historical fact, 
the linked tales at least allow us to confidently infer that Gang was indeed a 
famous Brajbhasha poet during the late sixteenth and early seventeenth 
centuries and that he had critical  (p.138) linkages to elite Mughal society. That 
Zain Khan Koka (d. 1601) was a connoisseur of Hindi UÃJs and kavitts (one of the 
two meters favored by UíWL poets) is also important testimony about Mughal 
cultural preferences of the late Akbar period.
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Another Mughal Braj poet whose biography was subject to a range of fantastical 
accretions is Birbal (d. 1586). He is fondly remembered as one of the navratna
(nine jewels) of Akbar's court, and Indian children to this day are regaled with 
stories of his clever escapades. Even if more legend than fact surrounds some 
aspects of his courtly persona (a phenomenon to which we have now become 
accustomed), there is no reason to doubt that this famous Mughal courtier was 
also a Braj poet. Both Badauni and Shah Nawaz Khan mention Akbar's awarding 
Birbal the title NDYLUÃ\ (king of poets), though with the characteristic silence of 
Persian historians about Hindi literary culture neither provides any details about 
his poems.36 A few dozen of Birbal's Braj verses have, however, come down to us 
under the FKÃS RIފ�%UDKPDދ��%KLNKDULGDV�QHYHU�DFFRUGHG�%LUEDO�WKH�VDPH�VWDWXV�
as a major poet in the manner of Gang and Tulsidas, but he does include him in 
his kavi-SUDĝDVÃ, and Birbal's work was much anthologized in the precolonial 
period.37

Another Mughal administrator who moonlighted as a Braj poet, and whose name 
is already familiar from chapter 2��LV�5DKLP��ށ����������ILJXUH 4.1), the son of 
Bairam Khan, who served as Akbar's regent when Humayun abruptly died in 
1556. After Bairam Khan's assassination in 1561, Rahim was raised at Akbar's 
court and assumed various roles in the Mughal political and cultural 
establishment. He was employed early on as Prince Salim's tutor and would 
become renowned for his military successes as well as his lavish support of the 
arts. Rahim is remembered as a major literary figure, too: he was both an avid 
connoisseur and a versatile poet. He mostly hosted Persian poets at his literary 
gatherings, but some sources also indicate the patronage of Brajbhasha writers, 
including Gang, to whom a substantial number of SUDĝDVWL verses in Rahim's 
honor are attributed.38

5DKLP
V�RZQ�RHXYUH�LV�VWULNLQJ�IRU�LWV�PXOWLOLQJXDOLVPނHYHQ�E\�WKH�LPSUHVVLYH�
standards of polyglot India. It goes without saying that Rahim spoke Persian, the 
imperial language of the Mughals, but he also knew Chaghtai Turkish, the native 
tongue of his father Bairam Khan and of the earliest Mughal rulers. It was 
through Rahim's Persian translation of Emperor Babur's memoirs, 9ÃTLކÃW�L�
EÃEDUí, that the text became accessible at all to the Mughal readers of his day 
(most of whom did not know Turkish). Rahim is also thought to have been one of 
the earliest Indians to learn Portuguese, which was spoken by the Jesuits who 
became a visible presence at the Mughal court during Akbar's period; he is even 
said to have studied Sanskrit.39 But  (p.139)
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figure 4.1  Portrait of Rahim by Mir 
Hashim, c. 1626

Freer Gallery of Art, Smithsonian 
Institution, Washington, D.C.: Purchase, F 
1939.50a

 (p.140) when Rahim is 
remembered in Hindi circles 
today, it is for his poetry in Avadhi 
and Brajbhasha.40 Most of his 
corpus consists of loosely 
organized collections of muktakas 
and, as in the case of Gang, it is 
difficult to assess how much of 
Rahim's attributed poetry was 
actually written by him. No work 
is dated or contains a colophon, 
and the available published 
editions in Hindi are less than 
transparent when it comes to 
revealing their manuscript 
sources. If the collections are 
authentic (i.e., not pseudonymous 
or massively interpolated), they 
would be crucial testimony to the 
importance of Indo-Muslims as 
writers and not just patrons of UíWL
literature from the very inception 
of the tradition. Rahim and 
Keshavdas were almost exact 
contemporaries.
Two remarkable collections of 
verses in the barvai (short 
couplet) meter, one on bhakti
themes, the other a short 
quasi-UíWLJUDQWK, are strikingly 
consonant with late sixteenth-
century literary trends in Brajbhasha. The bhakti-oriented barvai verses are an 
experiment with the Indic EÃUDK�PÃVD motif that simultaneously exhibits the 
poet's deep knowledge of Krishnaite poetic conventions. Most of the poems are 
in the voice of a JRSí who is chagrined that Krishna has not returned in time for 
the monsoon, a season that is supposed to be one of joy for reunited lovers. A 
few muktakas take up the theme of Uddhava's sermonizing to the JRSóɦV��DQRWKHU�
popular motif of the day. An intermingling of four Persian verses in a Braj barvai
collection are a highly unusual feature, however, and add a distinctive Mughal 
touch.41

The other barvai collection draws on themes from the quintessentially UíWL topic 
of QÃ\LNÃEKHGD. Although the concise barvai meter did not afford scope for a 
rigorous and detailed treatment of Indian literary theory, this beautiful collection 
of poems shows that the author was fully conversant with the system.42 It also 
testifies to the UíWLJUDQWK's importance to a Mughal readership by the late 
sixteenth century. Abu al-Fazl's discussion of VÃKLW\D (literature) in the ÂއíQ�L�
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DNEDUí is principally devoted to precisely this subject. A comment in the 
conclusion to his discussion of QÃ\LNÃEKHGD prompts one to wonder if these Braj 
ZRUNV�ZHUH�DOUHDG\�ZLGHO\�DYDLODEOH�LQ�0XJKDO�FLUFOHV��Q�WKLV�DUW�WKH�PDQQHUV,ފ�
and bearing of the hero and the heroine are set forth with much variety of 
exposition, and illustrated by delightful examples. The works on this subject 
VKRXOG�EH�FRQVXOWHG�E\�WKRVH�ZKR�DUH�LQWHUHVWHG�LQ�LWV�VWXG\43ދ� Since Abu al-Fazl 
was writing in Persian for an Indo-Muslim audience not conversant with 
Sanskrit, this suggestion may well have been an invitation to read an emerging 
class of Braj poetry handbooks, one of the lost works of Karnes (if they ever 
existed), the 5DVPD³MDUí (Bouquet of sentiment) of Nanddas (fl. 1570), 
Keshavdas's 5DVLNSUL\Ã (Handbook for poetry connoisseurs, 1591), or perhaps 
even Rahim's own barvai sequence on QÃ\LNÃEKHGD.44

 (p.141) Altogether too little is known for a fact about the patronage of UíWL
poetry by the early Mughal rulers, but the sheer amount of evidence we can 
amass makes a strong case. We will probably never know if the mysterious 
figure Karnes was an Akbari poet or if he did write three UíWLJUDQWKs for Akbar, as 
claimed by Shukla and reiterated by many subsequent Hindi literary historians. 
But we do know that Abu al-Fazl praised Akbar's knowledge of Hindi poetry, and 
his own brother Faizi may have written some. Abu al-Fazl was also 
knowledgeable about one of the most important UíWL motifs, providing an 
elaborate account of QÃ\LNÃEKHGD for his Persian readers. There are numerous 
connections between Braj and the nobility who served as agents of empire, 
including the strong possibility that leading Mughal officials such as Birbal, 
Todar Mal, Zain Khan Koka, and Rahim were composing poetry in the language. 
By the turn of the seventeenth century, Braj poetry had begun to make a 
GUDPDWLF�HQWUDQFH�LQWR�,QGLDQ�FRXUWO\�OLIHނQRW�MXVW�LQ�WKH�IURQWLHU�ODQGV�RI�
Orchha but in the political heartland.

How does all this connect with what was happening at Orchha? Given the 
patronage relationship between Keshavdas and Rahim's son Iraj Shahnawaz 
Khan suggested in the poet's -DKÃQJíUMDVFDQGULNÃ, it is entirely likely that Rahim 
would have had some knowledge of Keshavdas's work.45 They may have known 
each other personally, even exchanging couplets or literary ideas. Close 
connections can be readily posited for several other early UíWL poets associated 
with the Mughal court. Recall the evidence already presented that Keshavdas 
knew Birbal. Gang can be connected to both Birbal and Rahim by virtue of the 

SUDĝDVWL verses that he wrote for them. Both Keshavdas and Gang can be linked, 
if circumstantially, to Emperor Jahangir. Indeed, one implication of Keshavdas's 

-DKÃQJíUMDVFDQGULND	,ɦ by virtue of its very existence, of course, but also its 
specific contents, is that Jahangir was a connoisseur of Brajbhasha poetry. 
Although it is possible that Iraj Khan commissioned an elaborate Braj SUDĝDVWL
from Keshavdas for its symbolic value as a token of his esteem, it seems unlikely 
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that he would have gone to the trouble had the emperor not been interested in 
Brajbhasha literature.

The tendency of Braj poets to speak in typologizing terms makes the 
interpretation of the literary record a delicate matter, but it seems highly 
significant that in one of Keshavdas's SUDĝDVWL verses to Jahangir, the poet 
praises the emperor for his knowledge of QÃ\LNÃEKHGD. Before we take this as a 
straightforward description of Jahangir's own personal tastes and habits, it 
should be noted that a similar verse (except for the last line in which the royal 
patron is mentioned) occurs in Keshavdas's .DYLSUL\Ã as a praise address to Raja 
Indrajit of Orchha.46 Nonetheless, it is striking that when Keshavdas could have 
chosen from hundreds of SUDĝDVWL verses in his repertoire, he decided to retool 
this particular one for this particular  (p.142) Mughal patron. A similar dilemma 
confounds the interpretation of the work's GDUEÃU scene, in which an astounding 
number of people, including the main characters Fate and Human Effort, a Bhat 
(a traditional bard), various Brahmans, a sheikh, a qazi, an anonymous raja, a 
chorus each of poets and ministers, and finally Keshavdas himself present Braj 
poems to the emperor.47 It is tempting to speculate that such a veritable crowd 
of poets might mean that Braj performance was a fairly routine affair at 
Jahangir's court. However, some of the same poems are repeated nearly 
verbatim from Keshavdas's 9íUVLKGHYFDULW, where they were presented to Raja 
Bir Singh Deo.48 These acts of literary recycling suggest the need for caution in 
taking any passage from the -DKÃQJíUMDVFDQGULNÃ too literally, but they cannot be 
dismissed altogether.

If we pair even this vague and admittedly dubious evidence for Braj performance 
with several references to Hindi poets and singers from Jahangir's memoirs, it 
becomes clear that Persian had no monopoly on the literary esteem of Mughal 
rulers. The emperor is generally quiet about Hindi poets, but not entirely silent. 
2I�KLV�EURWKHU�'DQ\DO��KH�UHPDUNV�LQ�SDVVLQJ���H�ZDV�IRQG�RI�,QGLDQ�VLQJLQJ+ފ�
Occasionally he composed poetry in the language and idiom of the people of 
,QGLD�WKDW�ZDVQއW�EDG49ދ� In an entry for the year 1608, Jahangir records with 
some excitement his pleasure at hearing a Hindi poem whose performance was 
orchestrated by Raja Suraj Singh of Marwar (uncle of Prince Khurram, the 
future Shah Jahan). Jahangir does not provide the original Hindi, preferring to 
explain the poem to his readers in Persian. He does, however, conclude with 
remarks that demonstrate his participation, at least to an extent, in Hindi 
OLWHUDU\�FXOWXUH��5DUHO\�KDYH�,�KHDUG�VXFK�VXEWOH�FRQFHLWV�IURP�WKH�SRHWV�RIފ�
India. As a reward for this eulogy I gave him an elephant. The Rajputs call a poet
charan50ދ� Elsewhere the emperor mentions his regard for a singer in terms that 
RQFH�DJDLQ�VWUHVV�SDWURQDJH�DQG�NQRZOHGJH�RI�+LQGL���DZDUGHG�6KDZTL�WKH,ފ�
tamboura-player, one of the wonders of the age, the title of Anand Khan. He 
sings Hindi and Persian songs in a manner that soothes the soul. In the Hindi 
language anand PHDQV�SOHDVXUH�DQG�UHSRVH51ދ�
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Perhaps the most striking evidence available from the emperor's memoirs is this 
passage in which Jahangir becomes almost rapturous about bee imagery in Hindi 
poetry:

The lotus flower often closes up and traps the bhaunra [bee] inside for the 
whole night. It also happens with the water lily. But when they open it 
comes out and flies away. Because the black bee is a constant visitor to 
these flowers, the Hindi poets consider it to be like the nightingale in love 
with the rose, and they produce marvellous poetic conceits based on it.

 (p.143) One such poet was Tan Sen Kalawant [musician], who was in my 
IDWKHU
V�VHUYLFH�DQG�ZLWKRXW�HTXDO�LQ�KLV�RZQ�WLPHނRU�DQ\�RWKHU�IRU�WKDW�
matter. In one of his songs he likened the face of a youth to the sun and the 
opening of his eye to the blossoming of the lotus and the emerging of the 

bhaunra. In another one he likened the beloved's wink to the motion of the 
lotus flower when the bhaunra alights on it.52

,Q�UHIHUHQFLQJ�QRW�MXVW�WKH�PXVLFLDQ�7DQVHQ�EXW�D�ODUJHU�FODVV�RIފ�+LQGL�
SRHWVދ��VKXކDUÃ�\L�KLQGí), Jahangir again signals his appreciation of 
contemporary vernacular literary trends. The bee imagery may be a reference to 
the EKUDPDUJíW (songs of the bee) popularized by the bhakti poets Surdas and 
Nanddas during Akbar's time.53 (Note how Jahangir uses the Hindi word 
bhaunra, a colloquial form of the word bhramar.) Although no major Hindi 
patronage can be conclusively traced to Jahangir, it seems certain that 
Brajbhasha had more currency at his court than we have been able to 
corroborate from Persian records or extant poetry.54

That Jahangir spoke of Tansen and Hindi poetry in the same breath once again 
underscores the deep link between music and poetry traditions in the Mughal 
environment. There is even some intriguing evidence that the same people 
considered poets by the Hindi tradition are treated as musicians in Persian texts. 
Jagannatha Panditaraja, regarded as a major poet and literary theoretician by 
the Sanskrit community, is called NDOÃYDQW (musician) in Persian court 
chronicles.55 When Abu al-Fazl listed Hindi singers, but not Hindi poets, in his 
ÂއíQ�L�DNEDUí, was he classifying a diverse array of literary and artistic 
professionals in accordance with a cultural logic very different from ours today? 
Or perhaps only Persian writers counted as poets for the Persian readership of 
the official court histories. Regardless of how little we can glean with verifiable 
certainty in the sources, strong indicators point to the importance of Braj poetry 
(and music) in the court culture of Mughal rulers.

The Patronage of Braj Poets under Shah Jahan
-DKDQJLU
V�VXFFHVVRU��6KDK�-DKDQ��Uށ�����������ZDV�DQ�DYLG�SDWURQ�RI�ERWK�%UDM�
poets and musicians, and in his case the data are both compelling and 
unambiguous. He, perhaps more than any other Mughal emperor, evinces not 
only a fascination with Braj texts but also a personal relationship with several 
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UíWL poets. Like Akbar, Shah Jahan was a keen connoisseur of music. Heirs to the 
expertise and patronage of Tansen such as Lal Khan (son-in-law of Tansen's  (p.
144) son Bilas) and Lal Khan's sons, Khushhal and Vishram, maintained the 
tradition of dhrupad at the Mughal court. Another musician named Darang Khan 
was weighed against silver and given a substantial royal gift in 1636.56 Shah 
Jahan also commissioned a massive compilation of Braj verses attributed to 
Nayak Bakshu (a court musician of Raja Man Singh Tomar of Gwalior), whose 
compositions were popular in the repertoires of mid-seventeenth-century 
singers. The work, known as Sahasras (A thousand emotions, c. 1640), contains 
more than one thousand verses and is important testimony not only to the 
general literary and musical climate of the day but also to the specific tastes of 
the emperor.57

The names of numerous Braj poets can also be connected with Shah Jahan. As in 
the earlier Mughal period, some are obscure figures, about whom little is known 
except for the occasional detail mentioned in passing by Mughal court 
chroniclers. In the %ÃGVKÃKQÃPDK, the monumental court-sponsored history of 
Shah Jahan's own reign, Harinath, the son of Narhari (mentioned earlier in 
connection with the reigns of Humayun, Islam Shah, and Akbar), is said to have 
enjoyed the hereditary patronage of the imperial house.58 (As always, it is not 
PXFK�WR�JR�E\��EXW�DQ�H[SUHVVLRQ�OLNHފ�KHUHGLWDU\�SDWURQDJHދ�GRHV�VXJJHVW�
imperial sponsorship of Hindi poets in Akbar's and Jahangir's eras.) The 
eighteenth-century Mughal historian Khafi Khan reports that an unnamed Hindi 
poet was given an elephant and a 2,000 rupee cash reward at Shah Jahan's 
court.59 Modern Hindi literary historians, for their part, recount Shah Jahan's 
encounters with Shiromani and the famed Braj poet Biharilal, but solid 
corroboration in Mughal-period Hindi and Persian sources is lacking.60

Several poets really stand out, however, for both the quality of their work and 
the quality of our information about them. One is the Brahman poet Sundar 
Kaviray of Gwalior. Here at last is a figure who can be securely located at the 
Mughal court at a precise time, and easily tracked in both Hindi and Persian 
texts. The preface of the poet's major Braj work, 6XQGDUĝפJÃU (Sundar's love 
poems,61 1631), contains a eulogy to the emperor in typical UíWL style, as well as 
personal details about the author and the favor he received at court. A sense of 
the preface can be gleaned from the following excerpts:

Shah Jahan assumed power and rules from the city of Agra,
a beautiful place on the banks of the Yamuna.
The emperor is great, and the mouth of a poet small!
How can his virtues be described?
All the stars in the firmament cannot fit into the palm of one's hand.

 (p.145) Shah Jahan gave untold wealth to talented men (gunina).
Among them he honored the fine poet Sundar with much respect.
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He gave gemstones, ornaments, rubies, horses, elephants, a gift of 
cloth.
First, he bestowed the title NDYLUÃ\, then PDKÃNDYLUÃ\.
Sundar Kaviray hails from the city of Gwalior.
The emperor, ever merciful toward the poor (JDUíED�QHYÃMD),
showed him kindness.62

This is the first unambiguous statement by a Braj poet of his Mughal patronage 
context. Of special note is Sundar's use of the term gunina (the Braj plural of 
JXQíފ��WDOHQWHG�PDQދ��GHULYHG�IURP�WKH�6DQVNULW JXאí), which occurs regularly in 
Braj courtly works of the seventeenth century, denoting the literati and other 
court professionals who sought royal patronage. They were rewarded for their 
intellectual and creative powers with costly gifts and markers of symbolic 
capital, such as the two titles Sundar received from Shah Jahan, NDYLUÃ\ (king of 
poets) and PDKÃNDYLUÃ\ (emperor of poets). Keshavdas had already used the 
term JXQí in 1612: in the very same SUDĝDVWL series where he praises Jahangir for 
his knowledge of QÃ\LNÃEKHGD��KH�DOVR�HXORJL]HV�WKH�HPSHURU�IRUފ�FDXVLQJ�WKH�
WDOHQW�WUHHV�RI�WKH�WDOHQWHG�WR�FRPH�WR�IUXLWLRQނދ\HW�DQRWKHU�VXJJHVWLYH�
indicator about Braj patronage.63

Like the 5DVLNSUL\Ã of Keshavdas, 6XQGDUĝפJÃU is a UíWL classic that circulated 
profusely in early modern India, becoming popular with connoisseurs of both 
poetry and painting (figure 4.2).64 This fine collection of poetry expounds the 
basic principles of Indian aesthetics with a special focus on QÃ\LNÃEKHGD. In 
contrast to Rahim's barvai collection, 6XQGDUĝפJÃU is a more typical UíWLJUDQWK
containing both definitions and example verses. Several of the poems flatter the 
patron by inserting him into the text as the QÃ\DND, the attractive hero desired 
by beautiful women. A kavitt illustrating VÃNÃW�GDUĝDQ (meeting in person), for 
LQVWDQFH��FRQFOXGHV�ZLWK�WKH�OLQHފ��&DWFKLQJ�D�JOLPSVH�RI�6KDK�-DKDQ�PDNHV�WKH�
KHDUW�OHDS�XS��SOHDVXUH�FRXUVHV�WKURXJK�WKH�ERG\65ދ� In addition to its technical 
meaning in literary theory, the idea of VÃNÃW�GDUĝDQ also suggests the Mughal 
court practice of jharoka-i darshan, the daily court ritual in which the emperor 
showed himself from a window.66

Quite aside from flattering his patron, one likely aim of 6XQGDUĝפJÃU was to 
educate the emperor in the subject of Indian aesthetic theory. A technical 
manual of this type may have been especially appealing to Shah Jahan because 
of his passion for Braj singing: some of the love scenes typical of UíWL poetry are 
shared by the dhrupad repertoire.67 As we have seen, Abu al-Fazl's comments in 
the ÂއíQ�L�DNEDUí imply that works on QÃ\LNÃEKHGD were beginning to attract  (p.
146)
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figure 4.2  Krishna faces a reproachful 
Radha, from a manuscript of 
6XQGDUĝפJÃU, Kangra or Guler, c. 1780

Photograph Courtesy of Sotheby's, Inc. © 
2008

a Mughal readership and this 
point seems to be corroborated by 
Keshavdas's praising Jahangir's 
knowledge of the subject. Written 
only a couple decades later, the 

6XQGDUĝפJÃU points conclusively 
to a Mughal interest in Indic 
literary culture that was mediated 
through vernacular manuals. 
Finally, it becomes possible to 
reconstruct more concretely some 
of the patronage conditions for 
Braj poetry that, one suspects, had 
already been in effect for at least 
two generations.
Although Sanskrit texts were 
occasionally commissioned at 
the Mughal court, compositions 
in Brajbhasha would have been 
far more accessible to an Indo-Muslim readership. In his colophon, Sundar 
explicitly addresses the issue of his work's comprehensibility:

I carefully composed this work, Sundar's Beautiful Poems, bringing it from 
the language of the gods (VXUDEÃQí) into the language of men (QDUDEÃQí) so 
that the path of rasa could be understood by everybody (MÃWH�PDJD�
UDVDUíWL�NR��VDED�SDL�VDPXMK\R�MÃL�.68

The last chapter looked carefully at evidence from Hindu pandit communities 
WKDW�VKRZHG�KRZ�WKHފ�ODQJXDJH�RI�PHQދ�EHJDQ�WR�JDLQ�JURXQG�RYHU�WKH�
��GXULQJ�WKH�HDUO\�PRGHUQ�SHULRG��7KH�0XJKDO�HPSHURUVދODQJXDJH�RI�WKH�JRGVފ
were also contributing to this major linguistic transformation in an altogether 
different social setting.

 (p.147) Accessibility must have been an important factor behind another of 
Sundar's works that is also said to have been commissioned by Shah Jahan: the 

6LKÃVDQEDWWíVí (Thirty-two tales of the lion-throne). Mughal interest in this 
work dates to Akbar's period, when a translation from the original Sanskrit into 
Persian was made at the court.69 The 6LKÃVDQEDWWíVí, like the Pañcatantra (or 
any number of its translations in the Islamicate world such as $QYÃU�L�VXKD\Oí or 

Kalila wa Dimna), is a collection of moral fables that was particularly popular 
with royalty. In a similar manner to the Persian DNKOÃT (mirror for princes) 
genre, the tales educated princes in the responsibilities and ethics of their 
privileged position. Sundar's translation of the 6LKÃVDQEDWWíVí shows that by 
Shah Jahan's time (and again, probably much earlier) Braj, not just Persian, was 
functioning as a target language for Indo-Muslim readers.70 The poet's original 
text is now unfortunately lost, but it was known to Kazim Ali Jawan and Lallulal, 
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two Bhasha munshis who produced a Hindustani version of it at Fort William 
&ROOHJH��7KH�IURQWLVSLHFH�RI�WKH������HGLWLRQ�VWDWHV7ފ��KLV�VWRU\�RI�WKLUW\�WZR�
tales of the lion throne was in Sanskrit. At the request of Emperor Shah Jahan, 
6XQGDU�.DYLVKYDU�>L�H���.DYLUD\@�WROG�LW�LQ�WKH�GLDOHFW�RI�%UDM71ދ� Over the course 
of the many reprintings of this version in the nineteenth century (it was chosen 
as a set text for the civil service exam in 186672), the attribution to Sundar 
disappeared along with all references to its original Mughal patronage context, 
but the very fact of its existence, especially when considered in relation to 
evidence from the same poet's 6XQGDUĝפJÃU, suggests that one reason Mughal 
patrons sponsored Braj works was that they served as a gateway into local 
literary culture.

In recollections of Sundar from the Indo-Persian tradition, which are 
refreshingly abundant, the Persian court historians Abdul Hamid Lahori (author 
of %ÃGVKÃKQÃPDK��DQG�0XKDPPDG�6DOLK�.DQER��DXWKRU�RIކ�$PDO�L�ÃOL֮) think of 
him, unexpectedly, not primarily as a Braj poet but as a diplomat. Although they 
call him Sundar Kab73 5D\��L�H���.DYLUD\�6ފ��XQGDU��NLQJ�RI�SRHWVދ��WKH\�JLYH�QR�
inkling that they actually know anything about his poetry, recounting instead the 
details of the various occasions when he was dispatched by Shah Jahan to 
negotiate with recalcitrant rajas. The incorporation of Rajputs into the Mughal 
system in force since Akbar's day was attended by intermittent successes and 
failures. One spectacular failure was the breakdown of Mughal-Orchha political 
relations in the years following Jahangir's death, which occasioned Sundar's 
GLSORPDWLF�PLVVLRQ�WR�.LQJ�-XMKDU�6LQJK�%XQGHOD��Uށ�����������WKH�VRQ�DQG�
immediate successor of Keshavdas's patron Bir Singh Deo, who rebelled twice 
early in Shah Jahan's reign. As a Hindu and a Hindi speaker from nearby 
Gwalior, Sundar was presumably thought to have a diplomatic edge over a 
Central Asian or Iranian Muslim member of the court. Sundar's attempt to quell 
the reckless ambitions of the Orchha king was ultimately unsuccessful, for  (p.
148) Jujhar Singh and his son Bikramajit were executed in 1636, an incident 
grimly illustrated by Shah Jahan's court painters (figures 4.3, 4.4).74 Regardless 
of the outcome, the case of Sundar Kab Ray dramatically highlights that Braj 
poets not only were present at the Mughal court as esteemed literati but that 
they served in other capacities, such as trusted diplomats. And note again how 
markedly perceptions of them can differ in Persian and Hindi sources.
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Another JXQí RI�6KDK�-DKDQ
V�FRXUWނWKLV�RQH�NQRZQ�IURP�+LQGL��6DQVNULW��DQG�
3HUVLDQ�VRXUFHVނLV�.DYLQGUDFKDU\D�6DUDVYDWL��D�0DKDUDVKWULDQ�SDQGLW�ZKRVH�
very name signals his contribution to the literary life of his day.75 His 
.DYíQGUDNDOSDODWÃ (Wish-fulfilling vine of Kavindra) is a multitasking Braj text 
that combines SUDĝDVWL and ĝפJÃUD elements from UíWL poetry with the musical 
traditions of dhrupad and bishnupad. He even throws in a few religious sermons. 
Intriguingly, Kavindra, like Sundar Kaviray, draws attention to his choice to write 
in the vernacular, introducing his work as follows:

I am an expert in the $VXOÃ\DQD branch of the Rig Veda.
I have composed Bhasha poetry.
My work's name is .DOSDODWÃ, and you will find in it all poetic 
pleasures.
�WKH�ZRUN�LV�IXOO�RI�ILJXUHV�RIނ�LV�D�VXLWDEOH�WLWOHދLVK�IXOILOOLQJ�YLQH:ފ
speech, carefully orchestrated sounds, and sentiments (DODNÃUD�
JXQD�UDVD�VDX�VDQí76).
Everything is described within, and everybody can take pleasure 
from it.
I have written countless works, expounding the meaning of the 
Vedas.
I feel ashamed to use the vernacular (EKÃÃ�NDUDWD�ÃYDWL�OÃMD).
I wrote this book for the sake of others.77

As a learned pandit who prided himself on his Sanskrit treatises, Kavindracharya 
felt that the choice to use QDUDYÃאí instead of VXUDYÃאí needed to be defended.78

Note his variation on the now familiar theme of vernacular anxiety when he 
foregrounds his OÃMD �VKDPH���7KH�XQQDPHGފ�RWKHUVދ�IRU�ZKRVH�VDNH�KH�FODLPV�WR�
have written in Bhasha were hardly the kind of patrons that should induce 
shame: the Mughal emperor Shah Jahan and his son Dara Shikoh. Once again, 
there is the distinct sense that Mughal cultural needs were an important factor 
in the impetus toward vernacularization.

The .DYíQGUDNDOSDODWÃ contains both familiar fare and unusual elements that set 
it apart from other UíWL texts. Many of the SUDĝDVWL poems are predictably focused 
on the emperor's military might and dharmic rule. A variation on the nagara-
YDUאDQD (description of the city) adds a topical twist when Kavindra praises the 
emperor's newly founded city of Shahjahanabad.79 Strikingly  (p.149)
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figure 4.3  The capture of Orchha by 
imperial forces, from the Windsor Castle 

Padshahnama, an illustrated chronicle of 
Shah Jahan's reign

The Royal Collection © 2010 Her Majesty 
Queen Elizabeth II

 (p.150) 
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figure 4.4  Jujhar Singh and his son 
Bikramajit beheaded, from the Windsor 
Castle Padshahnama, an illustrated 
chronicle of Shah Jahan's reign

The Royal Collection © 2010 Her Majesty 
Queen Elizabeth II

 (p.151) atypical of the genre is 
the addition of a sequence of 
dhrupad songs set to UÃJs (UíWL
texts are otherwise largely 
unmarked by such signs of 
performance). As in some verses 
from the 6XQGDUĝפJÃU, Kavindra's
dhrupads cast Shah Jahan in the 
role of the QÃ\DND. These lyrics 
stress the perfection of his 
physical appearance and his 
supercharged eroticism, respected 
kingly traits in the Indic literary 
imagination. Although the 

.DYíQGUDNDOSDODWÃ is no poetry 
manual, Kavindra incorporates 
many distinctively UíWL topics into 
his song texts, as when he praises 
Shah Jahan's dexterity as a 

GDNLQD�QÃ\DND (lady's man).80 In 
a song that depicts Shah Jahan 
playing Holi, his beautiful female 
companions are described in the 
technical terms of QÃ\LNÃEKHGD:

In springtime, the king 
plays Holi in the golden 
palace. Decked out in
beautiful garments and 
jewels are the mature, 
innocent,
and somewhat 
experienced beauties.
Kanaka mahala madhi 
ULWX�YDVDQWD�PDL��NKHODWD�ĝÃKL�LKL�YLGKL�Ní�KRUí
9DVDQD�DPROD�ÃEKĭDאD�SDKLUDL��SUDX֖KÃ�PXJGKÃ�PDGK\Ã�JDXUíޔ�
81

The dhrupad verses also emphasize Shah Jahan's connoisseurship, signaled by a 
range of complimentary epithets, including PDKÃMÃQ (greatly knowledgeable), 
VXUD�M³ÃQ (connoisseur of music), PDKÃUDVí (emotionally sensitive), and PDKÃGÃQí
(generous patron).

That Shah Jahan was indeed just such a connoisseur of Kabindra's own 
compositions is attested by the court historian Kanbo, who describes the 
HPSHURU
V�DSSUHFLDWLRQ�IRU�WKH�WDOHQWV�RI�RQHފ�.DELQGUD�6DQQ\DVLދ��.DELQGUD�WKH�
renunciant82) and records the emperor's generous cash gift and a robe of honor:
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Kabindra Sannyasi, who composed exquisite, perfect dhrupads and Hindi 
compositions (WDQíIÃW�L�KLQGí), arrived at the court of The Refuge of the 
World (i.e., Shah Jahan) and received permission to enter. When his 
compositions had pleased those with blessed minds, he was honored with a 
robe and a gift of 2000 rupees and his esteem illuminated the peak of the 
sky.83

Although the text provides no further details, it is virtually certain that this 
reward was granted specifically for .DYíQGUDNDOSDODWÃ, which fits Kanbo's 
description perfectly since it contains both dhrupad YHUVHV�DQGފ�+LQGL�
FRPSRVLWLRQVދ��(LWKHU�WKH�0XJKDO�FRXUW
V�VSRQVRUVKLS�RI�%UDM�WH[WV�ZDV�RQ�WKH�
rise in Shah Jahan's period or something had shifted in the historiography that 
made it more acceptable for Persian writers to mention Hindi poets. Were Hindi 
writers now so prevalent that they could not be ignored?

Also important in Kavindra's Braj text is the theme of religious dialogue. In a 
verse already excerpted in chapter 2, Kavindra praises Shah Jahan's 
ecumenicism,  (p.152) fashioning a strategic rhyme to commend the emperor's 
Quranic and puranic knowledge. Several SUDĝDVWL verses to Prince Dara Shikoh 
similarly stress religious ecumenicism and spiritual understanding. In a clever 

yamaka that plays on the word GíQD��ZKLFK�PHDQVފ�RSSUHVVHGދ�LQ�%UDM�EXW�
��PHUFLIXO�WR�WKH�RSSUHVVHGފ��LQ�$UDELF��WKH�SRHW�SURFODLPV�WKDW�'DUD�LVދUHOLJLRQފ
H[WLQJXLVKLQJ�WKH�VRUURZV�RI�WKH�WZR�UHOLJLRXV�FRPPXQLWLHV7 84ދ�KH�SULQFH�KDVފ�D�
highly sensitive heart; he knows the intricacies of dharma85ދ� The Sanskrit 
pandit also employs a central dyad of Indian religious thought, likening Dara 
6KLNRK�WRފ�IRUPOHVV brahma LQFDUQDWH�LQ�KXPDQ�IRUP86ދ� Here Kavindra confirms 
the commonly attributed traits of a Mughal prince who to this day is famous for 
conversing with Hindu ascetics and commissioning translations of Indian 
spiritual texts into Persian.87

Some of the court's knowledge of Indian spirituality must have come from 
Kavindra himself, for he was not just a musical performer but also a teacher. A 
verse from a Sanskrit text of the day, the .DYíQGUDFDQGURGD\D (Moonrise of 
Kavindra, c. 1650), stresses this role:

Every day the king of poets in the three worlds (i.e., Kavindracharya) 
wisely expounds the Vedas, auxiliary texts, and
ĝÃVWUDV�WR�WKH�/RUG�RI�'HOKL88ޔ�

This detail helps to fill out the context for a more than sixty-verse excursus into 

WDWWYDM³ÃQ or metaphysics, another unusual (but not unprecedented89) feature of 
the .DYíQGUDNDOSDODWÃ. In this section, Kavindra takes the reader on a whirlwind 
tour through basic principles of Indian philosophy, briefly making stopovers in 
the thought systems of Samkhya, Yoga, Pancaratra, and Jainism, with a decided 
preference for Vedanta. We are told about overcoming ego, distrusting the sense 
organs, and sharpening the mind to become receptive to the divine presence.90
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One wonders if in a multi-confessional environment a special resonance accrued 
WR�VWDWHPHQWV�VXFK�DVފ��.QRZ�WKHUH�WR�EH�GRFWULQHV�RI�PDQ\�W\SHV��>EXW@�WKH\�VD\�
WKDW�*RG�LV�RQH91ދ� More puzzling, considering that the work was presumably 
performed at court in the presence of many Muslims, is the capping of a verse 
ZLWK�WKH�UDWKHU�SRLQWHG�TXHU\ފ��:K\�GR�WKH�7XUNV�SUD\�DQG�IDVW"92ދ Perhaps the 
DLP�ZDVނDQG�KHUH�.DYLQGUD�ZRXOG�KDYH�EHHQ�LQ�WKH�JRRG�FRPSDQ\�RI�.DELUނWR�
question all external manifestations of religiosity, Hindu or otherwise. That the 
pandit Kavindracharya was free to educate Shah Jahan and his son in Hindu 
religious matters suggests that he had special favor at the court; it is also 
another telling indicator of the celebrated religious openness of this milieu. That 
Brajbhasha was a medium of religious instruction is  (p.153) hardly surprising 
given the language's bhakti heritage. Still, the inclusion of such a sermon in the 

.DYíQGUDNDOSDODWÃ expands our conception of how UíWL texts were used in Mughal 
settings.

Much more could be said about the fascinating figure of Kavindracharya, whose 
charisma was enthusiastically celebrated in the Hindi, Sanskrit, and Persian 
texts of his day.93 The ކ$PDO�L�ÃOL֮ of Muhammad Kanbo contains the briefest of 
references, and there the dominant impression is of Kavindra the singer cum
Hindi poet. We know from a contemporary Sanskrit text, the 

.DYíQGUDFDQGURGD\D, and strongly suspect from verses in Kavindracharya's own 
work that the pandit served as a guru at the court. His surviving texts in both 
Brajbhasha and Sanskrit also attest to his role as a scholar. Another remarkable 
DFKLHYHPHQWނQRW�XQUHODWHG�WR�WKH�HPSKDVLV�RQ�UHOLJLRXV�GLVFXVVLRQV�KLJKOLJKWHG�
DERYHނLV�WKDW�.DYLQGUD�FRQYLQFHG�WKH�HPSHURU�WR�UHVFLQG�WKH�WD[�OHYLHG�RQ�
pilgrims visiting Hindu holy centers such as Prayag and Kashi. Kavindra refers 
to this powerful act of political advocacy himself,94 but it left an even more 
lasting impression on Braj and Sanskrit writers of his day. Poets from far and 
wide wrote SUDĝDVWL verses in the pandit's honor, which have come down to us in 
two separate volumes: the .DYíQGUDFDQGURGD\D (in Sanskrit) and 

.DYíQGUDFDQGULNÃ (in Braj).95 Not only royalty were entitled to poetic accolades: 
Kavindra, himself an author of SUDĝDVWLs, became a recipient of them. Although 
the process by which the verses were solicited is obscure, they illustrate 
powerfully how literati and intellectuals long before the modern age functioned 
collectively in the public domain.96 It is odd that Kavindracharya's lobbying on 
behalf of Hindu pilgrims was never recorded in the Persian histories when it 
sparked the attention of more than one hundred Hindu literati. Shah Jahan is 
well known to have kept tight control over his public image. Perhaps the reversal 
of an imperial policy, particularly as an accommodation to Hindu interest groups, 
was not the kind of thing to be discussed in an official court history.97 As with 
Sundar Kaviray, accounts of the same people diverge considerably in Persian- 
and Indic-language sources.
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Chintamani Tripathi is another Braj poet who left his mark on diverse 
communities, although in his case a direct connection to the imperial court is 
less certain. It is emblematic of the challenges that confront a historian of UíWL
literature that the most essential source, the poet's own 5DVYLOÃV (Play of rasa), 
has never been published. Chintamani is thought to have written this UíWLJUDQWK
for Shah Jahan early in his career, perhaps during the 1630s. Any definitive 
assessment of the 5DVYLOÃV and Chintamani's connection to the court awaits a 
more detailed study of the two surviving manuscripts than has been possible for 
scholars to date, but a few points are beyond dispute.98 The main focus of the 
work is rasa WKHRU\��LQFOXGLQJ�D�VHFWLRQނQRZ�VRPHWKLQJ�ZH�KDYH�FRPH�WR  (p.
154) H[SHFW�LQ�0XJKDO�FRQWH[WVނRQ QÃ\LNÃEKHGD. As with 6XQGDUĝפJÃU, such a 
handbook probably had a pedagogical function, but the 5DVYLOÃV also contains an 
abundance of political poetry, including an elaborate YLUXGÃYDOí to Shah Jahan. 
The YLUXGÃYDOí RUފ�QHFNODFH�RI�KHURLF�HSLWKHWVދ�LV�D�WUDGLWLRQDO��DOPRVW�
incantatory genre in which the hero's glory is aurally manifested through the 
recitation of a long list of titles. That the work contains such a praise address to 
the emperor naturally suggests a close patronage relationship. The poet refers 
WR�KLPVHOI�DVފ�&LQWÃPDQL�NDYLUÃXދ��&KLQWDPDQL��NLQJ�RI�SRHWV���XVLQJ�D�WLWOH�DNLQ�
to those given by Shah Jahan to Sundar and the Sanskrit writer Jagannatha 
Panditaraja, but kavirao could also be a more generic term for an authoritative 
poet.99 In addition to praising the emperor, a few SUDĝDVWL poems address other 
contemporary Mughal notables, including Dara Shikoh; Shah Jahan's grandson 
=DLQXGGLQ�0XKDPPDG��VRQ�RI�6KDK�6KXMD���+ULGD\�6KDK��Uށ�����������WKH�UDMD�RI�
a principality in southern Bundelkhand; and Jafar Khan, a Mughal PDQDEGÃU. In 
theory, any of these figures, rather than Shah Jahan, could have sponsored the 
work. Recall that Keshavdas's -DKÃQJíUMDVFDQGULNÃ, its title notwithstanding, was 
probably commissioned not by Jahangir himself but by Rahim's son, Iraj 
Shahnawaz Khan.

More definitive evidence about the reception of Chintamani's UíWLJUDQWKs in elite 
Mughal settings comes from a later Persian text, 0DއÃVˑLU�DO�NLUÃP, an 
eighteenth-century Persian WD]ʏNLUDK �DQWKRORJ\�RI�SRHWVއ�ELRJUDSKLHV��FRPSLOHG�
by Ghulam Ali Azad Bilgrami. Azad was one of the great polymaths of his day, 
and his intellectual curiosity ranged to the field of Indian poetic theory.100 His 
0DއÃVˑLU�DO�NLUÃP is unusual in the Persian WD]ʏNLUDK tradition for including a 
section on Hindi poets. By Azad's time, the Indo-Muslim elite had become avid 
participants in Braj literary culture, but his retrospective account of Chintamani 
(based on a source he never identifies) makes it amply clear that this was the 
case in the seventeenth century, as well. Azad's entry on Chintamani begins with 
a few biographical details:

Chintamani lived in the town of Jahanabad and he had two brothers, 
Bhushan and Matiram, who are also famous, inspired poets. Chintamani 
excelled above his peers in the science of Sanskrit. He lived with honor in 
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the district of Shah Shuja, son of Shah Jahan. And his .DYLWWYLFÃU, as it was 
commonly called among the poets, is much esteemed.

In mentioning Bhushan, the Braj court poet of Shivaji, and Matiram, who served 
the court of Bundi, Azad confirms the consensus of the premodern Hindi 
tradition that the three were brothers. He also references one of Chintamani's 
now-lost UíWLJUDQWKs, the .DYLWWYLFÃU (Reflections on poetry). More  (p.155) 
important, he goes on to furnish precious clues about the reception of UíWL texts 
among the Mughal elite.

That Chintamani Tripathi had found favor in Indo-Muslim court settings has 
already been established through his Braj translation of Akbar Shah's 

ĜפJÃUDPD³MDUí, a work of Sanskrit rhetoric, which was commissioned by the 
Golkonda court in the 1660s.101 From Azad Bilgrami, we learn of his association 
with another Indo-Muslim patron: Sayyid Rahmatullah, the diwan of Jajmau 
(near modern Kanpur). A student of Chintamani is mentioned as a participant in 
the PD֮ILO of the diwan. He shares with those assembled a GRKÃ that his teacher 
had written on the rhetorical trope known as DQDQYD\D�DODNÃUD.102 Azad begins 
by explaining the concept to his Persian readers:

$QDQYD\D�DODNÃUD occurs when the subject and standard of comparison 
are one and the same. It has not come within the purview of this poor 
author's (IDTíU) investigation whether or not one of the wise men of Arabia 
or Persia has explained this simile. Nevertheless, I know it exists.

Azad proceeds to improvise some examples of ananvaya��LQFOXGLQJ7ފ�KHUH�LV�
QRERG\�OLNH�=XKXUL�H[FHSW�=XKXUL103ދ and

Your coquetry comes to me, O heart-ravishing one.
You are like yourself in the happy thoughts of lovers.

Now confident that his audience understands the rhetorical device he is trying 
to explain, Azad records the poem that Chintamani's student presented to the 

PD֮ILO in illustration of it:

I saw the eyes of that doe-eyed girl, which were like herself.
9Ã�PULJD�QDLQí�Ní�ODNKí��YÃKí�Ní�Ví�QDLQD

The student made a slight error, which Sayyid Rahmatullah, fully conversant 
with Chintamani's writing on Indian poetic theory, is not shy in pointing out. The 
poem proves deficient because in accordance with the norms of an ananvaya 
DODNÃUD, the QÃ\LNÃ
V eyes should be compared to her own eyes (since there is 
no adequate standard of comparison aside from her own eyes), whereas this 
example muddies the waters by calling her doe-eyed. Chintamani is later asked 
to correct his student's verse, which is emended to:

I saw the eyes of that beautiful girl, which were like herself.
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9Ã�VXQGDUL�Ní�PDL�ODNKí��YÃKí�Ní�Ví�QDLQD

In critiquing the Braj verse, the diwan is following the ideals of QXNWDK�VDQMí
(weighing the points) and LOÃ֮ (correction of others) that betokened expertise 

 (p.156) in Persian and Urdu literary cultures.104 But the key point is that 
Sayyid Rahmatullah has manifest admiration for the Indian system of DODNÃUDs, 
and his display of finesse in the subject marks him as a poetry connoisseur. In a 
related episode, Chintamani is invited to stay for a period with Sayyid 
Rahmatullah, who, we learn from Azad, rewarded the learned Braj author with 
gold coins and a robe of honor. Evidently inspired by his exposure to Indian rasa
theory, the diwan himself authored a collection of Hindi poetry called 3ĭUDQUDV
(Aesthetic plenitude).105

The 0DއÃVˑLU�DO�NLUÃP affords a rare glimpse of how UíWL works were actually used 
LQ�SUDFWLFH��7KH�OLWHUDU\�FDWHJRULHV�ZHUH�LQWURGXFHG��GLVFXVVHG��DQG�GHEDWHGނ
not just by the scholars who wrote the works, but also by connoisseurs in an 
assembly.106 Azad's account boldly underscores that Indo-Muslim literati were 
one of the main audiences for both Braj poetry and literary theory. Some of them
�HYHQ�WULHG�WKHLU�KDQG�DW�%UDMނVXFK�DV�5DKLP�DQG�'LZDQ�5DKPDWXOODKނ
composition.

Braj Poets during Aurangzeb's Reign and Beyond
The evidence adduced thus far shows beyond doubt how Brajbhasha literature 
was an important domain of Mughal court culture. This did not stop with Shah 
Jahan. Constraints of space preclude a thorough assessment of patronage 
FRQGLWLRQV�GXULQJ�$XUDQJ]HE
V�H[WHQGHG�UHLJQ��ށ�����������QRW�WR�VSHDN�RI�WKH�
long eighteenth century, but even a brisk review of the evidence confirms that 
there was a lively and encouraging climate, fostered more by the princes and 
nobility than by the emperor himself. The reception of Chintamani Tripathi's 
work reminds us that the purview of court culture extended far beyond the 
imperial court to include the PD֮ILOs of governors and various elite officials, who 
actively contributed to fashioning what we now think of as the Mughal style. 
During Aurangzeb's reign a new capital, Aurangabad, was founded in the 
Deccan, but even with the shifting of the political center of gravity southward, 
Hindi court culture continued to flourish in the PD֮ILOs of princes and amirs in 
the north.

The extent of Emperor Aurangzeb's own patronage of Braj poets is not easy to 
establish. The stereotype that he was antagonistic toward Hindus, which in the 
nationalist imagination also means he was antagonistic toward Hindi, is a 
misconception. Recent work by Katherine Brown has shown how his supposed 
ban on music has been grossly exaggerated, which underscores the need for 
caution regarding the received wisdom in the case of poetry, as well.107 For all 
the clichés in Mughal historiography about Aurangzeb's tyrannical orthodoxy, 
 (p.157) his love of music, particularly in the early days of his reign, is well 
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attested, and in fact it was only in this period that major treatises on music 
began to appear in Persian after a hiatus of a century and a half. The 5LVÃODK�L�
UÃJGDUSDQ (Treatise elucidating UÃJs, 1666) of Faqirullah, who served as 
governor of Kashmir under Aurangzeb, is positively brimming with evidence of 
Aurangzeb's sponsorship of musicians.108 The emperor was known to cite Hindi 
verse and, as reported in the 0DއÃVˑLU�Lކ�ÃODPJíUí, he also took an interest in Hindi 
orthography, consulting Khan Mir Hadi, the diwan of his son Azam Shah, about 
the matter. Some scholars have also attributed original Braj compositions to 
Aurangzeb.109

There is certainly evidence for Braj poets being in his entourage, and it seems 
likely that he directly sponsored some.110 In an episode reminiscent of the 
Sundar Kab Ray mission to Orchha, at least one poet was also employed for 
distinctly nonliterary activities during the war of succession between Aurangzeb 
and his brothers. Khafi Khan, the author of 0XQWDNKDE�DO�OXEÃE (Compilation of 
essential matters, early eighteenth century), reports that a Brahman simply 
UHIHUUHG�WR�DVފ�.DEދ�ZDV�VHQW�WR�QHJRWLDWH�ZLWK�-DVZDQW�6LQJK��WKH�PDKDUDMD�RI�
Jodhpur (who also happens to have been an acclaimed UíWL poet):

Aurangzeb sent a Brahman named Kab, who was reputed for his Hindi 
SRHWU\�DQG�HORTXHQFH��WR�WKH�0DKDUDMD��ZLWK�WKH�PHVVDJH��7KH�REMHFW�RIފ�
our movements is to pay our respects and offer our services to His Majesty, 
our patron and the master and the qiblah111 of the two worlds. We are 
going to the illuminated court as an act of pure religious devotion and have 
no intention of opposition or war. It would be appropriate for you to have 
the good fortune of accompanying us; but if this is not possible, remove 
yourself from our path, go back to your YDWˑQ (i.e., Jodhpur), and do not 
EHFRPH�WKH�FDXVH�RI�VWULIH�DQG�EORRGVKHG�DPRQJ�WKH�SHRSOH�RI�*RGދ�

The Maharaja put forward the orders of His Majesty (i.e., Shah Jahan) as 
his reason for not accepting Aurangzeb's offer and gave an impertinent 
reply. The next day, the two sides prepared for battle.112

This anonymous Hindi poet's intercession with Jaswant Singh was no more 
successful than Sundar's visit to Jujhar Singh. Perhaps diplomacy was not the 
strong suit of Hindi poets, after all. The episode nonetheless intriguingly places 
a Hindi poet in the service of Aurangzeb, a reminder that poets were not just 
SRHWV�EXW�DOVR�VHUYHG�WKH�FRXUW�LQ�P\ULDG�FDSDFLWLHVނDQG�WKDW�3HUVLDQ�DQG�+LQGL�
writers can offer highly divergent accounts of the cultural history of their day.

 (p.158) Another Hindi poet who served in Aurangzeb's administration is Mirza 
Raushan Zamir. Like Faqirullah, he was a connoisseur of music; he also wrote 
Persian poetry. One of his claims to fame is that he translated an Indian music 
text, 6DJíWDSÃULMÃWD>ND@, into Persian.113 :KLOHފ�=DPLUދ��HQOLJKWHQHG��ZDV�KLV�
Persian WDNKDOOX��ZKHQ�KH�ZURWH�%UDM�SRHWU\�KH�XVHG�WKH�SHQQDPH1ފ�HKLދ��WKH�
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ORYHU���$FFRUGLQJ�WR�.KDIL�.KDQ��=DPLU
Vފ�FDSDFLW\�LQ�WKH�FRPSRVLWLRQ�RI�3HUVLDQ�
prose and verse and of Hindi poetry was so great that he could have been called 
D�VHFRQG�$PLU�.KXVUDX114ދ� Nehi had a remarkable command of Braj literary 
style: he was conversant with the Indic genre ĝLNK�QDNK (it had an analogue in 
the Persian VDUÃSÃ) and also explored standard topics from QÃ\LNÃEKHGD texts 
like a woman's PÃQD. While it is mostly in Persian sources that we find 
information about him, Baldev Mishra included verses by Nehi alongside those 
of luminaries such as Keshavdas, Chintamani, and Sundar in his mid-eighteenth-
century compilation 6DWNDYLJLUÃYLOÃV. Nehi was also one of the poets in Sudan's 

NDYL�SUDĝDVÃ, showing that the work of this now-forgotten Mughal poet was 
considered part of the Hindi canon well into the eighteenth century.115

Patronage of Braj poets by several of Aurangzeb's other courtiers and at least 
one of his sons is also well attested. Himmat Khan Mir Isa (d. 1681), a 

PDQDEGÃU RI�$XUDQJ]HE��KDV�EHHQ�GXEEHG�WKH5ފ�DKLP�.KDQNKDQD�RI�KLV�DJHދ�
for his patronage of poets, including the Braj writers Shripati Bhatt (fl. 1674, 
author of +LPPDWSUDNÃĝ), Balbir, and Krishna Kavi. A few of Mir Isa's Braj 
poems also survive under the FKÃS 0ފLUDQ116ދ� Fazil Ali, a minister of Aurangzeb, 
commissioned Sukhdev Mishra to write the QÃ\LNÃEKHGD work )D]LODOLSUDNÃĝ
(Light on Fazil Ali, 1676).117 During the same period, Aurangzeb's son Azam 
Shah maintained what can now unhesitatingly be called a tradition of Mughal 
interest in Braj music and Indian literary theory. According to Bindraban Das 
Khushgu, compiler of the eighteenth-century biographical dictionary 6DIíQDK�L�
NKĭVKJĭ��$]DP�6KDKފ�SRVVHVVHG�D�SHUIHFW�FRPPDQG�RI�PDQ\�JHQUHV�RI�+LQGDYL�
SRHWU\��DQG�KH�ZDV�DERYH�DOO�IDPHG�IRU�KLV�H[FHOOHQW�PXVLFDO�FRPSRVLWLRQV118ދ�

Some Hindi scholars consider him (though the evidence is ambiguous) to have 
been the first patron of the Braj poet Dev, whose poetry is among the most 
admired in Brajbhasha.119 We can say with more certainty that he commissioned 
the 7X֮IDW�DO�KLQG from Mirza Khan, a unique Persian treatise that contains a 
detailed section on Brajbhasha. Like the UíWLJUDQWKs by Sundar and Chintamani, 
the 7X֮IDW introduced Indo-Muslim readers to the major principles of Braj 
literary culture. The work indeed bears a strong resemblance to a UíWLJUDQWK with 
treatments of prosody, rhyme, rasa, DODNÃUD, and QÃ\LNÃEKHGD. Mirza Khan also 
included discussions of grammar, music, NÃPDĝÃVWUD (erotic science), and 

VÃPXGULNDĝÃVWUD (physiognomy).120

 (p.159) The remarkable 7X֮IDW�DO�KLQG deserves close attention for its insight 
into attitudes of the Persianized elite of the late seventeenth century toward 
Indian languages. For Mirza Khan, three were considered worthy of mention: 
Sanskrit, Prakrit, and Bhakha (i.e., Brajbhasha). While Sanskrit is treated 
respectfully as the language of the gods and India's major language of 
learning121 and Prakrit duly acknowledged (albeit in a slightly confused manner, 
as an amalgam of Sanskrit and Bhakha resorted to by royalty and magical 
serpents), the author's real esteem is reserved for Brajbhasha:
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Ornate poetry and the praise of the lover and the beloved are mostly 
composed in this language. This is the language of the world in which we 
OLYHޔ��,W�LV�SDUWLFXODUO\�WKH�ODQJXDJH�RI�WKH Birj (i.e., Braj) people. Birj is the 
QDPH�RI�D�FRXQWU\�LQ�,QGLDޔ��ZLWK�LWV�FHQWUH�DW�0DWKXUÃ��ZKLFK�LV�TXLWH�D�
well-known district. The language of the Birj people is the most eloquent of 
DOO�ODQJXDJHV�6ޔ�LQFH�WKLV�ODQJXDJH�FRQWDLQV�SRHWU\�IXOO�RI�FRORXU�DQG�
sweet expressions of the praise of the lover and the beloved, and is much 
in vogue among poets and people of culture, for that reason its 
grammatical laws are here formulated.122

The perception that Braj is DID֮�\L�]DEÃQKÃ (most eloquent of all languages) is 
LQFRQWURYHUWLEOH�HYLGHQFHނLI�PRUH�ZHUH�QHHGHGނWKDW�DW�OHDVW�VRPH�PHPEHUV�RI�
the Mughal elite considered not just Persian but also Brajbhasha to be a literary 
language of special elegance. Similar acclaim for the language of the Braj 
PD֖אDO and Gwalior is expressed in many texts of Aurangzeb's period. Faqirullah 
uses a nearly identical expression, DID֮WDUíQ�]DEÃQ (most eloquent language), 
adding that it is comparable to the Persian spoken in Shiraz, a generous 
compliment indeed coming from a Persian speaker.123 In short, Persian writers 
of the early modern period were according considerable acclaim to Braj poetry, 
and there had been an explosion in patronage at the very highest levels of 
Mughal society. The 7X֮IDW�DO�KLQG owes its very existence to the literary tastes 
of Aurangzeb's son Azam Shah, who evidently was so enthusiastic about Braj 
poetry that he wanted Persian readers everywhere to understand it. Several of 
Aurangzeb's grandsons were also enthusiasts. Some of the poetry of Rafi us-
Shan (son of Azam Shah's elder brother Muazzam Shah) survives under the 

WDNKDOOX1ފ \D\Lދ��WKH�MXVW��124 His brother, Azim us-Shan, was a major patron of 
WKH�SRHW�9ULQG��ށ����������

Vrind was a prolific author and, like many successful UíWL poets, had multiple 
patrons. Originally hailing from the Rajput kingdom of Kishangarh, he moved to 
Delhi in 1673 upon being hired, probably as a tutor, to attend on Azim us-
Shan.125 When his patron later became governor of Bengal, Vrind moved with 
him to Dhaka. There he composed his most celebrated work,  (p.160) 1íWLVDWVDí, 
a collection of seven hundred aphorisms completed in 1704. Another of Vrind's 
works, the ĜפJÃUĝLNÃ (Instruction in passion, 1691), was written for a 
prominent Muslim family in Ajmer (near Kishangarh), thus helping to transmit 
royal styles into wider social circles, as Braj poets of the day so often did.

Much about the ĜפJÃUĝLNÃ seems familiar since it is structured loosely as a 

UíWLJUDQWK, but a few less typical features bear witness to the types of retooling 
such genres could undergo to suit the needs of specific patrons. The 
introduction marks a subtle departure from typical Hindu practice. Most Braj 
courtly works begin with a short PDJDOÃFDUDא (invocation), usually to the deity 
Ganesha, with an additional verse or two in honour of Sarasvati or Krishna. In 
the ĜפJÃUĝLNÃ, Vrind operates within a different set of salutatory conventions 
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seemingly tailored to an Indo-Muslim audience. The opening verse is indeed to a 
god, but Vrind labels his object of reverence simply prabhu, a Sanskritic but 
otherwise denominationally neutral word:

7KH�VXSUHPH�OLJKW�PDQLIHVW�LQ�DOO��HPDQDWLRQ�RI�HIIXOJHQW�MR\ނ
To this god I pay obeisance in thought, word, and deed.
3DUDPD�M\RWL�VDED�PDL�SUDJDD��SDUDPÃQDQGD�SUDNÃVD,
7Ã�SUDEKX�NDX�EDQGDQD�NDUDX��PDQD�NUDPD�EDFDQD�ELOÃVD

Although expressed in a highly Sanskritic register, the emphasis on light 
imagery in phrases like parama jyoti and SDUDPÃQDQGD�SUDNÃVD arguably nods 
WRZDUG�WKH�4XUއÃQ�126 There may also be Sufi resonances. The remainder of the 
LQWURGXFWLRQ�IROORZVނDOEHLW�LQ�WHOHVFRSHG�IDVKLRQނFRQYHQWLRQV�PRUH�DNLQ�WR�
those of the Persian PDVˑQDYí than the Sanskrit and Braj styles with which Vrind 
would have been most familiar and which he generally follows elsewhere in his 
oeuvre. He invokes first spiritual, then worldly authority with verses in honor of 
Muinuddin Chishti, the revered saint whose tomb is the major landmark in 
Ajmer, followed by praise addresses to the reigning monarch, Aurangzeb, as well 
as the local governor of Ajmer, Muhammad Salih, the father of the patron.127

The verses dedicated to the patron, Mirza Qadiri, are less formal in tone and 
provide additional clues about the reception contexts of UíWL texts during this 
period. While Aurangzeb is given royal traits (powerful, compassionate, 
praiseworthy)128 and Muhammad Salih is celebrated for his moral probity (QHNí), 
Vrind presents Mirza Qadiri in terms that foreground his emotional qualities and 
connoisseurship:

His son Mirza Qadiri is clever and responsive in every respect.
He is handsome, steadfast, valiant, and skilled with a bow.
 (p.161) Generous, knowledgeable, appreciative, extremely 
generous in spirit,
Mirza Qadiri is the jewel of his family.
Clever with emotion, experiencing delight,
he is a connoisseur who understands matters of sentiment
and pursues love wholeheartedly.
He longs night and day for music and pleasure.129

Mirza Qadiri is further praised because he recognizes men of talent (GHWD�JXQí�
ORNDQD�NDX�PÃQD), a self-serving argument on the part of the poet, no doubt, 
but one that speaks to expectations of gentlemanly behavior among the nobility 
of the day.130 The ĜפJÃUĝLNÃ contains much that is familiar from other 
QÃ\LNÃEKHGD texts, but it adds lively details about other markers of consummate 
connoisseurship, such as furnishing a UDJ�PD֮DO (pleasure suite), savoring betel 
nut, and appreciating music.
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The omissions are almost as interesting as the additions. ĜפJÃUĝLNÃ takes up 
only the category of the VYDNí\Ã�QÃ\LNÃ, leaving out the two other major 
categories typical of the genre, the SDUDNí\Ã and VÃPÃQ\Ã. It has been suggested 
that Qadiri commissioned the work for the education of a marriageable 
daughter, a supposition strengthened by the text's excursus into E\ÃK�ELGKL
(wedding procedures).131 Some of the discussion of VRODK�ĝפJÃU (a woman's 
sixteen types of ornamentation) also seems didactic:

A young woman should augment
the beauty of her mouth with betel. (v. 63)
Thus apply kohl to delight a lover's heart. (v.65)
Vrind says, such elegant cleverness is needed
to please a clever lover. (v.73)
Keeping faithful, be a devoted wife (SDWLYUDWÃ)
to your husband. (v. 78)

Regardless of who was the primary audience for the text in Mirza Qadiri's 
household, the ĜפJÃUĝLNÃ is a bold celebration of sensual life. With its enticing 
descriptions of passion, ornamented bodies, the boudoir, and the mouth-
watering tastes of betel nut and cardamom, and its exhortations to relish music 
and other pleasures, it inducts the reader into a world of highly refined taste and 
sensibility. Is this what sex education looks like in an early modern context?132

The stress on love and connoisseurship is certainly fitting for a work that 
proclaims itself to be an instruction manual on ĝפJÃU, but the critical point is 
that the UíWLJUDQWK genre should not be seen as only a literary one. Here the aim 
is to inculcate the very building blocks of emotional life and civilized 
comportment.  (p.162) It is tempting to put Vrind's text in dialogue with a 
contemporary Persian genre on gentlemanly conduct known as PíU]ÃQÃPDK to 
suggest that compositions in Braj with their sensory celebrations similarly 
played a role in the cultural self-fashioning of Mughal elites. Also intriguing in 
the case of Vrind's work is the possibility of a female readership. Very little work 
has been done in the domain of either gender history or history of the emotions 
for precolonial India (in contrast with, say, early modern Europe) and the full 
exploration these topics surely merit cannot be attempted here. But Vrind's 

ĜפJÃUĝLNÃ suggests that Braj courtly texts functioned within a larger repertoire 
from both the Indian and Persian traditions that served to educate the senses.133

Conclusion
'XULQJ�$NEDU
V�UHLJQނLQ�WKH�VDPH�SHULRG�ZKHQ�.HVKDYGDV�EHJDQ�KLV�FDUHHUނ
Braj began to achieve astonishing popularity at the Mughal court. Although 
Brajbhasha did not outstrip Persian in importance,134 its status was recognized 
from within the Persian political ecumene, as when Abu al-Fazl praises Akbar's 
knowledge of the finer points of Hindi poetry, or Tajjuddin, author of 0LUއÃW�DO�
PXOĭN, an eighteenth-century manual for princes, mentions on two occasions 
that knowledge of Hindi poetry is necessary for Mughal royalty.135 The emphasis 
in this chapter has been on the long seventeenth century, but it would be 
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possible, given space enough and time, to document the continued success of 
Braj poetry in elite Mughal circles throughout the eighteenth century and well 
into the colonial period.

There can be no doubt that members of the Persianized elite were avid readers 
of UíWL literature. There is even some evidence of a commentarial tradition 
written by or otherwise tailored to this community, including the 6DIUDQJ�L�VDWVDí
of Joshi Anandilal Sharma of Alwar.136 Nasirullah Khan, the governor of 
Jahanabad, commissioned Surati Mishra to elucidate Keshavdas's 5DVLNSUL\Ã by 
writing 5DVJÃKDNFDQGULNÃ.137 Mir Ghulam Ali Azad's lengthy discussion of Hindi 
poets in his 0DއÃVˑLU�DO�NLUÃP also points to important signs of readership from 
the Persian WD]ʏNLUDK tradition. Chintamani was just one of the poets 
commemorated. Azad was if anything more effusive in his praise for a poet from 
KLV�RZQ�WLPH�DQG�SODFH��6D\\LG�*KXODP�1DEL�%LOJUDPL���������DQ�DWWHQGDQW�����ށ
RI�1DZDE�6DIGDUMDQJ�RI�$YDGK�ZKR�XVHG�WKH�%UDM�SHQ�QDPH5ފ�DVOLQދ��DEVRUEHG�
in sentiment). Raslin wrote both Persian and Braj poetry, but it is the latter that 
RFFDVLRQV�UKDSVRGLF�QRWLFH�LQ�$]DG
V�ELRJUDSK\��1R�SDUURW�LQ�+LQGXVWDQ�KDVފ�
scattered sugary speech with the beauty of his pen, and no peacock in this 
garden has spread its feathers with the magic of his  (p.163) LPDJLQDWLRQ138ދ�

Pervading the 0DއÃVˑLU�DO�NLUÃP is a sense that Hindi competency had become a 
prerequisite of literary mastery, even for Persian poets. And Raslin's was no 
ordinary Hindi competency. Azad emphasizes his knowledge of the minutiae of 
rasa and QÃ\LNÃEKHGD, and Raslin's Rasprabodh (Understanding of sentiment, 
1742) must certainly be the most beautiful and theoretically precise UíWLJUDQWK
ever to have been written by a Muslim poet.139 All of this suggests shared 
literary communities across diverse linguistic, religious, and social landscapes, 
even if the work of documenting them and parsing their specific cultural logic 
has barely begun.140

By the late eighteenth century, Urdu began to supersede both Persian and Braj 
among Indo-Muslim writers, but preferences did not change overnight, and 
literary monolingualism does not seem to have become the norm. Emperor Shah 
$ODP�,,��U�������VXQ��ZKHQ�KH��ދIWDE$ފ���XVHG�WZR�GLIIHUHQW�SHQ�QDPHV�����ށ
ZURWH�LQ�3HUVLDQ�DQG6ފ�KDK�$ODPދ�ZKHQ�KH�ZURWH�LQ�%UDM��WKH�FULWLFDO�SRLQW�LV�
WKDW�KH�GLG�ERWK��7KH�ODVW�0XJKDO�HPSHURU��%DKDGXU�6KDKފ�=DIDUދ��Uށ�����������
though best known for his Urdu compositions, is still remembered today as a 
Braj poet.141 Whereas modern scholars have tended to compartmentalize, and 
even communalize, the identities of precolonial Indian writers in terms that were 
only fixed in the modern period (Persian and Urdu poets must be Muslim, and 
Braj poets must be Hindu), the literary-historical record exhibits far greater 
nuance. Literary identities were elective, not innate.

Braj poetry was hardly the only index of Mughal engagement with Indic literary 
FXOWXUHނ$NEDU�LQ�SDUWLFXODU�VSRQVRUHG�3HUVLDQ�UHQGLWLRQV�RI�PDQ\�FODVVLFV��
including the 5ÃPÃ\DאD, 0DKÃEKÃUDWD, +DULYDĝD, Pañchatantra, and 
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.DWKÃVDULWVÃJDUDނEXW�6DQVNULW�WH[WV�UHPDLQHG�ODUJHO\�LQDFFHVVLEOH�H[FHSW�
through the medium of translation. 5íWL literature, in contrast, was a cultural 
repertory in which the Mughals could participate firsthand. One need only call to 
mind Akbar's courtier Rahim and how well versed he was in Indian languages, 
Vaishnava bhakti, Hindu lore, and diverse technical details about Indic 
literature. This raises an important issue from the perspective of intellectual 
history: the contribution of Mughal courtly communities and genres such as the 

UíWLJUDQWK to the process of vernacularization in the early modern period. 
Previous chapters explored how, in the hands of early exponents like Keshavdas, 
UíWLJUDQWKs served as a vehicle for vernacularizing Sanskrit literary principles. 
The next chapter will examine how the proliferation of such texts in Rajput 
circles helped to anchor the Braj kavikul that was increasingly separating itself 
off from Sanskrit. But any theorization of the reasons for the cachet of the 

UíWLJUDQWK as a cultural form and the diffusion of Brajbhasha in the early modern 
period must also factor in the decisive role of Indo-Muslim patronage and 
readership.

 (p.164) The data are not always cooperative, and some of the patterns of 
patronage and readership with Braj remain obscure; not all of the important 
texts are published, and some archives remain inaccessible to scholars. That 
Persian- and Hindi-reading scholarly communities largely work in isolation from 
each other today compounds the problem of reconstructing a shared cultural 
heritage.142 Another handicap, to which Shantanu Phukan (one of the few 
scholars to think seriously about the use of Hindi among Mughal elites) has 
XVHIXOO\�GUDZQ�DWWHQWLRQ��LV�WKHފ�SHUYDVLYH�DQG�ODUJHO\�XQH[DPLQHG�DVVXPSWLRQ�
RI�PRQROLQJXDOLVP�LQ�WKH�VWXG\�RI�SUHPRGHUQ�,QGLDQ�OLWHUDWXUH143ދ� Practicing 
monolingualism in the archive precludes capturing the complexities of a 
multilingual, multi-literary realm. Much of Brajbhasha's social complexity 
emerges only if both the Hindi and Persian archives are used, since each on its 
own paints an incomplete picture, and in some cases the roles of poets are even 
represented in dramatically different ways. Persian sources report on a Sundar 
who was sent on diplomatic missions to help Shah Jahan settle affairs with 
rebellious kings; they ignore his Braj poetry and fail to mention his magnum 
opus, 6XQGDUĝפJÃU. Rahim's apparent passion for Hindi cannot be 
reconstructed from Persian sources, which stress instead his military and 
administrative roles, as well as his patronage of Persian poets and large-scale 
architectural commissions. From Sanskrit and Hindi texts we know that 
Kavindracharya Sarasvati was influential in myriad ways: he served the cause of 
Hindus in general as a political activist and was respected as a religious 
authority by both the Mughals of Delhi and the Sanskrit scholars of greater 
Hindustan. He was an author of books in both Braj and Sanskrit, reaching 
diverse audiences. But Persian historiography remembers him largely for his 
musical compositions and Hindi poetry, for which he was rewarded handsomely. 
This fragmentation of knowledge across archives in different languages means 
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that scholars with less linguistic range than their early modern subjects risk 
missing important parts of the story.

Puzzling blind spots remain in the Mughal texts that have come down to us. 
These have serious implications not just for Hindi literary history but also for 
Mughal historiography. When Abdul Hamid Lahori,  (p.165) Muhammad Salih 
Kanbo, and other Persian historians of Shah Jahan's reign fail to mention the 
poems of a major Braj writer such as Sundar, is it simply because they were not 
DZDUH�RI�+LQGL�OLWHUDU\�WUHQGV"�7KLV�ZRXOG�PHDQ�WKDW�RQO\�VRPHނQRW�DOOނ
Mughal elites were culturally competent in Braj. Or perhaps their silence can be 
attributed to the frequently political, even imperialist, focus of the royal WÃUíNK
genre. Or perhaps some Persian writers were snobs and felt that the only poetry 
worth the name was Persian poetry. In an episode from the $IVÃQDK�L�VKÃKÃQ, 
Mirza Kamran, the brother of Humayun, is reported to have told Muhammad 
Shah Farmuli that if only he had written in Persian his reputation would have 
been great.144 Abdul Baqi Nahawandi, author of 0DއÃVˑLU�L�UD֮íPí, the 
monumental Persian biography of Rahim, pays hardly any attention to Hindi 
poetry, but when he does so he stresses that the rewards for Hindi writers were 
one-tenth those accorded their Persian counterparts.145

Whatever the reason, the Persian tradition often fails to adequately represent 
Brajbhasha literary life. The ÂݷއíQ�L�DNEDUí is voluble about Hindi musicians but 
silent about Braj poetry (although not about one of Hindi's most important 
genres, QÃ\LNÃEKHGD); yet we know that poets like Gang were notable literary 
figures at Akbar's court. Keshavdas portrays himself at the GDUEÃU reciting 
verses to Jahangir, an event that was never recorded in the -DKÃQJíUQÃPDK. 
Persian sources say not one word about Shah Jahan's rescinding the pilgrimage 
tax at the request of Kavindracharya, an event copiously recorded in Braj and 
Sanskrit poetry of the same period. The existence of multiple languages in India 
gave rise to arenas of shared culture, but also to separate textual spaces of 
political and cultural expression, with their own social and literary norms. 
Whether we are dealing with normative genres, deliberate omissions, or 
understandably different emphases across a range of sources, we confront some 
troubling limitations on our ability to understand the past through textual 
means. At the very least, we need to keep in mind that silence in Persian sources 
does not necessarily mean historical absence.

And silence is too often what we face when trying to understand the Hindi 
literary culture of the Mughal rulers that by all indications coexisted with the 
Persian one. Those indications allow an even stronger argument to be made: that 
the UíWL tradition would never have grown into a major literary culture if it had 
not been accorded the stamp of excellence by the Mughal court and the higher 
echelons of Indo-Muslim society. For all its resonance with bhakti communities of 
the day, Braj literature achieved spectacular success because it was cultivated 
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by urbane, cosmopolitan people. It was a poetry of kings, as its role in the court 
culture of Rajput rulers incontrovertibly demonstrates.

Notes:
(1.) While no broad, historically rigorous study of imperial court sponsorship of 
Braj poetry exists, Muzaffar Alam's excellent study (1998) of the Mughal 
patronage of Persian poets does briefly discuss a few eighteenth-century 
YHUQDFXODU�SRHWV��VHH�HVSHFLDOO\�SSށ����������DOWKRXJK�LW�LJQRUHV�HDUOLHU�WUHQGV��
Phukan 2000 is an important corrective to the assumption that the Persian 
corpus is the only Mughal literary culture.

(2.) See Delvoye 1991, 1994a; Brown 2006, 2007; Shofield 2010.

(3.) Two good overviews of Vrind are by Janardan Rao Cheler (1973) and Sudhir 
Kumar Sharma (1998). Ramanand Sharma (2004) and his student Avanish Yadav 
(2008) have recently published new studies of Sundar.

(4.) These and other challenges posed by the historiography of Hindi literature 
are discussed more fully in chapter 6.

(5.) Two influential examples, together totaling more than two thousand printed 
pages, the provenance and historicity of whose contents are not always easy to 
verify, are the ĜLYVLKVDURM (1878) and 0LĝUDEDQGKXYLQRG (1913).

(6.) For this and other verses attributed to the poet Pravin Ray, see +LQGí�
NÃY\DJDJÃ, p. 201.

(7.) The episode is excerpted in Snell 1991a� :Q�DQDO\VLV�LV�+DZOH\ 2005$����ށ���
�\FFRUGLQJ�WR�5��6��0F*UHJRU��VL[�RI�WKH�HLJKW�%UDM�SRHWV�FRQVHFUDWHG�E$����ށ���
the Vallabhans as DDFKÃS (eight seals) are said to have been brought before 
Akbar (1973: 32 n. 7). A number of episodes that relate to Akbar's encounters 
with Braj musical aficionados are discussed in Delvoye 2000����ށ����

(8.) Similar processes of literary memory formation in South India have been 
discussed in Rao and Shulman 1999.

(9.) On the bhakti corpus, see Bryant 1978��YLLށ[L�

(10.) The mixed literary culture of the Deccan is explored in Eaton 1996��������ށ

(11.) Alam 1998���ށ�����

(12.) Sheikh Abdul Bilgrami and Sheikh Gadai Delhavi, both associated with 
Humayun's court, are said to have sung compositions in Hindi. See Pandey 1940: 

XPD\XQ+���ށ�V�LQWHUHVW�LQ�YHUQDFXODU�SRHWU\�LV�DVVHUWHG�LQ�$JUDYDO 1950���ށ�����
�����ށ��������ށ�
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(13.) On Manjhan, see Behl and Weightman 2000; on Farmuli, see Askari and 
Ahmad 1987�������ށ�����DVˑLU�DO�NLUÃP��SSއ���DQG 0Dށ

(14.) See Delvoye 1994a; 2000.

(15.) ÂއíQ�L�DNEDUí�����ORFKPDQQ�DQG�-DUUHWW�WUDQV����$�PRUH�JHQHUDO%����ށ���
discussion of music at Akbar's court (in which Tansen is given pride of place) is 
LQ������ORFKPDQQ�WUDQV%����ށ���

(16.) Shukla 1994� LQGL�SRHPV�DWWULEXWHG�WR�0DQRKDU�DQG�Karnesh+���������ށ����
are excerpted in +LQGí�NÃY\DJDJÃ, pp. 184, 467.

(17.) -DKÃQJíUQÃPDK (Thackston trans.), p. 30.

(18.) Select Braj poets from Akbar's court are treated in Agraval 1950 and 
McGregor 1984� ����7ZR�YHUVHV�DWWULEXWHG�WR�)DL]L�DUH�GLVFXVVHG�LQ�=DLGLށ����
1977������7KH�OLNHOLKRRG�WKDW�7RGDU�0DO�ZDV�WKH�SDWURQ�RI�WKH�$YDGKL�SRHWށ����
Alam, whose 0ÃGKDYÃQDONÃPNDQGDOÃ LV�GDWHG�WR�$�+�������LV�VWUHVVHG���ށ�������
by Vanina ���67 :4�ށ�.

(19.) (7ˑDEއ�L�LOKÃP�SD]íU�L�ÃQ�֮D]ˑUDW�ELK�JXIWDQ�L�QDP�L�KLQGí�ĭ�IÃUVí�ELK�JKD\ÃW�L�
PXYÃILT�XIWÃGDK�GDU�GDTÃއLT�L�WDNKD\\XOÃW�L�VKLކUí�\L�QXNWDK�VDQMí�ĭ�Pĭ�VKLJÃIí
[i.e., VKLNÃIí] PíIDUPÃ\DQG). $NEDUQÃPDK������WUDQVODWLRQ�PRGLILHV\����0ށ���
Beveridge ($NEDUQÃPDK, 1:520). A sampling of Hindi verses attributed to Akbar 
is in +LQGí�NÃY\DJDJÃ, p. 463.

(20.) MacLean 2000: 203 (and n. 17).

(21.) Jahangir's mother, Harkha, titled Maryam uz-Zamani, was the daughter of 
Bharmal (also known as Bihari Mal) Kachhwaha, the raja of Amber. One of 
Jahangir's Rajput wives, Jagat Gosain (granddaughter of Raja Maldeo of 
Jodhpur), was the mother of Shah Jahan. See Lal 2005: 170. While Akbar was 
formally unlettered, his son Jahangir takes pride in his broad literary interests. 
He wrote his memoirs in Persian, occasionally including Hindi words, but even 
this fourth-generation Mughal was invested in his Timurid ancestry: upon 
reading his grandfather's memoirs, he wrote a sentence in Turkish and 
GHFODLPHGފ��$OWKRXJK�,�JUHZ�XS�LQ�+LQGXVWDQ��,�DP�QRW�LJQRUDQW�RI�KRZ�WR�VSHDN�
RU�ZULWH�7XUNLVKދ� -DKÃQJíUQÃPDK (Thackston trans.), xvi, 77.

(22.) Entwistle 1987: 159.

(23.) See .ULVKQD�UÃGKÃ of Gang-kab, originally housed in the Hazrat Pir 
Muhammad Shah Library, Ahmedabad. Manuscript courtesy of Iran Culture 
House, New Delhi. I am grateful to Muzaffar Alam for the reference.

(24.) .ÃY\DQLUאD\, 1.17.
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(25.) The others were Chand Bardai, Kabir, Tulsi, Bihari, Keshavdas, and Sur. 
0LWUD�DQG�3ULFH�������YLLLށ[�

(26.) Bate Krishna, the editor of one of the better modern printed anthologies of 
Gang's poetry, expresses doubt about the authenticity of some of the material he 
collected. See *DJNDELWW, p. 8.

(27.) Ibid.��SSށ��������DQG *DJJUDQWKÃYDOí��SSށ��������

(28.) Some remarks, including what appears to be wild speculation, are Agraval 
1970����ށ��

(29.) Some Indo-Persian texts are not indexed and not all have been published, 
which renders this assertion provisional.

(30.��2Q�WKH�LGHD�RI�+LQGL�SRHWVފ�WDONLQJ�EDFNދ�WR�HPSLUH��VHH�3DXZHOV 2009: 200.

(31.) The negative image of Jahangir in Mughal historiography, which became 
pronounced from the time of his son Shah Jahan, is analyzed in Lefèvre 2007.

(32.) 0XQWDNKDE�DO�WDYÃUíNK (Ranking trans.), 1:378 (NXIÃU�L�HWÃYDK�UÃ�PÃOLVK�L�
 DW�QLPĭG). In referring to Zain Khan Koka'sއíP�GÃGDK�VDPW�L�VKLKU�PXUÃMDDކ
PXVLFDO�DELOLWLHV��%DGDXQL�ODXGV�KLP�DVފ�XQULYDOOHG�LQ�KLV�DJHދ� Muntakhab al-
WDYÃUíNK (Haig trans.), 3:327.

(33.) 0DއDVˑLU�DO�XPDUÃ����������ށ

(34.) %KÃQXFDQGUDJDאLFDULWD��SSށ�������

(35.) A few variations on Gang and the death-by-elephant motif are Agraval 
1970��� �FDULW andRU�XVHIXO�PHWKRGRORJLFDO�SHUVSHFWLYHV�RQ�WKH 0ĭO�JRVDí(����ށ
other legends that accrued to the biography of Tulsidas, see Lutgendorf 1994.

(36.) 0XQWDNKDE�DO�WDYÃUíNK (Lowe trans.), 2:164, and 0DއDVˑLU�DO�XPDUÃ
(Beveridge trans.), 1:420. Samples of Birbal's purported Hindi compositions are 
in Sinha 1980����ށ����

(37.) The manuscript evidence includes entries from 5ÃMDVWKÃQí�+LQGí�KDVWOLNKLW�
JUDQWK�VĭFí, 4:90, 5:28, 10:80, 13:96, 14:56.

(38.) Rahim's Braj literary patronage is discussed in Naik 1966�
DQJ*�����ށ����V 
SUDĝDVWL verses to Rahim are far more numerous than for any other patron. See 

*DJNDELWW��YY��������ށ�

(39.) McGregor 1984: 121; on .KHDNDXWXNDP, a Sanskrit astrological work with 
some unusual (Persian) macaronic features attributed to Rahim, see Das 1997. A 
few of Rahim's putative Sanskrit ĝORNDs are in 5DKíPJUDQWKÃYDOí��SSށ��������
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(40.) Tulsidas (fl. 1575), an approximate contemporary, had switched from 
Avadhi to Braj in mid-career as the latter language gained visibility. Perhaps 
Rahim did the same.

(41.) See Barvai (bhaktiparak���YY����������2�ށ�Q�8GGKDYD�DQG�WKH JRSís, see n. 
53 below. A detailed study is McGregor 1973.

(42.) Rahim is to this day considered the undisputed master of the barvai form in 
Hindi (Snell 1994a). A couple of his signature barvais were discussed in chapter 

2. A brief overview of the Hindi compositions attributed to Rahim is Busch 

2010b����ށ����

(43.) ÂއíQ�DNEDUí (Blochmann and Jarrett trans.), 3:260.

(44.) Sheldon Pollock (2009: xix) notes that Abu al-Fazl knew the Sanskrit 
5DVDPD³MDUí (Bouquet of Literary Emotion, c. 1500) of Bhanudatta. He may also 
have had some familiarity with the ĜפJÃUDGDUSDאD (Mirror of passion, 1569), a 
work of Sanskrit poetics by the Jain monk Padmasundara, who had attracted 
Akbar's patronage. Abu al-Fazl could also have been drawing on information in 
Braj UíWLJUDQWKs.

(45.) See chapter 1.

��PDQX�OÃL\DWX�VDXD�QÃLNÃQLKí1ÃLNÃ�DQHNDQL�NR�QÃ\DND�QDJDUD�QLWD, Dފ��.46)
hai,ދ (He is the stately lord of many women, but he devotes himself to studying 
the eight QÃ\LNÃs). -DKÃQJíUMDVFDQGULNÃ, v. 34. Compare .DYLSUL\Ã, 11.23. On the 
eightfold classification of QÃ\LNÃs, see chapter 2.

(47.) -DKÃQJíUMDVFDQGULNÃ��YYށ���������

(48.) Compare for instance -DKÃQJíUMDVFDQGULNÃ��YYށ���������ZLWK 

9íUVLKGHYFDULWށ����������

(49.) -DKÃQJíUQÃPDK (Thackston trans.), p. 39.

(50.) Ibid., p. 93. (The original reads, ފELK�íQ�QÃ]XNí�\L�PÃ]ˑPĭQ�D]�VKއXDUÃ�\L�KLQG�
NDP�ELK�JĭVK�UDVíGDK��%LK�MDOGĭ��\L�íQ�PDGD֮�IݷݷíOí�ELK�ĭ�PDU֮DPDW�NDUGDP��
5ÃMSĭWÃQ�L�VKÃކLU�UÃ�FÃUDQ�PíJX\DQGދ��S������

(51.) Ibid., p. 197.

(52.) Ibid., p. 239. Nalini Delvoye has also called attention to how this passage 
VLJQDOV�-DKDQJLU
Vފ�WKRURXJK�NQRZOHGJH�RI�WKH�OLWHUDU\�%UDM�ODQJXDJH�DQG�KLV�
IDPLOLDULW\�ZLWK�WKH�,QGLDQ�LPDJHU\�ZKLFK�WKH\�HPSOR\ދ��'HOYR\H 1994a����ށ����

(53.) These delightful poems derive from the %KÃJDYDWDSXUÃאD episodes about 
Krishna's famous messenger, Uddhava, and his dry sermons to the lovelorn 
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JRSís. The JRSís seek Krishna's affections, not Uddhava's philosophizing, and 
when they see a black bee, they focalize their longing and frustration upon it.

(54.) On the doubtful authenticity of a Jahangir-period colophon attached to the 

3KĭOPD³MDUí, a pedestrian work attributed to Matiram Tripathi, see chapter 5, n. 
85.

(55.) Audrey Truschke, personal communication. Other instances of similar 
category mismatches are evident in how the Persian historiographical tradition 
views Sundar Kab Ray and Kavindracharya Sarasvati, discussed in the next 
section.

(56.) The %ÃGVKÃKQÃPDK mentions that Lal Khan was rewarded with an elephant 
and the title JXאDVDPXGUD (ocean of talents) in 1642. Qanungo 1929���DP,����ށ���
grateful to Audrey Truschke for the reference.

(57.) Delvoye 1991����ށ����

(58.) Qanungo 1929: 51.

(59.) Cited in Qanungo 1929: 51.

(60.) On Shiromani, see 0LĝUDEDQGKXYLQRG, 2:467, and ĜLYVLKVDURM��SSށ���������
On Shiromani and Harinath (here called Haranath), see Bahura 1976�����RU(����ށ
further on Bihari and the Amber court, see chapter 5.

(61.) Sundar's title can be translated in several ways. One alternative is 
ދ�5HVSOHQGHQW�SDVVLRQފ

(62.) 6XQGDUĝפJÃU��YYށ�����ށ������

(63.) Gunina ke guna-taru phalita karanu hai, -DKÃQJíUMDVFDQGULNÃ, v. 33.

(64.) The visual tradition of the 6XQGDUĝפJÃU has been little studied, but a few 
images have been published. See, for instance, Topsfield 2001: 148. Leaves from 
a manuscript evidently owned by a German collector have been recently 
auctioned at Sotheby's, New York. At least one illustrated copy of the text is 
currently housed at the Allahabad Museum (accession no. 91/1664). On a 
manuscript from Baroda, see Goetz 1949���WKDQN�+ROO\�6KDIIHU�DQG,���ށ���
Audrey Truschke for calling some of this material to my attention.

(65.) -í�PDL�MíYD�Ã\R, VXNKD�DJD�DJD�FKÃ\R, LKD�GDUDVDQD�SÃ\R�VÃKLMDKÃ�Mĭ�
NR�MDEDKí, 6XQGDUĝפJÃU, v. 272.

(66.) The ritual became an important component of the visual culture of Shah 
Jahan's day. See Koch 1997: 133.
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(67.) According to Shahab Sarmadee (1996: ix) during the seventeenth century a 
classification system was evolving for UÃJs that was based on QÃ\LNÃs, QÃ\DNDs, 
and VDNKís (female companions to the QÃ\LNÃ).

(68.) 6XQGDUĝפJÃU��YYށ��������

(69.) Seyller 1999: 14. A retranslation of the same text was ordered during 
Jahangir's period, too. See Truschke 2007: 14.

(70.) Cynthia Talbot discusses the preference of Jan Kavi, a prolific author active 
in Shah Jahan's period, for Brajbhasha over Persian. Jan Kavi hailed from the 
Kyamkhani community, a clan of Rajputs who had converted to Islam. Notably, 
some of Jan Kavi's works are translations from Persian to Brajbhasha (2009: 
��� DVKDUDWKD�6KDUPD�PHQWLRQV�WKDW�KH�SUHVHQWHG�KLV %XGGKLVÃJDU, a Braj'�����ށ
rendition of the Pañcatantra, to Shah Jahan (cited in Talbot 2009: 230 n. 55).

�VKÃK�MDKÃQ�EÃGĝÃK�Níނ�WKíW�PHפVNKÃVDQ�EDWWíVí�Ní�VDLK�NDKÃQí�VL>ފ��.71)
IDUPÃLĝ�VHނVXQGDU�NDEíĝYDU�QH�EUDM�Ní�EROí�PH�NDKíދ� Singhasun Butteesee, p. 
1. Garcin de Tassy, who wrote the first modern history of Hindi-Urdu literature a 
few decades later, similarly described the 6LKÃVDQEDWWíVí DVފ�D�ZRUN�WKDW�
[Sundar] translated from Sanskrit at the order of Emperor Shah 
-DKDQދ��2XYUDJH�TXއLO�WUDGXLVLW�GX�VDQVFULW�SDU�RUGUH�GH�OއHPSHUHXU�6FK¤K�
Jahân), Histoire de la littérature hindouie et hindoustanie, 3:178.

(72.) 6LQJKÃVDQEDWWíVí, p. ix.

(73.) There is no way to write a word-final short vowel in Persian, so the word 

kabi HQGV�XS�EHLQJ�ZULWWHQ��DQG�UHDG�DV�ފ�NDE�7ދ�KH�VZLWFK�IURPފ�YDދ�WR�
.L�H�� kavi to kabi) represents a typical seventeenth-century pronunciation��ދEDފ

(74.) Sundar's role as an intermediary between the Mughal armies and Jujhar 
Singh as well as his intercessions during the rebellions of Babu Lakshman Singh 
of Ratanpur and Raja Jagat Singh of Nurpur are described in ކ$PDO�L�ÃOL֮, 
�� LQFOXGLQJ�WKRVH�WKDW�GHULYH�IURP�WKH��GGLWLRQDO�GHWDLOV$����ށ�����ށ���

%ÃGVKÃKQÃPDK as well as unpublished court histories) are in Saksena 1958�ށ���
96.

(75.) In Sanskrit .DYíQGUD PHDQVފ�NLQJ�RI�SRHWVދ�DQG�WKH�WLWOH ÃFÃU\D signals 
great learning.

(76.) Typically UíWL is the poet's foregrounding of classical literary infrastructure.

(77.) .DYíQGUDNDOSDODWÃ��S�����YYށ������

(78.) Professions of shame notwithstanding, Kavindracharya seems routinely to 
have written in both Sanskrit and Braj. Extant and attributed Sanskrit works 
include .DYíQGUDNDOSDGUXPD, a collection of devotional stotras, 3DGDFDQGULNÃ, a 
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commentary on Dandin's 'DĝDNXPÃUDFDULWD, Jagadvijayachandas, a YLUXGÃYDOí or 
necklace of heroic epithets to Jahangir, <RJDEKÃVNDUD, 0íPÃVÃVDUYDVYD, and a 
commentary on the ĜDWDSDWKDEUÃKPDאD. Aside from the .DYíQGUDNDOSDODWÃ, his 
known Braj works are an unpublished 6DPDUDVÃUD, said to be on astrology, and a
<RJYÃVLKVÃU (also called -³ÃQVÃU), a rendering of an acclaimed Sanskrit 
Vedanta text into Braj GRKÃs. Brief discussions of his oeuvre are Divakar 1966: 
��ށ��������5DKXUNDU 1969����ށ���

(79.) .DYíQGUDNDOSDODWÃ��SSށ��������YY�������ށ�

(80.) Ibid, p. 23, v. 14.

(81.) Ibid., p. 25, v. 20.

(82.) Kavindra refers to his own vow of renunciation in the opening to 

.DYíQGUDNDOSDODWÃ (p. 1, v. 6): VDED�YLD\DQL�WH�EKDH�XGÃVD, EÃOD�GDVÃ�PH�OD\R�
VDQ\ÃVD (I became indifferent to worldly pleasures and adopted the ways of 
asceticism in my childhood).

�L�GXUXVWކ�QíIÃW�L�KLQGí�VDOíTDKDELQGDU�6DQ\ÃVí�NLK�GDU�WÃOíI�L�GKUXSDG�ĭ�WD.ފ��.83)
ĭ�PDKÃUDW�L�WÃPP�GÃUDG�ELK�GDUJÃK�Lކ�ÃODP�SDQÃK�UDVíGDK�UXNKDW�EÃU�\ÃIW��9D�
WDQíIÃWLVK�SDVDQG�L�NKÃLU�L�PXEÃUDN�XIWÃGDK�ELK�NKLOކDW�ĭ�LQއÃP�L�Gĭ�KD]ÃU�
UĭSL\DK�PXEÃKí�JDVKWDK�VDU�Lކ�L]]DW�ELK�DZM�L�IDODN�EDU�DIUĭNKWކ�ދ�$PDO�L�ÃOL֮, 
3:122.

(84.) 'íQD�NR�GD\ÃOD�GRĭ�GíQD�NH�GDKDWD�GXNKD, ibid., p. 49, v. 7.

(85.) 3DUDPD�QDUDPD�FLWWD��GKDUDPD�PDUDPD�MÃQH, .DYíQGUDNDOSDODWÃ, p. 47, v.
2.

(86.) 6DJXQD�KYDL�SUDJDD�EKD\R�MX�KDL�EUDKPD�QLUDJXQD, ibid., p. 50, v. 11.

(87.) Recent scholarship, however, has painted a more nuanced picture of the 
figure of Dara Shikoh than the one in the popular Indian imagination. See Kinra 

2009�.2QRIULR 2010އ'�

(88.) Translated from a Sanskrit verse cited in Raghavan 1940: 161. 
Kavindracharya is held to have been Dara Shikoh's teacher; he may also have 
written his <RJYÃVLKVÃU for the prince but definitive evidence is lacking. See 
Rahurkar 1969: 42.

(89.) Recall the philosophical content of Keshavdas's 9LM³ÃQJíWÃ, composed for 
Bir Singh Deo Bundela.

(90.) .DYíQGUDNDOSDODWÃ��SSށ�������

(91.) 0DWD�QÃQÃ�YLGKD�WDLVH�MÃQDX��HND�EKÃQWL�NR�DODNKX�EDNKÃQR, ibid., p. 37, v. 
5.
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(92.) .ÃKH�NR�QLPÃMD�URMÃ�WXUXND�NDUDWD�KDL, ibid., p. 41, v. 24.

(93.) An interested reader might turn to Raghavan 1940, 1953; Tarachand 1944; 
Divakar 1966.

(94.) .DYíQGUDNDOSDODWÃ, p. 2, v.14, p. 6, v. 14.

(95.) Some information about both poetry collections is in Divakar 1966����ށ���

(96.) This point has been made forcefully by other scholars, including Bayly 1996
and Novetzke 2007.

(97.) Chundavat suggests this point in her introduction to .DYíQGUDNDOSDODWÃ, p. 
2. On Shah Jahan's control of the process of history writing at his court see 
Begley and Desai 1990��[Yށ[[LLL�

(98.) The two manuscripts (the one I was able to view, no. 274, was incomplete) 
are housed at the Anup Sanskrit Library, Bikaner. The royal family did not permit 
any reproduction of the documents; thus, my assessment is based on what I 
could glean from a short trip in December 2005. The likelihood of Mughal 
patronage and the complexities of dating are discussed by Vidyadhar Mishra 
(1990�������ZKR�KDV�YLHZHG�WKH�PDQXVFULSWV���ށ

(99.) The reference occurs in pariccheda 5, and possibly in other places that 
escaped my notice during a necessarily brief viewing of the manuscript.

(100.) Azad's biography and literary interests (his writings also include a largely 
neglected corpus in Arabic) have recently been discussed in Toorawa 2008 and 
Sharma 2009.

(101.) See chapter 3.

(102.) I have emended the Persian from ananya to ananvaya, a well-attested 
figure of speech in which the upameya (subject of the comparison) and XSDPÃQD
(standard of comparison) are identical.

(103.) Zuhuri is a famous Mughal poet from the Deccan who was active during 
the reigns of Akbar and Shah Jahan.

(104.) On LOÃ֮, see Pritchett 1994: chap. 6.

(105.) 0DއÃVˑLU�DO�NLUÃP��SSށ��������

(106.) Compare the discussion of the eighteenth-century literary conference 
convened in Agra, discussed in the next chapter.

(107.) Brown 2007. The standard Hindi textbook narrative is Sinha 1973: 8, 21.

(108.) Sarmadee 1996��[LL��[Oށ[OL�
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(109.) Chatterji 1979��ށ�������FLWLQJ 0DއÃVˑLU�Lކ�ÃODPJíUí); Ziauddin 1935: 3 n. 1. 
According to Shailesh Zaidi (1977������Q������SRHPV�DWWULEXWHG�WRފ�$ODPJLUދ�DQG�
��\�DUH�IRXQG�LQ�ODWH�DQWKRORJLHV�IURP�WKH�QLQHWHHQWK�FHQWXUދ6KDK�$XUDQJ]HEފ
such as the 6DJíWUÃJNDOSDGUXP.

(110.) Zaidi, one of the few scholars conversant with both Braj and Persian 
traditions, has tracked numerous Braj poets connected to Aurangzeb, including 
Ishvar, Samant, Krishna, Dvivedi, Nehi, Madhanayak, and Mir Jalil. Zaidi 1977: 
180 n. 1. Cf. Grierson 1889: 72.

(111.) The qiblah is the wall of a mosque that faces Mecca

(112.) The translation is slightly modified from Syed 1977: 85.

(113.) Zamir's musical contributions to Mughal society are discussed in Brown 

2003����ށ�������ށ���

(114.) Syed 1977: 114. For further details about Raushan Zamir drawn from the 
Persian biographers Sher Khan Lodi and Ghulam Ali Azad Bilgrami, see Zaidi 
1977����ށ����

(115.) 6DWNDYLJLUÃYLOÃV, p. 84 (v. 310 corresponds to v. 26 in Zaidi's edition); 
6XMÃQFDULWUD, v. 5. Sudan also praised Narhari, mentioned above as active in the 
early Mughal period, as well as Shiromani, who is thought to have been at Shah 
Jahan's court. For a discussion of how Baldev Mishra's compilation and Sudan's 

6XMÃQFDULWUD can shed light on Hindi canon formation in the premodern period, 
see chapter 3.

(116.��7KH�GHWDLOV�RI�+LQGL�VSRQVRUVKLS�DQG�D�IHZ�SRHPV�E\0ފ�LUDQދ�DUH�LQ�=DLGL 
1977�.ÃVˑLU�DO�XPDUÃ, 3:948އI� 0D&����ށ����

(117.) This by all indications remained an extremely popular work well into the 
nineteenth century, extant in many manuscripts. See McGregor 1984: 187.

(118.) Quoted in Brown 2007: 105.

(119.) Dev may have begun his long and prolific career at Azam Shah's court 
with a Braj UíWLJUDQWK known as %KÃYYLOÃV (Play of emotion, 1689), which was 
based on the Sanskrit 5DVDWDUDJLאí of Bhanudatta. The colophons of the 
manuscripts differ in their attributions of patronage. The older (1796) of the two 
manuscripts I consulted (%KÃYYLOÃV, Rajasthan Oriental Research Institute, 
Alwar, accession number 4771 [2], folio 165) does mention that Azam Shah 
listened to and appreciated the work, but this statement is absent from a later 
one from 1837 (%KÃYYLOÃV, Rajasthan Oriental Research Institute, Bharatpur, 
accession number 212, folio 74b). The verse in question is mentioned by (but not 
printed by) the text's recent editor. See Dindayal 2004: 11, 368.
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(120.) A detailed outline of the contents is Ziauddin 1935����ށ����WKH�VHFWLRQ�RQ�
music is briefly discussed in Brown 2003����ށ���

�RRNV�RQ�YDULRXV�VFLHQFHV�DQG�DUWV�DUH�PRVWO\�FRPSRVHG�LQ�WKLV%ފ��.121)
ODQJXDJHދ��DTVÃPކ�XOĭP�ĭ�DQYÃކ�IDQĭQ�EíVKWDU�EDGíQ�]DEÃQ�WDQíI�NXQDQG). 
7X֮IDW�DO�KLQG (trans. Ziauddin), pp. 34, 53.

(122.) 7X֮IDW�DO�KLQG��SSށ�������

(123.) Cf. Delvoye 1991: 179. 7DUMXPDK�L�PÃQNXWĭKDO�YD�ULVÃODK�L�UÃJGDUSDQ, pp. 
��ށ����&RPSDUDEOH�UHPDUNV�DERXW�WKH�ODQJXDJH�RI�0DWKXUD�DQG�*ZDOLRU�ZHUH�
made by Faqirullah's contemporaries. See the discussion of Chintamani Tripathi 
in chapter 3; cf. Alam and Subrahmanyam 2004: 67.

(124.) Alam 1998: 343.

(125.) Cheler 1973����ށ���

(126.��1RWH�WKH�VLPLODULW\�ZLWKފ�$OODK�LV�WKH�/LJKW�RI�WKH�KHDYHQV�DQG�WKH�HDUWKދ�
LQ�4XUއÃQ�������,�WKDQN�0X]DIIDU�$ODP�IRU�WKH�UHIHUHQFH��$OWKRXJK�9ULQG
V�
approach is unusual for a Hindu, the reworking of Indic invocatory paradigms in 
keeping with a Muslim cultural milieu was common among earlier Avadhi poets 
such as Jayasi and Manjhan. Eugenia Vanina (���74 :4�ށ�) notes a similarly 
Islamicate opening to Alam's 0ÃGKDYÃQDO�NÃPNDQGDOÃ, which was written in 
Akbar's period.

(127.) ĜפJÃUĝLNÃ��YYށ�����

(128.) These traits are expressed with a combination of Sanskrit, Persian, and 
Arabic epithets: PDKÃEDOí��PLKUEÃQ��XEL֮ÃQ. ĜפJÃUĝLNÃ, v. 4.

(129.) ĜפJÃUĝLNÃ��YYށ������5HFDOO�.DYLQGUDFKDU\D
V�VLPLODU�SRUWUD\DO�RI�6KDK�
Jahan in his dhrupad verses.

(130.) ĜפJÃUĝLNÃ, v. 10 (and a sentiment repeated in v.11). Keshavdas makes a 
similar remark about Emperor Jahangir. See n. 63, this chapter.

(131.) Cheler 1973����ށ����Ã��YYJÃUĝLNפ����7KH�GLVFXVVLRQ�RI E\ÃK�ELGKL is Ĝށ���

(132.) Cf. Pachauri 2002���ށ�����

(133.) One attempt at a gender-sensitive literary history is Vanita and Kidwai 
2000. On the PíU]ÃQÃPDK WH[WV��VHH�2އ+DQORQ 1999. The relationship between 
Hindi texts and emotion in the Mughal period is discussed in Phukan 2001.

(134.) The hierarchy between Persian and Hindi composition at Akbar's court, 
for instance, has been made clear in Alam 1998: 323. Still, in the same article 
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variation across reigns is noted, with eighteenth-century emperors such as 
Farrukh Siyar and Shah Alam II much inclined toward Braj poetry (346).

(135.) Askari 1953����.(FLWHG�LQ�%D\O\ 1996: 194����ށ

(136.) For a detailed discussion of the commentarial tradition on Bihari, see 
Mishra 1965a����ށ����

(137.) See Singh 1992����ށ�����ށ��

�L�NLONLVK�VKDNDU�DIVKÃQí�QDQDPĭGDK�YDއ�í�GDU�KLQGĭVWÃQ�ELNKĭEíĭ�KíFKފ��.138)
KíFK�WˑÃއĭVí�GDU�íQ�EĭVWÃQ�ELK�QíUDQJíކ�L�ILNULVK�EÃO�ĭ�SDU�QDJXVKĭGDK. 0DއÃVˑLU�DO�
NLUÃP, p. 371.

(139.) Ibid.��SS����5ށ�����DVOLQ
V�%UDM�SRHWU\�LV�GLVFXVVHG�LQ�3DQGH\ 1987; Busch 

2010b����ށ����

(140.) A landmark study with a focus on the reception of Avadhi texts by the 
Mughal elite is Phukan 2000.

(141.) Pritchett 1994���ށ���)DUXTL 2003�
DPSOHV�RI�6KDK�$ODP])���ށ����V�%UDM�
poetry are in 1ÃGLUÃW�L�VKÃKí.

(142.) The failure to collate Persian and vernacular (as well as Sanskrit) sources 
from premodern India is symptomatic of a much larger historiographical 
problem that urgently needs redress. Cf. Aquil 2007������ށ

(143.) Phukan 2001: 36.

(144.) Cited in Askari and Ahmad 1987�������ށ

(145.) Lefèvre 2006. For further analysis of the literary hierarchies as seen from 
within a Persian episteme, see Phukan 2000���ށ����
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Abstract and Keywords
Chapter 5 is concerned with UíWL poetry as a domain of Rajput literature. It looks 
at the adoption of UíWL styles by three major courts that had close ties to Mughal 
power: Amber, Bundi, and Jodhpur. Their patronage helped to pave the way for 
the wider acceptance of Brajbhasha courtly styles throughout greater Hindustan 
and some Rajput kings, like Jaswant Singh, are hailed as UíWL authors in their own 
right. The transregional circulation of UíWL literature is exemplified by examining 
the careers of three major writers who also happen to have been brothers: 
Matiram, Bhushan, and Chintamani Tripathi. These three were literally brothers, 
but the larger community of UíWL intellectuals was also conceptualized in kinship 
terms, as a kavikul (family of poets). Tracing this network reveals much about 
the literary culture of the period as well as the mentalities and aspirations of 
early modern intellectuals that were fostered through literary education.

Keywords: b Rajput literature, Amber, Bundi, Jodhpur, Jaswant Singh, Bhushan Tripathi, Matiram 
Tripathi, Chintamani Tripathi, education, kavikul

Looking at the Sanskrit texts,

,�KDYH�JLYHQ�VKDSH�WR�WKHLU�LGHDV�LQ�WKH�YHUQDFXODUޔ�

I have written this innovative work for the kind of person who is scholarly, 
skilled in the vernacular, and clever with the literary arts.

DVZDQW�6LQJK-ނ
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Rajput Literature and Royal Self-Fashioning
Mughal patronage may have been critical to the early efflorescence of UíWL
literature, but Braj poets did not, of course, serve only an Indo-Muslim 
constituency. Elevated registers of court poetry as well as the more scholarly 
agenda epitomized by the UíWLJUDQWK garnered a vast circulation over the course 
of the next two centuries. Braj poets also continued to write for and belong to 

bhakti communities. Vaishnava religious devotion, and one of its concomitants, 
the performance of bhakti texts, was also being embraced at the courts of many 
Rajput kings in the regional centers that had been absorbed into the imperial 
system, another factor in the enormous appeal of Brajbhasha literature.

The experiments with scholarly writing in Bhasha, which seemed bold and by no 
means guaranteed of success during the time of Keshavdas, met with increasing 
acceptance in later generations. As Braj poets continued to innovate with the 
classical genres of NÃY\D and DODNÃUDĝÃVWUDނWH[WXDO�UHDOPV�WKDW�FRXOG�QRZ�EH�
FODLPHG�DV�WKH�GRPDLQ�RI�+LQGL�ZULWHUVނWKH�ODQJXDJH�EHJDQ�WR�VHUYH��LQ�WKH (p.
167) manner that Sanskrit had once served, the cultural needs of the Hindu 
intelligentsia. Braj writers developed greater confidence, became more 
numerous, and constituted an informal but broad-based sociocultural network 
that they called the kavikul, a kind of nascent respublica literaria. In terms of 
sheer volume of patronage, the most important centers for UíWL writers were the 
5DMSXW�FRXUWV��%\5ފ�DMSXWދ��,�PHDQ�WKH�UXOHUV�IURP�WRGD\
V�5DMDVWKDQ�EXW�DOVR�WKH�
subimperial kings, from across northern and eastern India as well as the Deccan, 
who served as Mughal PDQDEGÃUs and contributed to the forging of new styles 
of kingly self-presentation in this period.

For all its early history in Bundelkhand and the intersections we have traced 
with the Mughal court, UíWL textual culture should also be considered a crucial 
branch of Rajput literature. During the Mughal period, Rajput kingdoms 
capitalized on new opportunities to augment their power, and these social and 
political processes were attended by major cultural transformations. A well-
studied instance of how contact between Mughals and Rajputs stimulated new 
forms of court culture is the growth of schools of Rajput painting. Although art 
KLVWRULDQV�RIWHQ�XVH�WKH�WHUP5ފ�DMSXW�SDLQWLQJދ�WR�FDSWXUH�WKH�JHQHUDOO\�PRUH�
conservative, Indic registers of subimperial visual culture in the early modern 
period, many painters and artistic repertoires were shared between Mughal and 
regional ateliers, and the traditions of Mughal and Rajput painting are best 
viewed in concert.1 The same courts that gave rise to Rajput painting styles also 
patronized UíWL literature, and QÃ\LNÃs and QÃ\DNDs from UíWL classics such as 
Keshavdas's 5DVLNSUL\Ã and Bihari's 6DWVDí became popular subjects, with the 
poetry often being inscribed onto the paintings (see figures 2.2, 3.1, 3.2). The 
development of Braj courtly literature was thus intimately connected with a 
larger spectrum of contemporary practices. Both UíWL texts and miniature 
paintings fed the cultural aspirations of regional kings, who by sponsoring 
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literary and artistic endeavors made a claim to the world that they were men of 
cultivation and learning, as well as power.

,Q�FRQWUDVW�WR5ފ�DMSXW�SDLQWLQJ5ފ�ދ�DMSXW�OLWHUDWXUHދ�KDV�OLWWOH�FXUUHQF\�LQ�
academic parlance but the term usefully identifies an important cultural trend in 
early modern India. That it has not been adequately theorized to date perhaps 
stems in part from the general neglect (and even discrediting) of courtly sources 
from this period, but also reflects some understandable confusion about a 
complex linguistic and literary domain that does not lend itself to easy 
categorization. The modern terminological apparatus of premodern Hindi 
literary study must be handled with caution because many of the critical literary-
historical decisions about the field were made nearly a century ago. Most 
scholars then were based in Banaras and Allahabad and evidently not always 
conversant with the traditions of western India.2 There was, for example, a  (p.
168) spate of early misinformation about the quintessentially Rajasthani genre 
of UÃVRs, which was considered by pioneering literary historians like 
Ramchandra Shukla to be an ancient bardic tradition dating to the twelfth 
century but is (at least in its written form), like the UíWL tradition, of largely 
Mughal-era provenance.3 Such inaccuracies contributed to the mismapping of 
literary boundaries during the developmental phase of Hindi literary 
historiography.

Compounding the analytical confusion, the intended division of labor between 
modern scholarly categories such as +LQGí�VÃKLW\D�NÃ�LWLKÃV and 5ÃMDVWKÃQí�
VÃKLW\D�NÃ�LWLKÃV (histories of Hindi and Rajasthani literature, respectively) is 
frequently left unstated. Is a premodern text to be anachronistically labeled 
Rajasthani because it was produced within the borders of the modern state of 
Rajasthan, an administrative unit dating to the mid-twentieth century, or 
because it bears linguistic features distinct from those of Brajbhasha? Since 
regional languages were so ill defined in the precolonial period, it is difficult to 
FRPH�XS�ZLWK�KDUG�DQG�IDVW�UXOHV�DERXW�ZKDW�FRXQWV�DV5ފ�DMDVWKDQLދ��ZKLFK�IRU�
GHFDGHV�ZDV�NQRZQ�PRUH�FRPPRQO\�DVފ�ZHVWHUQ�+LQGLދ��DQG�ZKDW�FRXQWV�DV�
Brajbhasha. Fuzzy boundaries between languages have resulted in various 
HTXLYRFDWLRQV�VXFK�DV5ފ�DMDVWKDQL�LQIOHFWHG�%UDMފ�ދ�%UDM�LQIOHFWHG�5DMDVWKDQLދ��
 and indeed some texts from the region are 4ދ�3LQJDOފ��DQGދ�UDM�LQIOHFWHG�'LQJDO%ފ
hard to pigeonhole on linguistic grounds, freely combining Braj and Rajasthani 
language, meters, and styles within the same work.5 As an overarching cultural 
FDWHJRU\5ފ��DMSXW�OLWHUDWXUHދ�KDV�WKH�DGGLWLRQDO�PHULW�RI�KHOSLQJ�WR�FLUFXPYHQW�
the need to render a linguistically based verdict about literatures that are not 
overly amenable to such precise disaggregation.

It is also far from easy to identify the grounds for distinguishing between UíWL and 
Rajasthani literatures. Both are important forms of Rajput literature that helped 
articulate the cultural and political values of India's western kingdoms in the 
early modern period. Recall that the 5DWDQEÃYDQí, Keshavdas's first composition 
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at the Orchha court in central India, owes much to the UÃVR style, including its 

chappay meter and militant ethos. The same writer went on to develop the 
neoclassical genres now widely associated with UíWL literary culture, underscoring 
that the two literary realms were far from disconnected. Broadly speaking, the 
term UíWL references the neoclassical domains of Hindi literature. This 
transregional cultural style debuted in Bundelkhand and at the Mughal court 
before being adopted by most of the non-Persianate kingdoms in greater 
Hindustan during the second half of the seventeenth century. If we must, we can 
LGHQWLI\�DV5ފ�DMDVWKDQLދ�WH[WV�WKDW�DUH�VWURQJO\�PDUNHG�E\�ZHVWHUQ�,QGLDQ�
linguistic forms, such as Marwari (often called Dingal), or genres that tend to be 
more localized. Rajasthani material covers a broader social spectrum than UíWL, 
WRR��IURP�IRON�WR�FRXUWO\��%URDGO\�GHILQHG5ފ��DMSXW�OLWHUDWXUHދ�ZDV�D  (p.169) 
FURVVURDGV�ZKHUH�ORFDO�ZHVWHUQ�WUDGLWLRQVނQRWDEO\�WKH�EDUGLF UÃVR, Dingal 
SRHWU\��DQG�-DLQ�QDUUDWLYH�VW\OHVނLQWHUDFWHG�ZLWK�D�PRUH�SDQ�,QGLF�OLWHUDU\�
system during the Mughal era. Charans, Bhats, and Bhils were the traditional 
social base of local Rajasthani styles, whereas UíWL poets, who were mostly 
Brahman (and occasionally Kayasth), transmitted the more classical literary 
modes into a language, Brajbhasha, that was far more accessible than Sanskrit 
for most communities in this period.6

The Rajput rulers of early modern India, no less than the Mughals, had at their 
disposal a remarkably diverse array of courtly resources. Various JXQís including 
painters, architects, musicians, poets, and scholars, had an important role in the 
expression of royal style, lending both prestige and pleasure to the court. 
Although from the late sixteenth century Rajput kings were widely exposed to 
3HUVLDQDWH�FXOWXUHނZKHWKHU�DWWHQGLQJ�WKH�HPSHURU�DW�FRXUW�RU�VHUYLQJ�LQ�
LPSHULDO�PLOLWDU\�FDPSDLJQVނWKH\�GLG�QRW�DV�D�UXOH�SDWURQL]H�3HUVLDQ�OLWHUDWXUH��
Whether thereby asserting resistance or mere cultural preference, they fostered 
both local Rajasthani traditions and UíWL styles. Many courts continued to support 
Sanskrit learning, as well.

Most Rajput kings had to address at least three constituencies: they negotiated 
their prestige vis-à-vis the Mughals, who set their own high standards in cultural 
taste; they jostled for power with rival Rajput houses; and they displayed their 
royal worthiness to local SUDMÃ (subjects) in the home territory. The court culture 
and building practices of Bir Singh Deo Bundela discussed in chapter 1 are the 
perfect example of how a PDQDEGÃU staged his power at multiple levels. When 
Bir Singh Deo built temples in Orchha or in Mathura, he adopted a pan-Rajput 
architectural idiom that leveraged Vaishnava cultural style to great political 
effect, declaring his piety and regal stature at home. These building practices 
also allowed the Orchha king to claim a more encompassing prestige in greater 
India among fellow PDQDEGÃUs, as well as displaying both wealth and taste in 
an ostentatious manner that would be noticed by his Mughal overlords. Such 
complex layers of self-fashioning characterize many local kings during this 
period. Courtliness in India was in part an imitative behavior, which is to say 
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that courts responded to what other courts were doing, particularly those that 
were higher in status. At the Mughal court Rajput PDQDEGÃUs came into contact 
ZLWK�WKH�QHZHVW��PRVW�VRSKLVWLFDWHG�FXOWXUDO�WUHQGV��6RPH�RI�WKHVHނHVSHFLDOO\�LQ�
WKH�ILHOGV�RI�SDLQWLQJ�DQG�DUFKLWHFWXUHނWKH\�EURXJKW�KRPH��DGDSWLQJ�WKH�VW\OHV�
in creative ways to serve their own needs. *XQís were also shared among courts, 
and in many cases (for example, miniature painting) imperial and local registers 
of cultural production were in dialogue.

Different rulers at different moments made their own cultural choices, and it is 
in some cases possible to theorize the complex political meanings of  (p.170) 
these choices. An older style of art-historical scholarship on Rajput-Mughal 
relationships was too prone to equate the choice of Indic subject matter at 
regional courts with a traditionalist or rebellious political stance.7 More recently, 
hybridity and the fact of cultural interchange are the starting point for more 
nuanced analyses. For instance, it is mechanical and reductionist to view as a 
narrowly Hindu, local, or traditionalist decision the commissioning by the Mewar 
.LQJ�5DQD�-DJDW�6LQJK��Uށ����������RI�D�PRQXPHQWDO 5ÃPÃ\DאD painting series, 
as was once the scholarly consensus. For one thing, the 5ÃPÃ\DאD, a rich 
storehouse of kingly rhetoric since the classical period, had been recently 
appropriated as a Mughal political idiom under Akbar, who ordered a 
magnificently illustrated translation into Persian during the 1590s. Illustrated 
manuscripts of the 5ÃPÃ\DאD were not an ancient art form hearkening back to 
classical times. They were a new, early modern style inaugurated by a Muslim 
emperor. Jagat Singh was acutely aware of the recent commissions at the 
Mughal court, and he may also have been responding to Shah Jahan's 
contemporary %ÃGVKÃKQÃPDK, a similarly illustrated work of history that 
forcefully proclaimed the stature of the emperor and his Timurid lineage. The 
visual culture at Mewar was thus critically in dialogue with Mughal trends, even 
in its commissioning of ostensibly Hindu subject matter.8 And sometimes, as with
UíWL literature, it was Muslim kings who played a leading role in inaugurating new 
but distinctly Indian cultural styles.

One major concern of this chapter is to explore the multilayered cultural 
semiotics available to a Rajput court in Mughal India, especially with respect to 
the cultivation of literary taste. Although it may not always be a clear-cut matter 
to disentangle local Rajasthani from translocal Braj practices, it seems that the 
older ballads and oral traditions of western India were no longer fully adequate 
for enunciating the kingly prestige of a Mughal PDQDEGÃU. During almost the 
same period, Joachim du Bellay, writing under the French monarchy, called upon 
his fellow poets to abandon the rustic French genres then current, in favor of a 
refined, neoclassical style:

Read and, most important, reread, O future poet! Leaf through, day and 
night, the pages of Greek and Latin models, and leave off writing these old 
French rhymes of the flowery games from Toulouse and the literary 
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assemblies of Rouen, the rondels, ballads, Virelais, royal chants, songs and 
other frivolities that only corrupt the taste of our language, or worse bear 
witness to our ignorance.9

New times require new literatures. Under the new conditions of Mughal imperial 
rule Rajput literary patronage would also be transformed, although western 
Indian courts did not so much abandon earlier traditions as foster a  (p.171) 
palimpsest of styles and genres. Nonetheless, under new political and social 
pressures within the highly refined and stratified Mughal system, regional kings 
sought ways of marking distinction within the early modern cultural field.10 One 
was to adopt the new style of classicism that now goes by the name of UíWL
literature. 5íWL poetry became essential at most of the leading subimperial courts 
from the second half of the seventeenth century onward.

To try to make sense of this complex transformation, I present three case studies 
of its adoption: at Amber, Marwar, and Bundi. Able to draw on the royal 
precedents of Sanskrit NÃY\D in a new vernacular idiom, UíWL writers were ideally 
suited to articulate the cultural and political aspirations of early modern courts. 
We will be analyzing the UíWL movement as a timely strategy of Rajput courtliness 
and, moreover, a critical tool for the expression of Rajput identity during the 
Mughal period, while also situating it in a larger context of royal self-expression 
from the Sanskrit and Persian traditions. Understanding the relationship 
between Mughal and Rajput engagements with this literary culture is another 
aim. At the same time, we will learn something about the mechanisms for the 
diffusion of UíWL poetry and scholarship well beyond North India, and indeed well 
beyond the royal court.

Brajbhasha Literary Patronage at the Amber Court
As in the Mughal case, it is not easy to pinpoint exactly how and when the 
patronage of Braj poets became à la mode at Rajput courts, but it makes good 
sense that Amber (modern Jaipur) should have been one of the pioneers. The 
Kachhwahas of Amber played a leading role in the consolidation of Rajput 
DOOLDQFHV�ZLWK�WKH�0XJKDO�VWDWH�IURP�WKH�WLPH�RI�%KDUPDO�.DFKKZDKD��Uށ������
73), who brokered an alliance with Akbar and became the first of the Rajput 
kings to offer a daughter in marriage to a Mughal emperor, initiating a highly 
effective mode of political accommodation that would prove consequential for 
the success of the empire. The court does not definitively enter the literary 
UHFRUG�XQWLO�D�ODWHU�JHQHUDWLRQ��KRZHYHU��GXULQJ�WKH�UHLJQ�RI�0DQ�6LQJK��U������ށ
1614), who became Akbar's leading Rajput general and arguably the most 
powerful Hindu of his day.11 Already in this early period there were signs in both 
Sanskrit and vernacular languages of the classicism that would come into vogue 
in Rajput courts in the next century. Man Singh sponsored several works in 
Sanskrit: the 0ÃQDSUDNÃĝD of Murari Dasa, an idealized biography of the king, 
and Harinatha's .ÃY\ÃGDUĝD�PÃUMDQD and 6DUDVYDWLNDאKÃEKDUDאD�PÃUMDQD, 
commentaries on authoritative treatises by two great Sanskrit poeticians, 
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Dandin and Bhoja, indicators of an interest in literary theory at the court.12 Man 
Singh's  (p.172) connections to Brajbhasha literary culture in particular can be 
traced both through Mughal ties and more locally. Several Braj poets of his 
period, including Gang and Keshavdas, glorify Man Singh in their poetry.13 Two 
major vernacular works of SUDEDQGKD�NÃY\D, variously labeled 0ÃQFDULW and 

0ÃQFDULWUÃVR, were commissioned at Amber and are harbingers of the UíWL
efflorescence to come. The first, composed by Amrit Rai in 1585, is somewhat 
more Rajasthani in its linguistic features (with a sprinkling of verses in 
Apabhramsha); the second, a later but undated work by Narottam from perhaps 
1600, is written in a combination of Rajasthani and Brajbhasha, with the 
addition of a few strategically-placed Sanskrit couplets.14 The diversity in these 
two works alone underscores that early Amber court poets did not consciously 
adopt Braj to the exclusion of Rajasthani (or indeed Sanskrit). The two 

prabandhas have the same general concerns, but Narottam's 0ÃQFDULW exhibits 
greater thematic range and is an especially fascinating early instance of the new 
style of Rajput historical literature. In its combining of the rich literary registers 
of high NÃY\D and SUDĝDVWL with a vivid, quasi-realistic account of the vicissitudes 
of a Mughal PDQDEGÃU, the work bears comparison to the more lavishly 
executed 9íUVLKGHYFDULW of Keshavdas, written a few years later.

Periodically, this study has turned to the question of the beginnings of UíWL
literature, first positing Keshavdas of Orchha as a compelling candidate while 
recognizing his indebtedness to recent bhakti trends. The previous chapter 
highlighted some telling signs of the role of Muslim emperors in one of North 
India's critical moments of vernacular literary inauguration. The Amber court is 
also significant. In a NDYL�SUDĝDVÃ from the opening of Narottam's work, the 
poet signals his own sense of literary history:

Many poets have inhabited the earth, consider them to be gods.
Nobody is the equal of Vyasa. Revere Kalidasa.
Bring to mind Vararuchi, clever Magha; remember Bilhana
and Jayadeva, whose devotion was rewarded with a vision of the lord.
Immortal is the name of Govardhana.
Chand [Bardai] created vernacular poetry.
I worshipped them all and, receiving their grace (SÃL\D�SUDVÃGX),
I have recounted the virtues of Man Singh in a biography.15

Narottam Kavi, like Keshavdas, was very much aware of the Sanskrit NÃY\D past. 
Unlike Keshavdas, however, he does not mark the transition to vernacular poetry 
with himself, but instead with an earlier poet from his own region: Chand 
Bardai, the eponymous author of the 3פWKYíUÃM�5ÃVR. This is a more local 
perspective on vernacular literary beginnings from a western Indian court at 
nearly the same time; the important point is that for both  (p.173) authors the 
transition from Sanskrit to Bhasha literature was a monumental occurrence.
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As noted in chapter 1, the beginning of UíWL OLWHUDWXUH�ZDV�QRW�D�SRLQW�EXWފ�D�
ORQJLVK�OLQH�7ދ�KDW�OLQH�FDQ�DOVR�EH�H[WHQGHG�LQ�WKH�GLUHFWLRQ�RI�WKH�.DFKKZDKD�
court at Amber. The near simultaneity of Narottam's 0ÃQFDULW with Keshavdas's 

9íUVLKGHYFDULW is striking and is probably no accident. Bir Singh Deo and Man 
Singh not only knew each other but also were neighbors on the Yamuna 
riverfront when resident in Agra.16 These two Mughal PDQDEGÃUs were key 
patrons of a new NÃY\D idiom that was coming into being at regional courts. No 
other work of Narottam is extant, and there is no good reason to believe he ever 
wrote one, since he is otherwise quite detailed about signaling his literary 
mission in his introduction.17 Keshavdas, it turns out, lived on in literary 
memory, whereas Narottam was promptly forgotten except at his own court.

The single surviving copy of Narottam's 0ÃQFDULW was prepared at the request of 
0LU]D�5DMD�-DL�6LQJK��U�18���ށ������ during whose reign UíWL literature reached 
prodigious heights of acclaim and commanded new levels of royal support. The 
preservation of the 0ÃQFDULW is only one indication of Jai Singh's interest in the 
typically UíWL subjects of kingly representation and classicism. Like his great-
grandfather Man Singh, Jai Singh was a spectacularly successful politician and 
general who led many important expeditions under Shah Jahan and 
Aurangzeb.19 Maintaining poets and other court professionals such as royal 
genealogists had been a long-standing practice in western India and Jain 
communities had been avid manuscript collectors since medieval times,20 but 
several signs point to a greater formalization of traditions at the courts of this 
period. Written texts increasingly supplemented earlier oral practices and 
Rajput rulers exhibited a new interest in the development of libraries, probably 
as a result of Mughal influence.21 Perhaps some Mughal librarians migrated to 
regional courts, for many books bear indications of imperial practice, including 
Hijri dates and markings with a Persian seal. The earliest records of the Amber 
library (later to become the Jaipur SRWKíNKÃQD, or royal archive) date from the 
time of Jai Singh, but he inherited manuscripts from an earlier period.22

Regardless, this new interest in literacy and book culture must have been one 
factor in the turn toward patronizing formal works of Braj NÃY\D, SUDĝDVWL, 
history, and literary theory.

Jai Singh's literary and scholarly patronage was not confined to a single 
language. He robustly supported both Sanskrit and Brajbhasha poets. Sanskrit 
and Hindi learning begin to flourish in the region; this emphasis on written texts 
and classicism was a new orientation in Rajput literature. Jai  (p.174) Singh 
established a Sanskrit college in far away Banaras, to which he sent his sons for 
their education; he also convened a SD֖אLWVDEKÃ (assembly of scholars) at 
Amber. Numerous works of ĝÃVWUD and literature were collected in the 

SRWKíNKÃQD during this period, including manuscripts of the Sanskrit poets 
Kalidasa and Shri Harsha, as well as Sanskrit commentaries on and Hindi 
translations of the classics.23 More germane to this discussion is the illustrated 
manuscript of Keshavdas's 5DVLNSUL\Ã that was commissioned by Mirza Raja Jai 
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Singh's Queen Chandravatji in 1639, evidence of the court's interest in UíWL
literature.24

When it comes to Brajbhasha literary patronage, Jai Singh is famously associated 
with Biharilal, whose single surviving work, %LKÃUíVDWVDí (Bihari's collection of 
seven hundred verses, 1662?),25 is one of the pinnacles of UíWL poetry. Bihari's 
exquisite GRKÃs on varied themes, from contemplative Krishna devotion to 
contemporary politics, were composed with the highest degree of ingenuity and 
are recited with great enthusiasm even today.26 They were also frequently 
illustrated. Very little is known for a historical fact about Biharilal; his celebrity 
as a poet has made him legend-prone. In a spurious Braj biography, the 

%LKÃUíYLKÃU (Peregrinations of Bihari), the famous UíWL author is said to have 
learned Persian and to have attracted the notice of Shah Jahan.27 Whether or not 
these details of exposure to Persian and the Mughal court are true of Biharilal, 
they are certainly true of his patron Jai Singh, and it is not farfetched to suppose 
WKDW�%LKDULނWKH�SRHW�RI�D�OHDGLQJ PDQDEGÃUނZDV�IDPLOLDU�ZLWK�WKH�ZD\V�RI�WKH�
imperial court.28

Although the poet himself was inordinately stingy with autobiographical detail 
and the veracity of legends is difficult to assess, the historical record can be 
filled in somewhat by a more voluble UíWL poet from the following generation: 
Biharilal's nephew Kulapati Mishra, who also served the Amber court. Kulapati 
ZDV�WXWRU�WR�-DL�6LQJK
V�VXFFHVVRU��5DP�6LQJK��Uށ�����������DQGނDV�ZLWK�
.HVKDYGDVނWKHUH�LV�LQWULJXLQJ�HYLGHQFH�RI�WKLV�%UDKPDQ�SRHW
V�PHQWRUVKLS�RI�
some of the palace women.29 The figure of Keshavdas may be salient for other 
reasons, too: in Kulapati's 6DJUÃPVÃU (Nature of war, 1676), a Bhasha 

prabandha based on the 0DKÃEKÃUDWD, the poet makes the following tantalizing 
remarks:

Saluting my grandfather, the prominent poet Keshav Keshavray,
,�WHOO�WKH�VWRU\�RI�WKH�%KÃUDWD��ZDU���FRPSRVLQJ�LW�LQ�YHUQDFXODU�YHUVH�
.DYLYDUD�PÃWÃPDKD�VXPDUL��NHVDX�NHVRUÃ\D
.DKR�NDWKÃ�EKÃUDWWKD�Ní��EKÃÃ�FKDQGD�EDQÃ\D30

Much ink has been spilled over the interpretation of this verse, which also 
relates to an early twentieth-century debate over whether Biharilal was 
Keshavdas's  (p.175) father. The crux of the matter is a deep uncertainty about 
how to interpret the second half of the first line of the GRKÃފ��.HVDXދ��L�H���
.HVKDY��DQGފ�.HVRUÃ\Dދ��L�H���.HVKDYUD\��DUH�ERWK�ZHOO�DWWHVWHG�VLJQDWXUHV�RI�
Keshavdas, and it seems likely that Kulapati does indeed refer to the Keshavdas 
here. What other person of that name could have merited the designation 

kavivara (prominent poet) during this period? Elsewhere in his <XNWLWDUDJLQí
(River of reason, 1686), the Braj poet pays homage to both Biharilal and 
Keshavdas (among other literary predecessors) and, not surprisingly, 5DVLNSUL\Ã
was a major influence on Kulapati's work.31 A few of the gotra (lineage) details 
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do not quite add up, however, and some scholars reject the idea that Keshavdas 
was Bihari's father and Kulapati's grandfather.32 A three-generation commitment 
to court poetry on the part of the Mishra family is not only reasonable but 
entirely likely, but that is insufficient grounds to establish the relationship 
beyond the shadow of a doubt. Some Bundeli dialectal forms have been noticed 
in the poetry of both Keshavdas and Bihari, underscoring the links between the 
two poets as well as the importance of this specific region as the original 
nucleus for UíWL literary culture.33 His lineage aside, Bihari's surviving work is in 
many respects sui generis: he did not write a major prabandha and was one of 
the rare court poets who ignored the UíWLJUDQWK genre. The interpretation of his 
work nonetheless depends on the system of classical poetics that was central to 

UíWL literature.34 Perhaps some of Bihari's work was lost, or perhaps the literary-
theory gene skipped a generation, for the oeuvre of his nephew Kulapati Mishra 
includes both high NÃY\D and ĝÃVWUD and is thus far more consonant with that of 
Keshavdas.

Kulapati provides a good reason for why this should be the case when he 
mentions his guru, who was none other than Jagannatha Panditaraja, the famous 
Sanskrit intellectual who attended the court of Shah Jahan.35 It is fitting that 
Jagannatha should be considered the last major literary theorist in the Sanskrit 
tradition.36 The baton of Sanskrit learning was in the process of being passed to 
vernacular writers, one of whom was his very own student. While Jagannatha is 
celebrated for his Sanskrit learning, Kulapati Mishra wrote not one word in the 
language of the gods, even though he must have had an excellent classical 
education. Like Keshavdas before him, he devoted himself entirely to Bhasha 
writing.

Several remarks from his Rasrahasya (The secret of literary emotion, 1670), a 
Braj treatise on aesthetics that closely follows the Sanskrit compendium 

.ÃY\DSUDNÃĝD, provide a window onto his literary milieu and motivations. In the 
opening to the work, he explains its patronage circumstances:

We used to sit in the Victory Palace discussing vernacular poetry. The 
Kurma37 SULQFH�5DP��6LQJK��JDYH�D�GLUHFWLYH� I�DOO�WKH�SRHWLF  (p.176),ފ�
strategies manifested in Sanskrit were converted into Bhasha, everybody 
would understand the ways of rasa38ދ�

When Keshavdas introduced himself to his readers in the .DYLSUL\Ã, his choice of 
a vernacular medium was profoundly noteworthy, even slightly distressing to 
him. In contrast, Kulapati speaks nonchalantly about Bhasha poetry, which was 
now evidently a field in its own right, or at least something that one took the 
trouble to discuss (EKÃÃNDYLWD�YLFÃUD). Still, for Kulapati Mishra's generation 
vernacularization was very much an ongoing process, perhaps even a special 
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mission. In his colophon, he again stresses that he is making available the 
scholarship of Mammata for a community of Hindi readers:

I have articulated in Bhasha all of the components of poetry discussed by 
Mammata, compiling them in The Secret of Literary Emotion.39

While the transition to the vernacular continued over many years, with both 
Sanskrit and Braj intellectuals being accorded patronage at Rajput courts, from 
the middle of the seventeenth century something new and irrevocable was 
happening in Indian intellectual life: Bhasha scholars were gaining ground. 
Elsewhere Kulapati mentions that EKÃÃ�NDYLs (vernacular poets) were present 
at Ram Singh's coronation, signaling that they were now among the expected 
court professionals at Amber.40 This would soon be the case in Rajput courts 
everywhere.

Jaswant Singh: Maharaja of Marwar and 5íWL�ÂODNÃULND
The new cachet for vernacular scholarship and literature in Rajput settings from 
the mid-seventeenth century is exemplified perhaps nowhere better than in the 
ILJXUH�RI�-DVZDQW�6LQJK��Uށ�����������&URZQHG�DW�WKH�WHQGHU�DJH�RI�HOHYHQ�DQG�D�
half in defiance of the regnal claims of his elder brother, Amar Singh, Jaswant 
Singh was not only the Maharaja of Marwar (Jodhpur) but also a leading 

PDQDEGÃU and general in the Mughal army (figure 5.1). Like Mirza Raja Jai 
Singh, he served under both Shah Jahan and Aurangzeb and was rewarded with 
generous honors and promotions. The maharaja's relationship with Aurangzeb 
was somewhat rocky, not least because he supported Dara Shikoh in the war of 
succession, but overall he remained a close ally of the Mughals throughout his 
career, playing a critical role in countless military initiatives, particularly in the 
northwest and in the Deccan. It is not, however, his soldierly persona that 
concerns us here, but rather his poetic persona and what  (p.177) it reveals 
about the widespread adoption of UíWL literary trends by Rajput courts in this 
period.

Whether Jaswant Singh was truly a gifted writer or had gifted ghost-writers we 
will never know, but he is credited with an extensive Braj oeuvre, as well as a 
couple of works in Sanskrit.41 Some exhibit a metaphysical bent: a treatise on 
Vedanta known as ÂQDQGYLOÃV, as well as Brajbhasha translations of the *íWÃ and 

Prabodhacandrodaya. The king's most important work by far, however, is his 

%KÃÃEKĭDא (Ornament to the vernacular, c.1660), a masterful manual on 
figures of speech that epitomizes the new UíWL textual orientation at regional 
courts. The work was nothing short of a bestseller in premodern India, and is 
still viewed as a classic of the UíWL style. More than fifty manuscripts of the 

%KÃÃEKĭDא are attested in those North Indian libraries whose collection 
development began during the early modern period, and the text's popularity 
was significant since it inspired at least six commentaries.42
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figure 5.1  Portrait of Maharaja Jaswant 
Singh seated with nobles, c. 1645

Photo © Victoria and Albert Museum, 
London

As was the norm with UíWL writers, Jaswant Singh based his vernacular text on 
Sanskrit sources while giving his work an elegant new Braj flair. The main 
classical antecedents are Jayadeva's &DQGUÃORND (thirteenth century) and a 
sixteenth-century reworking of its DODNÃUD section by Appayya Dikshita: the 

.XYDOD\ÃQDQGD. In the colophon, the king is both aware of and highly articulate 
about the kind of work he is writing, and for whom it is intended:

 (p.178) Looking at 
the Sanskrit texts,
I have given shape to 
their ideas in the 
YHUQDFXODUޔ�
I have written this 
innovative work for the 
kind of person who is
scholarly, skilled in 
Bhasha, and clever 
with the literary arts.43

Whereas just a half-century 
prior the very collocation 
��ZRXOGދKDVKD%ފ��DQGދVNLOOHGފ
have been perceived as an 
oxymoron, here suddenly was a 
new type of work (grantha 
QDYíQD) written for an implied audience (WÃKL�QDUD�NH�KHWD ޔ���GHILQHG�LQ�WHUPV�
of its association with vernacular expertise. The %KÃÃEKĭDא is as neoclassical 
as any text of its day, but note the self-confident tone: Jaswant Singh mentions 
his Bhasha literary community with a sense of pride. A better sense of the 
literary activities of this court will emerge only with further research but one 
recent study credits Jaswant Singh with the patronage of fourteen writers, and 
the poet Vrind is widely held to have made his literary debut at Jodhpur.44 One 
thing is clear: the colophon of the %KÃÃEKĭDא is a far cry from the type of 
recusatio45 about vernacular slow-wittedness seen in Keshavdas's .DYLSUL\Ã.46

Alive to the rich new possibilities of Bhasha intellectual life, Jaswant Singh does 
not belabor his lack of Sanskrit skill but on the contrary adopts a celebratory 
tone.

It is arresting that one of the premier UíWLJUDQWKs of the seventeenth century 
should be attributed to the maharaja of Jodhpur, one of North India's most 
powerful regional kings. Although sophisticated poets were doubtless important 
to courtly life in much of the premodern world,47 Jaswant Singh is a particularly 
good example of the deep investment of Indian royalty in aesthetic pursuits. This 
relationship cannot be reduced to the simplistic conception that rulers 
supported court poets out of kingly duty, or that poets through their writings 
merely served the ideological aims of their patrons. What Sheldon Pollock 
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FULWLTXHV�DVފ�OHJLWLPDWLRQ�WKHRU\ދ�LV�QRW�DQ�DGHTXDWH�H[SODQDWLRQ�IRU�WKH�
enormous commitment to aesthetics among Indian kings.48 The Rajputs who 
served as Mughal PDQDEGÃUs had two classical literary traditions at their 
disposal: Sanskrit and Persian. Neither met their cultural needs entirely, but 
both nonetheless contributed to the development of Rajput courtly styles and to 
the rise of Brajbhasha as a refined literary idiom. Sanskrit NÃY\D and 

DODNÃUDĝÃVWUD, the most direct inspiration for UíWL poets, owed their origins and 
creative dynamism to centuries of courtly patronage, and had thus been deeply 
entwined with the personas of kings for more than a millennium. On the whole, 
the Persian literary styles adopted by the Mughal emperors were not a direct 
influence on the aesthetics or content of Rajput court poetry, but they were a 
general cultural model for the newly literate royalty and gentry of western India. 
In a climate where the emperor's education and the perceptions of his royal  (p.
179) integrity centered on his knowing the classics of Persian literature, 
composing and reciting Persian couplets marked one as a person of 
sophistication and learning, and Persian literati and historians were among the 
most honored members of the court, the Rajput kings would have been inspired 
to foster literary elegance in their own settings.

Whether drawing on the older Sanskrit idiom or the newer Persian one, 
literature was one of the cornerstones of Indian court culture in the early 
modern period.49 The literary arts brought grandeur, dignity, and beauty to 
courtly life, but they also helped to constitute the very atmosphere that made a 
court possible. Literature served rhetorical aims; it was educational; it also 
aided in the refinement of the nobility's moral and sensory faculties. That Indian 
treatises on statecraft enjoined kings to know as much about the composition 
and hermeneutics of classical literature as about military matters is more than a 
matter of passing curiosity. If kings were expected to rule justly, they were also 
expected to define cultural refinement. It is unsurprising that they should be 
patrons, commissioning important artistic and literary works, as well as viewing 
cultural performances. Not all the world's kings were expected to be writers or 
scholars, however. This element of learning was particularly stressed in South 
Asia. A list of kingly duties from a seventeenth-century Telugu treatise, the 

5Ã\DYÃFDNDPX, reads in places like an index to a work of rhetoric rather than a 
document about state policy. Among other subjects, a king is enjoined to know 
the nine rasas; the ten typological stages of love; and the canonical eighteen 
types of literary description. He must know the intricacies of figures of speech 
and metrics and how to steer clear of literary flaws. These same topics were 
central to the UíWLJUDQWKs produced in northern India in the same period. 
According to the 5Ã\DYÃFDNDPX��NLQJV�ZHUH�DOVR�H[SHFWHG�WRފ�VHDUFK�RXW�DQG�
patronize good poets who can teach poetry, drama, and poetics through both 
GHILQLWLRQ�DQG�H[DPSOHދ��JRRG�NLQJV�ZHUH�FRPIRUWDEOH�ZLWK�VHYHUDO�OLWHUDU\�
GLDOHFWV��WKH\�VKRXOG�EHJHW�WKHފ�VHYHQ�SURJHQ\ދ��RQH�RI�ZKLFK�LV�D�OLWHUDU\�
work.50 A crucial part of a prince's training was to cultivate his literary side; he 
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was to be molded into a connoisseur-king who could both appreciate and write 
poetry.

All of this helps explain why Jaswant Singh, king of Marwar, should have written 
(or be credited with) a treatise on DODNÃUDĝÃVWUD. Writing poetry and rhetoric 
was not a duty undertaken by all kings, to be sure, but it was fulfilled by 
surprisingly many. In fact, I would venture that with cosmopolitan cultural 
models available from both the Sanskrit and Persian traditions, South Asian 
kings moonlighted as poets and theoreticians of literature to a degree 
unprecedented in world history. An astounding number of Indian kings have 
been credited with works of literature or literary theory  (p.180) (or both): 
Harsha of Kannauj, Bhoja of Dhara, Rana Kumbha of Mewar, Krishnadeva Raya 
of Vijayanagara, Ibrahim Adil Shah II of Bijapur, Muhammad Quli Qutb Shah of 
*RONRQGD��,QGUDMLW�RI�2UFKKD��6DYDQW�6LQJK�RI�.LVKDQJDUKނWKH�OLVW�FRXOG�EHFRPH�
very long. Mughal royalty were no less active as writers: Babur composed a 
Divan in Turkish; he and Jahangir both wrote autobiographies; Humayun's sister 
Gulbadan Begum penned a biography of her brother.51 Jahangir's brother Danyal 
wrote Hindi poetry. Recall from chapter 4 how Abu al-Fazl praised Akbar's 

JXIWDQ�L�QDP and VKކLUí�\L�QXNWDK�VDQMí (poetic skill and literary-critical 
acumen).52 Even if kings did not always compose the poetry themselves but 
instead had their name ascribed to works written by others, Indian posterity 
somehow thinks they should have. In short, canonical models of Indian kingship 
stressed political and military might but were also profoundly concerned with 
literary culture.53

Jaswant Singh's court was also the site of an important development in Hindi 
historical writing that, like UíWL literature, was new for Rajput communities. There 
the Jain writer Mumhata Nainsi, who had also served under Jaswant Singh's 
SUHGHFHVVRU��5DMD�*DM�6LQJK��Uށ�����������UHVHDUFKHG�WKH�KLVWRU\�RI�WKH�UHJLRQ��
giving it a new formal shape in 1DLאVí�Uí�NK\ÃW �1DLQVL
V�FKURQLFOHށ�����������
Again, whereas Mughal influence may not have determined the language, style, 
or content of a new Indic genre, the general historicizing impulses of the Mughal 
state since Akbar's day made available a Persian model that contributed to the 
enrichment and in some cases retooling of more culturally resonant local 
historical practices.54 Nainsi's monumental work drew upon earlier genealogies 
and accounts of the bards of western and central India while implementing 
unprecedented documentary standards: a more chronological focus, new 
methods of ordering knowledge, and sophisticated negotiations between the 
truth claims of different sources. Significantly, Nainsi's source for the Bundela 
polity was the UÃMDYDĝD from Keshavdas's .DYLSUL\Ã, further evidence of the 
circulation of texts among PDQDEGÃUí courts in this period via diffusion 
mechanisms that we do not yet fully understand.55
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5íWL Literary Practices at Bundi
That new forms of history and classicism arose among the Rajputs during this 
period is amply illustrated in Bundi. Bundi came to prominence at the time of 
6XUMDQ�5DR�+DGD��Uށ�����������ZKRVH�WUHDW\�ZLWK�$NEDU�LQ������EURXJKW�WKH�
court into the Mughal ambit after the dispiriting loss of Ranthambhor Fort. As at 
Amber, the court patronized both Sanskrit and Brajbhasha poets. The  (p.181) 
career of Surjan Hada, for instance, was given lavish historical (if not entirely 
factual) treatment in Surjanacarita (Biography of Surjan, c. 1590), a Sanskrit 
NÃY\D by Chandrashekhara, court poet to the Hada rulers.56 Bundi enters Hindi 
OLWHUDU\�KLVWRU\�GXULQJ�WKH�UHLJQ�RI�5DMD�%KDR�6LQJK��Uށ�����������IRU�ZKRP�
Matiram Tripathi, the brother of Bhushan and Chintamani Tripathi, wrote his 

/DOLWODOÃP (Finest lover, c. 166057), a short treatise on DODNÃUDs and a classic 
example of a UíWL text that exhibits the courtly aspirations of a Rajput PDQDEGÃU.

The preamble to the work, which does not begin its ostensibly literary subject in 
earnest for several pages, is an assertive proclamation of Bundi's courtly 
grandeur. After formulaic invocations to Ganesha and Krishna, the poet embarks 
upon a EXQGí�YDUאDQD (description of Bundi), whose mission is to tell the reader 
about the opulence and beauty of the city in keeping with the norms of Sanskrit 
NÃY\D. The poet begins,

The city of Bundi is world famous, a center of happiness and wealth.
The Golden Age (satyayuga) reposes here, even in the Iron Age 
(kaliyuga).
In Bundi the people are clever, reading and listening attentively to 
WKH�9HGDV��3XUÃאDV�
and authoritative traditions; they are connoisseurs of singing, poetry, 
DQG�WKH�DUWVޔ�

The description elaborates on everything that makes Bundi a major center of 
culture: its architecture, painting and music, markets with purveyors of finely 
embroidered clothing, heart-ravishingly beautiful women, gardens, ponds, and 
song birds.58 Such descriptions are common in both Sanskrit and Braj courtly 
texts and must be viewed as indispensable to the UíWL enterprise.59 Matiram's 
GHVFULSWLRQV�DUH�VW\OL]HGނSRHWV�DUH�VXSSRVHG�WR�GHSLFW�WKH�JUDQGHXU�RI�UR\DO�
settings in accordance with classical norms60ނEXW�WKHUH�DUH�RIWHQ�D�IHZ�ORFDO�
inflections. Certainly UíWL poets proclaimed the stature of their courts in the here 
DQG�QRZ�E\�KLJKOLJKWLQJ�WKHLU�SDWURQVއ�FRQWULEXWLRQV�WR�FXOWXUH��OHDUQLQJ��DQG�the 
built environment.

The other passage of note in Matiram's preamble, similarly congruent with both 
textual and political trends elsewhere in North India during this time, is a 

YDĝÃYDOí (genealogy) of the Bundi kings. In a telescoped history of the dynasty, 
Matiram celebrates the exploits of each of his patron's ancestors in a 
combination of idealizing and more factual registers. Surjan Rao's son Bhoj 
+DGD��Uށ������������LV�VDLG�WR�KDYHފ�SURWHFWHG�WKH�KRQRU�RI�WKH�+LQGXV��
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UHQGHULQJ�ODPH�WKH�IRRW�RI�WKH�0XJKDO�(PSHURU
V�DXWKRULW\�7ދ�KH�JURXQGV�IRU�
Matiram's assertion are not further elaborated in the /DOLWODOÃP, although the 

0DއÃVˑLU�DO�XPDUÃ refers to a dispute that putatively arose when Jahangir sought 
to marry the daughter of Jagat Singh (Man Singh Kachhwaha's son).61

Elsewhere  (p.182) in the genealogy the exigencies of Mughal militarism loom 
ODUJH��DV�ZKHQ�5DWDQ�6LQJK�+DGD��Uށ����������LV�VDLG�WR�KDYHފ�SURVSHUHG�LQ�WKH�
MR\V�RI�LPSHULDO�EDWWOHVދ�RU�%KDR�6LQJK
V�IDWKHU��6DWUXVDO�+DGD��Uށ�����������ZKR�
died fighting for Dara Shikoh in the war of succession that broke out in 1658, 
�FLW\�RI��KHOG�KLV�JURXQG�RQ�WKH�EDWWOHILHOG��NQRZLQJ�LW�WR�EH�D�.VKDWUL\D�.DVKLފ
OLEHUDWLRQ�IRU�ZDUULRUV�62ދ�

The /DOLWODOÃP is most directly concerned with Bundi's present-day ruler, who is 
shown in a multifaceted light. The slightly cryptic title of the work appears to 
signal the concept of a ODOLWD�QÃ\DND (romantic hero) from Indian literary 
theory.63 This makes good sense for a work that is ostensibly about 
DODNÃUDĝÃVWUD, but it may also be a flattering gesture toward the patron, for 
whom Matiram actually uses the epithet ODOLWODOÃP in one verse.64 Perhaps he 
means to suggest that in the manner of a ODOLWD�QÃ\DND (and indeed, in the 
manner of many idealized kings from Sanskrit texts), Bhao Singh Hada is 
sophisticated, attractive to women, and knowledgeable in the ways of love. 
While the erotic verses generally cast Krishna in the role of the QÃ\DND rather 
than the king, Bhao Singh is in one case depicted playing Holi in a manner that 
strongly recalls Kavindracharya's portrayal of Shah Jahan.65 Such similarities in 
representation are not merely coincidental but are yet another instance of 
shared Rajput and Mughal cultural styles during this period.

Although crafted in a completely different idiom from a text like Shah Jahan's 
approximately contemporary %ÃGVKÃKQÃPDK, the /DOLWODOÃP is in its own way 
very much about contemporary history. This brings us to a special feature of this 

UíWLJUDQWK: political concerns are often at the core of its aesthetic logic. 
Matiram's definition verses are unremarkable, explicating the principal tropes 
from the Sanskrit literary imagination for the benefit of his patron, but some of 
the example poems do an entirely different kind of work, doubling as SUDĝDVWL
verses that feature Bhao Singh or, on occasion, one of his illustrious ancestors. 
Matiram's first example verse on the subject of the XSDPÃ (simile) sets the tone:

Diwan Bhao Singh is the one Rajput whose spirit
grows fourfold upon engaging in battle.
Matiram says, this is why the fame of Satrusal's son
spreads in the circles of kings.
The blazing heat of the Delhi sun has dried up the luster66

of Indian kings like water in a pond.
Under such conditions, all kingly pride (UÃYD�PDL�VDUDP) has 
contracted,
dissolving like salt in the ocean.67
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 (p.183) Here and elsewhere in the work, the king of Bundi is presented as a 
savior of Rajput sovereignty. Although the Sanskrit literary heritage upon which 
so much of UíWL�NÃY\D is based had many ways of giving voice to YíUD�UDVD, this 
verse and many others like it speak not of the timeless ideals of kingly classicism 
but of the here and now, getting to the heart of PDQDEGÃUí anxiety in Mughal 
India.

5íWL Political Culture
As these case studies show, UíWL genres became an integral part of PDQDEGÃUí
court culture from around the middle of the seventeenth century. Whether 
writing poetics manuals on the principal topics from Sanskrit DODNÃUDĝÃVWUD or 

SUDEDQGKD�NÃY\Ds on royal themes, Brajbhasha authors like Matiram in Bundi, 
and his close contemporaries Biharilal, Kulapati Mishra, and Jaswant Singh from 
the nearby courts of Amber and Marwar, were in an important sense carrying 
forward the classical past into the Mughal present. How are we to understand 
this extraordinary commitment to classical aesthetics, which was so intense that 
UíWL poetry was almost universally adopted by the courts of the day?

Neoclassicism had much to offer the Rajput patrons who adopted it as a literary 
style, both culturally and politically. When Brahman poets brought new types of 
high vernacular rhetoric into the purview of Rajput courts, they made the 
resources of a long-standing tradition of royal NÃY\D available for a new audience 
that was no longer universally familiar with the older language. Brajbhasha was 
unusually versatile as a linguistic medium because it could be refined like 
Sanskrit, without sacrificing broad comprehensibility. Formal UíWL ZRUNVނ
SDUWLFXODUO\�WKRVH�ZLWK�LQWHQVH�FRPSRXQGLQJނDUH�QRW�YHU\�GLVWDQW�LQ�UHJLVWHU�
from Sanskrit. Thus, adopting a vernacular idiom could allow for the elevated 
feel of classical NÃY\D and theoretical works while remaining responsive to the 
needs of a changing interpretive community. Although Rajput kings no doubt 
had the functional Persian required for participation in Mughal court life, 
Brajbhasha was more culturally relevant in their kingdoms than Persian could 
ever be. The new Braj genres brought elegance, entertainment, but also potent 
forms of erudition as well as vocabularies of political expression to the court. 
Mastering rasa theory, knowing the principles of poetic excellence, 
understanding the subtleties of QÃ\LNÃs, DODNÃUDs, and all the dimensions of 
ĝפJÃUD poetry were skills that distinguished a person of learning. As already 
suggested in the discussion of Vrind (chapter 4), poetry and DODNÃUDĝÃVWUD were 
EHDXWLIXO�OLWHUDU\�DUWV��EXW�WKH\�ZHUH�DOVR�SUHUHTXLVLWHVނHYHQ�FXOWXUDO�
WHFKQRORJLHVނRI�NLQJVKLS�EHFDXVH�WKH\�FRQWULEXWHG�WR�WKH�VHQVRU\��PRUDO��DQG�
literary education of the patron and other members of the court.

 (p.184) Regardless of the traditional ideas about rulers enunciated by Indian 
canons of GKDUPDĝÃVWUD (formal social and behavioral codes), such as the 
stipulation that they be of Kshatriya caste and thus somehow congenitally suited 
to kingly behavior, culture is by definition learned. And the acquisition of literary 
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culture, with all its emotional and ethical accoutrements, was a mission to which
UíWL poets were ideally equipped to contribute.68 The fact that the premier 
YHUQDFXODU�FRXUW�JHQUH�RI�WKH�GD\ނUíWLJUDQWKVނZHUH�OLWHUDOO\�KDQGERRNV�LV�
highly consequential in this regard. Kings were in a very real sense 
commissioning how-to manuals on courtliness.69 And many UíWL poets doubled as 
mentors who shared their cultural knowledge with the court.

Whatever overlay of ancient classicism characterizes UíWL textual culture, present-
day, local concerns were also articulated. Many UíWLJUDQWKs and prabandhas gave 
rhetorical shape to contemporary political power. In a day when the Mughal elite 
set the cultural and political agenda, Rajput royalty sought ways to exercise 
their own autonomy. We see in the texts of the time a strong genealogical 
imperative, which was a way of establishing their own pedigrees and claims over 
their regions but also a response to the system of Mughal rankings that helped 
to underwrite political success.70 The seventeenth century was precisely when 
prominent Rajput houses were consolidating their identity, moving away from an 
earlier, more open-status warlord ethos toward the closed aristocratic lineages 
normalized only in the early modern period. 5íWL texts, many of which contain 

YDĝÃYDOíV��DUWLFXODWHG�WKH�QHZފ�JHQHDORJLFDO�RUWKRGR[\ދ�RI�WKHLU�FRXUWV�71

Another response to Mughal power, albeit somewhat sporadic, was a new 
orientation toward history. The Braj and Rajasthani poets working in PDQDEGÃUí
courts took a different tack from their Persian counterparts. They were not 
annalists, documenting dates and details; rather, Braj poets generally wrote 
what I call enriched histories, informed by NÃY\D standards and enduring 
patterns of kingly protocol rather than attention to quotidian fact. 5íWL histories 
could be counter-histories as well, in which Rajput courts presented their own 
version of the story. Keshavdas's 5DWQDEÃYDQí, a narration of the Mughal 
takeover of his court radically different from that found in Mughal sources, is a 
case in point.72 The 0ÃQFDULW and the /DOLWODOÃP, in their own ways instances of 
Braj historical culture, are also filled with insights into the nature of Rajput 
political culture.73 It is highly significant that the UíWL genre of historical writing 
was almost completely absent from the Mughal repertoire in Brajbhasha but 
emerged as a powerful cultural technology at Rajput courts, an opportunity for 
textualizing and thereby processing the Mughal present, but also for the self-
narration of Rajput courtly pasts. The Mughals, for their part, wrote their pasts 
in Persian.

 (p.185) 5íWL poets were highly versatile and responsive to the various needs of 
Rajput rulers who served in the Mughal administration as PDQDEGÃUs. Their 
patrons were interested in UíWL literature because of its aesthetic attractions. 
They must also have been drawn to the types of political self-fashioning afforded 
by Braj texts, some elements of which stemmed from earlier forms of 
transregional Sanskrit court NÃY\D. Modern updates to the NÃY\D tradition that 
stressed bhakti sensibilities were also culturally resonant, given the Vaishnava 
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public persona of many Rajput polities. One does not want to be too mechanistic 
DERXW�DOO�WKLVނVRPHWLPHV�SRHWU\�LV�MXVW�SRHWU\��DIWHU�DOOނEXW�WKH�HQRUPRXV�
commitment to classicism, which could still be expressed through Sanskrit 
literary patronage but was increasingly channeled toward the support of UíWL
poets, augmented the dignity of Rajput courts, affiliating the rulers with ancient 
WUDGLWLRQV�RI�+LQGX�NLQJVKLS�ZKLOH�VHUYLQJ�DV�D�UHVSRQVH�WR�WKH�0XJKDOVއ�RZQ�
classical idiom in Persian.

For Rajputs, who generally did not host Persian scholars and poets at their 
courts, UíWL intellectuals working in Brajbhasha were also appreciated as an 
important class of court professionals. To write or to  (p.186) sponsor a 

UíWLJUDQWK betokened a king's participation in the sophisticated circles of the 

kavikul, which not only added status to the court but also helped to foster the 
development of vernacular intellectual life. All the courts of the day were 
sponsoring short poetry manuals but Rajput kings were the most likely to 
patronize complex works of UíWL�ĝÃVWUD in Sanskritized style, such as the 

Rasrahasya of Kulapati Mishra. Learned discourse of this type would naturally 
have been of greatest relevance outside the Mughal court where the Hindu, and 
increasingly Hindi, intelligentsia held sway. As R. S. McGregor has suggested, a 
high Braj prose style grew up in North India from the seventeenth century 
EHFDXVH�LW�VHUYHGފ�DV�D�PHDQV�RI�FRPPXQLFDWLRQ�EHWZHHQ�+LQGX�FRXUWV��DQG�
educated Hindu speakers of different local Western Hindi dialects, in much the 
same way as modern standard Hindi now unites educated speakers of all the 
UHJLRQDO�GLDOHFWV�RI�+LQGL74ދ�

Who Sponsored 5íWL Poets First, the Mughals or the Rajputs?
The question of how Brajbhasha took root at Rajput courts bears further 
reflection. Based on the linguistic logic of today's subcontinent, where Hindi has 
become Hindu language, it is common sense to assume that Hindu Rajputs 
transmitted UíWL literary trends to the Mughal court. They, one might assume, 
were the principal users of Hindi dialects, not the Mughals. We do know that 
Man Singh Kachhwaha, the leading Hindu ruler of his generation, was an early 
sponsor of vernacular NÃY\D in a royal idiom. Keshavdas, who similarly served a 
Rajput statesman of great importance, wrote his last work in a Mughal context, 
not his first one, again suggesting something potentially important about the 
direction of transmission. Jahangir reported in his memoirs that the Raja of 
0DUZDU��6XUDM�6LQJK��U��������WKH�JUDQGIDWKHU�RI�-DVZDQW�6LQJK��EURXJKW�����ށ�
a Hindi poet to court, whom he labeled as a local bard or Charan,75 another 
seeming indicator that the trajectory of this cultural contact was from Rajput to 
Mughal.

The process was almost certainly more interactive than this, however. The 
evidence for large-scale Rajput patronage of UíWL literature at courts outside of 
Bundelkhand is surprisingly scant for the period before 1650 (the mixed 
Rajasthani caritas patronized by Man Singh are not yet fully UíWL in their profile); 
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after this date, and quite suddenly, Braj poets can be traced at most of the 
subimperial courts. With the proviso that no monocausal account would explain 
something as complex as literary taste, one cannot help but be struck that the 

UíWL authors of the seventeenth century who worked in Rajput rather than 
Mughal contexts operated out of regional centers that were intimately tied to 
Mughal power, whether in Orchha, Amber, Jodhpur, or Bundi.76 They were, 
conspicuously, not to be found in Mewar, the court that was constantly rebelling 
against imperial authority. The Mewar court did sponsor a couple of illustrated 
manuscripts of vernacular works, including the spectacular Sahibdin 5DVLNSUL\Ã
dating to the 1630s (figure 2.2), but it was not a major contributor to the 
development of Braj courtly literature, commissioning not a single original work 
of the UíWLJUDQWK genre. The court did offer patronage to one Braj poet late in the 
UHLJQ�RI�5DM�6LQJK��ށ���������WKH�-DLQ�DVFHWLF�0DQ�.DYL��ZKRVH 5ÃMYLOÃV is a 
major prabandha on the life of the king composed between 1677 and 1680. Raj 
Singh also sponsored a few Rajasthani works. Mostly, however, the Mewar court 
followed an older pattern of Sanskrit literary patronage during the seventeenth 
century, which accords well with their nostalgia for pre-Mughal building 
practices.77 The inaugural works of UíWL literature come from places with close 
ties to the Mughals, a pattern that only makes sense if UíWL literature was as an 
integral part of imperial and PDQDEGÃUí court culture.

,W�PD\�VHHP�FRXQWHULQWXLWLYHނHYHQ�SUHSRVWHURXVނWR�+LQGL�VFKRODUV�RI�WRGD\��but 
the substantial evidence presented here suggests that the leading courts of the 
mid-seventeenth century adopted UíWL practices because they were exposed to 
formal Braj styles through Mughal contact. Whereas evidence for the Rajput 
cultivation of UíWL poetry is scant before 1650, the evidence for it in Mughal 
contexts is ample. To recapitulate just a few highlights from chapter 4, Birbal 
wrote Braj poetry under the WDNKDOOXފ %UDKPDދ�DQG�ZDV�UHZDUGHG�E\�$NEDU�
ZLWK�WKH�WLWOHފ�.DYLUD\ދ��*DQJ�ZURWH SUDĝDVWLs to most of the princes and leading 

PDQDEGÃUs of his  (p.187) day; three lost UíWLJUDQWKV�DUH�DVVRFLDWHGނLQ�WKLV�
FDVH�VRPHZKDW�QHEXORXVO\ނZLWK�WKH�FRXUW�RI�$NEDU��WKH�DWWULEXWHG�RHXYUH�RI�
Rahim, a leading Mughal general, epitomizes both bhakti and UíWL themes of the 
late sixteenth century; Abu al-Fazl goes out of his way to mention a class of texts 
on QÃ\LNÃEKHGD in his ÂݷއíQ�L�DNEDUí; Keshavdas, who specifically references 
Jahangir's knowledge of QÃ\LNÃEKHGD, may have visited the Mughal court and 
was in contact with Birbal much earlier, prior to the latter's death in 1586; 
Rahim's son Iraj Shahnawaz Khan is the probable patron of Keshavdas's last 
work, -DKÃQJíUMDVFDQGULNÃ. Moreover, the next UíWL poet to emerge after 
.HVKDYGDVނDQG�WKLV�LV�SDUWLFXODUO\�KDUG�WR�H[SODLQ�XQOHVV�RQH�FRQVLGHUV UíWL
OLWHUDWXUH�D�0XJKDO�SUDFWLFHނZDV�6XQGDU��D�FRQILGDQW�DQG�WUXVWHG�DPEDVVDGRU�
of Emperor Shah Jahan, who was awarded titles and gifts for his Braj poetry. The 
other leading author of Braj DODNÃUDĝÃVWUD during that same period is 
Chintamani Tripathi, who was also extensively patronized by Indo-Muslim 
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nobility in both the Deccan and the north, and possibly by Emperor Shah Jahan 
himself.

The clustering of UíWL poets at the Mughal court during the late sixteenth century 
and the first decades of the seventeenth, and the near absence of records of UíWL
poets throughout western India during this time, at the very least demonstrates 
that Indo-Muslim patronage was foundational to rather than peripheral to the 
success of classical Hindi. It seems likely that the cachet accorded Brajbhasha 
poets by the Mughals made them in demand as JXQí in other contexts. 
Somewhere in the process of Mughal-Rajput alliance building and 
rapprochement poetry, not just politics, mattered. The evidence is of course 
limited and imperfect, and naturally some texts could be lost or still unavailable 
to scholars.78 But texts that really mattered, in early modern India at least, are 
XVXDOO\�WKH�RQHV�WKDW�KDYH�EHHQ�SUHVHUYHGނUHFRSLHG�RU�DW�OHDVW�PHQWLRQHG�E\�
later people. And we do have some consensus about the literary canon from 
premodern sources, especially from the NDYL�SUDĝDVÃ genre written by 
knowledgeable poets and intellectuals.

7KH�K\SRWKHVLV�RI�D�0XJKDO�5DMSXW�YHFWRUނWKDW UíWL literature was first seriously 
cultivated largely in Mughal circles79 and only afterward radiated out to 
VXELPSHULDO�FRXUWV�DFURVV�,QGLD��HYHQ�WKRVH�KRVWLOH�WR�WKH�0XJKDOVނDFFRUGV�ZHOO�
with related evidence about artistic practice and also with what we know about 
vernacular inauguration among Indo-Muslim communities from an earlier 
period. Although regional Indian painters were hired by the imperial atelier and 
contributed creatively to the development of Mughal painting idioms, the main 
trends were always set at Agra and Delhi, from where they spread to Rajput 
FRXUWVނQRW�WKH�RWKHU�ZD\�DURXQG��5DMSXW�OLEUDULHV��VXFK�DV�WKDW�DW�$PEHU��ZHUH�
inspired by Mughal practice. Why should a similar situation not  (p.188) obtain 
in the case of Braj court poetry? If this offends common-sense notions that Hindi 
must be Hindu, it is because that common sense is anachronistic, and largely 
based on nationalist thinking.

Indo-Muslim communities had already contributed many beginning points in 
Hindi literary history, not least of which is the first extant work of Avadhi 
literature: &DQGÃ\DQ by Maulana Daud.80 That they should also play a pivotal 
role in the invention and early development of the UíWLJUDQWK genre is fitting, 
since one function of these manuals was to be gateways into Indian literature for 
non-specialists. Although most of the content of Braj UíWLJUDQWKs derives from 

DODNÃUDĝÃVWUD, a thousand-year-old tradition of Sanskrit literary theory, the 

UíWLJUDQWK IRUPނD�WUXQFDWHG��UHODWLYHO\�VLPSOH�ZRUN�RQ��XVXDOO\��D�VLQJOH�WRSLF�RI�
literary theory (whether QÃ\LNÃs or rasas or DODNÃUDs), as opposed to a complex, 
ZLGH�UDQJLQJ�VFKRODUO\�GLVFXVVLRQނDWWDLQHG�SURPLQHQFH�RQO\�LQ�WKH�HDUO\�
modern period, with significant impetus from Muslim patrons. Indeed, the first 
independent QÃ\LNÃEKHGD work in the Sanskrit tradition, Bhanudatta's 

5DVDPD³MDUí (Bouquet of literary emotion, c. 1500), was probably commissioned 
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by the Nizam Shah of Ahmednagar, which puts the very invention of the genre in 
an Indo-Muslim patronage context.81 The &KKDQG�FKKDQGÃQ and %KÃYއR�EKHG (on 
metrics and rhetoric, respectively) of the Sufi writer Khub Muhammad Chishti 
����� �DUH�TXDVL UíWLJUDQWKs in Old Gujarati, a dialect closely related to�����ށ
Braj.82 It seems highly plausible that Muslim communities were the force behind 
the early adoption of the signature Hindi genre of Mughal-period courts, even if 
Hindu communities later developed it into a major vehicle of intellectual life.

The Brajbhasha Kavikul
Regardless of exactly how it all started, the spread of the UíWL�NDYLNXO was both 
astonishing and far-reaching. If one could take a snapshot of Indian courtly life, 
it would reveal that just about every king in the north and several in the Deccan 
had UíWL poetry in his cultural repertoire by the turn of the eighteenth century 
(see map 2). Mughal and Rajput elites regularly sponsored Braj writers, and a 
growing network of itinerant poets transmitted literary styles and techniques 
from court to court. Since cultural historians of India know so little about the 
functioning of premodern literary communities, it is worth trying to reconstruct 
some of this picture, with the usual caveat that the data are unsatisfactory 
(although in this case not impossibly scarce).

A compelling designation that aptly encompasses both the classicism of UíWL poets 
and the dynamism of their circulation is a term they used themselves:  (p.189) 
kavikul. This collocation of kavi, poet, and kul, family, gestures toward an 
important, if little discussed, mechanism of community formation in the 
premodern period. The word is of Sanskrit origin, but it took on a new 
importance for Braj writers of the Mughal era. Early scholars of Bhasha 

DODNÃUDĝÃVWUD, including Kriparam and Keshavdas, were already using the 
term,83 and for later theorists it became a demonstrably central concept. Kavikul
can refer to both a conceptual and a physical community. In carefully 
researching and crafting their texts, UíWL poets were in dialogue with their 
literary forefathers from the Sanskrit tradition, a kavikul of bygone days: they 
were deeply invested in the formulations of DODNÃUDĝÃVWUD stretching back over 
a millennium and concerned with developing a new body of Brajbhasha theory 
that would hold poets to the older standards and methods of classical literary 
composition while still permitting vernacular innovation. Simultaneously, UíWL
writers were also in conversation with contemporary peers, which signals 
another aspect of the term kavikul: as Braj poets embraced new trends and an 
expanded range of patronage opportunities, they forged a new and highly self-
conscious vernacular community of poet-scholars.

This idea of a kavikul can in some cases be understood absolutely literally. Recall 
the family connections linking Bihari to Kulapati Mishra, and possibly even to 
Keshavdas. Presumably, once a poet established a foothold at a court, the 
chances were greater that one of his relatives could gain an entrée. Another 
notable case of a Brajbhasha kavikulނWKLV�RQH�VSHFWDFXODUO\�SHULSDWHWLFނLV�WKH�
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Tripathi family: Matiram Tripathi, Bhushan Tripathi, and Chintamani Tripathi, 
whom Hindi tradition remembers as brothers. Striking correspondences such as 
their birthplace (Tikvanpur, near modern Kanpur), connections between patrons, 
probable instances of textual borrowing, and the frequent juxtaposition of their 
names in premodern works confirm the reliability of the consensus on this 
point.84 Briefly tracing a few additional details about the lives and works of 
WKHVH�WKUHH�SRHWV��Dފ�kavikulދ�LQ�DQ�XOWUD�OLWHUDO�VHQVH��FDQ�VHUYH�DV�D�
springboard for further discussion of the other, more abstract notion of a kavikul
�WKH�H[WHQVLYH�FRPPXQLW\�RI�%UDM�FRXUW�SRHWV�WKDW�URVH�WR�SURPLQHQFH�LQނ
VHYHQWHHQWK�FHQWXU\�,QGLDނDQG�\LHOG�LQVLJKW�LQWR�KRZ�LW�IXQFWLRQHG�

Concerning Matiram, we know regrettably little with certitude. Once again, the 
Mughal portion of a UíWL poet's attributed oeuvre poses difficulty. A short 
collection of GRKÃs that goes by the name 3KĭOPD³MDUí (Bouquet of flowers) 
contains a colophon that claims the work to have been commissioned by 
-DKDQJLU��U��7���ށ������KH�ODVW�YHUVH�RI�D�ZRUN�LV�HDVLO\�LQWHUSRODWHG��KRZHYHU��
and such a provenance seems suspiciously early given Matiram's much more 
securely dated /DOLWODOÃP, which must have been written after 1658 since it 
mentions the succession struggle that began that year.85 His 5DVUÃM and 6DWVDí 
(p.190) are well substantiated as authentic but undated and undateable. The 
former is a major treatise on DODNÃUDĝÃVWUD, far more comprehensive (and less 
concerned with Mughal politics) than the /DOLWODOÃP that he wrote for Bhao 
Singh of Bundi. The 6DWVDí, which shares the same title and format as Biharilal's 
more famous poetry compilation, is an outstanding collection of seven hundred 

muktaka verses. Intriguingly, one of these is a tribute to the Maratha king 
Shivaji, the patron of Matiram's brother Bhushan; other verses from the same 
ZRUN�ODXG�RQHފ�%KRJQDWKދ��DERXW�ZKRP�QRWKLQJ�LV�NQRZQ��EXW�KH�LV�WKH�OLNHO\�
patron.86 An DODNÃUSD³FÃĝLNÃ (Fifty verses on ornament, 1690) is dedicated to 
Prince Jnancand of Kumaon, which suggests that he migrated north to the hills 
late in life.87 We can, in the end, confirm little about Matiram beyond the fact 
that he was a fine poet and literary theorist who traveled extensively; he also 
shows occasional interest in recording aspects of the political life of his day.

The historical record is slightly better preserved when it comes to Matiram's 
brother Bhushan, who is famous in the annals of Hindi literary history 
(especially nationalist literary history) as the Braj court poet of the Maratha king 
6KLYDML��Uށ�����������,Q�KLV�SULQFLSDO�ZRUN��WKH ĜLYUÃMEKĭDא (Ornament to King 
Shivaji), a UíWLJUDQWK on the subject of DODNÃUDs, Bhushan reveals how he joined 
the throng of JXQís who presented themselves at the court:

Shivaji built his capital there [at Raigarh], having defeated all the 
Turks.
He set his heart on acts of munificence,
and his fame spread throughout the world.
From every region talented men (JXQí) arrived, seeking favor.
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$PRQJ�WKHP�ZDV�D�SRHW�FDOOHG�%KXVKDQޔ�
Having listened carefully to good poets,
and understanding something of the path of poets (kachuka samujhi 
kavina ko pantha),
Bhushan was inspired to write poetry ornamented with figures of 
speech.
He composed the beautiful work Ornament to King Shivaji.

The last line contains an almost untranslatable play on the word EKĭDא, which 
simultaneously references the poet, the title of his book, and the DODNÃUDs of 
classical poetry.88

Bhushan wrote his ĜLYUÃMEKĭDא in the momentous year 1673 (the text is clearly 
GDWHG�E\�WKH�DXWKRU�KLPVHOIݷ���ZKHQ�SUHSDUDWLRQV�ZHUH�XQGHUZD\�IRU�6KLYDML
V�
coronation. One of this Deccan king's pivotal strategies for asserting his royal 
worthiness was to align himself with a transregional Rajput court culture that 
had developed over the preceding generations. Another concern was an ancestry 
problem that threatened to derail his coronation: Shivaji was  (p.191) not a 
Kshatriya as required by classical political thought. This proved not to be 
insuperable, however. Shivaji postponed the coronation until 1674 and hired 
Gaga Bhatt, a celebrated pandit, who was able to trace the Maratha king's 
ancestry back to the Sisodiyas of Mewar, the highest ranking Rajput clan.89

Knowledge of the king's genealogical obstacles lends a special significance to 
the YDĝÃYDOí of the Bhonsles (the Maratha family from which Shivaji hailed) 
that Bhushan provides in the opening to ĜLYUÃMEKĭDא and is yet further 
evidence, should it be needed, that UíWL literature was an important instrument of 
statecraft for regional kings of the day. Some highlights from Bhushan's 
genealogy of the Maratha king are as follows:

The solar race reigns, adorning the earth,
in which Lord Vishnu, slayer of the demon Kamsa,
took birth again and again.
A heroic king was born in that race,
who gave his head to Lord Shiva,
DQG�WKXV�WRRN�WKH�WLWOH6ފ�LVRGL\D90ދ�

In that family all the kings were graced by good fortune.
A protector of the earth was born among them,
WKH�JUHDW�0DO�0DNDUDQG�>0DORML��6KLYDML
V�JUDQGIDWKHU@ޔ�
He was a close companion of the Nizam Shah [of Ahmednagar],
D�SLOODU�RI�WKH�'HYDJLUL�IRUWޔ�
Bhushan says, To him was born King Shahji, an ornament to the 
world;
DOO�WKH�NLQJV�UHPDLQHG�LQ�IHDU�RI�KLP�GD\�DQG�QLJKWޔ�
Just as Rama was the son of Dasharatha, and Krishna of Vasudeva,
So the illustrious king Shivaji was born of Shahji.
When Shivaji was born, Brahmans and gods delighted,
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the kaliyuga was over,
the arrogance of the mlecchas was checked.
The very day he graced this earth,
WKH�%KRQVOH�FUXVKHG�WKH�VSLULW�RI�KLV�HQHPLHVޔ�
%KXVKDQ�VD\V��,W�ZDV�FKLOG
V�SOD\�IRU�KLP�WR�YDQTXLVK�IRUWVޔ�
In his boyhood, he captured Bijapur and Golkonda,
with the onset of youth he conquered the emperor of Delhi.91

Taking some cues, it seems, from his brother Matiram, court poet to the Bundi 
kings, Bhushan goes on to give an elaborate, idealizing description of Shivaji's 
capital at Raigarh in the familiar QDJDUD�YDUאDQD genre. The opening verse 
stresses the grandeur of Shivaji's fort at Raigarh (figure 5.2), as impressive as it 
was impregnable:

 (p.192) The court of Shivaji, son of Shahji, was splendid as Indra's.
Bhushan says, seeing its riches, Kubera felt ashamed.
Raigarh encompasses all three worlds.
The water of its moats reaches down to the netherworld;
the fort towers above, illuminated by the luster of the heavens.92

Bhushan then begins his treatment of DODNÃUDĝÃVWUDނWKLV�WRR�SHUKDSV�D�
WHFKQLTXH�DGDSWHG�IURP�KLV�EURWKHU
V�ERRNނWKDW�XVHV�WKH UíWLJUDQWK genre as a 
forum for political poetry, the tenor of which may already be evident from 
SKUDVHV�VXFK�DVފ�WKH�DUURJDQFH�RI�WKH mlecchaV�ZDV�FKHFNHGދ�DQGފ�KH�
FRQTXHUHG�WKH�HPSHURU�RI�'HOKL93ދ�

No less arresting than the style or content of the work is its provenance. How 
did Bhushan Tripathi, a Braj poet whose family hailed from the midlands of 
North India, find himself in the Deccan alongside Marathi and Sanskrit writers 
as one of Shivaji's coterie of JXQís?94 That Sanskrit, Marathi, or even Persian 
writers (Shivaji is himself the author of a major epistolary corpus in Persian) 
might have been in attendance at Shivaji's court comes as no great surprise, but 
it required a dramatic change in Hindi's prestige factor for a Braj

 (p.193) poet to thus reach a 
southern audience, receiving a 
generous remuneration that would 
command the admiration, indeed 
envy, of future generations of 
writers.95 That the Maratha king 
should have bestowed his favor 
upon Bhushan is an index of a 
much broader cultural trend: not 
just a particular poet, but a whole 
language and literary culture had 
found favor. It is hard to think of a 
more telling index of Brajbhasha's 
prestige than for it to be adopted as a cultural style far beyond the region where Hindi 
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figure 5.2  Shivaji's fort at Raigarh, 
constructed in the late 17th century
Aerial photograph by the author 
(helicopter courtesy of Ajit Gulabchand)

was spoken as a mother tongue. Brajbhasha was becoming the new cosmopolitan 
idiom of its day and an important component of a pan-Rajput court culture. To be 
suitably royal, Shivaji needed the correct genealogy, but he also needed UíWL poetry.
Further details about Bhushan's 
stay at the Maratha court are 
unavailable, but we can track 
his ghostly footprints in a few 
other localities. He seems to 
have begun his career at the 
court of an obscure raja, Rudrashah Solanki of Chitrakut, located south of 
modern Lucknow on the border between Uttar Pradesh and Madhya Pradesh. 
7KHUH��WKH�SRHW�WHOOV�XV��KH�ZDV�DZDUGHG�WKH�WLWOHފ�%KĭDދא��RUQDPHQW��96 which 
was so thoroughly to eclipse his given name that the Hindi tradition came to 
know him only by this sobriquet. At another unspecified moment in his career, 
Bhushan appears to have traveled to Panna in what is today eastern Madhya 
Pradesh, which was then under the rule of Chatrasal, yet another regional king 
who actively sponsored Braj poets. That Bhushan visited Chatrasal's court is a 
logical conclusion to draw from the ten surviving verses in honor of the famous 
rebel leader from Bundelkhand, which have been collected in &KDWUDVÃOGDĝDN
(Decade on Chatrasal).97 Other places Bhushan may have visited and patrons for 
whom he wrote are suggested, if not proven conclusively, by the many SKXNDO
(miscellaneous) poems that bear his FKÃS (poetic signature). Attributed to 
Bhushan are freestanding panegyric verses to several Rajput royalty, including 
0LU]D�5DMD�-DL�6LQJK��KLV�VRQ�5DP�6LQJK��$QLUXGGK�6LQJK��Uށ����������DQG�
%XGGK�6LQJK��U�����ށ�������RI�%XQGL��DQG�.LQJ�$YDGKXW�6LQJK�RI�5HZD�����ށ�
55).98 Bhushan may not have personally sought patronage at the courts of all 
these kings. He may have encountered some at the courts of others, or have 
been imagined to do so by later redactors. Regardless, Bhushan evidently had a 
UHPDUNDEO\�FRVPRSROLWDQ�OLIHނWDNLQJ�KLP�DFURVV�PRGHUQ�8WWDU�3UDGHVK��
5DMDVWKDQ��DQG�0DGK\D�3UDGHVK��DQG�IDUWKHU�VRXWK�WR�WKH�'HFFDQނWKDW�ZRXOG�
have been unthinkable for an earlier Hindi poet like Keshavdas.

Chintamani, assumed to be the eldest of the Tripathi brothers, was the most 
peripatetic of them all. Although shockingly little known to Hindi scholars today, 
Chintamani moved in all the courtly literary circles that mattered in 
seventeenth-century India: Mughal, Rajput, and Deccani. In the last chapter, we 
were also able to track some of his movements in elite Indo-Muslim patronage 

 (p.194) settings; it has been conjectured that 5DVYLOÃV, his first UíWLJUDQWK, was 
written at the court of Shah Jahan. He can be connected to Kavindracharya 
Sarasvati, who interceded with Shah Jahan to abrogate the pilgrimage tax: when 
the Braj kavikul feted the pandit, it was Chintamani who contributed seventeen 
praise addresses, more verses than any other poet, for the occasion.99 Recall 
how he also received a warm reception in the PD֮ILO of Sayyid Rahmatullah, 
diwan of Jahanabad, whose knowledge of UíWL poetic systems betokened his 
literary connoisseurship. Indo-Muslim communities in the Deccan, too, were 
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reading and evaluating handbooks on Indian DODNÃUDĝÃVWUD, a process to which 
Chintamani actively contributed when he moved to Golkonda, where he 
translated into Brajbhasha a Sanskrit aesthetics treatise that drew inspiration 
from the Sanskrit ÃODNÃULND Bhanudatta: Akbar Shah's ĜפJÃUDPD³MDUí (Bouquet 
of passion, c. 1670).100 Chintamani's tenure at Golkonda was evidently the 
culmination of a lengthy stay in the Deccan, for the poet had formerly served the 
father of Shivaji, Shahji Bhonsle, yet another striking instance of how the reach 
of the Braj kavikul extended well beyond North India. Shahji commissioned him 
to write the %KÃÃSLJDO (Vernacular prosody, c. 1662), a treatise on metrics that 
would garner a massive readership in the following centuries.101 Chintamani's 
presence at that court was also recorded in the mixed Sanskrit-Bhasha NÃY\D
sponsored by Shahji: Jayarama's 5ÃGKÃPÃGKDYDYLOÃVDFDPSĭ.102

The poet's last known work, the Kavikulkalptaru (Wish-fulfilling tree for the 
family of poets, c. 1670), a monumental treatise on DODNÃUDĝÃVWUD, some 
excerpts of which have already been discussed in chapter 3, is thought to have 
been produced not in the Deccan but at a minor Rajput court further north: that 
of Rudrashah Solanki in central India. The only published edition of the text, a 
lithograph from 1875, does not contain an attribution of patronage, but 
Shivsingh Sengar, the author of a pioneering Hindi literary history written in 
1878, cites a dedication to Rudrashah Solanki of Chitrakut, which if authentic 
means that Chintamani shared this patron (as well as a connection to the 
Maratha court) with his brother Bhushan.103 The most important specimen of 
Chintamani's DODNÃUDĝÃVWUD to survive (the .DYLWWYLFÃU, which was much praised 
by Mir Ghulam Ali Azad in his biography of Hindi and Persian poets, the 0DއÃVˑLU�
DO�NLUÃP, is not extant), the Kavikulkalptaru is a compendious, reasoned work 
that elegantly synthesizes the major arguments of classical literary theory. Note 
how the idea of a kavikul was so central to Chintamani that he featured it in the 
title of his magnum opus.104

Mapping the careers of Matiram, Bhushan, and Chintamani Tripathi helps in 
visualizing the phenomenal spread of UíWL literary culture during the second half 
of the seventeenth century. Just these three brothers can be traced to at least a 
dozen courts throughout northern, southern, western, and central India,  (p.
195) and they typify a whole new class of circulating Braj court poets. 
Hundreds of writers constituted the kavikul of early modern India, as UíWL poets 
became truly ubiquitous in both imperial centers and the regional courts of the 
realm.105 5íWL poets were working in Mughal circles; scattered throughout 
Bundelkhand; in Bengal; at most of the courts of Rajasthan. Eventually, as with 
Indian painting traditions, UíWL poetry developed an even more extensive clientele 
in both Hindu and Sikh courts in the hills. Braj poets were also attracting 
readership and patronage in the Deccan, at the Maratha court and Golkonda. 
7UXO\��%UDM�ZDV�QRZ�WKH�ODQJXDJH�RI�DQ�H[WHQGHGފ�IDPLO\ދRI�SRHWV�
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The cultivation of Braj literature well beyond the domain of its currency as a 
spoken language in North India may seem surprising at first, but we can identify 
a number of factors that explain this trend, especially for the Deccan. The 
popularity of Hindi far to the south of its traditional linguistic zone is readily 
comprehensible if we recall that as early as the fourteenth century, the southern 
forays of the Sultanate armies had carried North Indians, and with them their 
language, to the Deccan. Also in place was a long-standing tradition of itinerant 
Marathi poets who moonlighted as Hindi writers. The sant poets Namdev 
(1350?) and Tukaram (b. 1598) are famous examples, but bilingualism along this 
particular literary frontier was quite common.106 That the Mughal court was on 
occasion stationed in southern cities such as Burhanpur and Aurangabad also 
contributed to Hindi transregionalism. For all we know, the Braj poetry of Rahim 
and Jaswant Singh could have been composed while these generals were 
camped in the Deccan fighting the Mughal wars. It is telling that Bhao Singh of 
Bundi, Jaswant Singh, and Jai Singh, all major patrons or writers of UíWL literature 
from the key PDQDEGÃUí courts, served together in these southern military 
campaigns. And it was in the south that the poet Vrind from the following 
generation, who was sponsored by both Mughal and Rajput courts (he later took 
up residence in Dhaka), wrote several of his works.107

A more general factor in the mobility of Braj poets was Mughal political 
H[SDQVLRQ�DQG�WKH�SHULSDWHWLF�QDWXUH�RI�WKH�0XJKDOVއ�RZQ�UXOLQJ�VW\OH��ZKLFK�
favored the development of the networks of circulating people and texts that 
enabled UíWL literary culture to flourish. The tendency toward cultural emulation 
among rulers has already been mentioned. Whereas for the kings of classical 
India Sanskrit NÃY\D was an index of courtly status, in the early modern era, 
5DMSXW�DQG�0XJKDO�FRXUW�FXOWXUHVނZKLFK�QRZ�LQFOXGHG�%UDM�OLWHUDWLނZHUH�WKH�
high-status transregional styles. Thus, literary Braj was never limited to one 
FRPPXQLW\�RU�SODFHނFHUWDLQO\�QRW�WKH�JHRJUDSKLFDO�SODFH�IURP�ZKLFK�WKH�
language is believed to hail. Indeed, the circulation of Brajbhasha belies its very 
QDPHފ��ODQJXDJH�RI�WKH�%UDM�DUHD�7ދ�KH�OLWHUDU\�VDORQV�RI�,QGLD�ZHUH�SRSXODWHG�
E\�ODUJH�QXPEHUV�RI�WUDYHOLQJ�FRXUW�SRHWV��DV�%KLNKDULGDV�RQFH�UHPDUNHGފ��RQH�
need  (p.196) QRW�OLYH�LQ�%UDM�WR�ZULWH�LQ�%UDM108ދ� An overt theorization of 
Brajbhasha as a cosmopolitan language of letters may have awaited the 
perspicacity of that eighteenth-century UíWL writer, who often made interesting 
observations about the language practices of his day, including those of his own 
FRXUW3ނUDWDSJDUK�LQ�UHPRWH�$YDGKނEXW�IRU�VHYHQWHHQWK�FHQWXU\�SRHWV�OLNH�
Chintamani, Vrind, and Jaswant Singh, who moved between North India and the 
Deccan, between Mughal and subimperial courts, and between Persianate and 
Indic milieus, this Braj transregionalism was a matter not just of theory but of 
practice. When UíWL poets traveled from court to court, from city to city, they 
participated in their community intellectually and also enacted it physically by 
traversing space and taking along their texts, their ideas, and other forms of 
cultural capital.
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The circulation of poets and texts across a broad geographical range had once 
been the defining characteristic of Sanskrit cultural space.109 More recently, 
with the spread of Indo-Muslim rule, Persian was cultivated as a major 
transregional language. Such cosmopolitanism is thought to characterize only 
classical languages, and much of this study has been concerned with the rise of 
Brajbhasha literature as a process of vernacularization. But as the Braj kavikul
gained an enormous following in far-flung courtly circles due to the favorable 
patronage opportunities available in Mughal India, the language also underwent 
cosmopolitanization. The brothers Tripathi serve as a paradigmatic case for how 
%UDM�WH[WV�DQG�SUDFWLFHVނDQG��QDWXUDOO\��WKH�FRXUW�LQWHOOHFWXDOV�ZKR�FUHDWHG�
WKHPނEHJDQ�WR�PRYH�LQ�D�PXFK�ODUJHU�ZRUOG�DQG�GHILQH�D�QHZ�FXOWXUDO�VSDFH�
during the early modern period. These were the JXQíV��WKHފ�WDOHQWHGދ�
professionals, without whom the very existence of court culture was impossible.

Literary Communities and the Reproduction of Tradition
Much evidence about the Brajbhasha JXQís of early modern India projects the 
image of a network of like-minded writers who shared literary presuppositions, 
practices, and courtly predilections across vast spaces, as when Jaswant Singh 
invoked the fellowship of skilled vernacular literati in the colophon of his 

%KÃÃEKĭDא. Similar references to literary community are ubiquitous in UíWL
literature, as two examples from the works of the Tripathi brothers demonstrate. 
In the colophon of his 5DVUÃM, Matiram remarks,

I have composed this new work, The Primary Rasa, for the 
delectation of connoisseurs. May the community of master poets 
understand my work and take pleasure from it.
 (p.197) 6DPXMKL�VDPXMKL�VDED�UíMKLKDL��VDMMDQD�VXNDEL�VDPÃMD
5DVLNDQD�NH�UDVD�NR�NL\R��QD\R�JUDQWKD�UDVDUÃMD110

In a more technical verse by Bhushan, the poetic community is invoked as a 
means of authorizing the writer's definition:

When two separate objects resemble each other and cannot be told 
apart
Bhushan says, The community of poets calls this the rhetorical 
GHYLFH�RIފ�VLPLODULW\ދ�
%KLQQD�UĭSD�DUX�VDGפVD�PH, EKHGD�QD�MÃQ\DX�MÃ\D
7ÃKL�NDKDWDފ�VÃPÃQ\Dދ�KDL��%KĭDQD�NDYLVDPXGÃ\D111

If these references to literary community were merely sporadic, they might be 
passed over as merely formulaic expressions. It was always something of a trope 
for Indian writers to address the kavikul, often with a request that their errors 
be overlooked.112 6RPHWLPHV�WKHVH�H[SUHVVLRQV�DOVR�DFWHG�DVފ�YHUVH�ILOOHUV113ދ�

But the sheer number of such references, especially when combined with the 
prodigious number of poets and UíWLJUDQWKs, proclaims across the gap of 
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centuries the pride of an articulate and self-aware literary movement that was 
confident in its expertise.

These formulations prompt questions about the boundaries of the UíWL community 
and the mechanisms by which poetry and literary values were shared among its 
members. The focus of this book has been almost exclusively on the elite social 
spheres of Brajbhasha literary culture, with an emphasis on its courtly heritage. 
5íWL poetry was in fact much wider in appeal and social basis, its audience 
including members of the nobility, the intelligentsia, soldiers, and merchant 
classes. Banarsidas, a prolific author resident in Agra who was active in the 
vernacular kavikul toward the middle of the seventeenth century, speaks of his 
immersion as a youth in the formal disciplines of poetry such as metrics and 

DODNÃUD, clear evidence of the accessibility to Jain merchants of UíWL literary 
culture from an early point in the tradition.114 By the late eighteenth century, UíWL
OLWHUDWXUH��SHUKDSV�YLD�VRPH�NLQG�RIފ�WULFNOH�GRZQދ�HIIHFW��KDG�SHUPHDWHG�PXFK�
of Indian society.115

A rare chance to observe how the kavikul came to operate outside of courtly 
contexts is the opening to the unpublished 6DUDVVÃU (Essence of the aesthetic) of 
Ray Shivdas, who provides a lively account of a gathering of Brajbhasha poets 
that took place in Agra in 1737 under the direction of the Braj scholar Surati 
Mishra:

,Q�$JUD�WKHUH�ZDV�RQFH�D�PHHWLQJ�RI�WKH�SRHWVއ�FRPPXQLW\�
(NDYLVDPÃMD).
 (p.198) Those who had a penchant for poetry came and met with 
glad hearts.
Together the wise poets resolved to create a new book,
excited by the prospect of new categories (QDH�EKHGD�UDVD�KÃQD?)
The poets collectively shared their ideas,
each according to his ability, mindful of the literary system (ODKL�UíWL).
With pleasure, all who were present listed the possible categories.
To the extent of their knowledge (DSDQí�PDWL�SDUDPÃQD�VR),
they set out the extensive range of categories (EKHGD�YLVWÃUD)
When poets perceived an error they would correct it.
The poets were of differing opinions, but wise authorities presided,
in keeping with whose opinions this new book was composed.116

6KLYGDV�VSHFLILFDOO\�UHIHUHQFHV�WKH�FRQFHSW�RI�D�SRHWVއ�FRPPXQLW\��ZKLOH�DOVR�
using many of the technical terms associated with UíWL literature. A detailed 
awareness of the plethora of classical poetics formed the core knowledge that 
allowed the members of the kavikul to be in dialogue with one another and 
participate in a system of meanings intelligible to all. Literary values were 
authorized by consensus: poets gathered together to assess the continuing 
viability of their UíWL literary system, reconfigured elements as necessary, and 
also proposed some new formulations. Although too much remains unclear about 
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the mechanisms of premodern literary culture, similar evidence from music 
contexts of the seventeenth century suggests that such gatherings among 
aficionados might have been routine.117

Another means of achieving a widespread consensus about literary norms was 
education. Although few educational records survive from the precolonial 
period, UíWLJUDQWKs were clearly an important component of the curriculum. That 
some UíWL manuals had an educational mandate is not in question: the ODNDאs of 
these texts are peppered with imperatives and vocatives that directly address 
the audience. Such vestiges of oral culture intimate that some of these texts 
might be the formalized lecture notes of early modern teachers. Keshavdas, as 
DOUHDG\�UHPDUNHG��UHSHDWHGO\�XVHV�WKH�ZRUG3ފ�UDYLQދ�LQ�KLV .DYLSUL\Ã, as though 
calling out to his student Pravin Ray. Also evoking a teaching context are 
phrases like kabikula, WDMDKX�SUDVDJD (Community of poets, avoid [such] 
scenarios!), and sunahu, VDNDOD�NDELUÃMD (Listen, all you master poets!).118 One 
can almost picture the author addressing students in a classroom. Nor is there a 
shortage of evidence that UíWL poets served as teachers. Kulapati Mishra taught 
not only Raja Ram Singh Kachhwaha but also some of the palace women and 
was himself taught by Jagannatha Panditaraja, author of a Sanskrit UíWLJUDQWK of 
sorts (if a highly complex one). Vrind was probably a teacher of the Mughal  (p.
199) 3ULQFH�$]LP�XV�6KDQ��DV�ZHOO�DVނRU�VR�VHHPV�OLNHO\�IURP�WKH�FRQWH[W�DQG�
content of ĜפJÃUĝLNÃނWKH�IDPLO\�RI�WKH�JRYHUQRU�RI�$MPHU�119 Udaynath 
Kavindra, the court poet to King Gurudatt Singh of Amethi, and Mohanlal Mishra 
of the Charkhari court mention that they wrote UíWLJUDQWKs for the education of 
their own sons.120 Occasionally evidence surfaces about more formal 
establishments, such as the Sanskrit school founded by Mirza Raja Jai Singh. 
There were also Brajbhasha poetry schools.

One remarkable institution was the Brajbhasha SÃKĝÃOÃ of Bhuj, founded in 
�����E\�/DNKSDWL�6LQKD��Uށ�����������WKH�UDMD�RI�.XWFK��7KH�FDWFKPHQW�DUHD�IRU�
the school was vast: it naturally included parts of the traditional Hindi belt as 
well as western Gujarat, where the school was located, but students were also 
drawn from much farther afield, including the Marathi and Punjabi linguistic 
zones. Regional kings underwrote the five-year training program of some of the 
students, who were evidently sent there in preparation for the vocation of court 
poet. This particular school attracted diverse social groups, but especially 
clientele from the bardic castes.121 Students were trained in the cosmopolitan 
techniques of UíWL�NÃY\D, as well as in regional literary styles like Dingal. They 
were taught singing, the preparation of manuscripts, and performing in the 

VDPDV\ÃSĭUWL contests that rewarded virtuosity in extemporaneous composition, 
as well as less literary topics such as the military arts, medicine, and 
horsemanship.122 It is difficult to say how typical the Bhuj SÃKĝÃOÃ was in the 
eighteenth century or whether its curriculum, which included works by 
Nanddas, Keshavdas, Sundar, Bihari, Kulapati Mishra, Jaswant Singh, and Vrind, 
among many others, is representative. That numerous manuscripts of all these 
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authors are well attested in western India from the early modern period 
suggests that it was not an exception. The broad social and geographical base of 
the student body, together with the very fact of a Braj school being founded in 
Gujarat, testifies to the transregional importance of this literary culture and 
hints at well-developed infrastructural mechanisms for its reproduction from 
generation to generation.

Conclusion
This and the preceding chapter have tracked the diverse constituencies of UíWL
literature as well as where it went, who transmitted it, and what kinds of 
cultural needs it served. We have studied the movement of UíWL poets and their 
texts as an important development in its own right; along the way, we have also 
explored some of the literary publics and social spaces of premodern literary 
culture. Much social science theory used to explain both vernacularization and 

 (p.200) ފLPDJLQHG�FRPPXQLWLHVދ��WR�XVH�%HQHGLFW�$QGHUVRQ
V�WHUP��KDV�WHQGHG�
to focus on the modern period, emphasizing factors like print culture, the 
expansion of literacy, and a heightened cognition of and investment in national 
belonging.123 None of these was an important factor in Brajbhasha's diffusion.

As evidence presented here has shown, this was a widely successful tradition 
that was exclusively a manuscript culture, written by a literate few although 
heard, appreciated, and disseminated by many more. The aesthetic world in 
which its exponents participated did not require allegiance to any specific 
geographical, religious, or political group. Many people partook of this culture, 
and all had their reasons and readings. Although a vastly important component 
RI�%UDMEKDVKD�OLWHUDWXUHނWKH�5DGKD�.ULVKQD�QDUUDWLYH�F\FOHނFRQMXUHV�XS�D�
localized Hindu world, the divine play of god among the cowherd communities of 
Vrindavan and Gokul, the circulation and readership of the Braj language was 
never exclusively tied to that region. Nor was it solely a carrier of Vaishnava 
sensibilities. Moreover, whereas Rajput painting traditions, which offer a useful 
visual parallel to UíWL literature, are marked by and indeed classified in terms of 
UHJLRQDO�VW\OHV�VXFK�DV0ފ�HZDUދ�DQGފ�%XQGLދ��%UDMEKDVKD�FRXUW�SRHWU\�
maintained a remarkable uniformity of style and substance across regions.124

This uniformity reflects the growing cosmopolitanism of Hindi at the time, as 
well as the collective understanding of a broad-based kavikul. At the 1737 
conference hosted in Agra, a group of Brajbhasha intellectuals came together to 
deliberate on theories of poetics, which shows how the components of the 
classical literary system were, quite literally, the focal point around which 
premodern scholars converged. In a teaching environment such as the Bhuj 
literary college, educational practices, literary canons, and textbooks helped to 
ensure the continuation of the system. But the kavikul was far more extensive 
than a single gathering of people at a particular court or school. The actual 
physical co-presence of poets, students, and scholars was not necessary for the 
constitution of a shared literary culture. It was a more abstract, conceptual 
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entity, a cognitive space where writers felt themselves to be part of a larger  (p.
201) cultural network whether or not they actually met. The textbook genre 
favored by UíWL poets, which invoked classical authority, illustrated the 
mechanisms of literary composition, and at the same time underwrote practices 
of connoisseurship, was particularly well suited for structuring a powerful sense 
of literary belonging within the confines of a manuscript culture. The most 
successful of these works, such as the 5DVLNSUL\Ã of Keshavdas, were widely 
disseminated (and illustrated); thus, the will of the kavikul was also expressed 
through physical artifacts like manuscripts that extended beyond the 
chronological moment of a poet's lifetime as an enduring legacy. Whatever 
moment of fame literary theories and compositions enjoyed in the present, they 
also survived in cultural memory through the recognition of the kavikul as it 
sifted and selectively remembered, bestowing the prize of long-standing 
recognition in the canon. This cultural capital translated into the continued 
reproduction of manuscripts and the generation of poetry collections and 
commentaries by future connoisseurs and scholars.

The kavikul, in short, was a complex structure of cultural power. At the center of 
early modern literary life across greater Hindustan was a well-defined 
knowledge system in which poets participated, a set of ground rules that were 
sanctioned by community consensus and subject to periodic reformulation. It 
was a mechanism by which writers transmitted cherished cultural traditions. 
These traditions would not, however, be allowed to continue indefinitely. Radical 
shifts in the norms and practices of the kavikul during colonial rule and its 
nationalist aftermath subjected Brajbhasha literary culture to devastating 
interruptions, from which it would never recover.

Notes:
(1.) Desai 1990; Beach 1992; Joffee 2005.

(2.��,W�ZDV�LQ�%DQDUDV�LQ������WKDW�WKH�1ÃJDUí�3UDFÃULאí�6DEKD��DQ�RUJDQL]DWLRQ�
devoted to the propagation of Hindi in Devanagari script and one of the most 
important early institutions of the Hindi movement, was founded. Slightly later 
EXW�QR�OHVV�LQIOXHQWLDO�ZDV�WKH�+LQGí�6ÃKLW\D�6DPPHODQ��IRXQGHG�LQ�$OODKDEDG�LQ�
1910. All the major literati of the day belonged to these institutions, and some of 
the same people who were active in them, such as Pandit Madanmohan Malviya 
in the case of Banaras Hindi University, lobbied for the foundation of the new 
universities and programs where academic approaches to Hindi would take root.

(3.) On the textual problems and dating of the 3פWKYíUÃMUÃVR, see Dvivedi 1957: 
�7���ށ��DOERW 2007����ށ���

(4.) Pingal, named after a shadowy figure who purportedly contributed to both 
Sanskrit metrics and Prakrit grammar, is a synonym for Braj, often used in 
western India in contrast to Dingal, a literary dialect of Marwari. Typical of the 
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vacillation that attends the linguistic categorization of some texts from this 
period is Jinavijay's description of the %LQKDLUÃVR of Maheshdas, a historical 
poem that foregrounds the succession struggle of Shah Jahan's sons, as 
�@D�ZRUN�RI<��ދ�MLVNR�NL�UÃMDVWKÃQí�Kí�PÃQQÃ�FÃKLHޔ�JDOאÃ�SUDEKÃYLW�֖LEUDMEKÃފ
Brajbhasha-inflected Dingal, which should be considered Rajasthani). Jinavijay 

1966: 2.

(5.) The 3פWKYíUÃMUÃVR exhibits a classic profile of Braj-Rajasthani admixture. See 
Talbot 2007: 32 n. 49. On differentiating the literary languages of early modern 
western India, especially Dingal and Pingal, see Kamphorst 2008������2Q�WKHށ���
ODQJXDJH�WRSRJUDSK\�RI�SUHFRORQLDO�,QGLD�PRUH�EURDGO\��ZLWK�LWVފ�IX]]\�
ERXQGDULHVދ�EHWZHHQ�GLDOHFWV��VHH�.DYLUDM 1992�������ށ

(6.) To loosely characterize them, Charans were agricultural professionals 
trained as oral bards; Bhats were literate poets; Bhils were singers from western 
India's nomadic communities. A recent study of Dingal poetry with a special 
emphasis on its diverse caste groups is Kamphorst 2008.

(7.) Paradigmatic is Coomaraswamy 1916. Useful reflections on the 
historiography of Rajput painting with particular reference to conceptualizing its 
relationship to Mughal styles are Desai 1990; Diamond 2000����ށ����$LWNHQ 

2010����ށ���

(8.) Joffee 2005���ށ�����7DOERW 2007����ށ���

�´�3RWH�IXWXU��IXHLOOHWH�GH�PDLQ�QRFWXUQH���GRQTXHV�HW�UHO\�SUHPLHUHPHQW\/ފ��.9)
et journelle les exemplaires grecz et latins: puis me laisse toutes ces vieilles 
poësies francoyses aux Jeuz Floraux de Thoulouze et au Púy de Rouan: comme 
rondeaux, ballades, vyrelaiz, chantz royaulx, chansons, et autres telles 
episseries, qui corrumpent le goust de nostre langue, et ne servent si non à 
porter temoingnaige de notre ignorance. Du Bellay 1904���ށ����

(10.) Useful theorizations of the concepts of distinction and the cultural field are 
respectively laid out in Bourdieu 1984, 1993.

(11.) When Akbar promoted Man Singh to the rank of 7000 in 1601, Man Singh 
was for a time ranked higher than any other Mughal noble. Blochmann, in ÂއíQ�L�
DNEDUí, 1:363.

(12.) For details of the 0ÃQDSUDNÃĝD, see Dube 1991. The literary patronage of 
Man Singh as well as the less traceable heritage of the courts of his 
predecessors at Amber is discussed by G.N. Sharma (1970ށ��������DQG�*�1��
Bahura (1976��8���ށ���QIRUWXQDWHO\��WKH�JHQHUDO�LQDFFHVVLELOLW\�RI�WKH�-DLSXU�
palace archives to modern scholars precludes a comprehensive account of 
Amber literary history.
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(13.) Gang's SUDĝDVWL poems to Man Singh are in *DJJUDQWKÃYDOí��SSށ���������
compare Keshavdas's 9íUVLKGHYFDULW, 1.2 and -DKÃQJíUMDVFDQGULNÃ, v. 65.

(14.) Amrit Rai's text is unambiguously dated to the twenty-ninth regnal year of 
Akbar (i.e., 1585). Narottam's 0ÃQFDULW does not refer to any event after Man 
Singh's founding of Rohtas, which means it could be as early as 1597. Cf. Bahura
1990: 20, 34.

(15.) 0ÃQFDULW, v. 19.

(16.) Kolff 2002: 128. Keshavdas also includes Man Singh in a list of notable 
people who attended Bir Singh Deo's coronation. See 9íUVLKGHYFDULW, 33.15.

(17.) See 0ÃQFDULW��YY�������ށ

(18.) Bahura 1990: 34. The manuscript was copied in 1640.

(19.��+H�KDV�EHHQ�FRQVLGHUHG�Dފ�SULQFLSDO�DGYLVRUދ�WR�WKH�ODWWHU��&KDQGUD 1989: 
37. Some details of his military career are in 0DއÃVˑLU�DO�XPDUÃ, Beveridge trans., 
�����ށ���

(20.) Cort 1995 highlights Jain practices of manuscript collection.

(21.) Ziegler 1976 discusses several indicators of the transition to literacy among 
Rajasthani bards from the late sixteenth century, probably because they were 
exposed to new trends in Mughal historiography and, while Dingal traditions 
may date back to the thirteenth century, written records survive from only a 
much later period: from the sixteenth century onwards. Also see Kamphorst 
2008����ށ���

(22.) On the history of the SRWKíNKÃQD, see Bahura 1976����ށ����'DV��2000: 44) 
suggests that the library was founded during Man Singh's reign.

(23.) Bahura 1976���ށ����

(24.) Das 2000: 44. I thank Patton Burchett for the reference.

(25.) Not all manuscripts of his VDWVDí contain a colophon dating the text to 1662. 
The relevant verse is printed in %LKÃUíVDWVDí, v. 708.

(26.) Bihari's literary craftsmanship is discussed in Snell 1994b.

(27.) The original text of %LKÃUíYLKÃU, edited by Shyamsundar Das, is reprinted by 
Sudhakar Pandey (1999�����ށ���

(28.) The general congruence of Mughal and Amber court culture in Jai Singh's 
time is well known. See, for instance, Asher and Talbot 2006��KDJLUDWK%����ށ����
Mishra mentions that Bihari learned Persian poetry and met with Shah Jahan, on 
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what grounds it is difficult to say (1973: 348). Bihari certainly uses Perso-Arabic 
vocabulary in striking ways. See Dewhurst 1915.

(29.) Bahura 1976: 39.

(30.) Cited by Vishnudatt Sharma (1970: 49 n. 1).

(31.) Kulapati also mentions Pingalacharya, Surdas, Alam, Gang, and Bihari. 
Ibid.ށ������.

(32.) Arguments in favor of the proposition are ibid.ށ������; Ganapaticandra 
Gupta 1972��9���ށ����LMD\SDO�6LQJK 1993���������7KH�LQIOXHQWLDO�VFKRODUށ
Vishvanathprasad Mishra had rejected the possibility (1966: 503).

(33.) Vishvanathprasad Mishra is just one of many scholars to note the Bundeli 
forms (1965a: 155, 179).

(34.) Ibid.ށ����.

(35.) Kulapati Mishra mentions his guru directly in a passage excerpted in 
Vishnudatt Sharma 1970: 55.

(36.) See Pollock 2001a����ށ����

(37.) Kurma is a title of the Amber kings.

(38.) Rasrahasya��IROLR��D��YY����ÃNDYLWDKH�NDUDWD��EKÃYLMDL�PDKDOD�EDL����ށ
YLFÃUD��WDKÃP�KXNXPD�NíQR ޔ��sahaja?) NĭUDPD�UÃPD�NXPÃUD�MLWí�GHYDYÃQL�
SUDJDD�KDL�NDYLWÃ�Ní�JKÃWD��EKÃÃ�PH�MR�KRL�WR�VDED�VDPXMKDL�UDVD�EÃWD). The 
ellipsis indicates a word obscured by an ink blot.

(39.) Rasrahasya, folio 84, v. 570 (MLWH�VÃMD�KDL�NDYLWD�NH�PÃPDD�NDKH�YDÃQL�
�EDNKÃQL���WH�VDED�EKÃÃ�PH�NDKH�UDVDUDKDV\D�PDL�ÃQL).

 hute��ދ0DQ\�VFKRODUV�ZHUH�SUHVHQW�WKHUH��DV�ZHUH�QXPHURXV�+LQGL�SRHWVފ��.40)
WDKÃ�SD֖אLWD�EDKXWD��EKÃÃ�NDY\DX�DQHND), cited by Vishnudatt Sharma 1970: 
59.

(41.) The maharaja also sponsored Rajasthani poetry. Ladhraj, for instance, is an 
acclaimed Dingal poet associated with the courts of Jaswant Singh and Gaj Singh 
(Jaswant Singh's father). See Kamphorst 2008���ށ����

(42.) Jaswant Singh's oeuvre and its manuscript and commentarial history are 
outlined by Vishnvanathprasad Mishra (1972���DQG�.DOLSUDVDG�6LQJK���ށ���
(2009�.DPSOHV�RI�KLV�SRHWU\�DUH�LQ�FKDSWHU 2 of this book])�����ށ���

(43.) %KÃÃEKĭDא, vv. 207, 209.
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(44.) Kaliprasad Singh (2009���SURYLGHV�D�EULHI�RYHUYLHZ�RI�ZULWHUV�VDLG�WR���ށ���
be associated with Jaswant Singh's court. One wishes the evidence were more 
robust. Sudhir Sharma (1998���GLVFXVVHV�WKH�DVVRFLDWLRQ�EHWZHHQ�9ULQG���ށ���
and Jaswant Singh.

(45.) In a recusatio, a trope from Latin literature, the poet introduces his work 
with a diffident statement or even an overt disavowal of his competence as a 
writer.

(46.��6HH�WKH�GLVFXVVLRQ�RIފ�WKH�VORZ�ZLWWHG�+LQGL�SRHWދ�DW�WKH�EHJLQQLQJ�RI�
chapter 1.

(47.) According to Geoffrey Lewis, seventeen of the thirty-six Ottoman Sultans 
wrote (generally Persian) poetry (1999: 11); on the centrality of poetry in ancient 
and medieval China, see Yu 2005.

(48.) Pollock 2006����ށ�������ށ���

(49.) A suggestive description of how poetic performance was an integral part of 
the daily life of Rajput kings is Bahura 1983 ށ����FI��%DQJKD 2007�����ށ����
Although their examples are drawn from eighteenth-century UíWL texts, the 
practices are almost certainly generalizable for an earlier period.

(50.) Examples culled from Wagoner 1993����ށ���

(51.) All three Mughal memoirs have been translated by Thackston: 
%ÃEXUQÃPDK, -DKÃQJíUQÃPDK, and +XPÃ\ĭQQÃPDK respectively.

(52.) $NEDUQÃPDK�������ށ���

(53.��5RVDOLQG�2އ+DQORQ�KDV�VXJJHVWHG�WKDW�WKLV�HPSKDVLV�RQ�WKH�OLWHUDU\�DQG�
aesthetic in royal circles may have something to do with forms of specifically 
Indian political culture, where kings projected power through close personal ties 
that could be better fostered through the moral and emotional codes of poetry 
and the bonding at literary gatherings than through political coercion (2007b: 
��ށ�����

(54.) Ziegler 1976��6���ށ����UHHQLYDVDQ 2007����ށ���

(55.) 1DLאVí�Uí�NK\ÃW������WKDQN�'DOSDW�5DMSXURKLW�IRU�WKH�UHIHUHQFH,����ށ���

(56.) See Talbot (forthcoming). Hada is a title of the Bundi kings.

(57.) The terminus post quem for the work is 1658, since the /DOLWODOÃP mentions 
the war of succession between Aurangzeb and his brothers.

(58.) /DOLWODOÃP��YYށ������
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(59.) Compare the descriptions of Amber and Rohtas in the 0ÃQFDULW of 
1DURWWDP��YYށ��������ށ�������ށ����������2UFKKD�LQ�WKH 9íUVLKGHYFDULW of 
Keshavdas (especially chaps. 16 through 18), and Raigarh in the ĜLYUÃMEKĭDא of 
%KXVKDQ��YYށ���������WKLV�ODVW�VHJPHQW�EULHIO\�UHIHUHQFHG�EHORZ�

(60.) Recall Keshavdas's injunctions from the .DYLSUL\Ã about how to describe a 
court, discussed in chapter 1.

 ,DOLWODOÃP/ ދ�JD�EKDXVÃKL�NR�KXNXPD�SDJD�SDޔLQGXQD�Ní�UÃNKí�VDUDPD+ފ��.61)
YY0 ���ށ����DއÃVˑLU�DO�XPDUÃ��%HYHULGJH�WUDQV�������7�ށ���KH�KLVWRULDQ�5�6��
Mathur (1986��ÃVˑLUއ�LV�QRW�LQFOLQHG�WR�EHOLHYH�WKH�DFFRXQW�JLYHQ�LQ�WKH 0D���ށ���
DO�XPDUÃ, which was written more than a century later.

�MLVD�MÃQL�NDLފ �DQGދ��MíW\R�EDNKWD�ELODQGDJD�PDL�UDQD�UD6ÃKDQL�VDXފ��.62)
FKDWULQD�NDX�UDQD�NÃVíދ� /DOLWODOÃP, vv. 27, 33. On the succession struggle, cf. v. 
195. Satrusal's death is also given brief attention in 0DއÃVˑLU�DO�XPDUÃ, Beveridge 
trans., 1:405.

(63.) Omprakash Sharma (1983: 7) suggests other possible ways of resolving the 
compound in Matiram's title /DOLWODOÃP, settling on FÃUXށFDPDWNÃU (beautiful 
wonderment). That /DOÃP FDQ�PHDQފ�ILQHVWދ�DV�WKH�VHFRQG�PHPEHU�RI�D�
compound is attested in Tulsi's 5ÃPFDULWPÃQDV 1.178.2 where Mandodari is 
GHVFULEHG�DVފ�SDUDPD�VXQGDUí, QÃUí�ODOÃPDދ��VXSUHPHO\�EHDXWLIXO��WKH�ILQHVW�RI�
women).

(64.��7KH�SDWURQ�LV�FDOOHGފ�ODOLWODOÃPދ�LQ�Y�������&I��Y�������ZKHUH�%KDR�6LQJK�LV�
described as VDLQD�VREKÃ�NH�ODOÃPD (ornament that gives luster to the army).

(65.) Compare /DOLWODOÃP, v. 103 with .DYíQGUDNDOSDODWÃ, p. 25, v. 19.

(66.) The Braj word SÃQLSD means both water and luster.

(67.) /DOLWODOÃP, v. 41.

(68.) Asher and Talbot deemphasize the importance of education among Rajput 
communities (2006: 214), but clearly UíWL poets and their texts did play some kind 
of an educational role in these settings, while also generally promoting codes of 
elegance, civility, and gentlemanly comportment. Formal works of Sanskrit 
ĝÃVWUD and NÃY\D similarly helped to foster a courtly ethos during the medieval 
period. See Ali 2004.

(69.) Such manuals were also common in Europe during the same period. A 
celebrated example is Castiglione's manual on etiquette, Il Libro del Cortegiano
(The Book of the Courtier), discussed in Pugliese 2008. A sampling of French 
manuals on rhetoric is Goyet 1990.

(70.) Ziegler 1976����ށ����
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(71.) Kolff 2002: 73.

(72.) See chapter 1.

(73.) Also see the discussion of Bhushan's ĜLYUÃMEKĭDא in chapter 2 and below, 
this chapter. Such texts from the UíWL tradition are the focus of my forthcoming 
book on vernacular histories of the Mughal period.

(74.) McGregor 1968: 10. Several early modern writers, including Nanddas, even 
refer to scholarly communities that were no longer using Sanskrit. See 
McGregor 2003: 925.

(75.) See chapter 4.

(76.) Bhushan, for his part, worked for Shivaji, one of Aurangzeb's arch-rivals, 
who had tried his hand at PDQDEGÃUí politics but then distanced himself. On the 
breakdown of Mughal-Maratha relations under Shivaji, see Gordon 1993����ށ���

(77.) I am indebted to Cynthia Talbot for bringing the Braj 5ÃMYLOÃV to my 
attention. Mewar literary and architectural initiatives under Raj Singh are 
discussed in  Joffee 2005���������2Q�5DMDVWKDQL�DQG�6DQVNULW�OLWHUDU\�SDWURQDJHށ�
at Mewar, see various discussions by G. N. Sharma (1962�����ށ��� 1965�ށ�������
84; 1968����������������ށ����

(78.) It is also possible, given the uneven publishing record for UíWL manuscripts, 
that entire literary histories of Rajput courts are still waiting to be written. If 
two 0ÃQFDULWs about the leading PDQDEGÃU of their day were published only in 
1990, then perhaps other important UíWL texts from this period may still be 
brought to light.

(79.) Here I distinguish courtly poetry from bhakti literature and Braj song 
traditions, which both have demonstrably earlier links to the Braj PD֖אDO and to 
Gwalior.

(80.) The defining role played by Indo-Muslims in North India's vernacular 
literary inauguration is recognized in McGregor 1984��6���ށ��KDFNOH 1993�ށ����
282; Pollock 2006�����ށ����%XVFK 2011.

(81.) See Pollock 2009��LLL]]ށ]]�

(82.) Faruqi 2003: 832.

(83.) +LWWDUDJLQí, v. 11; the colophon of Keshavdas's 5DVLNSUL\Ã �ށ����������
which is translated in chapter 1, contains one of Keshavdas's invocations to the 

kavikul.
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(84.) Vidyadhar Mishra outlines the arguments in favor of their fraternal ties 
��������ށ������$�IRXUWK�EURWKHU��-DWDVKDQNDU�7ULSDWKL��LV�DOVR�PHQWLRQHG�LQ�
several sources, but he evidently chose a different line of work. The medieval 
Hindi consensus is also confirmed by the Persian writer Azad, whose biographies 
of Hindi poets were discussed in chapter 4.

(85.) It is suspicious that, aside from the final verse, no other GRKÃ in the 

3KĭOPD³MDUí contains Matiram's signature. To my mind, this collection of 
manifestly pedestrian poetry about flower types is not consistent with the more 
accomplished, certainly attributed works of the poet. Krishnabihari Mishra 
(1964���ZRQGHUV�LI�0DWLUDP�FRXOG�KDYH�ZULWWHQ�WKH�ZRUN�DV�D�WHHQDJHU���ށ����
and presented the composition to Jahangir at the Navroz festival held at the 
beginning of his sixteenth regnal year in 1621 (Jahangir here mentions the 
Nurafshan Garden, see -DKÃQJíUQÃPDK, Thackston trans, p. 359) but concedes 
that he is merely speculating. Jahangir was demonstrably interested in Indian 
flowers, but there is no compelling reason to link this or any other passage from 
the -DKÃQJíUQÃPDK to the 3KĭOPD³MDUí.

(86.��6KLYDML�LV�PHQWLRQHG�LQ�Y�������YHUVHV�LQ�SUDLVH�RI�%KRJQDWK�DUHށ��������
�������������ށ��������

(87.) Krishnabihari Mishra excerpts a few of the verses from this (lost?) work 
��������ށ�������RQH�RI�ZKLFK�FRQWDLQV�DQ�LQWULJXLQJ�UHIHUHQFH�WR�
YHUQDFXODUL]DWLRQ���KDYH�WDNHQ,��ދÃ�VXGGKD�ELFÃUDVNLUDWD�NR�DUWKD�ODL��EKÃVDފ�
the Sanskrit meanings and carefully rendered them in Bhasha).

(88.) Excerpted from the opening to ĜLYUÃMEKĭDא��YYށ������������7KH�ODVW�OLQH�
UHDGVފ��EKĭDאD�EKĭDאDPD\D�NDUDWD��VLYD�EKĭDאD�VXEKD�JUDQWKDދ�

(89.) Gordon 1993: 87.

(90.��+HUH�WKH�SRHW�LQYHQWLYHO\�H[SODLQV�WKH�H[DOWHG�0HZDU�WLWOH6ފ�LVRGL\Dދ�E\�
JLYLQJ�D�%UDMEKDVKD�HW\PRORJ\��JDYH�KLV�KHDG�WR�/RUG��ދGL\DX�íVD�NR�VíVDފ�
[Shiva]).

(91.) ĜLYUÃMEKĭDא��YYށ����������ށ����

(92.) Ibid., v. 15.

(93.) Examples of Bhushan's special blend of SUDĝDVWL with satire were analyzed 
in chapter 2. Bhushan and his brother Matiram may have known the Sanskrit 
works 3UDWÃSDUXGUí\D of Vidyanatha and the (NÃYDOí of Vidyadhara (from the 
fourteenth-century Deccan), which similarly embed political encomium within 
works of rhetoric.

(94.) According to Rajmal Bora, there were three main literary languages in use 
at Shivaji's court: Sanskrit, Marathi, and Braj (1987: 35).
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(95.) Bhikharidas remembers Bhushan (alongside Keshavdas and Birbal) as a 
SRHW�ZKRVH�OLWHUDU\�VXFFHVV�EURXJKW�KLP�JUHDW�ZHDOWK��NDL�ODKDL)ފ�
EDKXVDSDWL�NHVDYD�EKĭDאD�M\R�EDUDEíUD�EDÃíދ� .ÃY\DQLUאD\, 1.10 (the full 
verse is excerpted in chapter 3).

(96.) ĜLYUÃMEKĭDא, v. 28.

(97.) Vishvanathprasad Mishra considers only the six verses that contain the 
VLJQDWXUH�RI�WKH�SRHW�WR�EH�DXWKHQWLF���������FRQQHFWLRQ�EHWZHHQ$�����ށ���
Chatrasal and Shivaji (and therefore a greater likelihood of overlap between 
their court poets) is recorded by the UíWL poet and historian Lal in his 

&KDWUDSUDNÃĝ (Light on Chatrasal, 1710?), who mentions a visit by Chatrasal to 
Shivaji's court in 1670. &KDWUDSUDNÃĝ��SSށ��������DOVR�VHH�%XVFK 2003����ށ����

(98.) I have culled these names from Vishvanathprasad Mishra's discussion of 
%KXVKDQ
V�SRVVLEOH�SDWURQV������������2WKHU�QRW�HQWLUHO\�FHUWDLQ�YHUVHV����ށ�
attributed to Bhushan include addresses to Bajirao Peshwa, Aurangzeb, Dara 
Shikoh, Sawai Jai Singh II, Fateh Shah of Garhwal, Bhagvant Rai Khichi of 
Asothar, and Jnancand of Kumaon (also a patron of Matiram). See Divakar 1969: 
124, 126, 133.

(99.) See chapter 4 and .DYíQGUDFDQGULNÃ��YYށ�������

(100.) As noted in chapter 3, n. 58, the Sanskrit source text contains important 
evidence that members of the Golkonda court were reading two Braj authors 
from the North: Keshavdas and Sundar.

(101.) Krishna Divakar (1969: 8, 36) notes that this work (which goes by several 
names, including &KDQGODWÃ) is found in several scripts and was collected by the 
major libraries of premodern India (one copy is at Alwar). It has never been 
published.

(102.) 5ÃGKÃPÃGKDYDYLOÃVDFDPSĭ, p. 275. An insightful contextualization of this 

FDPSĭ is Guha 2004����ށ���

(103.) See Divakar 1969��0���ށ���LVKUD 1990����ށ���

(104.) Several later UíWL works have comparable titles. Ramanand Sharma (2003: 
16) mentions the .DYLNXOWLODNSUDNÃĝ (Light of the forehead ornament of the 
family of poets, 1709) by King Himmat Singh of Amethi, who used the WDNKDOOX
 Necklace of the family of) אKÃEKDUDאHWWHU�NQRZQ�LV�WKH .DYLNXOND%�ދ�0DKLSDWLފ
poets) of Dulah Trivedi (fl. 1750).

(105.) A reader interested in the phenomenal explosion of Hindi courtly texts 
might begin by looking to Tivari 1972��6���ށ����QDWDN 1973����ށ����
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(106.) On Namdev, see Callewaert and Lath 1989; Novetzke 2008; more general 
studies are by Krishna Divakar (1969) and Vinaymohan Sharma (2005).

(107.) See the entry on Bhao Singh Hada in 0DއÃVˑLU�DO�XPDUÃ, Beveridge trans., 
1:406. According to Cheler (1973�
��9ULQG���ށ���V $NDUÃGL�GRKH, 1DLQEDWWíVí, 
and %KÃYSD³FÃĝLNÃ ZHUH�FRPSRVHG�LQ�WKH�'HFFDQ�LQށ��������

 D\, 1.16. Note theאÃY\DQLU. ދ�MDEÃVD�Kí�QD�DQXPÃQRפ%�Ã�KHWDMDEKÃפ%ފ��.108)
poet's use of yamaka, made possible by the similarity between the words EKÃÃ
(language) and EÃVD (residence).

(109.) Pollock 1996 and 2006����ށ����

(110.) 5DVUÃM, v. 427.

(111.) ĜLYUÃMEKĭDא, v. 281.

(112.) Typical are 5DVLNSUL\Ã, 6.57 and .ÃY\DQLUאD\, 1.7.

(113.��,Q�WKH�VHFRQG�H[DPSOH�E\�%KXVKDQ��WKH�SKUDVHފ�%KĭDQD�NDYLVDPXGÃ\Dދ�
conveniently has the eleven-PÃWUÃ (count) metrical weight to fill out the last 
quarter of the GRKÃ.

(114.) See, for example, $UGKNDWKÃQDNށ������������������

(115.) R. S. McGregor has suggested that court poetry underwent a process of 
popularization in the late eighteenth century (1984: 155, 199). Compare the 
remarks of Sudhakar Pandey (1969: 90). Also see the discussion of Selections 
from the Popular Poetry of the Hindoos (1814), compiled by Thomas Broughton, 
in chapter 6 of this book.

(116.) This portion of Ray Shivdas's unpublished 6DUDVVÃU is excerpted in Gupta 

1982����ށ���

(117.) Aurangzeb's minister Faqirullah reported that in the days of Man Singh 
7RPDU�RI�*ZDOLRU��Uށ�������������YDULRXV�H[SHUWV�KDG�JDWKHUHG�WR�FRGLI\ UÃJDV, 
and a book known as 0ÃQNXWĭKDO (Investigations of Man Singh) was compiled 
from the proceedings. 7DUMXPDK�L�PÃQNXWĭKDO�YD�ULVÃODK�L�UÃJGDUSDQ��SSށ�������

(118.) .DYLSUL\Ã, 3.14, 15.

(119.) See chapter 4.

(120.) In the colophon of his Rascandroday (Moonrise on rasa, first quarter of 
WKH�VHYHQWHHQWK�FHQWXU\��8GD\QDWK�.DYLQGUD�VD\Vފ��.DYLQGUD�KDG�D�VRQ�QDPHG�
Dulah, and he conceived the idea to write the Rascandroday for his 
HGXFDWLRQދ��WÃVX�WDQD\D�GĭODKD�EKD\R��WÃNH�SDפKLEH�KHWX�UDVDFDQGURGD\D�WDED�
kiyo, kavi kavindra kari cetu, v. 282, cited in Ramanand Sharma 2003: 20). Dulah 
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Trivedi is the author of the .DYLNXONDאKÃEKDUDא, mentioned above. On Mohanlal 
Mishra's ĜפJÃUVÃJDU, see Asnani 1997: 28. Francesca Orsini (2002b: 45) found 
VLPLODU�HYLGHQFH�RI�VXFKފ�IDPLO\�VDVNÃUDVދ�DPRQJ�%UDKPDQ�OLWHUDWWHXUV�RI�WKH�
early twentieth century.

(121.) The alumni included Dalpat Ram, one of the early modernizing Gujarati 
poets of the mid-nineteenth century. See Mallison 2011����ށ����

(122.) This paragraph on the Braj SÃKĝÃOÃ at Bhuj draws on Asnani 1996 and 
Mallison 2011.

(123.) Anderson 1991; Lodge 1993����ށ����

(124.) One does see some regional inflections in Brajbhasha usages. The Bundeli 
touches in the work of Keshavdas and Bihari were mentioned above. Another 
example (and many more could be given) is the language of Sudan, court poet to 
three generations of Bharatpur kings, whose Brajbhasha exhibits Khari Boli and 
Punjabi features. See McGregor 1984: 197.
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Abstract and Keywords
This chapter examines the fate of UíWL literature under the new political and 
epistemological regimes of colonialism and nationalism. Radical upheavals were 
spurred by new nineteenth-century developments in print culture and the 
textbook industry stewarded by colonial officials, along with reforms in language 
and literary tastes. Hindi modernity meant that new genres such as the essay 
and the novel began to supplant the older Brajbhasha verse forms. By the early 
twentieth century, many Hindi intellectuals, such as Mahavir Prasad Dvivedi, 
were publicly distancing themselves from traditional Indian poetics and 
UHSXGLDWLQJ�%UDMEKDVKD��+LQGLއV�SUHHPLQHQW�OLWHUDU\�GLDOHFW��LQ�IDYRU�RI�.KDUL�
Boli. Also considered here is the nationalist vision of Hindi literary history 
epitomized by the writings of Ramchandra Shukla. Under the new 
historiography dictated by the discourse of Hindi modernity, bhakti literature 
EHFDPH�WKH�ODQJXDJHއV�VDOYDJHDEOH�SDVW�DQG�+LQGLއV�RQFH�WKULYLQJ�FRXUWO\�
traditions would now carry the taint of medieval decadence.

Keywords: b Mahavir Prasad Dvivedi, Ramchandra Shukla, colonialism, nationalism, reform, print 
culture, Khari Boli, Brajbhasha, modernity, historiography

Science and literature are in a progressive state of decay among the 
natives of India.

������RUG�0LQWR/ނ
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Though nearly everything in India after Shankara may be said to have 
entered a state of decline, nonetheless literature should be regarded as an 
H[FHSWLRQ�2ޔ�XU�GHSWK�RI�OLWHUDU\�H[SUHVVLRQ�LV�H[FHOOHQWނZH�MXVW�GR�QRW�
have the range of subjects of English. After living in a state of decline and 
dwelling upon our inferiority in every discipline, our self-reliance has sunk 
to such depths that nothing of our own seems of any value when compared 
to its Western counterpart.

����0LVKUD�EURWKHUVނ��

A New Order
We may already know the unhappy ending of the story of the fateful meeting of 
%UDMEKDVKD�SRHWU\�DQG�FRORQLDOLVPނ%UDMEKDVKD�LV�WKH�ORVLQJ�SDUW\ނEXW�QR�
account of UíWL literature can conclude without explaining the circumstances of 
its demise. Examining the moment of transition to colonial rule will function as a 
prelude to understanding the changes to the literary field under print culture 
and the new conceptions of language and prescriptions for literary excellence 
that were a direct result of British cultural hegemony. Much of this (p.203) 
ground has been well traversed in other studies.1 Here the aim is to provide an 
overview of modern Hindi literary history that highlights the points most 
germane to understanding the fate of UíWL genres and styles as the tides of 
colonialism and later nationalism washed over them. Exponents of the old order 
would increasingly give way in their losing battle with reformist Hindi 
intellectuals who advocated radically new approaches to literature. Brajbhasha 
had more than three strikes against it in the serious game of culture that played 
out amid the conceptual revolutions (or tyrannies) of the nineteenth century: the 
morality police of the Victorian era who sought to proscribe sensuality; the 
crystallization of colonial and later nationalist ideas about India's cultural 
ZHDNQHVV�XQGHU0ފ�XVOLPދ�UXOH��D�JHQHUDO�XQHDVH�DERXW�FRXUWOLQHVV�DQG�OLWHUDU\�
ostentation in the face of Protestantism and utilitarianism; and new social and 
educational endeavors directed at India's uplift. The very language of 
Brajbhasha would come under serious threat in the early twentieth century, to 
be abruptly replaced within a few decades by a newly standardized Khari Boli 
dialect, the style of Hindi now in wide use today. The birth of Hindi literary 
historiography played a role, too, which was constrained by colonial and 
nationalist cultural logic. The very idea that Hindi literature has separate and 
unequal literary eras marked by bhakti and UíWL, which is taken for granted today, 
is an entirely modern notion proposed by Ramchandra Shukla, one of the 
founding fathers of modern Hindi academic study. The basis of this conception 
and its implications for the future reception of Hindi's precolonial past need to 
be carefully examined.
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5íWL Literature on the Eve of Colonialism
The eighteenth century was a time of consolidation but also continued invention 
in the UíWL tradition. The emphasis of this study has been on the early Mughal 
period, with the spotlight on the imperial court and the rise of new forms of 
cultural expression among leading Rajput polities of the seventeenth century. A 
separate book-length study would be required to do justice to the complexities of 
the later UíWL period, an age of political repositioning in which UíWL poets were in 
even greater demand. New UíWLJUDQWKs continued to be composed, as well as 

prabandhas on both classical and topical themes. As noted in chapter 3, 
eighteenth-century writers such as Baldev Mishra exhibited more confidence 
about the status of Bhasha, increasingly turning to Hindi authorities rather than 
ancient Sanskrit ones for validation. More than two centuries of continuous 
literary production and refinement had given the members of the Braj kavikul a 
tremendous sense of pride in their own achievements. By any measure this was 

(p.204) a highly rational and sophisticated literary community with well-
developed canons and critical protocols, although Brajbhasha writers proved 
ever-versatile, continuing to adapt creatively to new circumstances and patrons.

Outside the domain of Brajbhasha texts, however, the world began to change 
dramatically, as Mughal hegemony experienced ever more serious fissures and 
new contenders for power asserted their claims. The British were now a force to 
be reckoned with, even if their influence was at first largely confined to the 
coastal areas of Bengal rather than the Hindi heartland. It would become almost 
obligatory in colonial India to represent this late Mughal period as one of 
precipitous decline. According to the narrative that gained currency in the 
nineteenth century and was to become standard, the orthodoxy of Emperor 
Aurangzeb led to disaffection among the Rajput and Mughal nobility. Centrifugal 
tendencies, economic downturn, and, after his death, a series of weak, 
dissipated, and often short-lived rulers hastened the deterioration of empire, 
leaving a power vacuum that was filled by Afghan invaders from the northwest 
and upstart groups like the Marathas, Jats, and Bundelkhand warlords from 
closer to home. In the last three decades, historians of Mughal India have added 
considerable nuance to the way we view the eighteenth century.2 Although no 
longer seen as a time of unmitigated disaster for India, this was a period of 
decentralization of power and devastating incursions by the Afghans Nadir Shah 
in 1739 and Ahmad Shah Abdali from the 1750s. Delhi was sacked, and so was 
Mathura, the very center of Braj religious, although not literary, culture. On the 
ZDWFK�RI�WKH�EHOHDJXHUHG�(PSHURU�6KDK�$ODP�,,��U���������WKH�(DVW�,QGLD�����ށ
Company took decisive control of the subcontinent.3 The question for us is how 
UíWL literature, which had such close links to court patronage, fared amid such 
upheaval.

Despite a rapidly changing political climate, nothing very significant happened 
in the realm of Braj belles lettres, at least not right away. Just because the 
residents of Delhi or Mathura experienced hardship does not mean that all 
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literary culture suddenly imploded. Older historiographical models made the 
crudest of links between the robustness of an era's polity and the robustness of 
its literature. The case of UíWL belies such facile linkages, no less than Urdu, 
which rose to prominence as a major literary tradition in precisely this period of 
��IURP�WKH�HLJKWHHQWK�FHQWXU\��6LPLODUO\��DW�OHDVW�E\�VRPHދ0XJKDO�GHFOLQHފ
measures, such as self-confidence of writers and number of poets and patrons in 
the literary field, the domain of UíWL literature was stronger in the eighteenth 
century than at any other point in its history.4

5íWL poets had typically operated within multiple networks in North India. 
Although supported in healthy numbers at the Mughal court, they would always 
be especially tied to regional polities. The PDQDEGÃUí courts of Orchha,  (p.205)
Amber, Bundi, and Jodhpur were the pioneers of the UíWL style, but eighteenth- 
and nineteenth-century rajas were no less significant patrons, including the 
chiefs of entirely new courts that had proliferated. Nearly all courts of the day 
hosted Brajbhasha writers: Amethi, Asothar, Charkhari, Panna, Rai Bareilly, 
Rewa, Banda, Banaras, Jaitpur, Nimrana, Samthar, Patiala, Darbhanga, and 
Pratapgarh, alongside dozens of others (see map 2). Vernacular poets were part 
of an expansive, cosmopolitan community, but the actual practice of poetry was a 
decentralized operation; if one court was in political turmoil, Braj writers always 
had somewhere else to go. For instance, when Mathura was sacked by Shah 
Ahmed Abdali in 1757 and then again in 1760, the Radhavallabhan poet 
Vrindavandas first took refuge at the court of Sujan Singh, the Jat ruler of 
Bharatpur, later moving on to Kishangarh, where he was patronized by Bahadur 
Singh (the brother of the famous poet-king Nagridas). In his writings, 
Vrindavandas did not fail to take note of the changed political circumstances, 
but when he records his outrage with the Afghan invasions that were tormenting 
North India, he does so in fully Krishnaite genres such as +DULNDOÃEHOí (Vine of 
Hari's art, 1760), the /ÃפVÃJDU, a story of the childhood and marriage of Radha 
and Krishna composed in c. 1775, and ÂUWLSDWULNÃ (Discourse on worship, 1778). 
Braj writers as a rule continued in the same modes and genres that had 
animated them since the days of Keshavdas, but generally with local inflections 
and important variations upon traditional themes. Somnath, court poet to three 
generations of Bharatpur rulers, wrote the expected UíWLJUDQWKs and YDĝÃYDOís 
for his patrons, but also brought new genres into play, such as his 

6DJUÃPGDUSDQ (Mirror of war), a remarkable Braj treatise that combines 
elements of astrology, weaponry, and medicine.5 Sudan, working at the same 
court, wrote a lively historical work, 6XMÃQFDULWUD; he employs many classical 
motifs but is also deeply concerned with the present day: he recounts in detail 
Bharatpur's skirmishes with the Mughals, the Afghans, and the Marathas. In 
short, the rulers of central and western India continued to depend on Braj JXQís 
to serve as literati, knowledge professionals, and historians.
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Braj and 5íWL Traditions in Early Colonial India
Long after the British took Delhi in 1803, and their influence began to radiate 
across North India, UíWL poetry remained very much alive. Soon alien cultural 
infusions would begin to complicate the literary terrain. It has generally been 
held, at least in Western scholarship, that radically transformative ways of 
understanding the world were engineered by the British through their 
institutions, notably (especially in the case of language and literature) at Fort 
William  (p.206) College in Calcutta.6 An often-heard assessment of Indian 
languages by the British in this period is that they were disorderly, needing 
rectification through the colonial discipline of grammars and dictionaries, the 
production of which was a major industry of the college. Depending on one's 
definition of disorder, there is some truth to this claim. Braj poets were as a rule 
manifestly uninterested in linguistic conformity. Yet poets knew very well what 
they were doing in the domain of language use, and this, along with the rigorous 
codes of literary systematization central to the UíWL tradition, suffices to render 
British accusations about Hindi's disorderliness, in any deep sense of the 
concept, absurd.

Despite the colonial state's major intrusion into India's cultural life from the 
early nineteenth century, the literary effects on Hindi were relatively minor 
before the middle of the century. Fort William College was at any rate only 
marginally interested in Hindi (Hindustani, also called Urdu, was another story). 
Most of the college-sponsored Hindi texts were of a distinctly traditionalist bent, 
even when their linguistic features were manipulated to subserve non-
WUDGLWLRQDOLVW��QRW�WR�PHQWLRQ�LOO�LQIRUPHG��%ULWLVK�QRWLRQV�DERXWފ�+LQGLދ�DQG�
���WKH�PRVW�����ށ������F��XVW�FRQVLGHU�WKH�RHXYUH�RI�/DOOXODO- 7ދ�LQGXVWDQL+ފ
prominent of the staff of munshis working on Bhasha. As R. S. McGregor has 
ULJKWO\�QRWHGފ��$OWKRXJK�/DOOXML
V�IDPH�LV�DV�DQ�LQQRYDWRU��DOPRVW�DOO�KLV�ZRUN�LV�
FRQFHUQHG�GLUHFWO\�RU�LQGLUHFWO\�ZLWK�%UDMEKDVKD8ދ� His 5ÃMQíWL (Conduct of kings, 
1809), an adaptation of the Sanskrit +LWRSDGHĝD, was written wholly in Braj, and 
even the munshi's Khari Boli works owe much to Braj precedents. Despite being 
part of a cadre charged with the mission of modernizing Hindi, Lallulal's most 
popular work paradoxically proved to be the 3UHPVÃJDU �ށ���������D�.KDUL�%ROL�
adaptation of a now-lost seventeenth-century Braj text by Chaturbhuj Mishra, 
the Dasam skandh (tenth book of the %KÃJDYDWDSXUÃאD).9 Several early books 
from Fort William College can also be linked to specifically UíWL traditions. The 

Sinhasun Butteesee (Thirty-two tales of the lion throne), as this edition 
transliterates the title, compiled by Mirza Kazim Ali Jawan with the help of 
Lallulal in 1801, turns out to be basically a Khari Boli rendition of a now-lost UíWL
text of the same name authored by Sundar Kaviray at the Mughal court.10 The 
Khari Boli translation of the 6DNXQWDOÃ of Nevaj, published in 1802 by Fort 
William College, was also a Mughal UíWL text in its earlier Braj incarnation. 
Several other works by Lallulal can equally be connected to courtly traditions, 
including /ÃOFDQGULNÃ (Moonlight of Lal, 1818), a commentary on the 
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%LKÃUíVDWVDí, and 6DEKÃYLOÃV (Delight of the assembly, 1828), an early printed 
collection of Braj verse.

Another site of early contact between the British and the Braj literary sphere 
was the British army. That UíWL poetry was very much in circulation among the 
Indian VLSÃKís (sepoys) is something we know from Thomas Duer  (p.207) 
Broughton, who took an interest in Hindi poetry for aesthetic reasons, in 
contrast to the more pragmatic concerns of his Fort William College 
contemporaries. In his Selections from the Popular Poetry of the Hindoos of 
1814, which has the distinction of being the first published collection of Hindi 
poetry, Broughton vividly describes how he sat with his soldiers (overwhelmingly 
Brahmans and Rajputs, he reports) and documented the Brajbhasha poems that 
they knew by heart; the soldiers in the process transmitted their sense of their 
own literary heritage.11

%URXJKWRQ
V�FROOHFWLRQ�UHSUHVHQWV�WZR�PDMRU�VW\OHV��KHUH�FDOOHG�WKHފ�%XNW�
PDUJދ��EKDNW�EKDNWL�PÃUJ��L�H���GHYRWLRQDO�VW\OH��DQG�WKH5ފ�XVDGLNދ��UDVÃGLN, 
WHUPHGފ�DPDWRU\ދ�E\�%URXJKWRQ��12 7KHފ�DPDWRU\ދ�SRHPV�IRFXV�RQ�DVSHFWV�RI 
ĝפJÃUD�UDVD and correspond closely to the category of UíWL literature as we 
understand it today. Although Broughton misunderstands some of the 
terminology, it seems clear that his well-educated informants were versed in the 
technical details of Braj poetry, including metrics, knowledge they perhaps 
gained from UíWLJUDQWKs.13 Religious poets such as Surdas and Tulsidas are 
acclaimed in Broughton's introduction, but only a few bhakti poems actually 
made it into the collection (three by Surdas, and a handful by lesser known 
devotional authors). Perhaps it was the broad appeal of UíWL literature that 
LQIRUPHG�KLV�HGLWRULDO�GHFLVLRQ� ,[7KH�5XVDGLN��RU�DPDWRU\�.XELWV�>L�H�� kavittsފ�
DUH�WKH�PRVW�DGPLUHG��DQG�RI�FRXUVH�WKH�PRVW�FRPPRQ14ދ� Compositions by 
Biharilal and Keshavdas dominate the Broughton collection, with sixteen and 
twelve verses anthologized, respectively.

Broughton's anthology provides a precious glimpse of Hindi canons and literary 
taste prior to the penetration of colonial thought. In the year 1814 and for 
GHFDGHV�DIWHUފ��DPDWRU\ދ�SRHPV�ZHUH�FRQVLGHUHG�RQH�RI�WKH�KLJKOLJKWV�RI�WKH�
Hindi classical tradition. Within just a century, however, Indian poetry values 
would be radically transvalued. Another striking feature of Broughton's 
collection, to which the text's editor, Imre Bangha, calls attention, is that it 
challenges the common perception that UíWL literature was only an elite, courtly 
WUDGLWLRQ��%\�������WKHVH�SRHPV�FRXOG�HYHQ�EH�FRQVLGHUHGފ�UXVWLFދ�DQG�
�ދSRSXODUފ�LI�WKH�SRHPV�RI�%LKDUL�DQG�.HVKDYGDV�ZHUH�RQ�WKH�WRQJXHV�RI�VROGLHUV��
the social reach of UíWL literature may have become as vast as its geographical 
one.
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5íWL�/LWHUDWXUH�LQ�1LQHWHHQWK�&HQWXU\�,QGLDQ�&RXUWVށ����������
2WKHU�GRFXPHQWDWLRQ�RI�WKH�FLUFXODWLRQނDQG��LW�VKRXOG�EH�VWUHVVHG��FRQWLQXHG�
SURGXFWLRQނRI UíWL literature in this period must be sought in non-British 
sources. Accounts of Hindi from 1800 have tended to present the nineteenth  (p.
208) century in overly deterministic terms as one long, teleological progression 
toward ÃGKXQLNWÃ (modernity). Most Hindi literary historians begin discussions 
RI�WKLV�SHULRG�ZLWK�)RUW�:LOOLDP�&ROOHJH�DQG�WKHQ�VNLS�WR�+DULVKFKDQGUD��ށ����
85), with brief stopovers in the oeuvres of a few select figures, usually Raja 
6KLYSUDVDG�6LQJK��ށ��������DQG�/DNVKPDQ�6LQJK��ށ���������WZR�HDUO\�+LQGL�
prose stylists, each with different agendas, who contributed to the development 
of modern Khari Boli.15 The period from c. 1820 to 1860 is almost completely 
elided. This was, no doubt an inactive time for the colonial state in the realm of 
Hindi literature, and only an incipient one for Hindi print culture (in general, 
Hindi publishing lagged decades behind that of Bengali and Urdu, the other 
major languages in the North Indian literary field). A few early Hindi books were 
produced in Calcutta, where publishing houses were well developed owing to 
the British and Marwari presence, but financially viable printing ventures in the 
Hindi heartland were not in place until after 1857 and print did not really take 
off until the 1860s.16 If we accept that printing was largely confined to a few fits 
and starts, can these begin to account for the sum total of Hindi reading, 
writing, and literary connoisseurship throughout greater Hindustan in the 
nineteenth century? In particular, what was happening between 1820 and 1860, 
that is, between the dwindling of the Fort William College enterprises and the 
time when print culture really began to thrive? Was it as empty an interstice as 
literary history suggests? Are the extent and nature of Brajbhasha textual 
culture during the first half of the nineteenth century so little studied because 
there is so little to study? What do we actually know about any of this?

The first point to make is also the most basic: there was very much a lively 
sphere of UíWL literary production in the nineteenth century. Even if reliable 
details about written Hindi culture outside the zones of colonial control are hard 
to come by, the available evidence suggests that many practices of UíWL literature 
continued under the radar of colonialism and nascent print culture. Some texts 
remain unpublished, making it difficult to say for sure how many there are, but 
HYHQ�D�FRQVHUYDWLYH�HVWLPDWHނWKH\�VHHP�WR�QXPEHU�LQ�WKH�KXQGUHGVނVXJJHVWV�
that UíWL textual culture utterly dwarfed anything that was happening 
elsewhere.17

Nineteenth-century UíWL literature merits a much fuller treatment than is possible 
here, but it is worth glancing at a few examples, since the whole topic has fallen 
off the conceptual grid of scholarship on modern Hindi and is hardly known 
except to a few specialists in India. Literary historians who do bother to mention 
nineteenth-century UíWL literary culture tend to see it as a mere prolongation of 
earlier tendencies, hardly worthy of remark.18 In a world where modernity was 
everywhere in the air, UíWL poets, it is thought, ignored it and continued  (p.209) 
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to write age-old ĝפJÃUD poetry, treatises on rasa, and royal panegyrics, 
laboriously copying manuscripts when everybody else was upgrading to the new 
material technology of print and conceptual technology of reform.

We have seen repeatedly that UíWL poets, conservative in the sense of honoring 
and preserving a successful literary tradition, were not immune to change. Braj 
SRHWV�IUHTXHQWO\�XSGDWHG�HDUOLHU�6DQVNULW�FRQFHSWVނUHFDOO�WKDW�RIW�UHSHDWHG�
proclamation of the UíWL writer that he had composed his work DSDQí�PDWL�DQXVÃUD
(according to his own understanding); in some cases, they actively pursued new 
aesthetic approaches. Mughal cultural contexts prompted some Braj poets, 
including Keshavdas and Kavindracharya Sarasvati, to experiment with unusual 
forms of Persianized register. Bhushan, Matiram, and Lal Kavi, among others, 
proved highly sensitive to their political environment. Yet we can also find Braj 
poets like Sundar Kaviray, who hardly mention the world beyond their immediate 
OLWHUDU\�FRQFHUQV��HYHQ�ZKHQ�WKDW�ZRUOG�VHHPV�XQXVXDO�HQRXJKނKH�ZDV��DIWHU�
DOO��D�SDQGLW�HPSOR\HG�DV�D�GLSORPDW�DW�WKH�0XJKDO�FRXUWނWR�KDYH�PHULWHG�
comment. The level of engagement with the world outside the text was thus 
highly varied, in the nineteenth century as in the seventeenth.

Whether they talked about British power or not, whether they responded to their 
changed cultural environment or not, UíWL poets continued to be sponsored in 
countless local courts well into the colonial period.19 When Anupgiri Gosaim (d. 
1804), a Bundelkhand warlord who made trouble for the British and just about 
every other claimant to power in the late eighteenth century,20 strategically 
situated himself as a maharaja in the last ten years of his life, he did what kings 
had been doing for centuries: he hired a UíWL poet. But if one were trying to gauge 
how the advent of the British was perceived by this court, there would be little 
gleaned from the work that he sponsored, Padmakar's 

+LPPDWEDKÃGXUYLUXGÃYDOí, a YíU�NÃY\D consistent with a centuries-old pattern of 
Braj (and Sanskrit) political poetry. The work does contain many contemporary 
vignettes, including a vivid description of a famous battle between Anupgiri and 
his rival Arjun Singh in which the latter lost his life, but the British presence in 
the region is intimated in a single line.21 When a few years later Padmakar, who 
would go on to establish himself as the leading poet of his day, wrote his 

UíWLJUDQWK�-DJDWYLQRG IRU�6DZDL�-DJDW�6LQJK��Uށ�����������WKH�-DLSXU�UXOHU�
crowned the same year that Lord Lake took Delhi, he seems to have been far 
more concerned with vinod (pleasure) than jagat (the world).22

Not all late UíWL texts disappoint the reader who insists on trawling for evidence 
of literary and cultural change. It is not voluminous, but it is there for those who 
have eyes to see. Even the conservative Padmakar is credited with  (p.210) the 
following SUDĝDVWL YHUVH�WR�WKH�*ZDOLRU�UXOHU�'DXODW�5DR�6FLQGLD��U������������ށ�
in which he speaks out vociferously against the British:

May you conquer Minagarh and render Bombay impotent.
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May you shut down their ports so that
they revert to a jungle inhabited by monkeys.
Padmakar says, may you raze Kashmir, too,
and liberate Kalinjar [a fort town in Bundelkhand], encircling it like a 
cage.
Brave King Daulat Rao, may you marshal your troops,
attack, and crush the ILUDJís.
Ravage Delhi, pounce on Patna, too.
When will you tear Calcutta to shreds?23

In his approximately contemporary ÂQDQGUDJKXQDQGDQ, Maharaja Vishvanath 
6LQJK�������LQ�HDVWHUQ�0DGK\D�3UDGHVK���VFLRQ�RI�D�FRXUW�WKDW���RI�5HZD�����ށ
had a long and distinguished tradition of Braj patronage, mentions cannon 
salutes; the work also contains examples of (notably incorrect) English.24 The 
poetry of Gwal (d. 1868), whose voluminous oeuvre includes Vijayvinod
(Celebration of victory), which partly concerns the Sikh leader Ranjit Singh, also 
contains topical references, such as a satirical verse on UHO�Ní�VDYÃUí (train 
travel).25 There is even a small corpus of Braj poetry that deals with the Indian 
UHYROW�RI�������LQFRUSRUDWLQJ�ZRUGV�VXFK�DVފ�DQJUHMދ��(QJOLVK�ފ��FRPSDQ\ދ��
��OLQJXLVWLFއThis evidence of UíWL SRHWV 26ދ�ORUG��VDKLE��ODWފ��DQGދ�FDSWDLQފ
adaptation to English is consistent with a long-standing tradition of Brajifying 
the exogenous, but is also an inkling of modernizing themes that would be 
further developed during the following generation under the literary 
stewardship of Harishchandra. 5íWL textual culture was beginning to be cognizant 
of colonial rule. There were also changes of a more material nature, as print 
culture interacted with traditional modes of book production.

5íWL Texts and the Transition to Print Culture
The book culture and literary tastes of centuries past lived on well into the age 
of Indian print.27 Indian maharajas and older courtly practices played a 
significant role in the transition, which means that often early nineteenth-
century literary styles and the first of the newfangled books do not look very 
new, at least to the casual observer. Good illustrations of this principle emerge 
from surveying the literary habits of the Banaras court. Just a few hundred miles 
inland from Calcutta it is difficult to find evidence of colonial contact in the  (p.
211) writings of Gokulnath, a Brajbhasha poet active during the reign of 
0DKDUDMD�8GLW�1DUD\DQ�6LQJK��U����� ��7R�DOO�DSSHDUDQFHV��KLV�����ށ�
&HWFDQGULNÃ, a family history of the Banaras rajas, as well as the 

5ÃGKÃNאפDYLOÃV and .DYLPXNKPD֖אDQ (respectively on rasa and rhetoric), could 
just as easily have been written two hundred years earlier, which is perhaps the 
effect intended: to reduce colonial power to a virtual cipher by barring any trace 
of it from one's repertoire of literary and political expression. More overtly 
revolutionary in its mode of production, at least, is a monumental Braj 
0DKÃEKÃUDWD, a collaboration undertaken by Gokulnath, his son Gopinath, and 
his son's pupil Manidev. Upon its completion, the 0DKÃEKÃUDWD was sent to 
Calcutta for publication in 1829, becoming the first text of this court to enter 
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print culture. Udit Narayan's successor, Maharaja Ishvari Narayan Singh (r. 
��ށ�������FRQWLQXHG�WR�VSRQVRU UíWL texts. Sardar Kavi (fl. 1850) was well-
regarded for his writings on metrics and rhetoric, as well as commentaries on 
classics of UíWL literature: %LKÃUíVDWVDí, .DYLSUL\Ã, and 5DVLNSUL\Ã.28 The dynamic 
success of print culture in the second half of the nineteenth century made some 
of these and many other Brajbhasha works readily available well beyond the 
court, but these changes were quantitative shifts in numbers of readers, not 
qualitative shifts in literary theme.29

This coexistence of multiple production and reception modalities points to an 
interesting feature of nineteenth-century literary culture that belies the idea that 
poor outmoded UíWL literature came to an unceremonious end the moment that 
the British exhibited their more enlightened ways. Many works that originated in 
traditional UíWL settings early in the nineteenth century found their way into print 
after a time lag. Just consider the fate of a few of the texts already mentioned. 
Padmakar's Jagatvinod, commissioned by the maharaja of Jaipur, may epitomize 
age-old themes and production values, but it became a major commercial 
success with at least eight print runs between 1865 and 1896.30 The 
ÂQDQGUDJKXQDQGDQ of Maharaja Vishvanath Singh was first composed at the 
court of Rewa, but was eventually printed in 1871.31 The Banaras court's 
0DKÃEKÃUDWD, though composed by Braj intellectuals working in a traditional 
fashion, was reissued three times after the text's Calcutta debut, by Naval 
Kishore Press from 1874 to 1891.32 Traditionalist practices thus interacted with 
newer colonial ones, and not in entirely predictable ways.

Many (supposedly) traditionalist courts, in fact, were the first to partake of the 
new print technologies. Who better than kings, after all, to lay out the capital for 
presses and to underwrite expensive and risky printing ventures?33 The %DQÃUDV�
DNEKÃU, the first Hindi periodical in Nagari script to be printed outside of 
Calcutta, was made possible only with a large subvention from the maharaja of 
Nepal. Several books in Hindi were commissioned by the maharaja of  (p.212) 
Banaras in the 1850s, during the same time that Sardar Kavi would have been 
blotting the ink on his UíWL commentaries. Maharajas were still acting as the 
major literary patrons and thus had a say in selecting the earliest texts to be 
printed. The bhakti classic 5ÃPFDULWPÃQDV was a major popular success, as were 
collections of ĝפJÃULN poetry and the classics of the Brajbhasha canon by Bihari, 
Keshavdas, and Sundar. Editions and commentaries on older UíWL books were 
published in this period, as well as contemporary anthologies and manuals on 
traditional poetics themes, allowing a widening reading public to partake of the 
Hindi literary heritage.34 In short, UíWL literature remained a vibrant enterprise 
long into the colonial era.
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Literary Reform and Early Experiments with Modernism
With the growing influence of reformist movements during the second half of the 
nineteenth century, some of the themes and premises of Hindi literature began 
to seem fatally unmodern. Various aspects of Indian culture were constructed as 
outmoded, or worse, degraded, and literature quickly emerged as a prime 
candidate for a makeover. It did not matter that Hindi literature had centuries of 
tradition and the self-reflection of a sophisticated kavikul behind it. Under high 
colonialism, Europeans set the standards to which Indian literature should 
aspire, and across the many Indian regional languages, Western genres and 
themes were widely adopted. Upon the establishment in 1854 of the Education 
Committee (which later became the Education Department), the lack of good 
vernacular books for teaching was raised as an urgent concern.35 With the 
increasing penetration of colonial power and educational institutions, not to 
PHQWLRQ�WKH�EUXWDO�FUDFNGRZQ�RQފ�GLVOR\DO�SULQFHVދ�LQ�WKH�DIWHUPDWK�RI�������WKH�
traditional patronage structures for Indian literature began to crumble. The 
%ULWLVK�VWHSSHG�LQWR�WKLV�YDFXXPނRQH�WKH\�RI�FRXUVH�FUHDWHGނE\�VSRQVRULQJ�
poetry competitions and offering prizes for the best examples of new plays, 
essays, and novels. Poets everywhere in India were modifying their styles in 
accordance with Western norms. The literary function, once primarily aesthetic, 
now veered sharply toward the utilitarian; the point was to raise awareness of 
society's ills and to enact social change.

Bengali writers were the first to embrace reform. Whereas in the Mughal period 
Bengali Vaishnavas had taken many a literary cue from Brajbhasha poets, in the 
nineteenth century the direction of cultural flow was reversed.36 Not only were 
the earliest presses located in Bengal, but so too were the most zealously 
modernizing literati, among whom Bankimchandra Chattopadhyay and Michael 
Madhusudan Datt are two of the more famous examples.37 In  (p.213) irony that 
cannot be lost on anybody who has studied UíWL literature, one of the most 
LPSRUWDQWފ�PRGHUQLVWދ�OLWHUDU\�WUHQGV�RI�WKH�QLQHWHHQWK�FHQWXU\�ZDV�DGDSWLQJ�
the Sanskrit and Western classics into modern vernacular prose. Constituting a 
��WUDGLWLRQ��HYHQ�D�UDGLFDOO\�UHIRUPLVW�RQH��PHDQW�ORRNLQJ�WR�UHVSHFWHGދQHZފ
models of the past. It is a wonder that modern literary historians have not 
GHQRXQFHG�WKLVފ�GHULYDWLYHދ�OLWHUDWXUH��DV�WKH\�KDYH�VR�UHVRXQGLQJO\�GHQRXQFHG 

UíWL styles.38

Alongside the new iteration of classicism, Indian writers were also pressured to 
shun merely decorative themes. Poets had an obligation to contribute to the 
XSOLIW�RI�WKHLUފ�IDOOHQދ�VRFLHW\��D�WUDQVIRUPDWLRQDO�OLWHUDU\�EHQW�WKDW�FKDUDFWHUL]HG�
most of India during this period. Susie Tharu has commented on how a majority 
RI�WKH�HDUO\�QRYHOV�ZULWWHQ�LQ�,QGLDQ�ODQJXDJHV�ZHUH�UHVSRQVHVފ�WR�DQ�LGHRORJLFDO�
ambience in which a totally new sense of the responsibilities of the writer as well 
DV�WKH�VRFLDO�IXQFWLRQ�RI�OLWHUDWXUH�DQG�OLWHUDU\�VWXG\�IHDWXUHG�SURPLQHQWO\39ދ�

The proceedings of a meeting of the $QMXPDQ�H�3DQMÃE (Punjab society) 
convened in 1874 by the British administrator Colonel Holroyd dramatically 
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illustrate this point. Holroyd enjoined Urdu poets to give up their proverbial 
attention to wine and intractable beloveds in favor of more practical and edifying 
subjects. His rather dreary new PXVKÃކLUDK (literary soirée) themes, designed to 
help Urdu poets rescue themselves from the harmful decadence into which they 
KDG�VXSSRVHGO\�IDOOHQ��LQFOXGHG�VXEMHFWV�OLNHފ�SDWULRWLVPފ�ދ�SHDFHފ�ދ�MXVWLFHދ��
40ދ�FLYLOL]DWLRQފ��DQGދ�KRSHފ�ދ�FRQWHQWPHQWފ�ދ�FRPSDVVLRQފ

Hindi writers, too, took to this reformist enterprise with zeal. In their case, it 
was not just the themes of literature that needed reform. The Hindi language 
itself was subject to unprecedented scrutiny, with the dialect of Khari Boli Hindi 
(spoken especially in the Delhi-Meerut region) increasingly fostered as the 
language of modern prose. Braj was still the choice of most poets for aesthetic 
XQGHUWDNLQJV��EXW�ZRUNDGD\�WRSLFV�DQG�HVSHFLDOO\�QHZ�:HVWHUQ�JHQUHVނHVVD\V��
WUDYHORJXHV��KLVWRULHV��HGXFDWLRQDO�PDWHULDOނZHUH�QRZ�WR�EH�KDQGOHG�LQ�.KDUL�
Boli. One influential Holroyd-like figure for Hindi was the civil servant Mathew 
Kempson, head of Bareilly College, who encouraged Hindi writers to compose 
Khari Boli versions of Sanskrit works and offered prizes for good translations 
from English. The scheme was not a resounding success. Useful book initiatives 
made more headway in Urdu than in Hindi during this period.41 In fact, Urdu's 
literary arena as a whole was much more energetic than Hindi's, and would 
remain so until the second decade of the twentieth century.

Banaras is an important exception. No discussion of Hindi literature in the 
nineteenth century would be adequate without at least a few remarks about 
Bharatendu Harishchandra, a leading member of the Banaras aristocracy and 

 (p.214) a remarkable cultural innovator. With his enthusiasm for writing 
Western-style dramas and essays, Harishchandra was instrumental in some of 
the first processes of literary modernization in the Hindi milieu. His play 

%KÃUDWGXUGDĝÃ (India's deplorable condition, 1880) as well as countless essays 
and editorial pieces on language were infused with a reformist vision that 
prefigures many elements of Hindi's twentieth-century career under nationalism. 
His editorship of periodicals like Harishcandra Magazine and .DYLYDFDQVXGKÃ
(Nectar of poetic expression) was foundational to the modern Hindi public 
sphere, a latter-day incarnation of the Brajbhasha kavikul, for in venues such as 
these new identities for Khari Boli writing were being conceived. In-depth 
studies by Sagaree Sengupta and Vasudha Dalmia have done much to elucidate 
his extensive oeuvre, his pioneering endeavors on behalf of Hindi, and his place 
in the social and intellectual history of the period.42 None of this ground needs 
to be tread again here.

+LQGL�WH[WERRNV�WRGD\�JHQHUDOO\�YHQHUDWH�+DULVKFKDQGUD�DV�WKHފ�IDWKHU�RI�
PRGHUQ�+LQGLދ��DQ�DGDJH�WKDW�REVFXUHV�WKH�GHJUHH�WR�ZKLFK�WUDGLWLRQDO�OLWHUDWXUH�
was very much alive to him and not in the least incompatible with his active role 
in propagating new genres and media. Harishchandra and his contemporaries 
DUH�QRW�HDV\�WR�SLJHRQKROH��DQG�EHLQJ�WRR�TXLFN�WR�ODEHO�WKHPފ�PRGHUQދ�IODWWHQV�
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out the complex interplay of cultural streams that fed into the thought-worlds of 
colonial-period intellectuals and writers. Much about Harishcandra's poetic 
oeuvre and social positioning as a ]DPíQGÃU from a prosperous Agrawal trading 
family links him to earlier practices: his fervent Vaishnavism (his family were 
adherents of the Vallabhan VDPSUDGÃ\) situates him squarely in the literary 
universe of bhakti��ZKHUHDV�KLV�HOLWH�VRFLDO�FLUFXLWނLQ�WHUPV�RI�ERWK�WKH�
SDWURQDJH�KH�DIIRUGHG�SRHWV�DQG�WKH�SRHWU\�KH�KLPVHOI�ZURWH�LQ�DQ�HURWLF�YHLQނ
link him unequivocally to UíWL traditions.

Harishcandra advocated change, but his program called more for supplementing 
than superseding existing Hindi literary practices. He was an avid, sensitive 
reader of the classical Braj heritage, and some of the earliest examples of 
modern Hindi literary criticism can be found in the pages of his journals. Clearly, 
the conceptual divide between bhakti and UíWL literature that is entrenched in the 
field of Hindi today was not relevant to him; or, both styles were equally relevant 
to him. He wrote criticism on Surdas, but also fashioned NX֖אDOL\ÃV (sextets) 
based on the %LKÃUíVDWVDí.43 5íWL literature was a crucial domain of the emerging 
literary canon for Hindi, and it was still held in high esteem by even writers of 
��VHQVLELOLW\�GXULQJ�WKLV�SHULRGދPRGHUQފ

Besides being an early adopter of the new Khari Boli prose, the single most 
important force behind the development of Hindi print culture during his 
lifetime, and a major literary critic, Harishchandra was also, like his father  (p.
215) *LULGKDUGDV��ށ��������EHIRUH�KLP��D�%UDMEKDVKD�SRHW�44 Given his stature 
today as Hindi's great modernizer, the amount of his work in a traditionalist vein 
is surprisingly large: a .אפDFDULW, or biography of Krishna; a &DQGUÃYDOí, on the 
subject of age-old UÃVDSD³FÃGK\Ã\í themes; an 8WWDUÃUGKEKDNWDPÃO (Latter-day 
garland of poets) that hearkens back to Nabhadas in the early seventeenth 
century. Even his texts centered on contemporary themes are filled with Braj 
poetry, since Harishchandra generally mixed Khari Boli prose and Braj verse in 
his dramas.

Although Khari Boli prose was gaining much ground in the nineteenth century, 
Hindi poetry was mostly still written in Braj. By the 1870s a few poets had begun 
to experiment with Khari Boli, but for many, the very thought that poetry could 
be composed in this upstart language engendered disbelief, if not outright 
ridicule. Experts no less authoritative than George Abraham Grierson, founder of 
that modernist project par excellence, The Linguistic Survey of India, had 
dismissed the very idea,45 while Harishchandra himself, otherwise hardly one to 
eschew innovation, made it amply clear in +LQGíEKÃÃ (The Hindi language, 
1883), an essay written late in his career, that he considered Khari Boli too 
harsh and unsophisticated for poetry. This verse lampooning Khari Boli poetics 
makes his position amply clear:

Sing the glories of Lord Krishna, everyone together!
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All your desires will be fulfilled, all sorrow will vanish.
%KDMDQ�NDUR�ĝUí�NUאD�NÃ��PLO�NDU�NH�VDE�ORJ
6LGGK�KR\JÃ�NÃP�DXU�FKXWDLJÃ�VDE�VRJ46

The long vowels that dominate here, which are generally characteristic of Khari 
Boli Hindi, would have sounded disastrously clumsy and cacophonous to a 
nineteenth-century ear attuned to the mellifluous cadences of Braj.47 This is to 
say nothing of the utterly pedestrian quality of the verse, a flaw that would 
continue to mar many an experiment with Khari Boli poetry decades into the 
future. For Harishcandra and the majority of his contemporaries in the last 
quarter of the nineteenth century, Brajbhasha unquestionably remained the 
literary dialect of choice.

Whatever its relationship to the Vaishnava and courtly past, for Harishchandra's 
generation Brajbhasha poetry was not yet seen as incommensurate with Indian 
progress. Hindi literary modernity felt like a capacious enterprise. It will sound 
oxymoronic to those schooled in nationalist literary historiography, but even UíWL
literature could be a vehicle for ÃGKXQLNWÃ (modernity) well into the twentieth 
century. The tremendous genius, productivity, and stature of Harishchandra tend 
to eclipse the contributions of other writers of this period, many of whom were 
closely associated with the literary giant.  (p.216) Thakur Jagmohan Singh 
�ށ���������D�OLIHORQJ�IULHQG�RI�+DULVKFKDQGUD��VKDUHG�KLV�SHQFKDQW�IRU�SRHWLF�
experimentation and is emblematic of a whole generation of Hindi writers who 
grappled intensely with the penetration of colonialist thought without 
necessarily rejecting their own literary heritage.

Jagmohan Singh, like Harishchandra, was a member of North India's landed 
elite. He hailed from the obscure princely state of Bijeraghogarh in central India, 
whose fortunes had waned since 1857. During his childhood, upon the suicide of 
his father, Raja Saryuprasad Singh, who was arrested for treason in the 
aftermath of the Indian revolt, Jagmohan became a charge of the Court of Wards 
and was catapulted into a social and intellectual universe drastically different 
from the world of Rajput privilege into which he had been born.48 The British-
style education he received in Banaras, coupled with the general spirit of 
reform, afforded him access to a literary world nothing like the traditions of UíWL
poetry that had been fostered in India's courts for centuries.

-DJPRKDQ�6LQJK
V�RHXYUH�HSLWRPL]HV�KRZ�SRHWV�ZHUH�DEOH�WR�XVH�Dފ�WUDGLWLRQDOދ�
medium like Brajbhasha while contributing creatively to modernizing literary 
trends. His Pralay (The deluge, 1889), a Brajbhasha poem about a flood that 
beset the village of Seorinarayan during his tenure as a civil servant in the 
Central Provinces, combines the older forms of NÃY\D-style poetic description 
with newer modes, such as the expectation that literature be anubhav-siddh
(based on experience).49 Another modernizing turn is the poet's Khari Boli 
preface, which reports on the customs and general backwardness of the 
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villagers in a tone reminiscent of contemporary colonial sociology. His 

2PNÃUFDQGULNÃ (Moonlight of the sacred syllable, 1894) is, like Pralay, a hybrid 
work that ingeniously combines a long tradition of PÃKÃWP\Ds on Hindu holy 
places (in this case, Omkareshwar in southern Madhya Pradesh) with the 
imported genre of the travelogue told from an eyewitness perspective. In 
Jagmohan's conceptual world, reverence for a Shaiva temple is not incompatible 
with a eulogistic treatment of the modern convenience of rail service.

New forms of literary experimentation were not the only changes in the Hindi 
heartland during the late nineteenth century. This is not the place to enter into a 
GLVFXVVLRQ�RI�WKH�LQFUHDVLQJ�SRODUL]DWLRQ�EHWZHHQ�+LQGL�DQG�8UGX�VXSSRUWHUVނ
DQRWKHU�GHILQLQJ�IHDWXUH�RI�WKH�SHULRGނDV�D�FU\VWDOOL]DWLRQ�RI�+LQGX�DQG�0XVOLP�
religious identities, in combination with the competition for employment 
opportunities in colonial India, led to ever more strident feelings of linguistic 
and religious nationalism.50 The pluralism that was inherent to Brajbhasha 
literary culture would soon be a thing of the past. As the investment in Hindi as 
a language of one nation and one religion grew ever greater, so too did the 
investment in fostering awareness about it, and an infrastructure was developed 
WR�VXEVHUYH�WKH�DLPV�RI�LWV�YRFLIHURXV�DGYRFDWHV��7KH�1ÃJDUí�3UDFÃULאí  (p.217) 
6DEKÃ��IRXQGHG�LQ�%DQDUDV�LQ�������ZDV�MXVW�RQH�RI�WKH�LPSRUWDQW�LQVWLWXWLRQV�WR�
arise in this period. Another, equally consequential, development was the birth 
of Hindi literary history.

The New Science of Literary History
The kavikul of precolonial North India ordered literary knowledge in many 
different ways. Only one was chronological. When Bhikharidas mentioned the 
canonical writers of Brajbhasha literature in his .ÃY\DQLUאD\, he began with two 
of the earliest: Surdas and Keshavdas. Sudan Kavi, employing the same 
convention in his preface, exhibits a historical sensibility (he starts with 
Keshavdas) but then proceeds alphabetically.51 The most common way of 
conceptualizing literary collectivity, however, was to compile favorite poems in a 

VDJUDK (anthology), the organizing principle of which had nothing to do with 
historical time. Some anthologies were driven by a commemorative impulse, as 
with the .DYíQGUDFDQGULNÃ, the collection of SUDĝDVWL poems honoring 
Kavindracharya Sarasvati, or the 6DUYÃJí of Gopaldas, which memorialized the 
key poets of the Dadupanthi community.52 In Vaishnava circles, collocations of 
authors, and not just poems, took on a special importance, signifying prominent 
figures in the spiritual lineage; thus, for example, the designation DDWDFKÃS
(eight signature poets) among the Vallabhans.53 The 9DLאDYDQ�Ní�YÃUWÃ and the 
EKDNWDPÃO JHQUHVނFROOHFWLRQV�RI�ELRJUDSKLHV�RU�LQGHHG�KDJLRJUDSKLHV�RI�
H[HPSODU\�VSLULWXDO�ILJXUHVނKHOSHG�WR�FLUFXPVFULEH�WKH�ERXQGDULHV�RI�D�religious 
community that sometimes overlapped with a literary one.54 Groups of bhaktas 
were collected in sets that filled out auspicious numbers such as eighty-four or 
two hundred and fifty-two. But there was no unambiguous chronologic logic to 
the EKDNWDPÃO genre, any more than there is to the beads of the PÃOÃ (garland) 
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that grounded the analogy. The members of the premodern kavikul could inhabit 
the same cultural space across great expanses of time and place.55

During the last quarter of the nineteenth century, however, the historical mode 
emerged as a new and increasingly dominant way of conceptualizing Hindi 
literature, superseding the more diverse logics of earlier practices. Although it is 
difficult to argue against the relevance of historical circumstances to the 
FUHDWLRQ�RI�OLWHUDWXUHނWKH�ULVH�RI�%UDMEKDVKD�OLWHUDU\�FXOWXUH�LV��DIWHU�DOO��D�
historical fact closely tied to the rise of a new historical political formation, 
0XJKDO�UXOHނOLWHUDU\�KLVWRU\�LV�VXVFHSWLEOH�WR�H[WUHPHV�RI�PHFKDQLFDO�WKLQNLQJ��
The model frequently falls prey to the biological narrative that literatures come 
into being, experience a period of growth, mature, and then fall ineluctably into 

 (p.218) senescence. Furthermore, great political dynasties are thought to 
engender great literature, whereas weaker polities are assumed a priori to give 
rise to works of inferior quality. There is no reason at all that literature should 
conform to such a simplistic pattern, but this proposition is strangely 
widespread.56 In the case of Hindi, it is possible to trace with uncommon 
precision the advent of literary-historical thinking and to pinpoint the 
assumptions that marred the new formulations. The most detrimental by far was 
the notion that the subcontinent had sunk into a period of lamentable cultural 
decline prior to British rule.

7KH�SRZHU�RI�WKLV�QRWLRQ�WR�DOWHU�,QGLDQVއ�VHQVH�RI�WKHLU�OLWHUDU\�SDVW�EHFRPHV�
clear when we scrutinize the process of transition to the new model of literary 
history. Garcin de Tassy's /އ+LVWRLUH�GH�OD�OLWW«UDWXUH�KLQGRXLH�HW�KLQGXVWDQLH
(1839) and Shivsingh Sengar's ĜLYVLKVDURM (Lotus of Shivsingh, 1878), two 
influential early works about the premodern Hindi-Urdu tradition, have much 
more in common with Indic WD]ʏNLUDKs and VDJUDKs than with modern literary 
histories.57 Poets, patrons, and floruits are duly noted, and both authors are 
aware of the need to identify broad trends and major poets, but neither tried to 
construct a totalizing narrative that would explain centuries of multifaceted 
literary achievement in terms of a single, brute, temporal logic.58 More 
significant, neither set out to account for North Indian literature's supposed 
precolonial decline, which would become a central topos of subsequent works in 
the genre. Garcin de Tassy and Sengar did not even perceive a decline, let alone 
one that needed to be explained. To go back and read the work of Sengar in 
particular today, after an interval of nearly a century of derisive accounts of UíWL
literature, is to reconnect with an ethos refreshingly untainted by either colonial 
or nationalist prejudice. With reference to the seventeenth century of the Indian 

Vikram HUD��F��6�����ށ������HQJDU�FDSV�D�ORQJ�OLVW�RI�ZULWHUV�ZLWK�WKH�VWDWHPHQW��
�RQFHUQLQJ�WKH�QH[W&�ދ�\7KH\�ZURWH�UHDOO\�VSHFWDFXODU�ZRUNV�RI�YHUQDFXODU�SRHWUފ
FHQWXU\��Fށ�������������KH�LV�HYHQ�PRUH�HQWKXVLDVWLF��7KHUH�ZHUH�QHYHU�EHWWHUފ�
SRHWV�LQ�DQ\�RWKHU�FHQWXU\�WKDQ�LQ�WKH�HLJKWHHQWK59ދ�
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A decade after Sengar, George Grierson presented a very different view in The 
Modern Vernacular Literature of Hindustan (1889), the first historical account of 
Hindi literature to be written in English. Along with Garcin de Tassy, Grierson is 
to be credited for his advocacy of vernacular literature, marking a break from 
previous Indologists, who had for the most part concentrated on classical 
texts.60 This was coupled, however, with the irrepressible arrogance of many 
British civil servants toward Indian culture. In some respects, the work is 
patently derivative: Grierson drew much of his data from the work of Sengar, a 
fact that he was at least candid enough to admit.61 Aside  (p.219) from writing 
in English, his crucial alteration was the addition of a new chronology. Since 
most subsequent Hindi literary histories reprise themes taken up in Grierson's 
work, it is worth recording in full his conceptualization of the Hindi literary 
tradition. He divides his book into eleven chapters:

1. 7KH�%DUGLF�3HULRG��ށ��������
2. The Religious Revival of the Fifteenth Century
3. 7KH�5RPDQWLF�3RHWU\�RI�0DOLN�0X֮DPPDG�������
4. 7KH�.אפD�FXOW�RI�%UDM��ށ���������
5. The Mughal Court
6. 7XOVí�'ÃV
7. 7KH�$UV�3RHWLFD��ށ���������
8. 2WKHU�VXFFHVVRUV�RI�7XOVí�'ÃV��ށ���������
9. The Eighteenth Century
10. +LQGXVWDQ�XQGHU�WKH�&RPSDQ\��ށ���������
11. +LQGXVWDQ�XQGHU�WKH�4XHHQ��ށ���������

Grierson manages to capture what many scholars would still agree are the major 
milestones of premodern Hindi literature. For instance, it is possible to trace the 
origins of Ramchandra Shukla's 9íUJÃWKÃNÃO (age of heroic songs, see below) in 
*ULHUVRQ
Vފ�EDUGLF�SHULRGދ��HYHQ�LI�H[WHQGLQJ�LW�EDFN�DV�IDU�DV�����&(�FODLPV�DQ�
antiquity for Hindi not endorsed by serious scholars today. Several chapter 
headings anticipate what came to be known as the bhakti period (chapters two, 
three, four, and six). The UíWL period of post-Shukla historiography is 
encompassed by chapters five (the Mughal Court), seven (The Ars Poetica), eight 
�2WKHU�6XFFHVVRUV�RI�7XOVí�'ÃV���DQG�QLQH��7KH�(LJKWHHQWK�&HQWXU\���7KH�FKDSWHU�
headings in themselves are not the issue.

The glaring problem with Grierson's model is the larger narrative that 
overdetermines it: Hindi literary culture is made to follow a trajectory that 
culminates in colonial rule. The early chapters contain favorable appraisals of 
Hindi's literary heritage, but all positive judgments cease abruptly in chapter 
QLQH��RPLQRXVO\�HQWLWOHG7ފ�KH�(LJKWHHQWK�&HQWXU\ދ��DV�WKRXJK�WKDW�LQ�LWVHOI�ZHUH�
enough to be said on the subject. His teleological approach is also painfully 
evident from the fact that, whereas all the previous chapters reference themes 
more or less relevant to Hindi literary processes, the last three (coinciding with 
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the rise of British power) describe instead the course of colonial history. 
Grierson did not lack opinions on the literature of these three periods, however. 
In marked contrast to Sengar's glowing view of eighteenth-century literature, 
Grierson finds it a cultural wasteland emblematic of India's political turmoil:

 (p.220) Bards there were few, and, as these could only sing of bloodshed 
and treachery, they preferred to remain silent. In other branches of 
literature there was a similar decay. No original authors of the first rank 
appeared.62

The Hindi literary tradition, in earlier assessments perceived to be characterized 
by sustained virtuosity and excellence, had suddenly encountered a late 
precolonial hitch. British rule is presented as the beacon of a more optimistic 
future:

The first half of the 19th century, commencing with the downfall of the 
Maratha power and ending with the Mutiny, forms another well-marked 
epoch. It was the period of renascence after the literary dearth of the 
previous century.63

It is hard to envision a cruder model of literary history than one that so 
transparently links Hindi's sophisticated centuries-old traditions of poetic 
engagement to the rise and fall of India's political fortunes, and its chances for 
future success to colonial intercession. Astonishingly, its premises would be 
given even greater credence by colonial subjects themselves in the coming 
decades, due in no small part to Mahavir Prasad Dvivedi and other nationalist 
writers fervently devoted to the cause of Hindi's renaissance.

0DKDYLU�3UDVDG�'YLYHGL��+LQGL
V5ފ�HQDLVVDQFHދ��DQG�WKH�5HSXGLDWLRQ�RI�
Brajbhasha
0DKDYLU�3UDVDG�'YLYHGL��ށ�����������ZKRVH�SRZHUIXO�SHUVRQD�OHQW�KLV�QDPH�WR�a 
literary epoch and a considerable amount of ideological backing to the 
nationalist literary enterprise, was one of the most significant architects of Hindi 
modernity even if Bharatendu Harishchandra would be the one to nab the title 
�V�0DLWKLOLVKDUDQ�*XSWD��RQH�RI�WKH�OHDGLQJ�SRHWV�RI$�ދ��IDWKHU�RI�PRGHUQ�+LQGLފ
WKH�HDUO\�WZHQWLHWK�FHQWXU\�DQG�D�VWXGHQW�RI�'YLYHGL��DSWO\�SXW�LW��I�%KDUDWHQGX,ފ�
JDYH�D�QHZ�ELUWK�WR�+LQGL��LW�ZDV�'ZLYHGL�ML�ZKR�EURXJKW�LW�XS64ދ� Dvivedi's views 
were espoused by many like-minded Hindi reformers, but his long tenure (from 
1903 to 1920) as editor of 6DUDVYDWí, the most influential Hindi journal of the 
period, gave him far-reaching power in the burgeoning Hindi public sphere.

In a region where rigid grammar regimes had never dictated the uses of 
vernacular language, 6DUDVYDWí became a new authority on correct Hindi. And 
��ZRXOG�QRZ�KDYH�D�KLJKO\�FLUFXPVFULEHG�UDQJH��,Q�D�OLQJXLVWLFދFRUUHFW�+LQGLފ
FRXS�Gއ«WDW�WR�ZKLFK�KH�UHFUXLWHG�PDQ\�ZLOOLQJ�VROGLHUV��0DKDYLU�3UDVDG�'YLYHGL 
 (p.221) set out to enthrone Khari Boli as the only legitimate form of Hindi 
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literary expression. He implemented a draconian editorial policy for 6DUDVYDWí
magazine, accepting only Khari Boli poetry submissions. He generally frowned 
upon dialectal variants, promoting a new kind of standardized, and frequently 
Sanskritized, Hindi. It would be difficult to overstate the extent to which this 
reformed Khari Boli Hindi, naturalized today, was to many an unfamiliar idiom in 
its own day. Nirala, a native speaker of the Baisvari dialect of Hindi and a 
leading voice in the turn to &KÃ\ÃYÃG (Romanticism) during the following 
generation, would later recall his humiliating ignorance of Khari Boli as a youth 
and the tutoring that he sought in the pages of nationalist periodicals like 

6DUDVYDWí and other arbiters of the modern style.65

Brajbhasha was far too cherished a literary language to be ushered out of 
existence quite so easily, but Dvivedi's vociferous rejection of it was as unsparing 
DV�LW�ZDV�LQIOXHQWLDO��$Q�HDUO\�HVVD\�HQWLWOHGފ�.DYLNDUWDY\Dދ��7KH�UHVSRQVLELOLW\�RI�
a poet), first published in 6DUDVYDWí in 1901, was larded with disdain for Braj. He 
ULGLFXOHG�ZKDW�KH�SHUFHLYHG�WR�EH�%UDM�SRHWVއ�XQUHOLHYHG�UHSHWLWLYHQHVV��QRXJK)ފ�
already! Do we really need any more poetry about the dalliances [of Radha and 
.ULVKQD@�RQ�WKH�EDQNV�RI�WKH�<DPXQD�5LYHU"�7ދKLV�VLQJOH�FUXHO�VHQWHQFH�UHGXFHG�
the extensive literary corpus to a caricature, and he wrote thousands just like it 
in the course of his career.66 Another target was the crystallizing diglossia 
between older Braj poetry genres and the new forms of Khari Boli prose that had 
been cultivated in response to colonial education mandates. This appeared to 
Dvivedi a bizarre and illogical division of linguistic and literary labor:

The language of prose and poetry should not be separate. It is only in the 
case of Hindi that different types of language are used for prose and 
poetry. The language of a civilized society should have both prose and 
SRHWLF�OLWHUDWXUH�7ޔ�R�VSHDN�RQH�ODQJXDJH��DQG�WR�ZULWH�SRHWU\�LQ�DQRWKHU��
goes against every natural principle.67

Although a prose tradition was inarguably a long-standing component of the 
FODVVLFDO�+LQGL�KHULWDJHނD�IDFW�LJQRUHG�E\�'YLYHGL�DQG�PDQ\�VFKRODUV�VLQFHނLW�
is true that verse had always been the preferred medium, even for scholarly 
pursuits such as composing ĝÃVWUD.68 Regardless, the continuing use of 
Brajbhasha was now being constructed as a sign of cultural backwardness. The 
language's long association with both religious poetry and the early modern 
courts appeared to render it congenitally unsuited to the modernizing, 
democratizing, and technologizing needs of an India ever more sensitized to the 
QHHG�IRU�FRPEDWLQJ�FRORQLDO�RSSUHVVLRQ��,W�ZDV�VWLJPDWL]HG�DVފ�GHFDGHQWދ�LQ�WKH�
manner of so much of premodern Indian culture during this period, and  (p.222)
increasingly came to symbolize the VÃPDQWYÃG or medieval feudal order from 
which Indians needed urgently to disassociate themselves.
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'XULQJ�WKLV�SHULRG�RI�QDWLRQDOLVW�IHUYRU��+LQGL�SRHWVނLQFUHDVLQJO\�QDUURZO\�
FRQVWUXHG�DV�.KDUL�%ROL�SRHWVނZHUH�DVVLJQHG�D�PLVVLRQ�WKDW�ZRXOG�KDYH�KDG�
Colonel Holroyd and his compatriots of the previous generation nodding their 
approval from the grave: to write on XSDGHĝMDQDN (edifying) themes. In the words 
RI�&KDUX�*XSWD��GXULQJ�WKH�'YLYHGL�$JHނIRU�VXFK�ZDV�KLV�LQIOXHQFH�WKDW�ODWHU�
OLWHUDU\�KLVWRULDQV�ZRXOG�QDPH�WKH�ZKROH�HUD�DIWHU�KLPފނDHVWKHWLFV�EHFDPH�DQ�
H[HUFLVH�LQ�HWKLFV69ދ� Hindi poets were now enjoined to be foremost patriots, and 
to speak about urgent social and political topics such as untouchability, widow 
remarriage, NKÃGí (homespun cloth), and the FDUNKÃ (spinning wheel), these last 
two particularly laden symbols of Indian self-sufficiency in the growing 
anticolonial struggle.70

Khari Boli poetry was perhaps not beautiful the way Braj was (recall 
Harishchandra's disparaging remarks on this subject), but it had modern, 
utilitarian virtues.71 Besides, the very PÃGKXU\D (sweetness) that even 
detractors had to admit was Braj's special attraction would now be posited as an 
embarrassing flaw. When Indian nationhood was at stake, what good was a 
literary system founded on concepts like DODNÃUD? Brajbhasha was now 
evaluated in the terms of colonial and nationalist discourse that constructed 
premodern Hindus as effete or too feminine.72 ފ,Q�DQ�DJH�ZKHQ�,QGLD�QHHGHG�
PHQދ��DYHUUHG�D�VFKRODU�ZKR�VSRNH�DW�WKH�VHFRQG�DQQXDO�DVVHPEO\�RI�WKH�+LQGí�
6ÃKLW\D�6DPPHODQ�RI�$OODKDEDG�LQ����WKH�H[FHVVLYH�VZHHWQHVV�DQGފ����
PHORGLRXVQHVV�RI�%UDM�KDG�WXUQHG�,QGLDQV�LQWR�HXQXFKV73ދ� Khari Boli was 
SURPRWHG�LQ�LWV�VWHDG�DV�Dފ�YLULOHދ�ODQJXDJH�IRU�WKH�QDWLRQ��7KH�GD\V�RI�
Brajbhasha's viability were now numbered.

Some of this story, centering on a dramatic reconceptualization of literary values 
under colonialism and nationalism, epitomizes a trend generally mirrored in 
regional languages throughout India from the nineteenth century, but the 
sweeping linguistic reforms in the Hindi belt are unparalleled. During the first 
decades of the twentieth century, known by specialists today not just as the 

'YLYHGí�\XJ (Dvivedi period) but also styled more grandiosely as the +LQGí�
QDYMÃJDUDא (Hindi renaissance), Hindi was called upon to do more ideological 
work than its counterparts in other provinces because it alone of India's 
languages had a strong transregional presence with nation-building potential. A 
concomitant to the drive for independence was the need to promote a language 
that could represent all of India. Hindi's unique status as a GHĝY\ÃSDN�EKÃÃ
(language with national reach) was one of Dvivedi's main arguments for its 
suitability as a national language.74 Of course, that Hindi could become 
GHĝY\ÃSDN at all was in no small measure due to the Brajbhasha kavikul.

 (p.223) Dvivedi's was not the only vision for Hindi. His linguistic eugenics 
seemed dysgenic to some, and ardent supporters of Brajbhasha retained their 
influence for a couple more decades. The figure of Dularelal Bhargava, chief 
editor of 0ÃGKXUí, which became even more influential than 6DUDVYDWí after its 
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founding in 1922, serves as a counterweight. As rightly noted by Francesca 
Orsini, the Hindi public sphere was a diverse arena in which many literary 

VDVNÃUDs (loosely: tastes or proclivities) intersected, as poets, journalists, 
teachers, and intellectuals from different backgrounds (landed aristocrats, 
merchants, Brahmans, Persianized Kayasths) joined forces to serve the cause of 
Hindi and the nation.75 In contrast to the more circumscribed linguistic and 
literary styles found in the pages of 6DUDVYDWí, the profile of 0ÃGKXUí was far 
more open and eclectic. The new &KÃ\ÃYÃG or Romantic poetry was featured, but 
so were venerated kavitts of old. There was even a regular column on 
Brajbhasha literature, known as NDYL�FDUFÃ (featured poet). The younger 
generation flocked to this journal, and even some stalwarts of the 'YLYHGí�\XJ
became ardent supporters.76 Many who were perfectly content to adopt the new 
Sanskritized Khari Boli for poetry still drew heavily on the Brajbhasha past. Age-
old literary staples such as the EÃUDK�PÃVÃ and ĝLNK�QDNK were by no means 
phased out overnight, and Braj verses were integral to the early Hindi novel (as 
they had been to Harishchandra's plays).77 Thus, Brajbhasha literary culture, 
though mortally wounded during Dvivedi's generation, did not expire at once.

On the contrary, there was even a brief moment of revival during the 1920s. 
3DQGLW�-DJDQQDWKGDV�5DWQDNDU��ށ�����������D�SUROLILF�HDUO\�HGLWRU�RI UíWL texts 
and a leading contributor to the 6ĭUVÃJDU SURMHFW�DW�WKH�1ÃJDUí�3UDFÃULאí�6DEKÃ��
continued both to write and to advocate for Brajbhasha poetry throughout his 
career. Much of his oeuvre is consistent with age-old themes of rasa and 

QÃ\LNÃEKHGD, but in the manner of writers such as Harishchandra and Thakur 
Jagmohan Singh, Ratnakar also considered Braj an entirely appropriate vehicle 
of modernization and reform. Like Dvivedi, he concerned himself with linguistic 
standardization, but he directed his energies toward Brajbhasha. In 1925 he 
gave a public address calling for Braj poets to update their repertoires.78 His 
FRQWHPSRUDU\�$\RGK\D�6LQJK�8SDGK\D\ފ�+DULDXGKދ�ZDV�MXVW�VXFK�D�VHOI�
conscious modernizer of older Braj motifs. His 3UL\DSUDYÃV (Lament for a 
departed lover, 1914) only sounds like a tale about a lovelorn JRSí from classical 
poetry; it actually presented an earnest new reformist message, with Radha 
portrayed not as a physical lover but as a woman selflessly dedicated to social 
service.79

In fact, numerous intellectuals of the day found it possible to live in radically 
different cultural worlds simultaneously. Yet another case are the brothers 
Shyambihari, Shukdevbihari, and Ganeshbihari Mishra, bicultural  (p.224) 
intellectuals from an old aristocratic family based in Lucknow, who played a 
major role in Hindi literary life.80 The younger two were English-educated but 
still steeped in traditional cultural values, employed in the modern British civil 
service but also as administrators in the princely states of Orchha and 
Bharatpur. They warrant special attention as coauthors of the 0LĝUDEDQGKXYLQRG
(Delight of the Mishra brothers), a monumental work of Hindi literary history 
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completed in 1913. Their Vinod straddles the divergent social landscapes and 
thought-worlds of the period, as did the careers of the authors.

The Mishra brothers frequently evince acute Dvivedism, as when they express 
concern that Braj poetry is too narrow in scope, which with charming illogic they 
blame on India's dearth of the communication infrastructure that colonialism 
would bring:

Hundreds of books were lost or destroyed in ancient times because we did 
not have trains, telephones, a postal system, printing presses or libraries.ޔ�
Poets could not find out what others were writing, with the result that 
hundreds and thousands of books kept getting produced on the same 
subject.81

 �VHHPV�WR�EH�D�WKLQO\�YHLOHG�FULWLTXH�RI�WKHދXQGUHGV�DQG�WKRXVDQGV�RI�ERRNV+ފ

UíWLJUDQWK, whereby the actions of a centuries-old Brajbhasha kavikul with its 
well-structured systems of articulating literary consensus are made to appear, 
through the skewed interpretive lens of colonial and nationalist discourse, as 
simply mindless. The Mishra brothers also at least pay lip service to the idea of 
+LQGL
V�GHILFLHQFLHV�DQG�KHUDOG�WKH�GDZQLQJ�DJH�RI�OLWHUDU\�UHIRUP��8QWLO�QRZފ�
our language was characterized by pleasing but impractical subjects, but now 
with British rule, people have become more concerned with subject matter that 
FDQ�EHQHILW�VRFLHW\82ދ� This emphasis on social benefit also figured prominently 
in their mission as literary critics. In +LQGí�1DYUDWQD (Nine jewels of Hindi, 
1910), Ganeshbihari and Shukdevbihari Mishra had weighed the merits of ten 
prominent poets from the Hindi past: Tulsidas, Sur, Dev, Bihari, Matiram and 
Bhushan Tripathi, Keshavdas, Kabir, Chand Bardai, and Harishchandra. (The 
reason they list ten poets instead of the expected nine of a navratna is that the 
two Tripathi brothers are oddly considered a single unit.) One of the criteria for 
excellence was whether a given poet's work could be said to contain a VDQGHĝ or 
message.83 The Mishra brothers clearly have immense regard for the artistry of 
UíWL poetry, but their Navratna already exhibits a tendency that would come to 
dominate Hindi criticism over the next century: to treat bhakti poets with 
greater reverence than court poets because of the moral lessons to be gleaned 
from their work. The Mishra brothers even  (p.225) dignify bhakti poets with 
titles such as JRVYÃPí and PDKÃWPÃ, whereas other writers are simply styled 

kavis.84

Although the Mishra brothers were adapting to the new criteria for successful 
literature that were promoted in 6DUDVYDWí and like-minded forums during this 
period, their work is refreshingly free of disparaging remarks about their 
literary past. On the subject of eighteenth- and early nineteenth-century poetry, 
for instance, their opinion could not be more at odds with the sentiments of 
Dvivedi (and Grierson):
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Many of the finest poets lived during this period. One hears their names 
and wonders how anyone can speak of any kind of a deficiency when there 
are such fantastic poets! In truth, Hindi literature is excellent and 
glorious.85

One senses throughout their oeuvre that the Mishra brothers were struggling to 
incorporate into their understanding of Hindi's literary past the dominant idea, 
espoused by colonizers and nationalists alike, of India's recent civilizational 
collapse. Such intellectual confusion illustrates the striking blend of nationalist 
pride with shame that a colonized people could be made to feel toward their 
cultural heritage.86 Shamsur Rahman Faruqi's comment on the addled reformers 
RI�8UGX�SRHWU\�LV�UHOHYDQW�WR�+LQGL�OLWW«UDWHXUV��WKH\�ZHUHފ�LQ�ORYH�ZLWK�WKH�ROG�
SRHWU\��EXW�DOVR�ZDQW>HG@�LW�GHDG87ދ�

Working through the 1,500 rambling pages of 0LĝUDEDQGKXYLQRG, a remarkable 
period piece little visited by Hindi scholars today, leaves the unmistakable 
impression that the Mishra brothers are, in the end, only half-hearted in their 
condemnation of Hindi's supposed decline and fall. You can just see them in their 
studies during an unguarded moment, lovingly poring over old Brajbhasha 

kavitts on Krishna and Radha, and in all likelihood not relishing the more 
bracing airs of a Khari Boli verse on a citizen's duty to the nation. Like many 
Hindi intellectuals of the period, they outwardly subscribed to a belief in the 
merits of a stridently reformist literature, without always putting their hearts in 
it. Indeed, if one looks beyond the pages of nationalist literary history with its 
insistence on the paradigm of Hindi's renaissance, it is striking just how many 
literati continued to cherish the classical culture. The Braj classics were still 
performed in assemblies of poets and maintained a broad appeal. They were 
included in the new textbooks being produced for schools and colleges and by 
the 1920s were enshrined in the university curricula for Hindi, although the 
LPSRUWDQFH�RIފ�XSOLIWLQJދ�WKHPHV�PHDQW�WKDW�WKH UíWL literature of the courts 
would have little role to play in the new public face of Hindi.88

 (p.226) Ramchandra Shukla and the Category of 5íWL Literature
We owe much of our understanding of the classical Hindi canon to the 
publication of Ramchandra Shukla's +LQGí�VÃKLW\D�NÃ�LWLKÃV (History of Hindi 
literature, 1929, henceforth ,WLKÃV), which represents the culmination of several 
decades of radical rethinking of the Hindi literary field under early nationalism. 
Shukla's major contribution was a more comprehensive vision of the historical 
development of Hindi literature than any to date, and new perspectives for 
understanding it. For Shukla, Hindi was a capacious category that extended well 
beyond Brajbhasha or Khari Boli, including Sufi literature in Avadhi (albeit 
subsumed under and arguably co-opted by the Hindu category of bhakti), the 
poetry of medieval saints and, more problematically, scattered verses of 
Apabhramsha, which helped him to lend the tradition greater historical depth.89

New nations need old literatures. It cannot be my task here to assess all the 
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successes and failings of Shukla's far-ranging work,90 but his findings on the 
subject of UíWL literature must be examined, not least because he is the one who 
bequeathed us the very category.

Shukla's NÃO�YLEKÃJ (periodization) sought to improve upon earlier literary-
historical conceptions with a more streamlined system, reproduced here in full 
(the terms marked with an asterisk are the ones still current today91):

NAME CHARACTERISTIC 
STYLE

DATE

I. Beginning period Age of Heroic Songs ��ށ�����9LNUDP )&�����ށ�
1375

ÂGLNÃO 9íUJÃWKÃNÃO

II. Early medieval 
period

Age of Devotion  Vikram )&�����ށ����
����ށ����

3ĭUYPDGK\DNÃO %KDNWLNÃ�

III. Late medieval 
period

Age of Style  Vikram )&�����ށ����
��ށ������

8WWDUPDGK\DNÃO 5íWLNÃO

IV. Modern period Age of Prose ��ށ�������&( Vikram 
����ށ����

ÂGKXQLN�NÃO *DG\DNÃO

7KDW�+LQGL
V�HDUOLHVW�DQG�ODWHVW�VWDJHV�DUH�ODEHOHGފ�EHJLQQLQJދ�DQGފ�PRGHUQދ��
UHVSHFWLYHO\��LV�QR�VXUSULVH��QRU�GR�LQWHUYHQLQJ�SHULRGV�WHUPHGފ�PHGLHYDOދ�UDLVH�
DQ�H\HEURZ��,Q�DGRSWLQJ�WKH�WHUPފ�PHGLHYDO�6ދ�KXNOD�ZDV�UHXVLQJ�D�ODEHO�DOUHDG\�
in circulation for Hindi since at least the time of the Mishra brothers.92 But 
ZKHUHDV�WKH\�HQGHG�+LQGL
Vފ�PHGLHYDO�SHULRGދ�LQ�������6KXNOD�H[WHQGHG�LW�WR�
1843. As if the somnolence implied by a mid-nineteenth-century medievality 
were not enough, Shukla offers the historiographically unprecedented idea that 
the bhakti component of Hindi's premodern literary heritage belongs in an  (p.
227) entirely separate, earlier period from its UíWL counterpart. He took two 
major trends in premodern Hindi literature, the devotional and the courtly, 
which are far more logically distinguishable in terms of stylistic features, 
performance factors, and patronage contexts, and accorded them a new 
temporal significance. Although the devotional styles in Brajbhasha are arguably 
attested a few decades earlier than the courtly, the two are historically 
intertwined, and often indistinguishable within the oeuvres of the many poets 
who wrote both religious and more secular poetry.
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Nowhere does Shukla justify dividing the category of medieval Hindi literature 
into two at the particular point he proposed, and nothing in the year 1700 of the 
Indian Vikram calendar (equivalent to 1643 CE) serves to elevate it into a 
turning point for Hindi literature. No major political event occurred, nor was any 
epoch-making literary text produced. On the contrary, the 1640s was a decade of 
almost-total quiescence in the otherwise remarkably dynamic seventeenth 
century. Perhaps it was just convenient to mark a milestone with the round 
number of 1700 in the Vikram calendar. There is no argument from convenience, 
however, to salvage Shukla's handling of the poet Keshavdas, which exemplifies 
the historiographical confusion that plagued this new division between bhakti
and UíWL. Once Shukla decided on 1700/1643 as a cut-off point, he had no choice 
but to place Keshavdas in the bhakti period. A potent illustration of the mismatch 
is that Shukla relegated his work to an appendix-like section on SKXNDO�UDFQÃH
(miscellaneous texts). This was a considerable demotion for a poet who had once 
been venerated as ÃGL�NDYL (inaugural poet).93

New periods were not all that was being proposed in Shukla's ,WLKÃV. Inherent in 
his model (although its full enunciation would await the rash of post-
Independence literary histories) is a sense of pronounced hierarchy between 

bhakti and UíWL in terms of literary and sociocultural merit. Whereas the category 
of bhakti, pregnant with positive connotations of spirituality, betokens a 
hallowed Indian cultural trait, the very idea of UíWL, a term that since Shukla's day 
has stigmatized Brajbhasha courtly literature, suggests stilted pedantry. 
)UHTXHQWO\�JORVVHG�LQ�(QJOLVK�E\�WKH�XQIRUWXQDWH�WHUPފ�PDQQHULVWދ��WKH�ZRUG UíWL
GRHV�QRW�MXVW�LQQRFHQWO\�FRQQRWHފ�VW\OHދ��D�UHDVRQDEO\�DFFXUDWH�WUDQVODWLRQ�RI�WKH�
+LQGL�ZRUG��EXW�FDUULHV�WKH�GHURJDWRU\�LPSOLFDWLRQ�RIފ�WRR�PXFK�VW\OHދ�

Shukla was not one to mince words, and he leaves no doubt about his view of the 
literature he was newly terming UíWL: he found it disappointing on linguistic, 
literary, and intellectual grounds. Recapitulating the consensus that had evolved 
during the 'YLYHGí�\XJ��6KXNOD�ODPHQWV�WKDWފ�PHGLHYDOދ�+LQGL�ZULWHUV�QHYHU�
developed a strong prose tradition, nor did they adequately refine Brajbhasha 
with the requisite attention to grammar (he levels particular  (p.228) criticism 
DJDLQVW�SRHWVއ�FRQMXJDWLQJ�WKH�VDPH�YHUE�LQ�FRPSOHWHO\�GLIIHUHQW�ZD\V�DFFRUGLQJ�
to the exigencies of meter and rhyme). Lexical miscegenation also disturbed 
him: in an age that saw Hindi moving further and further away from its more 
SOXUDOLVWLF�+LQGXVWDQL�SDVW�WR�D�UHVWULFWLYHނDQG�VRPH�PLJKW�VD\�VWHULOHނ
ĝXGGKDWÃ (purity), Shukla disapproved of the use of too many YLGHĝí (foreign) 
words, a criticism clearly directed at the Perso-Arabic vocabulary employed by 
many Braj poets of the early modern period.94 Brajbhasha's hybridity is a 
linguistic fact, but the cultural evaluation of that fact and its history had shifted. 
For centuries, UíWL writers had lovingly experimented with the possibilities of 
their quirky, pliable language and their mixed-register wordplay is an important 
component of Brajbhasha's poetic appeal and a condition of its transregional and 
trans-social success. For Shukla and others schooled in the linguistic puritanism 
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of the Hindi movement, this multicultural hybridity was a derisible flaw that a 
better class of poets would have expunged from the language. Although Shukla 
cannot help but concede that UíWL poetry is beautiful,95 beauty itself had become 
suspect for nationalists. Literature was now supposed to be useful, not beautiful.

Most of all, Shukla regretted the proliferation of the UíWLJUDQWK, denouncing the 
genre for stifling literary creativity. This was the first time a modern Hindi critic 
had ever paid sustained attention to the UíWLJUDQWK texts as works of scholarship, 
and in this respect too, he set the tone for the future reception of the corpus. 
Grierson, whatever one might say about his teleological model of an Indian 
literary history that culminated in the British civilizing mission, had lauded the 
VHYHQWHHQWK�FHQWXU\�%UDM�SRHWLFV�WH[WV�DV�HYLGHQFH�RI�DQ�,QGLFފ�$UV�3RHWLFD96ދ�

The Mishra brothers, while expressing bewilderment at their vast quantity, did 
not so much decry the trend as wish writers had done something more useful 
than all ending up, as they saw it, writing the same book over and over again. 
But no earlier literary historian had weighed the merits of Braj DODNÃUDĝÃVWUD as 
an intellectual practice. One wishes that Shukla had not broken the silence. 
Misperceiving the very objectives of UíWL classicism, he tirelessly laments the lack 
of original ideas in Brajbhasha poetics theory. Worse, he accuses UíWL poets of not 
even being able to transmit the Sanskrit ideas properly.97 In his extended 
account of the UíWL SHULRG
V�SUHHPLQHQW�JHQUH��6KXNOD�FDWDORJV�WKH�SRHWVއ�
 Ã), repeatedly referencing theirאEKUDP�EKUÃQW�GKÃUD��ދHUURUVފ
 SUDPÃGYDĝ) and��ދPLVWDNHQފ�í���DQG�WKHLUפEDפJD��ދEXQJOLQJފ
 JDW) ideas. The ironies here are rich, for it is often inDVD��ދLQFRKHUHQWފ
discussing precisely the UíWL SRHWVއ�LQQRYDWLRQV�WKDW�6KXNOD�XQOHDVKHV�KLV�
harshest criticism. On the one hand, he says the poets lack originality, but on the 
other, when they did invent new bhedas (categories) of DODNÃUDs or QÃ\LNÃs, 
which we saw in chapter 3 was one of the primary  (p.229) strategies for 
intellectual innovation in the Braj kavikul, he denounces them for departing from 
the Sanskrit tradition.98

The estimation of Brajbhasha courtly writing had suffered from three decades of 
Dvivedi-style reform, but the publication of +LQGí�VÃKLW\D�NÃ�LWLKÃV sealed its fate. 
Shukla excoriated UíWL authors so thoroughly, and so completely misrepresented 
the very premises of their literary and intellectual existence, that there was no 
hope of their ever recovering their standing. 5íWL's loss was bhakti's gain: 
devotional poetry with its spiritual and edifying content was accorded the 
highest status in literary history, a position it has retained ever since.99

Shukla's idea that UíWL writers lacked the intellectual strengths of their Sanskrit 
forebears can, some might argue, be traced to early modern poets themselves. 
Keshavdas, after all, introduced himself to his readers as a slow-witted EKÃÃ�
kavi. Kavindracharya Sarasvati, who, unlike Keshavdas, composed both Bhasha 
and Sanskrit works, spoke of his OÃM (shame) at writing in the vernacular, which 
can hardly be taken as a compelling vote of confidence in Hindi's intellectual 
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merits. Sudan, for his part, conceptualized Bhasha writing as a necessary 
concession to the kaliyuga, an ancient notion of India's ineluctable periodic 
regression.100 Although these seem to be stereotypical professions of literary 
humility rather than heartfelt belief, they need at least to be recorded as 
evidence of misgivings about Hindi's scholarly traditions that long predate 
Ramchandra Shukla.

In addition to expressing the general notion that the very act of writing in the 
Hindi language is automatically a fall from a Sanskrit state of grace, occasionally 
premodern poets voiced more specific forms of discontent with literary trends 
and methods; however, interpreting their intentions is far from easy. Premodern 
writers sometimes express even their own opinions typologically. In a verse that 
has sometimes been read as a harbinger of the need for Hindi's reform, the late 
eighteenth-century poet Thakur speaks with apparent exasperation of the stock 
imagery so central to UíWL literature:

They have learned to say that eyes are fish, deer, wagtails, or lotuses;
they have told of [the patron's] fame and valor;
they have learned of magical trees, cows, and jewels that bestow 
wishes;
they have learned when to say Mount Meru or Kubera.
But Thakur says: poetry is a most difficult matter.
Never think for a moment that words could possibly confine it;
still people churn it out and introduce it to the assembly.
They think writing poetry is an easy game.101

Some remarks by Bhikharidas to the effect that poetry, if it fails to please, can at 
least be a pretext for the worship of Radha and Krishna (UÃGKLNÃ�NDQKDíqʱ  (p.
230) VXPLUDQD�NR�EDKÃQR�KDL), have been interpreted by Hindi scholars as 
marking a consciousness of the weakening of bhakti, an idea not dissimilar from 
the modern notion that UíWL marks a decline from an earlier period of bhakti
vitality.102

Nor did Shukla invent out of whole cloth the idea of a separation between bhakti
and more erotic courtly compositions. General Broughton's sepoys (canvassed in 
the early nineteenth century) had identified the EKXNW�PÃUJ and UXVÃGLN poetry 
as two major literary styles. While Broughton's informants evidently found the 
latter worthier of transmission, several early modern poets articulated a 
contrasting preference for religious poetry. As noted in chapter 3, Keshavdas had 
stipulated that the highest form of poetry was KDULUDVDOíQD (steeped in the rasa of 
Hari), after which he ranked poetry written for kings. Surati Mishra, who 
described himself as an author of EKDNWLNÃY\D, expressed misgivings about 
writing poetry for men instead of god. And yet whatever these two authors might 
have professed (and one senses that the profession counted more than anything 
else), they wrote both bhakti and UíWL poetry and are especially remembered for 
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the latter: they not only wrote for kings but also did their best work under royal 
patronage, as was the case for many poets of the day.

The fact is that any kind of strict boundary between bhakti and UíWL tends to 
crumble when we apply the slightest bit of pressure. This principle is perhaps 
best illustrated by a famous verse from Bhikharidas's .ÃY\DQLUאD\, the most 
explicit conceptualization of the Brajbhasha literary canon that we have from the 
precolonial period:

We all know of Sur, Keshav, Mandan, Bihari, Kalidas [Trivedi], 
Brahma [i.e., Birbal],
Chintamani, Matiram and Bhushan.
Liladhar, Senapati, Nipat [Niranji], Newaj and Nidhi,
Nilkanth Mishra, Sukhdev, and Dev are respected.
$ODP��5DKLP��5DVNKDQ��6XQGDU��DQG�RWKHUVނ
so many insightful poets! They cannot all be listed here.
One need not live in Braj to write in Braj,
for one can learn the language from these poets of the past.
Tulsi and Gang, whose works are varied in language,
are heralded as the master poets (EKDH�VXNDELQD�NH�VDUGÃUD).103

Here famous bhakti poets like Sur, Nipat Niranji, Raskhan, and Tulsi dwell 
comfortably among their UíWL companions, underscoring that for this eighteenth-
century literary scholar, poets we today distinguish as either bhakti or UíWL
inhabited the same literary universe. Religious poets were not ranked higher  (p.
231) WKDQ�FRXUWO\�RQHV��2I�WKH�WZR�KHUDOGHG�DVފ�PDVWHUVދ��RQH��7XOVL��ZDV�IURP�
the bhakti tradition and the other (Gang) was at the Mughal court.

$OWKRXJK�WUDFHV�FDQ�LQGHHG�EH�IRXQG�RI�GLVWLQFWLRQV��ފSRHWU\�IRU�JRGދ�YHUVXV�
 ��HYHQ�KLHUDUFKLHV��EHWZHHQ bhakti and courtly literature in�ދSRHWU\�IRU�NLQJVފ
the premodern period, more often the two styles overlapped. It is fair to use the 
terms UíWL and bhakti to designate different social worlds, roughly captured by 
the idea of court versus temple, but as literary tendencies they are, again, often 
present in one and the same author, and sometimes even within the same 
work.104 And nowhere in the centuries that preceded the colonial period do we 
find evidence for Shukla's notion of an earlier devotional period of great literary 
merit succeeded by two-hundred years when creativity was scarce, if not 
outright imperiled. What are the origins of this idea?

Bhakti Literature and Hindi's Salvageable Past
The idea of Hindi literature's late precolonial decline suspiciously mirrors 
another story: that of India itself in colonial and nationalist history. Grierson's 
1889 account of the Hindi past contained, as we saw, a worrisome eighteenth-
FHQWXU\�LQWHUOXGH�PDUNHG�E\ފ�GHFD\ދ��$OWKRXJK�WKHUH�LV�D�WLPH�ODJ�EHIRUH�,QGLDQ�
decline becomes a central organizing principle of Hindi-language literary 
history,105 it was easy enough for the Hindi literati to imbibe the idea from other 
sources. The conceptual underpinning of reformist movements since the 
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nineteenth century was that India had lost its way. A fundamental premise of 
orientalists, absorbed by Indians through new translations of the Sanskrit 
classics under the auspices of colonial education departments, was that the 
classical Hindu past was India's civilizational peak. The glory days of the Gupta 
monarchs and the great poet-playwright Kalidasa (fourth or early fifth century) 
were long gone, however; the question was how India had been allowed to fall 
into its present, weakened state. Many narratives about India's decline and 
decadence entered cultural discourse in this period.

Muslims became a compelling new scapegoat in the evolving historiography. If 
Indian Muslims were wringing their hands over having lost their great Mughal 
Empire to a British trading company, the Hindus faced a double dose of shame: 
they had been conquered by the Muslims and the British. As Partha Chatterjee 
has shown, by the 1870s a new mode of framing Indian history had gained 
currency, with the Hindu nation as its subject.106 This entwining of Indian 
history with conceptions of the Hindu self (and its Muslim other) was adopted by 
Hindi literati, perhaps under the influence of Colonel Tod,  (p.232) whose 

Annals and Antiquities of Rajasthan is thought to have been translated into Hindi 
in the 1880s.107 India's long period of Muslim rule served as a critical rallying 
point, with Muslims being blamed in some accounts (although by no means 
all)108 for the pain and humiliation of colonial rule. It was Muslims (or so the 
story would now run) who first conquered India and came in wave after 
marauding wave over the centuries, at once looting temples and trampling 
Hindu self-esteem. It was the Muslims who had enslaved themselves with luxury, 
JLYLQJ�ZD\�WR�GHFDGHQFH��LQVWDELOLW\��DQGނLQHYLWDEO\ނSROLWLFDO�GHIHDW�

If Hindus had a double shame to atone for after being defeated by two 
civilizations, the Muslims were accorded double blame, first for conquering 
Hindus and then for being conquered by the British. The story of Hindi, whose 
VXSSRUWHUV�LQ�WKH�SHULRG������ށ����ZHUH�HPEURLOHG�LQ�D�SLWFKHG�EDWWOH�DJDLQVW�
Muslim advocates of Urdu, could not help but be inflected (and infected) by the 
anti-Muslim and anti-Mughal rhetoric that was becoming more and more a part 
of mainstream Hindu thought. Brajbhasha literature, whose courtly component 
always had a sizable contingent of Muslim writers and patrons, was caught in 
the crossfire. Now courtly texts, already a weak link in Hindi literary history for 
those of a utilitarian bent, seemed more and more suspicious: who could defend 
all those SUDĝDVWL poems to Mughal emperors and their Rajput collaborators? 
And what about those works of QÃ\LNÃEKHGD filled with erotic poetry meant to 
VDWLVI\�WKH�ODVFLYLRXV�WDVWHV�RI�GHSUDYHG�UXOHUV�GXULQJ�+LQGXVއ�SHULRG�RI�
disgrace?

Erotic poetry in general became a severe problem for the Hindi intelligentsia 
from the late nineteenth century. Modernizing conceptions of Hindi began to 
take shape amid a flurry of anti-Muslim sentiment, but Victorianism also had a 
role in shaping new standards of literary taste. A natural target for reform was 
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%UDMEKDVKD�SRHWVއ�FXVWRPDU\�HPSKDVLV�RQ ĝפJÃUD. The British did not 
distinguish between the obscene and the erotic, tarring anything that sniffed of 
sensuality with the same crude brush.109 Although the other major staple of the 
Braj literary canon, Krishna-Radha poetry, evinced at least the arguable merit of 
having god on its side, if even this more sacred domain of aesthetics could hover 
dangerously close to DĝOíOWÃ (obscenity), nothing could redeem the more courtly 
styles.

Complex gender issues also entered into play in an age when reformist debates 
raged over what to do about the education of women. On the one hand, Indian 
women were held to be backward, abject slaves, mere objects of pleasure and 
not spousal companions in the manner of better-educated European women. 
Education would bring about both their moral and social uplift. On the  (p.233) 
other hand, the type of woman who had traditionally been educated (such as 
Keshavdas's prize student Pravin Ray), and the subject matter of that education
�ZHUHނUíWLJUDQWKV�EHLQJ�DQ�LPSRUWDQW�FRPSRQHQW�RI�HDUO\�PRGHUQ�HGXFDWLRQނ
distinctly not in keeping with the prescriptions of nineteenth-century reformers. 
The sensual content of UíWLJUDQWKs, it was feared, would corrupt rather than 
nurture morality. What kind of role models were all these QÃ\LNÃs and their 
oversexed lovers, especially when an inability to control their libidinous desires 
was considered a characteristic failing of Hindu women?110 Harishchandra 
proscribed Brajbhasha poems from %ÃOÃERGKLQí, the magazine he edited for 
women and children, which illustrates that not only UíWL literature but the very 
Brajbhasha language itself was invested with a problematic sensuality during 
the Victorian period.111

By the time of the 'YLYHGí�\XJ, when nationalism co-opted Indian womanhood 
into the service of the motherland, any continued appreciation of the female 
figures from Indian court literature was out of the question. The Indian nation 
was constructed as feminine, to be sure, but such femininity was demure and 
controlled, the very antithesis of the open sexuality of the type to be found in UíWL
SRHWU\��,QGLDQ�ZRPDQKRRG��DQG�QDWLRQKRRG��ZDV�V\QRQ\PRXV�ZLWK�PRWKHUKRRGނ
chaste, self-sacrificing, and worthy of the sacrifice. Men's sexuality needed to be 
checked as well. Men had to rally their YíU\D (a word for heroism but also, 
appropriately, semen) to the cause of the Indian nation, not fritter away their 
energy in idle sensual pleasures. It was precisely such sensuality that had been 
the downfall of Muslim rulers.112

The findings of Ramchandra Shukla in his ,WLKÃV must thus be viewed as the 
distillation of a complex zeitgeist rather than the workings of a maverick literary 
historian. He may have invented the category of UíWL literature, but he certainly 
did not invent bhakti literature, nor was he the first to idealize it. But he was the 
first to emplot bhakti and UíWL on a timeline that, given historiographical 
assumptions of precolonial decline under Muslim rule, had the effect of setting 

UíWL off from bhakti as later, and therefore part of a cultural turn for the worse. In 
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contrast to UíWL literature, bhakti also contained little that was objectionable and 
much that resonated with contemporary needs. If Indians had failed to maintain 
their greatness in this world in the centuries prior to colonialism, they could feel 
that they reigned supreme in the spiritual arena, an area of cultural autonomy in 
which they could still take pride.113 Quite aside from its connotations of 
wholesome Hindu spirituality, bhakti also spoke to contemporary political needs: 
one of the new coinages for patriotism, GHĝEKDNWL, gave an older term an 
expanded scope and a modern, purposeful ring.114

 (p.234) The Legacy of Ramchandra Shukla
The &KÃ\ÃYÃG movement, a homegrown Hindi Romanticism that was already 
coming to prominence in Ramchandra Shukla's day, did not help the cause of UíWL
literature. &KÃ\ÃYÃGí poets exhibit a complicated relationship to both 
nationalism and the UíWL past.115 They were frustrated with the unrelieved 
prosaicness of 'YLYHGí�\XJ literature and sought to move poetry away from 
patriotic and reformist themes, striving to reclaim beauty as a literary value. But 
such an orientation could appear dangerously close to the stress on art for art's 
sake that seemed to have characterized UíWL literature and, in the years leading 
up to Indian independence, risked appearing reactionary and insufficiently 
HQJDJHG�ZLWK�SROLWLFDO�VWUXJJOH��3HUKDSV�WKLV�LV�ZK\�6XPLWUDQDQGDQ�3DQW����ށ��
77), one of the movement's prominent spokesmen, took special care to distance 

&KÃ\ÃYÃGí aesthetics from those of UíWL literature. This excerpt from Pallav, one of 
Pant's most popular works, sounds like he has taken a page from Dvivedi's book 
(or perhaps a page from a manuscript of the eighteenth-century poet Thakur):

1R�PDWWHU�ZKLFK�RI�WKHVH�OLWHUDU\�JDUGHQHUVއ�SOHDVXUH�JDUGHQV��YLOÃV�
EÃLNÃ) you enter, you will mainly find in all of them the same banana 
trunks, lotus stalks, pomegranate seeds, parrots, cuckoos, wagtails, conch 
VKHOOV��ORWXVHV��VHUSHQWV��OLRQV��GHHU��PRRQV��ORYHUVއ�JD]HV��VLGHORQJ�
glances, heaving sighs, horripilating, the sending of messengers, moaning, 
IDLQWLQJ��GUHDPLQJ��VHWWLQJ�IRUWK�IRU�D�WU\VWނRQO\�WKLV��QRWKLQJ�HOVH�116

Although the high style, even classicism, of some &KÃ\ÃYÃGí poetry would be 
familiar to any lover of UíWL literature, Pant, Mahadevi Varma, Nirala, Jai Shankar 
Prasad, and other sympathizers of the movement self-identified as Romantics. 
They were bringing a new personal voice to poetry that, in the case of both UíWL
and reformist literature of the 'YLYHGí�\XJ, was in their view too mechanistic and 
stilted.

A couple of decades after &KÃ\ÃYÃG had run its course, UíWL literature would 
EULHIO\�UHWXUQ�WR�IDYRUނQRW�IRU�ZULWHUV�EXW�IRU�VFKRODUVނLQ�D�IOXUU\�RI�+LQGL�
research that took place in the wake of independence. India's freedom from 
colonial rule was attended by tragedy and disillusionment in the bloody 
aftermath of Partition, but the currents of nationalist optimism, which had been 
a defining feature of Hindi literary study for half a century, were a countervailing 
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EXR\DQW�IRUFH��7KH�����Vއ����V��DQGއ���V�ZLWQHVVHG�PDQ\�DGYDQFHV�LQ�UHVHDUFK�
on the UíWL period. New texts had been discovered and JUDQWKÃYDOís (editions) of 
(p.235) old ones continued to be made. The field of Hindi scholarship, which 
had scarcely existed even fifty years earlier, was by now a thriving and 
substantial enterprise in Indian universities (it would take much longer to 
GHYHORS�LQ�WKH�:HVW���7KH�FDUHHU�RI�9LVKYDQDWKSUDVDG�0LVKUD������LQ���ށ��
particular illustrates how the study of UíWL literature seemed poised for a 
remarkable comeback. A talented student of the Braj aficionado Lala 
Bhagvandin (along with Ramchandra Shukla, one of two Hindi lecturers 
appointed in 1921 when Hindi study was inaugurated at Banaras Hindu 
University117), Mishra singlehandedly edited the JUDQWKÃYDOís of many UíWL poets, 
including Keshavdas, Bhushan, Bhikharidas, Bodha, Jaswant Singh, and 
Padmakar, writing substantial introductions to each. Much of this work has yet 
to be superseded. Mishra also wrote a major two-volume literary history: +LQGí�
VÃKLW\D�NÃ�DWíW �+LQGL
V�OLWHUDU\�SDVW��ILUVW�SXEOLVKHG�LQ���������ށ

A major historiographical overhaul was not on offer, but it was an influential 
work, and some of Mishra's ideas about UíWL literature proved to have longevity. 
Most famously, Mishra proposed that the name UíWLNÃO (UíWL period) be changed to 

ĝפJÃUNÃO. He did keep the term UíWL, however, using it to frame three 
subdivisions of the ĝפJÃUNÃO. The period's hallmark poetry textbooks were typed
UíWLEDGGKފ��ERXQG�E\�FRQYHQWLRQދ�RU��LQ�RWKHU��PRUH�HQWLFLQJ�ZRUGVފ��FODVVLFDOދ��
The remaining poetry could be categorized as either UíWLVLGGK (informed by 
classicism) or UíWLPXNW (free from classical influence).118 Mishra's proposed 
system had the virtue of recognizing the importance of the classical ĝפJÃUD�UDVD
to the UíWL enterprise, but a name change centered on eros was not likely to 
advance the cause of recuperating the tradition, for its defining concept was still 
susceptible to the same old colonial and nationalist tropes about Indian 
decadence. Mishra's system did, however, set the stage for a wider acceptance 
of UíWLPXNW poets like Anandghan and Bodha, whose work has since attracted 
acclaim for its relative independence from courtly convention, and its personal, 
even Romantic, voice. While Mishra is to be credited for his immense labors on 
behalf of UíWL OLWHUDWXUHނZLWKRXW�KLV�VFKRODUVKLS�WKH�SUHVHQW�ERRN�FRXOG�FHUWDLQO\�
QRW�KDYH�EHHQ�ZULWWHQނKH�UHPDLQHG�GHHSO\�WURXEOHG�E\�ZKDW�KH�VDZ�DV�WKH 

YLOÃVLWÃ (hedonism, decadence) of the period.119 One also detects here a 
recurrence of the cultural schizophrenia that marred early histories like the 

0LĝUDEDQGKXYLQRG: one of UíWL literature's greatest advocates on some level 
simultaneously disparages it.

The veteran Hindi critic Nagendra, an approximate contemporary of 
Vishvanathprasad Mishra who presided over the Hindi department at Delhi 
8QLYHUVLW\ނRQH�RI�,QGLD
V�EHVWނLQ�WKH�GHFDGHV�DIWHU�LQGHSHQGHQFH��VKRZV�
similar symptoms. In his 5íWLNÃY\D�Ní�EKĭPLNÃ (Backdrop to UíWL literature), first 
published in 1949, Nagendra ostensibly set out to restore the tradition to  (p.
236) the esteem it had once commanded among cultured people in Hindustan. 
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He not only countered the misunderstandings that had come to plague this 
component of the Brajbhasha past but also, during his chairmanship of the 
department, rallied countless Ph.D. students to the task of writing on UíWL
subjects.120 Inexplicably, but perhaps inevitably given Hindi's now firm 
congruence with the history of the Hindu nation, Nagendra framed UíWL literature 
in terms of a series of tired arguments about Hindu patan (decline) under 
Muslim rule and the lamentable sensuality of VÃPDQWYÃGí (feudal) cultural life. 
Like the Mishra brothers and Dvivedi before him, he wondered why Braj poets 
did not employ their pens to more useful ends. In his 5íWLNÃY\D�Ní�EKĭPLNÃ, he 
DVNHG�WKH�ZLWKHULQJ�TXHVWLRQފ��,Q�WKH�HQG��ZKDW�GLG�+LQGL�SRHWV�GR�IRU�WZR�
KXQGUHG�\HDUV"121ދ

It is Nagendra, I suspect, who bequeathed to us the discussion of the UíWL period's 
�FRQGLWLRQV���ZKLFK�EHFDPH�D�VWDSOH�RI�KLVWRULRJUDSK\�DQG��ދSDULVWKLWL\Ãފ
criticism from the 1970s. The volume on UíWLEDGGK literature in the massive +LQGí�
VÃKLW\D�NÃ�EפKDW�LWLKÃV (Comprehensive history of Hindi literature), at fifteen 
volumes among the longest histories of any literature ever produced, was 
compiled under his editorship. Before readers encounter a single UíWL poem they 
are bombarded by an arsenal of diatribes against India's lamentable medieval 
feudal conditions, which are then painstakingly detailed as the purportedly 
necessary backdrop for understanding UíWL literature. The ĝפJÃUD elements of 
Braj court poetry are presented not in terms of their congruence with classical 
norms but as the actually wayward practices of late Mughal society, when 
morality and self-control had sunk to an all-time low.122 Dilating upon the 
H[FHVVHV�RI�0XJKDO�UXOHUVނWKHLU�VXSSRVHG�REVHVVLRQ�ZLWK�OX[XU\��ZLQH��DQG�
ZRPHQނDQG�KDUSLQJ�RQ�WKH�ZDQLQJ�SROLWLFDO�IRUWXQHV�RI�,QGLD�IURP�WKH�WLPH�RI�
Aurangzeb, who is predictably misrepresented as a cruel, iconoclastic, and 
Hindu-hating tyrant, Nagendra invites readers to view UíWL literature as the 
product of a diseased, moribund culture and could have no other effect than to 
predispose them against it.123

Literary histories by the dozens have been written in the ensuing decades, yet 
none has attempted to correct the nationalist bias that entered the field of Hindi 
D�FHQWXU\�DJR�DQGނRU�VR�LW�RIWHQ�VHHPVނLV�DFWXDOO\�FRQVWLWXWLYH�RI�LW��(YHQ�VHOI�
VW\OHGފ�QHZދ�WKHRUL]DWLRQV�UHSURGXFH�WKH�ROG��$ +LQGí�VÃKLW\D�NÃ�QDYíQ�LWLKÃV (A 
new history of Hindi literature, 1998) by Lal Sahab Singh, whose title promises 
field-changing insights, describes the UíWL period as follows:

As far as the social order is concerned, this was through and through an 
HSRFK�RI�WHUULEOH�GHFOLQH��,W�ZDV�WKH�KH\GD\�RI�IHXGDOLVP�7ޔ�KH  (p.237) 
ruling classes were steeped up to their neck in decadence and luxury, the 
greater part of their days spent indulging in wine and women.124
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The SDULVWKLWL\Ã section remains an unshakable feature of UíWL literary 
criticism.125 The practice of framing UíWL literature in this manner is so 
widespread that I have actually found myself wondering if Indian Ph.D. advisors 
feel compelled to tell their students that they must begin their thesis on a UíWL
topic with a discussion of Mughal-period decadence. This relentless, 
unquestioning normativity about the early modern Hindi past not only is 
historiographically questionable but also harmfully forecloses new research into 
fresh conceptual terrain. The study of UíWL literature has been trapped by Hindi 
WH[WERRNV��WUDSSHG�E\�KLVWRULRJUDSK\��WUDSSHGނDQG�WKLV�ODVW�PRVW�FUXHOO\ނHYHQ�
by its admirers.

Conclusion
Nothing that happened to UíWL literature in the modern period was a given. The 
logic of colonialism (India needed to be rescued from its political and cultural 
decline under Mughal rule) and nationalism (literature needed to be more 
vigorous, and to serve the Hindu motherland) constructs the story of Hindi's 
dramatic literary overhaul as one of necessity. Brajbhasha literary culture 
entered the nineteenth century as strong as it had ever been. It was never in 
decline, as we know from countless sources: Lallulal, Broughton, Padmakar, 
Gokulnath, Sardar Kavi, and many others. 5íWL poetry in particular was very 
much alive to Harishchandra and the writers of his generation, attracting an 
avid readership during the early phase of Hindi print culture. 5íWL poets 
remained active even into the twentieth century. They wrote some traditional 
ZRUNV��EXW�ZHUH�DOVR�VWLOO�H[SHULPHQWLQJ�ZLWK�QHZ�FXOWXUDO�IRUPVނD�VLJQ�RI�
literary vitality by any measure.

There is still probably much that we do not adequately understand about late UíWL
writers. For one thing, scholars tend to focus on the literary production of Indian 
territory that was under direct British rule, even though many of the princely 
states were only sporadically assimilating to colonial trends. Indigenous culture 
zones of this type may still have something to teach us about the period. A 
recent study of northwestern India shows how Punjabi literature was a largely 
unregulated, even subversive circulatory arena outside the control of the Urdu-
language print mechanisms supported by the British.126 5íWL literary culture, 
although not demotic in its register and intended audience in the manner of 
Punjabi texts, would also have operated beneath the radar of colonialism, 
especially in the two-fifths of India that were not under British control. Typically,
 (p.238) however, scholars frame the Hindi literature of the nineteenth and 
twentieth centuries as a call and response between Brajbhasha traditionalism 
and Khari Boli modernity. Such conceptual binaries are clearly inadequate. 
Although we have only been able to glance at nineteenth-century UíWL texts here, 
evidence from the poetry of Thakur Jagmohan Singh suggests a far more 
FRPSOH[�PRGH�RI�LQWHUDFWLRQ�EHWZHHQ�WKH�FRORQLDO�VWDWH�DQGފ�WUDGLWLRQDOLVWދ�
culture zones than any dyadic analytic could capture.127
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In order to disrupt the neat packaging of Hindi modernity, this chapter has also 
called into question cherished notions about literary historiography. In the 
nineteenth century, a clearly defined historical account of Hindi literature did 
not exist. It had to be invented, and few of the building blocks of this new 
construction lay to hand. A centuries-old amorphous mass of diverse texts began 
to be conceptualized in unprecedented ways and apportioned to new symbolic 
realms. When Hindi was first taken up as a suitable subject for history, the 
historiography was already compromised, shaped by the colonial construction of 
India's supposed medieval weakness under Mughal rule, a thinly veiled 
justification for a British takeover. Colonialist logic operates in full force in 
Grierson's treatment of the eighteenth century in The Modern Vernacular 
Literature of Hindustan, but the nationalist logic that informs much of the Hindi 
historiography that followed is no less skewed. Ramchandra Shukla's 
disaggregation on chronological grounds, as found first in +LQGí�VÃKLW\D�NÃ�
LWLKÃV��RI�ZKDW�ZHUH�IRU�%UDMEKDVKD�WZR�KLJKO\�V\QFKURQRXV�OLWHUDU\�WUHQGVނ
GHYRWLRQDO�DQG�FRXUWO\ނLV�LQIOHFWHG�E\�WKH�KLJK�XWLOLWDULDQLVP�DQG�UHIRUPLVW�
spirit of its age rather than by any defensible principle of literary or intellectual 
history.

The Hindi public sphere developed dynamically in the early decades of the 
twentieth century, and literary history as well as much of Khari Boli's modern 
literature and critical apparatus participated in the programmatic discourse of 
the nation. In the eyes of Hindi activists, chief among them Mahavir Prasad 
Dvivedi, the Brajbhasha kavikul had led the language astray. Aside from 
Brajbhasha's putative insufficiencies with respect to grammar and prose genres, 
the language also made at least some critics nervous for its lexical impurity. But 
��ZDV�QHYHU�D�FXOWXUDO�YDOXH�IRU�%UDMEKDVKD�SRHWV��%UDMEKDVKD�ZDVދ\SXULWފ
FRQJHQLWDOO\�DQG�MR\IXOO\�LPSXUHނK\EULG�DQG�PXOWL�UHJLVWHUHGނLQ�DQ�DOPRVW�
direct challenge to Sanskrit with its sanctimonious claims to being an 
XQDGXOWHUDWHGފ�ODQJXDJH�RI�WKH�JRGVދ��%UDMEKDVKD
V�OLQJXLVWLF�GLYHUVLW\�ZDV�QRW�
just a theoretical liability in the judgment of modernizing Hindi critics; it was 
also a practical debility at a time when Hindi and Urdu were increasingly being 
carved out into separate domains. Promoting the new Sanskritized Khari Boli 
over Brajbhasha in the early twentieth century was perceived as an act of 
linguistic nation-building.

 (p.239) There were holdouts, to be sure. Defenders of Brajbhasha as a 
linguistic medium and those who had a more capacious vision of Hindi's literary 
heritage lent their voice to the tumultuous debates of the day. But whatever 
resistance, or ambivalence, was in the air, the new vision for standardized, 
modernized Hindi won out. The explosive popularity of Premchand's Khari Boli 
novels on themes of social uplift and the nation, the continued growth of the 
Hindi public sphere, and the rising tide of VYDGHĝí (patriotic) populism under 
Gandhi meant that by 1930 there was no turning back.128 Hindi, fully reformed 
and donning a new nationalist armor, hardly resembled the language it had been 
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even a generation earlier. Some aspects of Brajbhasha textual culture were now 
completely suspect. When Hindi became a metonym for the nation, literary 
energies, like political ones, were harnessed to the cause of Indian progress, and
bhakti literature seemed on all counts a more relevant and salvageable corpus. 
For nationalist thinkers, the ethos of rebelliousness that is prominent in, say, 
some QLUJXא�VDQW poetry could be reconfigured in light of more modern struggles 
against the British, and made to subserve new democratic political aspirations. 
The love of god could be potently redirected toward the motherland. 5íWL texts, 
however, were constructed as tired relics from the feudal past and the very sign 
RI�WKHފ�PHGLHYDOދ�+LQGL�OLWHUDU\�KHULWDJH��ODGHQ�ZLWK�WKH�VKDPH�DQG�UHJUHW�RI�D�
colonized people.

Although nothing can change the fact that Brajbhasha went from being a living 
language to a historical relic in the 1920s, the battle for the language's history 
can still be fought. The dominance of Khari Boli did not have to entail the 
cultural erasure of large swathes of Brajbhasha literature, which is precisely 
what we face at present. Many Indians became alienated from their own 
regional literary traditions during the colonial period, but the process of 
reeducation was nowhere more sweeping than in Hindi circles. During the late 
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, the classical tradition of Brajbhasha, 
in a manner virtually unique in world literary history, was supplanted by an 
entirely different dialect and rendered antiquated within a generation. This 
��LQ�WKH�GRPDLQ�RI�OLQJXLVWLF�DQG�SRHWLF�UHIRUP�PHDQW�WKDWދFDWDVWURSKLF�VXFFHVVފ
the older language would become increasingly unintelligible to speakers of Khari 
Boli Hindi as the decades passed.129 0HDQZKLOH��SRVWFRORQLDO�FULWLFLVPނ
RWKHUZLVH�VXFK�D�G\QDPLF�ILHOG�LQ�,QGLDQ�VWXGLHVނKDV�DOPRVW�FRPSOHWHO\�
bypassed the historiography of precolonial Hindi literature.130 There can be no 
serious postcolonialism without a committed engagement with precolonialism. 
More than sixty years after decolonization, the study of the classical Hindi past 
remains enmeshed in a paradigm of Indian failure so tired, untrue, and 
dispiriting that postcolonialists, nationalists, and lovers of India everywhere 
should surely be dismayed.

Notes:
(1.) Chandra 1992; Lelyveld 1993; Dalmia 1999; Rai 2001; Blackburn and Dalmia
2004; Stark 2007; Orsini 2009.

(2.) See introduction, n. 21.

(3.) For a dramatic account of the political complexities of the day, see Pinch 

2006���ށ��

(4.) Some scholars, notably R. S. McGregor, find a pattern of diminishing literary 
YLJRU��OWKRXJK�FKDQJHV�DQG�QHZ�GHYHORSPHQWV�WRRN�SODFH��FRXUW�SRHWU\�GXULQJ$ފ�
this long period leaves the impression of a literary culture increasingly static, 
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not stimulated by new religious developments, its poets engaged to a large 
extent in studying and following models laid down by their predecessors and 
ILQGLQJ�SURJUHVVLYHO\�OHVV�VFRSH�IRU�LQQRYDWLRQދ��������������)RU�D�FRQWUDVWLQJ�
view, see the discussion below of early Hindi literary historians Shiv Singh 
Sengar and the Mishra brothers.

(5.) On Vrindavandas, see McGregor 1984: 162 and Bangha 2007: 319. The 
works of Somnath are collected in 6RPQÃWKJUDQWKÃYDOí.

(6.) See the essays collected in Breckenridge and van der Veer 1993; Cohn 1996.

(7.) See Vedalankar 1969����ށ���

(8.) McGregor 1974: 68. This discussion of the oeuvre of Lallulal draws 
predominantly on the findings of McGregor (1974�����ށ���

(9.) According to McGregor, this work, which was written in a Khari Boli that 
preserves some Braj linguistic features, was popular not just among Indians but 
also among British civil servants, for whom it served as a Hindi textbook. On the 
superseding of earlier %UDM�%KÃJDYDWD texts by Lallulal's highly successful 
printed version, see McGregor 1984: 156.

(10.) Further details about Sundar Kaviray are in chapter 4.

(11.) Broughton 2000���ށ����

(12.��2WKHU�VW\OHV�WKDW�KH�QRWHV��EXW�GRHV�QRW�DQWKRORJL]H��LQFOXGH�WKHފ�$WXQN��RU�
%KHHUދ��ÃWDN�EíU���WKHފ�-XJW�EXUQXQދ��MDJDW�YDUאDQ���DQG�WKHފ�%LVKQXSXGދ��D�
popular Vaishnava song genre. Ibid.ށ������.

(13.��7KH�%UDKPDQV�DPRQJ�KLV�WURRSVފ�QRW�VHOGRP�KDYH�DWWDLQHG�WKH�GHJUHH�RI�
Pundit, when they enlist as soldiers in the Company's army, he declares. Ibid., p. 
38.

(14.) Ibid., p. 44. Kavitt is both a generic term for poetry and a particular style of 
Braj quatrain. A helpful analysis of the contours of the collection is Bangha 
2000.

(15.��0F*UHJRU��IRU�LQVWDQFH��VWDWHV7ފ��KH�HGXFDWLRQLVW�ĜLYSUDVÃG�6LKޔ��LV�WKH�
first important individual figure in the history of Hindi after the opening years of 
WKH�FHQWXU\ދ�������������&I��6WDUN 2007: 25 n. 30.

(16.) Stark 2007�������������7KLV�SDUDJUDSK�DQG�LQGHHG�PXFK�RI�P\�LQIRUPDWLRQށ
about nineteenth-century Hindi printing draws on this valuable book.

(17.) Lakshmisagar Varshney (1963� :1973���DQG�%KDJYDQVDKD\�3DFKDXUL���ށ���
 �KDYH�H[FDYDWHG�FRPSHOOLQJ�LQGLFDWRUV�RI�D�ODUJH�YROXPH�RI UíWL literature���ށ��
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(including original works and prose commentaries) produced in the first half of 
the nineteenth century.

(18.) McGregor strangely excluded UíWL poetry from his book on nineteenth- and 
early twentieth-century Hindi (1974), including even very late British-period 
court poets in the volume on premodern Hindi (1984). On the supposedly 
retrenched medievalism of most nineteenth-century court poets, see Pachauri 
1973�
DOWKRXJK�KHUH�WKH�VWDWHPHQW�LV�FRQWUDGLFWHG�E\�WKH�DXWKRU��������ށ���V�
own evidence on the following page); Varshney 1963��DJDLQ��VRPH����ށ���
excerpted poems seem to gainsay the argument).

(19.) Late UíWL poets are briefly discussed in McGregor 1984�����ށ�������ށ�����
Asnani 1997.

(20.) See Pinch 2006��HVSHFLDOO\�SSށ��������

(21.) $VLEDUD�DJDUHMDL�JKDOL�JKDOL�WHMDL�DULJDQD�EKHMDL�VXUDSXUD�NR
(stabbed repeatedly by the finest English sword, the enemy army was dispatched 
to heaven), v. 200.

(22.) Further details about Padmakar's career are in Mishra 1959b���ށ���

(23.) This is one of Padmakar's SUDNíUאDN (occasional) verses that is neither part 
of a prabandha nor a set anthology. 3DGPÃNDUJUDQWKÃYDOí, p. 311 (SUDNíUאDN v. 
27, quoted in Pachauri 1973: 77). For another of Padmakar's poems that uses 
(QJOLVK�ZRUGV�ZLWK�D�PLOLWDU\�UHVRQDQFH��VXFK�DVފ�PDMRUދ�DQGފ�FDSWDLQދ��VHH�
Telang 1972: 7.

(24.) The issue has been debated, but ÂQDQGUDJKXQDQGDQ is considered by some 
scholars to be the first modern Hindi drama. See Chhabra 1976; McGregor 1984: 
�6���ށ���WDVLN 2007��9LVKYDQDWK�6LQJK
V�VRQ�5DJKXUDM�6LQJK��ށ��������ZDV�DOVR�
a Hindi poet.

(25.) Pachauri 1973: 80; Vidyarthi 1983����ށ����

(26.) See Varshney 1963����ށ����

(27.) Continuities between premodern and print-inflected literary tastes can be 
traced throughout South Asia. For the Tamil case, see Blackburn 2004. Orsini 
(2004a���DQGދJHQUHV�UHSURGXFHGފ��XVHIXOO\�GLVWLQJXLVKHV�EHWZHHQ���ށ����
��LQ�HDUO\�,QGLDQ�SULQW�FXOWXUHދJHQUHV�LQWURGXFHGފ

(28.) These details about literary patronage at the Banaras court are derived 
from McGregor 1984: 198, 202. Also see Dalmia 1999�������ށ

(29.) Sardar's commentary on the .DYLSUL\Ã was published at least twice, by the 
Banaras Raja's own press in 1865 and by Naval Kishore in 1886. See McGregor 
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1984: 202 n. 374. On the general popularity of Keshavdas's work in nineteenth-
century print culture, see Stark 2004: 262.

(30.) Some publication details are available in Mishra 1959b����ށ���

(31.) See Stasik 2007: 363. Maharaja Vishvanath Singh's íNÃ on Kabir's Bijak
also made it into print in 1883. Stark 2004: 262.

(32.) 6WDUN������.��ށ����

(33.) Presses were also purchased by Serfoji II (1805), raja of Tanjore, the nizam 
of Hyderabad (1810), and Ghaziuddin Haider of Lucknow (1817). Ibid., 42,

(34.) Stark 2004������I��2UVLQL 2004b&����ށ�������ށ

(35.) Mir 2006: 420.

(36.) On Bengali literary cosmopolitanism in the modern period, see Kaviraj 
2003����ށ�����RQ�WKH�FXUUHQF\�RI�%UDM�SRHWU\�LQ�%HQJDO�GXULQJ�HDUO\�PRGHUQ�
times, see Chatterjee 2009����ށ����

(37.) See Kaviraj 1995 and Seely 2004, respectively.

(38.) On the respect accorded to Sanskrit classics by Mahavir Prasad Dvivedi 
and other Hindi modernists, see Ramvilas Sharma 1977����ށ����

(39.) Tharu 1994: 168. A classic illustration of this for Urdu literature is Naim 

1984.

(40.) Pritchett 1994: 36.

(41.) Stark 2007: 101.

(42.) Sengupta 1992; Dalmia 1999. Also see Chandra 1992.

(43.) McGregor 1974��6���ށ���HQJXSWD 1992����ށ��

(44.) Giridhardas, like Vishvanath Singh of Rewa, is another candidate for the 
GHVLJQDWLRQފ�ILUVW�PRGHUQ�+LQGL�GUDPDWLVWދ��D�WLWOH�WKDW�HYLGHQWO\�KDV�PXOWLSOH�
claimants. On Giridhardas, see McGregor 1984: 202. The discussion of 
Harishchandra's oeuvre in this paragraph draws mainly on McGregor 1974�ށ���
83.

(45.) Of Khari Boli, Grierson (1889�������QRWHGފ��LW�KDV�QHYHU�EHHQ�VXFFHVVIXOO\�
used for poetry. The greatest geniuses have tried, and it has been found wanting 
DW�WKHLU�KDQGVދ�

(46.) %KÃUDWHQGX�NH�QLEDQGK, p. 63.
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(47.) In a prosodic system based on syllable weight, Khari Boli is hindered from 
the start by verb forms that end in long vowels (for instance, Khari Boli NDUWÃ
instead of Braj karata). Brajbhasha, in contrast, favors short vowels and 
EUHDNLQJ�XS�FRQVRQDQW�FOXVWHUV�ZLWK�DQ�HSHQWKHWLF�VKRUWފ�Dދ��DV�LQ SDUDEíQD for 

SUDEíQD.

(48.) The information in this and the following paragraph is based on the work of 
Robert van de Walle 2006.

(49.) On anubhav-siddh as a new literary criterion for Harishchandra, see Dalmia
1999: 280.

(50.) The standard study of this contentious intellectual-historical terrain is King 

1999. Cf. Rai 2001.

(51.) The Bhikharidas verse is excerpted below. Sudan's method can be gleaned 
from 6XMÃQFDULWUDށ�������

(52.) See, respectively, Divakar 1966 and Callewaert 1993.

(53.) The DDFKÃS poets were Surdas, Krishnadas, Parmananddas, Kumbhandas, 
Nanddas, Chaturbhujdas, Chhitsvami, and Govindsvami. See McGregor 1984: 
���ށ��

(54.) On the %KDNWDPÃO of Nabhadas, see Hare 2011.

(55.) This point has been made by scholars of other Indian literary traditions. For 
the Tamil and Telugu cases, see Rao and Shulman 1999: 9. Frances Pritchett 
notes that the tazkirahs memorializing Urdu poets were arranged 
chronologically, but this was just one of many organizational strategies (2003: 
����ށ���

(56.) Shamsur Rahman Faruqi (1995) has pointed out some of the travesties that 
DWWHQGHG�8UGX�ZULWHUVއ�DVVLPLODWLRQ�RI�WKH�OLWHUDU\�KLVWRULFDO�PRGHO�XQGHU�
colonial conditions.

(57.) On de Tassy's sources (mostly Urdu tazkirahs), see Histoire de la littérature 
hindouie et hindoustanie����
����6HQJDU�GUHZ�RQ�+LQGLށ��V�YROXPLQRXV�KHULWDJH�
of anthologies, including the recently published %KÃÃNÃY\D�VDJUDK (1875). 
ĜLYVLKVDURM��SSށ������FI��/XWJHQGRUI 1994: 66.

(58.) Garcin de Tassy, for his part, wanted to adopt the new literary-historical 
method, but he claimed it would be difficult given the lack of attention to 
chronology in his sources. Histoire de la littérature hindouie et hindoustanie, 
1:52.
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(59.) (6DYDW������PHޔ  NDYL\R�QH�EKÃÃ�NÃY\D�NH�EDפH�EDפH�DGEKXW�JUDQWK�
EDQÃH. 6DYDW������PH�MDLVH�DFFKH�NDYL�KXH�DLVH�NLVí�VDLNDUÃ�NH�EKíWDU�QDKL�
hue the. ĜLYVLKVDURM��SSށ�������7KHVH�WZR�FHQWXULHV�DUH�PRUH�RU�OHVV�
coextensive with the UíWL period as defined by Ramchandra Shukla.

(60.) Note in particular Grierson's impassioned tribute to vernacular language 
and literature in the opening to Modern Vernacular Literature of Hindustan. See 

*ULHUVRQ������.L]ށ]�

(61.) Ibid., pp. 128, 145.

(62.) Ibid., p. xxii.

(63.) Ibid., p. xxii.

(64.) Quoted in Trivedi 2003: 988.

(65.) Noted in Pauwels 2001: 460. For some examples of the kinds of linguistic 
standards that Dvivedi imposed, see 0DKÃYíUSUDVÃGGYLYHGíUDFQÃYDOí��������ށ���
During the same period, other now-canonical Hindi writers, such as Premchand 
and Ashk, were transitioning from Urdu in Nastaliq script to the new Khari Boli 
written in Devanagari. See Orsini 2004c: x; Rockwell 2004����ށ���

�DQ�EDKXW�KRאDPXQÃ�NH�NLQÃUH�NLQÃUH�NHOL�NDXWXKDO�NÃ�DGEKXW�DGEKXW�YDU>ފ��.66)
FXNÃ0 ދ�DKÃYíUSUDVÃGGYLYHGíUDFQÃYDOí, 2:49. Many choice quotes from Dvivedi, 
who had a particular animus against QÃ\LNÃEKHGD, are compiled in Sharma 1977: 
����ށ���

(67.) 0DKÃYíUSUDVÃGGYLYHGíUDFQÃYDOí, 2:47. Dvivedi was not, of course, the first 
to express this criticism. See, for instance, the remarks of the English publisher 
Frederic Pincott in 1889, discussed in Ritter 2010����ށ����

(68.) On the existence of precolonial prose traditions in Hindi, see McGregor 

1968 and 1974: 64; Dalmia 1999����� ,����2Q�WKH�SURVH�WUDGLWLRQV�RI�WKH UíWLNÃOށ
see Gautam 1972.

(69.) Gupta 2000: 105.

(70.) Orsini 2002b: 82 (citing Harivamshray Bachchan).

(71.) As noted by Francesca Orsini, Mahavir Prasad Dvivedi (alongside other 
stalwart Hindi leader like, Shyamsundar Das and Ramchandra Shukla) was 
strongly influenced by English utilitarian thinkers (2002b: 145).

(72.) On the fraught intersection of politics, gender, and language choice in this 
period, see Pauwels 2001���ށ�����������.LQJ 1999����ށ���

(73.) King 1999: 36 (cited in Pauwels 2001: 455).
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(74.) 0DKÃYíUSUDVÃGGYLYHGíUDFQÃYDOí�������ށ���

(75.) 2UVLQL�����E����ށ���

(76.) Ibid.ށ�������

(77.) On the endurance of Brajbhasha in this period, see McGregor 1974���ށ�
111.

(78.) Ritter 2010��������ށ

(79.) Ritter 2004: 417. Cf. Schomer 1998: 10.

(80.) For more details about their contributions to the Hindi public sphere and 
their complex social location in both princely India and the colonial civil service, 
see Gaeffke 1978: 20; Orsini 2002b��ށ������%XVFK 2010c.

(81.) 0LĝUDEDQGKXYLQRG�������ށ��

(82.) 0LĝUDEDQGKXYLQRG�������ށ���

(83.) +LQGí�QDYUDWQD, p. 32.

(84.) Schomer 1998: 57 n. 75 (cited in Orsini 2002b: 144).

(85.) 0LĝUDEDQGKXYLQRG, 2:679.

(86.) Cf. Chandra 1992����ށ���

(87.) Faruqi 1995: 90.

(88.) Orsini 2002b������2UVLQL�DOVR�H[SRVHV�WKH�GLVFUHSDQF\�EHWZHHQށ�������ށ���
RIILFLDOO\�DSSURYHGފ��VHULRXVދ�+LQGL�DQG�ZKDW�SHRSOH�DFWXDOO\�UHDG�DQG�HQMR\HG�
(e.g., 2002b: 6, 7, 12).

(89.) A historiographical objection to sneaking Apabhramsha in under the rubric 
of Hindi is raised in Busch 2011.

(90.) An interested reader might look to discussions by Ramvilas Sharma (1973); 
Krishna Dhavan (1980); Mahendrapal Sharma (1986); Bachchan Singh (1989); 
Milind Wakankar (2002).

(91.) Shukla 1994: 1.

(92.��7KHLU�SHULRGL]DWLRQ�LV�DV�IROORZV��WKHފ�������ށ�����ދWKH�'DZQ�RI�+LQGLފ�
6HFRQG�6WDJHދ��ފ�������ށ����(DUO\�0HGLDHYDO�+LQGLދ��ފ�������ށ����$GYDQFHG�
0HGLDHYDO�+LQGLދ��ފ�������ށ����(DUO\�$GRUQHG�+LQGLދ��ފ�������ށ����$GYDQFHG�
$GRUQHG�+LQGLދ��ނ�����ށ����WKHVH�ODVW�WZR�DSSUR[LPDWHO\�GHVLJQDWLQJ UíWL
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OLWHUDWXUHނIROORZHG�E\7ފ�KH�7UDQVLWLRQދ��ށ����������DQG0ފ�RGHUQ�+LQGLދ��IURP�
1868). 0LĝUDEDQGKXYLQRG, 1:v.

(93.) Shukla 1994���ށ������)RU�IXUWKHU�GLVFXVVLRQ�RI�6KXNOD
V�SUHSRVWHURXV�
handling of Keshavdas, see Pachauri 2002����ށ����

(94.) Shukla 1994: 133. Vishvanathprasad Mishra's account of Brajbhasha's 
linguistic and grammatical variation, considered perfectly reasonable in a 
transregional language, is far more balanced. See Mishra 1965a����ށ����

(95.��,Q�DQ�XQFKDUDFWHULVWLFDOO\�JHQHURXV�VSLULW��DW�RQH�MXQFWXUH�KH�VD\Vފ��aise 
VDUDV�DXU�PDQRKDU�XGÃKDUDא�VDVNפW�NH�VÃUH�ODNDאR�VH�FXQNDU�LNDKKD�
NDUH�WR�EKí�XQNí�LWQí�DGKLN�VDNK\Ã�QD�KRJíދ (Even if one could choose from all 
of the Sanskrit [verses on these] literary topics the number of charming, 
beautiful examples would not exceed those to be found in Hindi). Shukla 1994: 
131.

(96.) He also dignified the classical turn in Hindi literature with the title 
.ULHUVRQ 1889: xxi, 58*�ދ�XJXVWDQ�DJH$ފ

(97.) Cf. the remarks of Mahendrapal Sharma (1986���������ށ

(98.) Shukla 1994��������ށ

(99.) Tulsi's poetry had already been much acclaimed in Orientalist circles for its 
religious message. See Lutgendorf 1991: 29. Mahavir Prasad Dvivedi had 
H[DOWHG�6XU�DQG�7XOVL�DERYH�FRXUW�SRHWV�LQ�D�UHYLHZ�RI�WKH�0LVKUD�EURWKHUVއ +LQGí�
navratna published in his journal 6DUDVYDWí in 1912 (Sharma 1977��RU(�����ށ����
an unflattering depiction of Keshavdas in light of his bhakti contemporaries, see 

0DKÃYíUSUDVÃGGYLYHGíUDFQÃYDOí, 2:151.

(100.) These citations are in chapters 1, 4, and 3, respectively.

(101.) This verse is modified from the translation excerpted and elucidated in 
Bangha 2005��QRWH�HVSHFLDOO\�KLV�FDXWLRQ�DERXW�DQDFKURQLVWLF����ށ���
interpretations based on modern stigmatizations of UíWL literature).

(102.) See .ÃY\DQLUאD\, 1.8 and McGregor 2003������ށ��

(103.) .ÃY\DQLUאD\ށ���������

(104.) Thus, the eighteenth-century poet Anandghan, who since Shukla's time 
would have to be considered a UíWL poet on the basis of his date, moved from 
court to temple in the course of his literary career, engendering two separate UíWL
and bhakti literary personas. See Bangha 2001���ށ������.HVKDYGDV
V 5DVLNSUL\Ã, 
as noted in chapter 1, is simultaneously a UíWL and a bhakti work. On the bhakti
and UíWL registers of Bihari's poetry, which operate in tandem, see Snell 1994b.
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(105.) The Mishra brothers, writing in 1913, contested the idea of Indian 
decline, suggesting the notion was common in their day. See the epigraph to this 
chapter, excerpted from 0LĝUDEDQGKXYLQRG, pp. 28, 31 (the full passage is 
translated in Busch 2010c). Other attestations could be given, such as the 
infamous remarks by Lord Minto recorded in this chapter's other epigraph (cited 
in Majumdar 1941: 223). An account of Hindi's literary past by Frank Keay, a 
British missionary writing in 1920 who was evidently much influenced by 
*ULHUVRQ��LQWURGXFHV�KLV�FKDSWHU�WHQ�RQފ�WKH�PRGHUQ�SHULRG��IURP������ދ�ZLWK�
UHPDUNV�VXFK�DV7ފ��KH�HLJKWHHQWK�FHQWXU\�KDG�EHHQ�ODUJHO\�D�WLPH�RI�OLWHUDU\�
GHDUWK��EXW�D�UHQDVFHQFH�QRZ�EHJDQ��7ޔKH�SHDFH�DQG�VHFXULW\�ZKLFK�WKH�%ULWLVK�
rule brought to India, after the long period of internecine strife and disorder 
through which the country had been passing, also gave the genius of Hindi 
literature the opportunity of reasserting itself, and of recovering from the decay 
LQWR�ZKLFK�LW�KDG�IDOOHQ�LQ�WKH�HLJKWHHQWK�FHQWXU\ދ��.HD\ 1920: 87.

(106.) Chatterjee 1993a�������ށ�

(107.��2Q�+LQGL�ZULWHUVއ�LQFUHDVLQJ�HQJDJHPHQW�ZLWK�KLVWRULFDO�VXEMHFWV�GXULQJ�
this period, see 2UVLQL�����E�.���ށ����

(108.) Orsini notes that Maithilisharan Gupta traced Indian decadence all the 
way back to the 0DKÃEKÃUDWD war. Ibid.ށ�������. Bankimchandra, for his part, 
blamed Mughals but not Pathans, a nuance illustrating that as late as the 1880s 
the Muslim other was not a monolithic construction. See Chatterjee 1993a�ށ����
15.

(109.) Gupta 2000; cf. Stark 2007�������ށ�

(110.) On the debates about educating women colonial India, see Chatterjee 

1993a��6���ށ����DQJDUL 2002����ށ�����I��3DFKDXUL 2001&�����ށ���

(111.) See Dalmia 1999: 247.

(112.) See Gupta 2000���ށ�����SS��XW��DV�VKH�UHPDUNV�LQ�WKH�FRQFOXVLRQ%�����ށ�
�����ZKLOH�%UDKPDQLFDO�SDWULDUFK\�ZRQ�RXW�LQ�RIILFLDO�GLVFRXUVHފ��GLUW\ދ�OLWHUDWXUH�
and erotic manuals continued to be wildly popular throughout the Dvivedi 
period.

(113.) Chatterjee 1993a��������ށ

(114.) As noted by Harish Trivedi, the nationalist poet Maithilisharan Gupta 
exhibited a striking blend of patriotism and bhakti in his famous poem 6ÃNHW
(2003: 990). Hariaudh's 3UL\ÃSUDYÃV was mentioned above as an instance of 
retooling bhakti themes in the service of nationalism. Patriotism was also a 
theme of some of Harischandra's bhakti poems. See Chandra 1992: 25.
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(115.) See Schomer 1998�����ށ���IRU�D�PRUH�UHFHQW�VWXG\�RI�WKH &KÃ\ÃYÃG
movement, see Green 2008.

(116.) Pant 1963��WUDQVODWLRQ�VOLJKWO\�PRGLILHG�IURP�WKH�FLWDWLRQ�LQ����ށ���
Bangha 2005: 25).

(117.) Orsini 2002b���ށ����

(118.) The argument for a ĝפJÃUNÃO is detailed in Mishra 1966�������7KHށ����
debates on both the naming practices and periodization of Hindi literary 
historians are helpfully discussed in Mahendrakumar 1995����ށ�����%DQJKD 

2005���ށ����

(119.) Pachauri 2002: 139.

(120.) Pachauri 2001: 183.

 FLWHG�LQ��ދ"�QH�NL\Ã�Kí�N\Ã�WDN�KLQGí�NH�NDYL\RÂNKLU�SĭUH�GR�VDX�YDUފ��.121)

ibid., p. 184).

(122.) Shamsur Rahman Faruqi (1999: 16) has noted a similarly absurd 
misreading of poetic motif as biography in the case of a love poem written by the 
Urdu poet Mir when he was nearly 88 years old.

(123.) Nagendra 1973������6RPH�RI�WKH�PRUH�GDPDJLQJ�VXEWLWOHV�RI�WKH�VHFWLRQށ��
LQFOXGHފ�UÃMQíWLN�DXU�VÃPÃMLN�GXUY\DYDVWKÃދ (political and social upheaval) and 
 decadent lifestyles) ދYLOÃVSUDGKÃQ�MíYDQGDUĝDQ�WDWKÃ�SDWDQRQPXNK�\XJGKDUPފ
and an epoch characterized by decline morality). The specific passage was 
written by Savitri Sinha but it was presumably Nagendra's choice to begin the 
volume in this fashion, since a shorter digest of Indian literary history produced 
under his co-editorship the same year has a similar section (this one credited to 
one Mahendrakumar). See Nagendra and Gupta 1995����ށ����

(124.) Singh 1998: 98.

(125.) Representative are Cheler 1973��6���ށ��LQJK 1999��\YHQ�D�YHU)����ށ���
recent study of the Mughal poet Sundar, while a welcome contribution to 
scholarship in many respects, regrets the YLOÃVLWÃSĭUא�YÃWÃYDUDא (environment 
overly given to hedonism) of the Mughal courts, which is held up as a reason for 
the erotic focus and even, improbably, the occasional intellectual lapses of the 
writer. See Yadav 2008: 7.

(126.) Mir 2006.

(127.) Also consider how Harishchandra still had access to precolonial practices 
and responded dynamically to colonial ones, simultaneously laying the grounds 
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IRU�ZKDW�9DVXGKD�'DOPLD�VHHV�DV�Dފ�WKLUG�LGLRP�RI�,QGLDQ�QDWLRQDOLVW�PRGHUQLW\�
������.I��&KDQGUD 1992&�����ށ���

(128.) Insightful discussions of the Hindi public sphere and Premchand's oeuvre 
are Orsini 2002b and 2004c, respectively.

(129.) Geoffrey Lewis (1999��XVHV�WKH�WHUPފ�FDWDVWURSKLF�VXFFHVVދ�IRU�WKH�
somewhat comparable case of Turkish language reform in the same period, 
which saw the expunging of Ottoman in favor of barely comprehensible 
neologisms, not to mention the almost-immediate alienation of modern readers 
from a rich textual heritage developed over centuries.

(130.) Notable exceptions include recent studies by Charu Gupta (2000), 
Sudhish Pachauri (2001, 2002), and Purushottam Agrawal (2009a).
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Remembering Things Past
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Abstract and Keywords
This chapter briefly sums up some of the central findings of the book, while also 
PDNLQJ�D�ODUJHU�DUJXPHQW�DERXW�WKH�YDOXHނLQGHHG�WKH�QHFHVVLW\ނRI�VWXG\LQJ�
and reflecting on the Hindi literary past. Modern nationalism has been such a 
defining force in the field of Hindi literature that divergent narratives, such as 
WKH�VWRU\�RI�+LQGLއV�0XJKDO�DQG�0XVOLP�SDVW�IRUHJURXQGHG�KHUH��KDYH�EHHQ�
almost completely foreclosed. The revisionist history outlined in this book 
suggests that fresh, postcolonial perspectives on the premodern Hindi archive 
are not only possible but essential for the health of literary studies and also have 
the potential to define new areas of Indian intellectual and social history. It is 
also advocated that precolonialism be a part of postcolonialism.

Keywords: b nationalism, Hindi literature, historiography, intellectual history, social history, 
postcolonialism

Reckoning Gains and Losses: Presentism in Hindi Studies
Various filters cloud our vision when we look back at the Hindi literature of 
seventeenth- and eighteenth-century North India, the period designated since 
Ramchandra Shukla's day by the term UíWL. Monumental ruptures have severed 
many links with India's premodern literary past and changed fundamentally the 
ZD\�LW�LV�YLHZHG��7KH�YHU\�FDWHJRU\ފ�+LQGL�OLWHUDWXUHދ�ZDV�ERUQ�LQ�WKH�PRGHUQ�
period, under the peculiarly entwined forces of colonialism and nationalism. 
Simultaneously engendered was an account of what Hindi literature was and 
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how it came to be, a process that gave narrative shape to something much 
ODUJHU��$W�WKH�WXUQ�RI�WKH�WZHQWLHWK�FHQWXU\ނLQ�PDQ\�SODFHV�LQ�WKH�ZRUOGނ
speaking of a literature was a synecdochic enterprise. Speaking of Hindi 
literature in particular meant speaking of the trajectory of the Indian people: 
WKHLU�SDVW��WKHLU�SUHVHQW��DQGނSHUKDSV�PRVW�FUXFLDOO\�IRU�D�FRXQWU\�RI�FRORQL]HG�
VXEMHFWVނWKHLU�IXWXUH��D�WLPH�ZKHQ�WKH\�FRXOG�LPDJLQH�WKHPVHOYHV�IUHH�IURP�WKH�
supposed weaknesses that had allowed the country to be taken over by a foreign 
power in the first place.

In this book, I have tried to assay the sufficiency of this narrative with specific 
reference to the late precolonial past. Hindi literature as a field of academic 
study was created under conditions that were especially fraught, and many 
powerful ideas that have come to dominate it are not absolute but highly 
contingent truths with a (p.241) peculiar sociohistorical provenance. Hindi 
literary history came into being in a fight against both the colonizers and Muslim 
advocates of Urdu. Is it Hindi's destiny to be forever hobbled by its nationalist 
origins? Although much newness has entered the contemporary literary field in 
recent decades, surprisingly little has changed in the core approaches to 
precolonial literature.

According to the logic of colonialism and nationalism, the story of Hindi should 
be framed as the story of Indian progress. Replacing the weak, depleted 
Brajbhasha, Hindi was finally able to attain a vigorous embodiment and forward-
looking demeanor. Reformist poets of the 'YLYHGí�\XJ were conscripted into the 
ideological army that would carry out its great leap forward. Hindi gained; the 
nation gained. It is not my point here to dispute the achievements of the 
twentieth and now twenty-first centuries. They are many; indeed, there is much 
that any citizen of any nation in the world could envy about the dynamism and 
creativity of modern Hindi literary life. Hindi literature continued to be cross-
pollinated with genres from the West, and not just those of the colonial masters, 
long after the initial reformist moment: great works of European literature were 
translated into Hindi and the writings of modernists such as Nirmal Verma were 
conscious, hybridizing engagements with the West, not imitations. As this study 
has suggested throughout, literary imitation is always a dynamic process.1 It is 
right to frame all of this as a gain for Hindi. Hindi writers have been 
progressivists, Romantics, experimentalists. In the aftermath of Partition, some 
became high modernists, when the deep cynicism and alienation of QD\í�NDKÃQí
writers captured perfectly the anxieties and contradictions of deracinated urban 
existence. In the six decades since, Hindi writers have shown themselves to be 
admirably agile at inhabiting both the GHĝí (local) and the PÃUJD (cosmopolitan) 
worlds, whether cultivating ÃFDOLN (regional) styles, encompassing new voices 
through Dalit or feminist literature, or engaging the modes of global English (the 
new PÃUJD).
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When we speak of Hindi modernity, we always speak of gain, and there are many 
reasons why we should. I want, nonetheless, to speak of loss. The Hindi literary 
community of today has lost access to much of its past, which is either 
inadequately studied or alarmingly misrepresented (the two problems are 
related). It is not a sign of intellectual health to consign one's classical past to 
oblivion or to allow colonial error to reign long after independence. Nowadays, 
for many students and researchers the story of Hindi starts in the middle of the 
nineteenth century and is inextricably linked to India's rebellion against its 
colonial masters. It is the story of Khari Boli and the Hindi sphere's encounter 
with the West, followed by the struggle for Indian nationhood. Hindi literature 
GLG�QRW�EHJLQ�LQ�WKH�QLQHWHHQWK�FHQWXU\��,W�LV�KDUG�WR�VD\�ZKHQ�LW�GLGނLQ�SDUW�
EHFDXVH�ZH�FDQ�DOZD\V�GLVSXWH�ZKDW�SUHFLVHO\�ZH�PHDQ�E\ފ�+LQGLދ��RU�LQGHHG 

(p.242) E\ފ�OLWHUDWXUHދ�RUފ�EHJLQQLQJނދEXW�IRU�PXFK�UHVSRQVLEOH�
historiography, the beautiful Avadhi tradition of NÃY\D cultivated by Sufi writers, 
which started by the fourteenth century, has been a sensible place to put this 
inauguration; another kind of Hindi, the tradition of courtly Brajbhasha, began 
some two centuries later. But the story of Hindi is decidedly not the triumphalist 
story of the nation, of the struggles of its Hindu citizens acting purposefully to 
revive their traditions after a Muslim (and British) interregnum despoiled them.

When we tell the story of Hindi as the gainful trek to nationhood and modernity
�HPSKDVL]LQJ�WKH�FUXFLDO�OLWHUDU\��PRUDO��GHYHORSPHQWDO��DQG�FLYLOL]DWLRQDOނ
components that Brajbhasha lacked, which were restored through a vigorous 
FRORQLDO�DQG�QDWLRQDOLVW�UHJLPHQނZH�ORVH�DQ\�DQG�DOO�QXDQFH�DERXW�LWV�SDVW�2
Brajbhasha is not just a foil for the narrative of Hindi uplift, no more than UíWL
should be a foil for bhakti. These are sheer caricatures, which efface the 
historical and aesthetic complexity of literary premodernity. We cannot change 
the fact that during the Dvivedi period Brajbhasha was definitively superseded 
by Khari Boli Hindi, or that UíWL literature was repudiated as a medieval, decadent 
tradition. We can, however, be cognizant of the colonial and nationalist 
conditions that governed the process. More important, we can choose to 
remember, and not to forget, the centuries of literary activity that preceded 
%ULWLVK�FRORQLDOLVPނall of them, not just the parts of the Hindi heritage that 
resonate most readily with modern concerns.3 The texts from this period have a 
rich and deeply layered story to tell.

Hindi's lost pasts
The Hindi pasts are of course many. The most conspicuous loss is Hindi's early 
PRGHUQ�SDVW��1RW�DOO�RI�LW��WR�EH�VXUHނWKH bhakti past did have many heroes who 
FRXOG�EH�UHFXSHUDWHG�GXULQJ�WKH�+LQGL�UHQDLVVDQFHނSRHW�bhaktas like Tulsi and 
6XU��WKHފ�JRRG�0XVOLPVދ�.DELU�DQG�5DVNKDQ��WKH�EHOHDJXHUHG�EXW�EUDYH�0LUD��
honored feminist avant la lettre.4 What we do not have so readily available is 
+LQGL
V�FRXUWO\�SDVW��LWV�0XJKDO�SDVW��DQGނGDUH�,�VD\�LW"ނLWV�0XVOLP�SDVW��7KHVH�
have always been a poor archive for the strategists of nationalist mythmaking.
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When I began this book, shockingly little was available to me beyond a few stale 
stereotypes about Hindi court literature produced in the period from 1560 to 
1860. There were annotated editions of UíWL literature and detailed studies of 
Hindi DODNÃUDĝÃVWUD,5 but scholars have generally not posed the kinds of 
questions that could so profitably be asked, questions that bear critically on 
poetry  (p.243) and aesthetic concerns but also on social, intellectual, and 
political history. In loss, then, there is the potential for gain.

I have tried to demonstrate what we gain from studying the Hindi past of the 
Mughal period, and its corollary, what we lose by failing to understand it. Some 
scholars of postcolonialism (who tend not to read precolonial sources in Indian 
languages) might hold that the precolonial past is forever unknowable because 
of the epistemic ruptures that attended India's colonization. Some postcolonial 
theory also tends to be suspicious of textual forms of knowledge because 
colonial-period Orientalists privileged texts over practices (especially oral 
literary practices). Indians were of course great textualizers for two millennia 
EHIRUH�WKH�FRORQL]HUV�FDPHނERWK�WKH�6DQVNULW�DQG UíWL literary cultures are 
DPSOH�WHVWLPRQ\�WR�WKLVނDQG�LW�FDQ�KDUGO\�EH�VRXQG�LQWHOOHFWXDO�KLVWRULFDO�
method not to weigh the precolonial evidence. Moreover, what could be more 
effective in countering India's cultural denigration under colonialism or in 
coming to terms with its devastating epistemological shifts than a rich, 
historically nuanced account of India's textual cultures before the colonizers 
arrived? To be sure, such nuance is not easily acquired because the Hindi 
literary archive challenges would-be researchers in everything from 
intelligibility to sheer accessibility. But knowledge, I would say, is always better 
than ignorance, remembering is better than forgetting, and trying to piece 
together a literary past is better than walking away from it. Or at least these are 
some of the premises that animated me in my mission to write this book.

As long as entire centuries of literary creation continue to be rejected as an 

DQGKNÃU�\XJ (benighted time), there is only so much a reconstructive effort like 
this one can hope to achieve. We need substantial philological and manuscript 
work; new texts need to be published and older ones reprinted;6 we need 
WUDQVODWLRQVނDOPRVW�QRQH�RI�DQ\�RI�WKLV�OLWHUDWXUH�LV�DYDLODEOH�LQ�DQ\�(XURSHDQ��
or Indian-language translation. The Indian textbooks and curricula that 
represent UíWL literature in such a demeaning light should be overhauled. But 
even without a major outlay of resources and infrastructural shifts in the literary 
field, we can understand a satisfying amount about Hindi poets in the centuries 
before colonialism if we simply rake away some of the dead undergrowth of 
colonial and nationalist thought. If we stop conceiving of Mughal and Rajput 
FRXUWV�DV�VLWHV�RI�VKDPH�DQG�GHFDGHQFH�ZLWK�RQO\�UDUH�PRPHQWV�RI�DEVROXWLRQނ
let us call them instances of Akbarian (or indeed Rana Pratapian) exceptionalism
�WKHQ�WKH�SUHVXSSRVLWLRQV�DERXW�,QGLDQ�GHILFLHQF\�WKDW�KDYH�SODJXHG�PRVW�RIނ
the historiography of the period fall away. If we take away the end point of 
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colonialism, a rather vast expanse opens up before us. Let me propose how we 
might begin to repopulate this cultural and historiographical landscape.

 (p.244) Toward a New Literary, Intellectual, and Social History of Hindi 
Court Culture
Unsurprisingly, the premodern history of India's UÃUDEKÃÃ (national language) 
looks completely different if we do not overdetermine the narrative as a story of 
failure. And the data presented in this book do not support such a narrative. 
When we set out to understand the texts and actions of UíWL poets on their own 
terms instead of retrofitting modern, anachronistic ones, we find many stories of 
astonishing and enduring success.

Take the life and work of the poet Keshavdas. He was not the derivative, cold-
hearted character that modern scholars too often say he was. What a 
devastating misunderstanding, and a grave injustice to Hindi's preeminent 
classical poet. Keshavdas, heir to a long tradition of Sanskrit learning, guided 
Brajbhasha, the literary language of his day, down a new, classicizing path. And 
LW�LV�LQ�SDUW�EHFDXVH�KH�GLG�VR�WKDW�%UDMEKDVKDނDQG�E\�H[WHQVLRQ�+LQGLނFDPH�WR�
have the extraordinary career that it did. He took a language predominantly 
cultivated by Vaishnava hymnists, enriched it with the treasures of Sanskrit 
NÃY\D style, and presented his innovative works to his Orchha (and eventually, it 
seems, Mughal) patrons. Brajbhasha literature decisively entered the domain of 
kings. And within a few decades, kings could not be kings without it.

7KHVH�QHZ�VRFLDO�XVHV�RI�WKH�ODQJXDJHނWKH�OLQNLQJ�RI�%UDM�DHVWKHWLFV�ZLWK�WKH�
SROLWLFV�DQG�FRXUW�FXOWXUH�RI�0XJKDO�,QGLDނVKRXOG�QRW�EH�VHHQ�DV�VRPH�NLQG�RI�
wrong turn in Hindi's developmental path, and they will continue to be seen as 
such unless we relinquish naղve, economist constructions of literary life. We 
observe instead a language and literary culture being spectacularly enriched 
upon coming into contact with varied groups of connoisseurs and patrons. 
Earlier scholars have rightly stressed that Brajbhasha literary culture was an 
important spiritual domain of the early modern period; it was also an aesthetic 
and political resource. This was the case in both Mughal and Rajput court 
settings.

Because the career of Keshavdas commenced at the moment that Mughal power 
in Bundelkhand commenced, it is difficult to determine whether he had any role 
in transmitting UíWL literary styles to the Mughal court. It is equally, if not more 
plausible that the refined culture of the Mughals played a decisive role in 
spurring local courts like that of Orchha toward new modes of literary elegance. 
Keshavdas may or may not have visited Agra, but in his last work, the 

-DKÃQJíUMDVFDQGULNÃ of 1612, he tells us that he performed for the Mughal 
emperor. He also experimented with new types of quasi Persianized Braj, 
creatively adapting exogenous words into a Hindi milieu.
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 (p.245) There is no good reason to doubt that Keshavdas visited Jahangir's 
court but, as is the case with so much of the premodern Hindi past, we know too 
little for a fact. However, this past still has much to teach us. To study the works 
of Keshavdas and his successors is to observe new aesthetic worlds in the 
making. We perceive a lively engagement of court intellectuals with the 
spirituality of bhakti; we also see them trying to make sense of this world. The 
oeuvre of Keshavdas, like UíWL literature more generally, offers a chance to study 
cultures at the point where they intersect. We see Brajbhasha interacting with 
Sanskrit, but also with Persian, as poets and their patrons encountered new 
realms of sociolinguistic difference and entered new zones of political and 
cultural contact. Tracking the development of Brajbhasha as a court language 
opens up access to an unfamiliar prenationalist world in which Hindus and 
Muslims, not to mention Jains and Sikhs (and many others), shared a literary 
language and aesthetic for some of their most important cultural needs.

These zones of epistemic difference, though no less difficult to access than the 
frequently elusive lives of many of the poets themselves, are one of the most 
precious gifts that India's precolonial literary record can offer. Hindi students of 
WRGD\�PLJKW�DVN�WKHPVHOYHVފ��:KDW�GR�,�KDYH�WR�OHDUQ�IURP�KXQGUHGV�RI�
centuries-old treatises on literary theory or the social history of writers in 
0XJKDO�SHULRG�FRXUWV"ދ�,�ZRXOG�YHQWXUH�WKDW�QRW�WR�VWXG\�SUHPRGHUQ�OLWHUDWXUH�
with thought and care is to miss a chance to learn something important about 
past humanity. To be richly human is to experience many layers of history, not to 
remain content with the familiar patterns one already knows. The great works of 
WKH�SDVWނWKH�ZHOO�NQRZQ�FODVVLFDO�WUDGLWLRQV�RI�*UHHN��/DWLQ��DQG�6DQVNULW��EXW�
DOVR��,�ZRXOG�YHQWXUH��WKH�%UDM�FODVVLFVނFDQ�DQG�VKRXOG�VWLOO�DQLPDWH�UHDGHUV�
today. These texts are not just repositories of the arcana of past history, but are 
an extraordinary opportunity to converse with those who lived and thought 
before us. Quite aside from everything we stand to gain from a study of UíWL
OLWHUDWXUHނWKH�MR\V�RI�UHDGLQJ�EHDXWLIXO�SRHWU\��OHDUQLQJ�DERXW�WKH�ULFKO\�
multicultural patronage contexts or the mechanisms of poetic performance and 
PDQXVFULSW�FLUFXODWLRQ�LQ�D�SUHSULQW�VRFLHW\ނZH�JDLQ�DFFHVV�WR�SDVW�WKRXJKW�
worlds and unfamiliar modes of political life and sociality, including aesthetic 
processes of political incorporation and the importance of connoisseurship to 
community formation. The reason that present-day constructions of UíWL
literature's PDGK\DNÃOíQWÃ (medievalism) are so disabling is that they operate 
from within the predictable logic of modernity discourse, where there is no 
conceptual room for the unpredictable, un-pregiven facets of past forms of 
cultural expression and belonging.

 (p.246) As much as I have intended to showcase the ways of thinking and 
being of the past, to an extent the questions I have posed of the Brajbhasha 
literary tradition remain those of a modern interlocutor. When I have sought to 
intervene in Hindi literary historiography or to complicate the supposedly 
airtight relationship between premodern literary and religious life (showcasing 
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instead Brajbhasha's rich aesthetic and political life), or wondered why UíWL
literature has rarely been viewed positively for a classicism that parallels 
cultural developments considered highpoints in early modern European literary 
history, the questions I have brought to the Braj corpus were brought along in 
advance, and they were indubitably questions that demanded to be asked. But 
equally interesting to me at the conclusion of this research project is to reflect 
on the answers that Brajbhasha literature gave to questions I never intended to 
ask in the first place.7

The most startling discoveries for me were made when the literary-historical 
record spoke of its own accord. For example, I had never conceived of making an 
argument for the independence of Brajbhasha literary theory from its Sanskrit 
VRXUFH�PDWHULDOނZKLFK�WXUQHG�RXW�WR�EH�D�FHQWUDO�WHQHW�RI�FKDSWHU 3. Shukla's 
stance on this subject, as dominant in the historiography of the period as it is 
damaging to it, could not have given me access to that research question. And 
yet a very large chorus of authors spoke from across the centuries, proclaiming 
WKDW�WKH\�KDG�ZULWWHQ�WKHLU�ZRUNVފ�DSDQí�PDWL�DQXVÃUDނދaccording to their own 
understanding. The shape this understanding took does not mesh very well with 
modern concepts of originality, and is one reason UíWL writers have been 
consistently denigrated as mere imitators of classical authority. It therefore 
became important to me as a scholar to counter that anachronistic construction, 
driven by modernist presuppositions, by not only tapping into but also actually 
privileging a premodern Indian perspective on how scholarly creativity works. 
From this perspective, the writings of UíWL intellectuals are a realm of almost-
complete alterity. For them change was something that needed to be managed. 
Not all cultural systems work according to a progressivist logic: some are 
considered just fine as they are. The point to cultural creation, then, is not to 
effect change but to enhance stability.8 Work that proceeds according to the 
logic of managing change is not the work of inferior minds; it simply operates 
differently. The ability to appreciate and theorize profound cultural and 
conceptual difference is just one of many lessons to be learned from listening to 

UíWL poets.

In fact, many of the arguments of this book have come to me through listening. 
By listening to UíWL writers I understood the importance of the kavikul, the broad-
based literary community that was critical to their identity as writers and to the 
flourishing of a Hindi poetry of kings in the early modern period.  (p.247) I also 
learned all kinds of unexpected things about the literary life of Brajbhasha at the 
Mughal court. At least as judged from its name, Brajbhasha was supposed to be 
D�+LQGX�ODQJXDJHނ,�QHYHU�VHW�RXW�WR�SURYH�WKDW�LW�KDG�D�PDMRU��SHUKDSV�GHFLVLYH��
Mughal component. Nor did I expect to find Persian to be any kind of a resource 
for learning about Brajbhasha literary creativity. I had no idea that Braj was so 
intimately tied to the political and aesthetic programs of regional kings, so much 
so that it demands to be seen in a new light as a critical domain of Rajput 
literature. The evidence itself pointed in many unexpected directions. Learning 
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things you did not set out to learn is exciting for any researcher, no doubt, but 
there is something particularly thrilling about performing an archaeology of 
FXOWXUHނDFFHVVLQJ�WKH�VRFLDO��LQWHOOHFWXDO��DQG�OLWHUDU\�OLYHV�RI�SHRSOH�IURP�WKH�
past.

There are many more questions of UíWL literary culture churned up in the course 
of my research that I was never able to satisfactorily address. We have a long 
way to go toward understanding the different conceptual and political spaces of 
Brajbhasha and the complex premodern literary values that underwrote this 
dynamic tradition. We have much yet to learn about the social history of these 
poets. Some things will forever remain obscure about people who were in many 
cases constitutionally averse to self-celebration, but some of their story can 
perhaps be still reconstructed by putting Persian and Hindi sources in dialogue. 
Persian was once widely known to educated Hindus, but that has not been the 
case for a century or so, which means that Hindi scholars working today (who 
tend to use only Hindi sources) are missing essential components of the archive. 
I have also not been able to treat in any serious way the countless Brajbhasha 
texts that circulated to Punjab, or Gujarat, or Bengal, as Sikhs, Jain merchants, 
and all those who aspired to courtliness partook of its literary cachet. The world 
of Brajbhasha is thus even more transregional, multicultural, and multi-
confessional than could adequately be captured in a single book, in this case one 
primarily focused on courtly communities during the height of Mughal rule.

Nor could I do full justice to the staggering multidisciplinarity of Brajbhasha, a 
signal characteristic of the tradition that has been denied for more than one 
hundred years. Aside from serving as a vehicle for spiritual discourse, politics, 
history, and literary theory, Brajbhasha was also widely used for treatises on 
DVWURORJ\��PHGLFLQH��HTXHVWULDQ�VFLHQFH��DQGނHYHQ SÃNDĝÃVWUD (the science of 
cooking). We know almost nothing about any of this material and there is a 
considerable volume of it. It may be that there is no great intellectual revolution 
to be discovered in this archive (at least no revolution as defined by us 
moderns), no seventeenth-century Indian renaissance that preceded the so-
called colonial one in the nineteenth century. But we should recognize that until 
 (p.248) scholars read and publish the vast quantities of early modern Hindi 
texts that lie in Indian archives, we really do not know what we have and do not 
have. Some of this material will almost certainly change the way we think about 
the Mughal-period Hindi past. At the very least we could reconstruct more of 
India's intellectual and social history. When we frame Brajbhasha textual culture 
as primarily either Vaishnava or belletristic, as the categories of bhakti and UíWL
proposed by Shukla constrain it to be, we are failing to hear many of the voices
 RI�WKH�+LQGL�SDVW�9 Other importantނRI�VFLHQWLVWV�RU�LQWHOOHFWXDOV�RU�KLVWRULDQVނ
voices are those of late UíWL writers. If the antecedent period is anything to go by, 
WKH�FRXUWO\�WH[WV�SURGXFHG�LQ�WKH�HDUO\�GD\V�RI�FRORQLDOLVPނD�FRUSXV�WKDW�KDV�QRW�
EHHQ�DGHTXDWHO\�VWXGLHGނZLOO�\LHOG�LQVLJKWV�ZH�KDYH�QRW�HYHQ�EHJXQ�WR�LPDJLQH��
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But it is for the questions I do not even know yet to ask that I will continue to 
listen to, and learn from, the Hindi past.

Notes:
(1.) On the creative engagements of Indian writers with Western genres, see 
Mukherjee 1985; Trivedi 1994.

(2.) The essays collected in Orsini, ed. 2010 are an attempt to map out some of 
the Hindi-Urdu traditions obscured by modern nationalist perspectives.

(3.) I know that I also speak for some Hindi scholars working in India. See the 
poignant cri de coeur about the erosion of skills in classical Hindi of Kishorilal 
(1991� ��ZKRVH�NLQG�PHQWRUVKLS�DQG�WLUHOHVV�HGLWLQJ�RI UíWL texts have���ށ���
certainly been conditions of possibility for this book. Ramanand Sharma and 
several of his students have also been actively working to prevent the loss of 
NQRZOHGJH�DERXW�WKH�OLWHUDU\�SDVW��,Q�KLV�ZRUGVފ��PDGK\DNÃOíQ�NÃY\D�YLOXSW�KRQH�
VH�EDF�MÃ\Hދ��PD\�PHGLHYDO�OLWHUDWXUH�EH�VDYHG�IURP�H[WLQFWLRQ���6KDUPD 2008: 2. 
Cf. Tandon 2002.

(4.) The biographical details of most of these bhakti figures have been heavily 
mythologized, their historical lives forever now unknowable, but their poetry is 
nonetheless still acclaimed.

(5.) See chapter 3 n. 6.

(6.) It is impossible, for instance, to reconcile the colossal importance of a 
seventeenth-century author such as Chintamani Tripathi, a figure frequently 
referenced in this book, with the abysmal publishing record of his oeuvre. 
Neither his 5DVYLOÃV, which may have been written for Shah Jahan, nor his 

%KÃÃSLJDO, written for Shahji Bhonsle, Shivaji's father, has ever been 
published. The only text of his ever to be formally published, his ĜפJÃUPD³MDUí, 
eluded my search in both Indian and Western libraries for years before I was 
DEOH�WR�REWDLQ�D�SKRWRFRS\�IURP�WKH�+LQGí�6ÃKLW\D�6DPPHODQ�RI�$OODKDEDG��7KH�
VROH�ZRUN�RI�WKLV�DXWKRU�WKDW�LV�DYDLODEOH�RXWVLGH�,QGLDނDQG�WKDW�RQO\�LQ�
PLFURILOPނLV�D�OLWKRJUDSK�SULQWHG�LQ������RI�WKH Kavikulkalptaru.

(7.) The Romanist Erich Auerbach reminds us that the goal is not so much for us 
to speak for the premodern texts that we study but to allow the texts to speak 
IRU�WKHPVHOYHV��7KH�VWDUWLQJ�SRLQW�VKRXOG�QRW�EH�D�FDWHJRU\�ZKLFK�ZH�RXUVHOYHVފ�
impose on the material, to which the material must be fitted, but a characteristic 
found in the subject itself, essential to its history, which, when stressed and 
developed, clarifies the subject matter in its particularity and other topics in 
UHODWLRQ�WR�LWދ������������
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(8.) This is consistent with the arguments of Bronner and Tubb (2008), who have 
studied the works of early modern Sanskrit ÃODNÃULNDV�DQG�ILQG�WKDWފ�>W@KH�UROH�
of the new poetician is not to ruffle the body of analysis but to redeem it; to turn 
EDFN�WR�WKH�KLVWRU\�RI�KLV�WUDGLWLRQ�DQG�UHVFXH�IURP�LW�ZKDW�LV�DOUHDG\�WKHUHދ��
PDQ\�LQWHOOHFWXDOV�RI�WKH�SDVW�VDZފ�QR�QHHG�IRU�DQ�RYHUDOO�WKHRUHWLFDO�UHYROXWLRQ�
EXW�UDWKHU�IRU�D�NLQG�RI�UHQRYDWLRQދ������������

(9.) Sudhakar Pandey (1972�������UDUH�DPRQJ�%UDM�VFKRODUV�LQ�WUHDWLQJ�DQ���ށ
astrology text by the Bharatpur court writer Somnath, long ago pointed out that 
Braj textual culture is far more encompassing than the realms of devotional and 
literary texts. Also see chap. 3, n. 74.


